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The research centre Deutsches Elektronen Synchrotron DESY was pleased to host the DIPAC2011, the 10 th
European Workshop on Beam Diagnostics and Instrumentation for Particle Accelerators, in Hamburg, Germany
on board of the museum freighter Cap San Diego, from 16-18 May 2011.
It was a great pleasure for the Diagnostics Section (MDI) of DESY to have organized this event with a record
number of almost 300 participants.
On the DIPAC2011 website I have announced that “DIPAC provides a unique forum for experts and novices to
share their experience and to exchange information and ideas in the field of particle accelerator beam
diagnostics. The workshop aims to provide an atmosphere that fosters lively discussions regarding latest
developments and new concepts in instrumentation at particle accelerator facilities worldwide, ranging from low
energy gun and injector test facilities to high energy, high intensity hadron accelerators and colliders.” My
personal feeling of DIPAC2011 is that we’ve met exactly this statement; especially the quite unusual venue on
board of the Cap San Diego provided an exciting atmosphere for lively and easygoing discussions. I was glad to
see many of you in discussions with industry or within groups of colleagues from many different institutes and
countries at almost any possible place on board. My special thanks are going to our colleagues from Japan who
all did the travel to Hamburg although the former earthquake had had strong impact to their personal
relationships and institutes.
The Scientific Program included 13 invited talks, 17 contributed orals and a record number of 194 poster
contributions divided into two poster sessions. DIPAC2011 was the first DIPAC which was extended to three
full days. My feeling is that this was a very good decision since we were able to touch quite some interesting
topics in more details. The program committee was able to form topical blocks followed by a small discussion
session which enabled a deeper view into the whole topic and inspired many informal discussions at the posters
and elsewhere on board. The Program Committee and the Workshop organizers would like to express their full
appreciation for the high quality of oral and poster contributions, which were absolutely crucial for the overall
success of this event. The first two days went along with an industrial exhibition of 21 companies. This allowed
industry and participants to form and maintain their contacts and to remain informed in both ways: latest
technological achievements of industry and latest requirements of diagnostics in accelerators. The sponsored
events like welcome drinks, happy hour and farewell cocktail were very much appreciated by the participants
and it was often not easy for me to finish the event in time due to the lively discussions within many groups of
participants.
The workshop banquet took place at the historic brewery “Gröninger” in the vicinity of the Cap San Diego. Its
rustically ambience and the famous local beer contributed to a relaxed atmosphere which enabled an unformal
“networking” between participants.
A visit to DESY with guided tours of the accelerator facilities completed the workshop on the fourth day. The
tour provided a comprehensive overview of the past, recent and future accelerators and experiments at DESY
and their adjacent instrumentation for beam diagnostics.
Let me take now this opportunity to acknowledge the hard work of the international Program Committee who
formed the interesting scientific program with exciting topics and brilliant speakers. Also I’ve received from the
committee some very useful and important hints concerning organization issues.
And I would like to thank JACoW and the Editors of these proceedings for their enthusiasm to place online an
almost full set of talks and reports just at the end of the workshop and for their professional finalization of these
proceedings.
I hope that you have enjoyed the service and catering on board as much as I did. The crew of the Cap San Diego
and the “Hamburger Gastmahl” were always comprehend partners and they provided a service exceeding my
expectations. Thanks a lot for your wonderful hospitality.
Finally, I’d like to thank many colleagues of DESY, especially the Local Organizing Committee and the
Workshop Staff for their fantastic support! The unusual venue brought quite some extra load to them, but all
were enthusiastic in preparing and running DIPAC2011on board of the Cap San Diego and they were sad to
disassemble the setup. Hey, you did a really, really good job!!!
Now, let’s have a farewell to DIPAC and let us welcome IBIC.

Kay Wittenburg
Chair of DIPAC2011
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BEAM INSTRUMENTATION FOR X-ray FELs∗
H. Loos† , SLAC, Menlo Park, CA 94025, USA

The performance of X-ray Free-electron lasers depends
strongly on the achieved quality of the high brightness electron beam and its shot by shot stability. The requirements
and challenges of the instrumentation needed to tune and
optimize such electron beams will be discussed. Of particular interest are measurements of the beam orbit, emittance, energy, and bunch length and the different measurement techniques for these transverse and longitudinal
beam parameters and their implementation for routine operation will be addressed in detail, particularly the necessary instrumentation to fulfill different user requirements in
terms of beam energy and bunch length. Specific requirements for the initial commissioning, routine optimization
and feedback applications will be presented as well.

INTRODUCTION
The development of ultra-high brightness electron
beams at GeV energies to drive free electron lasers from
EUV [1, 2, 3] to hard X-ray wavelengths [4] requires instrumentation suitable to measure such beams. Table 1
lists the basic parameters of the three hard X-ray SASE
FEL facilities in operation or under construction, LCLS [5],
SCSS [6], and E-XFEL [7].
Table 1: X-Ray SASE FEL Projects
Repetition rate (Hz)
Bunch train rate (MHz)
Energy (GeV)
X-ray wavelength (nm)
Charge (nC)
Bunch length (μm)
Peak current (kA)
Undulator length (m)
Undulator β (m)
Beam size (μm)
3-D Gain length (m)

LCLS

SCSS

XFEL

120
13.6
0.15
0.25-1
8-20
3.4
100
30
30
3.5

60
8
0.1
0.3
25
5
100
30
45
3.7

10
5
17.5
0.1
0.1-1
20
2.5
130
32
35
10

Beam diagnostics for such accelerators has to operate
within an energy range of a few MeV in the gun and injector areas of the accelerator up to the several GeV level
in subsequent acceleration, bunch compression, and undulator regions of the FEL. The diagnostics must also be suitable for a charge range of 100s of pC up to several nC,
∗ Work

supported by US DOE contract DE-AC02-76SF00515.

† loos@slac.stanford.edu
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although recently low charge operation at only 10s of pC
has proven to be a viable machine configuration providing
extremely short electron and photon beams of only a few fs
length [8].
Resolution requirements for the instrumentation used for
beam orbit and emittance diagnostics are given by the rms
beam size which for typical β-functions from 10 to 100 m
and a high brightness beam of 1 μm normalized emittance
can be as small as only a few 10s of μm. This requires
the resolution of screens and wire scanners to be as good
as 10 μm. A necessary photon beam stability out of the
undulator of 1/10th of the beam size translates into upstream BPM resolutions of only a few μm. Precise beambased alignment of undulator segments to the few μm level
needed for optimum FEL performance results in the need
for cavity BPMs with sub-μm resolution.
For the longitudinal beam parameters, the desired energy
stability and energy spread of the electron beam needed for
suitable FEL gain are related to the dimensionless FEL efficiency parameter ρ which is typically of the order of 10−4
for an X-ray FEL. The FEL bandwidth is of the same order and hence the beam energy spread and stability have to
be measured better than a certain fraction of this number.
Measurements of the beam energy in a chicane with commonly about 10 cm dispersion require thus a position sensitivity of 10 μm, similar to beam orbit measurements. Alternatively, the induced time delay from an energy deviation
in a chicane of cΔτ = R56 ΔE/E can be used to deduct
beam energy by a measurement of bunch arrival time before and after the chicane. This requires such monitors to
have time resolutions of 10s of fs for typical few cm R56
values. An even better resolution is desired for arrival time
monitors to provide beam timing information for the FEL
user stations. The bunch length needs to be measured over
a wide range from the initial ps lengths in the injector area
to 10s of fs after the bunch compressors or even down to a
few fs in the LCLS case for operation in the shortest low
charge mode. A further requirement for machines operating with a bunch train is to resolve beam parameters within
the bunch train to provide input for intra-bunch feedback
systems.
Diagnostic systems employed in user machines or in development will be discussed in more detail with examples
from different facilities and their usefulness and performance for both machine commissioning and daily operation will be illustrated. Diagnostics used for the measurement of the X-ray beams will be discussed elsewhere [9].
1
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Besides current transformers or toroids to measure bunch
charge, beam position monitors are the most heavily used
diagnostics in machine commissioning and tuning to establish the beam orbit through the machine and to maintain it
through feedback systems once it’s optimized. Commonly
employed beam position monitors are of button, strip line,
or cavity type. At FLASH about 72 BPMs with 10 μm resolution and electronics designed for 0.5 to 1 nC are in use
which are mostly strip line with some button types in the
low energy and undulator sections, and cavity BPMs in
the cold modules with 40 μm resolution. The electronics
is being upgraded to enable beam operation down to 50 pC
and it is planned to upgrade the undulator BPMs to cavity
types being tested for E-XFEL with 1 μm resolution [10].
They operate at 3.3 GHz and have a low Q of 70 to resolve
beam position within the bunch train as needed for intrabunch feedback [11]. The present FLASH BPM system
has a high reliability enabled by regular maintenance and
provides easy access for operators to store orbits and to recover previous settings for changes in machine settings.

Figure 1: Position correlation between three SCSS cavity
BPMs, corresponding to less than 200 nm resolution [12].
The cavity BPM design for XFEL/SPring8 which the EXFEL is based on operates at 4.76 GHz and has a dipole
and monopole cavity for signal normalization. The spatial resolution is better than 200 nm (see Fig. 1) and the
monopole cavity also provides a phase measurement with
less than 25 fs rms resolution [12].
The LCLS accelerator has about 180 BPMs installed
which are mostly strip lines except for the cavity BPMs
throughout the undulator. Variable attenuators in the strip
line BPM electronics [13] enable a charge range from several nC to the 10 pC level, although the resolution worsens from normally about 3 μm above 50 pC to 25 μm at
20 pC. Long term stability is reached by applying calibration pulses between beam pulses to constantly selfcalibrate the BPM electronics. The sub-μm resolution required for the BPMs in the undulator [14] is reached with a
2

dipole/monopole cavity design operating at 11.4 GHz and
was measured to be less than 300 nm [15]. The cavity
BPM system for the undulators is quite reliable, although
they require regular recalibration about every few weeks
by moving the undulator support girders and subsequent
beam-based alignment to determine their offsets [16]. Both
BPM types are heavily used in multiple transverse feedbacks and the strip line BPMs in various dispersive regions
provide beam energy measurements for the longitudinal
feedbacks [17]. Beam synchronous data of multiple orbits from deliberate orbit oscillations or beam jitter enables
machine optics verification during machine commissioning
and determination of RF or magnet noise sources during
routine operation.

Beam Profile Monitors
Measurements of beam emittance and β-matching
throughout the accelerator requires either single shot beam
profile monitors or multi-shot wire scanners. If 2D distribution are needed for temporally sliced measurements
via deflecting cavities, only screens can be used. For profile monitors, commonly used are either fluorescent screens
made of crystals or powder from YAG and other materials
or metal foils and wafers to generate optical transition radiation (OTR). Fluorescent screens are preferable for their
high sensitivity at low energies of few MeV where the OTR
efficiency is poor. At higher energies where beam sizes
are smaller YAG screens suffer from saturation effects at
charge densities of a few nC/mm2 and limited resolution
due to blooming and finite crystal thickness. For electron
beams with moderate brightness OTR screens can be used
instead. Highly compressed bunches with small emittance
though exhibit strong coherent effects (COTR) and prohibit
beam profile measurements with OTR [18]. Alternatives
and mitigation schemes are discussed in [19].
At FLASH more than 20 such OTR screens are installed
with zoom optics for up to 10 μm resolution and 8 bit CCD
fire-wire cameras. They are used mainly in beam commissioning for emittance measurement and tuning [20], and for
matching into bunch compressors and the undulator. The final matching procedure though has to be done without full
compression because coherent radiation effects impede the
profile measurement at certain compressor settings. The
two Powdered YAG screens in the gun area are used for
gun commissioning, but they are only useable for limited
periods of time due to beam and dark current induced outgassing. Future upgrades to gigabit ethernet cameras to
avoid radiation damage of the tunnel based PCs are being
considered.
The LCLS accelerator utilizes a total of about 20 YAG
and OTR screens with 12 bit camera link CCD cameras and
50 - 10 μm fixed pixel resolution depending on location.
The YAG screens consist of 100 μm thick crystals and the
OTR screens of 1 μm thick aluminum foils. YAG screens
are used in the gun region for gun commissioning and their
high sensitivity enables imaging of the cathode quantum
01 Overview and Commissioning of Facilities
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The use of wire scanners enables a less intrusive diagnosis than screens, but such measurements are multi-shot and
do not sample 2D distributions. They usually employ one
or more wires made of tungsten or carbon with thicknesses
of the order of 10 μm which are driven through the beam
with a stepper motor. The beam profile is then recorded
with beam loss monitors over multiple bunches.
Several OTR stations and the undulator section at
FLASH are equipped with wire scanners, but the low repetition rate of the macro pulses makes them less favorable
for normal operation and since they agree well with the
OTR measurements, the latter are mostly used. For the EXFEL a new design for a fast wire scanner is being developed using linear motors with speeds up to 1 m/s to sample
the bunch profile within a single bunch train of less than
1 ms length [21].
The situation is different for LCLS where the ultra-high
brightness of the compressed beam makes the OTR screens
unreliable and wire scanners provide the only measurement of transverse beam profiles downstream of the injector. Four areas, in the injector, after each bunch compressor, and upstream of the undulator are equipped with
multiple wire scanners for beam emittance measurements
and three wire scanners in dispersive regions enable energy spread measurements. Each wire scanner has a wire
card with a horizontal, vertical, and 45◦ wire and moves
along a perpendicular 45◦ axis, so that different ranges of
the stepper motor sample different projection planes. Profiles are obtained from fiber loss monitors and ionization
chambers. Very important for obtaining reliable profiles is
the synchronous shot-by-shot measurement of the beam orbit close to the wire to correct the wire position in the data
analysis for transverse orbit jitter during the duration of the
scan [22]. The 120 Hz repetition rate allows for rather fast
scans and a measurement of the beam emittance in both
planes with four wires takes less than five minutes. The
development of new wire scanners is pursued to mitigate
vibration issues in the present design and also significantly
improve the scan speed with separate wires per plane and
independent actuators for insertion and scanning.
01 Overview and Commissioning of Facilities

Measurement and stabilization of bunch length and arrival time are both important to reach the kA peak currents
needed for FEL saturation and to provide timing information and synchronization for FEL user experiments. Bunch
length measurements are either based on coherent radiation
emission or on techniques to map the longitudinal phase
space onto transverse coordinates with deflector cavities.

Deflector Cavities
A transverse deflecting RF cavity [23] provides a very
direct measurement of the bunch length with highest resolution to date at the 10 fs level at the cost of a large installation with RF source and cavity. The deflecting cavity
imposes a time dependent transverse kick onto the beam
which can then be measured on a downstream screen with
90◦ phase advance as transverse offset. The temporal calibration is simply done by changing the RF phase of the
structure and observing the resulting offset on the screen.
It is beam intercepting but can be set up for parasitic use
with fast kickers.
The S-band deflecting cavity installed at FLASH is used
in conjunction with either an off-axis screen and single
bunch kicker straight ahead or another screen in a dispersive section downstream for longitudinal phase space with
20 fs temporal and 1.4×10−4 energy resolution. The cavity
is used to study and set up bunch compression schemes [24]
mainly with the dispersive screen because the straight offaxis screen is impeded by strong COTR effects.
Correlation Plot 22-Nov-2009 14:27:54
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Figure 2: Scan of the LCLS rms bunch length after the
second bunch compressor vs. chirp voltage in the L2
linac [22].
Two deflecting cavities are used in the LCLS accelerator,
one 67 cm short in the injector and one 2.4 m long after the
second bunch compressor to measure both initial and final
bunch length after compression. With the injector cavity,
slice emittance on an OTR screen and longitudinal phase
space on a YAG screen in the injector spectrometer are
also frequently measured. The originally intended off-axis
3
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Wire Scanners

LONGITUDINAL DIAGNOSTICS

Bunch length (um)

efficiency at very low charges around 10 pC. Another YAG
screen in the injector spectrometer is used to measure the
longitudinal phase space in combination with a transverse
deflecting cavity. The injector OTR screens are the main
emittance tuning tool and are regularly used to optimize injector performance. Their sensitivity is even suitable for
low charge operation and enables slice emittance measurements of 10 pC beams [8]. Only the OTR screens in the
injector prior to the first dogleg are useful for operations
due to the COTR effects from the ultra-bright compressed
beam further down. The OTR screen in main beam dump
with a large beam profile has been replaced with a YAG
screen and shows beam profiles comparable to the profiles
from the adjacent wire scanner.
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OTR screen and kicker for the main linac deflecting cavity
are not usable and instead nearby wire scanners are used
to avoid COTR effects. The correction of the shot-by-shot
orbit jitter induced by the deflecting cavity becomes particularly important because the timing jitter can exceed the
bunch length several times. With this method bunch lengths
of 10 fs (see Fig. 2) have been measured [22] and this setup
is used to calibrate the relative bunch length monitors for
the feedback system. An X-band deflector is planned for
installation downstream of the undulator with estimated 10
times better resolution than the S-band system. Its purpose is to measure the length of the ultra-short sub-μm long
bunches at 20 pC as well as to obtain high resolution measurements of the longitudinal phase space of the spent electron beam to study the time resolved SASE process.

c 2011 by the respective authors — cc Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 (CC BY 3.0)
Copyright ○

Bunch Length Monitors
A fast and single shot non-intercepting bunch length diagnostic is provided with detectors integrating the coherent radiation spectrum emitted by the electron beam over a
wavelength range suitable for the respective bunch lengths.
The source of coherent radiation can be edge and synchrotron radiation from bend magnets or diffraction radiation from screens close to the beam. Such diagnostics deliver a signal sensitive to bunch length which roughly scales
with peak current and can thus be used for feedback on upstream accelerator phases. The absolute calibration needs
to be obtained by other means like a deflecting cavity.
Such systems are implemented at FLASH as bunch compression monitors (BCM) after each of the two bunch compressors and the dogleg and use coherent diffraction radiation from slit screens. A fast 1 MHz readout from the pyroelectric detectors provides single bunch resolution within
the bunch train [25]. These monitors perform very reliable
and are used for slow phase feedbacks on the accelerating
structures preceding the two bunch compressor, although
issues of coupling between the feedbacks remain.
The relative bunch length monitors employed at LCLS
use edge radiation from the last dipole in each bunch compressor which is the extracted downstream from the beam
by an annular mirror. The integrated FIR spectrum above
100 μ is measured with pyroelectric detectors [26]. The
raw detector signal is calibrated by measuring the absolute
bunch length with the deflector cavity to generate a peak
current value for the longitudinal feedback [17]. The measured noise of the monitor is better than 3% [27]. Since this
integrating bunch length monitor does not distinguish well
enough the shortest LCLS bunches, a single shot with low
spectral resolution is being developed to measure the bunch
shape of the ultra-short 20 pC bunches at LCLS. It follows
a similar concept as the grating spectrometer implemented
at FLASH [28], but it is designed as a prism spectrometer and utilizes a pyroelectric detector array. The setup is
designed for the 1 - 40 μm wavelength range [29].
4

Bunch Arrival Monitors
Using a pick-up electrode or resonant cavity, an electron
beam induced signal can be used to determine the bunch
arrival time with respect to a RF distribution system.

Figure 3: Beam arrival time jitter reduction to 20 fs with
intra-bunch feedback at FLASH [30].
Bunch arrival monitors (BAM) [31] have been developed
at FLASH which use a 4 button beam pick-off. The beam
signals are compared to the fiber distributed reference laser
pulses (5 fs stability) by encoding them onto the laser amplitude with an electro-optic modulator and sampling them
with a 108 MHz ADC. Less sensitivity to laser amplitude
jitter is achieved by operating at the zero-crossing of the
amplitude modulation and the arrival time of each bunch
in the train can been measured with 5 fs resolution [30] at
5 locations throughout the accelerator. The system is being used for feedback of the gun laser timing as well as for
an RF amplitude feedback because the arrival time downstream of a bunch compressor depends on the beam energy.
The fast acquisition rate of the monitors enables an intrabunch feedback [32] on a FPGA based controller board and
the arrival time jitter can be reduced from 60 to 20 fs rms
within the bunch train (see Fig. 3). The system is still being
developed and needs experts for operating.
A different system developed at LCLS for the bunch arrival time [33] uses a monopole mode phase cavity resonant
at 2805 MHz whose signal is down-mixed with the main Sband frequency at 2856 MHz and digitized with a 16 bit
ADC. The resolution of the arrival time measurement is estimated to 15 fs by comparing signals from the two adjacent
phase cavities. The phase cavities provide timing information for the user experiments for off-line data analysis.

Synchrotron Radiation Monitors
The beam energy and energy spread can be measured
directly with a synchrotron radiation monitor (SRM) inside
a compressor chicane. The system installed at FLASH both
provides the beam centroid via a multi-anode PMT and the
beam size from an ICCD for a single bunch out of the bunch
train [34]. The PMT signals are digitized at 1 MHz to give
the centroid beam energy for each bunch in the train and
provide an energy resolution of better than 10−4 . The SRM
is being used in a feedback system [35] with a learning
01 Overview and Commissioning of Facilities

feed forward algorithm to reduce energy variation within
the bunch train from 4 × 10−3 to 1 × 10−4 .
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Reliable diagnostics which is well integrated into the accelerator control system becomes more and more necessary
to accommodate frequent changes to the machine configuration as requested by the photon users. The LCLS controls software provides tools for automated configuration
changes and one example is shown in Fig. 4 where the electron beam energy was gradually changed over a large range
while the beam was maintained by the feedback systems.

12
07:00

07:05
Time (hrs)

07:10

Figure 4: LCLS X-ray pulse energy during energy ramp
from about 12 to 14.5 GeV. The jump in photon energy
around 7:10 is due the recalibration of the gas detector [36].

SUMMARY
Electron beam diagnostics for X-ray FELs meets the
main requirements needed for successful commissioning
and reliable operation as a user facility at both FLASH
and LCLS. Further development is being undertaken for diagnostics of ultra-bright electron beams to measure bunch
length at the fs level and to have reliable measurements of
2D distributions. Measurement and stabilization of electron and x-ray beam at the fs level and their synchronization
to laser systems for the x-ray users pose another challenge.
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AN APERTURE BACKSCATTER X-RAY BEAM POSITION MONITOR AT
DIAMOND
C. Bloomer, G. Rehm, C. Thomas, Diamond Light Source, Oxfordshire, UK
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This paper presents the design and first results of a
new XBPM developed at Diamond that images the photon backscatter from a Front End absorber to measure the
beam centre of mass. This is of particular interest for
monitoring the emission from elliptically polarising undulators where the profile of the beam varies strongly with
change of beam polarisation. Traditional four-blade Front
End XBPMs struggle to resolve a beam centre of mass for
EPUs because of this. We have developed an XBPM that
observes the backscattered photons from a copper aperture
through a pinhole. This solution is capable of operating
with the full white beam, and has been designed to fit into
the same physical space as the standard front end XBPMs
in use at Diamond. This offers the potential to easily replace traditional XBPMs where beneficial and required.

INTRODUCTION
Tungsten vane X-ray Beam Position Monitors (XBPMs)
can be designed to perform well for most X-ray beam
distributions. However, frequently changing or noneGaussian beam shapes cause problems for fixed-blade
monitors. In particular, Elliptically Polarising Undulators
(EPUs) produce such a wide range of photon distributions
that fixed blade monitors are of little use. Attempts have
been made to resolve this problem using moving-blade arrangements [1], but such devices are complex to operate
and maintain. An ideal beam position monitor would be
able to cope with any beam shape, and none-destructively
monitor the beam.
Fluorescent screens are a valuable diagnostic tool on
beamlines, often used to monitor monochromatic X-ray
beams in situ. This removes the problem of using four fixed
blades as detectors as one can image the entire beam shape.
Fluorescent screens have a tendency to deteriorate quickly
under high flux though, if they survive at all, limiting their
use as long-term white-beam position monitors.
A more recent development is the use of thin scattering
foils placed into the X-ray beam path [2] [3]. This has the
advantage that the uniform foil does not deteriorate over
time as fluorescent screens do. The X-ray beam strikes the
foil which is transparent to the majority of photons. A small
amount of the total flux is elastically scattered by the foil
and the scattered X-rays are then spatially imaged through
pinholes or Soller slits.
However, both of these methods have the drawback that
the screen or foil used will unavoidably absorb a portion
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Figure 1: The beam intensity and distribution varies between polarisations and gaps.
of the beam, with low energy photons the most likely to
be absorbed. This presents a particular problem for EPUs,
which typically have a first harmonic as low as just a few
10s of eV, and the flux is predominantly made up of low
energy photons.

DESIGN OF A NEW XBPM
In recent years a significant effort has gone into the development of new photon diagnostics techniques with high
spatial resolution of the beam profile [4] [5]. The development of a new type of XBPM at Diamond Light Source
was required to accurately measure the beam position for
EPU beamlines. The first such beamline at Diamond, I06,
uses a 64mm period APPLE II EPU capable of producing
a large range of beam distributions (Fig. 1). The first harmonic at minimum gap is 103eV in circular polarisation
and 74eV in linear polarisation. At this energy a foil even
just a few microns thick is enough to absorb most of the
incident user photons. If this technique is to be used then
an aperture must be cut in the material in order to allow the
user light through the centre, but even so the majority of
the halo photons that would strike the foil are still <1keV.
This causes an unusual problem: large amounts of power
is deposited into the foil, not because the photon energies are high, but specifically because the photon energies are very low. Even relatively transparent thin carbon foils become opaque to the low energy photons in the
I06 halo (Fig. 2). Finite Element Analysis (FEA) simulations show that a water-cooled 200 micron diamond screen
would reach >1000 degrees Celsius, absorbing a large por02 BPMs
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Angle−integrated spectra shown
alongside the probability of absorption
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Figure 2: Shown is the integrated spectra of the I06 EPU64,
circular phase and 16mm gap, and an in-vacuum U21 at
5mm gap. The U21 spectra contains more photons at high
energies, but the EPU64 has more photons at low energies
where they are more readily absorbed. The calculated absorption rate for a 200μm thick carbon foil is shown.
tion of the 4.1kW X-ray beam produced by the I06 undulator at 300mA stored beam.
A suitable alternative was found by simulating the effects of the I06 beam striking a shallow-angle copper
wedge. A 10mm diameter hole in the centre of the aperture allows the user photons to pass through, while its large
mass and thermal conductivity aids heat dissipation. This
design went through several iterations until the material
stress was found to be acceptable. Considerable effort was
put into finding an aperture design that could withstand the
white beam under all conditions, especially given that the
new XBPM had to fit into the same physical Front End
space as the old tungsten blade XBPM.
In the centre of the wedge is the main hole to allow the
user photons to pass through, a keyhole shaped aperture
is used to reduce the thermal stress on the material. The
cooling water supply is fed through the wedge, 5mm under
the scattering surface, to increase the removal of heat.
In order to resolve the spatial distribution of the scattered
photons some form of optics are required. Since it was
desired to keep the design as simple as possible a 25μm
diameter pinhole was used to image the beam distribution
onto a fluorescent screen, in-vacuum. The scattered X-rays
striking the screen produce visible photons that pass out of
the vacuum vessel through an optical viewport. A standard
GigE camera with a high quality lens was used as the outof-vacuum detector.

INITIAL RESULTS
Initial results from the XBPM were disappointing as the
detector was saturated with visible and UV light (Fig. 3A),
a possibility that had not been taken into account during the
design of the monitor. This light was found to be coming
from in-vacuum vents between the pinhole and the fluorescent screen, vents that had been added to the design to

02 BPMs

Figure 3: A, left: The first image from the XBPM, saturated
by visible and UV light. B, right: The image seen after
baffles and larger pinhole were installed. Both show the
EPU64 at 16mm gap and circular phase.

Figure 4: Schematic of scattering optics. The pinhole and
the fluorescent screen are in-vacuum, and visible light from
the screen is viewed with a GigE camera through an optical
viewport. The red lines show the expected path of the Xrays, scattered by the surface of the copper aperture. The
blue lines show the likely path that the visible light was
taking through the vent holes inside the XBPM.
prevent a trapped space of air behind the pinhole (Fig. 4).
This large amount of visible light was drowning out the
scattered X-ray photons that we expected to see, so two improvements were made to the design. Firstly, a baffle was
installed in order to block the path of visible light coming
from the in-vacuum vents, and secondly the pinhole was
exchanged for a larger, 1mm diameter pinhole. The addition of a larger pinhole was a compromise, reducing the
spatial resolution of the image in exchange for ensuring that
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enough scattered X-rays reached the screen.
These adaptions had the desired effect and the subsequent images were of much higher quality. Figure 3B
shows the EPU64 X-ray beam at circular phase after the
modifications. Clearly visible is the ring of photons typical
of this undulator when producing circularly polarised light
(as seen in Fig. 1). The image is elongated vertically due
to the grazing angle of the copper aperture relative to the
incident beam.

Measured beam centre (pixels)

A 1.0s integration period is used for the pinhole image,
and using a simple 2D centre of mass calculation the beam
position can be found with a resolution of <10μm. Greater
resolution can be achieved using longer integration periods.
The vertical beam position can be found with greater resolution due to the magnifying effects of the angled aperture.
Both XBPM stepper motor movements and electron
beam bumps were separately used to offset the incident Xray beam, both giving very consistent results. Scans were
made over a 1.0mm range and beam movements were accurately detected using simple 2D centre-of-mass fitting. The
data shown in Fig. 5 is from linearly polarised light, 16mm
gap.
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Figure 5: First position measurements made using the
Aperture XBPM.
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This type of XBPM has several advantages over other
types of monitor. Compared to tungsten vane XBPMs
the spatial resolution afforded by this monitor provides
far more information regarding the photon beam distribution, over a larger linear range, and helps to overcome gapdependant effects. The in-vacuum pinhole design with an
out-of-vacuum detector is a very simple solution compared
to other monitors that utilise in-vacuum detectors, and
avoids the need for elaborate (and expensive) in-vacuum
electronics and feed-throughs. The size of the XBPM and
its simplicity make it an excellent substitution for Front
Ends where existing XBPMs have thus far proved unsuitable.
The initial prototype described here could however be
improved. Presently a 10mm diameter central aperture is
used to allow user photons through, this could be significantly reduced in size. A smaller 5mm diameter aperture would scatter more X-rays, improving the resolution of
the device, yet this would still allow user photons to pass
through. The 1mm pinhole used to record the measurements presented here could in all likelihood also be made
smaller, improving the resolution of the optics at the cost
of detecting fewer photons. A 1.0s integration time is sufficient to monitor slow drifts, but not fast enough to monitor
beam vibrations. Better quality detectors with a larger optical lens could be used instead of standard GigE camera in
order to improve this.
One final drawback to this type of monitor is the inability to use two, spatially separated by some metres, in order
to measure relative angular changes. The beam periphery
is entirely absorbed by the monitor, so a downstream monitor would have nothing left to view. However, a standard
XBPM could be used upstream, followed by a downstream
Aperture XBPM. Results from the two could be combined
to provide angular information.
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EMITTANCE AND ENERGY SPREAD MEASUREMENTS OF
RELATIVISTICS ELECTRONS FROM LASER-DRIVEN ACCELERATOR
G. Manahan, M.P. Anania, C. Aniculaesei, E. Brunetti, S. Cipiccia, B. Ersfeld, M.R. Islam, R.C.
Issac, R.P. Shanks, G.H. Welsh, S.M. Wiggins and D.A. Jaroszynski,
Department of Physics, SUPA, University of Strathclyde, Glasgow G4 0NG, United Kingdom
In this paper, we present a single-shot transverse
emittance measurement for 125 ± 3 MeV electron beam
using pepper-pot technique. A normalised transverse
emittance as low as 1.1 ± 0.1 -mm-mrad was measured
using this method. Considering 60 consecutive shots, an
average normalised emittance of εrms,x,y=2.2 ± 0.7, 2.3 ±
0.6 -mm-mrad was obtained, which is comparable to a
conventional linear accelerator. We also obtained high
energy monoenergetic electron beam with relative energy
spread less than 1%. The measured transverse emittance
characterises the quality of an electron beam generated
from laser-driven accelerator. Brightness, parallelism and
focusability are all functions of the emittance. The low
emittance and energy spread indicates that this type of
accelerator is suitable for compact free electron laser
driver.

INTRODUCTION
Laser-driven acceleration has been drawing much
attention in the particle physics community for the past
years because of its possibility to develop table-top, highenergy accelerators. This type of accelerator depends on
the interaction of high intense laser (ao≈ 1 for λlaser=1 μm)
and plasma. As the laser pulse propagates through
plasma, it experiences self-compression and self-guiding
as it exceeds the threshold of critical power for relativistic
self-focusing,
Pcrit 17  g2 [GW]

(1)

where γg = ωo/ωp is the Lorentz factor associated with the
group velocity of the laser pulse and ωo and
 p  ne e 2 / me o are the laser and plasma frequencies,
respectively. The relativistic self-focusing causes the
intensity to grow (from ao = 1 to ao > 2) forcing the
plasma electrons to be expelled from the laser axis. The
combination of these nonlinear effects leads to the
formation of plasma cavity termed as ‘bubble’. The
expelled electrons move around outside the bubble and if
they are in phase with the field of the bubble, will be self
trapped and accelerated with maximum energy of

 max  2  g2 a o / 3 .

(2)

Compared to conventional linear accelerators, plasma
can sustain high electric field (>100 GVm-1) without
breakdown; therefore accelerating high energy electrons

05 Transverse Profiles

at small scale [1]. Several groups have presented
acceleration of electrons with energies ranging from 80
MeV to 1 GeV in few mm-cm acceleration lengths [2-5].
These electrons can be used as a source for synchrotron
radiations having spectral range from visible to VUV [67]. By further improving the quality and stability
(effectively increasing the brightness) of the electrons,
they can be a potential driver for compact FELs
producing radiation in x-ray range.
In this report, we present diagnostics to characterise the
laser-driven electron beams from the Advanced LaserPlasma High-energy Accelerator towards X-ray
(ALPHA-X) beamline. We perform direct way of
showing the electron beam’s high-brilliance by measuring
its transverse emittance and energy spread.

Beam Emittance
The brightness and quality of an accelerator is defined
by the emittance. A low emittance signifies that the
electron beam has high focusability and capable of
propagating for a long distance at a small divergence.
Knowledge of emittance allows us to determine the
evolution of the electron beam at any particular location
without the need of individual particles trajectories.
Emittance can be loosely defined as the volume occupied
by the particles in the phase space (momentum-position
coordinates. In this paper, we considered the high density
core of the particles distribution by getting the root mean
squared (rms) value of the emittance, given as,
n
 rms


1
mo c

x 2

 p x2   x  p x

2

(3)

with mo as the rest mass of an electron, c is the speed of
light, Δx = x - <x> and Δpx = px - <px>.
For low-energy beam, quadrupole scanning is often
used for measuring the transverse emittance. The beam
matrix is obtained by measuring the beam size at different
transport locations or by varying the focusing strength of
the quadrupoles. However, for high energy electrons,
pepper-pot technique is preferred because it is more
robust and less prone to space charge effect. This method
can give information about the beam profile and
divergence at the same time in a single measurement.
Similar to quadrupole scan, pepper-pot method is a
destructive diagnostic tool as it introduces a screen to stop
the beam. A very sensitive detecting system (with high
resolution camera) is also necessary since only a small
portion of the beam (~1%) is obtained.
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of pepper-pot transverse
emittance measurement technique.
In the pepper-pot technique, apertures are used to
indirectly measure the divergence using the spatial
distribution of the beam. Figure 1 shows a schematic
diagram of this method. The electron beam is passed
through a mask consisting of a two-dimensional array of
identical apertures. The individual smaller ‘beamlets’
propagating through the mask are imaged onto a
scintillating screen. The beam shape in each positiondivergence coordinate in the trace-space is precisely
known.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
c 2011 by the respective authors — cc Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 (CC BY 3.0)
Copyright ○

The ALPHA-X beamline uses a CPA-driven laser
system (λcentral = 800mn, 35fs). It is focused to a 20 μm
beam spot using an f/18 spherical mirror giving an
intensity on target of Io = 2 x 1018 W-cm-2 corresponding
to a normalised vector potential ao = 8.5 x 10-10 λ(μm)
Io½(W-cm-2) ≈ 1.0. The laser propagates through a 2 mm
supersonic Helium gas jet with an ionised plasma density
of ne ≈ 1019 cm-3. The electron beam is monitored on
removable LANEX phosphor screens (refer to Fig. 2).

Figure 2: The ALPHA-X schematic setup. The electron
beam, are imaged on the LANEX screens (L1, L2, L3)
and focused through an electron spectrometer using a
triplet of quadrupole lenses (Q1, Q2, Q3).
The electron energy is measured using an electron
spectrometer that has a current-induced electromagnet.
The design is based on Browne-Buchner where the
electron beam can be focus on both the horizontal and
vertical planes leading to high resolution spectrum. A
combination of two triple quadrupole lenses is developed
to focus the electron beam at the entrance slit of the
spectrometer. A varying current is supplied to the
electromagnets to scan the electron energy spectra.
The optimised design for the mask and holes for
transverse emittance measurement are determined by
GEANT4 simulation. The simulation predicts that a 125
μm tungsten sheet is suitable for a 125 MeV electron
beam. The mask is composed of 27 x 27 laser drilled

10

holes, each with a diameter of 25 ± 5 μm and separated by
a distance of 150 μm. It is placed 29.5 cm from the gas jet
and is attached to a rotation stage so that it can be
removed automatically when we want to measure the
electron’s energy spectrum. A 100 μm thin YAG:Ce (with
10 μm resolution) crystal screen is located 61 cm after the
mask to detect the outgoing electron beams. The
scattering due to the laser light is blocked using a thin Al
foil that is placed a few mm from the screen. At this
position, the scattering effect of Al foil on the electrons is
negligible compared to the beamlet size produced by the
mask. The spots on the screen are then imaged onto a 14
bit CCD camera.

RESULTS
The electron beam from this accelerator shows a good
pointing stability as there is less shot to shot variation of
the central spot. Figure 3 shows the statistical distribution
of the electron beam’s horizontal and vertical positions.
For 100 consecutive shots, the calculated spread is less
than one spot size (σx = 1.4 mrad and σy = 1.3 mrad),
implying that the electron beam is highly directional and
stable. The difference in the pointing stability of x and y is
expected since the laser is polarised horizontally, thus
giving an additional oscillation along the x axis.
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Figure 3: A statistical calculation for the pointing stability
of the electron beam for 100 consecutive shots. The
histograms show the distribution of the electron’s centre
for both the (a) horizontal and (b) vertical axes.
A false colour image of a typical pepper-pot image
captured in YAG:Ce screen is showed in Fig. 4. Average
values of horizontal and vertical transverse emittance are
obtained for 64 out of 400 consecutive shots of 125 ± 3
MeV electron beam. To retrieve the rms emittance in
equation (3) from the pepper-pot image, we used the
formula derived by M. Zhang [8]. A mean values of
normalised emittance, rms,x,y = 2.2 ± 0.7, 2.3 ± 0.6 -mmmrad are obtained for the horizontal and vertical
directions, respectively, which are comparable with that
of conventional linear accelerator [9]. An emittance as
low as 1.1 ± 0.1 -mm-mrad was able to measure which
corresponds to the resolution limit of the current detection
system.
To explain how the emittance evolves, a simulation
using 2-D particle-in-cell (PIC) code OSIRIS was
performed matching the experimental conditions. The
simulation shows that the emittance growth is determined
by the transverse forces acting on the electron before and
during the trapping in the plasma bubble. Before the
electrons are injected, the emittance is negligible.
However, during self- injection, the electrons experience
05 Transverse Profiles
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a transverse force at the back of the bubble causing them
to oscillate. The oscillations change the momentum
amplitude resulting to emittance growth. As the electrons’
group velocity reaches nearly the speed of light, the
emittance gains saturation. A growth in emittance will
begin again when the electrons outrun the tail of the laser
pulse. It is shown that the final emittance of the electron
bunch scales with the charge and the bunch length. A
detailed discussion is presented elsewhere [10].

MOOB02

CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we were able to give a direct proof of high
brightness of a laser-driven accelerator by measuring the
emittance of the electron beam. A high resolution single
shot pepper-pot technique was utilised to obtain the
transverse emittance of the electrons. The mean
normalised transverse emittance of 125 ± 3 MeV electron
beam on horizontal and vertical directions are εrms,x,y = 2.2
± 0.7, 2.3 ± 0.6 -mm-mrad, respectively. We also
showed a charge scaling with the energy spread.
Considering a 1 fs electron bunch length, the estimated
peak current is around 10 kA, giving a brightness of
B=I/4π2εxεy ≈ 5×1015 Am-1rad-1. This high brightness
indicates that the LWFAs are suitable for driving a
compact free electron laser that can generate coherent
radiation in the VUV range.

Figure 4: A false colour, background corrected, pepperpot image produced on the Ce:YAG crystal by an electron
beam after propagation through the emittance mask. A
vertical lineout is shown on the right hand side.
Energy spread is also a measure of quality of the
electron beam. Small energy spread relates to monoenergetic beam which is a prerequisite for most
applications in LWFA such as FEL and synchrotron
sources. For this set of data, the smallest energy spread
measured is less than 1% (refer to Fig. 5b). However,
GPT simulation shows that the resolution of our
spectrometer is dependent on the emittance of the beam.
It was seen that to achieve a 1% resolution, the beam
must have an emittance of 0.5 -mm-mrad [11].
(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Scaling of (a) electron’s peak energy and (b)
energy spread with charge. Inset in Fig. 3b is the
frequency of the peak rms central energy.
A scaling of the central energy and energy spread with
the charge is observed as shown in Fig. 5. The central
energy of the electron dropped with an increased in the
charge. On the other, the corresponding energy spread
blows up with the charge. This is a clear implication of
beam loading. As the charge increases, the accelerating
wake is over-loaded (due to the electron beam Coulomb
field); thus, increasing the energy spread.
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Abstract
The diamond-based beam halo monitor has been
developed by the Safety Design Group with the
collaboration of the Insersion Devise Team for SPring-8
Angstrom Compact free electron LAser (SACLA). This
monitor can be used as an interlock sensor to protect the
undulator magnets against radiation damage. To reduce
the degradation of electron beam due to installation of the
halo monitor into the beam duct, new RF fingers with
aluminium windows has been designed and improved.
The RF fingers are made of beryllium copper, and having
the aluminum windows, which is low-Z material, in front
of active areas of the diamond detectors. To evaluate
influence on the output signal of the diamond detector by
changing the finger material, both the simulations and the
measurements have been carried out. Feasibility tests of
this monitor, which is equipped with the RF fingers, have
also been demonstrated at the SCSS test accelerator.

INTRODUCTION
It is important for not only electron accelerators but
also proton and heavy ion accelerators to measure the
halo part of the beam because of the prevention of
radiation damages and the reduction of induced activities.
Especially in X-ray free electron laser facilities and
storage ring-based synchrotron radiation facilities, where
undulators are used, a demagnetizing of undulator
permanent magnets is a crucial problem [1]. Up to now,
there were measurement methods such as OTRs. But the
detection limits are insufficient.
Therefore, we have developed a beam halo monitor,
which measures the intensity of the halo of the electron
beam directly by installing the diamond detectors [2] into
the beam duct as shown in Figure 1 (a), and we have
demonstrated the feasibility of the monitor [3, 4].
A wake field that originates from the core part of the
beam generates a high frequency component in unipolar
pulse signal. This component may cause to obstruct the
oscillation of XFEL when the detectors are inserted in the
vacuum chamber, and also cause to grow the noise level
of output signals of the detectors.
In order to remove the high frequency component, RF
fingers were introduced to the halo monitor [5]. Using the
RF fingers, we succeeded in the reduction of the wake
field generated by the resonance in the vacuum chamber
of the monitor. In this configuration of the RF fingers, the
___________________________________________
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active areas of the diamond detectors project between RF
fingers to measure the beam halo directly as shown in
Figure 1(b).
In order to prevent the irradiation of the intense wake
field from ultra short pulses of SACLA to the diamond
detectors, the RF fingers have been improved to cover the
detectors fully as shown in Figure 1(c). The schematic
view of the RF fingers with aluminum windows is shown
in Figure 1(d). The upper and lower diamond detectors
are covered by four RF fingers. Outside edges of four
fingers, which are made of BeCu, are fixed on the top and
bottom walls of the vacuum chamber, and inner edges
overlap behind the diamond detectors. To avoid the
influence of the fingers as much as possible, the windows
made of aluminium were set up.
In this paper we report the experimental and the
simulation results of the influence of the fingers on output
signals of diamond detectors by electron irradiation, and
the beam tests of the halo monitor equipped with the RF
fingers using SCSS prototype FEL facility..

(a) without fingers

(b) with finger (not covered)

(c) with finger (fully covered) (d) Schematic view of (c)
Figure 1: Configuration of the RF fingers.

RADIATION FROM RF FINGERS
Beryllium copper alloy (BeCu), which has high spring
characteristics, is used for RF fingers usually. But BeCu
is a material with high atomic number. So if the RF
fingers are placed in front of the detectors, the secondary
electrons and bremsstrahlung are generated at the fingers,
and may influence the detection efficiency. Therefore, we
adopted aluminum window, which has a small atomic
number, on the RF fingers.

04 Beam Loss Detection
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Experimental Setup
Figure 2 shows the setup of the experiments. The RF
finger is placed as a radiator in front of the diamond
detector, and the inclination of the finger is about 1/3,
which is assumed in actual use. That means the effective
thickness triples. The silicon detector for calibration of
incident electron was placed on the upstream side. An
increase of the signal of the diamond detector due to the
irradiation of the silicon detector is negligibly small.

Figure 2: Setup of experiment at synchrotron beam dump.

FEASIBILITY TESTS AT SCSS TEST
ACCELERATOR
Installation of the Halo Monitor
Figure 4 shows the mechanical design of the halo
monitor equipped with RF fingers for SACLA. The beam
pipe adaptors are connected to the upstream and
downstream of the halo monitor, and the round section of
the vacuum ducts is gradually transformed into a square
section of the vacuum chamber of the halo monitor. The
diamond detectors can be actuated from the upper and
lower ports. The electrodes for the signals of the diamond
detectors and for the bias voltage are connected to the
SMA feed through connectors [7] of the ICF70 flanges by
introducing the microstripline structure as shown in Fig.
5(a), so as not to deform a unipolar pulse shape. The RF
finger is pushed toward the beam pass with metal fittings
attached beside the diamond detectors as shown in Fig.
5(b). The halo monitor (Fig. 4) that has the finger type
shown in Fig. 1 (d) had been installed at the upstream of
the undulators of the SCSS test accelerator. The
experimental data of this monitor were compared to those
of the monitors as shown in Fig.1 (a) and (b).

Experimental and Simulation Results
Figure 3 shows the results of the experiments and the
simulations. Measurement data were normalized as the
value without fingers corresponds to the energy
deposition of 0.16MeV/e. EGS5 [6] was used for the
simulations. The vertical axis is the energy deposition
within the diamond crystal (t=0.3mm). The experimental
results and the simulation results are in good agreement
within the measurement errors. A few percent of signal
increment is expected due to the installation of Al window
(t=0.1mm), but there is no obstacle in our use.

Figure 4: The mechanical design of the halo monitor.
(a)

Figure 3: Experimental results and simulation results.

04 Beam Loss Detection

(b)

Figure 5: Photograph of (a) detectors with microstripline
structure, and (b) RF fingers with Al windows (beam
direction: from left to right).
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The beam tests have been carried out at the beam dump
area of 8GeV booster synchrotron in SPring-8. The
influence on the diamond detector was measured, and the
results were compared with the simulation result.
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Figure 6 shows output signals with the high frequency
component by the influence of the wake field generated
when the beam core is passed between the diamond
detectors. The high frequency component is drastically
decreased by covering fully with the RF finger, and
duration has also shortened. Figure 7 shows the result of
the FFT analysis. It decreases especially in the band of
2GHz or wider.
The pulse shape has been observed on the condition of
decreasing influence of the wake field by inserting the
OTR screen and diffusing the beam, as shown in Fig. 8.
The unipolar pulse signal was observed clearly even when
the diamond detector was covered fully with the RF
fingers. A shoulder in the pulse shape disappeared
because high frequency SMA feedthrough connectors
have been introduced.

Figure 8: Pulse shape without influence of the wake field.
The pulse heights are normalized at the peak.

SUMMARY
The RF fingers of the halo monitor have been
redesigned for the diamond detectors to be covered fully.
The merits of this configuration are (1) decreasing the
impedance against the beam, and reducing the influence
to the FEL oscillation, (2) suppressing the high frequency
components that mix with the signal output of the
diamond detector, and (3) preventing the diamond
detectors from being irradiated directly with intense wake
field. We have evaluated the influence on the signal
output by radiation from the Al windows, and confirmed
that the influence is negligibly small for our use. We have
also carried out the beam tests of the halo monitor at
SCSS test accelerator. We think that the halo monitor
equipped with RF fingers will be feasible for SACLA.

Figure 6: The suppression of effect of wake field.
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BUNCH COMPRESSION, RF CURVATURE CORRECTION AND R55 , T555
AND U5555 MEASUREMENTS AT JLAB FEL∗

Abstract
The JLab IR/UV FEL Upgrade operates with the bunch
length compressed down to 100-150 fs RMS. An
indispensible part of the bunch compression scheme is the
correction of the so-called LINAC RF curvature. Unlike
other systems – where the RF curvature gets corrected
using higher a harmonic LINAC – our system utilizes
magnetic elements of the beam transport system to correct
and adjust the second and third order correlation terms.
These are expressed in terms of the transport matrix
elements T566 and U5666. The linear correlation term
described by R56 is adjusted using the magnetic system as
well. The large energy spread induced on the beam by the
FEL operation is compressed as a part of the energy
recovery process. As in the case of bunch length
compression, this energy compression is optimized by
properly adjusting high order transport matrix elements.
In this contribution we describe the system used for direct
measurements of the transport matrix elements R55, T555
and U5555 and its impact on the operation and bunch
compression. Results of the measurements are presented
together with the bunch length measurements including
the data showing resolution and accuracy of the system.

JLAB IR/UV UPGRADE
The JLab IR/UV Upgrade is an energy recovery
LINAC that is used to drive two FELs oscillators. The IR
FEL operates in the wavelength range from 1 ȝm through
10 ȝm with the energy per pulse of 120 PJ [1]. The UV
FEL has been designed to operate in the wavelength range
from 250 nm through 1 ȝm with pulse energy of 25 PJ.
The same injector and SRF LINAC are used to operate
both FELs. The IR and UV FELs are operated at 135 pC
and 60 pC bunch charge respectively and 135 MeV beam
energy. High peak current is critical for high performance
operation of both FELs. This makes the optimal
longitudinal match, i.e., bunch compression extremely
important.

LONGITUDINAL COMPRESSION
The following is another reason to make sure that, as
much of the charge in the bunch is a part of a distribution
with well-defined time-energy correlation, that is there is
no significant charge is tails that have the correlation
different from the core of the beam. The IR/UV Upgrade
is a high current CW system that has demonstrated
operation with average current of up to 9 mA. Operation
∗
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of such system requires careful management of the beam
phase space everywhere in the machine since even
relatively small fraction of the beam when lost on a CW
basis could damage the machine. The FEL interaction
increases the beam energy spread significantly and
changes the longitudinal phase space distribution in this
way. After the beam is been used it is decelerated in the
LINAC down to the energy close the one of the injection.
During the energy recovery process the large energy
spread beam gets stretched longitudinally before
reentering the LINAC and then gets energy compressed
during the deceleration. Such the longitudinal phase space
is manipulated very actively before as well as after the
FEL interaction. The manipulation relies on certain
correlations in energy-time phase space. Thus, if the low
intensity tails have correlation different from the core of
the beam they will not be manipulated properly in terms
of longitudinal match as the core of the beam.
The evolution of the bunch length and the longitudinal
phase space in the JLab FEL is following. The beam is
generated from GaAs photocathode by the drive laser
pulse that has approximately Gaussian distribution. The
RMS length of the drive laser pulse is 13.5 ps, which was
measured with the help of streak camera. Before entering
the injector booster accelerator unit the bunch gets
compressed by normal conducting bencher cavity down to
about 5 ps RMS. When accelerated in the booster that
consists from two 5-cell SRF cavities, the beam gets
compressed down to about 2.5 ps RMS. The compression
happens in the first SRF cavity where beam becomes
relativistic. The second cavity of the booster has no effect
on the bunch length due to the beam been relativistic.
However, it is used to minimize the correlated energy
spread. At this stage we are trying to keep the beam as
long as reasonable to minimize the longitudinal space
charge effects in the LINAC [2]. Here it is also important
to keep the uncorrelated energy spread small, since
ultimately it can determine the minimal achievable bunch
length. This is easy to see if one remembers that the
longitudinal compression is a rotation of the longitudinal
phase space by 90 degree. Next the beam gets accelerated
10 degree off-crest in the SRF LINAC to the full energy.
Thus non-linear time-energy correlation is imprinted on
the longitudinal phase space. Downstream of the LINAC
the bunch is compressed magnetically. In the case of the
IR FEL the compression is made with the combined R56
of the first 180 degree arc and the chicane. In the UV FEL
beam line the compression is accomplished with the R56
of the arc only, such that compression if finalized at its
last dipole. The bunch length measured at full
compression is ~ 100 fs RMS for the UV FEL beam line
and ~ 130 fs RMS for the IR FEL. To achieve this the
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second order time-energy correlation is compensated for
by introducing second order dependence of the path
length on the energy, i.e., by introducing non zero second
order transport matrix element T566. This is accomplished
by a set of sextupole magnets installed in the dispersive
locations in the first 180 degree arc. A set of quadrupoles
installed in the dispersive locations in the arc is used to
adjust the R56. Optimization of the sextupole and the
quadrupoles settings can be made by systematically
measuring the bunch length as a function the magnets
settings. However, the second order LINAC RF curvature
is compensated when the second order matrix elements
T555 describing the transport from the LINAC entrance to
the wiggler is set to be zero. In analogy the linear part of
the compression is optimized when the R55 of the same
part of the accelerator is made zero. Such, another
diagnostic tool used to validate that the optimal settings of
the sextupoles and the quadrupoles is the direct
measurements of these matrix elements.
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BUNCH LENGTH MEASUREMENTS AT
FULL COMPRESSION
The bunch length is measured at full compression at the
wiggler or either FEL with a modified Martin-Puplett
interferometer (MPI). The MPI measures the
autocorrelation function of the coherent transition
radiation (CTR) pulses. Due to the prompt response of the
transition radiation (TR), the longitudinal profile of the
TR pulse is the same as a longitudinal distribution of the
charge in the bunch. The data evaluation extracting the
RMS bunch length is performed in the frequency domain.
According to the Wiener-Khintchine theorem, the Fourier
transform of the autocorrelation function is the power
spectrum. We assume a Gaussian distribution of the
charge and therefore a Gaussian power spectrum. The low
frequency cut-off in the experimental setup due to the
finite size of the TR radiator and due to diffraction losses
is approximated with a simple analytical function. The
product of the Gaussian power spectrum and the filter
function is an analytical function where the RMS bunch
length is a parameter. A nonlinear least squares fit is used
to fit the analytical model to the experimentally measured
spectrum. The measurements are made with low duty
cycle tune-up beam, since the TR viewer needs to be
inserted into the beam. The CTR spectrum measurements
are thus an average over the number of bunches in a
diagnostic macro-pulse. Here an assumption is made that
there is no significant variation in the bunch length over
the measurement time. The modification of the MPI uses
only one broad band IR detector, which is somewhat
disadvantageous since no normalization to the source
intensity variations can be made based on the
interferometer measurements only. We employ Golay cell
detector for the bunch length measurements. Besides
measurements of the bunch length via the autocorrelation
function of the CTR, measurements of the Golay cell
amplitude itself is extremely useful for the bunch length
minimization, since the amplitude of the Golay cell
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detector is, roughly, inversely proportional to the bunch
length. When the amount of the charge used for the
measurements is kept the same the amplitude of the Golay
cell can be calibrated using the autocorrelation
measurements, such that it provides quantitative
information of the bunch length. However, such
calibration would be meaningful only when the
longitudinal profile and the longitudinal bunch form
factor do not change significantly. Practically during
optimization of the longitudinal match we have been
measured the RMS bunch length in the range from 100 fs
through 500 fs. The TR radiator used for the bunch length
measurements is a 60 ȝm thin Si wafer aluminized with
the thickness of the Al layer of about 20 nm. A single
crystal z-cut quartz window is used as a vacuum to air
interface to maximize the transmission in the FIR region.
A care must be taken to keep the Golay cell detector
working in a linear regime. The measurements of the
Golay cell amplitude as a function of the tune up beam
macro pulse length are made to determine the linear range
of the Golay cell. For the bunch length measurements
setup at the UV FEL we found that to keep the Golay cell
in the linear range we could use no more than 12 bunches
of 60 pC. This required the operation with relatively short
macro pulses, much shorter than what is used at the IR
FEL. Overall the integral intensity of the CTR signal in
the UV FEL beam line was measured to be 50 times
higher than in the IR bema line. We attribute this partially
to the shorter bunch length and partially to a better
alignment of the system.

LONGITUDINAL TRANSFER FUNCTION
MEASUREMENTS
Direct measurements of the R55 and T555 matrix
elements from the entrance to the LINAC to the FEL
wiggler are made to ensure the correct settings of these
sextupoles and the trim quads. For these measurements
the phase of all injector elements, which includes photo
cathode drive laser, buncher cavity and two SRF cavities
of the booster, is shifted simultaneously by the same
amount thereby effectively changing the phase of the
beam centroid at the entrance to the LINAC. The phase of
the injector elements is modulated by modulating the
phase of the common MO reference signal. The
modulation is made at the frequencies low enough that the
low level RF control modules of all RF injector elements
can track the phase shift. Practically the modulation
frequency of a few Hz is used. For the measurements
beam of 250 Ps long macro pulses at the repetition rate of
60 Hz is used. The modulation frequency is chosen to be
not a sub-harmonic of the 60 Hz. Such, the 60 Hz beam
samples in a random way the waveform of the phase
modulation. To distribute the measurements points
uniformly along the launch phase axis the triangular
waveform of the modulation is used. The launch phase of
the beam at the LINAC entrance is obtained from the
measurements of the modulation drive signal made
simultaneously with the beam phase arrival measurements
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at the wiggler, and prior calibration made by DC shifting
the phase of the beam via the longitudinal transfer
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longitudinal transfer function measurements. Figure 1
shows three measurements with different settings of the

Figure 1: Variation of the R55 with the trim quadrupoles.

Figure 2: Variation of the T555 with the first arc sextupoles.
function system that is compared with DC phase shift of
the LINAC via LLRF system.
In the vicinity of either FEL wiggler, a 1497 MHz
pillbox cavity is used to measure beam arrival phase. The
measurements are made with the help of a heterodyne
receiver in which the signal of the cavity is mixed down
to baseband with the 1497 MHz master oscillator. The
RMS resolution of the receiver is 130 fs. Note that for the
operation of this system, the large energy and phase
acceptance of the accelerator respectively of 15 % and 30
degree is essential. Figure 1 and 2 shows examples of the
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trim quads that mainly adjust the R56 of the first 180
degree arc and therefore the R55 of the whole system. The
changes in the quadrupoles used in this example are about
6 % from the nominal one. Fig. 2 shows the changes in
the longitudinal transfer function due to the changes in the
sextupoles in the arc that mainly adjust the T566 of the arc
and the T555 of the entire system. Polynomial of the third
order is fitted to the measurements data to extract the R55,
T555 as well as U5555. The examples of such data
evaluation are shown in the Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 as well. We
have attempted to make beam based measurements of the
absolute accuracy of the matrix elements measurements.
For instance the T55 was measured as a function of the
trim quads settings changing the quads settings in the
range of ±25 % around its nominal settings as shown in
Fig. 3. The dependence should be linear according to the
beam transport model. Fitting the linear model to the set
of T55 measurements and calculating the residual between
the data and the model we can make an estimate of the
absolute accuracy. The RMS deviation between the two
can be considered as the absolute RMS error. Such
procedure result in the absolute error of ~ 1.6×10-3 for the
matrix elements measurements. Combined with the slope
of the R55 dependency on the quads settings this error
corresponds to the error in the magnets settings of about
1.2 G, which is ~ 0.5 % of the magnets field integral. The
reproducibility and accuracy of the magnets settings is
few 10-3 as well. Therefore the estimate of the matrix
elements measurements accuracy should be considered as
an upper limit of the accuracy only.
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Figure 3: Residual between R55 measurements and linear
model.
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FOR BPM SYSTEMS*
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Beam position monitoring (BPM) systems are the
workhorse of beam diagnostics for almost any kind of
charged particle accelerator: linear, circular or transportlines, operating with leptons, hadrons or heavy ions.
BPMs are essential for beam commissioning, accelerator
fault analysis and trouble shooting, machine optics, as
well as lattice measurements, and finally, for accelerator
optimization, in order to achieve the ultimate beam
quality.
This presentation summarizes the efforts of the beam
instrumentation community on recent developments and
advances on BPM technologies, i.e. BPM pickup
monitors and front-end electronics (analog and digital).
Principles, examples, and state-of-the-art status on
various BPM techniques, serving hadron and heavy ion
machines, sync light synchrotron's, as well as electron
linacs for FEL or HEP applications are outlined.

INTRODUCTION

Figure 1: Measurement of the beam trajectory.

Figure 2: Schematics of a beam position monitor.
Each beam position monitor consists of a BPM pickup,
with two or four symmetrically arranged electrodes,
followed by a readout electronics system for signal
conditioning and processing (Fig. 2). The pickup
electrodes sense a part of the electromagnetic field of the
passing beam and convert it to an electrical signal. The
read-out electronics extract the beam position information
out of the electrode signals by conditioning the analog
signal, followed by digital signal processing techniques.
The position data and other controls of the BPM read-out
system are handled by a data acquisition interface,
typically a CPU processor, which interfaces to the
accelerator control system. The digital signal processing
and data acquisition has to be supported by timing and
clock signals, which are also used for time stamping, i.e.
synchronizing BPM data across the entire system, as well
as accelerator event and RF signals (for analog signal
conditioning).

The observation of the beam trajectory

u(s) = A β sin(Qϕ + δ )

(1)

with u = (x, y) as the transverse coordinates, A the
amplitude of the oscillation, β the beta-function, Q the
betatron tune, φ = 0…2π, and δ an initial condition, is one
of the most fundamental beam measurements in any
particle accelerator. A series of beam position monitors
(BPM) are distributed along the beam-line, preferably
near the focusing elements (e.g. quadrupole magnets), see
Figure 1. The BPMs monitor the transverse beam
displacement (x, y) at their locations sn, knowing the
distance ds between two monitors we may also get the
slope (x’, y’) of the beam trajectory – if no optical
elements are in-between.
___________________________________________

* This work was supported by Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory,
operated by Fermi Research Alliance, LLC under contract No. DEAC02-07CH11359 with the United States Department of Energy
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manfred@fnal.gov
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Figure 3: Beam structure.
The particle beam is a bunched stimulus signal for the
BPM, with tbunch = n/fRF. As Figure 3 indicates, the beam
bunches may have different intensities, sometimes even
missing bunches. The beam structure spans tbeam, and
typically repeats with trep in linacs and transport-lines, and
trev in circular accelerators. Depending on the
measurement or integration time of the BPM, we can
resolve the beam position of single or all individual
bunches, or the average over one or several beam pulses
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Figure 4: BPM and quadrupole offsets.
The zero-order effect of the linearity correction is the socalled BPM-offset. Fig. 4 illustrates the BPM and
quadrupole offsets with respect to the vacuum pipe. A
beam-based alignment (BBA) procedure can be
performed to characterize the BPM-to-quadrupole offset
and tilt, including the effects of the electronics [2], [3].
[4].
Digital signal processing allows us to simultaneously
output BPM data with different integration times, e.g.
multiturn averaged position data, single pass / turn-byturn, or even single bunch displacement information. This
enables besides the beam orbit characterization, a large
variety of direct and indirect beam measurements and
observations, e.g. injection oscillations, betatron and
synchrotron tunes, dispersion and beam energy, x-y
coupling, beam optics, magnet alignment and errors, nonlinear field effects, etc. [5]. For machine commissioning
the processing of the beam intensity signal is of great
value, while precise, RF derived clock signals also enable
beam phase and time-of-flight measurements with today’s
BPM systems.

02 BPMs

BPM PICKUP
The BPM pickup is an arrangement of electromagnetic
antennas or a resonant device, and part of the accelerator
vacuum system. In a simplistic view, for relativistic
beams (v ≈ c0), the output signal of a BPM pickup can be
expressed:
Velec ( x, y, ω ) = s( x, y) Z (ω ) I beam (ω ) (2a)

VΔ ( x, y, ω ) = s( x, y, ω ) Z (ω ) I beam (ω )

(2b)

where V is the output signal for a broadband pickup
electrode (2a) or a resonant cavity (2b), Z(ω) is the
frequency dependent transfer function or shunt impedance
of the pickup, and s(x,y,ω) is sensitive to the beam
position (x,y), and eventually also frequency dependent.
The beam current Ibeam(ω) can often be approximated by a
Gaussian function for the bunch signal, with a repetition
similar as shown in Fig. 3. Most BPM pickups can be
classified as either broadband or resonant. Besides being
an RF or microwave device, the BPM pickup has to be
UHV certified, and in some superconducting cryogenic
installations also must operate at cryogenic temperatures
and meet special cleanroom requirements.

Broadband BPM Pickups

Figure 5: Beam and image currents.
For a broadband BPM pickup the sensitivity s in eq.
(2a) is independent of ω. Broadband BPMs operate in
terms of the image current model (Fig. 5), this Laplace
problem was solved analytically for a beam pipe with
circular or elliptical cross-section [6], [7], [8]:

J w ( R = 1, φ w ) = I 0

1− ρ 2
(3)
1 + ρ 2 − 2 ρ cos(φ w − ϕ )

Eq. (3) returns the image current density Jw at the surface
of the beam pipe (R=1, ϕw) for a beam position at (ρ=r/R,
φ), where I0=Ibeam/2π. Integrating ϕw over the range of the
BPM electrode ϕ gives the electrode current Ielec, for
which the geometric part is (note: cylindrical coordinates)
∞

s ( ρ , ϕ ) = φ + 4
n =1

ρn

 nφ 
cos(nϕ ) sin 
n
 2 

(4)

Two symmetric arranged electrodes A, B (e.g.
horizontal, as in Fig. 5) can now perform as BPM:

 A− B
beam pos. = f 
 or =
 A+ B


 A 
f  20 log10    (5)
 B 
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or turns. Multipurpose accelerators, such as the CERN PS
or the Fermilab Main Injector may accelerate different
beam structures, apply sophisticated RF gymnastics and
even use different particle species, which further
complicates the operating conditions for the BPM system
[1].
Some important characteristics of a BPM system are:
• Measurement / integration time, as described.
• Position resolution, i.e. the minimum beam
displacement difference the BPM can resolve
(typically depends a lot on the integration time).
• Linearity and accuracy, i.e. the absolute error of
the reported beam position, over a part or the
complete range of the beam pipe aperture.
• x-y coupling
• Dynamic range, in terms of beam intensity. The
reported beam position has to be independent of
the beam intensity, saturation or noise effects
will appear at high / low beam intensities and
compromise linearity and position resolution.
• Reproducibility and long term stability are
important for storage rings and beam lattices
which critically rely on references orbits.
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With typical pickup dimensions, e.g. R=25 mm, ϕ=300,
the sensitivity computes to 2.75 dB/mm around the beam
pipe center. As eq. (2a) indicates, all broadband BPMs,
suffer from a strong Ibeam common mode term in the
output signal, with a small amplitude modulation
component due to the beam position (x,y). The position
sensitivity is basically fixed by the geometry and the
related image current distribution, eq. (3), (4), (5).
Most prominent and widely applied member of the
broadband BPM family is the electrostatic (capacitive)
coupling so-called “button BPM” (different commercial
button BPM feedthroughs are available). Also the
stripline BPM (electromagnetic coupling) is popular, the
length of the striplines, allows to match Z(ω) to the bunch
spectrum Ibunch(ω). Circular split-plane (“shoe-box”)
BPMs have an almost linear position dependence, which
also can be achieved with large capacitive electrodes,
spanning ϕ ≈ 600. [9] uses BPMs with magnetic coupling
loop antennas for beam position monitoring near the
dump, and [10] gives further theoretical background on
magnetic BPMs, also for detection of the beam angle.
[11] developed a inductive BPM with single pass
capability and sub-micrometer resolution.
While all broadband BPMs basically follow with their
position characteristics the image current model, they
differ in their frequency behavior Z(ω), which is
discussed extensively [12], [13], [14]. The numerical
solution of the Laplace equation allows a more precise
approach to evaluate s(x,y), also for non-circular crosssections of the beam pipe. The results can be fitted with
2-D polynomials or look-up tables, allowing a
linearization in the post-processing of the BPM data.
The effect of non-relativistic beams to the sensitivity of
different BPM electrode shapes has been studied in great
detail with help of numerical methods [15].

f mnp =

2

 j mn   pπ 

 +

 R    

1
2π μ 0 ε 0

2

(6)

This resonator can be utilized as passive, beam driven
cavity BPM by providing beam pipe ports (Fig. 6). A
subset of the eigenmodes eq. (6) is excited by the bunched
beam, for the application as BPM the lowest transversemagnetic dipole mode TM110 is of interest. Its

 j r
E z = C J 1  11  e iωt cos ϕ
 R 

(7)

field component couples to the beam with an almost
linear dependence to the beam displacement r, and
vanishes when the beam is in the center (r = 0). Four
symmetrically arranged pin antenna feedthroughs fix the
polarization of TM110 to the horizontal and vertical axis,
and provide the unnormalized difference signal Δ =
f(x,y,Ibeam), the beam intensity is hidden in the constant C.
Resonant structures, e.g. “pill-box” or rectangular
cavities, also coaxial resonators, and more complex
waveguide-loaded resonators, became very popular to
fulfil the high resolution, single-pass beam position
monitoring demands of linear accelerators for the high
luminosity final focus lattice [16], [17], or driving a
SASE-FEL beam-line [18]. In [19] the operation of a
simple cavity BPM inside a cryostat is presented. The
discussion on the theoretical background was recently
updated [20]. The x-y decoupling of the TM110
polarization is addressed in [21]. The high resolution
potential of a BPM system with C-Band choke-mode
resonators was demonstrated the first time at the SLAC
final focus test beam, achieving 25 nm single-bunch,
single-pass position resolution [22].

Resonant BPM Pickups

Figure 7: Waveguide-loaded cavity BPM.
The presence of the fundamental TM010 monopole
mode adds a strong common mode component to the
dipole-mode position signal, and even having a different
frequency f010, it limits the performance of the cavity
BPM. A waveguide of width a, with a cut-off frequency

f 010

Figure 6: “Pillbox” cavity as BPM.
A cylindrical “pillbox” with conductive walls of length
ℓ and radius R resonates at its eigenfrequencies

20

<

f10 =

1
2a με

<

f110

(8)

acts as very efficient, internal high-pass filter, and makes
the cavity BPM quasi “common-mode free” (Fig. 7). The
coupling slot between resonator and waveguide also helps
to align the TM110 polarization planes, and minimizes the
x-y coupling. However, the finite Q-value of the
resonances still causes an unwanted leakage of the
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monopole-mode at the frequency f110 of the dipole mode,
thus limiting the resolution.
The first test of a system of three waveguide-loaded 14
GHz cavity BPMs was performed at BNL, demonstrating
150 nm beam position resolution [23]. Separate
waveguide-loaded rectangular resonators (Fig. 8),
operating at different C-Band frequencies achieved 8.7
nm resolution at the ATF2 final focus test beam-line [24].

MOOC01

a low latency of the signal processing is of important
value.

Figure 8: The ATF2 IP-BPM.
A magnetic waveguide-to-coaxial port coupling was
introduced for the C-Band cavity BPMs at SPring-8 [25],
a similar construction is tested for the XFEL [26]. The
monopole-mode (TM010) reference resonator, required to
deliver beam intensity and phase reference signals to the
read-out electronics, is also used as beam arrival time
monitor, showing a 25 fsec temporal resolution
performance. A low-Q, mass-producible X-Band cavity
BPM for the CLIC main linac is under development,
targeting <50 nm spatial resolution at <50 nsec
integration time. Details on the effects of tolerances are
discussed, as well as performance limitations due to mode
leaking, and a comparison between single vs. multi-bunch
beam stimulus [27].
Beam position monitoring based on TEM coaxial
resonators, the so-called re-entrant cavity BPM, has also
been studied, and is proposed to operate inside the
cryomodule at the European XFEL project [28]. A
waveguide-loaded version demonstrated sub-micron
resolution, when tested under single-bunch, single-pass
beam conditions [29].
Beam excited dipole mode signals from the HOMcouplers of standing wave accelerating structures have
been studied at the FLASH FEL facility. An online SVD
algorithm was used to orthogonalize the signals, thus
make HOM signals usable as beam position monitor [30].

READ-OUT ELECTRONICS
The read-out system interfaces the BPM pickup to the
accelerator data acquisition (control) system (Fig. 2).
Signal conditioning, normalization and linearization of
the position signals / data have to be provided for the time
stamped beam position data. To achieve long term
stability, calibration signals for gain-correction, or other
correction methods are added to the system. The BPM
data may also serve in beam orbit feedback systems, thus

02 BPMs

An overview of “traditional” BPM read-out techniques
was summarized in [31]. Today the BPM read-out
electronics is typically based on frequency domain signal
processing techniques, which were developed for the
telecommunications market [32]. Bandpass filters in the
analog section prepare the BPM pickup signals into
sinewave-like burst signals, for waveform singal sampling
and processing in the digital section. Microwave and RF
analog components, 12-16 bit pipeline ADCs, FPGAs and
clock distribution chips with sub-psec jitter are some of
the key hardware elements. Figure 9 illustrates a typical
electronics arrangement for a broad-band BPM pickup, 1of-4 channels is shown. In some cases the analog downmixer can be omitted, for cavity BPMs the schematics is
similar, here the analog mixer is still required. The digital
signal processing takes place in a FPGA, the I-Q downconversion to baseband is required if the ADC clock is
not locked to the accelerator RF.
As Figure 9 indicates, the measurement of the pickup
electrodes signals (A, B, C, and D) is performed
separately, normalization and linearization takes place in
the FPGA or CPU. Drifts and aging effects have to be
compensated by a calibration tone signal [33], or a
channel switching scheme [34]. The effect of ADC clock
jitter is discussed in various application notes [35], this
becomes particulary critical in systems with heavy
undersampling (fsignal >> fCLK). The digital data stream can
be filtered and decimated in various ways, Fig. 8 indicates
how narrow-band, wide-band and raw signals can be
handled simultaneously. We usually down-convert fsignalfNCO not exactly to DC, but to a low frequency with an
integer number of oscillations over the measurement
period, this avoids a crawling phase.
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Figure 9: Key elements of the BPM read-out electronics.
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CAVITY BPM SYSTEM FOR ATF2∗

Abstract

Cavities

In this paper we summarise our 2-year experience operating the Cavity Beam Position Monitor (CBPM) system
at the Accelerator Test Facility (ATF) in KEK. The system currently consists of 41 C and S-band CBPMs and is
the main diagnostic tool for the ATF2 extraction beamline.
We concentrate on issues related to the scale of the system and also consider long-term effects, most of which are
undetectable or insignificant in smaller experimental prototype systems. We consistently demonstrate sub-micron
BPM resolutions and show the route for achieving weekto-week scale drifts of an order of 1%.

Cylindrical cavities are coupled via rectangular slots into
waveguides ending with coaxial adapters. This arrangement allows to extract the position sensitive dipole cavity
mode and suppress the strong monopole modes. The BPMs
have 4 symmetric couplers, two for each transverse plane.
The output is an exponentially decaying sine wave, with
the amplitude and phase depending on the charge, length,
position, angle, tilt and arrival time of the bunch, and the
decay time defined by the coupling strength and internal
losses. Additional reference cavities, operating at the same
frequencies as the position cavities for C-band and at the
image frequency for S-band, provide an independent combined measurement of the bunch charge, length and arrival
time, so that these can be excluded. Furthermore, the voltage produced due to angle and tilt is in quadrature phase
with respect to the position signal, and can be separated
from it using the reference cavity phase, thus only leaving
the position dependence in the signal.

INTRODUCTION
The ATF2 [1] is a prototype final focus system for the
ILC and other future high energy lepton colliders. The
quadrupole and sextupole magnets in this beamline are instrumented with cavity beam position monitors. There are
a total of 41 position sensitive dipole cavities: 37 C-band
for the extraction, matching and final focus sections, and
4 S-band used in the final focusing doublet, where a larger
aperture is required due to high dispersion. The cavities are
mounted in the magnets, which in turn are either mounted
on a three axis (vertical, horizontal and roll) remotely operated magnet mover system or rigidly fixed. The cavities
are based on previous developments with CBPM systems
at the ATF [2]. The C and S-band cavity systems are similar enough to be discussed as one system, where differences exist they are highlighted in the relevant section. The
BPMs are used for dispersion measurement, beam based
alignment, position feedback and steering applications.

CBPM SYSTEM
Details on the components of the BPM system can be
found in [3] and papers referenced from there, in this section we give a brief summary.
∗ The

research leading to these results has received funding from the
European Commission under the FP7 Research Infrastructures project
EuCARD, grant agreement no.227579. Work supported in part by Department of Energy Contract DE-AC02-76SF00515 and by STFC via the
LCABD collaboration.
† Alexey.Lyapin@rhul.ac.uk
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Electronics and Digital Signal Processing
The electronics are single-stage image rejection mixers.
Most of the C-band CBPM output signals are attenuated
by 20 dB to avoid saturation of the digitiser system and
simplify the digital processing algorithm. The phase of
the local oscillator (LO) signal for the C-band electronics is locked to the accelerator RF, while the S-band LO
is free running. The intermediate frequency (IF) is around
20-30 MHz for both C and S-band. Down-converted signals are digitised at 100 MHz by 14-bit digitisers. The
VME processor-controller hosting the digitisers publishes
the waveform data through EPICS.
The entire system is readout via EPICS and controlled
via Python scripting language. The digital signal processing described below is performed in a dedicated data-driven
C program, that monitors the arrival of beam, computes the
relevant parameters and publishes the resulting output via
EPICS. The state of the CBPM system is viewed via a simple EDM application that can view both the raw and processed data.
The digitised IF signals from the electronics are then
demodulated digitally using a complex LO signal and filtered to remove the up-converted component and out of
band noise. The resulting complex envelope is sampled at
roughly one filter length after the amplitude peak and normalised by the reading produced by the reference channel.
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The resulting phasor is then rotated in such a way that its
real, or in-phase (I) component is proportional to the position and the imaginary, or quadrature (Q) component only
contains the angle and tilt information. The required rotation of the IQ plane is measured during the calibration
when the position component of the signal is guaranteed to
prevail.
The calibration consists of 2 stages. Firstly, the digital
LO frequency is tuned for each channel by minimising the
gradient of the phase of the down-converted signal. The position scale for converting the rotated I into position and the
IQ rotation are calibrated by either moving the quadrupole
which holds the BPM or by performing a 4-magnet closed
orbit bump for the cavities which are rigidly fixed.

Analysing the calibration tone data covering several
days, we discovered that the gain variations (Figure 2) are
too small to explain the observed variations of the calibration constants. In the following subsections we explain the
impact of the two major systematic effects we identified.

In [3] we showed that the resolution varied from BPM
to BPM in the C-band system due to variations of the LO
power in the electronics. This problem has been rectified
by upgrading the LO distribution system and ensuring the
same and sufficiently high level of the LO signal supplied
to each unit.
We also showed that the calibration constants experienced significant changes from calibration to calibration.
Further investigations showed that the position scale can
vary by as much as 10% in x and 2-3% in y even for
consequent calibrations, see Table 1. Phase variations for
consequent calibrations are usually small, but on longer
timescale can be huge, up to ±π. It has been predicted
that drifts of the gain and electrical length in the signal processing electronics can cause such effects. For that reason,
both the C and S-band electronics were equipped with gain
monitoring systems sending a burst of RF oscillations to
the input of the electronics following the beam generated
signal (Figure 1). This calibration tone is processed in a
similar way as the position signal, including the normalisation by the reference, which helps excluding any variations
of the calibration tone’s amplitude and phase.
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Figure 1: Waveforms containing the beam signal and calibration tone.
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Figure 2: Fluctuations of the amplitude and phase calculated using calibration tone data covering 4 days.

Trigger Variations
Even small variations of the trigger timing with respect
to the beam arrival can cause significant leaps of the phase.
This is caused by small differences in frequencies between
the position and reference cavities. Since the processing is
done in the same way for the position and reference signals,
we can assume that the ratio of the amplitudes and difference of the phases are preserved throughout. Normalising
the position signal (V p ) by the reference (V r ), and assuming
for simplicity that both are sampled at a time t s and start at
a time t0 , we get a phasor:
Vp
Ap −ΔΓ(ts −t0 ) jΔω(ts −t0 )
=
e
e
.
Vr
Ar

(1)

Clearly, any change of the beam arrival time (t 0 ) relative to
the trigger time (defining t s ) will propagate into the measured phase with a coefficient equal to the difference of
the frequencies between the position and reference cavities (Δω). Taking Δω = 2π·2 MHz, and a trigger change
of 1 digitiser clock cycle, or 10 ns at 100 MHz, we get a
change of 7.2 degrees, while variations exceeding 10 clock
cycles have been observed at some points during the operation. Similarly, due to the difference in decay constants the
amplitudes can be affected by the trigger changes, but the
effect is less pronounced.
In order to correct for the trigger changes, we measure
the beam arrival time (analysing the rectified reference signal) at the tuning stage of the calibration as well as during
the normal operation. The value obtained during the tuning is then subtracted from the currently measured one, the
result multiplied by the difference of the frequencies, also
measured during the tuning, and then subtracted from the
current measured phase. This correction proved to work
very well, but deteriorates with time due to temperature
drifts and consequent frequency changes. We are currently
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Beam Jitter
The beam jitter is averaged at each step of a calibration. However, slow components of the transverse beam
motion can not be averaged and can contribute drifts affecting the outcome of a calibration, most noticeably the
scale, as shown in Table 1. At ATF, the cooling water cycle
period is around 5 minutes, which is likely to affect calibrations taking about 2 minutes. The beam jitter can be
subtracted using the BPMs upstream of the one in question in a mover calibration (the BPMs downstream will be
affected by the kicks produced by a quadrupole moved offcentre), or BPMs upstream of the corrector magnet used
for calibration. The correlation between the I and Q values of the current BPM and the BPMs upstream is usually
computed using singular value decomposition (SVD). Using the correlation coefficients it is possible to make a prediction of the beam position in the BPM being calibrated
and subtract it from the measured I and Q for each beam
pass. The right two columns of Table 1 show the calibration constants calculated using jitter subtraction. There is
a clear improvement of the scale variation from calibration
to calibration, from 10% in x and 2-3% in y down to about
1%. A less obvious improvement is also observed for the
IQ rotation.
Table 1: Calibration Constants Calculated from Consequent Calibrations in x with and without Jitter Subtraction
With jitter
Scale IQ rotation

Try
1
2
3
4
5

-89.44
-108.79
-99.80
-90.16
-103.30

-0.0108
-0.0138
-0.0203
-0.0233
-0.0378

Jitter subtracted
Scale IQ rotation
-100.15
-99.44
-100.83
-101.09
-101.26

-0.0130
-0.0151
-0.0189
-0.0249
-0.0243

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
With the LO levels fixed and the above corrections implemented, the residuals for all the BPMs in the ATF2
beamline were monitored for several days in February
2011. The residuals are the difference of the position measured by the BPM and the position predicted for this BPM
by other monitors in the beamline. Figure 3 shows the
residuals for all the BPMs in the beamine calculated for
500 beam triggers. Most CBPMs are well below the required resolution of 500 nm (2 μm for S-band), with the
majority residing at around 200 nm. A few BPMs show a
residual of less than 100 nm, in those the attenuators have
been removed for a maximum sensitivity. In cases were the
residual is above the 500 nm threshold, the offset measured
by beam based alignment (BBA) is usually large, meaning
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that the position signals saturate the digitisers, and extrapolation is applied. However, even in this case the residual
is in the order of a few μm and offsets of up to several mm
can still be measured.
It is important to note here that over around 3 days of
monitoring we did not see any significant degradation of
the residuals, which proves that the major sources of systematics have been rectified. A logical continuation of
this investigation would be a stability measurement for
the residuals and calibration constants ranging over several
weeks, which was our plan for Spring 2011. However, due
to the earthquake in Japan in March 2011, these measurements will probably take place in late 2011.

Figure 3: CBPM residuals measured along the ATF2 extraction beamline.
The plot in Figure 3 proved to be an extremely useful
tool for monitoring the condition of the system and has
been included in the online code. Every 500 triggers the
code updates the residuals so that they are never older than
around 5 minutes at 1.56 Hz beam rate. High residuals
in all BPMs indicate that the beam is far off the centre and
some steering may be required, while residuals growing for
individual BPMs signal a need of a re-calibration or a hardware problem.

SUMMARY
The CBPM system at ATF2 has been in operation for
over 2 years and achieved its resolution goals in 2010, after
the LO distribution system had been upgraded. Stability
issues calling for frequent re-calibrations were tackled by
correcting for the beam trigger variations and subtracting
the beam jitter. A stable operation has been observed since
the corrections had been implemented. Further measurements covering several weeks of operation will be taken as
soon as the facility resumes its research programme.
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working on a more generalised approach to include the
temperature drifts and extend the lifetime of the tuning.
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Abstract
The FERMI@Elettra cavity BPM (C-BPM) system is
based on an original implementation of the C-BPM
scheme as the pick-up, operating at 6.5GHz, is coupled to
a dedicated, self-calibrating electronics based on a novel
concept. The system has been developed in-house; both
the E-M and the mechanical design of the pick-up have
been carried out, including an original frequency tuning
scheme. The detector electronics directly obtains the
envelope of the sum and difference signals by means of
an RF 180o hybrid; no mixer for the RF signal down
conversion is used. The detector is based on 3 blocks: an
RF front-end, a baseband analogue transmission module
and a digital back-end unit, based on a μ-TCA platform.
The digital back-end is equipped with a powerful Virtex 5
FPGA and several real-time tasks have been implemented
on it, including intra-pulse calibration. Ten C-BPM
stations have been installed so far, fully integrated in the
FERMI control System, enabling a real-time control of
this key FEL diagnostics. Results on performances with
beam are also presented; the scale factor of C-BPMs is
obtained with beam, as two-axis micrometer translation
stages have been installed.

FERMI C-BPM MEASUREMENT
PRINCIPLE
C-BPM Pick-Up
The FERMI@Elettra cavity BPM pick-up [3] consists
of two mechanically tuneable copper cavities with a 6.5
GHz resonance frequency. One of these cavities generate
the monopolar component called reference signal. This
signal is a damped sine wave at 6.5 GHz with a time
constant  of approximately 300ns. The amplitude of the
reference signal is directly proportional to the charge. The
second cavity generate the two X and Y dipolar
components on the four output connectors, two for
vertical plane and two for horizontal plane These signals
are called the position signals and have the same time
domain response like the reference one. The amplitude of
the position signal is directly proportional to the charge
and to the distance of the beam from the cavity
longitudinal axis. A key feature is that if the electron
beam is on axis the amplitude of the output signal goes to
zero. The phase of the position signal on each plane has a
180 degrees jump when passing through the zero. The
mechanical tuners fitted to the each cavity on the C-BPM
allow the alignment of three frequencies (reference,
horizontal and vertical position) within 200 kHz around
the
nominal value of 6.5GHz.
___________________________________________

Figure 1: C-BPM signals with 200pC. Trace1: X off
center, trace2: Y nearly in center, trace3: Reference.
Each C-BPM is mounted on remotely controlled movers
(stepper motors). The motion has an accuracy of about 5
m. The reading of the position has an accuracy of 1 m.
Through the accurate reading of relative movement we
can calibrate very precisely the response scale of the
electronics. The first three C-BPM have a simpler two
axis mover, with an X and Y range of ±0.8mm. The
remaining C-BPM are mounted on larger movers together
with the quadrupole magnet. These movers are used both
for “Beam Based Alignement” and for the calibration of
the response scale of the associated C-BPM.

Signal Detection
To detect pick-up signals (Fig. 1) two possibilities have
been investigated. A classical approach consisting of a
frequency down-conversion from 6.5 GHz to approx. 40
MHz and a direct analogue to digital conversion,
followed by a sophisticated digital signal processing [1]
performed by a dedicated FPGA/DSP.
Due to some issues like the availability of a digitizer
and the available time and manpower to develop the
firmware for IQ demodulation, we decided to directly
detect the envelope of the RF signals pre-processed by an
RF hybrid.

Detection Block Diagram: RF Front End Box
The RF Front End Box is located in the accelerator
tunnel, as close as possible to the pick-up to minimize the
RF signal losses from the connection cables. The pick-up
signals are filtered by a 50 MHz band-pass filter to avoid
any spurious frequencies. Then the position signals, phase
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Figure 2: C-BPM system Acquisition Block Diagram.
The sum and the difference output signals from the
hybrid pass through a digital 64 step attenuator. Finally
the amplitude envelope is detected by a precision RF
Detector with 12MHz baseband bandwidth. The linearity
of the circuit has been measured: in the range from
100mV rms input (-7dBm) to 1000mV (+13dBm) the
linearity resulted better than 1% (Fig. 3) which
corresponds to a 20 dB detection window for the position
range of ±2mm.
Detector Linearity vs RF in @6.5 GHz
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FEL1. Three crates are stuffed with two ADA boards,
three ADO boards, three OPTO-IO boards and one
MiTich each managing three C-BPM each. The fourth μTCA crate is stuffed with one ADA board, one ADO
board, one OPTO-IO board and one MiTich board to
manage the tenth C-BPM.
The ADA Board [2] is an Analog to Digital and Digital
to Analog converter board equipped with one FPGA
Xilinx Virtex-5 SX50T, two ADC Linear Technology
LTC2208, two DAC Maxim MAX5890, one Ethernet
service interface (Lantronix), two SFPs for gigabit
communications and is backplane gigabit communication
enabled. The ADA board is used to generate the
calibration signals (see Fig. 2, Block Diagram).
The ADO Board is an Analog to Digital Only converter
board equipped with one FPGA Xilinx Virtex-5 SX50T,
four ADC Linear Technology LTC2208, one Ethernet
service interface (Lantronix), two SFPs for gigabit
communications and is backplane gigabit communication
enabled. The ADO board is used for fast signal data
acquisition (see Fig. 2, Block Diagram).
The OPTO-IO board is used to interfaces the different
digital control signals from Xilinx Virtex5 FPGA to the
RF Front end in the Fermi tunnel.
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Figure 3: RF detector linearity.
The purpose of the digital step attenuator is to follow
the signal dynamic range for different beam charges. The
specifications for the C-BPM system are from 200 to
800pC. The resulting signals are then coupled through a
transformer with 70KHz-200MHz band to isolate the
masses. The signals are sent in analog form through a
biaxial pair cable outside the Fermi machine tunnel until
the Fermi Service Area where all the processing units are
located. The signals (Fig. 3) are received and transformed
from balanced to unbalanced. Then the signals from the
tunnel electronics are acquired by the ADO digitizer
board housed in the μ-TCA crate.

The Detection Block Diagram, μ-TCA Part
In the Fermi Service Area four μ-TCA crates have been
located managing all the C-BPMS installed in Fermi
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Figure 4: C-BPM X axis envelope signals with 50pC off
axis Beam.Ch1:envelope Σ signal, Ch2: envelope Δ
signal.

THE SOFTWARE
The signals coming from field are digitized at 160 MHz
sampling clock. The duration of the ringing signal is
approx 500ns. The repetition rate is 10 Hz, the current
FERMI@Elettra injection rate. The signal processing is
based on 256 points acquired for each Fermi shot and it
computes the signal's area. The area computation is
performed by searching the ADC mean value preceding
the signal. Then the area is computed until the signal goes
back down to the mean value. In this way only the
positive part of the signal is considered: we noticed that
the negative part, introduced by AC coupling of the signal
transmission to the ADC, is affected by noise and certain
non-linearities caused by slight impedance mismatches
(less than 1%). In between every machine shot, a
calibration signal is generated by the Calibration Signal
Generator which is acquired in the same way as the beam
signals. The ADA board generate an 80MHz signal with
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shifted and an amplified, are combined with the reference
signal in a 180° Double Arrow Hybrid Coupler. The
hybrid coupler is a passive component performing the
sum and the difference of its two input signals.
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emulating the Cavity ringing. The Calibration Signal
Generator Unit (CSGU), emulating to the RF Front end,
up-converts this signal to 6.5GHz. With this method we
simulate a perfectly centred beam. In fact, the on axis
beam signature is characterized by signal presence only
from the reference signal (see Fig. 1). With this signal
applied all of the electronics drifts, offsets and
mismatches are compensated and a very high absolute
position accuracy is achieved. With this method the
absolute position accuracy is equal to the system
resolution. An important task performed by ADO board
consists in a programmable frequency generator control.
The CSGU is equipped with a 16 bit DAC, a VCO and a
divide by 256 prescaler. The firmware checks the
frequency generated by the VCO and divided by the
prescaler, through the optical interface. It keeps the VCO
frequency at the set value by setting the VCO’s DAC
value. The frequency range is 6.38 GHz to 6.52 GHz and
covering all of the possible requirements; its nominal
value is 6.420 GHz.
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Position Computation
At each shot, eight waveforms of 256 points for each
C-BPM are sent to a Control system CPU that uses these
data to calculate the position. The eight waveforms are:
HorPos Σ, HorPos Δ, VertPos Σ, VertPos Δ , HorPosCal Σ,
HorPosCal Δ , VertPosCal Σ, VertPosCal Δ. The Cal
signals are used to compensate on a shot by shot basis any
difference between all of the acquisition chains, including
programmable attenuator, envelope detect or signal
conditioning and transmission and ADC. ADO boards
transmit data to the Equipment Controller (EC) through a
dedicated 100Mbit ethernet network by means of udp
packets. The EC, which runs Linux with Xenomai
realtime extension and a modified ethernet driver,
acquires and process data at the kernel level by a
Xenomai realtime thread. The position computations
follow these formulas,
GainΣ = AreaCalΔ / ( ( AreaCalΣ + AreaCalΔ ) / 2 )

THE RESULTS
The C-BPM system for FEL1 is fully operational with
10 of 10 C-BPM. Acquisition data and position
computation with 10Hz repetition rate is done in realtime
and is fully integrated in Fermi Control System. The
measured resolution from 50 up to 350 pC beam charge is
4µm rms. During first steering through the undulator
section the beam charge has been lowered to 50pC
without loosing resolution which made FERMI@Elettra
FEL commissioning possible. C-BPM system performs
best resolution with on axis beam. No position drifts has
been noticed during the operations. The calibrations
factors (k) calculated with the mechanical movers are
constant in different times and conditions.

THE FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS
1. Update μ-TCA power supplies with low noise’s one
2. Reduce the ADO RF input transformer bandwidth to
increase the positive signal area.
3. Decrease the reference signal amplifier gain to add
more weight to position signal but loosing in
sensitivity al lower charges.

CONCLUSIONS
The Cavity BPM system has been successfully built,
installed, tuned and commissioned on FERMI@Elettra
FEL 1. The system is in stable operation and all of the
electronics proven to be highly reliable: there was only
one hardware fault due to a defective tantalum capacitor.
The FPGA firmware never crashed and the realtime
control software is very stable (only few malfunctions
caused by external events).

GainΔ = AreaCalΣ / ( ( AreaCalΣ + AreaCalΔ ) / 2 )
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AΔ = AreaBeamΔ * GainΔ

( A  A)
Pos[mm]  k
( A  A)
where k is the conversion factor from arbitrary units
(areas) to mm, and it is obtained from precisely known
movement performed by a mechanical movers [4]. This
calibration method is necessary because of the C-BPM
measurement principle: the measurement principle is to
detect an absolute value that comes from the pick-up. This
absolute value is directly proportional to the position of
the beam, but this value may vary in different pick-ups
and mainly from the signal detection electronics. Of
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course a stable electronics is required to avoid k values
drifts in time. Also a stable beam is required. For that
reason we repeated the k values computation several
times in different conditions and in different times and we
found always the same results in a 10% range performing
movements of ±0.5mm [4] .
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BEAM DIAGNOSTICS FOR THE NSLS-II BOOSTER
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BINP, Novosibirsk, Russia
Om Singh, I. Pinayev, K. Vetter, BNL, Upton, Long Island, New York, USA
For successful commissioning and effective operation
of the projected NSLS-II Booster, a set of beam
diagnostic instruments has been designed. Fluorescent
screens are used for the Booster commissioning and
troubleshooting. Closed orbit is measured using
electrostatic BPMs with turn-by-turn capability. The
circulating current and beam lifetime are measured using
a DC current transformer. The fill pattern is monitored by
a fast current transformer. Visible synchrotron radiation is
registered for observation of the beam image. Betatron
tunes are measured using two pairs of striplines, the first
pair is for beam excitation and the second one – for beam
response measurement. Design and performance of the
Booster beam instrumentation are described.

INTRODUCTION
For the NSLS-II Booster [1], a number of beam
parameters should be measured in real-time mode. The
beam diagnostic instruments are listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Booster Beam Diagnostic Instruments
Diagnostic device

Beam parameter

Qty

BPM

Closed orbit, tunes, beta functions

37

DCCT

Beam current, lifetime

1

FCT

Filling pattern

1

Beam flags

Single-pass beam image

6

SR monitor

Transverse beam sizes

2

Tune meas. system
stripline

Betatron tunes

1
2

The first step of the Booster commissioning is closing
the first beam turn with the help of beam flags
(fluorescent screens). If the beam passes through the
beam position monitors without losses, the beam position
can be measured even at the first turn.
The next step is providing betatron capture by orbit
correction using the BPMs, with a design response
matrix. The beam lifetime in the betatron mode is enough
to measure the tunes using the tune measurement system
and to set the design working point. Analysis of the turnby-turn BPM data at injection allows us to measure and
correct the position and momentum errors of injected
beam. Measurement and correction of chromaticity,
betatron functions and dispersion functions is carried out
with the accelerating RF cavities turned on. The response
matrix for orbit correction can also be measured.
For optimization of the energy ramp, the beam energy
is increased step-by-step with a set of intermediate points.
01 Overview and Commissioning of Facilities

The measurement of response matrices, as well as the
measurement and correction of tunes, closed orbit,
chromaticity and beta-functions are performed at each
intermediate point and the machine operation modes are
stored to be used for regular ramp.
For the Booster beam diagnostics, an EPICS-based
control system will be developed according to NSLS-II
standards.

BEAM POSITION MONITORS
To provide the accuracy of orbit measurement, which is
sufficient for good orbit correction, it is recommended to
use at least 4 BPMs per one period of betatron oscillation.
Since the horizontal betatron tune is 9.65, 36 BPMs are
required for the Booster. Two types of electrostatic pickup
have been designed, the 1st type for the arcs and the 2nd
type for the straight sections. The pickups have an
elliptical cross-section: 41×24 mm for the 1st type and
62×22 mm for the 2nd type.
The vacuum-tight feedthrough with mounted button
electrode and 50 Ω SMA plug is produced by MPF
Products, Inc. This part of pickup is exactly the same as
for the NSLS-II beam transport lines. The button
assemblies are mounted on the pickup housing with
flanges, the housings are to be installed into the vacuum
chamber by welding. Manufacturing of the pickups of
both types has been started in the BINP workshop.
Spatial linearity of the pickups has been estimated
using both analytical formulae [2] obtained by solution of
the Poisson’s equation utilizing Green’s reciprocation
theorem, and the BINP-developed computer code SAM
[3]. The linear area is limited by about 1/3 of the pickup
aperture, as usual. So for a small beam offset, the beam
position can be calculated with sufficient accuracy using
the common formulae X = Rx(VA−VB−VC+VD)/∑Vi,
Y = Ry(VA+VB−VC−VD)/∑Vi, where Vi are the electrode
voltages. The linear scale factors calculated using SAM
code are: Rx=9.9 mm, Ry=11.7 mm for ellipse 41×24, and
Rx=7.0 mm, Ry=11.9 mm for ellipse 62×22.
To estimate the BPM sensitivity, a response of button
electrode to a single-bunch beam is analyzed using the
model [4]. The voltage induced on the button by a 0.5 nC
beam is about 25 mV.
The signal processing electronics for NSLS-II BPMs is
designed by BNL [5]. It provides turn-by-turn beam
position measurements and the beam orbit measurement.
The RF BPM architecture consists of a passive RF
Processor located in the tunnel and the BPM receiver
including Analog Front End and Digital Front End. The
button electrodes of each pickup are connected to the RF
Processor via 4 short (about 1 m) pieces of SiO2 coaxial
cable. To minimize the influence of eddy currents induced
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by variable magnetic fields, the shield of each cable is
galvanically separated from the pickup ground using
capacitors.
The RF Processor output signals are transferred via 4
long (30-100 m, depending on the pickup location)
coaxial cables to the BPM receiver placed in the Injector
Service Area outside the accelerator hall. One more
coaxial cable is used for a calibration signal. To minimize
the signal attenuation, the racks with BPM receivers are
located as close as possible to the proper pickups. For
additional decrease of the cable insertion loss, thicker
cables (9 dB/100 m @ 500 MHz) will be used for longer
runs (1st and 2nd arcs), whereas standard cables
(18 dB/100 m @ 500 MHz) will be used for shorter runs
(3rd and 4th arcs). The maximal signal attenuation
introduced by the coaxial cable is 9 dB, so the minimal
signal value at the BPM receiver input is about 2 mV. To
provide additional noise attenuation, all BPM cables will
be placed into a separate shielded tray with a top cover.

BEAM CURRENT TRANSFORMERS
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DC Current Transformer
A DC Current Transformer is used to measure the beam
current, lifetime and injection efficiency. For the NSLS-II
Booster, the device should provide current measurements
in 0-50 mA range with <5 μA/Hz1/2 resolution in the DC10 kHz. A Bergoz New Parametric Current Transformer
(NPCT) has been chosen to meet the requirements.
The second-harmonic detection technique is used in
NPCT, two transformers are cascaded in a common
feedback loop. The output signal is a voltage proportional
to the beam current. The In-Flange NPCT with radiationtolerant sensor will be installed at the Booster. The InFlange transformer is mounted in the vacuum chamber
between two flanges, has short axial length and includes a
ceramic gap vacuum-brazed on kovar. It does not require
bellows, wall current bypass, nor electromagnetic shield
and is suitable for ultra-high vacuum conditions down to
10−10 mbar.
The readback electronics should comply with
integration specifications for the NSLS-II control system.
The digital front end should contain an ADC for the
DCCT data acquisition; a DAC for the calibrator set
point; and a 2-bit Output Register to control the calibrator
status.

Fast Current Transformer
A fast current transformer (FCT) is used to measure
individual bunch charges and filling pattern. To fulfil the
Specifications, a device should provide sensitivity
≥1.25 V/A, bandwidth ≥1.75 GHz, rise time ≤200 ps;
bipolar output signal, and 50-Ω characteristic impedance.
The wideband current transformer Bergoz FCT has been
chosen. The In-flange.FCT is designed to be bolted in
place as part of the accelerator vacuum chamber.
Composite magnetic cores of Cobalt-based amorphous
and nanocrystalline alloys provide high permeability and
very fast rise time of the device. The FCT frequency
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response measured on the bench shows upper cut-off
frequency of 1 GHz (−3dB). The on-beam tests performed
at Petra-II show the measured rise time of 374 ps and fall
time of 356 ps.
The readback electronics will comprise a compact PCI
8-bit ADC Acqiris DC271A with up to 4 GS/s sampling
rate and 1 GHz bandwidth. The ADC will comply with
integration specifications for the control system. Since the
beam signals are stretched because of the rise time of
electronics, 250 ps per sample would be enough to
identify the signals of individual bunches.

OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS
Beam Flags
Six fluorescent screens (beam flags) will be used to
measure transverse beam profile and position in singlepass mode. This beam-destructive diagnostics usually
plays a key role during commissioning of a machine.
The beam flag consists of an integrated system of
components that can be reconfigured and interchanged,
whereby a screen can be easily taken out of a UHVcompatible body. Typical resolution of the fluorescent
screen made of Cerium-doped Yttrium-Aluminium Garnet
(YAG:Ce) is about 50 µm within the visible field of
20 mm. The thickness of YAG:Ce plates produced by
Crytur Company is 0.1 mm.
The screen is placed inside a cylindrical volume made
of stainless steel, which can move between two fixed
positions inside and outside the vacuum chamber. The
extreme positions are equipped with end switches for
monitoring of the flag status. The bottom of the device
body will serve as a wake-field shield, when the beam
flag is removed out of the chamber.
The objective lens M118FM25 made by Tamron is used
for the beam image focusing. The image registration is
provided by the CCD camera Prosilica GC1290 (Allied
Vision Technology) with 1280×960 resolution,
3.75×3.75 mm pixel size and Gigabit Ethernet interface.
The CCD-camera is placed outside the median plane of
the accelerator and is radiation-protected with the lead
shield. The camera positioning and focusing lens tuning
are performed using the screen mesh. Any replacement of
the equipment does not need violation of the vacuum.
The scattering angle of the electrons after crossing the
0.5 mm-thick stainless steel wall was calculated using the
empirical formula [6]. At the injection energy of
200 MeV, the scattering results in about 0.12 mm
enlargement of the beam image on the screen, this
enlargement is quite small and should not distort the
output data.
To move the beam flag, a remotely-controlled
pneumatic drive DSNU-25-80-PPS-A (FESTO Company)
is used. It includes the round cylinder barrel made of
stainless steel with piston diameter of 25 mm, bearings
and end caps made of wrought aluminium alloy. The
working pressure of the cylinder is 6 bar.
The camera control and image acquisition will be
performed by the EPICS IOC running on a Linux-based
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PC. Each beam flag also requires one binary output for
pneumatic valve control, two binary inputs from end
switches, one trigger signal from the timing system, and
one DAC for illuminator control.

Synchrotron Radiation Monitor
The synchrotron radiation (SR) monitor provides
routine measurements of transverse beam profiles and
beam sizes. It is used for the Booster performance
optimization, operation monitoring and various beam
physics studies.
Two SR output ports have been designed, their
locations have been chosen according to the maximal
vertical beam size and maximal free length of the vacuum
chamber. The most suitable points of SR generation are in
the BD dipole magnets. The first SR port is located in the
3rd arc, the second port designed for the Booster
commissioning is close to the SD section. At the
extraction energy of 3 GeV, the computed values of beam
sizes are σx=0.26 mm, σy=0.1 mm at the 1st port and
σx=0.27 mm, σy=0.2 mm at the 2nd port.
A pre-aligned fixed mirror will be installed inside the
vacuum chamber to reflect the visible part of SR out of
the chamber. The fixed mirror is made of copper, the
reflecting side is aluminium-plated. The mirror design
also includes water cooling equipment. The vertical size
of mirror is 24 mm, the maximum allowed deviations at
the SR source points are: ±12 mm for vertical beam
position, ±16 mrad for vertical angle, and ±3.5 mm for
horizontal beam position. The SR power on the mirror is
0.42 W/mrad, so the total power is 4.54 W.
Fine alignment of the light beam is provided by two
remote-controlled mirrors with optical diameter of 2"
placed outside the chamber. The external mirrors are
mounted on the motorized mirror mounts 8MBM24
produced by STANDA Company. These mounts are
optimized for use in closed systems and provide precise
positioning with homing-repeatability better than
10 arcsec. Integrated opto-electrical end switches prevent
damage of the devise.
The controller of the mirror mounts is Geo BRICK LV
DRIVE made by DELTA TAU Company. It is a fullfeatured motion controller with Ethernet, USB, and
RS232 communications. Each axis includes incremental
encoder inputs for position feedback and optically
isolated motor I/O flags.
The synchrotron light passed through a light output
window is focused by a lens and registered by a CCD
camera Prosilica GC1290 (the same as for beam flags).
The synchrotron light monitor requires the same control
functions as the beam flags except the pneumatic valve
control.

TUNE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
The tune measurement system should provide
measurement of the fractional part νx,y of betatron tunes
with the precision of 0.0005 in the range of ±0.5 (in units
of the revolution frequency f0) around the design working
point. The measurement has to be performed for a single
01 Overview and Commissioning of Facilities
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bunch charge of 100 pC and for a train of 150 bunches
with 10 pC per bunch for each injector cycle. A single
measurement of νx and νy takes time of about 4 ms. So for
the total ramp duration of 0.5 s (0.25 s in 2 Hz mode) the
system can provide 128 (64) tune measurements.
Two identical sets of four 50-Ω striplines are used, one
set is a kicker for beam excitation; another one is a pickup
for measurement of a beam response signal. The stripline
electrodes are mounted at 45° angle. The length of
stripline is 450 mm, which is about 3 /4 ( is the RF
wavelength, fRF=500 MHz). A beam with 15 nC charge
oscillating with 1 mm amplitude generates a stripline
signal with amplitude of approximately 30 mV.
The beam is excited by radio frequency (RF) pulses
with the frequency close to (1+νx,y)f0, duration of the RF
pulse is 100-500 µs. After the exciting RF pulse, the
signal of betatron oscillation received by the stripline
pickup is transferred to the signal processing electronics,
where it is digitized by an ADC with sampling frequency
of 62f0≈117 MHz and is processed by a Field
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) circuit. Digital
processing performed by the FPGA includes synchronous
detecting, filtering and Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) with
the Hann window. The FPGA also contains two Direct
Digital Synthesizers generating a sinusoidal signal or a
noise-type signal for beam excitation. The beam
excitation electronics consists of two Power Amplifiers
(100 W, 0.08-16 MHz), bridge transformers and 50 Ω
loads. The scheme provides selective or simultaneous
excitation of both horizontal and vertical betatron
oscillations.
The system has two modes of operation: the search
mode and the measurement one. In the search mode, the
exciting frequency is scanning within a specified range of
(1.5-2.0)f0. For each frequency, the signal is recorded and
its amplitude spectrum is calculated. The maximum of the
spectrum corresponds to a rough value of the betatron
tune. In the measurement mode, the exciting frequency is
set close to this value.
A prototype of the Signal processing electronics has
been manufactured and tested in BINP. The signal-tonoise ratio is estimated using the results of testing of the
Signal Processing electronics prototype with a test signal.
For all beam charge range of 1-30 nC, the signal-to-noise
ratio at the ADC output is approximately 100-300. For the
minimal beam charge of 1 nC and the oscillation damping
time of 1 ms, the signal-to-noise ratio increased by FFT is
about 2000. This value is sufficient to achieve required
tune measurement accuracy.
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THE CNAO QUALIFICATION MONITOR
C. Viviani*, G. Balbinot, J. Bosser, M. Caldara, H. Caracciolo, M. A. Garella, V. Lante, A.
Parravicini, M. Pullia, CNAO, Pavia, Italy
Abstract
The CNAO (Centro Nazionale di Adroterapia
Oncologica) Foundation is the first Italian center for deep
hadrontherapy. It will treat patients using Protons and
Carbon ions in the next coming months. Patient safety is
the first priority and many diagnostics devices have been
developed to guarantee it. This work presents the socalled Qualification Monitor (QM). It is mounted in the
common part of the four extraction lines, in front of the
Chopper Dump, and it aims to qualify the extracted beam
profile and intensity, before sending it to the treatment
rooms. The QM is working with beam since a few
months, first results and future upgrades are presented.
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QUALIFICATION MONITOR OVERVIEW
The Qualification Monitor (QM) is an interceptive
detector installed in the first sector of CNAO extraction
line and it has been designed and built by the “Louis
Leprince Ringuet” (LLR) laboratory, which belongs to
the French CNRS, according to the specifications
provided by CNAO. It is composed by two different
detectors: the Qualification Profile Monitor (QPM) that
measures beam position and size and the Qualification
Intensity Monitor (QIM) that checks beam intensity value
and ripples. The QM is placed in front of the extraction
line dump, and it is aimed to check beam quality at the
beginning of each spill. The beam is deviated from the
Dump in such a way to go to one treatment room when
the four chopper magnets are switched on, at the
occurrence of the “BEAM OK”. Timing event trigger is
generated if the characteristics of the beam measured by
the QM fall in the defined ranges. In this case the beam is
considered to be good, the chopper is switched on and
the beam sent to the treatment room, where a beam
monitoring system, installed in the vicinity of the patient,
monitors in real time the whole spill.

QM DETECTOR
The Qualification Monitor [1] has to check both profile
and intensity of the beam. For this reason two different
detectors are implemented in the same vacuum tank on
the same actuator.

QPM Description
The Qualification Profile Monitor (Fig. 1) is made by
two orthogonal harps of scintillating fibers. The active
area has a rectangular shape, 17 mm width (x–plane) and
45 mm height (y–plane). The Horizontal plane has 34
square section contiguous fibers (l=0.5 mm), while the
vertical one is made by 90 contiguous fibers of the same
cross-section. The fibers are aluminized on their surface
*claudio.viviani@cnao.it
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(excepted for the readout end) in order to avoid crosstalk
and light dispersion.

Figure 1: Details of the QM monitor, beam view.
When the beam intercepts the fibers, the released
energy produces photons. The number of created photons
in each fiber is proportional to the number of crossing
particles and depend on their energy. The generated light
is collected on a viewport of the vacuum tank and then
directed onto the CCD chip of a digital camera (12 bits)
by the use of one optical lens. The camera
(HAMAMATSU, Peltier cooled, Digital CCD camera
C8484-03G) can work at maximum rate of 50 Hz with a
camera binning of 8x8 pixels. The CCD binning can be
change and the single pixel can be acquired. This
increases the dynamic range of the CCD camera but
implies a reduction of acquisition sample rate down to 8.9
Hz. Moreover the exposure time can be set between 0.01
ms and 10 s. The large camera dynamic range permits to
optimize the acquisition configuration with respect to the
beam characteristics. The collected image is finally
processed and the X and Y beam profiles can be
reconstructed frame by frame by a dedicated software.

QIM Description
The Qualification Intensity Monitor consists in a
scintillating plate coupled with a photomultiplier
(Hamamatsu, H6780-20) placed in air side. The
scintillating plate active area is the same as the QPM (17
mm x 45 mm) and it intercepts the full beam after the
QPM. The PM gain can be tuned changing the supply
voltage and the output current is proportional to the beam
current (and so to the number of particles). PM signal is
filtered by an amplifier (two different gains: G0 equal to
105 [V/A] or G5 equal to 5*105 [V/A]) mounted close to
detector and having a bandwidth of 20 kHz.

Detector Installation
The Qualification Monitor is installed in front of the
HEBT dump in the so called OUT position, and during
treatment it does not intercept the beam (Figure 2A).
However there is the possibility to move the QM onto the
beam trajectory, in the IN position by means of a
pneumatic actuator. The IN position cannot be used
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Figure 2A: Top view of the QM position – 2B: IN and
OUT Qualification Monitor position with respect to the
tank and the dump.

Detector Electronics and Acquisition
The main issue of the Qualification Monitor is the
generation and distribution of the “BEAM OK” timing
event only if the beam fulfils the requirement in terms of
average intensity and ripples, position and dimension,
previously fixed according to beam parameters required
in the treatment room by the treatment planning.
The QPM Front End Electronics (FEE) is made by a
box including the camera power supply, the optical
transmitter and the trigger receiver. On the other hand the
QIM scintillating plate is coupled with a photomultiplier
and its FEE consists in photomultiplier power supply and
in a multi-gain current to voltage amplifier for the signal
readout.
The signals are managed by the low level control that
acquires data, makes the computation and then provides
the “BEAM OK” to the Master Timing Generator that
gives and receives the timing event used as triggers by all
the subsystems.

SIGNAL PROCESSING
The QM has to qualify the position, the dimension and
the intensity of the beam [3]. A beam profile is validated,
with a given confidence level, if both its centre of gravity
and dimension fall inside the corresponding region,
determined on the basis of the likelihood ratio for
normally distributed populations. The beam should be
centred and the FWHM of beam have to be between 4 and
10 mm according with the treatment planning request. On
the other hand, the main requirement the beam intensity
has to satisfy does not concern its bare value but its
modulation: The maximum intensity measured in a spill
has not to exceed twice the mean value of spill intensity.
The main issue of QM is the beam qualification
procedure, when the monitor is in OUT position
measuring the beam before it reaches the treatment room.
In this case the beam is not chopped for a nominal time of
100 ms during which it goes on the HEBT dump. Another
mode occurs when the beam is completely intercepted by
01 Overview and Commissioning of Facilities

the QM during the full extraction process. This mode is
used in the commissioning phase and the measures can be
used by the experts to improve the software algorithm that
manages the first working mode.
The “long” acquisition can be used also to check the
stability of the beam position and the intensity ripple
along the spill. The QPM has to provide a profile every 20
ms in order to understand if a position drift is present. In
parallel, the photomultiplier signal is acquired (maximum
sample rate is 20 kHz) to provide the beam intensity. Also
the FFT of intensity signal is computed in order to
monitor the ripple due to magnets and power supply. A
cross check with the synchrotron DC Current Transformer
should be done during long acquisition to crosscheck the
current variation in the synchrotron with respect to the
extracted current. The formula that converts the QIM
output voltage in number of particles per time unit is:

N

out
VPM
Pe  Qe  G p  Vctr  qe  Gamp

(1)

out
Where N is the number of particles per second, VPM
[V] is the PM output voltage, Pe is the number of
photoelectrons that reach the photomultiplier, Qe is the
PM quantum efficiency, Gp [1/V] is the PM gain, Vctr [V]
is the voltage applied to the photomultiplier, qe [C] is the
electron charge and Gamp [V/A] is the amplification gain.
During the commissioning, data analysis can be done
offline at the end of the spill. The Beam Diagnostic expert
can analyse data and optics experts can operate to
improve the extraction consequentially. On the contrary,
during treatments, the analysis and the computation will
be much more complicated because the control has to
react without any operator intervention. The available
time for this operation will be 100 ms. In particular 80 ms
will be dedicated to the acquisition and 20 ms to analysis
and decision taking. Since the acquired data have to be
compared with the acceptance ranges that can be different
at each cycle, the software has to load the information
regarding the spill characteristics at the beginning of the
cycle when information are distributed to all systems
through the timing. At the “Start Extraction” timing event
the camera starts to acquire 4 beam profiles (20 ms each
one) while the QIM acquires one “long” beam intensity
trace. If the crosscheck will give a positive response the
“BEAM OK” timing event will be generated and
distributed to the Master Timing, otherwise the
qualification goes on and after a timeout the beam will be
dumped in the synchrotron.
An important application will be the implementation of
the intensity signal FFT in the ripple compensation
system. The frequency spectrum can be used to set the
parameters of the Air Core Quadrupole power supply. The
Air Core Quad is a quadrupole magnet without iron yoke,
installed in the synchrotron, that can react with a
bandwidth of 10 kHz and it is installed to compensate the
intensity ripple of the beam.
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during patient treatment but only during commissioning
to check the correct beam trajectory. The Figure 2B shows
the IN and OUT positions with respect to the tank centre.
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QM PRELIMINARY DATA
The CNAO synchrotron is in the final commissioning
phase with protons [2], and the extraction line is under
test. In this situation the Qualification Monitor can play a
very important role in the beam optimization. Figure 3
and 4 show two consecutive (Δt = 20 ms) vertical and two
horizontal profiles acquired by the Qualification Profile
Monitor with a beam intensity of about 2*108 protons to
avoid the possible saturation of the camera CCD pixel.
Figure 5: Beam intensity versus time. The amplifier gain
is G5 and the acquisition rate is 10 kHz.
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Figure 3: Vertical profiles on QPM: on the y axis are
plotted the camera counts while on x axis there are the
position (mm).

Figure 6: FFT power spectrum of the signal shown in
Figure 5.
The plot shows that the uniformity of the extracted spill
is not yet optimized; the compensation of intensity ripple
is under study. Signal FFT can be of great help in this
scenario. Figure 6 shows the power spectrum of the signal
in Figure 5 and the peaks at 100 Hz, 1200 Hz (both due to
the dipoles power supply ripple) and at 1330 Hz are
clearly visible.

CONCLUSION
Figure 4: Horizontal profiles: camera counts vs position.
The profiles are acquired with a camera exposure time of
1ms and they provide beam position and dimension (the
y–fibers are acquired two by two). Preliminary studies
confirm that a non uniform beam with intense spikes can
saturate the camera giving wrong information. A
reduction of beam intensity (through the degrader placed
in the injection line) or a short exposure time avoid
saturation and permit a good acquisition and analysis as
shown in the previous figures. The saturation will be
corrected introducing a optical filter between fibers and
CCD camera during next months.
Figure 5 shows the QIM beam intensity during a complete
spill. In this case the degrader was not used and the total
intensity is collected by the scintillating plate. A beam of
2*109 protons is acquired by the QIM and the signal
analyzed.
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The Qualification Monitor is a detector placed in the
CNAO extraction line that has to guarantee the beam
qualification before the patient treatment. The main issue
of QM is the characterization of the beam in position,
dimensions and intensity and it has to return the goodness
of the beam after fast online analysis. During the
commissioning phase, the QM can be used to check the
behaviour of the beam during the full spill and it helps in
the beam optimization. At the present time the
Qualification Monitor is properly working, giving strong
information about the behaviour of the beam and being a
useful detector in the commissioning phase for the beam
optimization.
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THE BEAM SAFETY SYSTEM OF THE PSI UCN SOURCE
B. Blarer, P.A. Duperrex, G. Dzieglewski, F. Heinrich, A. Mezger, D. Reggiani#, U. Rohrer, K.
Thomsen, M. Wohlmuther, PSI, 5232 Villigen, Switzerland
At PSI, a new and very intensive Ultra-Cold Neutron
(UCN) source based on the spallation principle was
commissioned in December 2010 and will start
production in 2011. From then on, two neutron spallation
sources, the continuous wave SINQ and the macro-pulsed
UCN source, both furnished with a solid state target, will
be operating concurrently at PSI. The 590 MeV, 1.3 MW
proton beam will be switched towards the new spallation
target for about 8 s every 800 s. Safe operation of the
UCN source is guaranteed by two independent interlock
systems. In fact, beside the well established machine
protection system, a new fast interlock system has been
designed following the experience gathered with the
MEGAPIE (Megawatt Pilot Target Experiment) project.
The goal of this additional system is to preserve the UCN
target and the complete beam-line installation by ensuring
correct beam settings and, at the same time, to avoid any
accidental release of radioactive material. After a brief
introduction of the PSI UCN source, this paper will focus
on the motivations as well as the principle of operation of
the UCN beam safety system.

INTRODUCTION
A new UCN source based on the spallation principle
has been constructed at PSI [1] and its commissioning
was successfully carried out in December 2010. Routine
operation is expected starting from June 2011, after the
winter shut-down of the accelerator facility. The beam
macro pulse is produced by diverting the 590 MeV,
2.2 mA proton beam coming from the PSI ring cyclotron
into a dedicated beam line. The switching procedure will
be based on a regular scheme of 8 s beam pulse every
800 s (duty cycle of 1 %). During the remaining 99 % of
the time, the beam will follow the usual path through the
two meson production targets and to the SINQ neutron
spallation target. During the UCN pulse, neutrons will be
produced by a spallation target, then thermalized in D2O
and finally cooled down to UCN in a solid deuterium
crystal at 5 K. The generated ultra cold neutrons will be
stored in a tank and then guided to experiments devoted
to the measurements of the electric dipole moment as well
as the lifetime of the neutron The estimated UCN density
is larger than 1000 UCN/cm3 in a typical experiment,
which corresponds to an increase of almost two orders of
magnitude with respect to the best source currently
available (ILL). The UCN source employs a solid state
target made of lead-filled zircaloy tubes whose design is
very similar to the one of the SINQ target [2].
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A schematic view of the UCN beam line is given in
Figure 1. The 1.3 MW proton beam extracted from the
ring cyclotron is normally transferred to the targets M, E
and SINQ via the proton channel. An electrostatic splitter
(EHT) [3] can deviate a small portion of the beam (up to
20 μA) through a magnetic septum (ABS) providing the
deflection towards the nearby UCN line used till 2005 for
medical proton therapy or proton irradiation [4,5]. The
full-intensity beam can be diverted to the UCN line
thanks to a fast kicker magnet installed in front of the
splitter for this purpose in 2002 [6]. Downstream of the
last bending magnet (ABK2) the beam is blown up by the
quadrupole magnet QBB7 and then collimated before
reaching the UCN target, where the beam spot will have a
4 σ diameter of about 160 mm.
Fast beam position monitors allow the beam trajectory
to be checked during a 5 ms pilot pulse. Moreover, signals
generated by several beam loss monitors, a halo monitor,
two harps as well as one current monitor are connected to
the machine protection system. If the amplitude of one of
those signals moves outside of the required window an
interlock is generated in less than 5 ms.
Behind ABK2 a beam dump has been placed which can
absorb the full intensity beam for about 10 ms. This
enables to test the kicking procedure and the beam
diagnostics independently from UCN operation.

THE UCN BEAM SAFETY SYSTEM
The well established PSI machine protection system
guarantees safe operation of the accelerator facility
preserving the installation from severe instantaneous
beam losses and from prohibitive activation generated by
large integrated losses. Nevertheless, this system is not
conceived to fully protect an experimental setup like the
UCN source. A sudden change of the beam optics or
trajectory, as well as the failure of the UCN kicker magnet
could be a harmless occurrence for the accelerator but a
very dangerous event for the UCN source with potential
release of radioactive material. Based on the MEGAPIE
experience [7,8], it has therefore been decided to design a
second independent fast interlock system (UCN-SAS),
which, at the same time, protects the UCN kicker magnet
from potential overheating.
At full beam intensity (2.2 mA), the peak current
density at the UCN target is 22 μA/cm2, a value which lies
below the 30 μA/cm2 of the SINQ target1. During the very
challenging MEGAPIE test, simulations had suggested
not to exceed the safety limit of two times the nominal
current density over a maximum time of 100 ms.
1
The experience gathered with SINQ has shown that this kind of target
can withstand a current density of 70 μA/cm2 over eight hours.
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Figure 1: A schematic view of the UCN beam line. The 590 MeV, 1.3 MW proton beam delivered by the ring cyclotron
is diverted to the UCN beam line by means of the fast kicker magnet AHK1 followed by the septum magnet ABS with a
duty cycle of 1 %. The elements belonging to the UCN-SAS beam safety system are displayed in the coloured boxes.
For the UCN-SAS it has been decided to adopt a very
similar requirement, demanding that the beam must be
kicked away if the maximum current density exceeds
50 μA/cm2 over a period of time longer than 100 ms. The
UCN-SAS system employs signals from several beamline elements and monitors as displayed in Figure 1. A
schematics of the UCN-SAS in shown in Figure 2.
The beam widening and centring is monitored by the
halo monitor MBB1. This device, mounted on the
upstream end of the UCN collimator, delivers four signals
corresponding to its four sectors. These signals are read
out and compared to the beam intensity, measured by the
current monitor MBC1, by a LOGCAM data acquisition
module. If the beam optics is properly set and the beam is
centred, MBB1 should collect about 5 % of the beam
current.
Additionally to MBB1, the UCN-SAS employs the
signal coming from the beam loss monitor MBI13. A
displaced or too concentrated beam would be immediately
recognized by a change of the measured loss rate. As in
the case of MBB1, also the signal of MBI13 is read out
and compared to MBC1 by a LOGCAM module.
The size of the beam spot at the UCN target is
determined by the quadrupole magnet QBB7. The current
delivered by the magnet power supply is monitored by the
UCN-SAS; an interlock signal is generated if the current
drops below 90 % of its nominal value.
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A rupture of the UCN target window would result in a
sudden release of radioactive material into the beam-line
with consequent contamination of the accelerator facility.
In order to limit the damages related to such an
occurrence, the safety valve VBS1 has been installed
upstream of the last bending magnet ABK2. The valve is
controlled by a unit which is triggered by the pressure
gauge GBS1 located just upstream of the UCN target.
Besides shutting the valve, the control unit generates an
interlock signal stopping the proton beam. The delay from
the detection of the pressure increase by GBS1 until the
VBS1 valve is completely closed is less than 10 ms, i.e.
less than the time needed by the pressure front to reach
the location of the valve.
The UCN fast kicker magnet AHK1 is an air cooled
ferrite yoke dipole magnet which was design in order to
be operated at the typical UCN duty cycle of 1 % and for
a maximum pulse length of 8 s. In order to avoid magnet
overheating, the AHK1 power supply is constrained at
firmware level both in terms of duty cycle as well as
maximum pulse length. A failure of the limiting system of
the power supply would result in an excessively long
beam pulse with potential damage of the kicker magnet.
For this reason, an external counter monitoring the kick
length has been installed at the level of UCN-SAS. This
system generates a beam interlock if the pulse length
exceeds 8.1 s.
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Figure 2: Schematics of the UCN-SAS beam safety system.
Along with the signals coming from the beam-line
elements, the UCN-SAS receives the OK/NOK signal
from a second safety system called UCN-LAS (slow
interlock system). The UCN-LAS monitors parameters
from different subsystems of the UCN source (heavy
water, cryogenic, vacuum, D2 and N2 gas, ventilation and
radiation monitoring systems) that require a typical
reaction time of 1 s.
Redundancy is guaranteed by the fact that each
OK/NOK signal (the five beam-line elements plus the
UCN-LAS) reaches the UCN-SAS through two
independent lines (SAS1 and SAS2). Moreover, every
signal is brought directly to the machine protection
system over a third line (ACC). The beam interlock is
achieved by switching on the kicker magnet AWK1 and
moving in the beam blocker BW2, both located in the
870 keV transfer line. This process has typical reaction
time of less than 5 ms. In case of failure of the AWK1
power supply, the accelerator ion source is switched off
within 10 ms.

CONCLUSION
The UCN-SAS fast beam safety system has been
conceived in order to protect the new PSI UCN source as
well as the beam line from any inappropriate proton beam
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setting and to ensure fail-safe operation of the UCN
kicker magnet. The system has been successfully
commissioned with beam during the UCN test in
December 2010 and it is now ready for routine operation.
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RHIC ELECTRON LENS TEST BENCH DIAGNOSTICS*
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Abstract
An Electron Lens [1] (E-Lens) system will be installed
in RHIC to increase luminosity by counteracting the
head-on beam-beam interaction. The proton beam
collisions at the RHIC experimental locations will
introduce a tune spread due to a difference of tune shifts
between small and large amplitude particles. A low
energy electron beam will be used to improve luminosity
and lifetime of the colliding beams by reducing the
betatron tune shift and spread. In preparation for the
Electron Lens installation next year, a test bench facility
will be used to gain experience with many sub-systems.
This paper will discuss the diagnostics related to
measuring the electron beam parameters.
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INTRODUCTION
The E-Lens test bench facility presently being designed
& fabricated will be located at the existing Electron Beam
Ion Source (EBIS) test facility [2] at BNL for
convenience and to minimize cost. First electron test
beams (no protons at test bench) are scheduled before the
end of 2011. The Electron lens will be installed in RHIC
the following year. Since the E-Lens 2.8m
superconducting (SC) solenoid is now under construction,
the 1m long 5T EBIS SC solenoid with a 155mm warm
bore inner diameter, and internal drift tube structures with
32mm inner diameters, will be re-used to help guide the
600mA 6keV electron beam through the 3m test bench
transport from gun to collector, see Fig. 1. This test
bench will allow testing of all major diagnostics except

the BPM and luminosity detector. The beam line elements
upstream and downstream of the SC solenoid will be
baked to 250C in order to achieve 10-10 Torr vacuum
pressure. The primary goals of the E-Lens test bench are
to characterize the new electron gun, and test the beam
modulator, diagnostics, and the new electron collector.

CURRENT MONITORING
Several different types of current transformers mounted
on the gun and collector power supply leads will measure
the electron beam average current level, as well as the
temporal waveform characteristics. Pulsed beams will be
used for commissioning and destructive diagnostics
modes. Direct current beam will be typical for E-Lens
operations in RHIC.
Pearson Electronics wideband current transformers
model 6585 will be used when operating in pulsed beam
mode. Design pulses are to be at least 300ns wide, with
50ns rise and fall times. A Bergoz IPCT-2000m will be
used for direct current mode. Electronics will be provided
for gun to collector difference measurements to determine
beam loss.
A BNL designed electron gun modulator will control
the electron beam pulse characteristics. The modulator
will have the capability of providing DC electron beams
as well as a variety of pulsed modes.
The internal isolated drift tube structures along the
beam transport will be biased at up to 10kV with Trek
10/10B (10mA) and up to 4kV with Trek 609E-6 (20mA)
power supplies.

Figure 1: Electron Lens test bench layout. The region between the two warm solenoids of the existing EBIS test stand
will remain intact.
____________________________________________

* Work supported by B.S.A, LLC under contract No. DE-AC0298CH10886 with the U.S. Department of Energy.
#
gassner@bnl.gov
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To protect the drift tubes and power supplies from lost
beam current on the tubes we have asked Trek to provide
a custom protection circuit that includes a string of
transorbs and shunt resistor. Along with an in-house
developed threshold detector, these circuits will help
indicate areas of beam loss, and inhibit the beam in case
of a loss greater than 1mA.

MOPD04

The pinhole detector data will be correlated with the
calculated steering excursions to provide an electron
density profile distribution.

PROFILE MONITORS
YAG Screen

0.2mm hole
Figure 3: Pinhole Detector detail, electron beams will
impact from the left side.

Halo Monitor
A fixed position, isolated, four-quadrant halo monitor is
the most upstream instrument at the diagnostics cluster in
front of the electron collector, shown in Fig. 2 and 4. Its
purpose is to protect the upstream end of the electron
collector and monitor the amount of halo that it stops.
The electron beam can be steered to graze each monitor to
determine the halo distribution.

Figure 2: Two cutaway views of same diagnostics cluster
located upstream of collector showing the segmented
Halo Monitor (dark gray), YAG Screen (pink, left,
inserted position), Pinhole detector (right, inserted).

Pinhole Detector
A pinhole detector is used as type of a masked Faraday
Cup, shown in Fig. 2 and 3. It is located upstream of the
electron collector in the diagnostics cluster, and will be
actuated by a pneumatic plunger. It will be used to
measure the electron beam density. Steering dipoles
upstream will scan the beam across the 0.2mm pinhole.
The electrons that pass through are collected and
processed by gated integrating electronics.

01 Overview and Commissioning of Facilities

Figure 4: Halo monitor (middle, dark grey) shown from
the downstream side.
The clear beam aperture is 23mm. It is made of
molybdenum, and is electrically isolated by alumina
supports. Signal wires will be routed to current
monitoring electronics, or gated integrators. These
electronics will be interfaced to the machine protection
system to inhibit the beam if the beam is miss-steered.
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Electron beam profile measurements will be made with
a 30mm diameter, 0.1mm YAG:Ce screen from Crytur,
Ltd. [3]. The expected beam diameter is ~10mm. We
have coated several test screens with 100nm graphite, and
100nm of aluminum. We will compare these for image
performance, lifetime, and for backscattering electrons.
Since we can coat screens easily here at BNL, other
coatings can also be tested. The electron beam power
deposited on the screen will be limited to avoid damage.
Screen Images will be acquired using a RHEIN IMB147FT CCD camera (1394a), and zoom lens from
Navitar, these will be mounted 1.2m downstream of the
YAG screen, behind the electron collector.
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ION COLLECTOR
Ions will be generated along the electron beam transport
due to interaction with residual gas. To avoid ion
accumulation in the electron lens, a continuous series of
biased drift tubes will be used to create an axial voltage
gradient to sweep out any trapped ions and guide them
towards the ion collector located behind the electron
collector, as shown below in Fig. 5.

ELECTRON COLLECTOR
TEMPERATURE
Resistance Temperature Detectors (RTD) will be
distributed around the outside of the water-cooled
electron collector to ensure uniformity of the deposited
heat caused by the collected electrons. These RTD’s can
also detect a local hot spot if a cooling water pipe
becomes blocked.
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Figure 5: Ion collector in the inserted position, view from
downstream of the electron collector.
A pneumatic plunger actuates the ion collector. During
normal operations the ion collector is inserted and blocks
the optical path between the YAG screen and CCD
camera. When inserted it protects the downstream
viewing port from damage. The molybdenum ion
collector is electrically isolated and will have a signal
wire for measuring the collected ions.
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BEAM DIAGNOSTIC LAYOUT FOR SIS100 AT FAIR*
M. Schwickert, P. Forck, T. Hoffmann, P. Kowina, H. Reeg, GSI Helmholtzzentrum für
Schwerionenforschung GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany
The SIS100 heavy ion synchrotron will be the central
machine of the FAIR (Facility for Antiproton and Ion
Research) project currently designed at GSI. The unique
features of SIS100, like e.g. the acceleration of high
intensity beams of 2.51013 protons and 51011 Uranium
ions near the space charge limit, the anticipated large tune
spread, extreme UHV conditions of the cryogenic system
for superconducting magnets and fast ramp rates of 4 T/s,
make challenging demands on the beam diagnostic
components. This contribution describes the conceptual
design for SIS100 beam diagnostics and reports on the
present status of prototype studies. Exemplarily the
progress concerning beam position monitors, beam
current transformers and beam-loss monitors is presented.

THE FAIR FACILITY AND SIS100
At present GSI conducts the final planning and
engineering layout of the Facility for Antiproton and Ion
Research FAIR. The modularized start version of FAIR,
as depicted in Fig. 1 consists of the p-Linac, a dedicated
linear accelerator for high current proton beams, the
SIS100 synchrotron for the acceleration of protons and
heavy ions, the super fragment separator for production of
rare-isotope beams, the antiproton target for pBar
production, the collector ring CR for accumulation of
RIBs and pBar and the High-Energy Storage Ring HESR
for pBar experiments. More details about the FAIR
project are given in [1].

Figure 1: Existing GSI and layout of the FAIR accelerator
complex (NESR and RESR not part of the start version).
This contribution concentrates on the beam diagnostic
system of SIS100 as the main machine of FAIR. SIS100
will deliver high intensity, high energy proton and ion
beams for the various experimental programs of FAIR.
Acceleration
of up to 41011 U28+ ions/s to energies of
___________________________________________
*

400-2700 MeV/u is required for the production of
radioactive ion beams, either compressed to a single
bunch of 30-90 ns, or as slowly extracted beam. For the
production of pBar 2.51013 protons per pulse will be
accelerated up to the energy of 29 GeV with a repetition
rate of 5 Hz and an output bunch length of 50 ns. For the
condensed baryonic matter program acceleration of
1010 U92+ ions per cycle with slow extraction is foreseen.
Moreover, SIS100 includes a number of engineering
challenges, like operation at ultra-high vacuum of
510-12 mbar, superconducting synchrotron magnets with
4 T/s ramp rate, control of beam-losses by implementation of a collimator system and a rf-compression
system for single bunches of high intensity, cf. [2]. Beam
diagnostic devices for SIS100 have to comply with these
technological boundary conditions and have to ensure
precise determination of all relevant beam parameters.

BEAM DIAGNOSTIC LAYOUT
An overview of the planned beam diagnostic devices
for SIS100 is presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Overview of Foreseen Diagnostic Systems
#
pcs.

Acronym

Device

Parameter

DC Transformer

dc beam current

1

DCCT

DC-Transformer
(novel system)

dc beam current (high
current, high rep.
rate)

1

NDCCT

Fast Current
Transformer

injection efficiency,
bunch shape

2

FCT

Beam Position
Monitor

beam centre-of-mass,
orbit feedback

84

BPM

Schottky Pick-up

momentum distribut.,
tune of coasting beam

1

SPU

Exciter + BPM

tune determination

1

TUNE

Ionization Profile
Monitor

beam profile (stored
beam)

1

IPM

Quadrupole Pickup + Exciter

quadrupole moment

1

QBPM

Beam-loss
Monitor

beam-loss

50

BLM

SEM Grid

beam profile
(1st turn)

6

GRID

Scintillating
Screen

beam profile
(1st turn)

2

SCR

Beam Stopper

-

6

STP

m.schwickert@gsi.de
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The injection efficiency to SIS100 will be optimized
using one FCT. A second FCT will be used for bunch
shape measurements and tomography in longitudinal
phase space. For precise determination of the stored beam
current two transformer types are foreseen. A commercially available DCCT will be accompanied by a novel
transformer type with higher bandwidth (see below). A set
of 84 BPMs will allow for online beam position
monitoring and, together with an exciter for broadband
noise excitation of the beam, online tune determination. A
pick-up is foreseen for Schottky measurements both, in
longitudinal and transverse direction to determine tune,
chromaticity etc. of un-bunched beams. For online beam
profile measurements an IPM has been developed
featuring two operational modes: by detection of residual
gas ions a high spatial resolution is achieved, whereas
detection of the free electrons allows for fast turn-by-turn
profile determination [3]. In order to detect quadrupolar
beam oscillations, e.g. resulting from transverse mismatch
during injection, purpose-built BPMs are planned. Beamloss monitors (scintillators and ionization chambers) will
be installed at typical hot-spots, e.g. septa, to quantify
beam-losses. A combination of GRIDs and STPs will be
installed in each sextant for first turn diagnostics. Two
scintillating screens at half and full turn position will be
used for beam adjustments during commissioning. Exemplarily the following sections describe the ongoing
developments for the SIS100 BPM system, the beam
current transformers and beam-loss monitors.

50 µm unaffected by many warm/cold cycles purposebuilt ceramic pickups have been developed in close
collaboration with Kyocera [4], see Fig. 2. The pick-up
geometry and the structure of the metal-deposited
surfaces have been optimized by use of FEM simulations
[5] with regard to their frequency response in the range of
the relatively low bunch frequencies of 0.5-2.7 MHz.
The BPM pre-amplifiers have to be installed outside the
cryostats since the introduced thermal load would be too
high for the cryogenic system. In addition the estimated
radiation level in close vicinity to the beam line is too
high for the pre-amp electronics. Thus the usage of
matching transformers is mandatory to allow for longer
cable connections to the pre-amps, cf. [6]. To shield the
pre-amps against the radiation field of the beam niches
are foreseen along the inner accelerator tunnel walls.
After passing the matching transformers the plate
signals are fed into low-noise, 50  input impedance
amplifiers which are presently designed at GSI. For
highest beam intensities and short bunches the plate
signals reach the kV region. Thus the pre-amps have to be
equipped with a switchable attenuator chain to reach the
required dynamic range of 120 dB.

BEAM POSITION AND TUNE
Three different working points are foreseen for
operation with ions in slow extraction mode, fast
extraction and high-energy acceleration of protons. The
highest related tune value Qh=20.84 requires 84 beam
position monitors for unambiguous closed orbit
determination.

Figure 3: TOPOS GUI for tune measurements: Top and
centre: x and y position vs. time at a selected BPM in
min/max representation (left) and online FFT of position
data (right). Bottom: hor. and vert. tune vs. time and
working diagram of SIS18 with online tune values (red).

Figure 2: Photo of a ceramic BPM. Metal-deposited areas
on inner surface serve as signal pick-ups.
The shoe-box type BPMs for SIS100 will be installed
inside the cryostat of the superconducting quadrupoles. In
order to achieve the desired mechanical stability of
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The TOPOS system (Tune Orbit and POSition) has
been developed for SIS18 as a prototype system for future
beam position measurements at SIS100. The 12 BPMs of
the existing SIS18 synchrotron have been equipped with
Libera Hadron devices [7]. Libera FPGA is used for
online determination of the beam position for each
individual bunch. The window detection and baseline
restoration of the pick-up signal is performed digitally on
the pick-up signal itself without further input parameters.
The Liberas are grouped to 6 devices and connected via a
fast 100 Mbit network to two high performance
concentrator PCs running FESA, the Front-End Software
architecture developed at CERN [8]. FESA will be the
standard platform for all data acquisition devices at FAIR.
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BEAM CURRENT TRANSFORMERS
Precise online determination of the stored and
accelerated beam current is a main task for synchrotron
operation. Given the large dynamics in beam intensities
and bunch frequencies resulting from the various
operational modes of SIS100 a combination of two
different transformers has been proposed. For typical
beam parameters a commercially available dc current
transformer with 10 kHz bandwidth and measurement
range of 10 µA- 20 A is sufficient.
As a second transformer system a sensitive magnetic
field sensor based on the GMR effect (giant magneto
resistance) is presently being developed at GSI [11]. The
novel DCCT allows measuring also high current bunched
beams with a MHz repetition rate, where the signal of a
standard DCCT gets disturbed. The aimed current
resolution of the device is 0.1 mA and the detector must
be capable of a peak ion beam current of 80 A
(2.51013 protons, 50 ns output bunch length). Presently
the prototype device shows a cut-off frequency of 1 MHz
and a lower detection threshold of 220 µA.

BEAM-LOSS DETECTION
Beam-loss detection at SIS100 will be performed using
both, scintillators and ionization chambers mounted on
movable stands outside the vacuum system. Currently the
signals of beam-loss monitors at FAIR are not foreseen
for machine protection issues. Beam-losses at SIS100
might occur during the injection plateau of 1 s, during the
rebunching process or slow extraction. The beam-loss
monitor system is designed to present a qualitative view
of localized beam-losses along the SIS100. Detailed
knowledge about beam-losses is necessary to prevent
activation and damage of installations by the beam with
up to 10 kW beam power. In addition uncontrolled beamlosses lead to an increased ion-induced desorption yield
and as a consequence to detrimental pressure bumps in
the vacuum system.

01 Overview and Commissioning of Facilities

Figure 4: LASSIE GUI showing current transformer data
(top left) and 11 beam-loss monitors along SIS18.
For acquisition of beam-loss data the LASSIE system is
currently under development at GSI [12]. LASSIE, the
Large Analog Signal Scaling Information Environment,
distributes and analyzes a large quantity of analog channels. The fully FESA-based system runs on a VME crate
with six 32-channel scaler boards for parallel readout of
all 192 channels. Analog signals are converted by currentto-frequency or voltage-to-frequency converters and fed
into the scalers. In this way the signals of e.g. scintillators
and ionization chambers, as planned for beam-loss
detection in SIS100, are treated similarly and data are
recorded on the same time base. In addition signals of
other relevant sources, like e.g. beam current transformers
or the measured B-field of quadrupoles can be added to
the system to present a synoptic view of a machine cycle.
The graphical user interface, as presented in Fig. 4, allows
switching a subset of detectors from standard readout at
1 kHz to a high-resolution mode with a readout frequency
of up to 1 MHz for detailed investigation of the beam-loss
time structure.
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Thus the TOPOS system serves also as a first test setup
for FESA-based data acquisition. In collaboration with
Cosylab [9] versatile software has been developed which
is presently in the final testing phase. TOPOS is
extendible for the usage at SIS100, where 14 Liberas will
be grouped together for each sextant. Figure 3 presents
the TOPOS graphical user interface with position and
tune data. Among other features TOPOS is capable of
bunch-by-bunch measurements for each of the BPMs,
allows a closed orbit representation for all 12 BPMs
simultaneously and, in connection with a pseudo-random
noise exciter, features an online tune calculation.
Collaboration with DELTA Dortmund and FZ Jülich
aims to enhance the system and to use the online beam
position data for a closed-orbit feedback system [10]. The
present layout makes use of a state-of-the art FPGA board
to collect all position data, to calculate the required
corrector set values and to distribute the digital correction
signal to the related power supplies.
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CAPABILITIES AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LHC SCHOTTKY
MONITORS
M. Favier, T. Bogey, F. Caspers, O. R. Jones, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
A. Jansson, ESS, Lund, Sweden
J. Cai, E.S. McCrory, R. J. Pasquinelli, FERMILAB, Batavia, U.S.A.
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The LHC Schottky System has been under
commissioning since summer 2010. This non destructive
observation relies on a slotted wave-guide structure
resonating at 4.8 GHz. Four monitors, one for each plane
of the two counter-rotating LHC beams, are used to
measure the transverse Schottky side-bands. Electronic
gating allows selective bunch-by-bunch measurements,
while a triple down-mixing scheme combined with heavy
filtering gives an instantaneous dynamic range over 100
dB within a 20 kHz bandwidth. Observations of both
proton and lead ions Schottky spectra will be discussed
along with a comparison of predicted and measured
performance.

INTRODUCTION
Using an appropriately sensitive detector, one can
measure the individual transverse motion of particles in a
beam, so-called Schottky Noise, and derive the tune,
chromaticity, momentum spread and emittance [1,2].
Such Schottky monitors, designed by FNAL, US, are
installed in the LHC for observation of transverse beam
behaviour and have now produced their first results. This
article will concentrate on a comparison of the theoretical
and measured performance of the system and discuss
some of its applications

Using a high transverse sensitivity slotted wave guide
pick-up operating at 4.8 GHz, the resulting difference
(DELTA) mode is used to provide the transverse Schottky
signal [3]. At this frequency the coherent bunch spectrum
is significantly reduced, while the spectra are not yet
limited by Schottky band overlap [4]. This allows the
pick-up to have a large impedance without influencing the
beam, and reduces the amount of coherent signal that the
subsequent electronics needs to handle
The schematic of the analogue signal processing chain
is shown in Fig 1. A triple down mixing scheme
combined with heavy filtering gives an instantaneous
dynamic range of over 100 dB within a 20 kHz
bandwidth. This was a design criterion in order to be able
to cope with any remaining coherent signals, which have
been seen to be significant even well above the expected
coherent bunch spectrum in many other machines. The
presence of a Gate following the first amplifier stage,
allows for a theoretical reduction in the noise equivalent
to the amplifier gain for single bunch operation.
The acquisition in the base band is performed by the
same electronics used for standard LHC tune
measurements and is based on a 24bit ADC working at
44kHz (i.e ~4 times the LHC revolution frequency) [5].

Figure 1: The Analogue Processing Chain.
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SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO STUDIES
Predicted Results VS Measured Performance
The predicted performance of the Schottky system is
documented in [6] for LHC design parameters. One can
compute the predicted Transverse Schottky Signal to
Noise Ratio with use of the Gate as:
మ
 మ ேబమ ೝೞ
ଶο

்ο

ீ

ௗ మ ே ோ.ீାଵିோ

Figs 3 and 4 show the results from a physics fill with
229 bunches during collision with and without gating
respectively. Here the expected gain through gating is
6dB with 7dB measured. The measurement uncertainty is
currently dominated by calculation of the Schottky
sideband width and the emittance.

(1)

Where e is the elementary charge, N the number of
particles, f0 the revolution frequency (11245.475Hz), arms
the rms amplitude of individual particle oscillations
(derived from the beam size at the pick-up location), Zǻ
the delta mode pick-up impedance (15500: from
simulation), k the Boltzmann constant, T the pick-up
Temperature (293K), 'f the ±1 sigma width of the
Schottky band, d the beam pipe diameter (0.06m) and Nf
the noise figure of the acquisition chain. The final term
takes into account the gain in SNR through gating, with G
being the front-end gain and R the duty factor (defined as
the time the gate is open divided by the revolution time).

Figure 2: Gating or not on the Pilot at Injection.

Table 1 shows the measured and theoretical transverse
Schottky SNR for different beams with and without
gating. A pre-amplification of 38dB was used for all these
measurements.
Table 1: Predicted Results VS Measured Performance
Injection

Collision

Total Number
of Particles

N

1 pilot
1.11E+10

228 Nominal
2.67E+13

Amplitude of
Oscillations

a2rms

1.53E-06

2.28E-07

Width of
Schottky Band

ǻI>+]@

440

467

SNRT [dB]
No Gating

Theory
Measured

-7
not visible

18
18

SNRT [dB]
with Gating

Theory
Measured

30
9

24
25

The first thing to notice is that the measured and
calculated SNR agree well for those measurements
performed without gating. This is even true for the case of
the pilot intensity where the signal level obtained with
gating turned on is seen to be -8dB with respect to the
noise level with no gating (comparison of the red trace in
Fig. 2 with the signal level of the Schottky bands in Fig. 2).
Measurements making use of the gate, however, do not
match with the calculated theoretical values for low
intensity. This can be seen by looking at the Fig 2 which
shows that gating on the pilot results in a gain of only
17dB instead of the expected 37dB.
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Figure 3: Gating on 229 bunches in the machine for two
pre amplifier settings.

Figure 4: Measuring all 229 bunches in the machine
without gating.
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Close-up View of the Schottky Bands

APPLICATIONS OF THE LHC
SCHOTTKY MONITOR
Schottky monitors are currently the only instruments
capable of providing bunch by bunch tunes in the LHC.
This has proven useful for several studies, such as
electron cloud build-up and beam-beam. Fig 7 shows an
example from a head-on beam-beam study, where
different beam-beam tune shifts measured by the
Schottky monitor are clearly visible for bunches
experiencing a different number of collisions.

Figure 7: Schottky Tune measurement for pilot bunch
(blue), nominal bunch with 1 collision (red) and nominal
bunch with 2 collisions (green).

CONCLUSION

Figure 5: Incoherent Schottky Bands for protons at
Collision.
Linear Evolution of the Transverse Schottky Band Function of N (# scanned bunches)
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Figure 6: Linear Evolution of the Transverse Schottky
peak (red) and of the SNR (blue).
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Initial measurements suggest that the LHC 4.8GHz
Schottky monitors are working to their design parameters
during non-gated operation. Gating is seen to significantly
improve the SNR but not to the expected extent for single
bunches. It is believed that the current limitation is not in
the front-end amplifiers, and hence the use of additional
front-end gain before the gating will be tested in the near
future.
These monitors are currently the only instruments in
the LHC capable of measuring bunch by bunch tunes, and
are extensively used for this purpose during machine
development periods.
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The Incoherent Schottky signal should increase
proportionally to N, the number of particles in the beam,
while coherent signals should increase quadratically,
provided that the coherent tune of all particles is the
same. Fig 5 shows the spectra obtained from a series of
measurements performed by gating on more and more
bunches. The underlying Schottky bands are clearly
visible, with the sharp spikes being the coherent
contribution from macroscopic bunch oscillations.
Analysis of the Schottky signal level and SNR is
presented in Fig 6. The linear evolution of Schottky signal
with increasing bunch number is clearly visible. As the
gate is opened around each new bunch, one would expect
a constant SNR for all of these measurements. However,
as was observed in the previous section, the full SNR
improvement due to gating is not achieved, and hence the
SNR deteriorates with fewer bunches.
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NEWLY INSTALLED BEAM DIAGNOSTICS
AT THE AUSTRALIAN SYNCHROTRON
E. van Garderen, M. Boland, G. LeBlanc, B. Mountford, A. Rhyder, A. Starritt, A. Walsh, K. Zingre
Australian Synchrotron, Clayton, Victoria, Australia

The Australian Synchrotron (AS) is aiming at implementing Top-Up operations in 2012. To reduce costs only
one of the two klystrons in the linac will be used. The
electron beam in the linac will only be accelerated to 80
MeV, instead of 100 MeV achieved currently. The injection system will need to be recommissioned. The beam
position monitors in the booster have been upgraded and
YAG:Ce screens have been added to the booster-to-storage
ring (BTS) transfer line. In addition the injection efficiency
will be optimized and monitored. For this purpose another
Fast Current Transformer has also been installed at the end
of the BTS.

CTs) located in the Booster (BO) and the Storage Ring,
respectively. This architecture does not allow for the injection to be optimized at every stage of the injection system. A project to optimize the injection from the linac to
the SR has thus been raised. The BTS had been lacking
beam current diagnostics equipment at the end of the transfer line. An extra Fast Current Transformer (FCT) from
Bergoz has been placed at the end of the BTS, just before
the pre-septum, as shown on Fig. 1.

INTRODUCTION
The Australian Synchrotron is a a third-generation light
source which delivered its first beam to users in 2007. It
operates in decay-mode, with two daily injections to 200
mA. The machine has been designed for top-up, which will
maintain the stored beam current at a constant value. This
mode will keep a stable heat-load on the beamlines. Top-up
has successfully been demonstrated during machine studies [1]. Its implementation during user beam will however
require further testing, as described in [2]. In particular,
only one of the two klystrons in the linac will be used
to offset the costs of the equipment running continuously.
The maximum energy the electrons will reach at the end
of the Linac-To-Booster (LTB) transfer line is expected to
drop from 100 MeV, as currently achieved, to 75-80 MeV.
This will require the whole injection system to be recommissioned, especially the booster ramp will need to be adjusted. The diagnostics equipment in the booster has thus
been upgraded [3]. The extraction into the Storage Ring
(SR), which could not be optimized due to the lack of diagnostics at the end of the Booster-To-SR (BTS) transfer line,
will need to be improved, as an interlock will be placed on
the injection efficiency. The injection efficiency monitoring is therefore being upgraded. Two YAG:Ce screens have
also been added at the end of the BTS transfer line in order
to improve the beam trajectory through the injection septa.

INJECTION EFFICIENCY
Top-up operation requires a high injection efficiency [1].
The injection efficiency is currently calculated from the
readings of two Direct-Current Current Transformers (DC-
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Figure 1: Drawing of the end of the BTS showing the location of the new FCT and the two new YAG:Ce screens, on
both sides of the SR injection pre-septum.
A new EPICS-based [4] injection efficiency acquisition
system has been designed, which complies with the control
system used at AS. It processes the data from the Wall Current Monitor (WCM) in the linac located just after the gun,
and five FCTs: two in the LTB, one in the Booster and two
in the BTS.
The signals from these six modules were initially used
by a 3 GHz scope, via a multiplexer (Agilent 34946A),
for tuning the injection. They have been split to provide
signals to three Analogue-to-Digital cards (ADCs, Acqiris
U1071A from Agilent) used for the injection efficiency
monitoring. These cards are located in a computer which
serves as Input-Output Controller (IOC).
The three ADCs acquire input signals from the WCM
and the first FCT in the LTB, the second FCT in the LTB
and Booster FCT, and both BTS FCTs, respectively. Each
card receives a trigger signal: the first card is triggered from
an Event Receiver (EVR) [5] output with zero delay (injection), the last one with 0.602 s delay (extraction) and the
second card with an ’OR’ combination of the two EVR
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signals. This allows for the Booster FCT to be triggered
at injection in the Booster and at extraction from it. The
LTB FCT2 is triggered in the same way but the signal at
extraction is not recorded. The cabling of the ADCs is represented in Fig. 2.

CAMERA UPGRADE
As part of the diagnostics equipment upgrade two
YAG:Ce screens have been placed in the BTS, one before the pre-septum and one between the pre-septum and
the septum (see Fig. 1). The two fluorescent screens will
be used to observe the beam spot position, stability and
shape. They will also allow for the beam direction to be
calculated. Their use will be restricted to machine studies, as they are opaque to the beam. They have therefore
been made retractable and can be moved in and out of the
beam pipe with air-controlled actuators activated by the
Programmable Logic Controller.
The cameras used to look at the beam spot on the
screens are FireWire (IEEE-1394) greyscale Flea2 from
Point Grey. The camera are fixed below the beam level to
prevent radiation damage, on light-tight mounts designed
in-house with ThorLabs products. The acquisition hardware has been fully provided by Point Grey and includes
a 160 MB/s data transfer PCIE card (FWB-PCIE-02) and
two long distance repeaters (FWB-LDR-CAT5) that can
transmit 800 Mb/s data over 100 m Category5e (Cat5e)
cable. Since the decay time of the YAG screens is 70 ns
the cameras need to be triggered correctly to observe the
beam pulse. The 1 Hz injection trigger is delivered by a
EVR output and duplicated with a repeater to provide for
the two cameras [5]. Figure 4 illustrates the architecture of
the cabling.

Figure 2: Schematics of the Acqiris cards cabling. All abbreviations are detailed in the text, except Mxer: Multiplexer.
The ADCs have a 200 MHz bandwidth. As the radio
frequency (RF) of the machine is 499.65 MHz (1 bucket
every ∼ 2 ns), the ADC bandwidth is too low to distinguish
between individual buckets. Figure 3 illustrates this point
in the case of the WCM.
The bandwidth limited signal is nevertheless a good representation of the transferred current as the absolute current
value in nC can be extracted by simple calibration.

Figure 4: FireWire camera cabling, blue: signal cables,
green: timing cables. Details in the text.

Figure 3: WCM signal observed at 3 GHz (right) with an
oscilloscope and 200 MHz (left) with the Acqiris card [6].
At the time of writing the EPICS driver is still under development. Moreover as the signals appear noisy, low passfilters shall also be added.
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The acquisition system used to control the cameras is
derived from the AreaDetector driver [7] and is similar to
the one developed at the DIAMOND Light Source [8]. It is
EPICS based [4].
The Graphical User Interface (GUI) software uses the
existing AS GUI framework, which is based on the Borland Delphi development environment. It creates a Windows executable that runs both natively on Windows boxes
and under Wine on Linux machines. Figure 5 shows an
example of the GUI.
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Table 1: Diagnostics Equipment at AS. The SR diagnostics
is detailed in [9]. Abbreviations are listed in the text, except BLM: Beam Loss Monitor, SLM: Synchrotron Light
Monitor.
Faraday Cup
WCM
FCT
DCCT
screens
SLM
strip line
BPM
BLM

Linac

LTB

Booster

BTS

SR

1
1
4
-

2
3
32
1

1
1
4
2
1
2

2
5
-

1
1
2
1
98
14
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Another type of camera, from JAI, has been implemented by Danfysik as part of the turn-key delivery of the
injection system. The acquisition system of these cameras
is based on Coreco Imaging products. The cameras are
connected to a Windows XP machine with a video capture
card (PC2-Vision) and use Imaging Foundation Classes
Camera Configuration as GUI. There is a project to substitute all these cameras by Flea2 models for homogeneity
of hardware and software. The cameras in the linac and the
LTB have already been replaced.

CONCLUSION
The diagnostics equipment in the injection system of
the Australian Synchrotron has been improved in order to
reach the requirements for top-up. Table 1 lists the distribution of the diagnostics hardware in the machine. The
injection efficiency monitoring is being upgraded such that
the injection quality can be assessed and refined at every
stage of the injection system. The driver for the new injection efficiency monitor is almost complete.
More projects need to be finalized before top-up can be
used during user operations. They include developing various interlocks (on radiation level and injection efficiency,
for instance), adding a variable aperture at the beginning of
the BTS to prevent the electron beam from damaging insertion devices with closed gaps, and delivering the timing
system to all beamlines, to allow them to make use of a
”injection gate” trigger and possibly conduct time-resolved
studies.
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Figure 5: FireWire camera GUI.
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BEAM DIAGNOSTICS IN THE J-PARC LINAC FOR ACS UPGRADE
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Abstract
J-PARC had developed the beam diagnostic devices for
the present J-PARC linac and has used them since the
operation start. J-PARC linac began the energy upgrade
project since 2009 and 21 ACS (Annular coupled
Structure) cavities will be installed. Because the beam
parameters are updated due to the project, new beam
diagnostic devices are additionally fabricated and the
diagnostic devices at the downstream part where the beam
energy will be increased up to 400 MeV by ACS cavities
should be developed. In this paper, we introduce the
development of the beam diagnostic devices for the
project and the new developing devices.
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INTRODUCTION
J-PARC LINAC employs the following beam
diagnostic devices for the beam commissioning; 38 beam
current monitors (SCT: slow current transformer), 61
phase monitors (FCT: fast current transformers), 36 beam
profile monitors (WSM: wire scanner monitor), 102 beam
position monitors (BPM) and 124 beam loss monitors
(BLM) [1-2]. Figure 1 shows the location of these
monitors along the beam line.
In the present situation, an RFQ, three DTL cavities
and 15 SDTL cavities are employed for the beam
acceleration to obtain the beam energy of 181 MeV.
Sections of A0BT and L3BT which have two debuncher
cavities include the matching points to inject the
downstream rapid cycling synchrotron (RCS). In the
energy upgrade project, present two debuncher cavities
are replaced to SDTL section as the 16th acceleration
cavity and 21 ACS cavities are newly installed in the

Table 1: Energy Upgraded Linac Operational Beam
Parameters
Particle
Peak Beam Current
Source Energy
Typical Bunch Length
Typical Transverse Side
Pulse Length
Bunch Repetition Frequency
Operational Repetition Rate

H5 - 50 mA
180 - 400 MeV
1 - 2 deg. (rms)
1 - 2 mm (rms)
> 50 usec
324 MHz
1 - 25 Hz

A0BT subsection. Along with this project, the beam
diagnostic devices which will be employed for the future
ACS section and L3BT section for the beam
commissioning are newly designed and fabricated.
Because the beam energy will be upgraded, the devices
not only for the future ACS section but also for the L3BT
section should be developed.

REQUIREMENT OF BEAM DIAGNOSTIC
DEVICES
Operational parameters of the energy upgraded linac
are listed in the Table 1. In the project, the beam energy
will be upgraded up to 400 MeV and the peak beam
current will be increased up to 50 mA. Acceleration
frequency of the ACS cavities employs 972 MHz, but the
beam is accelerated by 324 MHz RF from the DTL
cavities actually. The high frequency beam monitoring
devices are tuned at 324 MHz. The total precision of the
beam position measurement is required less than 0.1 mm
by the beam commissioning. And the total precision of

Figure 1: Location of beam monitors in present J-PARC linac. Pink marks are SCT monitors, blue are FCT monitors,
red are BPM monitors and green are profile monitors respectively. Beam transport (A0BT) in the red square will
become the ACS section where the ACS cavities will be installed.

____________________________________________
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Beam Profile Monitor (WSM: Wire Scanner
Monitor)

the beam current monitor (SCT) and the phase monitor
(FCT) are tuned and usually maintained less than 0.1 mA,
1.0 degree respectively. Also, the precision of the
transverse profile monitor is less than 0.1 mm. Present
beam diagnostic devices are achieved above precisions.
The same precisions are required for the developing ones.

Beam Current and Phase Monitor (SCT: Slow
CT, FCT: Fast CT)
In the future J-PARC linac, totally twenty-three SCTs
and forty-nine FCTs will work in the future ACS section.
All twenty-three SCTs are combined with the phase
monitor due to the installation in the limited space. The
number of the SCT and FCT are compared in Table 2.
Table 2: Numbers of SCT/FCT Monitors for Present and
Future ACS Section

SCT
FCT

Total
38
61

Present
ACS section
3
4

Total
58
106

Future
ACS section
23
49

FinemetTM core (Hitachi Metals, Ltd.) with high
magnetic permeability is employed for the SCT, a coil is
combined with 50 turns and a single turn coil on the
Finemet core with 10 mm thickness is for calibration. The
magnetic core is also employed for the FCT, a single turn
coil on the Finemet core with 5 mm thickness is for a coil
(Fig. 2). Except for MEBT and DTL subsection, each
current transformer has its inductive core outside of the
vacuum chamber in order to avoid any outgas from the
monitor parts. Therefore a small ceramic block is used for
RF signal to be transmitted through (toward the inductive
core) while a vacuum enclosure is tightly kept (Fig. 2).
The monitors have experienced many earthquakes, but
there had been no damage of the monitors until the last
biggest earthquake. The earthquake occurred at March 11,
2011 caused the damage of the SCT/FCT monitors.
Damage is mainly observed at the part where the ceramics
and metal parts are brazed [3].
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Beam Position Monitor (BPM)
Fourteen of 102 BPMs are presently working at the
A0BT and these will be replaced and additional BPMs
will be installed. Totally 48 BPMs will work in the future
ACS section.
J-PARC Linac employs the stripline type beam position
monitor. The diameter and the length depend on the
aperture size and the accelerated energy.
Accuracy of the position is stably maintained at 0.1 mm
using a test bench. Because new BPMs are also required
the same accuracy, we designed the pickups and the body.
Basic design is taken over from the present BPMs and in
order to define the design of the pickup, two-dimensional
simulation is conducted. After obtained the simulation
results, we fabricate the prototype one for the
measurement. A variety of the width of pickup are tried to
match the corresponding impedance and finally decide the
pickup and body design. Forty-eight BPMs are newly
produced using the decided specification of the pickup
and the body, all BPMs are calibrated at the test bench
one by one. Calibration of the BPMs is just started. This
work will be continued and they are installed in the
summer of 2012. This calibration result is reported in the
reference [5].

Beam Loss Monitor (BLM)
Gas proportional counter (present beam loss monitor) is
a detector that makes use of the ionization effect of
radioactive rays on an internal gas (Ar-CO2). An E6876600, Toshiba Electron Tubes & Devices Co., Ltd., is
employed for the beam loss measurement, because it is
easy to make and maintain, and it has an advantage by
composing with only a passive components, that is a
practically key issue for the detector under the radiation
surrounding. Gas proportional counters are installed along
the beam line. Because the gas proportional counters are
sensitive to the background noise of X-ray emitted from
the RF cavities, the combination of a gas proportional
counter which has the neutron sensitivity and scintillation
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Figure 2: Beam current and phase monitor (SCT/FCT).

In order to take the transverse matching, four WSMs
are alocated in each matching section. Totally 36 WSMs
are presently alocated in the linac and the beam transport
line which connects with the downstream RCS. Four of
36 WSMs are presently working at the A0BT and all four
will be replaced.
Tungsten wire with 50 Pm diameter is connected on
the ceramic frame for over 50MeV beam. But for the
3MeV section, 7 Pm diameter carbon wire is employed
for present WSMs. Because the energy is upgraded at the
high energy part where the downstream from the future
ACS section, tungsten wire should be exchanged to the
wire with larger diameter. Based on the thermal
calculation, we chose the 80 Pm diameter for the beam
detecting wire for the high energy part [4].
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monitors would bring more accurate beam loss
measurements with suppression of X-ray noise.
Plastic scintillation monitors with less X-ray sensitivity
are installed to test the beam loss measurement. The
photo-multiplier is Hamamatsu H3164-10 and the plastic
scintillator is Saint-Gobain BC-408. Three scintillation
beam loss monitors are tested in the beam line. We
successfully measured clear beam loss signals with low
noise and confirmed the high time resolution. Based on
the beam loss simulation, we will optimize the detecting
position [6].
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Bunch Shape Monitor (BSM)
Bunch shape monitors (BSM) have been developed
under corroboration with INR (Institute for Nuclear
Research: Russia) for the measurement of the longitudinal
distribution. Three BSMs will be installed in the
beginning of ACS section in order to tune the longitudinal
matching, because the acceleration frequency of 324 MHz
until the end of SDTL is jumped to 972 MHz of ACS
cavities. The design of BSMs was started since 2009 and
the fabrication of three BSMs was started since 2010. Due
to the earthquake, start of the beam operation will be
postponed and the BSM development plan should be
changed. In addition, these BSMs are originally designed
to match between the SDTL exit and the upstream part of
ACS. The small design changes would be required to be
compatible for the future debuncher cavities, because the
measurement of the longitudinal beam profile at the exit
of the future debunchers might be required.

Delivery of Beam Diagnostic Devices
Along with the installation of the ACS, the beam
diagnostic devices will be installed. A typical layout of
the devices is indicated in Fig. 3. An ACS cavity has two
symmetrical modules and also has a drift space between
the modules. Two FCTs are located between the exit of
the cavity and the entrance of the next cavity to measure
the beam energy at the point without any acceleration
devices. The position of the BLM is temporary defined.
This will be optimized by the simulation and the
vilification tests.

Beam

SUMMARY
New beam diagnostic devices for the ACS cavities are
introduced. Most of all devices are based on the design of
present devices and the basic concepts are taken over.
Because the temperature loading for the beam destructive
monitors and the residual activity is getting serious along
with the energy increasing, minor development should be
needed. Beam loss detecting system is presently under
development. This R&D is introduced in another
reference [6]. Procedure of the design and fabrication of
BPM is briefly introduced, but the detail is referred [5].
Development of the non-destructive profile monitor is
taken into consideration. Prototype profile monitor using
a laser technology could successfully detect the transverse
beam profile at the test bench [7]. The technology can be
continued to the J-PARC linac.
Finally, J-PARC had the damage by the biggest
earthquake occurred at Tohoku. Unfortunately, a part of
monitors installed at the beam line had damaged, but the
recovery is progressing uneventfully.
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WSM BPM BLM

BPM: Beam position Monitor
SCT: Slow Current Transformer (Beam Current)
FCT: Fast Current Transformer (Beam Phase)
BLM: Beam Loss Monitor

FCT SCT BPM FCT

WSM: Beam Profile Monitor
(Wire Scanner Monitor)

Figure 3: Typical layout of the beam diagnostic devices between the ACS cavities.
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ELECTRON BEAM DIAGNOSTICS FOR FLASH II
N. Baboi#, D. Nölle, DESY, Hamburg, Germany
Up to now, the FLASH linac serves one SASE
undulator. The radiation produced can be guided to one of
5 beamlines. In order to increase the availability of the
machine, a second undulator section, called FLASH II,
will be built in the next 2 years to generate SASE light. A
HHG laser will alternatively serve to produce seeded
radiation in the undulators. The electron beam diagnostics
in FLASH II has to enable the precise control of the beam
position, size, timing, as well as the overlap of the
electron beam with the HHG laser. Losses have to be kept
under control, and the beam has to terminate safely in the
beam dump. In comparison to FLASH, which was
designed to run with rather high charge, the dynamic
range of the diagnostics has to be between 0.1 to 1 nC,
similar to the European XFEL. This paper gives an
overview of the diagnostics for FLASH II.

INTRODUCTION
FLASH is a free-electron laser, based on the selfamplified spontaneous emission principle (SASE-FEL)
[1]. The user facility delivers short laser-like pulses with
wavelength from 47 nm down to 4.5 nm to one of five
beamlines. The linac is also used as a test facility.
FLASH II is an extension to FLASH, planned to be
built in the next 2 years [2]. A seeded scheme, now under
test at FLASH, is planned to be used, due to the cleaner
spectrum of the generated radiation [3]. SASE radiation
7 accelerating sections

will also be produced. The increased availability of beam
time and the improved quality of the seeded radiation are
the main motivation for FLASH II.

Overview of FLASH II
Fig. 1 shows the layout of FLASH, including FLASH II
[2]. After acceleration the electron beam is sent either to
the present fixed-gap undulators, referred to here as
FLASH I, or to a new undulator section, FLASH II. A
new experimental hall is included in the upgrade. In order
to be able to adjust the photon wavelength without
influence on FLASH I, variable-gap undulators are
required. A HHG (High Harmonic Generation) laser will
be used to produce seeded radiation. The electron beam
will be then sent to a second dump. The main parameters
of the electron beam are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Main electron beam parameters of FLASH II
Energy
0.5 – 1.2 GeV
Bunch charge
0.1 – 1 nC
Repetition rate
10 Hz
Bunch frequency
0.04 – 1 MHz
Peak current
2.5 kA
Normalized emittance
1.4 mm·mrad
Energy spread
0.5 MeV
Photon wavelength (SASE)
4-80 nm
Photon wavelength (HHG)
10-40 nm

FLASH I

sFLASH
gun

bunch compressors

undulators
beam
dumps

experimental
halls

Figure 1: FLASH layout (courtesy B. Faatz).

ELECTRON BEAM DIAGNOSTICS
OVERVIEW
Beam parameters like charge, transverse, position, size,
phase have to be controlled for a high photon beam
quality. With few exceptions, components developed for
the European X-ray Free Electron Laser (E-XFEL) will
be used [4]. This regards the mechanical parts as well as
the electronics.
___________________________________________
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Thus the electronics system for FLASH II will be based
on the µTCA standard [5], using commercial as well as
custom developed boards. The timing system will also be
upgraded. With a staged approach, the E-XFEL timing
will replace the existing timing.
For the mechanics, a special type of CF50 flange will
be used, reducing the impedance of the machine by
shielding the flange gaps.
Different to the E-XFEL is the diagnostics for the dump
line. The maximum average beam current per pulse is
4.5 mA, similar to the E-XFEL. Therefore a safe beam
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dumping is essential. However, due to the different
energy, the requirements for the dump lines are different.
In FLASH II, the same diagnostics will be used in the
dump line as in FLASH I [6]. Several beam loss detectors
will be installed: glass fibers, ionization chambers and
beam halo monitors. In addition, a special beam position
monitor (BPM) shows the beam offset just after the dump
vacuum window.
The various beam monitors are describes in the
following.

BHM sensor cap
magnetic loop
of BPM

BEAM POSITION MONITORS
Cavity BPMs
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Cavity BPMs will be installed between individual
undulator segments [7]. Each monitor consists of a
monopole and a dipole resonator. Both resonators have a
frequency of 3.3 GHz. The loaded Q is of about 70, low
enough to prevent coupling of the signal from bunch to
bunch even at the maximum bunch repetition frequency
of 4.5 MHz. In FLASH, 3 prototype cavity BPMs were
installed (Fig. 2). Tests have shown that 1 µm rms
resolution can be achieved. The electronics for the cavity
BPM will be the PSI type developed for the E-XFEL [8].

Figure 3: View from the dump of the magnetic-coupled
BPM and the BHM sensors, as installed in FLASH I.

CHARGE MONITORS (TOROIDS)
FLASH II will require 4 current transformers, so called
toroids. Due to recent developments [12], the entire
system of toroids will be upgraded with modified
transformer housings and new TCA-based electronics. It
will provide better charge resolution than the ones in
FLASH I. Furthermore, the beam transmission interlock
system [13], called TPS, will be renewed. Additional
features are required due to the branching into two
beamlines and the use of single bunches kicked out before
the dump for special diagnostics.

SCREEN/WIRE SCANNER STATIONS

Figure 2: Three prototype cavity BPMs installed on a test
section in FLASH.

Button BPMs
Due to several beam pipe diameters, several types of
button BPMs are required. From the design they will be
as close to the E-XFEL ones as possible [9]. Where
possible, the same feedthroughs will be used.
Electronics with special emphasis on low charge
operation is under development for the button BPMs [10].

Magnetic-coupled BPM
Like in FLASH I, a BPM will be installed just behind
the dump vacuum window, in order to avoid the risk of
vacuum leak in case of pickup damage by the high power
beam. This area is filled with dry Nitrogen N2. Instead of
using typical buttons, magnetic loops have been designed
to couple to the magnetic field of the beam only and to
suppress signals from ions (see Fig. 3) [11]. This BPM
can be read out with the button BPM electronics.
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Combined screen/wire scanner stations will be used for
beam size measurements. The setup is shown in Fig. 4.
Since the installation of the 3rd harmonic cavities,
FLASH is suffering from coherent optical transition
radiation (COTR) effects on the screen stations, similarly
to LCLS and the E-XFEL. Therefore, it is planned to use
luminescent screens instead of OTR targets in the
FLASH II beamline. Intensive studies on screen material
and observation geometries are currently going on [14]. It
turns out, that an observation geometry under 45° with
respect to the beam has many advantages. The screen
angles with respect to the beam provide observation
angles different from the reflection angles, so that a
spatial suppression of COTR seems possible. The
“Scheimpflug Scheme” to extend the depth of field for the
imaging seems to be inevitable for this scheme.
Fast, triggered wire scanners will be installed in the
same vacuum vessel of the screens [15]. The wirescanners are based on linear motors and will be able to
run with a speed of 1 m/s. They are suited to provide a
beam profile within a single bunch train of FLASH. The
trigger jitter was measured on a prototype to be less than
10 µm or 10 µs. For detection, the usual scheme of a
scintillator/photomultiplier detector will be used. Due to
the time synchronized readout of all bunch related data,
provided by the DOOCS control system [16] also other
detectors like BLMs or high energy gamma detectors can
be used. This allows also using charge or orbit
01 Overview and Commissioning of Facilities
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OTHER DIAGNOSTICS
Several other diagnostics monitors are considered for
installation in FLASH II: beam arrival monitor to
measure the beam phase [20]; bunch compression monitor
to check the length [21]; dark current monitor to measure
the dark current transported from the gun [22]; so-called
Cherenkov fibers to monitor beam losses along the
undulators [23].

OUTLOOK
The installation of the components in the FLASH II
tunnel will start in summer 2012. The commissioning is
planned to start in 2013, parallel to the commissioning of
the E-XFEL injector. The electronics of most diagnostics
components is intended to be exchanged at a later time
with the XFEL-type. The goal is a high compatibility of
the E-XFEL and FLASH electronics.

Figure 4: Drawing of a combined screen and wire-scanner
system (courtesy A. Delfs).
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LOSS MONITOR SYSTEMS
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Beam Loss Monitors (BLM)
The beam loss monitors to be used at FLASH will be
the same as the ones used at the E-XFEL [18]. The design
is based on the experience with the FLASH system.
About 40 monitors based on scintillators read out by
photomultipliers will be distributed along the beamline. In
the last 2 m of the dump beamline, four glass fibers will
be installed instead of scintillators [6]. The BLMs are
connected to the machine protection system that is able to
stop beam operation within a few µs, this delay being
mainly determined by cable length. The electronics
follows the same strategy as the FLASH system, but it
will be a mainly digital system based on the µTCA
standard. Only fast single bunch alarms are detected by an
analog comparator, in order to avoid additional latency
due to the ADC.

Ionization Chambers
Four air-filled Heliax HF cables will be installed along
the last 2 m of the beamline, in parallel to the glass fibers
[6]. These ionizations chambers have a large dynamic
range, from 10-4 to 104 A.

Beam Halo Monitor (BHM)
The beam halo monitor is made of four diamond and
four sapphire sensors [19]. They will be installed after the
dump vacuum window, next to the magnetic-coupled
BPM (see Fig. 3).
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information from the same bunches to correct the profile
data.
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Digital Beam Position Monitor (DBPM) processor is a
widely used monitor in accelerator Labs [1]. Four exactly
same blocks are needed, so channels asymmetry which
will impair the performance is unavoidable. There are two
widely used ways to suppress the influence. One is
channels share technology or channels switch technology,
such as MX-BPM [2] and Libera [3]. They both suppress
the effect of the channels asymmetry. However, the
resolution of the wide-band beam position information
(Turn by Turn, for example) will decrease due to the
switching noise which cannot be avoided, (Libera, for
example). The other way is calibrating the four channels
with a standard signal. An RF Front-end board for DBPM
was designed with calibration circuit. The following
sections will show the overview of the board and the
descriptions of the calibrate method.
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Calibration
circuit

A

A

B
C

B
RF Switch

Filter

Gain adjust

Filter

D

C

Output

INTRODUCTION

Power
splitter

Pick-up

Digital Beam Position Monitor (DBPM) processor,
designed to measure the beam positions in the LINAC,
booster and the storage ring of a particle accelerator, has
been used in many synchrotron radiation facilities.
Channels asymmetry, which deteriorates the performance
of the DBPM, is inevitable since the RF front-end needs
four exactly same blocks. Recently, an RF front-end board
for DBPM has been made with calibration circuit which
clears the switching noise. The calibration method will be
described in detail, including an overview of the RF
board. The beam current dependence, which is sensitive
to channels asymmetry, decreases from 160um to 25um
after the calibration in the lab test.

D

Control logic

RF
board

Figure 1: Schematic of the RF circuit.
The gain control parts contain an amplifier and some
digital control attenuations. The gain can be adjusted from
0 to 63dBm which covers most signals with different
beam currents.

Calibration Part
The calibration circuit consists of a signal generator, an
RF switch and a control logic circuit. A standard signal is
generated with phase locking loop (PLL) technology.
Output of the standard signal is sine waveform whose
frequency is 499.600 MHz. The output amplitude rang is
from 0 to -50dBm. The standard signal is divided into
four nearly identical signals by a power splitter. With the
help of the RF switch the four signals will act as the input
calibration signals of the RF board in the calibration
module. Figure 2 shows the RF board without the
electromagnetic shield case.

RF FRONT-END BOARD
The main function of the RF board is to process the
pickup signal and calibration the channels asymmetry of
DBPM.
The RF board is made up of signal process part and
calibration part. Figure 1 shows the schematic of the RF
front-end board.

RF Signal Process Part
The signal process part of the board is composed of two
parts: a filter part and a gain control part. The filter part
is a narrow band band-pass filter, whose central frequency
is 499.654 MHz, and -3dB band width is about 694 KHz
which is same as Turn-by-Turn frequency of SSRF
storage ring [4].
___________________________________________
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Figure 2: Picture of RF board.

CALIBRATION METHOD
Devices of the same type do not have the exact same
parameters, such as the gains of two amplifiers. These
differences are the main source of channel asymmetry.
The calibration method is to fit the amplitude response
function of the four channels. Then the function is used to
correct the asymmetry signals. Crosstalk of the four
channels is very small, so the RF board could treat them
as four independent functions, as showed in figure 3.
02 BPMs
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too many resources, or even cannot be implemented,
when they are implemented in FPGA. To balance the
precision and complexity, the piecewise linear function
was finally adopted as the target function.
Target function is

 k1 X  m1 , x0  X  x1 


k X  m 2 , x1  X  x 2 
F(X )   2

...
...


k n X  m n , x n 1  X  x n 


(5)

Where

k1 , k 2 ...k n : Slope coefficients
Figure 3: Response function of RF board.

m1 , m 2 ...m n : Offset coefficients
x1 , x 2 ...x n : Amplitude range of input signals
n : Sections of the curve divided

Ya  Fa ( X a )
Yb  Fb ( X b )
Yc  Fc ( X c )
Yd  Fd ( X d )

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Where

Ya , Yb , Yc , Yd : Output of the RF board
X a , X b , X c , X d : Input of the RF board
Fa ( X ), Fb ( X ), Fc ( X ), Fd ( X ) : Response functions
Figure 4 shows the amplitude response of the four
channels. According to the shape of the curves, linear
function could be used as the target function. Calibration
algorithm will be implemented in FPGA in the next
design. Linear algorithm will consume less resource.
10

5.5

x 10

5
4.5

Output of RF channels

4

CALIBRATION TEST
A test platform was built to assess the performance of
the calibration method. Figure 5 shows the diagram of the
test platform. An ADC board combined with a capture
board was used to digital the output of the RF board. The
sample rate and the resolution of each ADC are
117.2799MHz and 16bit, respectively.

Figure 5: Diagram of calibration test.
Digitized signals were processed in Personal Computer
(PC) with MatLab. DDC (Digital down converter)
algorithm is used to calculate the amplitude of the input
signals [5]. Other algorithms are also implemented in
MatLab. Figure 6 shows the hardware picture of the
calibration platform.
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Channel A
Channel B
Channel C
Channel D
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1
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2.5
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Figure 4: Amplitude response of four channels.
Dynamic range of the board is about 60dBm, the
deviation is very large if linear function is used as the
target function. Other complex functions will consume
02 BPMs

Figure 6: Picture of calibration test.
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Calibration Procedures

Beam current dependence is sensitive to channels
inconsistency, so it could used to evaluate the calibration
method. Figure 7 shows the calibration result. In this test
linear function (Equation 5, n=1) is used as the fitting
function. Beam current dependence decreases from
160um to 75um after calibration.
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Figure 8: Beam current dependence (piecewise linear
function).

CONCLUSIONS
From the result of the test, the calibration is proven to
be valid. The more sections (Equation 5, n) the curve was
divided, the better calibration precision the calibration
would get. The method will be implemented in FPGA in
the designed digital board in the future. Since too many
resources will be consumed if the number of the sections
is too large, it should be optimized to get adequate
accuracy as well as to minimize the resource
consumption.
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Calibration Results

100

x positon um

The goal of the calibration is to optimize the whole
DBPM electronic system, not only the asymmetry of the
RF board will be adjusted, but other module (such as
ADC module) will be taken into account in the test
procedure.
The first procedure is fitting the correction factors. The
input of the RF processing circuit is switched to be the
calibration signals. The amplitude of the outputs are
acquired from PC. The amplitude of the calibration signal
was changed step by step, and the corresponding outputs
were acquired simultaneously. Then Equation 5 is used
as the fitting function to evaluate the correct factors.
Correct factor is used to correct the asymmetry of four
channels in the next procedure. RF switches are set to
normal mode. Input signal of the RF processor comes
from a signal generator which is used to simulation the
output of the BPM pick-up. In this mode, the input signal
will calibrate with the factor s.
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Figure 7: Beam current dependence (linear function).
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To increase the fitting precision piecewise linear
function was used as the target function. As shows in
Figure 8 the curve is smoother than the upper one. Beam
current independences decrease from 160um to 25um.
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HIGH RESOLUTION BPM UPGRADE FOR THE ATF
DAMPING RING AT KEK*
N. Eddy#, C. Briegel, B. Fellenz, E. Gianfelice-Wendt, P. Prieto, R. Rechenmacher,
A. Semenov, D. Voy, M. Wendt, D. Zhang, Fermilab, Batavia, IL 60510, U.S.A.
N. Terunuma, J. Urakawa, KEK, Tsukuba, Japan
A beam position monitor (BPM) upgrade at the KEK
Accelerator Test Facility (ATF) damping ring has been
accomplished, carried out by a KEK/FNAL/SLAC
collaboration under the umbrella of the global ILC R&D
effort. The upgrade consists of a high resolution, high
reproducibility read-out system, based on analog and

digital down-conversion techniques, digital signal
processing, and also implements a new automatic gain
error correction schema. The technical concept and
realization as well as results of beam studies are
presented.

INTRODUCTION
The next generation of linear colliders require ultra-low
vertical emittance of <2 pm-rad. The damping ring at the
KEK Accelerator Test Facility (ATF) is designed to
demonstrate this mission critical goal [1][2]. A high
resolution beam position monitor (BPM) system for the
damping ring is one of the key tools for realizing this
goal.
The BPM system needs to provide two distnict
measurements. First, a very high resolution (~100200nm) closed-orbit measurement which is averaged over
many turns and realized with narrowband filter techniques
- “narrowband mode”. This is needed to monitor and steer
the beam along an optimum orbit and to facilitate beambased alignment to minimize non-linear field effects.
Second, is the ability to make turn by turn (TBT)
measurements to support optics studies and corrections
necessary to achieve the design performance. As the TBT
measurement necessitates a wider bandwidth, it is often
referred to as “wideband mode”.
The BPM upgrade was initiated as a KEK/SLAC/
FNAL collaboration in the frame of the Global Design
Initiative of the International Linear Collider. The project
was realized and completed using Japan-US funds with
Fermilab as the core partner.

THE ATF DAMPING RING
The Accelerator Test Facility at KEK consists of an SBand electron linac, the damping ring and an extraction
beam-line (ATF2). The machine parameters for the
damping ring are shown in Table 1. There are 96 buttonstyle BPM pickups in the The 1.2 GeV ATF damping ring
is equipped with 96 button-style BPM pickups.
___________________________________________

* Work is supported by the joint high energy physics research program
of Japan-USA, and by FNAL, operated by Fermi Research Alliance
LLC under contract #DE-AC02-07CH11359 with the US D.O.E.
#
eddy@fnal.gov
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Table 1: ATF DR Machine Parameters
beam energy E

=

1.28 GeV

beam intensity,
single bunch

≈

~1.6 nC ≡ 1010 e(≡ Ibunch ≈ 3.46 mA)

beam intensity,
multibunch (20)

≈

~22.4 nC ≡ 20 x 0.7 1010 e(≡ Ibeam ≈ 48.5 mA)

fRF

=

714 MHz (≡ tRF ≈ 1.4 ns)

frev

=

fRF/330 ≈ 2.16 MHz
(≡ trev ≈ 462 ns)

bunch spacing tbunch

=

2/ fRF ≈ 2.8 ns

batch spacing

=

trev/3 = 154 ns

repetition freq. frep

=

1.56 Hz (≡ trep = 640 ms)

beam time tbeam

=

460.41 ms (≡ 996170 turns)

vert. damping time τ

≈

30 ms

hor. betaron tune (typ.)

≈

15.204 (≡ fh ≈ 441 kHz)

vert. betaron tune (typ.)

≈

8.462 (≡ fv ≈ 1 MHz)

synchrotron tune

≈

0.0045 (≡ fs = 9.7 kHz)

During standard operation a single bunch is injected
into the damping ring. After approximately 200ms the
beam is fully damped. For 1.56Hz operation beam
remains in the damping ring for up to 460ms before being
extracted. In multi-batch operation up to three batches
containing from 1 to 20 bunches can be injected. The
bunch spacing within a batch is 2.8ns. The BPM system
provides closed-orbit measurements for all bunch
configurations but the TBT measurements are only
supported in the single bunch configuration.

THE ATF DAMPING RING BPM
UPGRADE
The initial electronics and read-out system for the
damping ring BPMs did not meet the requirements in
terms of resolution, reproducibility, or intensity independence nor did it provide turn by turn measurement
capabilities which hindered the performance of the
damping ring. In 2006 an effort was initiated to uprade
the electronics based upon analog downmix technology
developed at SLAC and digital signal processing via
Echotek digitzers used in the Fermilab Tevatron BPM
system. The system was prototyped using 20 of the 96
bpms over several years. The original SLAC design for
the downmix electronics was modified to include a
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calibration and control module and the commercial
Echotek digital receiver was replaced with a custom
digitizer developed at Fermilab. An overview of the final
system upgrade is shown in Figure 1.

ADC data for every trigger. A simplified block diagram of
the digitizer firmware for the ATF BPM is shown in
Figure 3.

Figure 3: Block diagram of the ATF digitizer firmware.
Figure 1: ATF DR BPM System Overview.
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Hardware
The downmix electronics are located in the tunnel right
next to each BPM pickup. The upgraded downmix box
now includes programmable control of the gain and
attenuation stages as well as complete control of the
generation of the calibration tone via a frequency
synthesizer. The calibration tone is only on during the
narrowband measurement. It is turned off at injection and
extraction to facilitate turn by turn measurements. The
custom timing module receives the machine 714MHz RF
and generates the LO for the downmix boxes as well as
the clock for the digitizers. Details of both modules can
be found in [3,4].
The Echotek digital receiver has been replaced with a
custom digitizer developed at Fermilab which is designed
specifically for accelerator applications and allows for
fully customizable firmware specific to the given task. A
block diagram of the digitizer is shown in Figure 2.

The closed-orbit measurement is realized by a
narrowband filter based upon quadrature digital
downconversion. It is implemented in the firmware as
shown in Figure 4. The key components are a five stage
cascade integrating comb (CIC) filter and an 80 tap finite
impulse response (FIR) filter which process inphase (I)
and quadrature (Q) components of the signal. The CIC
filter processing I,Q for the beam and calibration signals
in parallel while the FIR filter makes use of the high clock
rate to process all 32 CIC outputs in series to conserve
resources. Diagnostic peak detectors are implanted to
monitor for digital saturation. The magnitudes for beam
and calibration signals are calculated in the firmware.

Figure 4: Narrowband signal processing.
With the digitizers operating at 71.4MHz, we get
exactly 33 samples per turn. The turn by turn filter is
simple box integrator over a programmable subset of the
33 samples. The algorithm is equivalent to summing the
I,Q magnitudes over the specified interval. The number of
samples is chose to optimize the signal to noise.

Software

F
Figure 2: Block diagram of the custom digitizer.
For the ATF BPM upgrade, the custom board allows us
to perform all the signal processing for the closed-orbit
and turn by turn measurements in parallel as well as
provide provide diagnostic data such as I,Q pairs and raw
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A simplified block diagram for the control and readout
software is shown in Figure 5. All interaction with the
front-end is handled via the EPICS IOC. Under normal
operation, all relevant physics data along with some select
diagnostic data are read into the Motorola 5500 cpu. For
standard physics mode, the following data is made
available for all bpms:
 Injection First Turn (position & intensity)
 Injection Turn by Turn for 1024 turns (position &
intensity)
 Closed Orbit (position & intensity along with rms)
 Extraction Last Turn (position & intensity)

02 BPMs
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For dedicated turn by turn studies, the beam is pinged
after being damped. In this special case, the calibration
tone and closed orbit measurement are disabled and only
the TBT measurement at the time of the excitation is
made.
The front-end readout and calculation of positions and
intensities takes < 20ms. For TBT and diagnostic data, it
is not possible to return all the data over the network at
1.56Hz. For these cases, a synchronized snapshot is
implemented which stores all data in the front-end for the
same injection trigger and can be readout at leisure. The
snapshot is used to collect TBT data from all BPMs while
the system continues making measurements.

received a “real” beam signal which had intensity
variations but should have a fixed position. Over an 8
hour shift, 250 orbit measurements were made. The RMS
on the position at each BPM is shown in Figure 6. The
resolution can also be estimated using the Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) technique [5]. The results for both
are shown in Figure 7. The split signal results in about a
650nm resolution. Ideally, we expect to get the same
results from the SVD technique after removing correlated
beam motion – expected to be 4-6 modes. In principle, the
resolution of the bpms should be the same for horizontal
and vertical, but the first 10 SVD modes show substantial
differences. Further, it is necessary to remove 20 SVD
modes to achieve the 650nm resolution. The SVD results
are still under study. It was also found after these studies
that the downmix boxes gain was -10dB from the nominal
setting. One would expect a factor ~3 improvement on the
resolution for the proper gain setting.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS
The calibration system was checked by inserting a 1 dB
attenuator on a single channel for a select bpm. With no
calibration, this results in a 265mm position change both
horizontal and vertical. With the calibration, there is no
change in the positions as expected.

Figure 7: (a) Horizontal  function. (b) Vertical 
function. (c) Horizontal dispersion from TBT at injection.
(d) Horizontal dispersion from closed-orbit.
A number of studies were also carried out to examine
the ring optics. For the TBT studies a pinger is fired in
both planes after the beam is well damped. The resulting
beam response for the next 1024 turns of data are
collected from all bpms. The dispersion was measured
from both injection TBT data synchrotron oscillations and
from the orbit change due to changing the ring RF. The
results for each measurement as shown in Figure 8 are in
reasonable agreement with the design optics.

SUMMARY
A complete upgrade of the ATF damping ring BPM
electronics and readout has been completed. The system
is now fully operational. It’s performance will be further
studied once the ATF facility resumes operation.
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Figure 5: Software overview.
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EXPRESSING PROPERTIES OF BPM MEASUREMENT SYSTEM IN
TERMS OF ERROR EMITTANCE AND ERROR TWISS PARAMETERS
V. Balandin∗ , W. Decking, N. Golubeva
DESY, Hamburg, Germany

δbς = (x(s1 ) − x̄(s1 ), . . . , x(sn ) − x̄(sn )) + ς,

Abstract
We show that properties of the beam position monitor
(BPM) system designed for the measurement of transverse
and energy beam jitters can be described in terms of the
usual accelerator physics concepts of emittance, energy
spread, dispersions and betatron functions. Besides that,
using the Courant-Snyder quadratic form as error estimator we introduce the scalar objective function which can be
used as design criteria of a BPM measurement system with
needed properties.
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INTRODUCTION
The determination of variations in the beam position and
in the beam energy using BPM readings is one of the standard problems of accelerator physics. If the optical model
of the beam line and BPM resolutions are known, the typical choice is to let jitter parameters be a solution of the
weighted linear least squares problem. For transversely uncoupled motion this least squares problem can be solved
analytically, but the direct usage of the obtained solution
as a tool for designing a BPM measurement system is not
straightforward. A better understanding of the nature of
the problem is needed. In this article, following the papers
[1, 2, 3], we show that properties of the BPM measurement
system can be described in terms of the usual accelerator
physics concepts of emittance, energy spread, dispersions
and betatron functions. Due to space limitation, we consider only the case of transversely uncoupled nondispersive beam motion and inclusion of the energy degree of
freedom and multiple examples can be found in the papers
cited above.

STANDARD LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION
We assume that the transverse particle motion is uncoupled in linear approximation and use the variables z =
(x, px ) for the description of the horizontal beam oscillations. As transverse jitter parameters in the point with
the longitudinal position s = r (reconstruction point) we
mean the difference δz (r) = z(r) − z g (r) between parameters of the instantaneous orbit and parameters of some
predetermined “golden trajectory” z g = (x̄, p̄x ) .
Let us assume that we have n BPMs in our beam line
placed at positions s 1 , . . . , sn and they deliver readings
bc = (bc , . . . , bc ) for the current trajectory with pre1
n
viously recorded observations for the golden orbit being
bg = (bg , . . . , bg ) . Suppose that the difference between
n
1
these readings δbς = bc −bg can be represented in the form
∗ vladimir.balandin@desy.de
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(1)

where the random vector ς = (ς 1 , . . . , ςn ) has zero mean
and positive definite covariance matrix


Vς = diag σ12 , σ22 , . . . , σn2 .
(2)
As usual, we find an estimate δzς (r) for the difference orbit
parameters δz (r) in the presence of BPM reading errors ς
by fitting the difference in the BPM data δbς to the known
optical model of the beam line, i.e. by solving weighted
linear least squares problem. If the phase advance between
at least two BPMs is not a multiple of 180 ◦, then the result
of this fit is unique and is given by the formula

−1 
M (r) Vς−1 · δbς .
δzς (r) = M  (r)Vς−1 M (r)

(3)

The calculation of the covariance matrix of the reconstruction errors is also standard and gives the following result

−1
def
.
Vz (r) = V ( δzς (r) ) = M  (r) Vς−1 M (r)
Here

⎛

a11 (r, s1 )
⎜
..
M = ⎝
.
a11 (r, sn )

⎞
a12 (r, s1 )
⎟
..
⎠,
.
a12 (r, sn )

(4)

(5)

and a11 (r1 , r2 ), a12 (r1 , r2 ) are the elements of a two by
two symplectic matrix A(r 1 , r2 ) which transfers particle
coordinates from the point with the longitudinal position
s = r1 to the point with the position s = r 2 .
For the considered one-dimensional case the matrix inversion in the right hand side of the formula (4) can be done
analytically and the elements of the error covariance matrix
Vz (r) can be obtained in the explicit form as follows
n

(Vz (r))1,1

1
=
Δ m=1

a12 (r, sm )
σm

2

,

(6)

(Vz (r))1,2 = (Vz (r))2,1 =
n

−

1
Δ m=1

a11 (r, sm )
σm
n

(Vz (r))2,2 =

1
Δ m=1

a12 (r, sm )
σm
a11 (r, sm )
σm

,

(7)

2

,

(8)

where
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1
2

n

Note that the error Twiss parameters can also be found
as solution of the minimization problem

k,m=1

a11 (r, sk )a12 (r, sm ) − a11 (r, sm )a12 (r, sk )
σk σm

n

2

.

(9)

In theory, the formulas (6)-(9) contain all information
which one has to know in order to be able to design a BPM
measurement system with needed properties or in order to
be able to compare expected performance of two different
measurement systems. In practice, unfortunately, the simple knowledge of formulas (6)-(9) is quite far from being
sufficient for these purposes. Let us assume, for example,
that we want to compare resolutions of two BPM systems
which are supposed to be used for trajectory jitter determination and are installed in two different beam lines. For this
purpose we need, at least, to have a criteria how to compare
two covariance matrices and to know how to chose the reconstruction points (own for each measurement system) in
which such comparison has to be done. Does all that looks
to be fairly straightforward?

ERROR TWISS PARAMETERS AND
COURANT-SNYDER QUADRATIC FORM
AS ERROR ESTIMATOR
An important step in solving the problems marked at the
end of the previous section was made in [1, 2], where dynamics was introduced into this problem which in the beginning seemed to be static. When one changes the position of the reconstruction point, the estimate of the jitter
parameters propagates along the beam line exactly as a particle trajectory and it becomes possible (for every fixed jitter values) to consider a virtual beam consisting of virtual
particles obtained as a result of application of least squares
reconstruction procedure to “all possible values” of BPM
reading errors. The dynamics of the centroid of this beam
coincides with the dynamics of the true difference orbit and
the covariance matrix of the jitter reconstruction errors can
be treated as the matrix of the second central moments of
this virtual beam distribution and satisfies the usual transport equation
Vz (r2 ) = A(r1 , r2 ) Vz (r1 ) A (r1 , r2 ).

(10)

Consequently, for the description of the propagation of the
reconstruction errors along the beam line, one can use the
accelerator physics notations and represent the error covariance matrix in the familiar form
Vz (r) = ς

βς (r)
−ας (r)

−ας (r)
γς (r)

,

(11)

where βς (r) and ας (r) are the error Twiss parameters and
ς =

√
det Vz (r) = 1/ Δ

is the invariant error emittance.
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(12)

min

β(r), α(r)

β(sm )
.
2
σm
m=1

(13)

Under the assumption that the phase advance between at
least two BPMs is not a multiple of 180 ◦, the solution of
the problem (13) is unique, the minimum is reached at the
error Twiss parameters and is equal to 2/ ς .
Parametrization (11) is an essential step ahead in understanding of the structure of the matrix V z (r) in comparison with the formulas (6)-(9). It introduces such important characteristic of BPM measurement system as error
emittance and shows that balance between coordinate and
momentum reconstruction errors in the point of interest is
defined by the values of error Twiss parameters at this location. Nevertheless, it still does not give a single property to compare two different BPM systems. Fortunately,
the beam dynamical point of view on the BPM measurement system naturally suggests us that in order to obtain
the needed criteria we may simply use the Courant-Snyder
quadratic form as an error estimator.
Let β0 , α0 , γ0 be the design Twiss parameters and
Ix (r, z ) = γ0 (r) x2 + 2α0 (r) xpx + β0 (r) p2x

(14)

the corresponding Courant-Snyder quadratic form. Using
this quadratic form we introduce the random variable
Ixς = Ix (r, δzς (r) − δz(r)).
The mean value of this random variable is equal
 ς
Ix = 2 ς mp (βς , β0 ),

(15)

(16)

where
mp (βς , β0 ) = (βς γ0 − 2ας α0 + γς β0 ) / 2.

(17)

The right hand side in (16) does not depend on the position of the reconstruction point (is a number), characterizes the resolution of the BPM system not in some absolute
units but in the relative units of beam sigmas and, therefore, allows to compare properties of two completely different BPM systems installed in two different beam lines
and also can be used as scalar valued (not matrix valued)
design criteria.

TWO BPM CASE
Let us consider two BPMs separated in the beam line by
a transfer matrix A(s 1 , s2 ) with a12 = 0 and assume that
these BPMs deliver uncorrelated readings with rms resolutions σ1 and σ2 respectively. Often, when one works on
optimization of the optics of two BPM system, one speaks
about the desire to have the large beta functions at the BPM
locations and the phase advance being equal or enough
close to 90◦ . And that is completely right, if one will interpret this desire as a way to increase absolute value of
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the a12 coefficient, because the error emittance of the two
BPM measurement system is inversely proportional to it
ς = (σ1 σ2 ) / |a12 | .

(18)

Nevertheless, because due to formula (16) the figure of
merit for the quality of BPM system is not the error emittance alone, but the product of the error emittance and the
mismatch between the error and the design Twiss parameters (large mismatch can spoil the properties of the measurement system even for the case when the error emittance is small), one has to take additional care and compare
design betatron functions with the error betatron functions
which are given below
σ1
σ1
|a12 | , ας (s1 ) =
sign (a12 ) a11 , (19)
σ2
σ2
σ2
σ2
|a12 | , ας (s2 ) = − sign (a12 ) a22 . (20)
βς (s2 ) =
σ1
σ1

βς (s1 ) =
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Let us note that though the error Twiss parameters depend on the ratio of BPM resolutions, the error phase advance (phase advance defined by β ς ) is independent from
this ratio and is always equal to an odd multiple of 90 ◦ .

PERIODIC MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
In this section we consider a measurement system constructed from n identical cells assuming that we have one
BPM per cell (identically positioned in all cells) and that
the cell transfer matrix allows periodic beam transport with
phase advance μ p being not a multiple of 180 ◦. Additionally, we assume that all BPMs have the same rms resolution
σbpm . In this situation the formula for the error emittance
is rather simple and is given by the expression
2
2σbpm

ς =

nβp (s1 )

· mp (βς , βp ) ,

(21)

where βp (s1 ) is the value of the periodic betatron function
at the BPM locations and

mp (βς , βp ) =

1−

1 sin(nμp )
·
n sin(μp )

2

− 12
(22)

is the mismatch between the error and the periodic betatron functions (even so we do not assume, in general, periodic betatron functions being the design betatron functions
matched to our beam line).
There is a rather widespread opinion that a periodic measurement system reaches an optimal performance when its
design Twiss parameters are cell periodic and the cell phase
advance is a multiple of 180 ◦ divided by n. Is that really
so? To answer this question let us take the cell periodic
Twiss parameters as design Twiss parameters and write
Ix  =
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2
4σbpm
· m2p (βς , βp ) .
nβp (s1 , μp )

(23)
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Figure 1: Functions Ψ n (μp ) shown for n = 2, 3, 4, 5
(magenta, red, green and blue curves respectively). The
gray curve shows function Ψ ∞ (μp ) .
Looking at the formula (22) one sees that the choice of μ p
such that sin(nμp ) = 0 makes the error and the periodic
Twiss parameters equal and brings the second multiplier
in the right hand side of the formula (23) to the minimal
possible value. But, in general, it does not guarantee that
the product of the two multipliers in (23) is also minimized.
So the answer is not or, more exactly, not necessary.
To be more specific, let us consider a thin lens FODO
cell of the length L as a basic unit of our periodic system
and let us also assume that the BPM is placed in the “center” of the focusing lens. In this situation
Ix  = 2ς mp (βς , βp ) =

2
4σbpm
· Ψn (μp ) ,
nL

(24)

where
Ψn (μp ) = Ψ∞ (μp ) · m2p (βς , βp ) ,
Ψ∞ (μp ) = sin(μp ) / (1 + sin(μp /2)).

(25)
(26)

The functions Ψ n for n = 2, 3, 4, 5 are plotted in figure 1
together with their values in the points
μp = k · (180◦ / n),

k = 1, . . . , n − 1,

(27)

shown as small circles at the corresponding curves. One
sees that for all n the optimal performance of our measurement system (minimum of Ψ n ) is reached for the phase
advance which is different from the multiples of 180 ◦ / n.
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MODE SELECTIVE WAVEGUIDE BPM
A. Lyapin∗ , JAI/RHUL, Egham, Surrey, UK
Abstract
I propose a mode-selective waveguide Beam Position
Monitor (BPM). It uses waveguide couplers arranged at the
beampipe to create boundary conditions similar to those in
slot-coupled cavity BPMs. This structure allows to couple
to the differential beampipe mode co-propagating with the
beam, and reject the usually much stronger monopole component of the field. As the full dynamic range of the processing electronics can be used for position measurements,
and a waveguide is a native high-pass filter, such a BPM is
expected to outperform stripline and button BPMs in terms
of both spacial and time resolution. In this paper I give
some details on the basic principle and the first simulation
results and discuss possible ways of signal processing.

with their longer side in the direction of the beampipe
and coupling to the field of the beam through slots in the
beampipe walls, as shown in Figure 1. When the beam is
centred in the beampipe, there is no field gradient over the
gap of the slot, meaning that the field is not coupled to the
TE mode of the waveguide (Figure 2). A beam offset from
the centre will create a differential field in the beampipe.
Clearly, a gradient is created over the slot’s window and
this field is coupled strongly.

A high bandwidth, high resolution BPM could be a useful tool in situations where a cavity BPM is too slow, or
can not be used due to its high impedance, and button
or stripline BPMs do not provide a high enough resolution. One obvious application would be a high-speed intratrain feedback, although it could be a replacement for the
electrostatic pick-ups if the resolution is complemented by
an easy manufacturing. Currently this niche is occupied
by inductive pick-ups [1], which are very interesting, but
complicated devices. In the following sections waveguide
BPMs are discussed as a possible alternative.

Figure 1: A rectangular waveguide coupling to the
beampipe through a rectangular slot.

WAVEGUIDE BPM
Waveguides as BPMs have previously been explored,
and several devices were installed and tested in the FLASH
(former TTF) accelerator and free electron laser facility at
DESY in Hamburg [2]. These devices were made to fit into
a very narrow gap within the undulator, and an impressive
design using ridged waveguides was produced. Despite the
novelty of the position detection principle, the processing
required a subtraction of the signals in the opposite arms
of the BPM to reject the strong common mode. This was a
consequence of tight spacial limitations: the waveguides
could not be aligned to the orthogonal axes. The subtraction suffers from tiny differences in the two arms of
the BPM, and allows some fraction of the common mode
through, leading to a degradation of the dynamic range and
systematic effects. A resolution of around 25 μm was measured.
Dropping the spacial limitations, one can imagine using
standard waveguides placed orthogonally to the beampipe
∗ Alexey.Lyapin@rhul.ac.uk
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Figure 2: A rectangular waveguide coupling to the
beampipe through a rectangular slot.
A beam current I b (t) in a circular beampipe produces
wall currents whose density can be described as [3]:


b2 − r 2
Ib (t)
iw (b, φw , t) = −
,
2πb b2 + r2 − 2br cos(φw − θ)
(1)
where b is the radius of the beampipe, (r, θ) the position
of the beam, and φ w the angular coordinate of the current
element. Rotating the coordinate system to align with the
beam position (θ = 0), one gets for small offsets:
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r
Ib (t) 
(2)
1 + 2 cos φw .
2πb
b
The first component in eq. 2 is the common field, the position independent TEM wave traveling with the bunch, and
the second one is the differential field, the TE wave, whose
wall currents, and hence the amplitude linearly depend on
the position.
iw (b, φw , t) = −
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SIMULATIONS AND PICK-UP
MODIFICATION
Simulations were done using GdfidL [4]. A bunch carrying 1 nC of charge with a transverse offset of 1 mm was
simulated, and the signals created in the output couplers
were analysed. The beam pipe diameter was set to 23 mm,
and standard WR-90 X-band waveguide dimensions were
used.
The first result, Figure 3 is the signal produced by the
structure shown in Figure 1. There is clearly a short pulse
similar to the signal produced by electrostatic pick-ups,
created when the bunch enters and leaves the gap of the
coupling window. It is clear though, that the signal is small,
around 1 mV, in the waveguide, which means a roughly 2
times lower voltage, or 500 μV, in a 50 Ω cable due to the
difference of impedances.

7×10−19
3.0×108

1.0×1010

2.0×1010

frequency [Hz]

Figure 4: Spectrum of the window-coupled signal.
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Figure 5: A modified geometry with the coupling slot sunk
into the beampipe for increased coupling.
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Figure 3: Signal coupled into a waveguide through a rectangular window in the beampipe.
Analysing the frequency spectrum (Figure 4) of the signal, one can see that it is composed of several peaks, each
taking a share of the power coupled out. Assuming we want
to use a 6 GHz bandwidth (±3 GHz from 10 GHz), and
all the power of the signal is in this frequency range, one
gets an optimistic resolution estimate of only about 70 μm
(35 μV noise voltage), which is not very encouraging.
In an attempt of improving the beam coupling I decided
to sink the coupling slots into the beampipe, creating a
structure, which looks like a cavity BPM turned inside out,
Figure 5. In this configuration the slot continues into the
beampipe by a couple of mm (exactly 2 mm in this example) in the part where it is not opened by the coupling
window.
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This seemingly small change alters the boundary conditions at the coupling window, virtually moving it inside
the coupling slot and thus improving the coupling. The
simulated signal for this case is shown in Figure 6. At a
50 Ω load it would peak to almost 1 V, which is comparable with the sensitivity of cavity BPMs. Importantly, the
spectrum of the signal has a peak, in this example around
10 GHz (Figure 7), and is well contained within a wide
(again, around 6 GHz), but limited bandwidth. The theoretical resolution limit in this case is about 35 nm.
Due to wide bandwidth, the signal is, however, very
short even compared to signals produced by low-Q cavity BPMs. The decay time of the simulated is shorter than
0.5 ns. This means that the amount of energy coupled out
is very small and most of it is contained in the first few oscillations of the signal. These are produced when the bunch
enters and exits the gap of the coupling window, similarly
to stripline BPMs. The tail following the initial burst indicates that some energy is stored within the device, most
probably in the slots.
The waveform in Figure 6 resembles the signals produced by cavity BPMs, therefore a similar type of processing can be applied. As the signal is wideband it can be
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Figure 6: Signal coupled by a sunken slot.
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Figure 8: Aluminium prototype for measurements in the
laboratory.
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Figure 7: Spectrum of the signal coupled by a sunken slot.
downmixed in one mixer stage and sampled at a point close
to the peak for maximum sensitivity.

PROTOTYPE FOR BENCH TESTS
A prototype cavity for “cold” measurements in the laboratory was designed and has recently been manufactured
(Figure 8). It uses 4 standard X-band waveguide-to-coax
adapters with SMA connectors for coupling, and was machined of a single piece of aluminium using lathe cutting
and milling only. A test bench with an antenna moving in
transverse direction to simulate the beam is currently being
set up for testing.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
This preliminary and somewhat naive study clearly
needs to be extended in many directions. However, it seems
that waveguide BPMs can become high-resolution, highbandwidth devices. Below I list (not in any particular order) some features of the design and questions that need to
be answered:
• Output is a position-dependant, difference signal, theoretical resolution 100 nm
02 BPMs

• Non-linearities and resonances need to be understood
• Wakefields and effects on the optics produced by the
reduced aperture need to be investigated
• Self-triggering may be required in the processing electronics to ensure sampling on the peak
• Interference signals traveling in the beampipe may be
coupled
• The tail of the signal may affect the signals produced
by closely spaced bunches
This is not an extensive list, but it is already clear that
some problems have a lot in common with the features of
cavity BPMs, therefore some of the technology can be recycled. Measurements with the prototype will give some
insight into the working of the device and together with the
results shown in this paper may form a basis for a new research project into waveguide BPMs.
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• Simple design and fabrication, can use standard
waveguide components
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Abstract
The basic requirement for the VEPP-2000 Beam Position Monitor (BPM) is the measurement of the beam orbit
with 0.1 mm precision. To improve the measurement accuracy, the response of the electrostatic BPMs (pickups)
were mapped in the laboratory before they were installed
in the VEPP-2000 ring. The wire method for the sensitivity calibration and position-to-signal mapping is used.
The test stand consists of high frequency coaxial switches
to select each pickup electrode, movable antenna to simulate the beam, signal source, spectrum analyzer to measure
the pickup signals, and analysis software. This calibration
showed possibility of required accuracy. During calibration
the electrical center of the different BPMs was measured
with respect to the mechanical center. Conversion between
the BPM signal and the actual beam position is done by
using polynomial expansions fit to the mapping data within
±6 mm square. Results for these portions of the calibration
are presented.

the same year, and last one was processed in 2009 because
of some replacement actions.

CALIBRATION TEST STAND
BPM Block
The electrostatic BPM for VEPP-2000 ring consist of
four 15 mm diameter button style electrodes are mounted
on the diagonals of its housing and are centered symmetrically. Buttons orientation is 45 degrees to avoid
the fan of synchrotron radiation. All parts precisely machined from solid stainless steel blocks, isolated the electrodes and feedthroughs with ceramic material. The electrode surface is smoothed with that of the vacuum chamber, so the impedance induced by the electrode may be
reduced greatly. The vacuum chamber of VEPP-2000 is

INTRODUCTION
A beam position monitor system is operated for two
kinds of orbit measurements, a relative measurement and
an absolute measurement. The former is to measure the
orbit displacement from the initial or standard orbit when
some optics perturbation is applied. The latter case is to
measure orbit position relative to the geometrical monitor
center. This function will be essential for maintaining stable operations in a ring where the optics depends strongly
on the orbit, particularly at nonlinear optics elements.
Closed orbit stabilization and correction is routine operation for VEPP-2000 ring [1, 2]. To stabilize the beam
orbit, the absolute beam position should be measured. The
output data from a position monitor system usually shows
the orbit position relative to the electric monitor center, not
the geometrical center. So we should calibrate each beam
position monitor to know the location of the electric center
with respect to geometrical one i.e. relative to the reference
frame of each BPM.
Moreover the system needs calibrating not only because
of pickup characteristics (center displacement, sensitivity
and nonlinearity) caused by machining, installment, cable matching, and signal processing circuits, but in order
to meet the requirements on the accuracy of the measured
beam position.
Basically there are 4 BPMs installed in VEPP-2000 ring,
but there is reserve one. In order to test characterize, align,
and provide data for calibration, a general purpose test
stand was designed and constructed in 2006. All BPMs
needed for operations was calibrated and data analyzed in
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Figure 1: The electrostatic BPM for VEPP-2000 ring.

not the same along the ring. With exception of the bending magnets, it has approximately square form (35 mm inscribed circle diameter). The BPM is integral part of the
quadrupole vacuum chamber of the technical strait section,
which in turn is referenced to the magnet axis by means of
supporting arms, and assembled on the vacuum chamber by
welding, assuring no gas leak. To reduce the mechanical
surveyment for the BPM with the same vacuum chamber
dimensions, BPM housing has the same cross section form
and dimensions, and coincides with the vacuum chamber
within ±0.2 mm. Figure 1 shows a transverse section and
common view of the pickup before assembling.

Test Stand and Data Collection
The approach used to determine the position of the electron beam is to treat the effect of the beam as a two dimensional electrostatic problem. An electron beam passing through a BPM induces a charge on the buttons, which
uniquely depends on the position of the beam. Due to the
lack of longitudinal variation, the electron beam appears to
be essentially a line charge. Using the voltage on the buttons, one can solve for the position of the electron beam.
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BPM #5
0.6
0.4

V (dimless)

In order to calibrate different BPMs, a general purpose
test stand was designed and constructed. The picture of
the test stand is shown in Fig. 2. To simulate the real beam
traveling through the BPM more accurately, we send a continuous signal down a movable antenna with stretched wire
through the BPM. In this case, we believe that the lowfrequency measurement yields the same information as the
real beam using the usual subtrac/sum algorithm. The wire,
which diameter is 100 μm, is made of tungsten material is
driven from an Agilent 4402B Network Analyzer RF out
port. The 1 ÷ 200 MHz RF signal (sweep time 100 ms) is
amplified to about 3dB and delivered to the stretched wire
through the coaxial cable. The RF signal on the wire induces signal on the four buttons of the pickup at the test.
Each button is connected sequentially to the analyzers RF
in through the same coaxial cable. The antenna is placed in-
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Figure 3: The H and V distribution from four buttons.

tion is the desired variable. The challenge is to invert the
function and solve for the position of the wire as a function
of the voltage on the electrodes.
(1)

A simplistic approximation, involves linearization of summing over the differences
x = Kx ∗ h, y = Ky ∗ v

(2)

where Kx and Ky are calibration factors set by the geometry of the BPM, and signals (A, B, C, D) normalized as
defined in (3).
Figure 2: Test stand view.

side the BPM and is straightened along the vacuum chamber, and can be manually moved by the x − y positioning
tables in a grid patten, while the BPM block is fixed by
the BPM mounting fixtures. The x − y positioning tables
have a position resolution of 0.01 mm (half step mode) and
0.001 mm repeatability.
The vacuum chamber was scanned along constant lines
and measurements were made with the antenna positioned
at x = 0, ±2, ±4, ±6 mm and y = 0, ±2, ±4, ±6 mm gridpoints, where x = y = 0 corresponds to the geometrical
center. Figure 3 shows a nomograph of measured h and v,
as defined in (3). The horizontal lines drawn at constant Y
position, while the vertical lines corresponds to X constant.
The distance between lines is 2 mm. It shows that there
is a good linearity in the central area of BPM, while pin
cushion distortion appears clearly far from the central.

CALIBRATION AND ERROR ANALYSIS
Calibration of all monitors was made in the laboratory at
a test bench. Now the voltages (A, B, C, D) on the BPM
buttons as a function of wire position are known and posi-

02 BPMs

A−B−C +D
A+B+C +D
A+B −C −D
v=
A+B +C +D

h=

(3)

Though accurate when the wire beam is close to the center of the BPM, these equations are not accurate at large
deviations from the center. The lack of accuracy is unfortunate because the need for the BPMs is the most acute
when the wire is not near the center. So one have to use
nonlinear least-square fitting method.
After calibration data are obtained, the mapping data are
fitted by least-square method to fourth polynomials of (4),
where 0  i, j  4, 0  i + j  4.

x=
aij ∗ hi ∗ v j

(4)
y=
bij ∗ hi ∗ v j
In these expression, a 0,0 and b0,0 gives the deviation of
the electrical center from the geometrical one, and a 1,0
and b0,1 one can interpreter as the sensitivity of BPM in
the x and y direction, respectively. Special code in C language using GNU Scientific Library (GSL) was written to
do fit and calculate all coefficients. We obtain the offset
(x0 , y0 ) between the geometrical center and the electrical
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V (A, B, C, D) → P (x, y)
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center (h = 0, v = 0), and the coefficients (K x , Ky ) for
position from the full mapping data. Figure 4 shows mapping plot of one of the BPMs.
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Figure 5: Difference between reconstructed and real
probe position.
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Figure 4: Reconstructed probe position with respect to real one.
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0

The maximum fitting rms error is found as follows:

 n−1

2

 i=0 (kf i − kmi )
,
(5)
σk =
n

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

where k stands for x or y respectively, and x mi and ymi
are the values from the probe position i-th measure point,
while xf i and yf i are the values calculated by the leastsquare method.
The typical values of the offset, position coefficients, fitting rms error of data collection are summarized in Table 1
and Fig. 5. Mean rms error values all over BPMs:

The BPM calibration system has been established and
tested. It has a theoretical resolution capability of 0.01 mm,
as limited by the movable stage system. We designed a new
calibration scheme, measuring the power on each pickup
electrode sequentially by the spectrum analyzer. Although
we have not verified to this accuracy, we have obtained
the clear BPM mapping using 2 mm step of wire movement. The calibration of the BPM system has been shown
to be better than the requirements which VEPP-2000 BPM
system wants. All calibration results saved as a tables of
polynomial coefficients appropriate for using in software
or other calculations.

σx = 4.5 ∗ 10−2 mm, σy = 3.8 ∗ 10−2 mm
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Table 1: Individual BPM parameters.

Offset

1
2
3
4
5

a0,0
0.037
-0.258
1.088
0.482
0.245

b0,0
-0.011
0.081
-0.302
0.306
0.176

Coeeficient
a1,0
12.732
12.331
12.467
12.443
12.556

b0,1
12.874
13.203
12.942
13.056
13.204

σx
0.071
0.058
0.031
0.041
0.029

σx
0.055
0.046
0.029
0.035
0.028

The repeatable accuracy of the scheme has been measured. Wire was placed in the same position after every 10
wire movements, and differences of the buttons voltages
was compared. The iterances of these results were no more
than (3 − 5) μV. These results show the accuracy of electronics system is about 3 μm.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC SIMULATIONS OF AN EMBEDDED BPM
IN COLLIMATOR JAWS
A. Nosych, C. Boccard, M. Gasior, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
Next generation LHC collimators will be equipped with
button beam position monitors (BPMs) embedded into the
collimator jaws. Such a solution will improve the
accuracy of the jaw alignment with respect to the beam
and reduce the beam time necessary for the collimator
setup. This paper describes results of electromagnetic
simulations of the jaw BPMs performed with the CST
Particle Studio, aimed at characterization of the BPMs as
well as the simulation software itself. The results are
compared to the measurements obtained with beam on a
prototype system installed in the CERN SPS.

Figure 1: Collimator “Demonstrator” with its BPM.

MODELING AND MESHING
The collimator “Demonstrator” model, shown in Fig. 2,
was built and simulated in the CST Particle Studio v. 2010
environment. Each jaw consisted of a copper block
(resistivity U= 16.8 n:m), with height of 80 mm and
length of 1194 mm. Additional 50 mm homogeneous
extrusions were added at both ends to simulate a smooth
transition to the beam pipe. Graphite (“electrographite
R4550”, U= 13 P:m) was used as insert material on the
jaw surfaces facing the beam. The four stainless steel
(316L) pick-up buttons of 10.3 mm diameter, shown in
Fig. 3, were placed at the jaw extremities at copper level,
i.e. 10 mm below the jaw insert graphite surface [3].
A special meshing scheme was developed to optimize
the simulation time and achieve good accuracy of the

02 BPMs

Figure 2: Cross-sections of the collimator "Demonstrator".

Figure 3: Photograph and a meshed model of the
 10 mm stainless steel button BPM.
output port signals using a regular desktop PC. The BPM
pick-ups, small with respect to the whole model, were
manually meshed with locally increased mesh cell
density, as shown in Fig. 3. Each collimator model
required about 6 million mesh cells. The simulations were
performed with 10 mesh lines per wavelength, a lower
mesh limit of 15, a mesh line ratio of 15 and an
equilibrium mesh ratio of 1.19.

SIMULATION RESULTS
As depicted in Fig. 4, the four collimator pickup ports
are denoted as A, B (upstream right and left) and C, D
(downstream right and left). With the coordinate system
origin on the symmetry axes of the collimator jaws
(hereafter referred to as “center”), the beam position is
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INTRODUCTION
Photographs of the first LHC collimator prototype
equipped with the embedded BPMs, so called
"Demonstrator", are shown in Fig. 1 [1]. Currently, it
exists as a unique unit and is installed in the SPS ring.
More collimator types with BPMs are being designed, to
be produced and installed in the LHC [2]. Various jaw
inserts, such as Cu-diamond, Al-diamond, ceramics, metal
tiles, are being considered to achieve the desired
collimation performance with 362 MJ stored beam energy
at 7 TeV and over 3×1014 protons per beam. Details on the
BPM design, laboratory tests and first beam
measurements can be found in [3].
The BPM pickups are positioned at both ends of each
collimator jaw. Each jaw has independent upstream and
downstream motors for positioning at an arbitrary angle
with respect to the beam.
In the presented simulations the particle beam was
modelled by a single bunch of 1.7×10–8 C, corresponding
to the nominal LHC intensity of 1.1×1011 charges. The
bunch has the speed of light and a longitudinal Gaussian
charge distribution with the standard deviation V used as
a simulation parameter.
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denoted as xbeam and ybeam. Distances between the jaws and
buttons are denoted as d and b respectively, with
b = d + 20 mm.
Figure 5 shows the simulated transverse electrical (E)
fields between ports A and B for centred (left) and offset
(right) beams. Longitudinal E-fields for centred beams are
shown in Fig. 6, for three bunch lengths. The presented
results were obtained within 90 minutes per case with a
desktop PC running Win7 x64 operating system, Intel
3.16 Core2 Duo CPU and 8GB of RAM memory.
The sensitivity of the embedded BPM signals for
simulated beam position was studied by performing beam
position sweeps in both horizontal and vertical planes.
Such sweeps were performed for several jaw distances
and bunch lengths. All simulated beam positions were
normalized to the button distance b, rather than to the jaw
distance d.
Figure 7 shows the simulation conditions for the beam
displacement along the x axis (“horizontal sweep”). For
each of 14 jaw distances a set of 5 beam locations on the x
axis was simulated, namely xbeam = 0, 20, 40, 60, 80% of
d/2, requiring 70 separate simulations. The “measured”
beam position xmeasured was then calculated from the
classic formula

xmeasured

b V A  VB ,

2 V A  VB

Figure 4: Collimator sketch with BPM port designation
and example signals for an offset beam.

Figure 5: E-fields of a centred (left) and an offset (right)
nominal bunch passing between the buttons A and B.

(1)

where VA and VB are signal amplitudes on ports A and B.
The linear conversion coefficient between measured
and simulated beam position, referred to as “slope”, is
calculated as

slope

x measured
xbeam

V  VB
b
 A
2 xbeam V A  VB

(2)

This quantity defines the mapping between the actual
beam position and the measured position obtained from
the BPM signals. Its values, calculated from the results of
the “horizontal sweep” simulation series according to (2),
are plotted in Fig. 8. It can be seen that the “slope”
coefficient value changes little with the beam position for
small button distances b. For larger b, the “slope”
increases for centred beam, while remaining fairly
constant for beams close to the jaws.
For nominal operation the collimator BPMs will be
used only to position the jaws symmetrically with respect
to the beam, which will be indicated by equal signals
from the opposing buttons. However, for measuring
positions of offset beam with BPM signals the “slope”
coefficient must be known. Its values can be obtained
from a simple calibration procedure with beam. The
procedure starts from positioning the jaws symmetrically
with respect to the beam with a given jaw distance. Then
the jaws should be moved with respect to the beam with
fixed jaw distance to relate the BPM readings to the jaw
displacement, precisely known from the jaw positioning
system. The procedure can be repeated for different jaw
distances to reproduce the plot in Fig. 8.
Figure 9 shows the comparison of the “slope”
coefficients obtained from the simulations and beam
measurements, performed during dedicated machine
72

Figure 6: E-fields of a centred bunch with V of 125, 250
and 500 ps.

Figure 7: Schematic for the beam “horizontal sweep”
simulations.
development time in the CERN SPS. The difference
between the coefficients from the simulations and
measurements is small for large jaw distances but
increases when the jaws are closed. This can be explained
by an error in centring the beam with Beam Loss
Monitors (BLMs) during the beam measurements and
other systematic errors, such as gain differences of the
oscilloscope channels used for measuring beam pulse
amplitudes. In addition simulation and measurement
02 BPMs
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CONCLUSIONS
The CST Particle Studio package has been successfully
used to simulate a beam position monitor embedded into
collimator jaws. The simulation results were confirmed
with corresponding beam measurements. The accuracy of
this comparison should be improved in the near future,
when dedicated BPM electronics becomes available.
The Particle Studio package proves to be a valuable
tool for simulating beam sensors. Its use allows a
significant speed up in the development process, taking
into account details which would otherwise be very
difficult to address in classical prototyping. Further
simulations are now planned to investigate the effect of
different materials on the jaw surface to the beam position
measurements.

Figure 8: “Slope” vs. normalized beam position for the
“horizontal sweep” simulation series.

Figure 9: “Slope” vs. normalized beam position from
simulations and beam data.

Figure 10: Schematic for the beam “area sweep”
simulations.
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Figure 11: “Slope” vs. normalized beam position for beam
“area sweep”.
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conditions were not exactly the same, for example the
bunch V in simulations was 250 ps, versus 900 ps during
beam measurements.
Figure 10 shows the simulation conditions for the beam
displacement along both horizontal and vertical axes
(“area sweep”). For this simulation series a set of 12 beam
locations was simulated for each jaw distance for a matrix
of 3 horizontal and 4 vertical offsets.
Since the collimator is symmetric, only one quadrant of
the “simulation coordinate system” was taken into
account during simulations and beam measurements.
The green points in Fig. 10 indicate the simulated beam
positions, while the red points show the corresponding
values obtained from the BPM signals according to (1).
The simulations were performed with b = 80 mm and the
beam placed at xbeam = 0, 12, 24 mm and ybeam = 0, 2.5, 5,
7.5 mm. The corresponding changes in the “slope”
coefficients are shown in Fig. 11. A significant
dependence of the “slope” on y position is observed,
which decreases with the increasing beam offset.
The observed dependence of the BPM signals on
vertical beam offset can be used to position the jaws in
the y direction, to have the beam on the button symmetry
axis. Such position will be indicated by the signal
maximum on the BPMs.
Simulations with the bunch length V as a parameter
were also performed. They showed that the “slope”
coefficient changes no more than 2.5% for V varying from
125 to 500 ps.
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ADVAN
NCED DIG
GITAL SIG
GNAL PR
ROCESSIN
NG FOR EFFECTI
E
IVE BEAM
M
PO
OSITION M
MONITORING
D. Liakin, ITEP
P, Moscow, Russia
K
K. Lang, P. Foorck, R. Singgh, GSI, Darrmstadt, Gerrmany
A
Abstract
The latest experiences
e
in digital signal processing off
B
BPM
data obtaained at the syynchrotrons of ITEP and GSII
a discussed. The data from
are
m the ITEP wass collected by a
B
BPM
processo
or prototype w
while the SIS118 BPM DAQ
Q
(
(GSI)
uses an already
a
renovaated digital systtem. Due to thee
d
different
conceept of BPM arcchitectures on those facilitiess
i is possible to compare allgorithms oriennted to certainn
it
h
hardware.
Sev
veral algorithm
ms of positionn detection aree
c
compared
to eaach other.
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HARDWARE
Modern sig
gnal processorrs used in beam
b
positionn
m
monitoring
loo
ok today prettty similar. Thhe proton andd
h
heavy
ion cycling acceleratoors operate on relatively low
w
f
frequencies
an
nd use the diigital processiing from veryy
b
beginning
stages of BPM data flow.
The beam po
osition monitoring system off SIS 18 (GSI) ,
s
shown
in Fig. 1, has a classsical digital BP
PM setup. It iss
b
based
on mod
dules with fourr analogue inpput channels, a
p
powerful
FPGA and a single board compuuter (SBC) forr
r
remote
setup. Modules are iindependent annd supervisionn
f
function
is an option
o
of the hoost computer.

Figure 2 presents a prototype
p
moddule and a posssible
system con
nfiguration forr the future ITE
EP synchrotronn and
storage rin
ng BPM systems. The leak of performancce of
the budgetary FPGA is compensated bby using of a twocore DSP and a high performance llow-cost and lowoverhead 3Gbps serial connection
c
to ddelegate some data
operation into
i the next haardware level.

POSITION DECOD
DING
The main purpose of BPMs is posittion decoding.. The
input dataa from ADCss today is ussually significantly
oversamplled and data reduction
r
is deesirable alreaddy on
the beginn
ning stage. Theere are few posssibilities to connvert
ADC samp
ples into the rarefied positionn related data.
A comm
mon algorithm
m presently useed in BPMs iss the
digital inteerpretation of the former analogue prototyype –
base line restoration
r
and window integrration.
௧భ

 ܣൌ න ݓሺݐݐሻሺܷሺݐሻ െ ܤሻ݀
݀ݐ

(1)

௧బ

The adv
vantage of this algorithm is aan invariance of
o an
integral in
n the case of constant w. Thee second algorrithm
we tested is
i based on signal power estim
mation.
௧భ

 ܣൌ ඨන
න ܷሺݐሻଶ ݀ݐ

(2)

௧బ

This siimple formulaa even does not include any
parameterss for adjustm
ment. Neverth
theless in ceertain
condition it shows betterr result than thee classical one.. It is
a to use specctral componennts of a signal:
essential also
௧భ

ܣ ൌ ฮܣሶ ฮ ܣሶ ൌ න ܷሺݐሻ݁ ଶగగ௧Ȁ் ݀ݐ

(3)

௧బ

Figure 1: Mod
F
dernized BPM pprocessor struccture of SIS 188
(
(GSI).

Figure 2: Basee station protootype structuree and proposedd
F
B
BPM
configuraation for U10 ((ITEP).
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In the simplest
s
case only the first harmonic is used.
u
Involving a full signal frequency
f
specctrum with uniiform
weight co
oefficients forr position caalculation will be
equivalentt to Eq. 2.

Figure 3: Same BPM data decodeed with diffferent
algorithmss.
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Figure 3 sh
hows position calculated wiith these threee
aalgorithms. Th
he single tone looks preferabble over otherss
r
regarding
the lowest
l
noise. T
To get a better result one mayy
u the second
use
d, third and nexxt tones of the signal spectraa.
H
However,
a mu
ulti-tone operaation must be used
u
with caree.
A shown in Fig. 4, due too the frequenccy dependencee,
As
a
additional
sign
nals may introoduce an offsset in positionn
m
measurements.
.

Figure 5: Signal spectrum of the SIS 118 BPM, and Bode
B
diagram of the carrier recconstruction baandpass filter.

Figure 4: Posiition data obttained separattely for mainn,
F
s
second
and thirrd tones.

Generally th
he accuracy oof position meeasurements iss
llimited with fundamental
f
vvalues which are stochastic,
h
have
no structu
ure and thus ccould not be withdrawn
w
from
m
t system. An
the
A example is the noise of a preamplifierr.
T
There
are also
o elements whiich are not beelonging to thee
s
system
itself. Figure 5 show
ws a signal spectrum from a
B
BPM
electrodee. There is a ‘human made’ component B,
w
which
is prob
bably a resultt of interferennce of a short
rt
p
periodic
extern
nal process. Itt is well dumpped down to 6
60dB
comparin
ng to the first signal tone, buut neverthelesss
i is a main con
it
ntributor in thee beam positionn measurementt
e
error,
see also Fig.
F 3 and spurrious spikes in Fig. 6.
The second
d discovered contributor is
i a crosstalkk
b
between
longitudinal synnchrotron osscillation andd
t
transversal
beaam position. It is not visible on
o the spectrum
m
s
shown
in Fig. 5 due to the different frequuency domainn.
E
Effect
is shown in Fig. 6 whhere one can seee a correlationn
b
between
longiitudinal movem
ment and meeasurements off
t
transversal
possition. The moost reasonable explanation is,
p
probably,
a nonlinearity of the analoogue part off
e
electronics.

BUNCH
H CYCLE R
RECONSTR
RUCTION
Position deecoding algoriithms are sennsitive to thee
i
integration
lim
mits t0 and t1 iin Eqs. 1 to 3,, and the BPM
M
e
electronics
mu
ust implement some algorithhms to recoverr
t bunch fram
the
mes. Using a well determinned signal likee
a
accelerating
RF
R field wouldd be the best solution,
s
but inn
m
many
cases the electronic dooes not providee an additionall
d
digitized
analo
og input and thhe only way is to use a signall
f
from
the BPM
M itself. Figuures 7 and 8 show somee
p
possibilities
for the bunch sepparation.
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a
oscillations (top) and
Figure 6: Synchrotron azimuthal
their trace on radial posittion data
From DSP

Filter A

ZZero crossing
deetector, phase
correction

Filter B
Frame stro
obe

F sampl
General
filter

Buffeer

processor

Figure 7: Precise sign
nal period reconstruction
dynamicallly loading bandpass filters.

by

In Fig. 7 the system uses
u
a set of ddynamically looaded
bandpass filters
f
to purify
y the main tone of a beam siignal.
Filter’s paassbands are overlapped to ssmoothly coveer the
whole freq
quency range. Stopbands aree chosen to suppress
the bunch
h-to-bunch mo
odulation frequuencies a+ annd a(Fig. 5).
Figure 8 shows an
nother way for bunch cycle
c
reconstrucction. A numeerically controlled oscillatorr and
digital mix
xer shift the siignal frequencyy into the passsband
of the low
w-pass filter LP
PF, while the seecond mixer moves
m
it back. Though
T
the LPF in Fig. 8 is implemented as a
multirate filter,
f
the samp
pling rate on itts output is exxactly
the same as the system sampling ratee (those of AD
DCs).
Depending
g on algorithm
m this scheme ooperates as a phase
p
locked loo
op (PLL) or as a frequency traacking device.
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The min
nimal error vallue of H = Hmin iis achieved wheen
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Figure 4 is an example off a situation when
w
the beam
m
p
position
could be obtained in several wayys. The numberr
o free variables is less thaan the numberr of equationss.
of
E
Every
signal harmonic, or combination of harmonicss
p
provide
their own beam poosition value. The system iss
o
over-determine
ed. The over-ddetermination may
m come from
m
s
signal
spectra in frequency domain, mulltiple samplingg
p
points
in timee domain or from BPM coonstruction, ass
s
shown
in Fig. 9.
9

Figure 9: A six-pole BPM
F
M proposed for
f
the FAIR
R
c
collector
ring. All six potentiials must be ussed to optimizee
t signal to no
the
oise ratio for enntire range of beam
b
positions..
The fundamental idea is thhat every new portion
p
of dataa
i
improves
our knowledge
k
aboout the subject. But as one cann
s from Fig. 4 the new datta introduce allso some noisee
see
a wrong baalance betweenn data may leaad more noisyy
and
o
output.
As a result of imprroper data, meerging the ful l
s
spectrum
“pow
wer” algorithm
m in Fig. 3 issuued more noisyy
p
position
than the “single toone” competitoor. In generall,
m
mentioned
ab
bove over-dettermined systeem could bee
e
extended
to a determined staate by introducction weightingg
c
coefficients
wi as new free variables and including new
w
c
constrains
in form
f
of the prooblem of minim
mization of thee
s
statistical
errorr distribution fuunction G(w1,..wn). Excludingg
c
constrains
the linearized
l
equaation is:
  Ɂሺ
ଵ ǡ Ǥ Ǥ ୬ ሻ ൌ 
୧    Ǣ
ሺ ୧ ୧  ɂ୧ ሻ
 ݓ ൌ ͳǤ
With non-co
orrelated Gausssian noise:
ܺ  Ɂሺ
ଵ ǡ Ǥ Ǥ ୬ ሻ ൌ ܺ   ܭ ܣ ݓ  ߝǢ
ߝ ൌ ඥσሺݓ ߝ ሻଶ .
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In the caase of two variables:
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bunches th
he effect would
d be more appreeciable.
Figure 9 shows a BPM
M construction,, optimized forr low
current ap
pplication with antiproton beaam in the collector
ring of FA
AIR. The overr-determined syystem of signaals is
essential feature
f
of this BPM.
B
There thee position detection
algorithm is obviously not
n linear, and weight coefficcients
ot constant but depending oon measured beam
b
wi are no
position. Figure
F
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pares the simullated position noise
n
of six-polle and linear cut BPM inn the case off 108
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ns in the collecttor ring.

Figure 10
0: Standard deviation
d
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position measurement
m
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CON
NCLUSION
N
g
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b
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A new generation
excellent performance for standard applications like
closed orb
bit measuremeents. Neverthelless, there are still
certain waays to improve their performan
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c
of operaation – low beam
b
current, tu
une measurem
ments etc. In many cases better
b
performan
nce could be achieved withhout changingg the
hardware, only by using
g more sophissticated algoritthms.
However, it was found that
t
using a geeneral purpose DSP
is very helpful on the algorithms desiggn and test stagge as
well as forr routine system
m monitoring.
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BEAM-BASED HOM STUDY IN THIRD HARMONIC SC CAVITIES FOR
BEAM ALIGNMENT AT FLASH*

Abstract
An electron beam entering an accelerator cavity excites
higher order modes (HOM). These are radiated to HOM
couplers and subsequently damped. They can also be used
to facilitate beam position monitoring. The modes excited
by off-axis beams are the focus of this study. Results are
presented on the first analysis of HOM dependency on the
beam position for the third harmonic cavities at FLASH.
The analysis is based on the beampipe and cavity dipole
modes. Various analysis methods are used and compared
to satisfy the needs emerging from the characteristics of
those modes. The electric center of each mode is observed
by looking for the minima of the HOM signals of
different beam positions. A single electron bunch per RF
pulse is used.

INTRODUCTION
In FLASH [1], a cryo-module named ACC39
containing four third harmonic superconducting cavities
(see Fig. 1) operating at 3.9 GHz was installed to linearize
the energy spread along the electron bunch [2].

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the four cavities
within ACC39 module. The power couplers are indicated
in green, and the HOM couplers are indicated in yellow.
The wakefields in the third harmonic cavities are much
larger than those in the main accelerating cavities (SC
TESLA cavities, made of nine cells and operating at
1.3 GHz) according to the scaling relations [3],
W// ~ λ−2 , W⊥ ~ λ−3
(1)
where W// and Wŏ are longitudinal and transverse wake
potentials respectively, and Ȝ is the structure scaling
factor. Besides that, the HOM spectrum is much more
complex than those in 1.3 GHz accelerating cavities since
larger-diameter beam pipes allow most HOMs to
propagate to adjacent cavities. It is important to ensure
that the HOMs are well-suppressed and their effect on the
beam is minimized by aligning the beam to the electric
___________________________________________

*Work supported in part by European Commission under the FP7
Research Infrastructures grant agreement No.227579.
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center of the cavity. On the other hand, the beam-excited
fields also enable the beam position within the cavity to
be remotely determined [4][5][6]. For this purpose we
plan the design of special electronics. HOM
measurements both with and without beam-excitations
have been performed beforehand to understand their
behaviours [7][8].
Among HOMs, dipole modes have a linear dependence
on beam offset [3],
( Amplitude)dipole ~ W⊥ ~ r
(2)
a
where r is the beam offset and a is the iris radius. The
following discussion will be focused on dipole modes of
the third harmonic cavities.

HOM MEASUREMENT WITH BEAMEXCITATIONS
Measurement Setup

Figure 2: Schematic of beam-based HOM measurement
setup (not to scale, cavities in ACC1 module are three
times larger than those in ACC39 module).
The schematic of HOM measurement setup is shown in
Fig. 2. An electron bunch (about 0.5 nC) has been
accelerated by ACC1 before entering the ACC39 module.
Two steering magnets located upstream of ACC39 can
deflect the beam horizontally and vertically respectively,
therefore are used to produce a transverse offset of the
electron bunch in ACC39 module. Two beam position
monitors (BPM) are used to monitor transverse beam
positions before and after the module. By switching off
the accelerating field of ACC39 and all quadruples close
to ACC39, a straight line trajectory of the electron bunch
is produced between those two BPMs. Therefore, the
offset of electron bunch in each cavity can be determined
by interpolating two BPM readouts.

Measurement Results
Single electron bunch per RF pulse excites wakefield in
the cavities. This wakefield is measured from each of the
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eight HOM couplers by a Tektronix Oscilloscope (Scope)
of up to 6 GHz bandwidth and a Tektronix Real-time
Spectrum Analyzer (RSA). A 10 dB external attenuator is
attached to each HOM coupler to reduce the power of
beam-excited signal radiated to the couple. The time
domain signal is sampled in 20 Giga-samples/s and
200,000 points are recorded in a time window of 10 μs. A
typical recorded waveform is shown in Fig. 3a. Each
waveform is excited by a single electron bunch. The
Scope is triggered synchronous with the beam pulse. The
same trigger is also used for spectrum measurement by
RSA. The HOM spectrum ranging from 4.0 to 5.5 GHz is
recorded from each HOM coupler (shown in blue curve in
Fig. 3b). Each 50 MHz of the spectrum is excited by a
single electron bunch. A frequency step of 10 kHz and a
resolution bandwidth of 22.5 kHz are used. After a FFT
(Fast Fourier Transform) applied on the time-domain
waveform (Fig. 3a), HOM signals from the two different
devices are compared and present very good consistency,
which is shown in Fig. 3b.

HOM DEPENDENCE ON BEAM OFFSET
Beampipe Modes
The HOM signals of 10 different horizontal beam
positions (blue dots in Fig. 4a) from 4.116 to 4.1186 GHz
are shown in Fig. 5. According to simulations [9][10][11],
those are most likely beampipe modes (the frequencies
are below the first dipole cavity passband). The vertical
position of the beam is -1.03 mm. The variation of the
mode amplitudes with respect to the beam positions can
be observed. The amplitude does not reach zero in this
case because of contributions from the other polarization
and probably of an angle in the beam trajectory.

c 2011 by the respective authors — cc Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 (CC BY 3.0)
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Figure 5: Frequency-domain signals of the beampipe
modes from the first dipole passband measured from
HOM coupler C2H2.

Figure 3: HOM signals from coupler C1H1. (a) Timedomain waveform; (b) Frequency-domain spectra from
RSA (blue) and Scope (after FFT, red).
Besides HOM signals, the beam information is also
recorded synchronously by reading nearby toroids, BPMs
and currents of steering magnets. By using the steering
magnets, the electron bunch is moved in various ways:
two-dimensional cross movement and grid movement.
The readings of the upstream BPM are shown in Fig. 4.
One notices some tilt of the position readings. This is
partially due to coupling between the x and y planes
caused by the ACC1 module (shown in Fig. 2) and
partially by the upstream BPM. The 2D grid data have
been split into calibration samples (denoted by blue dots
in Fig. 4b) and validation samples (denoted by red
asterisks in Fig. 4b) for further analysis, which will be
described in the later section.

By Lorentzian fit, one can get the amplitude of the
modes for each spectrum. Fig. 6 shows the amplitude of
the two modes (Fig. 5) in linear scale as a function of the
beam position interpolated in the cavity for both
horizontal and vertical beam movements (Fig. 4a). The
two polarizations have different electric centres, since the
scan has an offset.

Figure 6: HOM signal amplitudes for each polarization of
the beampipe mode of cavity 2 as a function of the beam
position interpolated in the cavity.
Dipole mode has two polarizations perpendicular to
each other, which can be seen clearly in Fig. 7 when
plotting the amplitude of each mode in the 2D grid
movement (Fig. 4b).

Figure 4: BPM readings during various beam movements.
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Figure 7: Mode Amplitudes of two polarizations of the
beampipe mode of cavity 2.
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where U and V are unitary matrices, S is the matrix
consisting of singular values and VT indicates the
transpose of V. Based on singular values of each SVD
vector (shown in Fig. 9), the first 6 SVD vectors have
been selected to create a matrix of SVD vector amplitude,
then regressed against the matrix B by using Eq. 3. The
results on training samples show how representative the
first 6 SVD vectors are to describe the entire spectrum
(see Fig. 10a), and Fig. 10b shows the prediction power of
the first 6 SVD vectors.

Cavity Modes

A ⋅ M + B0 = B
(3)
where A is the matrix of HOM spectra, each row of A
denotes a spectrum taken from one beam movement, B is
the matrix of beam positions in x and y interpolated from
two BPM readouts, each row of B denotes one beam
movement, B0 is an offset matrix. A least-squares fit is
performed to find matrix M in the linear system composed
by A and B (with an offset B0).
For the 2D grid movement, the calibration samples are
used to determine the matrix M, while the validation
samples are used to compare the measured B to the
predicted B from the determined M.
Fig. 8 shows the results of applying DLR to the second
dipole passband spectra (5.1-5.5 GHz, measured from
HOM coupler C3H2). The prediction and measurement fit
very well for transverse beam offset x and y. To measure
the consistency of two curves, a coefficient r2 [12] has
been calculated.

(a) Calibration samples
(b) Validation samples
Figure 10: HOM response of second dipole band using
SVD. Measurement (blue) and prediction (red) are
compared.

CONCLUSIONS
HOM dependence on beam movement has been
observed for the first time in third harmonic cavities at
FLASH. There are beampipe modes which do not
propagate through adjacent cavities; that enables the beam
position to be determined for each individual beampipe.
Those modes are identified and the polarizations of the
modes are observed. On the contrary, cavity modes of the
first two dipole passbands propagate; that makes the
spectrum complex enough to drop mode identification
method. Alternatively, DLR and SVD methods are used
to abstract beam position information from the HOM
spectra. Both methods show robust prediction power.
Future work includes further investigation of suitable
higher order modes (the fifth dipole passband is currently
being investigated) for beam and cavity alignment
monitoring. The time-domain signals are also being
studied for the HOM electronics.
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Previous measurements [7][8] have shown the
complexity of the spectrum of the third harmonic cavities.
Most of the dipole modes are able to travel from cavity to
cavity (see Fig. 3), which makes the identification of
individual mode less feasible. To extract beam position
information from the HOM measurements, a
straightforward method is direct linear regression (DLR),
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EMBEDDED COLLIMATOR BEAM POSITION MONITORS
C. Boccard, A. Dallocchio, A. Bertarelli, L. Gentini, M. Gasior, A. Nosych,
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
The LHC collimation system is crucial for safe and
reliable operation of proton beams with 350 MJ stored
energy. Currently the collimator set-up is performed by
observing beam losses when approaching the collimator
jaws to the beam. For about 100 LHC movable
collimators the procedure may take several hours and
since it has to be repeated whenever the beam
configuration changes significantly, the collimator setup
has an important impact on the overall machine operation
efficiency. To reduce the collimator setup time by two
orders of magnitude the next generation of the LHC
collimators will be equipped with button beam position
monitors (BPMs) embedded into the collimator jaws. This
paper describes the BPM design and presents prototype
results obtained with beam in the CERN-SPS.
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INTRODUCTION
At present, in so called Phase I, 43 collimators per
beam are installed in the LHC ring [1]. In the future 8
tertiary, 4 dispersion suppressor (DS) and 16 Phase II
collimators will be added.
Currently the standard collimator set-up method relies
on positioning the collimator jaws with respect to the
circulating beam by moving the jaws towards the beam
until they touch the primary beam halo, creating beam
loss, which is then detected by downstream beam loss
monitors (BLMs). The procedure is long: even the 2011
optimised semi-automated version still requires some 36
hours for all LHC collimators. For safety reasons this
procedure cannot be performed with physics beam

configuration and special low intensity machine fills are
used. This imposes tight specifications of beam orbit
stability for much different beam intensities.
Integration of BPMs into collimator jaws will allow
much faster jaw positioning with the beam configuration
used for physics. In addition the actual beam orbit
between the jaws will be measured, allowing continuous
beam centring either by adjusting jaw positions or by
using the collimator BPM readings in the orbit feedback
system and steering appropriate orbit correctors to keep
the beam exactly between the collimator jaws. This will
relax requirements for beam orbit stability and
reproducibility and allow potential improvements of the
collimation efficiency.
The idea of BPMs embedded into the collimator jaws
was tested on a prototype collimator, so called “BPM
demonstrator”, based on a modified version of the phase I
LHC collimator with graphite plates on the jaw surface
[2]. Its sketch and photographs of the BPM regions are
shown in Fig. 1. The prototype was installed in the CERN
SPS for beam tests. This paper provides details about this
prototype and obtained results.

BPM REQUIREMENTS
The collimator jaws can be placed as close as 0.25 mm
to the circulating LHC beam, with a distance in the order
of 1 mm for nominal operation at 7 TeV. The jaws
themselves are water cooled to withstand the thermal load
due to beam losses, which can be as high as 10 kW for a
jaw of the future phase II collimator. However, it is not
the case for the BPM buttons, due to their relatively weak

Figure 1: A model of one jaw of the collimator demonstrator. Detail A: the button pair in the middle,
detail B: buttons in the tapered regions at the jaw ends.
80
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thermal coupling to the jaws. In addition the beam loss
current on BPM electrodes would perturb their signals
and in turn the position readings. Therefore, the BPM
electrodes should be placed on the jaws in such a way to
protect them from the beam losses related to nominal
collimator operation. These beam losses generate strong
radiation, which must be withstood without electrical
changes by all collimator components, including the
BPMs.
The required mechanical stability of the collimator jaws
is some 40 m on the full length of 1200 mm for the
expected temperature increase of 50º C, and similar
requirements apply for the BPMs. However, the complete
collimators will be baked out in situ up to 250º C and the
BPMs must be compatible with this procedure. This is
necessary because collimator components are located
inside the collimator tank, which is directly connected to
the machine vacuum chamber and therefore must be
compatible with ultra high vacuum (UHV) requirements.
The LHC collimators contribute significantly to the
machine impedance budget and their design must be
optimised also for this parameter.

BPM INTEGRATION
The BPM demonstrator has copper jaws with graphite
inserts, whose electrical conductivity is some orders of
magnitude smaller than copper. This is why the button
pick-up electrodes should be placed at the copper surface
level, to intercept the beam image current flowing there.
The demonstrator prototype was built with four buttons
per jaw, as shown in Fig. 1. The two buttons at the jaw
ends are placed in the tapering region on the longitudinal
symmetry axis and the button surface is precisely adjusted
to the copper surface of the jaws, resulting in 10 mm
retraction from the graphite surface (thickness10 mm,
length 1 m). This position guarantees that the beam will
not touch the BPM buttons during collimator operation.
As it was not sure that stray particle showers coming
from jaw beam scraping would not perturb signals of
these buttons, a pair of buttons were put in the jaw

Figure 2: A cross-section view of one tank feedthrough
assembly and a cable shape up to the button fixture.
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middle, displaced from the jaw longitudinal symmetry
axis by 20 mm.
The presented positions of the buttons are a
compromise between mechanical constrains, button
response and protection from the direct beam impact. For
the demonstrator prototype commercial buttons integrated
with coaxial feedthroughs with SMA connectors are used
( 10.3 mm, 3.8 pF). Their response was simulated with
CST Particle Studio [3].
Due to the expected radiation dose and temperature
increase only coaxial cables with SiO2 insulator could be
used to connect the buttons to the tank vacuum
feedthroughs. Such cables also provide exceptionally low
hysteresis for electrical length and attenuation during
temperature stresses. For UHV compatibility the outer
conductor of the hermetic cable is made of 304L stainless
steel ( 2.3 mm), copper platted from the inside to lower
the cable attenuation.
The cables connecting the buttons to the feedthroughs
of vacuum tank are shaped to accommodate the jaw
maximal displacement of 62 mm, see Fig. 3. As shown in
Fig. 2, the cables are fixed to the tank before the vacuum
feedthroughs to remove mechanical stress on the
connector and to improve contact reliability, needed
during many jaw displacement cycles. The cables of each
button pair are matched for electrical delay within 20 ps.
The UHV vacuum feedthroughs passing the BPM
signals from the inside of the collimator to the outside are
mounted on a UHV flange and are equipped with coaxial
SMA connectors on each side (Fig. 2).

MEASUREMENTS
To keep signals from the opposing buttons equal for the
centred beam, the buttons are sorted on a test bench by
their response amplitude. Pairs with the closest response
are then mounted onto the collimator jaws.
Once the collimator demonstrator was assembled, a
wire was stretched between the collimator jaws for lab
measurements in both, frequency and time domain. A
result example from such measurements is plotted in

Figure 3: The two copper jaws and the special cables
inside the collimator demonstrator (no upper tank cover).
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Fig. 4, showing the response of the buttons with respect to
the wire signals excitation as a function of the button
distance. It can be seen that the signal for the button at the
jaw end increases with its distance to the wire decreasing,
while for the button in the middle the signal is decreasing
to a very small value for very small jaw distances. Such
behaviour was anticipated, but the middle buttons were
put on the jaws in case the buttons at the jaw ends suffer
too much from beam loss.
The transfer impedance (i.e. the ratio of the button
voltage to the simulated beam current) was found to be
0.17  at .6 GHz for fully opened jaws (distance 62 mm).
After the successful laboratory measurements the
collimator demonstrator was installed in the SPS for beam
tests. The most important question to answer was whether
the end buttons can operate in the presence of jawinduced beam loss.
To answer the question a digital oscilloscope with an
Ethernet connection was installed close to the SPS tunnel,
where the collimator cables were coming to. Ports of each
pair of the end buttons were connected to the
oscilloscope. An example of the obtained signals can be
seen in Fig. 5.
The signals did not change with the jaws motion
towards the SPS beam, even with losses corresponding to
some 1010 charges per step. Signals were also not
perturbed by beam losses generated with a second
upstream SPS collimator.
Since the end buttons worked well in the presence of
strong beam loss, the buttons in the middle became less
important and they were removed from the final jaw
design. This simplifies mechanical design of the jaws,
especially the water cooling channels.
The collimator BPM signals will be processed with
dedicated high-resolution electronics based on
compensated diode detectors, whose prototype was also
tested with the SPS beam. However, the SPS beam
stability was not adequate for evaluating its performance.
Alternatively the electronics was tested on the LHC,
showing sub-m resolution [4]. It will be preceded by a
passive signal multiplexer, switching the signals from the
opposing BPM electrodes to the same electronics channel.
In this way slow drifts of the electronics parameters are
not important, as centring of the beam will be achieved by
equalizing the signals from the opposing button
electrodes, measured alternately by the same electronics
channel. In this way the absolute centring accuracy is
defined by the electronics resolution, its short-term
stability and symmetry of the signal multiplexer.

CONCLUSIONS
The button BPMs embedded into the collimator jaws
will be an important improvement of the performance and
reliability of the LHC collimator system. The first
implementation of this idea on an SPS prototype was
successfully tested in the laboratory and with the SPS
beam. All future collimators will be equipped with
integrated BPMs. It is foreseen that the collimator BPMs
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Figure 4: Button sensitivity vs. jaw position for fully
opened jaws, measurement at 600 MHz.

4 ns/div

Figure 5: End button signals corresponding to a single
bunch of 1.71010 protons, 1 GHz scope bandwidth.
connected to the dedicated high resolution electronics will
provide beam position measurement with the resolution
better than 1 m even for fully opened jaws.
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BUTTON BPM DEVELOPMENT FOR THE EUROPEAN XFEL
D. Lipka∗ , B. Lorbeer, D. Nölle, M. Siemens, S. Vilcins, DESY, Hamburg, Germany
Abstract

The European XFEL is being build at Hamburg [1], host
is DESY. The beam position in the over 3 km long linear
machine needs to be controlled. This will mostly be done
with button Beam Position Monitors (BPMs). At places
with higher resolution requirements cavity BPM types will
be used [2]. The accelerator consists of superconducting
cavities grouped in cryo modules. To be able to control
the beam position in these modules a BPM is included, that
has to withstand the large temperature difference between 2
and 300 K (for maintenance). All button BPMs have to provide a resolution of better than 50 μm for the charge range
100 pC to 1 nC. A high signal level with special spectrum
distribution is essential for the processing in the electronics,
provided by the Paul-Scherrer-Institute [3]. In this contribution we will describe the properties of the cold and warm
buttons and their feedthroughs.

COLD BUTTON

Electrical Properties
The beam tube diameter in the modules is 78 mm. For
high signal amplitudes a large button diameter of 20 mm
will be used (Fig. 1). To transfer the signal to the electronics a large gap of 3 mm between button and housing of the
feedthrough can be applied. The wake loss factor of this
BPM with 4 buttons results in 0.8 V/pC for a beam with
25 μm length. This is small enough to result in a negligible
influence to the beam.
∗ dirk.lipka@desy.de
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A prototype BPM is installed at the warm part of
FLASH. The signal is transfered to a about 60 m long cable1 . A measured spectrum is shown in Fig. 2 compared
to a simulation result [4]. The simulation is using a much
20
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Figure 2: Measurement of the electrical spectrum from the
button compared with a scaled simulation result [4].
longer beam length (20 mm) which suppresses higher frequencies and corresponds to the low-pass filter properties
of the cable. The spectrum distribution of measurement and
simulation agree to each other, especially a non-resonant
distribution is requested which is essential for the electronics development, because it will base on broadband data
processing up to about 2 GHz.

Mechanical and Thermal Properties
The installation of a button BPM in the cold modules requires special thermal properties. One is that the buttons
will not induce a large power by itself to warm up the environment. Two power sources at the BPM are identified: the
wake loss (see previous section) and the traveling higher order modes from the accelerator. The latter deposits power
1 At the European XFEL the maximum cable length between cold button and electronics will be 35 m.
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INTRODUCTION

Figure 1: Photo of a cold copper button.

U/V

Button beam position monitors will be the main BPM
type used to measure the electron beam position at the European XFEL. Two different kinds of buttons are necessary: one type will be installed in the acceleration modules of the cold linac and the other in the warm environment. The electro-magnetic design of the feedthrough will
be discussed. A comparison of the designed and measured
RF properties will be presented. In addition to the usual
RF properties, also the properties at cryogenic level will
play a role for the BPMs in the cryo modules. HOM power
must not heat up the BPM feedthroughs, in order to keep
the cryo load of an overall accelerator module low, and also
to prevent damage due to large temperature gradients over
the ceramics of the feedthrough. First beam measurements
at FLASH show good agreement of the RF properties with
the expectation.
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on the button as a function of its surface resistance. Therefore copper was chosen as the surface of the button. At
maximum beam load of the European XFEL (30 Hz repetition rate, 4.5 MHz bunch repetition, 1 nC) the loss at the
BPM will be 78.7 mW (this is mostly due to the wake loss,
because the copper resistance is low). In Fig. 3 the simulated temperature distribution at the BPM is shown. In

Figure 4: Position of the button in mm as a function of
time. The thermo cycles are visible.
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Figure 3: Temperature simulation [4] result of a copper button with highest power at the European XFEL.
the simulation a cooling is only applied at one side of the
flange (in direction to the cold cavities), therefore this distribution shows the worst case. The highest temperature of
11.4 K is found on the button which is still low enough to
not influence the environment temperature and keeps the
mechanical stress on the feedthrough low.
Since there was no suited commercial feedthrough available, the design of the feedthrough was developed at DESY.
Only non-magnetic materials are allowed for this component. One main design criterion was the operation safety at
cryogenic temperature. This was checked by FEM simulations done by the company NOVICOS at Hamburg. The
simulation of BPM and feedthrough covers thermo cycles
between 4 K and room temperature, with following results:
• Due the temperature changes the button position
varies by < 0.05 mm, see Fig. 4.
• The yield strength of the gasket is exceeded so that
a permanent deformation of contact surfaces to the
flanges is determined, see Fig. 5.

Figure 5: The deformation of the gasket cross section is
shown. The contact is on top and bottom.
the aluminum gasket have been evaluated to guarantee a
negligible small offset of the button electrodes. Additional
complication is the requirement to assemble the BPMs in a
cleanromm of ISO class 4. This requirement has influence
on the friction forces of bolts and nuts, the combinations
of materials and the methodical steps of the assembly. The
tests have shown that an assembly with standard screws is
not possible. The combination of titanium stubs and stainless steel nuts turned out to be suited. Based on the calculations tests were done to determine the torque for the
feedthrough assembly to guarantee the correct position of
the button.

• Evaluation of the stress at the vacuum barrier of the
inner pin, see Fig. 6.
Prototypes of this design have been ordered from different companies. The vacuum and cryogenic properties
of the feedthroughs have been tested in a vertical cryostat.
The test consists of 10 temperature cycles between 330 and
4 K. Duration of cool down and warm up was 30 min each.
All 100 feedthrough are tested successfully.
The measured electrical BPM center depends on the position of the four buttons in the body. Extensive calculations and practical tests were done to optimize the assembly of the feedthrough flanges. The tightening torque and
forces of the bolted connections as well as settlement of
84

Figure 6: The stress of the inner pin at the vacuum barrier
of the feedthrough.
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U/V

WARM BUTTON

Electrical Properties
The standard beam pipe diameter at the European XFEL
is 40.5 mm. This requires a second feedthrough type with
a smaller button diameter: 16 mm. The feedthrough is designed to provide low loss, corresponding to low reflection.
40 prototypes have been produced, 5 of them with an Nconnector replacing the button. This modification allows
to measure the transmission and reflection, see Fig. 7. The
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Figure 9: Measurement of the electrical spectrum from the
warm button at 0.9 nC compared with a scaled simulation
result [4].
0.72 mm which agrees with the simulation of 10.61 mm.
Therefore this button can be used with the same electronics
as those for the cold button BPMs. All results show, that
this design is suited for the European XFEL standard warm
button BPM.

S22 / dB

measured reflection as a function of frequency is shown
in Fig. 8. The requirement is < −25 dB up to 2.5 GHz,
-15
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-40

Realization
A large number of warm button BPMs is required for
the European XFEL. Besides of the RF parameters mechanical and vacuum properties, as well as the requirement
of assembly and installation under cleanroom conditions
(ISO 5) have to be fulfilled by the design. Furthermore
the solution has to be cost effective due to the large number of items. Based on the HERA experience the mechanics was designed in collaboration with the company VACOM (Jena, Germany). The 40 prototypes mentioned before, have been produced in remarkable short time and with
high quality.

SUMMARY
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Figure 8: Measured reflection as a function of frequency of
the warm button with adapter.
which is fulfilled by 4 of 5 modified feedthroughs. The
reason that one feedthrough is slightly out of specification
might be due imperfect matching of the N-connector to the
feedthrough.
One BPM prototype is installed at FLASH with a cable
of about 80 m length. A spectrum of the signal is shown in
Fig. 9 compared with the simulation results. Again a longer
beam is used in the simulation to take into account the lowpass filter of the cable. Both signals agree to each other.
To measure the monitor constant the beam was moved by
using a steerer and the position was controlled with a screen
station nearby. The amplitudes at the vertical planes are
calculated with the delta over sum method. The monitor
constant is derived from this measurement to be 11.28 ±
02 BPMs

Button BPMs will be used at the European XFEL. A
successful prototyping phase is almost finished. The cold
feedthroughs fulfill the electrical and thermal requirements.
The warm buttons were measured in laboratory and with
beam and fulfill the requirements too. The signal from both
BPMs can be processed with the same electronics.
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Figure 7: Photo of the warm button, with button (left) and
with adapter (right).
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APPLICABILITY OF THE AM-PM CONVERSION METHOD TO BEAM
POSITION MONITORING OF ELECTRON BEAMS ACCELERATED IN
S-BAND FREQUENCY RANGE∗
M. Ruf† , P. Quednau, L.-P. Schmidt, University of Erlangen-Nuremberg, Germany
S. Setzer, Siemens AG, Healthcare Sector, Erlangen, Germany
Abstract

MICROWAVE THEORY OF OPERATION

In this paper the applicability of the amplitude-to-phaseconversion (AM-PM) method to beam position monitoring
(BPM) purposes in the S-Band frequency range is investigated. The proof-of-principle experiment is done by AMPM-processing of capacitive pickup signals induced by a
6 MeV electron beam generated by an S-Band accelerator.
It is demonstrated that the amplitude of the AM-PM’s DC
output is proportional to transverse beam offsets. The development and validation of a varactor-based 3 GHz phase
shifter as well as a planarized AM-PM receiver module are
presented. Experimental data show that AM-PM conversion is also feasible in the microwave range if suitable devices and appropriate fabrication technologies are used.
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INTRODUCTION
AM-PM conversion is well-known as a BPM signal processing technique with several benefits as well as drawbacks compared to log-ratio or difference-over-sum. The
summary of BPM signal processing methods given in [1]
points out that AM-PM is the most expensive of the three
aforementioned methods. However, in [2], its large dynamic range and the superior performance over Δ/Σ for
small beam displacements are stated as major advantages.
When it comes to read-out electronics, the work presented
in [2], [3] and [4] relies on hybrid junctions with a delayline extension on one port to generate phase modulation
from amplitude modulation. Amplitude independent beam
position information is finally obtained by using zerocrossing detectors and XOR logic devices.
This paper presents the adaptation of AM-PM-functionality
into the microwave frequency range where analogue comparators or logic devices are not available any more. Instead, diode mixers can be used as phase discriminating
devices. The applicability of AM-PM conversion in the SBand is proved by a prototype receiver which successfully
processed pickup signals generated by an S-Band 6 MeV
electron beam. Moreover, a planarized AM-PM-receiver is
presented employing a branchline coupler hybrid, an SMD
mixer as phase discriminator and RF limiters to avoid amplitude dependence. The realization of an electronically
tuneable phase shifter needed for phase matching of the input signals is also described. Advantages and disadvantages of the proposed receiver are finally compared.
∗ Work supported by Bayerische Forschungsstiftung in the project
“MEDieMAS - Effiziente Bestrahlungsgeräte für Krebstherapie (Efficient
radiation systems for cancer therapy)”, file number AZ-735-07
† marcel@lhft.eei.uni-erlangen.de
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Figure 1 depicts a schematic overview of the most important devices required by the AM-PM conversion method,
with a and b representing opposing pickup signals.
a

b

s1

τ
κ
τ

κ

sDC
ejφ

s2

Figure 1: Sketch of an AM-PM frontend comprising one
hybrid, delay line and mixer per measurement plane.
The hybrid is a 3 dB-π/2-coupler of the branchline type
and the delay line is dimensioned
for a phase
√ shift of
√
φ = 90 degrees. With τ = 1/ 2 and κ = j/ 2, it follows from elementary RF theory that the two signals
√
s1 = τ a + κb = 1/ 2 · (a + jb)
(1)
√
s2 = j(κa + τ b) = 1/ 2 · (−a + jb)
(2)
have equal amplitude but opposite phase:

√
ŝ1 = ŝ2 = 1/ 2 · a2 + b2
ϕs1 = −ϕs2 = arctan(b/a)

(3)
(4)

Thus, the amplitude ratio is converted into phase difference: Δϕ = ϕs1 − ϕs2 = 2 arctan(b/a).
The diode mixer’s I-V-curve is a nonlinear function of the
applied voltage vd (t). In the case depicted in Fig. 1, vd (t)
is a superposition of the two signals s1 (t) and s2 (t) with
frequencies ω1 = ω2 and phase angles ϕs1 = −ϕs2 . Thus,
the DC-part of the diode current can be calculated by evaluating the quadratic term of the current’s Taylor expansion:
id (t)

= ...vd2 (t)... =
(5)
= ...2ŝ1 ŝ2 cos(ω1 t + ϕs1 ) cos(ω1 t + ϕs2 )...(6)
= ...ŝ1 ŝ2 cos(ω1 t − ω1 t − ϕs1 + ϕs2 )...
= ...ŝ1 ŝ2 cos(−Δϕ)... =

(7)
(8)

= ...ŝ1 ŝ2 cos[2 arctan(b/a)]...

(9)

It follows from (9) that the mixer’s DC output is a direct representation of the amplitude ratio induced by beam
displacements, showing a nearly ideal linear slope around
center position (as experimentally demonstrated, compare
Fig. 7). However, it heavily depends on the amplitude
of the individual pickup signals if no limiting devices are
used.
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PROOF OF PRINCIPLE

C

D

E

Figure 2: Discrete implementation of AM-PM prototype.
Figure 2 depicts the prototype module. Two RF signals
are fed to 3 GHz-bandpasses (A) and amplified by commercially available RF amplifiers with 17 dB gain at 3 GHz (B).
The gain is necessary to drive the mixer into the region of
nonlinearity as required for the multiplication process. The
hybrid inside the cover (C) (manufactured on CLTE-AT
254 μm substrate) shows input matching values < −25 dB,
isolation > 25 dB and phase imbalance ±2 degrees which
indicates excellent RF behavior. The connection to the RF
mixer was achieved by bent semi-rigid lines (D) with one
loop being slightly larger in diameter to account for the additional 90 degrees phase shift (see Fig. 1). Finally, the
downconversion module (E) is a MiniCircuits double balanced mixer which provides IF accessibility down to DC
and good channel isolation due to the symmetric RF and
LO feeds. Phase matching was done by a mechanical tuner
in front of the prototype’s upper input in these experiments.
In this first prototype setup no limiters have been used in
order to keep the circuitry as simple as possible. Thus,
the output signal shows strong amplitude dependence: Lab
measurements at 3 GHz center frequency resulted in an oncenter sensitivity of 35 mV/dB for +7 dBm RF input power
which dropped over 20 mV/dB at 0 dBm to 15 mV/dB for
-7 dBm, respectively.
After the successful lab demonstration of feasibility, the
prototype module was hooked on a test stand employing a
6 MeV, 25 mA, 3 GHz electron beam and capacitive pickups of the button type which can be manually displaced
with regards to the beam [5]. Figure 3 depicts the measurement results.
As predicted by theory, the output signal generated by the
AM-PM conversion method depends on electron beam offsets, demonstrating AM-PM-applicability to the S-Band
frequency range. The non-zero error voltage for 0 mm
pickup displacement indicates slightly off-centered beam,
which also causes an overall deviation from a linear slope.
The bench measurements show a different DC offset at
equal RF power levels which is due to the bent semi-rigid
lines causing phase variations even at the slightest touch.
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Figure 3: Solid: DC error voltage generated by AM-PMprocessing of an S-Band beam moved horizontally between
capacitive pickups. Dashed: Lab measurements using the
same receiver but RF generators emulating the test stand’s
beam signals (RF power is -7 dBm at the mixer input).

PLANARIZED AM-PM RF CIRCUITS
The measurements conducted with the prototype successfully demonstrated the basic applicability of the AMPM method to S-Band if microwave multipliers are used
instead of logic devices. However, the results also revealed
the drawbacks of the discrete setup, especially the touchsensitive bent transmission lines at a location in the circuit where phase stability is crucial. For these reasons, two
planar devices have been built from scratch to overcome
the problems stated above: A planar 3 GHz phase shifter
for RF input phase matching and a fully-planarized twochannel AM-PM receiver module.

Electronically Tuneable Phase Shifter
A microwave phase shifter to be used for the AM-PMmethod should be capable of shifting the phase of a 3 GHz
RF wave continuously over a range of 180 degrees. Therefore, commercially available shifters based on switched delay lines are of only limited use. It was decided to fabricate
a phase shifter from scratch using varactor diodes as tuneable elements. These devices offer a DC-voltage dependent
capacitance which, in reflection configuration, can be used
as electronically adjustable reactive load. The phase shifter
employing four varactors as well as RF chokes and capacitors for RF-DC-separation is depicted in Fig. 4.

RF in

Varactor 1/2

Hybrid
RF out

DC
Feed

Varactor 3/4

Figure 4: Planar phase shifter employing four varactor
diodes Infineon BB 837 (0,55...6,6 pF over 0...25 V).
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To investigate the basic functionality of the AM-PMmethod for electron beams inside an S-Band accelerator,
a two-channel prototype was built employing off-the-shelf
connectorized components and a branchline coupler fabricated in-house.
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Figure 5 depicts the phase shifter’s performance showing a phase range of 220 degrees at 0...15 V DC, insertion
losses below 2.5 dB (imbalance over DC bias can be considered during receiver calibration) and good agreement
between Harmonic Balance simulation and measurement.
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Figure 5: Adjustable phase range and insertion loss of planar varactor-based phase shifter.

Hybrid

Switch 2
DC Supply
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Figure 6: Planarized AM-PM receiver module fabricated
on Arlon CLTE-AT substrate (S1/S2: Switches, L1/L2:
Limiters, M: Mixer).
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Planarized AM-PM Receiver Module

200

The planar version of the AM-PM receiver comprises the
3 GHz, 3 dB-hybrid already used in the prototype as well as
an SMD version of MiniCircuits’ mixer ZX05-43. Moreover, RF switches (Infineon BGS12AL7-4) are used for the
calibration procedure which requires direct access to the
individual hybrid outputs. RF limiters (MiniCircuits RLM33) are used to suppress amplitude dependence. Figure 6
depicts the module whereas Fig. 7 shows measurement results for varying RF input power levels.
Figure 7 reveals that the obtained on-center sensitivity of
the AM-PM receiver is 45 mV/dB. This nearly doubles the
value achievable by commercially available log-ratio amplifiers like AD8317 (Analog Devices) or hmc611 (Hittite),
typically showing RF-DC-conversion sensitivities around
25 mV/dB (dotted line in Fig. 7). Consequently, the position noise induced by the mixer diodes’ Schottky voltage
noise would be lower by a factor of two using AM-PM.
However, due to the non-ideal behavior of the RF limiters,
amplitude dependence is not fully suppressed. As depicted
in Fig. 7, varying RF input power levels between +7 and
+10 dBm do not affect the DC output at all. At +18 dBm,
however, the on-center deviation of 70 mV indicates that a
calibration is needed when the beam current is changed.

Figure 7: Measurement results of AM-PM-generated error
signal for different power levels compared to a exemplary
VDC − PRF -curve generated by log-ratio processing.

CONCLUSION

[3] G. Vismara, The Comparison of Signal Processing Systems for Beam Position Monitors, Proceedings DIPAC 1999,
Chester, UK, May 1999, pp. 12-18

The AM-PM conversion method has been investigated
for electron beams accelerated in S-Band. Basic functionality was demonstrated by a prototype setup. An improved
planarized two-channel receiver module was manufactured
and successfully tested for AM-PM operation. 45 mV/dB
sensitivity (twice as high as conventional log-ratio detectors) was achieved, with the drawback of amplitudedepending DC output caused by non-ideal RF limiters.
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OVERVIEW OF THE BPM SYSTEM OF THE ESS-BILBAO
D. Belver∗ , I. Arredondo, M. Del Campo, P. Echevarria, J. Feuchtwanger, N. Garmendia,
H. Hassanzadegan, L. Muguira, ESS-Bilbao, Spain
F.J. Bermejo, V. Etxebarria, J. Jugo, J. Portilla, University of the Basque Country, Leioa, Spain
In this work is presented the design of the Beam Position Monitors (BPM) from ESS-Bilbao (ESSB), including the test bench, electronics and practical results. The
test bench uses four capacitive buttons welded to the beam
pipe. These are connected to an Analog Front-End (AFE)
unit, based on logarithmic amplifiers and IQ demodulators,
where the signals are conditioned and converted to baseband to meet the Digital Unit (DU) requirements. The DU
(ADC and FPGA) includes a Δ/Σ algorithm, linearization
and CORDIC blocks to sample the signals and calculate
the position, amplitude and phase. To manage the FPGA a
Java interface has been developed including the EPICS integration by means of JavaIOC and Archiver Instance. The
measured resolution and accuracy are promising (<10 μm
for the position and <1 ◦ for the phase) provided that the
eﬀect of errors such as temperature variations and nonlinearities are minimized through temperature regulation and
system calibration.

INTRODUCTION
The new accelerator facility in Bilbao (ESSB [1]) has
been conceived as a multipurpose machine which serve as
a base for support of activities on accelerator physics and
several applications carried out in the frame of diﬀerent
collaborations. Table 1 summarizes the main parameters
of the beam and precision requirements of the Beam Position Monitors (BPM) electronics for such accelerator. The
design of the BPM system for Bilbao linac has been developed by ESS-Bilbao in collaboration with the Electricity
and Electronics Department of the UPV-EHU University.
The BPM electronics, the test bench and the control system designs are presented in the next sections. The control
requires to integrate the BPM system into the Experimental
Physics and Industrial Controls System (EPICS [2]) of the
accelerator. The position and phase information which is
sent to the control system should be updated at a rate of 2
Hz and recorded to the database with the same rate.

Table 1: Main Parameters of the Future ESS-Bilbao Proton
Linac and Requirements of the BPM System
Beam Parameters
Max. proton current
90 mA
Max. final energy
300MeV
Max. beam power
75 kW
Max. repetition rate
50 Hz
Pulse length
1.5 ms
Bunch frequency
352.2 MHz
Resolution and Precision Requirements
Position resolution
Position precision (absolute)
Phase resolution
Phase precision (absolute)

10 μm
100 μm
0.3 ◦
2◦

The control system is based on a high performance
FPGA, connected to a Host PC which works as an EPICS
server. The communication between both parts is made by
a register bank implemented in the FPGA, being accessible using a Compact PCI bus (cPCI). For the tests the host
PC was replaced by a local PC connected to the FPGA to
control the system in a MATLAB-Simulink environment.

Analog Front-End Unit
The Analog Front-End (AFE) unit is where the BPM
signals will be filtered, conditioned and converted to baseband. The method used to convert RF signals into baseband is based on the ESSB Low Level RF (LLRF) system [3], due to its easy and versatile implementation.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
For our BPM system we have been developed a teststand, the electronics and the control system. The electronics consists of two main parts (see Fig. 1):
• An Analog Front-End (AFE) where the signals will be
filtered, conditioned and converted to base-band.
• A Digital Unit (DU) to sample the baseband signals
and calculate the beam position, amplitude and phase.
∗

dbelver@essbilbao.org
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Figure 1: Electronics of the BPM system.
This solution is implemented using a logarithmic amplifier (log amp) for measuring the position and one IQ demodulator (AD8348) fed by the sum of the four button sig-
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nals measuring the amplitude and phase of the beam. To
measure the X and Y positions, a 4-channel log amp board
was developed, where each channel is connected to one of
the four BPM buttons. Each channel is based on a fast and
high dynamic range log amp (95 dB), the AD8310, with a
50 Ω impedance at the input. Its bandwidth is from DC up
to 440 MHz. Each signal is converted from diﬀerential to
single-ended, using the AD8130 converter, and it is sent to
the digital unit. A picture of the AFE is shown in Fig. 2-up.
Several tests have been done to check the requirements
of this solution (resolution, accuracy, linearity and noise).
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Digital Unit
The Digital Unit includes the FPGA and the Analog to
Digital Converters (ADC) boards (VHS-ADC board from
Lyrtech company [4] with an additional ADC card). This is
a high performance cPCI digital board based on a Xilinx [5]
Virtex-4 FPGA connected to an ADC (8 channels, 14 bits
resolution sampling up to 105 MHz). The Xilinx System
Generator has been chosen as this significantly shortens the
programming time. The board includes 128 MB SDRAM
for data buﬀering on the FPGA.
The outputs of the AFE will be sampled by the ADCs
and sent to the FPGA for the signal processing. The FPGA
includes the linearization (non-linear correction to measure
properly non-centered beams) and calibration of the signals to compensate the eﬀect of several errors which can
degrade the precision of the measurements. These will include the oﬀset compensation, gain adjustment, CORDIC
block [6] to obtain the amplitude and beam phase
 (arctan(Q/I)) and an estimation of the beam current ( I 2 + Q2 )
and a Δ/Σ algorithm [7] giving the position.

Test Bench
In order to test the performance of the BPM electronics, a test bench has been developed by ESSB using four
ceramic feedthroughs as button pickups (Fig. 2-down),
welded to the beam pipe. The relative position of the internal tube simulating the beam can be changed with respect
to the outer tube within a range of 20 mm approximately for
both X and Y axis with a positioning resolution less than
10 μm using the corresponding micrometer knobs. The test
bench is connected to the AFE unit (Fig. 1) as well as the
necessary RF equipments to simulate the beam.

BPM Control System
The BPM control is a multipurpose configurable system [8] based on a high performance FPGA for a fast control which ESSB has used also for related applications such
as LLRF [3]. It is connected to a Host PC which works
as an EPICS server using JavaIOC [9] for the networked
control to allow a distributed control. The communication
between both parts is made by a register bank implemented
in the FPGA for storage of parameters and calculations.
This register is accessible by the PC through a cPCI bus.

90

Figure 2: Up: Analog Front-End unit, with log amp and IQ
demodulator boards. Down: ESSB BPM test bench.
The initialization values and the numeric representation of
the digital signals are configured by XML files. A MySQL
database is integrated in EPICS via RDBArchiver and Control System Studio (CSS) created by the Spallation Neutron
Source (SNS), Oak Ridge, Tennessee [10].

PRACTICAL RESULTS
The ESSB BPM system has been tested using the described test-stand, AFE and DU. Several tests have been
carried out to measure drift, noise and linearity of the system, monitoring the outputs of the FPGA using a local PC.
To simulate the beam a signal generator of 14 dBm and
175 and 352 MHz was used. Taking into account the components and test bench’s impedance mismatches (S 11 ), the
simulated beam intensity is 14.14 mA. The actual linac
beam current can be several times larger than this value,
so signal to noise ratio will improve in the real accelerator. The signals from the test-stand were connected to the
log amp board and added as the input of the IQ demodulator with the reference provided by the Master Oscillator
(MO). The system was tested continuously for several days
in an unregulated temperature environment, showing some
signal drifts as the result of these temperature variations.
As Table 2 shows, the obtained resolution and accuracy
of the signals fulfill requirements. These results are similar
at both frequencies, verifying the suitability of IQ demodulators for 4-quadrant beam phase measurements and showing an accuracy of 1 ◦ . The resolution and accuracy indicate that with this solution the eﬀect of several errors such
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Table 2: Resolution and Precision for Position and Phase
Parameter
Measure Unit
X Position resolution

9.77

μm

Y Position resolution

9.14

μm

X Position precision (absolute)

48.84

μm

Y Position precision (absolute)

50.27

μm

Phase resolution

0.2

◦

Phase precision absolute

1.3

◦

Figure 4: Positions before and after linearization (inset).

With the objective of developing the BPM system for the
ESS-Bilbao linac, a test-stand and an analog front-end unit
have been developed by ESSB in collaboration with the
Electricity and Electronics Department of the UPV/EHU.
The outputs of the AFE are sampled and fed into a Virtex-4
FPGA for the signal processing using a commercial digital
unit controlledd by a PC. A control system based on EPICS
has also been developed. Several tests were performed to
measure drifts, noise and linearity leading to resolution and
accuracy values fulfilling the ESSB requirements.

Figure 3: Sensitivity of the BPM electronics.
as temperature variations and nonlinearities are minimized
through temperature regulation and system calibration.
The accuracy and resolution values shown in Table 2
were obtained from measured steps of the FPGA taking
into account the dynamic range of the test bench. These
values were verified manually changing the position of the
beam pipe relative to the simulated beam. Figure 3 shows
that the electronics is sensitive to changes around 5 μm.
A linearity test have been done to characterize the system. The BPM mechanical center does not correspond to
the electrical one, which is caused by mechanical distortions and impedance mismatch of the buttons. The BPM is
more linear in the central area (box in Fig. 4). Due to its
non perfect linearity a linearization block should be added
to the FPGA (using MATLAB in this test). The horizontal
(x) and vertical (y) beam positions are represented by the
map functions up to a fouth-order polynomial [11]:
xreal =

Σ4i, j=0 ai j

yreal =

Σ4i, j=0 bi j

·

i
Xmeasured

·

i
Xmeasured

·

j
Ymeasured

(1)

·

j
Ymeasured

(2)

where ai j and bi j are the coeﬃcients of the map functions,
which are derived by fitting the map data to the map functions by using a leastsquares fitting procedure. After calculating the coeﬃcients and adding the corresponding linearization block, a new test has been done to prove that the
linearity of the BPM greatly improves (Fig. 4).
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BEAM
M BASED GAIN CA
ALIBRAT
TION OF
F BEAM P
POSITIO
ON MONITORS
AT J-PARC
J
M
MR
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ARC, Tokai--mura, Japan
n

Abstract
The outputt data from a beam positio
on monitor (B
BPM)
system was uusually calibraated at the test bench and so on.
The relativve gain of thee output data may drift du
ue to
unpredictablee imbalance among
a
outputt signals from
m the
pickup electrrodes, becausee the output signals
s
must trravel
through sepparate paths, such as caables, connecctors,
attenuators, sswitches, and then
t
are measu
ured by detecttors.
The gain ccalibration pro
ocess has been
n tried to apply
y for
the BPM syystem in J-PA
ARC Main Riing. Howeverr, we
were not abble to apply a same meth
hod as KEKB
B to
analyze a gaain of BPMs in J-PARC. We
W noticed liinear
relations am
mong 4 outpu
uts voltage and
a
analyzed
d the
imbalance byy the total leaast-squares method.
m
This paper
p
proposes thiss new method
d to estimate the related gains
g
from four outtput data of a BPM head.
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INTRO
ODUCTION
N
The J-PAR
RC accelerator comprisess an H- linaac, a
Rapid-Cyclinng Synchrotro
on, a slow-cy
ycling Main Ring
R
Synchrotron (MR) and relaated experimental facilities.
m
For closedd orbit distortiion (COD) measurement,
t
there
gonal cut elecctrodes installeed in
are 186 BPM
Ms with 4-diag
the MR [1]. Stability of the
t closed orb
bit is one of very
important pooints for stable operations to keep a small
s
nstallation of the BPM head
beam loss in MR. In the in
d, its
mechanical reference axiis was calibrrated againstt the
ut signals from
electric centeer of the outpu
m 4 electrodees. In
other hand, we have the electric erro
ors such as siignal
he signal deteecting circuit etc.
transmission cable and th
The calibratioon include thee correction off these errors, too.
e
In KEKB
B, we found noticeable errors
larger than
PM readings. These
T
0.1mm in thee almost all BP
errors come
c
g 4 output volttage of a BPM
from the imbbalance among
M. By
very BPMs off KEKB have been
this reason, thhe gains of ev
calibrated byy a non-lineaar chi-square method [2]. The
same processs of gain caliibration as in
n KEKB has been
M system in J-P
tried to applyy for the BPM
PARC Main Ring,
R
indefinitee solutions.
however the fitting result gave
g
ong 4 outputs voltage from
Since the relations amo
m the
pickups withh a diagonall-cut is lineaar, we found
d the
heads wiith calibration
relative gainss of J-PARC BPM
B
n. We
used the convventional least square fitting method, butt this
method was unstable wheen output hass larger errorss. To
obtain stablee calibration, we introduceed the total least
square fittingg method [3].. It is descriibed that the total
hod gives bettter result in
least square fitting meth
n the
calibration.
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G
GAIN
CALIIBRATION
N IN KEKB
B BPM
Thee beam basedd calibration (BBGC) was usually
u
used
to gu
uarantee accuracy of BPM. The BBGC iss based on a
nonlin
near chi-squarre method.

Mod
delling of Ouutput Data
Thee BPM has four electrodes to pick up and
d four output
signaals Vi ’s . the configuration
n of the 4 electrodes are
show
wn in Fig. 1. T
The output sign
nal from each
h electrode is
given
n by,
Vi

Vi

g i  q  Fi x, y

L 1,2,3,4,

wheree q denotes the beam charge, and x,y denote
horizontal and verttical displacem
ments of the beam
b
against
the geeometrical cennter. Function
n Fi(x,y), deno
otes response
of fou
ur electrodes, and normalizeed to Fi(0,0)=1
1. Quantities,
gi’s, show
s
overall gains of each
h electrode. The
T response
functiion depends oonly on the geeometrical stru
ucture of the
pick-u
up head.

del in KEKB.
Figuree 1: BPM mod

Gain
n Calibratioon
ured m times with a pickThee beam positions are measu
up heead, by changging the orbit at the mon
nitor in each
time, the signal from the i-tth electrode at the j-th
measu
urement is givven by,

Vi, j

g i  q j  Fi x j , y j

i 1, 2,3, 4,

j 1, 2, , m.

nce we can sett g1 to 1 with a proper scalin
ng factor for
Sin
the beam charge, tthere exist onlly 3 unknown
n gains, g2,g3
and g4. We meaasure V1,j, V2,j
2 , V3,j and V4,j at each
measu
urement. Sinnce gi will not chang
ge at each
nknown param
measu
urement, qj, xj and yj are un
meters. After
the m-th
m
measureement the number of th
he unknown
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parameters iss 3+3m. The known
k
parameeters is 4m. When
W
m is larger tthan 4, the 4m
m exceeds th
he 3+3m, then
n the
unknown paarameters, in
ncluding the gains, can
n be
calibrated ussing a nonlineaar chi-square,
4

m

i

j

¦
¦¦

F a
2

a

>V

i, j

 g i q j Fi x j, y j

V i2, j

MOPD22

show
wn in Fig. 3. We proposee a new metthod for the
BBGC for a diagonnal-cut type BPM.

@

2

,

g 2 , g 3 , g 4 , q 1 , x 1 , y1 ,  , q m , x m , y m

where a deenotes the array of fitting
g parameters. Vij
n the i-th elecctrode at the j-th
denotes the data error in
up model hass such a pleaasant
measurementt. This pick-u
symmetry thhat all of th
he response functions
f
can
n be
expressed with only one fu
unction,
1  a1x  b1y

Fou
ur outputs (VL,VR,VU,VD) of
o a diagonal cut
c electrode
are deefined as folloow,

y
 a 2 x  y  b 2 2 xy
2

2

x 2  y3
 a 3 x 3  3x 2 y  b 3 3xy
 a 4 x 4  6 x 2 y 2  y 4  b 4 x 3 y  xy 3
F1  x , y , F3 x , y

F2 x , y

Mod
del for a Diaagonal Cut Pickup
P

F1  x , y , F4 x , y

F1 x ,  y .

The BBGC
C was perform
med every mo
onth. The resu
ult of
gain calibratiion is shown in
n Fig. 2.


°VL
°
®
°V
°¯ U

§
©

x·
a¹

O  ¨1  ¸,

VR

§ y·
g UO  ¨1  ¸, VD
© a¹

§ x·
g R  O  ¨1  ¸
© a¹
§ y·
g D  O  ¨1  ¸
© a¹

(1)

wheree a denotes cyylinder radiuss. As same ass in previous
sectio
on, we set gL=1. Two ho
orizontal electtrodes (Left,
odes (Upper, Down) are
Rightt) and two vvertical electro
attach
hed independeently each otheer as shown in
n Fig. 3.
m four output Eq.
E 1 gives,
Eliminating Ox,, y and a from

VL



1
1
1
VR 
VD
VU 
gD
gR
gU

(2)

hree gains in terms
t
Thiis linear equattion express th
of four
outpu
uts. When beaam positions are
a measured m times, the
j-th measurement
m
ccan be given by,
b

VLj
L

nalysis in KEK
Figuure 2: Gain an
KB HER.

Here, horizzontal scale iss BPM No. an
nd vertical scaale is
relative gain to g1.

J-PAR
NEW M
METHOD FOR
F
RC MR BPM
M
dopted an electrostatic picckup
In J-PARC
C MR, we ad
der or racetraack duct to ob
with a diagoonal-cut cylind
btain
good linearitty over full aperture. The simulation was
in prrevious sectio
performed byy using the method
m
on to
The simulation result
estimate gaiins of MR BPMs.
B
r
showed that the gains weere changed depending on
n the
t fitting process.
given initial values for qj, xj and yj in the
The non-lineear fitting metthod was not able to apply
y for
h electrode ass diagonal cu
the gain anaalysis of such
ut as
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1
1
1
VRjj 
VUj 
VDj ,
gD
gR
gU

j 1,  , m

(3)
Thee simultaneouus linear equaations are exp
pressed in a
matrix representatiion as follows,,

§  VR1
¨
¨
¨ V
Rj
¨
¨
¨ V
© Rm

VU1

VUj

VUm

VD1 ·§¨ 1 ·¸
¸ g
¸¨ R ¸
¨ 1 ¸
VDj ¸¨ ¸
¸ gU
¸¨ 1 ¸
¨ ¸
VDm ¸¹¨ g ¸
© D¹

§ VL1 ·
¸
¨
¨  ¸
¨V ¸
¨ Lj ¸
¨  ¸
¨V ¸
© Lm ¹

(4)
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F1 x , y

Figure 3: BP
PM with diago
onal cut in J-PA
PARC.
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Total Leastt Squares Fiitting

Test with Real B
Beam

Calibrationn of gains iss able to carrry out
simulated daata, with the Least
L
Square method
m
LS approxiimation is obtained op
ptimum

AX

B  'B , then 'B

F

from
m the
(LS). The
 from
܆
f

are optiimized as littlle as

n
sense. In
possible in thhe Frobenius norm
n this case off Eq.

Â has an error 'A too, the subjectt is
A  'A X B  'B . Because the LS minimizess the

4,

mensional sum
m of the squareed vertical disttance
only one-dim
from the dataa points to the fitting surfacee, we must use the
total least squuares methods (TLS) for su
uch 2-dimensiional
LS is very effective for the minimal
m
problem. TL
correcction
such

>'A 'B@ F on giveen data A and B.
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Simulation Result
m
We compaare the TLS method
with LS
S method by using
u
a simulationss. In this simu
ulations, the mapping
m
data were
w
generated froom model ou
utputs with th
he defined Eq
q. 1,
12500 pointts at 25 displaced posittions with 0.2%
0
Gaussian noiise, as shown in Fig. 4. Thee gains were given
g
reasonable values, set g1=1, g2=
=1.01, g3=1..005,
g4=0.975.
The resultts of values given to reelative gains and
m true gains in both TLS an
variation from
nd LS simulattions
are summariized in Tablee 1. The TLS
S gives a sm
maller
variations thaan LS. Correccted positions by obtained gains
g
shows black ppoints of Fig. 4.

Wee tested both of the TLS and the LS method for
diago
onal cut BP
PM in J-PARC MR. Th
he position
measu
urements wass done in nin
ne displacemen
nts of beam
positiions at the BP
PM. The resullts of gain caliibrations are
summ
marized in Taable 2. The results of beam position
correccted by obtainned gain are shown in Fig 5. We can
see differences
d
in tthe relative gaains depend on
o the fitting
metho
od.
Table 2: Test of Beam Baseed Gain Calibrrations
BPM
M001

㹥2

㹥3

㹥4

TLS
S

1.00662

1.0024

0.9873

LS

1.01003

1.0045

0.9892

BPM
M002

g2

g3

g4

TLS
S

0.95668

0.9811

0.9463

LS

0.9617

0.9838

0.9487

ult
Table 1: Siimulation Resu
㹥2

㹥3

㹥4

TLS

1.0138

1.0066

0.9771

Variation

0.0038

0.0016

0.0021

LS

1.0381

1.0183

0.9889

Variation

0.0281

0.0133

0.0139

R
(x, y)
Figurre 5: Reconsstructed mapping data. Red:
witho
out correction,, Black: (x, y) with TLS.

ARY
SUMMA
ng method ussing TLS for
Wee developed a new analyzin
the beeam based gaain calibration about diagon
nal cut BPM.
hat this new method
m
The simulation
s
result shows th
will
he gain calibraation.
give a more reliablle results for th
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PHOTON BPM ELECTRONICS DEVELOPMENT
AT TAIWAN LIGHT SOURCE
P.C. Chiu, C.H. Kuo, K. H. Hu, Jenny Chen, Y. K. Chen, K.T. Hsu ,
NSRRC, Hsinchu 30076, Taiwan

Photon BPMs are very useful for photon beam position
measurement and stability observation. There are several
kinds of photon BPMs and electronics with different
design installed at beamline front-ends at Taiwan Light
Source. To provide a better integration and efficient usage
of the photon BPM, a commercial BPM electronics Libera Photon was chosen for an integral solution and has
showed at least one micron performance for several
months of testing. In this report, the installation process
and testing results of the photon BPM are presented.

expected that these two fast links could clarify some fast
transient motions of electrical and photon beam such as
injection and help to improve orbit stability. Fig. 2 shows
the vertical positions of R1BPM4 and PBPM10. The
behaviours of both are quite similar where the field
leakage causes both of electrical and photon BPM’s
position disturbed.
Diagnostic
Data Acquisition

INTRODUCTION

PBPM Group

BPM Electronics 1

PBPM Electronics 1

BPM Electronics 2

PBPM Electronics 2

BPM Electronics n

PBPM Electronics m

Fast Orbit
Feedback

R1BPM4 Ver. Disp. (μm)

Figure 1: Fast links of electrical and photon BPM
0

-20

-40

-60
0.2

0.25

0.3
Time (sec)

0.35

0.4

0.45

(a)
30

BL10 Y

25
Vertical position(μm)

Like most of light source facilities [1][2][3], the
Taiwan Light Source also had been widely employed
photon beam position monitor (pBPM) in the beamline to
measure synchrotron radiation photons [4]. The bladetype pBPM was chosen for less thermal effect and nondestructive way. Additionally, 2-blade pBPM has been
install to detect vertical position of bending magnet and
insertion device beamline while 4-blade pBPM for both
vertical and horizontal detection of undulators. The data
acquisition system originally was based on respective
picoaperemeters and personal computers and one signal
might split into several ways into different data
acquisition system. Therefore, it is expected that the
system could be integrated with machine control system
and have features of easy access from the beamline
control system, embedded current-to-voltage converter,
embedded high performance ADCs, local computation
capability, and integrated control system interface.
Commercial available Libera Photon [5] satisfies these
requirements and could integrate photon BPMs into
control system seamlessly. It is also capable to measure
high-frequency motion of the photon beam up to 10 kHz.

BPM Group

20
15
10
5
0

FAST MOTION DURING INJECTION
Since the data flow of Libera Photon is somehow
similar with the electrical BPM Libera Brilliance [5], it
provides 10 kHz fast data through a dedicated network
and enables the synchronous data acquisition between al
of electrical and photon BPM. Because the electrical
BPM fast data has been deployed for fast orbit feedback
system and the related diagnostic purpose, to further
correlated beam behaviour of electrical and photon beam,
another network dedicated for photon BPM is considered
to be built in the near future without interfering the
existing eBPM system. Fig. 1 shows the possible layout
and in the meanwhile PBPM application for orbit
feedback system is also considered and studied. It is

02 BPMs

-5
0.62

0.64

0.66

0.68

0.7

0.72 0.74
Time (sec)

0.76

0.78

0.8

0.82

(b)
Figure 2: (a) Storage Ring electrical R1BPM4 10kHz
readings during injection (b) Beamline 10 photon BPM
10 kHz rate reading during injection.

PRIMARY TEST BY CORRECTOR KICK
AND ID PHASE CHANGE
In this machine study, we made one of vertical
correctors (RCVCSPS21) driven by a square wave kick
and the orbit change were monitored by the pBPM and
eBPM. The results were shown as Fig. 3. It can be
observed that during FOFB off the corrector changes will
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cause orbit position over 10 um displacement while
during FOFB on the displacement is almost suppressed
for the same corrector change. Fig. 4 shows comparison
of the photon displacement when the EPU5.6 phase was
changing with/without FOFB. It can also be observed
clearly that FOFB could almost suppress the displacement
from several hundreds of micron less than one micron.
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Figure 3: Beamline 10 photon BPM 10Hz reading signal
related to the ring BPM.
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Figure 5: (a) The four blades reading for transverse
bunch-by-bunch feedback on/off (b) the horizontal photon
beam position change for TBF on/off
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In the past post-mortem analysis, the data had often
been revealed that the photon beam position changed
before the beam trip while we compared it with the
electronic orbit which was not presented such the similar
drift behavior. On the other hand, it seemed to happen
accompanying with transverse bunch-by-bunch instability.
To clarify the phenomenon, the experiment of transverse
instability effect on photon beam position was done. Fig.
5 shows the four blades input and the corresponding
horizontal position change before and after transverse
bunch-by-bunch feedback on/off. It could be clearly
observed that the photon currents of the four blades
became quite much noisy when instability grew up and
blade B and D increased around 30% but blade A and C
remained. It thus resulted in the horizontal photon
position changed 90 um as Fig 5(b) and the vertical
change was 25 um. However, the instability actually did
not affect the electrical beam orbit. It could be caused by
the geometry of pBPM and were differed from one by one.
In additional, the similar longitudinal instability
experiment was also done while it showed that the
longitudinal instability affect neither blades readings nor
position calculation.

Normalized eBPM Sum and Dcct i

TRANSVERSE INSTABILITY EFFECT ON
PHOTON BEAM POSITION

Since the pBPM electronics are equipped with four port
input, there would be two ports remained not occupied
when it is applied 2-blades pBPM. Therefore the possible
application to measure beamline photon intensity Io is
considered. For example, pBPM10 is 2-blades type, only
B and C channel are used to calculated vertical position,
the rest channel A and D thus is connected to bl10Io and
bl11Io input to monitor photon intensity change. The
similar scheme is also applied to measure pBPM23,
bl18Io and bl22Io. Fig. 6 shows the DCCT, electrical and
photon beam intensity in top-up mode. DCCT and eBPM
sum measurement seems to be apparently precise and is
independent of beam position change compared pBPM.
However, it still could be an enough auxiliary tool
compared to the past old Keythley meter.

Normalized Beamline Io

Figure 4: Beamline 10 & 11 photon BPM vertical
position change v.s. EPU 4.6 phase change with/without
FOFB.

Normalized Beamline Io
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From the above figures, the photon intensity is quite
affected by position change especially during injection. If
the transient spike caused by injection could be excluded,
it would be much useful to measure Io. Fig. 7 shows the
similar photon intensity, BPM sum value and beam
current change during injection from zero to 360 mA.
These 10 Hz data looks smooth due to the continuous
injection and linearity with beam current looks better.
Nevertheless, compared to the BPM sum, it is not so
completely consistent.
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Figure 8: BL 10 Photon BPM post-mortem data. The
beam trip occurred at time 1.4 sec.

SUMMARY
This report presents the several primary tests of photon
BPM electronics. It displays competing sub-micron
performance and provides various data flow to observe
fast transient and slow averaging photon motions in real
time. The EPICS compatible environment is also very
beneficial to integrate with the control system of the
future TPS project. Since the fast links is also compatible
with the TPS orbit feedback control system, its possible
application in the orbit feedback will be carefully
considered.
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signal arrived at time 1.4 sec. According to the data,
although it can’t be figured out the exact cause of this trip,
it can be at least excluded the causes from orbit change
neither partial beam loss.
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Figure 7: photon intensity, BPM sum value and beam
current change during injection from zero to 360 mA.

POST-MORTEM FUNCTIONALITY OF
PHOTON PBM
The photon BPM is equipped with post mortem buffer
up to 16000 samples which can record 1.6 sec data
changes before and after external beam trip trigger
according to post-mortem buffer offset. The recorded
length is allowed to observe the orbit related behaviour.
High bandwidth also enables to look at some fast
transient variation. It is planned to be integrated into the
existing post-mortem diagnostic system [6] and provide
another confirm mechanism to analyze to the causes of
beam trip and further to improve machine reliability. Fig.
8 shows the post-mortem data at one beam trip event. The
post-mortem buffer offset is set to 2000 so the beam trip
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A HIGH RESOLUTION DIODE-BASED ORBIT MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
– PROTOTYPE RESULTS FROM THE LHC
M. Gasior, J. Olexa, R. J. Steinhagen, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract

Vd

The prototype of a high resolution beam position
monitor (BPM) electronics based on diode peak detectors
has been tested with LHC beams. In this technique
developed at CERN the short beam pulses from each
BPM electrode are converted into slowly varying signals
by compensated diode peak detectors. The slow signals
can be digitized with a high resolution ADC. This
technique allows resolutions well below 1 µm to be
achieved with simple hardware. Ongoing developments
and future prospects for the technique are also discussed.
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HARDWARE
As shown in the block diagram in Fig. 1, the
compensated diode peak detector consists of two
detectors, one with a single, and the second with two fast
Schottky diodes. All three diodes are integrated into one
package, which allows good symmetry of the forward
voltages and thermal coupling. The compensation circuit
consists of two operational amplifiers, OA1, OA2.
Assuming identical diodes, the voltage difference at the
detector outputs is equal to one diode forward voltage Vd.
This voltage is converted into current Vd /Roa2, which in
turn is converted back into Vd with Roa1 = Roa2. In this way
2Vd is added to the output of OA2, compensating 2Vd drop
on the two diodes D2a, D2b and the output voltage Vo is
equal to the input voltage Vi.
The principle and first lab measurements with the
compensated diode peak detectors are described in [1].
This contribution focuses on the prototype of the Diode
ORbit (DOR) front-end (FE), based on such detectors.
The prototype is housed in a 1U 19” unit
accommodating four identical channels, one for each
BPM electrode. Each channel consists of the following
blocks:
 constant-impedance 80 MHz low-pass input filters
followed by an insulation transformer;
 programmable gain amplifier built with an optional
10 dB attenuator and two fast op-amps having feedback
resistors selected with GaAs switches for gains from
10 dB to 40 dB in 5 dB steps;
 compensated diode detectors with two low noise,
precision JFET-input op-amps;
 10 Hz low-pass filter with a precision op-amp.
The filter outputs are connected to front panel
connectors foreseen for an external acquisition and
internal 24-bit ADCs clocked from a local quartz
oscillator. All ADC channels are sampled simultaneously
at 11.7 kHz. The resulting data is transmitted to a simple
microcontroller through an SPI interface, sending the data
as UDP packets over an Ethernet link. The
microcontroller has a simple web interface for controlling
98
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Figure 1: Compensated diode peak detector diagram.
the FE gains. The prototype does not have any
temperature stabilisation, adjustable components nor
calibration.

MEASUREMENTS
The described DOR FE was installed in the LHC and
was connected over some 50 m of coaxial cables to a
short-circuited 150 mm stripline BPM with an interelectrode distance of 48 mm. The BPM signals were
attenuated by 30 dB for testing with smaller signals and to
operate the FE at its maximal gain of 40 dB to evaluate its
noise performance. The FE output signals were acquired
with the internal ADCs and in parallel with a 6.5-digit
laboratory voltmeter with an Ethernet interface. The
single voltmeter channel was multiplexed between the 4
FE outputs, resulting in one measurement every second
for each channel, with some 0.1 s delay between the
reading of the consecutive channels.
Figure 2 presents typical raw DOR signals acquired
with the voltmeter during an LHC fill (# 1771, 20/05/11).
The record starts with one nominal bunch in the machine.
The signal step increase around 3:51 corresponds to the
injection of a second bunch. These signals are used to
calculate the beam positions presented in Fig. 3, alongside
with the corresponding positions obtained with a button
pick-up located within 0.5 m distance and used for the
standard LHC BPM system [2]. The largest observed
difference in readings from both systems is some 200 µm
(i.e. about 0.5 % of the aperture), which is small, given
the fact that none of the systems was subjected to any
correction or calibration procedure.
In Fig. 4 the initial beam offsets of Fig. 3 are removed
to reveal finer details of the orbit evolution. The orbit
change around 3:55 corresponds to machine adjustments
before the energy ramp. The fast orbit drifts at the
beginning of the acceleration period around 4:02 are
caused by the snap back with the later slow drifts
occurring during the ramp. Around 4:28 the orbit
feedback (OFB) is turned off, making the orbits measured
by the DOR system more stable. This indicates that the
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Figure 2: Raw signals from the DOR system.
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Figure 3: Beam orbits from the BPM and DOR systems.
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Figure 4: Beam orbits of Fig. 3 without initial offsets.

Figure 5: A zoom on the radial modulation part at 3:52.

residual orbit stability with the active OFB is given by the
measurement noise of the standard LHC BPM system.
Figure 5 shows orbits from the DOR system related to a
radial modulation of Δp/p = 210–4 at 0.25 Hz, routinely
used for chromaticity measurements. They were acquired
with the DOR ADCs.
Comparisons
between
measurements
covering
100-second beam orbit drifts measured with the DOR
system and ADCs at two energies and OFB ‘on’ and ‘off’
are shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen that beam drifts are
much larger at 450 GeV than those at 3.5 TeV. They are
caused by power converter ripple propagated onto the
beam and the ripple scales with energy.
To distinguish the DOR system noise from the beam
noise, Fig. 7 shows the first second of each period of the
orbit acquisitions shown in Fig. 6. The hypothesis is that
the amplitude of the DOR system noise is only defined by
the width of the orbit curves in Fig. 7. This is defended
using Fig. 8, showing the raw DOR signals corresponding
to the third “4:41” period of Fig. 7 as well as their
algebraic sum. This sum changes much less than its
components, indicating that the 4 individual DOR
channels observe correlated signal drifts rather than
incoherent noise, that is the observed slow orbit drifts are
due to real beam motion. The residual ripple on the sum
signal could be related to slow bunch shape modulation,

resulting in the corresponding modulation of the bunch
pulse amplitudes. Still, a certain contribution to this noise
is from the DOR system itself. The presented
measurements indicate that the DOR system noise is at
least much smaller than the beam noise with 10 Hz
analogue bandwidth and 40 dB FE gain.
The last plot in Fig. 9 presents the first 10 ms of the
orbits shown in Fig. 7. The seen noise has a time structure
beyond the 10 Hz bandwidth of the last filter in the DOR
processing chain. Thus, it is likely related to the noise of
the ADCs themselves. The shown orbits are derived from
the ADC samples acquired at a 11.7 kHz rate. Therefore,
if one averages them by e.g. a factor 470, down to 25 Hz,
the rate presently used in the LHC OFB system, one
would expect that the observed drifts of some 100 nmpp
(nm peak-peak) reduce to 5 nmpp. This ADC noise is
certainly not a limit for the LHC machine, since the orbit
motion observed is orders of magnitude larger.

02 BPMs

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
Compensated diode detectors are an efficient and
simple means of converting fast pulses into slowly
varying signals, which can be digitized with very high
resolution, typical for DC signals, without beam
synchronous timing. Since each BPM electrode signal is
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Figure 7: Zoom on the first second of the orbits in Fig. 6.

Figure 8: Zoom on the first second of raw signals at 4:41.

Figure 9: Zoom on the first 10 ms of the orbits in Fig. 7.

processed separately, a tight phase matching of the input
cables is not required.
The compensation scheme works well for signals with
amplitudes in the order of 1 Vpp. Smaller signals require
amplification, but the related noise is gated by the diode
detectors and, for short pulses and large detector time
constants, contributes very little to the output signal.
Similarly, natural gating capabilities make this technique
insensitive for signal imperfections in between the
processed pulses, e.g. those related to signal reflections.
The prototype of the diode orbit measurement system
has been evaluated with beam and compared to a standard
LHC BPM. The DOR resolution obtained is much better
than the natural LHC orbit drifts observed and is
estimated to be well below 1 μm with 40 dB FE gain and
with a 10 Hz analogue bandwidth.
In order to achieve a high absolute accuracy it is
planned to compensate any slow drifts of the electronics
and input cables by multiplexing the BPM signals
between the FE channels [1]. The performance of this
approach remains to be evaluated.
The DOR technique was primarily developed for the
future LHC BPMs which are foreseen to be embedded
into collimator jaws [3]. The results obtained encourage
its use for other applications, e.g. to improve orbit
measurement in critical LHC locations.

The inherent gating capabilities of the technique can
also be employed in LHC locations where both beams
share one vacuum chamber. The separation of the signals
related to each beam is currently limited by the directivity
of the stripline BPMs used. Any residual signals from
cross-talk from the other beam would be ignored by DOR
electronics.
The described DOR prototype was equipped with two
separate channels for processing beam oscillation signals,
similar to those used for tune measurement [4]. Results
from this sub-system will be described in a separate
publication.
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Figure 6: Zoom on 100-second DOR orbits.
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DIODE DOWN-MIXING OF HOM COUPLER SIGNALS FOR BEAM
POSITION DETERMINATION IN 1.3-GHz- AND 3.9-GHz-CAVITIES AT
FLASH*
H.-W. Glock#, H. Ecklebe, T. Flisgen, Universität Rostock, IEF, IAE, Germany
N. Baboi, P. Zhang, DESY, Hamburg, Germany

Beam excited signals available at the HOM coupler
ports of superconducting accelerating cavities cover a
wide frequency range and carry information about
(amongst others) the transverse beam position. Downmixing these signals using detector diodes is a mean to
measure the time dependence of the power leaving the
HOM coupler with standard and non-specific oscilloscope
technology. Experiments undertaken at the accelerator
modules ACC1 and ACC39 at FLASH demonstrated the
possibility to extract beam position data out of lowfrequency signals sampled with such a setup. These
experiments as part of an ongoing study are described
together with mathematical details of the evaluation
scheme.

INTRODUCTION
The excitation of wake fields in accelerator cavities by
the beam is an unavoidable effect, which may lead to
harmful consequences concerning cooling demands and
beam quality. Therefore many cavity designs include
specific Higher Order Mode (HOM-) couplers intended to
lead beam deposited fields out of the cavity. It is common
practice to terminate these couplers externally with
resistive loads in order to dump the beam-excited highfrequency signals. Research of the past decade (e.g. [1-4])
demonstrated the possibility also to deduce beam
properties, mainly the transverse beam position, from
HOM coupler signals, trying to avoid the need of beam
position monitors. Typically this is done with dedicated
electronic hardware [3] that replaces the terminating
dumps. It filters out all but those signal components from
two distinct orthogonal dipole mode polarisations. Modes
of dipole type are preferred since some of them interact
strongly with the beam and since their signal amplitude
depends (in good approximation) linearly on the beam’s
distance to the cavity’s axis of rotational symmetry. This
implies the need of well-tuned narrow band filters, downmixing stages including a local oscillator and mixers and,
for final read-out, analog-digital-converters.

_____________________________________________

*Work supported by German Federal Ministry of Education and
Research (BMBF) under contract 05K10HRC and in parts by EU-FP7
program EUCARD.
# hans-walter.glock@uni-rostock.de
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Starting from the idea to avoid the need of a local
oscillator we investigate the possibility to replace most of
the specific hardware listed above by a broadband radio
frequency detector diode like it is illustrated in Fig. 1.
This diode is intended to operate as a mixing instance that
produces a low-frequency signal by combining at least
two, but typically a large set of spectral lines of the
HOM-coupler signal. Since different polarisations of
fields are to be expected at slightly different original
frequencies (which is a consequence of the non-ideal
rotational symmetry of the cavity) their contributions
should appear at different places in the down-mixed
spectrum. If furthermore both polarisations have a nonvanishing coupling to the HOM-coupler under
consideration the down-mixed signal is therefore
expected to carry information about the beam-position in
both transversal coordinates.
Abandoning the primary narrow-band filters obviously
will lead to a superposition of several high-frequency
signals, each associated to a certain mode frequency and
decay time. After down-mixing an even more complicated
temporal dependence is to be expected. This demands for
an evaluation scheme capable to distinguish dominant
contributions in a large set of measurements. Following
[3] we apply the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD-)
technique as a black-box solution, implemented e.g. in
Mathematica© [5].
The SVD reduces the low-frequency time-domain
signal, typically consisting of several thousands of sample
points, to a small set – in most cases not more than ten –
of amplitudes, but it performs no correlation to any
physical parameter. This is done in a second evaluation
step. It is one main purpose of this paper to demonstrate
that this correlation of SVD-amplitudes of diode downmixed HOM-signals with the transversal beam
coordinates is of linear type.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND
PROCEDURE
Following the description above we connected
AGILENT 423B detector diodes with the HOM couplers
of DESY-FLASH [6] modules ACC1 (some) and ACC39
(all), as shown in Fig. 1. This was done at a switchboard
neighbouring to the accelerator using the firmly installed
cable connections. These cables introduce a signal
damping of -10 dB … -15 dB. Coaxial 3dB attenuators
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read out from the DOOCS system and saved together with
the down-mixed HOM signals. In one series of 25
measurements signals from ACC1, cavity 8, HOM
coupler 1 and ACC39, cavity 4, HOM coupler 2 were
observed simultaneously. In a second set of 31
measurements the signals of all 8 HOM couplers of
ACC39 were captured sequentially with a single diode,
using an additional multiplexing switch.

EVALUATION
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Figure 1: Main experimental components. Sketch of
FLASH setup taken from DOOCS [7] display. Signals
taken from the HOM-couplers (multiplexing switch not
shown) are filtered to suppress fundamental mode
components, down-mixed in the RF detector diodes and
sampled using a standard oscilloscope.
were used mainly in order to protect the diodes against
potential electrostatic charging (even though there was no
evidence for such). As matter of experimental experience
additional filters were needed in order to suppress the
1.3 GHz-/3.9 GHz-fundamental mode signal, which
dominates the HOM-coupler signal in spite of the
coupler’s own fundamental mode notch filters. At ACC1
MiniCircuits VBF-1575+ band passes were used, which
have their main transmission close to the frequency range
of the first dipole mode passband. For ACC39 high pass
filters MiniCircuits VHF-4600+ demonstrated to be well
suited. Unlike ACC1 (and all other accelerating modules
of FLASH) with several clearly cavity-localised HOMs
the cavities of module ACC39 are strongly coupled
through the beam pipe for almost all HOMs [8]. This
typically reduces the beam-mode interaction and makes
the identification of modes, which are well suited for
individual detection, a difficult task [9]. Therefore we
experimentally tried to feed at ACC39 a HOM spectrum
with a very wide range into the diode.
Signal detection and data storage was performed using
a Rohde&Schwarz RTO1014 oscilloscope. In comparison
with other brands it turned out that a 10 GS/s sampling
rate and a best sensitivity of 1mV/div with a digitising
step of ~ 40 μV were important assets in this application.
(If multibunch operation also is intended, a memory depth
sufficiently large to capture one entire bunch train (e.g.
400 μs × 10 GS/s = 4 MS) is needed.)
Triggering of the oscilloscope was performed without
external source, directly using the diode signal. When
operating simultaneously on both modules ACC1 and
ACC39 the signal of the former was used.
Different vertical offsets of the beam, which was
accelerated in ACC1, were achieved by adjusting two
steering magnets. For each setting the measurements of
three beam position monitors (BPM) of FLASH were
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Taking an entire ensemble of Ns down-mixed signals
(Fig. 2, there Ns =25) as input for a SVD procedure results
first in a set of dominant signal forms ("SVD vectors",
Fig. 3). Further the SVD determines a matrix of the
weights of all SVD vectors in all signals. Let U be a submatrix of it, taking only a reduced set of the first Nv most
dominant vectors, thus U being of dimension Ns × Nv.
Fig. 4 illustrates that often very few vectors (there Nv = 4)
are sufficient to reconstruct the raw signals very well.

Figure 2: Set of 25 diode down-mixed signals from
ACC39, cav. 4, co. 2, each belonging to a steerer setting.

Figure 3: Dominant 6 signal forms of the set of Fig. 2.
Let M denote the matrix of BPM read outs, containing
x- and y-measurements in front and behind the module
under consideration ("3GUN" and "9ACC1" in case of
ACC1, "9ACC1" and "2UBC2" for ACC39). M contains
in its four columns four values for each steerer setting and
therefore is of dimension Ns × 4. In order to find a
correlation between the SVD weights U and the physical
parameters M, a linear dependence is assumed, which is
expressed as a Nv × 4 - matrix S. Then the correlation
would read like


M = US

(1)
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Figure 4: Reconstruction of six freely chosen original signals from Fig. 2 (green, mostly hidden) using the superposition
of the first four SVD vectors, together with BPM read outs (in mm, magenta "2UBC2", brown "9ACC1").
This can be understood as a group of four (since both M
and S have four columns) overdetermined matrix-vectorequations, which have a well-known best solution (using
a least-square norm):

)

1

 UT  M 

(2)

Once S is computed the comparison of both sides of (1),
i.e. the predicted and the measured BPM read outs, will
show how well the assumption of linearity is justi.ed, and
how many SVD vectors are needed (see Figures 5a, b).

CONCLUSION
The capturing of HOM signals using an unspecific
diode detector was successfully demonstrated. This
especially holds for the FLASH-ACC39-module in spite
of its strong cavity-cavity coupling and its lack of well
distinguishable spectral components. Applying the SVD
procedure in combination with a linear regression
demonstrates that the assumption of a linear correlation
between SVD vector amplitudes and beam position
coordinates is well justified. The number of SVD vectors
needed is significantly higher than 4, indicating that more
physical parameters besides the transversal beam position
and momentum are hidden. Furthermore it is remarkable
that informations about both transversal coordinates can
be extracted from a single HOM coupler, even not in the
same quality at all couplers of a module.

Figure 5a: Comparison of measured (green) and
reconstructed BPM read outs in mm for a set of 31
experiments (index as x-value). Signals were taken from
ACC39, cav. 4, coup. 2. Blue corresponds to 5, black to 7
and red to 10 SVD vectors used for reconstruction.
Whereas the latter reaches very good coincidence in
almost all points the first fails totally.
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Figure 5b: Like 5a, but signals taken at ACC39, cav. 3,
coup. 1. Here reconstruction even with 5 SVD vectors
show some poor correlation to the reference, much better
with 7 and again best with 10 vectors. This illustrates that
the quality of reconstruction in principle depends on the
properties and location of the coupler.
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Abstract
Libera Single Pass H is the new instrumentation
intended for phase, position and charge monitoring in
hadron and heavy ion LINACs and transfer lines. Initial
measurements and verification of the instrumentation
performance were conducted in the laboratory at
Instrumentation
Technologies.
Characterization
measurements of the real BPM prototype were later
carried out at CIEMAT wire test bench [2] in Madrid. The
measurements were performed with the 175 MHz
bunched beam-like signal connected to the wire.
Different measurements were performed on the test
bench; first by moving the wire over larger displacements
and checking the position sensitivity and resolution and
later by changing the signal phase and performing the
phase shift measurement.
This article discusses the new electronics, the tests
carried out in the test bench and the performance
obtained.

INTRODUCTION
Libera Single Pass H system is a beam position and
phase signal processing system, developed especially for
the needs of the heavy particles linear accelerators.
Each particle-bunch induces a pulse signal on the
sensor electrodes. With processing the signals on the four
electrodes it is possible to calculate the beam transversal
position and longitudinal phase. Libera Single Pass H
features accurate position and phase measurement
capabilities. The accurate phase measurement is important
in the heavy, non-relativistic particles accelerators as it
identifies the beam arrival time, which can be used for
cavity tuning operations.
Libera Single Pass H enables processing of CW and
pulsed beams and calculates a sequence of position and
phase data at a decimated data stream [1]. Furthermore,
the system enables acquisition of raw samples at full
sampling rate. Together with the implemented fast
communication protocols, it represents a reliable and
deterministic building block for fast feedback building or
feed forward loops.
Libera Single Pass H system is based on uTCA
modular technologies with IPMI platform management.
The system is therefore developed on multiple AMC
modules. Each module covers different functionalities.
User can access functions implemented in Libera
Single Pass H unit through a control system interface,
named Measurement and Control Interface. This interface
is developed in order to be easily integrated into the
accelerator's control system software.
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MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLE
The aim of a single pass position measurement is to
resolve the beam transverse position and phase from the
information extrapolated from the very short pulses.
There are several different kinds of sensors that are used
in these machines (button pick-ups, striplines, ...). The
sequence of the pickup pulses can be decomposed in the
sum of frequency components which can be individually
taken in account for the phase and position measurements.
Alternatively, depending on the machine, more frequency
components can be used for the data processing what
contributes to better performances.
The phase relation between the bunch signal and the
master oscillator signal is used for the time of arrival
measurements. The beam RF signals are first processed
by means of analogue signal processing, then the
amplitude and phase information is extracted from the
digitized signals. The position and phase data is available
in a stream that can be used for monitoring and
furthermore building the feed forward and fast feedback
loops. Main Libera Single Pass H characteristics and
typical performances are presented in the Tables 1 and 2.
Table 1: Libera Single Pass H Characteristics
Parameter

Value

Number of input channels
(measuring)

20 (4 per module + reference
channel)

ADC resolution

16 bits

Max. ADC sampling clock
frequency

up to 130 MHz

Memory size per module

up to 8 Gbits

Table 2: Performance Specifications (Sensitivity
Coefficients kx = ky = 10 mm, Data Rate = 1 MHz)
Signal Level
[dBFS]

Measured
Signal Peak
Voltage [mV]

Typical
Position
RMS [um]

Typical
Phase RMS
[°]

0

4000

3

0.01

-20

400

3

0.01

-40

40

15

0.05

-60

4

150

0.025

There are two main data paths available in Libera
Single Pass H: The raw data acquisition and the single
pass data acquisition. The raw data acquisition is
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organized in a vector of 5 signals that represent the ADC
samples on the four electrodes and a reference signal. The
single pass data stream contains already processed data
and represents four amplitudes, sum signal, phase
information and position information. Simple block
diagram of the Libera Single Pass H unit is presented on
the Figure 1.

MOPD26

was extracted. Figure 3 and Figure 4 shows concatenated
macro acquisition information. In such a way the
repeatability of the Libera Single Pass H was measured.

Figure 1: Libera Single Pass H block diagram.

The following measurements were done under
laboratory conditions. Firstly, the instrument evaluation
was done in-house on the testing setup with the RF
generator, and splitter. After the successful in-house
testing, characterization measurements of the same
electronics were carried out at the CIEMAT lab. The
measurements were performed on a CIEMAT wire test
bench with the 175 MHz / 25 dBm signal input connected
to the wire. It has to be stressed out, that the insertion loss
of the test bench was around 50 dB so the intensity of the
signal connected the Libera Single Pass H inputs was
around 180 mV. The Libera Single Pass H system was
set-up for the measurements of the second harmonic
frequency component (350 MHz). The sensitivity
coefficients of the test bench sensor were k=12.8 mm.

Figure 3: Wire movement measurement. Concatenated
results for the displacements over a larger scale (X = +1
mm, -1 mm, +2 mm; Y = 0 mm). Four amplitudes and X,
Y positions are plotted.

Figure 4: Negligible impact of the off-centred beam on
the phase measurement.

Figure 2: Test Bench and Testing Setup at CIEMAT.

Testing of Position Accuracy

The results prove that the impact on the phase
measurement of an off-centred beam within the measured
range may be neglected.
Furthermore the wire was moved in continuous steps of
5 micrometers in X direction, to prove and compare the
performance of the Libera Single Pass H system with the
real wire movements in the test bench. Figures 5 and 6
show the X position measurement performed during the
displacements within 60 seconds – one data point per
second. The phase resolution of this measurement was
noted to be 0,0259 deg.

Different measurements were performed on the test
bench, firstly by moving the wire over larger
displacements and checking the position. From each 120
us long macro acquisition the positions and phase result
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Figure 5: Wire movement – by 5 um steps in X-direction.
Seven steps are seen in position measurement.

Figure 8: Consecutive macro pulse acquisition – phase
measurement.

Testing of Phase Accuracy
The phase shifting measurement was done with
inserting the phase delay bullets into the RF chain and
running two acquisitions. This is not the most elegant
solution, because in this way we interfere in the
measuring setup and the phase shift is not accurate. The
phase shifting measurement was later repeated and
confirmed with the dedicated phase shifting device.
Table 3: Libera Single Pass H Phase Shifting Test
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No. of phase
delay bullets

Measurement 1
[deg]

Measurement 2
[deg]

0

131.089

131.097

1

122.190

122.201

Acquisition of Consecutive Macro Pulse
Structures

2

114.350

114.380

1

122.540

122.620

In this measurement input signal was in the form of
macro pulses. The signal acquisition by Libera Single
Pass H was triggered by an external synchronized trigger.
Ten consecutive pulses were acquired, each over 120
microseconds (Figure 7). The Libera Single Pass H
system conducted measurements with submicron
resolution for X and Y position and phase resolution of
0,0074 deg.

0

130.410

130.710

Figure 6: Impact of the off-centred beam on the phase
measurement.

CONCLUSION
The first Libera Single Pass units have been tested with
a pulsed signal source at Instrumentation Technologies
and on a test bench at CIEMAT. The tests gave clean and
expected results with an excellent phase and position
accuracy resolution on both longer concatenated
acquisition and within individual bunch trains.
We would like to emphasize successful collaboration
between users (CIEMAT) and manufacturers of the
instrument (Instrumentation Technologies).

REFERENCES

Figure 7: Consecutive macro pulse acquisition – position
measurement.
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Abstract
A cavity-like Schottky detector for the heavy ion storage ring ESR at GSI is presented. It features both a very
good sensitivity even for beams with single circulating
ions and the possibility to take valuable spectra in short
time. Experiments with the new device are presented which
show clearly that it offers new experimental opportunities,
both for accelerator diagnostics and nuclear physics experiments. A similar pick-up will be built into the CSRe storage ring at IMP.

The ESR storage ring at GSI has frequently been used for
the detection of very low intensity heavy ion beams, down
to single circulating ions of a certain nuclear species(see,
e.g. [1]). However, the signal to noise ratio of the Schottky
lines has turned out to be too poor. Therefore a new resonant pick-up was built, featuring the following properties:
• high shunt impedance in order to reach the desired
sensitivity
• variable resonant frequency in order to match different
beam energies and orbit lengths
• a possibility to reduce the beam impedance in case of
high intensity beams with low momentum width
• cost efficiency and easy installation
Our solution to these requirements [2] is an air filled
pillbox-shaped resonator which couples to the beam via
a ceramic gap in the vacuum chamber. The working frequency is 245 MHz, the loaded Q is 520 and the shunt
impedance is 114 kΩ, using the circuit convention.

RESONATOR DESIGN
The ceramic gap is mounted between the existing vacuum chamber on both sides of the gap. The gap provides
the necessary rf coupling between the beam and the airfilled inner volume of the resonant cavity, and assures the
vacuum inside the beam chamber. The resonant cavity
can be removed from the gap if it should lead to a high
beam impedance that could be harmful to intense circulating beams.
∗ Work

supported by HIC-for-FAIR
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Figure 1: Principle of the pick-up design. The part
coloured in green in the centre of the picture is the beam
pipe with the ceramic gap (coloured in blue). The two
half-shells (coloured in grey) are electrically connected to
the beam pipe forming a closed resonant volume around
the ceramic gap. In the case the pick-up is not needed,
the half-shells can be removed from the ceramic gap in order to avoid parasitic impedances which might be harmful
for the beam. Each of the half-shells is equipped with two
feedthroughs.
The resonant cavity around the gap is a modified pillbox with an outer diameter of 600 mm, and an inner diameter of 260 mm (see Fig. 1). The length in beam direction is approximately 100 mm. The walls of the pillbox
around the centre contact the beam pipe with the ceramic
gap by means of rf contact springs. Figure 2 shows details
of how the resonator is connected to the vacuum pipe. The
pillbox is divided into two halves (dees) to enable the removal of the cavity from the beam pipe and ceramic gap.
In the first eigenmode the radial slits between the dees influence neither the quality factor nor the shunt impedance,
but they suppress the excitation of unwanted higher eigenmodes with azimuthal current components. In order to simplify the removal of the dees they are mounted to sliding
carriages. After the removal of the dees the ceramic gap
can be short circuited by copper connections outside the
vacuum chamber. Each dee is equipped with two flanges
for feedthroughs. The lower one accommodates the output
coupler loop in order to tap power from the eigenmode ex-
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Figure 2: Detailed views of a corner of one half-shell. The
left picture shows a view on the electroplated copper surface with the uncoated region and the rf contact springs, the
right picture shows how a half-shell can be mounted on the
vacuum chamber. In both pictures, rf currents propagate
vertically on the half-shell in the fundamental mode.
cited by the beam. The upper port is of rectangular shape
and accommodates a moveable plunger piston by which
the resonance frequency of the eigenmode can be adjusted.
The plunger piston is moved up and down by a step motor mechanism. To assure a frequency shift of somewhat
more than 2 MHz without perturbing the field geometry
too much, two plunger pistons are mounted, one for each
dee. There is an additional lower feedthrough which can be
equipped optionally by a slewable second coupling loop,
terminated by a resistor, in order to broaden the bandwidth
of the pick-up, if needed.
The pillbox is made of construction steel with its inner
surfaces copper-coated with a thickness of about 50μm,
well above the skin depth at the operating frequency. The
plunger pistons are made of copper. Only a 5 mm wide
part of the dees right behind the contact springs to the vacuum chamber could not be copper coated because of certain
properties of the electroplating process. On this surface a
rather high rf current is exposed on a relatively short path to
material with a non-negligible magnetic permeability. The
beam pipe with the ceramic gap relies on the same wellproven technology which has been used for the two existing ESR rf-cavities. It is made of stainless steel and could
not be coated with copper retrospectively.

Figure 3: Simulated field pattern in one quarter of the resonator. The lines represent electric field lines, whereas circles illustrate the magnetic field strength.
function of β. Due to the large required acceptance of the
ESR storage ring the inner radius of the vacuum chamber is
125 mm, leading to an extended longitudinal electric field
along the beam axis, and a pronounced drop of the transit
time factor towards low beam velocities.
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RF PROPERTIES
The resonator has a tunable resonating frequency around
245 MHz and an unloaded quality factor of 1022. In comparison with a metallic pillbox of 300 mm radius the frequency is lower by a factor of 1.7. This is mainly caused
by the dielectric alumina material ( r = 9.7) of the ceramic
gap, where the electric field is concentrated, as can be seen
in the SUPERFISH field simulation shown in Fig. 3. The
alumina material also leads to dielectric losses, which are
mainly responsible for the somewhat low Q value.
Figure 4 shows the calculated transit time factor Λ as a
108

Figure 4: Transit Time Factor Λ as a function of beam velocity β
In order to extract the signal the output coupler loop was
dimensioned such as to get a loaded quality factor which
has exactly half the value (511) of the unloaded one.
The noise power density on resonance is -173 dBm/Hz.
This value is well understood quantitatively using an appropriate model. The main noise sources are the thermal noise
from the resonator (effective temperature T 1 = 290 K), the
03 Longitudinal Diagnostics and Synchronization
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output noise of the first preamplifier (T 2 = 67 K), and the
reflection of the noise from the input of this preamplifier by
the resonator (effective temperature (T 3 = 26 K). On resonance the noise is mainly given by T 1 + T2 , whereas the
noise floor off resonance is roughly T 2 + T3 .
320 ms

The shunt impedance R s of the resonator was measured
to be 114 kΩ (circuit convention) using a perturbation measurement with a long ceramic rod. This value is confirmed
by measurements with beam, assuming the theoretically
determined transit time factor from Fig. 4.
The total Schottky power delivered by a single particle
with charge q and revolution frequency f is
2

(qf ) Rs Λ2
P  =
8

(1)

if the resonator is tuned to exactly one harmonic of the revolution frequency.
An interesting quantity for measurements at the ESR
is the charge state Q = q/e at which the signal height
is equal to the noise floor. In order to calculate this
number we assume a frequency width δf /f = 1 · 10 −6 ,
which is reached routinely by extreme electron cooling of
low-intensity (N < 1000) beams (see [3] and references
therein). We suppose the measurement to be performed
at a specific kinetic energy of 400 MeV/u, where Λ ≈ 0.8.
Then the signal height equals the noise floor at Q = 31
only. This is much lower than the situation was with the
Schottky pick-up device used so far at the ESR [4], where
the signal to noise was about 20 dB less at this energy.
This older device has an optimum working frequency range
around 60 MHz.
Another important advantage of the resonating device
is due to its higher working frequency. The measurement
time T to resolve a relative difference δf /f in revolution
frequencies must be definitively larger than
 −1
δf
2
(2)
T >
mf f
Because the separation of Schottky lines is proportional to
the working frequency, the time it takes to resolve lines is
inversely proportional to the measurement harmonic m.

OBSERVATION OF ELECTRON
COOLING
Figure 5 serves as an example for the diagnostic power
of the resonating pick-up. It shows a waterfall diagram
of consecutive Schottky spectra taken with a temporal distance of 32 ms. The beam energy was 400 MeV/u. With
the momentum compaction α p = 0.18 of the optical ESR
mode used during the experiment, the frequency dispersion
η = γ 2 − αp is η = 0.31. Therefore the frequency interval
5 kHz at 245 MHz corresponds to a relative momentum deviation δp/p = 6.6 · 10−5 .
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Figure 5: Waterfall diagram showing electron cooling of
six 142 Pm59+ ions
After beam preparation by stochastic cooling which
is switched off just before the measurement, six single
142
Pm59+ ions are electron cooled and merged into a single line. Each single ion can be clearly identified and its
cooling can be observed in detail. For example, one sees
that there are two ions at high momentum deviation with
quite different cooling times. This can be attributed to their
difference in transverse emittance after stochastic cooling,
which must have been large enough to lead to this effect.
Another example of valuable measurements with the
new device is the observation of neutrino recoils during
electron capture decays of highly stripped heavy ions [5].
Such detailed, sensitive, fast and highly resolved spectra are a beneficial feature of our new resonant pick-up. It
opens up new ways to both beam diagnostics and to novel
nuclear and atomic physics observations.
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LOSS FACTOR MEASUREMENT USING TIME CORRELATED SINGLE
PHOTON COUNTING OF SYNCHROTRON RADIATION
G. Rehm, C. Bloomer, C.A. Thomas, Diamond Light Source, Oxfordshire, U.K.
Abstract
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INTRODUCTION
Measurement of the loss factor is a useful diagnostic
to calculate the total RF power lost due to longitudinal
coupling impedance. It requires a measurement of the
change of synchronous phase with increase of the stored
charge. In the past this measurement has been performed
either by directly measuring the phase of a single bunch
against the RF phase using a mixer [1], or by looking at the
relative timing of a reference bunch and other bunches of
varying charge using a streak camera [2].
We have managed to retrieve the required highly precise
relative timing of bunches from the Time Correlated Single
Photon Counting (TCSPC) instrument we use to measure
fill pattern and bunch purity at Diamond [3]. This offers
the ability to measure bunches of many different charges
at the same time. Mixer measurement could only measure
one charge at a time (thus require stable conditions over
the time needed to vary the charge) and streak camera
measurements could only measure a few bunches at the
same time.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND
METHODOLOGY
We are using a PicoHarp 300 TCSPC with an Id Quantique Id100-20 STD: Single-Photon Detector to generate
an arrival time histogram from visible light photons off a
bending magnet relative to a storage ring revolution clock.
In the past, we have analysed these histograms only in
terms of the number of photons arriving within each 2ns
RF bucket to measure the fill pattern of the storage ring.
We found, that even though the histogram bins of the
PicoHarp are set to a width of 32ps (so that we cover the
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A method to derive the total loss factor from the variation
of SR photon arrival times with bunch charge has been
developed. A time correlated single photon counting
system is used operationally for fill pattern and bunch
purity measurements. By fitting the individual peaks in
the photon arrival time histogram, their relative timing can
be retrieved with ps resolution and reproducibility. For a
measurement of the loss factor, a fill pattern comprising a
range of different bunch charges is stored and then their
timing relative to the RF buckets is charted against charge.
Examples of measurements illustrate the variation of loss
factor with RF voltage and change in Insertion Device gap.
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Figure 1: TCSPC counts of one bunch together with a
spline interpolation of the data and a Gaussian fit.
1872 ns revolution period with the 65536 bins available),
we can retrieve much more precise timing information of
the individual bunches by fitting the count distribution of
each individual bunch with a Gaussian (Fig. 1). It can
be seen that the Gaussian is not a perfect match for the
recorded distribution which is almost entirely due to the
transit time spread of the detector, but we found it good
enough to get a reliable measurement of the bunch centroid
longitudinal position.
This process is repeated for each of the filled bunches.
To estimate the uncertainty of this method we have
calculated the longitudinal position of all the bunches in
a 900 bunch fill of roughly equal charge from 5 minutes of
photon counting. The result in Fig. 2 shows the presence
of a systematic deviation of the timing for bunches 300400, which we believe to due to electric crosstalk between
the clock and photon pulse input channels. However,
this and the general slope across all bunches are entirely
reproducible and not related to the fill pattern (which in
this case has its gap around bunch 100).

Measurement Error
Figure 3 illustrates how we have attempted to separate
the random measurement error from systematic contributions. To this end we concentrate on bunches 400 to 900 in
the previously shown measurement where the systematic
deviation is characterised by the upward slope.
After removal of this slope, the data still exhibits a
correlation with bunch charge, which varied between 0.45
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Figure 3: Separation of systematic and random variation
components of the bunch timing measurement: top/blue
raw data of bunch positions, middle/green slope of systematic error removed, bottom/red correlation with bunch
charge removed.
and 0.55 nC in these bunches. Subtraction of the correlated
component leads to the final data set which has a standard
deviation of only 200 fs.

LOSS FACTOR MEASUREMENT
To derive the loss factor from the longitudinal positions
of bunches and minimise the influence of any systematic
errors, we use a fill pattern consisting of a ramp of charges
in individual bunches with reference bunches of a low
charge between. After retrieving the longitudinal position
by the fitting as described above (see result in Fig. 4), we
can calculate the difference in time between each bunch
and its adjacent reference bunch and plot this against
charge.
We have then repeated this process with different
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Figure 4: Fill pattern (top) with a ramp in bunch charge
and reference bunches of a low charge between. Relative
longitudinal bunch position (bottom) of the stored bunches
within each RF bucket.
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Figure 5: Corrected relative longitudinal bunch positions
plotted against bunch charge for 3 different total RF cavity
voltages.
RF cavity voltages to see how the variations in bunch
length influence the loss factor. Figure 5 shows the
measurements for three different cavity voltages, where
each measurement was from only 5 s of photon counting.
The curvature of the synchronous phase offset is due to the
bunch lengthening caused by the high single bunch charge
and is approximated by a quadratic fit.
The total loss factor is given by the following equation:
kloss = VRF cos(φs )

dφs
dQ

(1)

with φs = arcsin(U/VRF ) the electron synchronous
phase, VRF the RF cavity voltage, Q the bunch charge, and
U the electron energy loss in a turn, which for Diamond is
U  1.003 MeV.
With φs written as function of U and VRF , and with
ts the longitudinal bunch position in the bucket used to
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Figure 2: Fill pattern (top) with roughly equal charge in 900
of the 936 RF buckets. Relative longitudinal bunch position
(bottom) of the stored bunches within each RF bucket.
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Figure 6: Corrected relative longitudinal bunch positions
plotted against bunch charge with all in-vacuum undulators
at open gap (28 mm) and closed gap (5 mm).
express dφs = ωRF dts one reaches:
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kloss = ωRF


2 − U 2 dts
VRF
dQ

(2)

The slope dts /dQ is taken from the quadratic fit at the
origin in Fig. 5.
We have also done measurements with a variation of the
gap of 9 in-vacuum undulators between their fully open
state at 28 mm and their fully closed state at 5 mm to see
how this change in geometry near the beam influences the
total loss factor (see Fig. 6). All results are summarised in
Table 1.
Table 1: Loss Factor Measurement Results. The values
for√kloss are the mean and standard deviation (scaled by
1/ N ) of N repeated measurements

We have derived a method and provided example measurements to calculate the precise longitudinal position of
bunches from histograms of the arrival time of synchrotron
light photons. These histograms are available from a Time
Correlated Single Photon Counting setup which has been
originally designed and used for the purpose of fill pattern
and bunch purity measurement. Despite the relatively
large bin size of 32ps and a FWHM of the photon arrival
time distribution of about 110 ps, we have shown that
the centroid position can be reproducibly measured with
a standard deviation of 200 fs.
We have then used measurements of the longitudinal
bunch position to determine the synchronous phase shift
with varying charge in the bunch to measure the loss
factor. These measurements have been repeated to give an
estimate of the variability of the result.
This new method has the unique capability to measure
bunches of many different charges simultaneously and
rapidly (within a few seconds of counting time). It is even
conceivable to add a few ‘probe bunches’ to the fill pattern
used normal user operation to allow a continuous online
measurement of the loss factor.
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VRF [MV] ID gaps [mm] kloss [V/pC]
1.8
5
42.5±1.6
2.4
5
50.2±1.4
3.0
5
71.8±3.4
3.0
28
51.7±3.1
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Abstract
To fulfill the demand
d for a very
y high brilliiance
synchrotron llight source, itt is required, that
t the transv
versal
beam size ddoes not ex
xceed certain limits in liinear
dimension annd divergence during the storage timee. To
control the eenergy spread
d, which mig
ght couple in
n the
transverse pllane due to dispersion, the
t
length off the
particle bunches must be measured.
m
While the transversal beam
b
size is determined in a
setup using X
X-rays, the bun
nch length meeasurement sy
ystem
described in this paper is working in th
he visible rang
ge of
the synchrotrron light.
A detailedd description of the dipolle magnet visible
synchrotron light extractio
on, the light transport and
d the
analysis by m
means of a Sttreak Cameraa System is giiven.
The influencce of the cu
ustom design
ned apochrom
matic
refractive opptics transport line on the time
t
resolutio
on of
the bunch lenngth measurem
ment is discussed and valuees are
given. The ffinal time resolution of the
t whole sy
ystem
transport opttics and Streaak camera is shown to bee not
bigger than 3 ps.
Several m
measurements from PET
TRAIII runs are
he bunch leng
presented and results of th
gth measurem
ments
nch length meeasured is abou
are shown. The typical bun
ut 40
ps, in accordaance with the expectations.

Theere it is analyysed with a strreak camera sy
ystem, using
a ven
ndor supplied ssoftware package [2].
Plaans and work ffor additional analysis systeems, such as
s
wave front sensorrs and dedicatted analysis software
are
underrway.
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The bunchh length meaasurement settup (Figure 1) is
situated in the straight line after th
he PETRAIII NL
bending section and beforre the dampin
ng wiggler secction
nchrotron lig
of the storaage ring. Syn
ght from the last
bending maggnet at NL 50 m is extraacted using a Cuw in the vacuu
mirror and a quartz window
um beam pipe.
matic optical beam line [1]
Outside, aan apochrom
transports thee light into a laboratory beside the accelerator
tunnel.
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Figuree 2: Light extraction vessel.
l
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m upstream innside the maagnet and th
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reflected by a water-cooleed Cu-mirror of 22 x 22 mm2
(I=2.8 mrad,, \=2.8 mrad)) projected areea. The light exits
the vacuum ppipe through a quartz windo
ow into a separate
optical beam
m line. This beam line iss not part off the
machine vaccuum and is designed
d
to be
b operated either
e
under its ownn vacuum or, as
a now, at norm
mal air pressu
ure.

Thermal C
Considerations
Since the optical part of the syncchrotron radiaation
spectrum is very small in
n terms of po
ower, most off the
wer impinging
g on the mirro
or is dissipateed as
radiation pow
heat. In ordeer to minimize a thermal deterioration
d
of the
mirrors opticcal surface, ad
dvantage is tak
ken of the speectral
angular distriibution of the synchrotron radiation.

OPT
TICAL BEA
AM LINE
Ligh
ht Transportt
Fig
gure 5 gives an overview of the opticaal beam line
(OBL
L). It is used to transport the
t synchrotro
on light into
the laboratory aand consists of one im
maging lens
(D=100mm, f’=7000 mm), five high quality flat mirrors
n and two relay lenses
(D=150mm, O/20 pp.t.v. at 632 nm)
(D=150 mm, f’=22250mm. The relay
r
system provides
p
full
colou
ur and full geeometrical corrrection in ord
der to allow
for fu
urther wave froont analysis based diagnostiics.

Fig
gure 5: Opticaal path from magnet
m
to Streaak camera.
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Timee Resolutionn
Figure 3: Leeft: Total radiiation power over I=2,8 mrad,
m
right: same att 2 eV.
While the m
major part of synchrotron raadiation is em
mitted
nearly in thee orbit plane with an open
ning angle off 1/J
RAIII), the op
(about 100 μ
μrad for PETR
ptical part with
h ƫZ
<< ƫZcrit hass a much broaader distributiion with a typ
pical
than 1/JJ.
out-off-planee angle much larger
l
bsorber with a width of +//-2/J
Therefore, placing an ab
w obstruct the high en
nergy
in front of the mirror will
3]. The loss off visible light, also
m the mirror [3
fraction from
obstructed byy the absorber,, is about 15%
%.

Usiing apochrom
matic lenses [4],
[
the dispersion in the
region
n from 400 nnm to 700 nm
m and thus th
he chromatic
focal shift was minnimized. Theiir chromatic focal
f
shift is
b
0.2 mm
m each, coorresponding to a time blur
of the
c
comp
plete OBL of 'tOBL = 0.4 / c = 1.34 ps compared
to
achromaatic lens [5].
typicaally 2 mm or 6.67 ps of a single
s
oughout the whole
w
This value
v
remainss constant thro
field of
view (Figure 6).

ution in terrms of the
Figurre 6: Left: Time resolu
on. Right: Lig
longittudinal spherrical aberratio
ght yield in
termss of the Strehl ratio for 437 nm – 656 nm..
times mo
Thee light yield is typically two
t
ore, than an
achro
omatic system
m can deliver, if
i it could opeerate on such
a broad spectral raange. Thus, thee loss of 15%
% of intensity
i more than
o the absorbeer in the extracction system is
due to
comp
pensated usingg apochromaticc lenses.

AMERA
ST
TREAK CA
nd exit window
w.
Figure 4: Copper mirror, absorber an
vesssel includes a Cue
The final ddesign of the extraction
oth water-cooled (Figure 4).. The
mirror and ann absorber, bo
or and the ab
temperatures of the mirro
bsorber as weell as
selected vesssel areas are measureed using PT
T100
d
thermometerss and the corrresponding data
are proceessed
by the PETRA
RAIII temperatture monitorin
ng system.
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Geneeral Descripption
C
Fin
nally, the lightt is fed into a Hamamatsu
H
C5680
Streak
Cameera (SC) withh dual time base extender, operated at
250 MHz,
M
thus alloowing the obseervation of sin
ngle bunches
m
in a 500
5 MHz buncch train in the synchroscan mode.
Thee input optiics of the SC is match
hed to the
allowing
apoch
hromatic trannsport beam line,
l
g a spectral
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range from 4400 to 700 nm
n to be imaaged on the photo
p
cathode withh low intensitty loss and with
w a flat speectral
intensity disttribution [6]. It
I is connected
d to the PETR
RAIII
timing and feeedback system
m (Figure 7) using
u
the stan
ndard
timing modulle and a low noise
n
RF ampllifier system [7
7].

Figurre 9: Single buunch measurem
ment, run with
h 40 mA and
72 bu
unches.

Figure 7: RF system signals for the Streak
S
cameraa.

Time Resollution
on, including the input op
The SC tiime resolutio
ptics,
measured witth a pulsed Ti:Sa LASER, is about 'tS=2
= ps
(Figure 8, [8]]).

Figurre 10: Part of bunch train off 50 mA with 72 bunches.

SION
CONCLUS
unch length measurement
m
Thee presented P
PETRAIII bu
he bunch leng
system
m is sufficientt to measure th
gths of single
plete bunch traains.
bunch
hes and param
meters of comp
n to be less than
t
Thee time resoluution is shown
3 ps, a
typicaal bunch lenngth of 40 ps,
p in accordaance to the
PETR
RAIII design pparameters, waas measured.
Inv
vestigations too improve thee time resoluttion and the
y.
measu
uring process are underway

NCES
REFEREN

olution of the Streak
S
Figuree 8: Time reso
unit.
S and the OBL
Adding the time resolutiions of the SC
O
total
r
of
a
resolution
quadraticallyy,
ଶ
ଶ
'tT=ඥοݐௌ
 οݐை
=2.4 ps is achieved

TH MEASU
BUNC
CH LENGT
UREMENT
T
Typical meeasurements with
w the descriibed setup incclude
nch train meassurements.
single bunch as well as bun
In a single bunch measureement (Figuree 9), a bunch spot,
the corresponnding intensitty profile and its half width
hs is
given. The hhalf widths off *b = 95.8 pss corresponds to a
sigma of thee bunch lengtth of Vb=*b/2.3458=40.8 ps,
p in
RAIII design parameters.
accordance w
with the PETR
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FUTURE TIMING AND SYNCHRONIZATION SCHEME AT ELBE
M. Kuntzsch, A. Buechner, T. Kirschke, U. Lehnert, F. Röser, HZDR, Dresden, Germany
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Abstract
In 2011 the superconducting electron accelerator ELBE
at Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf is extended to
generate nC bunches at a repetition rate of 125 kHz in
continuous wave operation. These bunches will be
generated by a superconducting photo-electron gun (SRFGun) [1]. These bunches will be compressed in a chicane
to 150 fs duration and will be used to generate
narrowband and broadband THz radiation. Therefor a new
beamline is designed including a THz undulator and an
optical beamline to the Laboratory located on the roof.
The other applications are electron bunch – high power
laser experiments with the TW-laser DRACO [2] like
Compton backscattering where preliminary experiments
have already started [3].
All planned experiments and radiation sources call for a
synchronization system at femtosecond level to achieve
stable experimental conditions. In upcoming years there
will be an optical synchronization system based on a
commercial femtosecond laser oscillator which is locked
to the accelerators RF. The laser pulses will be distributed
over stabilized fiber links to all remote stations.

CURRENT SYNCHRONIZATION
SYSTEM
The current synchronization system is based on
commercial optical cw transmitters and singlemode
optical fibers to distribute the 13 MHz Master Oscillator
Signal to client stations like experimental lasers. The links
have a noise floor at -142 dBc which results in a jitter of 3
ps [1 Hz; 5 MHz] after the transmission (see Figure 1).
Due to that fact a RF oscillator locked by a PLL is always
used as flywheel filter to lower the fast jitter before
locking an external laser.

The current system was improved in some details to
enable first experiments between DRACO and ELBE.
The reference signal for the Ti:Sa Oscillator is now
shifted by a IQ-Modulator based electronic phase shifter
instead of coaxial phase shifters and discrete cable delays.
Now the phase between electron bunch and laser pulse
can be adjusted continuously and via remote control.
In addition a commercial trigger generator was set up to
trigger the ELBE single shot and the DRACO pulse
picker for 10 Hz operation.

SYNCHRONIZATION SYSTEM
Layout
The future synchronization system will use a
femtosecond laser as an optical reference. This will be
locked to the accelerator RF master oscillator and feed all
remote stations that need femtosecond stability. The laser
signal will be split in a fiber coupler and distributed to the
clients using stabilized single mode fibers [4]. The
performance of active and passive stabilization concepts
has to be validated within the next months.
Figure 2 shows the layout of the extended ELBE
facility including all existing and future sources that have
to be synchronized.
As a first application the Ti:Sa Oscillator of the TW
Laser DRACO will be locked to the new reference signal.
Afterwards all Lasers in the new THz-Laboratory will use
that system.

Figure 2: Future Synchronization Layout.
One of the main advantages of the optical distribution
is the galvanic insulation to avoid ground loops. Since the
laser laboratory have all a separate power supply
including separate grounding such insulation is
mandatory. Also the EMI in the accelerator hall has no
effect to the singlemode fibers and the optical signals.
Figure 1: Phase Noise (solid line) and RMS-Jitter (dashed
line) of 13 MHz after cw distribution.
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Master Laser Oscillator
A significant increase of stability of commercial laser
systems has been achieved in recent years [5][1].
Femtosecond Lasers show excellent short term stability
compared to RF oscillators but a weak long term
performance. Thus the long term stability is always given
by an electrical reference.
We are using an Onefive Origami 15 femtosecond laser
which is locked to the accelerators RF. In preliminary test
it showed excellent phase stability. It is a real turnkey
system in a sealed housing and needs no maintenance.
It has a RMS-jitter of less than 7 fs [1 kHz; 10 MHz]
what makes it a very good reference source (see Figure
3). The lower frequency behavior is mainly determined by
the frequency stability of the RF reference and the quality
of the locking.

MOPD31

not possible to find a reproducible setting for all trigger
sources. Up to now the Macro Pulse generator was the
master trigger source but after extending the accelerator
by a second electron source and connecting the Pulse
generator of DRACO to the system which needs an
interruption free signal, a new timing system has to be
designed.

Figure 4: Current Timing Structure.

Figure 3: SSB Phase Noise measured at 1326 MHz (17th
Harmonic of fundamental signal).

Figure 5 is showing a possible scheme based on a
central trigger generator where all signals are created and
then delivered to the stations relevant for the accelerator
operation and a distribution terminal for the experimental
timing. All frequencies, duty-cycles, delays and
dependencies will be managed by that central device.
Based on the accelerators trigger signals a terminal in
every laboratory will generate user defined patterns to
trigger their experimental setup.

The repetition rate is matched to most of the used laser
sources what makes it easier to find a common lock
frequency. The output power is specified to feed up to 8
links without using an additional optical amplifier before
the splitter.
Table 1: Origami 15 Specifications
central wavelength

1571 nm

spectral bandwidth

35,6 nm

pulse length

76 fs

output power

89 mW

repetition rate

78 MHz

RMS Jitter (1 kHz; 10 MHz)

< 7 fs

TIMING SYSTEM

Figure 5: Future Timing System.
Currently the needed specifications are prepared before
we enter the design state.

Current Layout
The current ELBE Timing system shown in Figure 4 is
a combination of 5 different Trigger generators used to
drive different functions of the accelerator. All are
referenced to the 13 MHz RF Master clock in a direct or
indirect way but have no locked phase. That means it is
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The current ELBE synchronization system was
evaluated and improved to enable first proof of principle
experiments. A new synchronization scheme has been
designed which is based on an optical femtosecond
master laser oscillator. Onefive Origami was tested as
future reference and showed high potential.
For triggering new experiments a new timing system
based on a central trigger generator is in the design phase.
In the next months the experiments with the master
laser oscillator will continue and it is planned to install a
first stabilized link by the end of 2011.
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BUNCH LENGTH MEASUREMENT FROM
POWER FLUCTUATION AT DIAMOND
C.A. Thomas∗ , I. Martin, G. Rehm, Diamond Light Source, Oxfordshire, UK

Bunch length can be measured using the visible light
power fluctuation statistics of an individual bunch. This
method developed at ALS has been implemented at Diamond with further improvement on the detection method
and the speed of the measurement. In this paper, we
firstly report on the development and implementation of the
method. We will show the performance of several detector
diodes used and the limits of the method. Validation of the
method will be demonstrated against streak camera measurement with picosecond long bunches. Before concluding, we will discuss about the strengths and weaknesses of
the method.

INTRODUCTION
Bunch length is becoming an important parameter of
modern synchrotron light sources as time resolved experiments demand the bunch to be as short 1 ps or less. Non
destructive measurements of such short bunches pulses are
difficult and not very many techniques have been developed so far. Mainly, all the techniques rely on the measurement of the synchrotron radiation pulse envelop, which for
very short pulses carries the additional difficulty that these
pulses have very weak intensity [1]. Well established streak
camera measurements are limited to 1-2 ps range [2][3],
however it constitutes a benchmark for the recently developed techniques. For example, cross-correlation technique
using second harmonic generation in a frequency doubling
crystal, which is a non-linear process and requires high intensity pulses to work, has been developed and applied at
SPEAR III for the measurement of r.m.s 2.4 ps bunches
[4]. The technique, being well established for high intensity laser pulses, is proven to work but needs many minutes
to perform a measurement. Therefore, any jitter due to synchrotron oscillations will be integrated in the measurement.
At the same time, another technique has been developed at
APS [5]. It is based on the statistical properties of the pulse
intensity with a coherence length much smaller than the
pulse envelope. Following this original work, we have been
investigating and developing this technique at Diamond. In
this paper we will firstly recall the principle on which the
method is based. Then we will comment on the choice
of the detector and express the precision and accuracy required in the measurement. Finally, and before concluding,
we will present a measurement of the bunch length varied
as function of the RF cavity voltage in the range 10 ps to
20 ps.
∗ cyrille.thomas@diamond.ac.uk
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BUNCH LENGTH FROM INTENSITY
FLUCTUATION
The method described here and explained in more detail
in [5] is based on the measurement of the statistics of the
pulse intensity fluctuations. If the pulse satisfies the following conditions, then the pulse width στ can be measured:
the pulse spectral bandwidth, σw is large enough so that the
pulse coherence is very small, i.e. στ σw > 1/2. Also the
angular spread and the source size are assumed to be small
compared to the bandwidth, satisfying the following relation: σw  c/σs σθ , with c the speed of light in vacuum,
σs the source size, and σθ the angular spread of the beam.
The last assumption is that all distributions, i.e. the pulse
envelope and the spectrum are Gaussian. Then the relative
intensity fluctuation δ is given by the following expression:
δ2 =

σI2
1
= 
2 σ 2 )T
< I >2
(1 + 4σw
τ

(1)

with σI the standard deviation of the pulse intensity, I
2π
, σx,y the source size, and
the mean pulse intensity, k =
λ
2
T = (1 + (4kσθx σx ) )(1 + (4kσθy σy )2 ) takes into account
the fluctuation due to the beam transverse coherence.
From equation 1, one can see that the bunch length, represented by the synchrotron radiation pulse can be measured, by measuring statistical intensity fluctuation of a
narrow spectral bandwidth pulse.

Measurement Precision and Accuracy
The measurement of the pulse intensity can be done using a photodiode or an avalanche photodiode (APD) which
will provide a larger signal to noise ratio. In order to measure δ, two noise contributions from the photodiode need to
be properly characterised. One is the broadband noise produced by the diode (including amplifier, scope). It can be
measured directly with no pulse signal. This noise needs to
be very small because it will influence the precision of the
measurement. The other characteristic of the diode is the
excess noise factor. This is the statistical fluctuation of a
constant intensity measured signal. The excess noise factor
plays an important role in the accuracy of the measurement.
The measured statistics of the pulse intensity can be expressed as follow:
2
− f (ζ, I) =
δ 2 = δM

σ 2 − σ02

(I − I0 )2

−

αζ 2
(2)
I − I0 

where δM is the measured pulse intensity standard deviation over mean squared, f (ζ, I) is the excess noise, σ0
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and I0  are the standard deviation and the mean intensity
of the broadband noise of the diode, ζ is the excess noise
factor and α a proportionality constant factor.
The pulse width is given by equation 1:
1
στ =
2σw



δ −4
−1
T

(3)

The relative uncertainty in the measurement of στ is
given from differentiation of 3:
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Δστ
ΔT
Δσw
2Δδ
+

+
στ
σw
δ
2T

(4)

The bandwidth σw and the transverse mode fluctuation
T are constant and can both be calculated or measured with
good accuracy. For δ, the uncertainty on δM can be reduced
with a large number of measurement as ΔδM /δM  1/N .
However, depending on f (ζ, I), the relative uncertainty
Δ(δ 2 −f (ζ,I))
is limited by δ2M−f (ζ,I) , the signal difference being
M
the limiting factor as the fraction may never converge. As
discussed in [5], for an expected accuracy in the measurement, a sufficiently large number of photons in the detector
is required so that f (ζ, I) becomes small enough com2
, allowing the measurement to be done.
pared to δM

Detector Selection
The photodiode performance can by specified from
equation 2, together with the pulse intensity to measure.
In brief, the photodiode should have a very low noise
and a sufficiently large gain in order to measure δM with
high precision. We have been testing a number of photodetectors, and here we show only a few as examples. Table 1 presents the evaluation of the pulse peak power that
equals the noise level of the detector. The calculation is
based on the manufacturers specification. We compared
the noise power of the photo-detector to the detected synchrotron radiation power in a narrow bandwidth produced
by a 0.1 mA stored electron bunch and transmitted by the
Diagnostics beamline. The Newfocus 1 GHz bandwidth
1601 diode shows a signal to noise not so large compared
to the power of the pulse to be measured. The Newfocus
photodiodes show a very small signal to noise ratio and
attempt to perform a measurement with larger bunch current was not successful because the measurement was dominated by the excess noise. The Perkin Elmer APDs show
a very large signal to noise. The C30902S was used in
[5], here we used the C30902S-DTC which shows a larger
signal to noise because it is temperature cooled. However,
a careful characterisation of the excess noise is required
to perform an accurate measurement of the bunch length.
In the next section, we will present the experimental setup
and the preliminary required characterisation of the photodetector before bunch length measurements are possible.
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Figure 1: Experimental setup. The filtered synchrotron radiation is focussed onto Perkin Elmer C30302S-DTC APD.
Then the APD signal is amplified by a FEMTO 60 dB amplifier before being recorded by Rohde & Schwarz RTO
scope.

MEASUREMENT SETUP
For the measurement we chose the APD C30902S-DTC
from Perkin Elmer which has been integrated in an EMC
box. The EMC ensured that no parasitic signal was coupled to the measurement. The diode chip is mounted on a
Peltier element which has been combined with a PID controller to operate the APD at a fixed temperature of -20
deg. C. The control of the temperature is essential, because
it stabilises the gain together with the excess noise factor of
the APD. Also operating at low temperature enhances the
signal-to-noise. For the acquisition of the pulse intensity
we used a recently released oscilloscope, the RTO Scope
from Rohde & Schwarz, which has the capability to perform measurement and histogram over 106 recorded traces
per second. This ensured a very high precision of our measurement since all the 533520 pulses per second (revolution frequency of Diamond storage ring) are captured for
the intensity histogram. In addition to the cooled APD,
the use of this scope constitutes a real (technical) improvement from the original method described in [5], since one
measurement takes 1 s, providing a precision of  0.2%. A
schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The
synchrotron light from the Diagnostics beamline was simply focussed with a standard lens. The pulse power spectrum was selected using bandpass filters with the choice of
several mean wavelengths between 400 nm and 632 nm and
FWHM from 3 nm to 25 nm.

BUNCH LENGTH
In order to measure the bunch length, it is necessary to
characterise precisely the excess noise, including the bandpass filter, together with the transverse coherence of the
pulses. In our case, the coherence is very close to 1, and
we evaluate T  1.2 (see [5]). The excess noise, as shown
in Fig. 2, is given by the slope of δM vs. 1/(I − I0 ).
Fits of the curves in Fig 2 show small variation of the slopes
of the order of 5%.
Using the measured value of the excess noise, correction
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Table 1: Noise Comparison for Several Diodes. The noise equivalent power (NEP) is extracted from manufacturer data
sheets from which we calculate the noise power for 1 GHz bandwidth pulse signal. It is compared with the signal
produced by a the bandwidth limited (FWHM 10 nm) synchrotron pulse power reduced to 1 GHz bandwidth, at 0.1mA
current, ≈ 1 μW.

−1

APD C30902S APD C30902S-DTC NewFocus 1601 - 1 GHz NewFocus 1437 - 25 GHz
0.010
0.001
40
30
3
3
3 10
30 10
0.8
1

CONCLUDING REMARKS

λ =490 ± 5 nm
λ =560 ± 5 nm
λ =632 ± 5 nm
λ =632 ± 1.5 nm
λ =425 ±12.5 nm

2

δM

10

1

10

1/(<I>−<I0>) (V−1)

Figure 2: Excess noise measured for several filters.
to δM gives δ and the corresponding bunch length using
Equation 3. In order to verify the method, we measured
the bunch length while varying the RF cavity voltage, using
this new method and bench-marked the measurements with
our streak camera in the same experimental conditions. Results from the two methods can be seen in Fig. 3. The error
bars in both measurements are the standard deviation of the
total number of measurements - 30 and 10201 for the intensity fluctuation and streak camera respectively. The agreement between the two methods is very good, however, the
variation observed by the intensity fluctuation is quite large
compared to the streak camera measurements.
Intensity fluctuation
streak camera
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We have been developing and perform preliminary measurement of the bunch length using the pulse intensity fluctuation properties. The results seem to be in a good agreement with the streak camera measurements, and thereby
validate the method. However, some more systematic characterisation of the instrument still need to be done. This
would allow to verify the reliability of the instrument. For
instance, the method is dominated by the excess noise
which needs to be very accurately measured, but also one
needs to verify that the measurement is always the same
over time, external temperature, etc. Also we have observed nonlinearities in the scope ADCs, which have been
addressed by adding a numerical filter to the sample traces,
limiting the bandwidth of the signal to 500 MHz. Some further improvement of the method will be investigated with
the implementation of a multi-channel analyser (MCA).
The MCA is expected to have a better ADC linearity than
the scope, so it should combine more precision and accuracy in the measurement. Finally, the method has been
implemented in view of performing measurements in lowalpha mode beyond the streak camera limit. As said above,
the ability to perform such a measurement will be determined by the excess noise since the low alpha pulses carry
very small intensity.
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Figure 3: Bunch length as function of the RF cavity voltage, measured with the intensity fluctuation using a 632 ±
5 nm filter (FWHM bandwidth).
1 For the streak camera, 10 images have been acquired in which 102
profiles give 102 bunch length measurements.
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Abstract
The Free Electron Laser in Hamburg (FLASH) is
currently equipped with four Bunch Arrival time
Monitors (BAMs) which are part of the optical
synchronization system [1]. For the low bunch charge
regime operation, the bandwidth has to be increased
substantially.
This paper shows a new design of a high frequency
button pickup that can operate in a frequency band from
DC up to 40 GHz. The performance of the designed
model is analyzed for fabrication tolerances. A full wave
simulation with CST PARTICLE STUDIO® is performed
in order to prove the concept.

INTRODUCTION
At FLASH four bunch arrival time monitors (BAM) are
currently installed, one more is scheduled to be
commissioned until the end of this year. The BAM
comprises a RF-pickup, an electro-optical front-end and
specially designed read-out electronics, based on fast 108
MHz, 16 bit ADCs and an optical clock generation.

The BAM measures the arrival time jitter of each
individual electron bunch within a macro pulse, relative to
an optical timing reference supplied by the pulsed optical
synchronization system [2].
One component of the arrival time detection is a
commercial electro-optical modulator (EOM), which
translates the bunch timing information, given by the zero
crossing of the pickup's voltage signal, into an amplitude
modulation of ultra short laser pulses [3]. The slope
steepness at the zero crossing defines the resolution of the
BAMs [1]. For a high resolution the slope needs to be as
steep as possible, and this requires a higher bandwidth.
In the current design, both the EOM and the RF-pickup
are optimized to a voltage signal bandwidth from DC up
to 10 GHz.

BEAM PICKUP SIGNAL
An ultra-relativistic electron bunch which travels in the
center of a beam pipe induces a voltage signal into the
four radial arranged pick-up electrodes as shown in
Figure 2 [4]. The image charge in the pickup has the same
longitudinal profile as the bunch charge due to the
Lorentz contraction of the field, as defined in [5].

Figure 1: BAM electro-optical front-end.
___________________________________________
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Figure 2: Cross-section of a button type beam pick-up for
a BAM
The longitudinal bunch distribution is assumed to be
Gaussian with a temporal standard deviation of ıt = 0.05
ps . The bunch charge may vary from 1 nC down to 20 pC
within the bunch train, requiring the BAMs to equally
03 Longitudinal Diagnostics and Synchronization
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work for low and high charges. The dependency of the
pickup's signal zero crossing on the bunch charge and the
bunch profile is described in [1].
As bunches of low charge induce lower voltages the
steepness at the zero crossing is reduced. In order to
maintain the signal steepness, the duration of the voltage
response needs to be shorter, which requires increasing of
the bandwidth. The current system bandwidth does not
allow for recovering the required slope steepness for low
charge operation.
Additionally, the ringing requires attention, as in the
actual system it lasts for several hundred nanoseconds.
This causes an interference of the electron bunches within
the bunch train. After detecting the first bunch, the output
signal of all following bunches experience a shift in the
energy level due to ringing [1]. In order to avoid
interferences of signals excited by different bunches, the
ringing is required to decay to less than 0.1 % of the peak
amplitude after 220 ns, which corresponds to the bunch
spacing foreseen for the European XFEL.

MOPD33

using commercially available vacuum feedthroughs from
Advanced Technology Group, Inc. These feedthroughs
are sealed with glass with a relative permittivity İr ~ 4.7
and impedance of 50 . The feedthroughs are used for Kconnectors which can operate up to 40 GHz.

Simulation Results
The pickup electrodes are designed and simulated in
CST PARTICLE STUDIO® for a beam pipe diameter of
40.5 mm, bunch length of ıb = 1 mm (ıt = 33 ps) and
bunch charge of 20 pC. Since the simulation duration
depends on the computational power, the voltage signal is
recorded only for the first 0.5 ns. In near future, the
simulation will run on a supercomputer and we will have
more precise results about the ringing of the signal.
The output voltage is shown in time domain in Fig. 4
(top), and in frequency domain in Fig. 3 (bottom).

The designing procedure of the cone-shaped pickup
focuses mainly on achieving steep slope at the zero
crossing and reducing the ringing of the signal. The
smooth cone transition prevents reflections and reduces
the parasitic effects.

Design Analysis
In order to meet the requirements we propose a coneshape pickup electrode, depicted in Fig. 3. A similar
design was proposed in [6] for recovering a signal from a
strong wake-field background. To avoid discontinuities
and sharp edges in the transition between the button and
the pin, we have substituted the button with a continuous
cone-shaped pin. This design provides smooth transition
between the beam pipe and the feedthrough.

Figure 4: Beam pickup signal: Top: time domain, Bottom:
frequency domain

Figure 3: Cross-section of the cone-shaped pickup
electrode for the BAM.
For maximizing the signal transmission while avoiding
reflections, the pickup is matched to the impedance of 50
. Thus, the ratio b / a is a constant with value of 2.3,
where a = 2.428 mm and b = 5.6 mm. The radius of the
pickup is a / 2, and the radius of the housing is b / 2. The
length of the pickup is 6 mm. For our simulations we are
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From the voltage response in time domain one can
determine a slope at the zero crossing of 382 mV/ps with
peak to peak voltage of 2.5 V. The amplitude of the
ringing signal after 0.5 ns is less than 1% of the peak
amplitude. We expect that the ringing will be reduced to
less than 0.1% from the peak of the signal due to the
losses in the material. The Fourier transform of the pickup
signal shows that we have approximately flat
characteristics up to 40 GHz. We assume that the sharp
peaks around 12 GHz, 22 GHz and 33 GHz are result of
a simulation inaccuracy and by investigating this problem
we came to the conclusion that they are connected to the
time resolution of the simulation. The other peaks in the
spectrum for frequencies higher than 40 GHz are due to
the ripples in the pickup signal and the mismatch of the
feedthrough for these high frequencies.
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Tolerances Analysis
For the manufacturing process of the pickup system it
is very important to know what is the influence of the
variation of the dimensions over the system performance.
Commercially available vacuum feedthroughs that we are
using have constant dimensions, as well as the flanges
they are placed in. The upper bases of the pickup and the
housing cut cones are predefined by the dimensions of the
vacuum feedthrough as well. The dimensions of the lower
bases of the pickup and the housing are free parameters
and the change of these dimensions was subject of
analysis.
Fig. 5 shows the dependency of the slope at the zero
crossing versus the change of the radius of the pickup and
the housing respectively.

for the pickup radius means change of ± 50% and for the
housing radius it means 22% of the nominal value.

CONCLUSION
A cone-shaped pickup for BAM is introduced which
fulfils the requirements of more than 300 mV/ps slope
steepness and a bandwidth up to 40 GHz. The ringing of
the signal is investigated only to 0.5 ns due to the lack of
computational power. At this time, however, it has
already decayed to less than 1% of the signal peak
amplitude.
The slope steepness at the zero crossing was evaluated
for different values for the pick-up and the housing
radius. The decrease of the slope steepness due to the
dimension variations in the range of ± 600 m is less than
8%. It is shown that the highest values of the slope
steepness are obtained for the nominal dimensions.
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Figure 5: Top: pickup radius, Bottom: housing radius.
From the plots in Fig. 5 one can see that for the
calculated values for the radius of the pickup and the
housing, the slope has a peak value of 382 mV/ps. By
increasing or decreasing the radius in both cases, the
value of the slope decreases in Gaussian-like manner with
mean value in the nominal one. The decrease of the slope
is due to the mismatch and the change of the parasitic
capacitance, both defined by the radius of the pickup and
the radius of the housing. The change of the pickup radius
has the strongest impact on the slope steepness. This is
expected because this radius defines the amount of image
charge in the pickup. However, changing the radius by
±600 m in both cases causes the slope to decrease less
than 8%. One should notice that the change of ± 600 m
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New pickup designs for the Bunch Arrival time Monitor
(BAM) at the Free Electron Laser in Hamburg (FLASH)
have been developed and simulated with CST PARTICLE
R
STUDIO
. All presented designs fulfill the specifications
of an output voltage slope greater than 300 mV/ns for a
wide range of bunch charges from 10 pC to 3 nC.

results in order to tune design parameters for the next simulation run. Furthermore, the peak-to-peak voltage are determined. In order to distinguish whether the slope is influenced by the amplitude or by the frequency bandwidth,
considering its value alone is not sufficient. Thus, we assume a sine wave
U (t) = A · sin(2πfe · t)

INTRODUCTION
The Free Electron Laser in Hamburg (FLASH) is
equipped with Bunch Arrival time Monitors (BAM) [1],
which provide for a time resolution of less than 10 fs for
bunch charges higher than 0.2 nC. The timing information
is obtained by mixing the pickup signal with the pulses of a
reference laser in an Electro Optical Modulator (EOM) [2].
This information is coupled back to the first accelerating
module, for stabilizing the arrival time jitter of the electron
bunches to less than 25 fs. The sensitivity of the measurement system is defined by the slope of the pickup signal at
the zero crossing and scales close to linear with the bunch
charge. For future experiments lower bunch charges down
to 10 pC are of interest. In this case the requirements on the
time resolution will no longer be fulfilled. The slope can be
increased either by increasing the output signal voltage or
its frequency. Due to a technical limitation of the maximum
signal voltage a new pickup has to be developed, which has
a bandwidth of 40 GHz or higher.

SIMULATION SOFTWARE
For the design and simulation of new pickups we used
R software package, which
the CST PARTICLE STUDIO 
allows for computing the time dependent voltage along user
defined paths as one feature. To determine the voltage
gradient at the zero crossing (slope) and the amplitude of
the ringing an automatic analysis has been developed and
implemented as a postprocessing step by means of VBA
macro scripts. The integrated optimizer can employ these
#The work of A. Kuhl, A. Angelovski is supported by German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) within Joint Project FSP 301. Also, A. Kuhl and S. Schnepp are supported by the ’Initiative
for Excellence’ of the German Federal and State Governments and the
Graduate School of Computational Engineering at Technische Universität
Darmstadt.
∗ kuhl@gsc.tu-darmstadt.de
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S = ±A · 2πfe
⇒ fe =

|S|
π · Upeak to peak

with S as Slope
with

Upeak to peak = 2 · A

by using the slope and the peak-to-peak voltage, we compute its equivalent frequency (fe )1 with the availible functions in CST. The ringing is calculated with the maximum
absolute voltage in the time window between 0.3 ns after
the zero crossing up to the end of the simulated time. This
value is divided by half of the peak-to-peak voltage and
given in percent. In the following, all simulations are carried out using Gaussian bunches with a longitutinal standard deviation of σ = 1 mm and 20 pC bunch charge.

CURRENT PICKUP
In order to compare new pickup designs, the currently
installed pickup was modeled in CST to serve as a reference. This pickup consists of four rotationally symmetric
arranged pins. The signals of both horizontal and vertical pins are combined and conducted to the EOM. This arrangement minimizes the influence of beam offsets. The
simulation results show the signal of one pickup only. This
type of pickup was built for a bandwidth of 10 GHz using a
vacuum feedthrough made from alumina (see Fig. 1). The
analysis shows a mismatch of the impedance, which causes
a high level of ringing. The dimensioning of the structure is
not suited for a bandwidth up to 40 GHz resulting in higher
order modes in the pickup signal. Alumina has an high relative dielectric constant (r ) of approximately 9.6, which
increases the reflections and thus also the ringing. The results of the simulation show a slope of 69.7 mV/ps, a ringing of more than 67 % after 0.3 ns, a peak-to-peak voltage
of 2.52 V and an equivalent frequency of 8.78 GHz.
1A

finite time signal requires a bandwidth around this frequency.
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Figure 1: Current pickup and the simulation results.

NEW PICKUP DESIGNS
Three new pickup designs have been developed. The
arrangement of four symmetrically arranged antennas was
kept for all designs. All new designs have the same coaxial dimensions. The connector has an inner conductor diameter of 0.6949 mm and an outer conductor diameter of
1.6 mm. It is, therefore, adapted to an impedance of 50 Ω.

T-Antenna Design
The first design is a T-shaped pickup, which is a combination of a pin pickup and the commonly used button
pickup [3] (see Fig. 2). The horn-shaped expansion increases the sensitivity of the antenna. An investigation revealed that orienting the T-antenna perpendicularly to the
beam direction of motion yields the best results regarding slope and ringing. Employing the automatic evaluation
of the slope and ringing with the integrated optimizer of
the CST software for determining optimal dimensions, this
pickup achieves a slope of 479 mV/ps, a ringing of 6.39 %
after 0.3 ns, a peak-to-peak voltage of 3.44 V and an equivalent frequency of 44.4 GHz.
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Figure 2: T-shaped design with horn-shaped expansion and
the simulation results.

Short Circuit V-Antenna Design
The second design is the short circuit V-antenna (see
Fig. 3). Short-circuiting the antenna wire with the housing
efficiently damps the ringing. The angle β of the V-antenna
(see marks in Fig. 3) influences the ratio of the first to the
second maximum in the voltage signal but it has only a
small influence on the slope. The best results are obtained
for an angle of β = 160◦ . The simulation results show
a slope of 499.7 mV/ps and a maximum ringing of 2.32 %
after 0.3 ns. Furthermore, a peak-to-peak voltage of 4.01 V
and, thus, an equivalent frequency fe of 39.7 GHz are determined.

Double Notch T-Antenna Design
The third design is the double notch T-antenna (see
Fig. 4), where the notches improve the coupling of the electromagnetic field to the antenna. The results of the simulation show a very high slope of 604.4 mV/ps and a maximum ringing of less than 4.8 % after 0.3 ns. The value of
the peak-to-peak voltage is 3.41 V yielding an equivalent
frequency fe of 56.45 GHz.
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Figure 3: Short circuit V-antenna and the simulation results.

CONCLUSIONS
The specifications of the new pickup are a slope greater
than 300 mV/ps and a ringing below 0.1 % after 220 ns. It
is possible but not practicable to run the simulations up
to 220 ns for checking the ringing at this point as the respective simulations consume about 30 hours time. Sporadic long term simulations were made and showed that the
ringing has decayed to about 0.1 % after 10 ns already. It
was demonstrated that several new pickup designs are able
of fulfilling the requirements regarding slope and ringing
of the output voltage signal. This will enable time measurements down to 10 fs even when operating with bunch
charges as low as 20 pC. Furthermore, all designs show a
substantially reduced ringing of less then 7 % after 0.3 ns
in comparison to the currently installed pickup (Fig. 1).
One difficulty we encountered during the design process
are the opposing aims of obtaining a high slope value while
keeping ringing at a low level. If the slope is increased, the
ringing usually also increases. Since ringing appears not
to be a severe problem, we introduced a weighting factor
into the optimization goal, which takes care of the trade-off
between these two aims.
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Figure 4: Double notch T-Antenna design and the simulation results.

OUTLOOK
Future works will include a sensitivity analysis, which
is necessary for determining production tolerances for all
dimensions relevant to the functionality of the pickup.
Furthermore, one selected design [4] will be built as a
non-vacuum compatible prototype at the Microwave Engineering Laboratory at TU Darmstadt. This prototype will
be measured and compared with simulation results. Eventually, a vacuum compatible prototype will be built and installed in the FLASH facility.
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IMPROVED SIGNAL TREATMENT FOR CAPACITIVE LINAC PICKUPS
A. Reiter, C.-M. Kleffner, B. Schlitt, GSI, Germany
Abstract
For pulsed particle beams of linear accelerators capacitive
pickups are a crucial diagnostic tool. In this contribution
we present a simple, but effective time-domain analysis
that has been established in various applications during
several commissioning stages of two injector linacs. These injectors consist of a 400 keV/u radio-frequency quadrupole followed by a 7 MeV/u drift tube linac, both operated at 216.8 MHz. The main analysis objective was an
improvement of the pulse shape reconstruction and,
hence, of phase or energy determination.
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INTRODUCTION
In the past years GSI has been involved in several projects in which new linear accelerators have come into
operation. The medical therapy centres HIT and CNAO
were equipped with a 216.8 MHz injector linac for the
synchrotron consisting of a 400 keV/u radio-frequency
quadrupole (RFQ) and a 7 MeV/u interdigital H-type drift
tube linac (IH-DTL) [1, 2].
Operation frequencies above 200 MHz (periods trf < 5 ns)
demand high-resolution diagnostics systems with GHz
analogue bandwidth if higher harmonics are to be observed. Other practical problems can be encountered during measurements: electron field emission or secondary
particles can significantly disturb pickup signals mounted
close to a cavity and successive bunch signals tend to
overlap at energies below 500 keV/u. Linac structures
may be very susceptible to variations in operating parameters like rf amplifier phase and output power or cooling
water temperature. In this experimental environment, we
were forced to re-examine and to improve our existing
analysis of pickup data.
In the next section we briefly describe pickup and data
acquisition hardware, but emphasise the analysis procedure. Thereafter, experiment data and results are presented for RFQ and IH-DTL, respectively.

HARDWARE & DATA ANALYSIS
For the injectors of HIT and CNAO a pickup (in this
paper also referred to as phase probe) acquisition and
monitoring system was designed consisting of:
 phase probes (PHP) with inner radius r = 31 mm
and 50 Ω geometry (fMax< 3 GHz)
 low-noise amplifiers (20-60 dB gain, 1 GHz analogue bandwidth)
 tank probes, i. e. inductive coupling loops, to
monitor the rf fields in the cavities
 multi-channel ADC data acquisition system (8 bit,
4 GSa/s, 1 GHz bandwidth)
For the commissioning of each accelerator section a dedicated diagnostic test bench was set up with three phase
128

probes installed along a drift space [1, 2]. Some data were
taken with a 5 GSa/s digital oscilloscope. For off-line
analysis tank probe reference and all PHP signals were
recorded. Three pickups guarantee the unambiguous determination of the bunch number that populates the drift
space between any pair of phase probes. The mean kinetic
bunch energy was determined via the well-known timeof-flight method.

Data Analysis
In two ways our analysis exploits the periodic nature of
sampling process and acquired signals to improve detection sensitivity and effective timing resolution. The procedure for pulse shape reconstruction and energy determination can be summarised in five steps:
1. In-pulse-average: Raw data acquired within one
macro-pulse are divided into blocks of length N·trf
(N=49, trf= rf period) where the integer N is chosen
such that all blocks start, within a tolerance < 5 ps,
at a multiple of the sampling period tDAQ=250 ps.
At HIT, typically 10 blocks of 904 sample points
are averaged calculating the sample mean to improve the signal-to-noise ratio.
2. Interleaving: The averaged data block is projected
from N into one single rf period trf assigning to the
k-th sample point the time t(k) = fmod(k·tDAQ, trf),
the floating-point reminder of the ratio k·tDAQ/trf..
At HIT, this compression enhances the timing
resolution theoretically to about 5 ps.
3. Post processing of waveforms: FFT filter, moving
average, smoothing or other algorithms
4. Time offset tOff or phase relation between signals:
Determination of maximum position in the cyclic
cross correlation of the two processed data sets.
Here, we simply adopted the bin centre of the function maximum. At 216 MHz, a 5 ps timing resolution is equivalent to a 0.4° phase resolution.
5. Energy calculation via time-of-flight
The analysis parameters can be tailored to typical combinations of sampling and radio frequency. There are no
free parameters − bunch number NB, probe distance L,
sampling and radio frequency are fixed. The estimates of
the time tOff are very robust since all acquired samples are
considered and a function with one local maximum is
constructed. Therefore, the analysis procedure overcomes
ambiguity problems of methods that arbitrarily choose
“representative” signals to derive a single time offset, but
disregard the majority of the data. A particularly inefficient example is the commonly used zero-crossing method which only considers the signal part around the base
line and, unlike the cross correlation, is susceptible to DC
offsets and drifts. Compared to other approaches we tested, data of poorer quality could still be analysed.
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Figure 2: Trend of beam energy (top) and longitudinal
phase space at three pickup positions (bottom).
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Three pickups PHP 1-3 were installed at distances of
361, 523 and 1128 mm from the re-buncher centre. The
1st accelerating gap of the IH-DTL was later at a position
of 293 mm. When the operation parameters of the RFQ
working point had been established, about 150 data samples were recorded at intervals of 30 seconds to monitor
the stability. The samples are presented in fig. 2 (top), the
mean energy is (400.9±0.6) keV/u.
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Figure 1: Signal comparison for a 400 keV/u RFQ beam.
If the response of the 75 m coaxial cable was omitted or
the bunch length was changed in the calculation, only the
signal amplitude was affected while the shape remained
almost the same in line with experimental observations.

RFQ MEASUREMENTS
For the first time, a RFQ has been equipped with an internal re-buncher integrated into the tank [5, 6]. Rebuncher geometry and thus bunching voltage were mechanically adjusted to match energy and longitudinal focus of the RFQ beam to the IH-DTL input parameters.
Without re-buncher, the RFQ energy gradually increases
with rf power around the working point, with re-buncher
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Figure 2 (bottom) shows the measured beam energy as
function of relative phase with respect to the mean value,
defining the “reference bunch”. The phase values were
derived for each data set from the measured time differences between tank reference and the three phase probe
signals. Positive times correspond to bunches that are
detected by a phase probe at a later time compared to the
reference bunch. The increasing negative correlation of
the distributions shows the expected divergent behaviour.
The longitudinal focus of 287 mm behind the re-buncher
centre was obtained by back-tracking of the distributions
to the position where their correlations vanished. The
close proximity to the 1st gap of the IH-DTL confirms the
chosen re-buncher geometry.
The energy resolution σ(E)~0.06 keV/u for the pair
PHP 2 and 3 was calculated as standard deviation of the
residuals between data and linear fit. Clearly, the much
larger 0.6 keV/u (0.15 % mean energy) standard deviation
of the shown energy distribution is not due to the data
analysis. In fact, the closed-loop regulation controls the rf
amplitude roughly to ±0.2 %, a tolerance that could intro129
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For signal calculations ref. [3] was adopted. The singleparticle response [4] is fed into a phase probe modelled as
RC circuit with R = 50 Ω and C = 20 pF. The front-end
amplifier was assumed to faithfully reproduce the input
signal. Transmission effects along the coaxial cable were
taken into account using the known cable attenuation. The
output signal was folded with a uniform distribution of
“effective bunch length” to describe the acquired data.
This approach was chosen because the formula in ref. [4]
was derived for a single on-axis particle by integration
over the inner cylindrical surface, but particles with significant offset (~r/3) generate a narrower pulse of larger
amplitude. The derivation in ref. [4] neglects the front
ring of the phase probe that, in principle, is sensitive to
the longitudinal electric field component, especially at the
low energies (β<<1) considered here. Therefore, absolute
signal amplitudes were not calculated and for comparison
data had to be normalised. Despite its simplicity, the
model delivered reasonable estimates of signal shape,
bunch length and momentum spread.
Figure 1 shows calculated and measured phase probe
signals for the 400 keV/u RFQ. The overlap of adjacent
single-bunch responses (dashed lines) produces a significantly smaller, sine-like output signal (black line). After
scaling of the signal amplitude, raw data sampled at
5 GSa/s (red dots) and reconstructed pulse shape after
interleaving (blue) are in excellent agreement with the
calculation. Note that the interleaved signal contains 1891
samples within 4.6 ns and no post processing was applied.

it slowly decreases. The correct operating point is found,
if these two functions intersect at the IH-DTL injection
energy [7]. Hence, it was important to map this energy
dependence carefully over a large rf power range. With
the new analysis we were able to extend the measurement
range down to 80 % of the nominal rf power, where the
RFQ starts to produce a bunched beam.
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duce similar energy variations in the present case. Dark
currents in the cavity identified during rf amplifier commissioning may also influence the system stability.

IH-DTL MEASUREMENTS
For the commissioning of the 7 MeV/u IH-DTL, the
three phase probes were installed at much longer separations of 1148 and 2650 mm. Apart from the measured
beam energy, estimates of effective bunch length and
momentum spread were obtained on the basis of model
calculations for the PHP signals.

Energy Loss Measurements
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One important task of the pickup system is the monitoring
of carbon stripping foils. Ten of these foils (~100 µg/cm2)
are installed on a target ladder behind the IH-DTL.
Table 1: Comparison of energy loss data
Ion

ΔE(th.)

ΔE(exp.)

Comment

C

16.2 keV/u

(16.7±0.9) keV/u

all foils

p

5.4 keV

(6.0±0.4) keV

only 2 foils

At the beam energy of ~7 MeV/u, the measurement system achieves a short-term resolution σ(E)~0.4 keV/u or
σ(E)/E~6×10-5, while over long periods further parameters must be monitored, e. g. a 1°C temperature change in
the cooling water may shift the beam energy by up to
15 keV/u. The mean energy loss in each foil was determined from only 10 consecutive macro-pulses and calculated as energy difference with respect to a target-out reference measurement. Table 1 compares theoretical and
measured energy losses. For the full set of foils the standard deviation of 0.9 keV/u is a measure of relative thickness uniformity at the time of installation, while the degradation of individual foils must be judged by comparison
of repeated energy loss measurements.

Bunch Length and Momentum Spread
At the working point of the IH-DTL, the momentum
spread Δp/p of the beam reaches its minimum. At the
same time, maximum PHP signal amplitudes are measured that significantly decrease, if the linac rf power is
changed. The design value of Δp/p is 0.2 %.
The phase probe signals of fig. 3 were acquired at a
power level 5 % above the nominal value of ~900 kW,
where their shapes indicate a large momentum spread.
The interleaved signals (colours) were approximated with
effective bunch lengths of 0.4, 0.8, and 1.8 ns, respectively. The uncertainty is of the order of 0.1 ns. The calculated signals are represented by black lines in fig. 3, the
overall agreement is satisfactory. The discrepancy at the
rising steep rising edge of PHP 1 might be due to the
larger beam spot size or secondary particles since it is
mounted directly behind the focussing quadrupole triplet.
A realistic field calculation would have to include the full
pickup geometry, especially the protective plates on both
sides that suppress direct particle interactions.
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Figure 3: Comparison of measured and simulated pulse
shapes for a 7.1 MeV/u H3+ beam at very high rf power
Plotting effective bunch length against phase probe distance, we extrapolated a reasonable bunch width of about
0.2 ns or Δφ = ±8° at the IH-DTL exit from a straight-line
fit. With this input value a one-dimensional, uniform particle distribution (line charge) was tracked along the drift
space in a simulation. The bunch widths observed in fig. 3
were matched, when the momentum spread was set to
1.5 %. During standard operation, the signals of PHP 2
and 3 are almost identical with estimated effective bunch
lengths of 0.8 and 1.0 ns, respectively. This is close to the
resolution of the model calculation and the value Δp/p =
(0.2±0.1) % must be considered as rough estimate of the
momentum spread, despite the agreement with the design
value.

CONCLUSIONS
A time-domain analysis has been tested successfully in
various pickup applications. Timing offsets were monitored on a level of ~5 ps (~0.4° phase at 217 MHz). Energy resolutions σ(E)/E of 1.5×10-4 for a 400 keV/u RFQ
beam and of 6×10-5 for a 7 MeV/u IH-DTL beam were
achieved that allowed accurate energy measurements. The
new signal reconstruction improved the system sensitivity
and, together with a basic theoretical model, made rough
estimates of bunch lengths or momentum spread possible.
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A silicon detector monitor has been developed and
tested in the frame of the beam diagnostics development
program for the HIE-ISOLDE superconducting upgrade
of the REX-ISOLDE heavy-ion linac at CERN. The
monitor is intended for beam energy and timing
measurements as well as for phase scanning of the
superconducting cavities. Tests have been performed with
a stable ion beam, composed of carbon, oxygen and neon
ions accelerated to energies from 300 keV/u to
2.85 MeV/u. The energy measurements performed
allowed for beam spectroscopy and ion identification with
a resolution of 1.3 % rms. The achieved resolution is
suited for cavity phase scanning, which was demonstrated
with the REX 7-gap resonator. The time structure of the
beam, characterized by a bunch period of 9.87 ns, was
measured with a resolution better than 200 ps. This paper
describes the results from all these tests as well as
providing details of the detector setup.

INTRODUCTION
In the framework of the High Intensity and Energy
(HIE)-ISOLDE project [1] for the superconducting
upgrade of the REX linac at CERN, an R&D program has
been launched including also beam diagnostics
developments. A staged construction of a superconducting
linac based on sputtered quarter-wave cavities is foreseen
downstream of the present normal conducting linac [2].
The phase of the Radio Frequency (RF) power fed to the
accelerating cavities needs to be accurately set to ensure
the beam is efficiently and stably accelerated. The
standard procedure of tuning the RF phase relies on
relative measurements of the average beam energy
downstream of the cavity. At REX the average beam
energy is measured using the dispersion developed in the
switchyard dipole magnet. Such a procedure is robust and
reliable but is time consuming and difficult to automate.
The number of cavities used to post-accelerate ions at
ISOLDE will increase from 5 to 34 with the HIE upgrade,
motivating the development of a quick, and eventually
automated, solution for tuning the phases of the SC
cavities. In this framework a silicon monitor prototype
has been tested in a diagnostic box of the REX linac,
downstream of the 9-gap resonator. The purpose of this
test was the investigation of the monitor performances in
terms of cavity phase scanning and longitudinal beam
profile measurements.

MONITOR STRUCTURE
The prototype monitor consisted of a 50 mm2 300 μmthick partially-depleted Passivated Implanted Planar
Silicon (PIPS) detector manufactured by Canberra. An
actuator could place the detector on the beam line to
directly stop the beam, so that the total energy of the
particles was measured. In Fig. 1 the monitor scheme and
the data acquisition setup are shown. A FET-input lownoise charge-sensitive preamplifier was connected to a
feed-through outside the diagnostic box, providing energy
and timing output signals. The energy signal was
processed by a quasi-Gaussian shaping amplifier (Ortec
Mod. 572) and a Multi-Channel Analyzer (MCA)
integrated on a PCI card and providing the beam energy
spectrum. The timing output signal was referenced to the
RF master-clock that controls the phase of the
accelerating cavities. The Caen Multi-Hit TDC (Time-toDigital Converter) V1290N, characterized by a resolution
of 25 ps (LSB), was adopted to measure the time interval
between the particle signal and a reference signal
synchronized with the RF. As the maximum frequency of
the reference signal accepted by the TDC was 10 MHz,
the 101.28 MHz RF master-clock had to be frequencydivided. Actually, a factor of 14 was set for a frequency
divider characterized by a 114 MHz maximum accepted
rate, thus providing a 7.23 MHz reference signal. A fast
discriminator converted both the reference signal and the
particle signal into standard NIM, as requested by the
TDC input. A system electronic noise of 10.6 keV was
measured. It was evaluated as the full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of the pulser line acquired while
injecting a test pulse at the preamplifier input node

Figure 1: Monitor structure and data acquisition setup.
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through the provided test capacitance. The monitor
energy resolution was tested with an alpha source
temporarily placed inside the monitor diagnostic box. The
resolution obtained with 241Am 5.486 MeV alphas was
21.2 keV (0.38 %) FWHM.
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BEAM STRUCTURE AND INTENSITY
The REX beam has a pulsed time structure determined
by the charge breeding system, consisting of a Penning
Trap and Electron Beam Ion Source (EBIS) operating in
series, which prepare the A/Q state for acceptance into the
REX linac [3]. The beam macro-pulse observed after the
REX linac is determined by the synchronisation of the RF
pulse of the linac with the beam pulse extracted from the
EBIS. During the measurements documented in this paper
the RF pulse length was 450 μs. With an applied
repetition rate of 33 Hz, the machine duty cycle was then
1.5 %. The REX accelerating cavities are excited by RF
power at 101.28 MHz, which gives further temporal
structure to the beam and divides the pulse into microbunches separated by 9.87 ns.
The test beam was composed of ionized residual gas
from inside the EBIS, which is a typical pilot beam used
to tune the linac. In the presented test measurements a
beam with A/Q=4 was used, which was composed mainly
of 12C3+, 16O4+ and 20Ne5+. The beam intensity had to be
strongly attenuated to reach the kHz level inside the 450
μs RF pulse window, such that single-particle events
could be discriminated. A data rate of approximately 2
kHz inside the RF window was achieved by manipulating
the trapping electrode voltages inside the EBIS and by
using collimators along the linac. This corresponds to a
count rate of 0.75 particles per EBIS pulse and, at a
repetition rate of 33 Hz, an average beam particle count
rate of 25 Hz.

MEASUREMENT RESULTS
Energy profile measurements were performed at
300 keV/u, at the output energy of the RFQ (RadioFrequency Quadrupole). The acquired beam spectrum is
shown in Fig. 2, where helium, carbon, oxygen and neon
peaks are well identified. The energy spread of 190 keV
(3.2 %) FWHM was measured through a Gaussian fitting
on the neon line at 6 MeV. Assuming the beam energy
spread from the RFQ as 1.9 % FWHM, quoted in [4], the
system resolution can be estimated as 2.6 % FWHM or
± 1.1 % rms (1σ). The energy spread of the beam at
300 keV/u was also measured by changing the effective
voltage of the rebuncher cavity, located 1.0 m after the
exit of the RFQ. The measurement results are compared
in Fig. 3 to a simulation of the measurement assuming
nominal beam parameters at output from the RFQ. Good
agreement is attained between measurement and
simulation if a resolution of 3.0 % FWHM or ± 1.3 % rms
(1σ) is subtracted in quadrature. This value can be
reasonably assumed as the system energy resolution.
The energy resolution achieved with the neon beam at
6 MeV is substantially worse than the resolution obtained
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Figure 2: Beam energy spectrum acquired at 300 keV/u.
with alpha particles from a source at close energy (5.486
MeV). This is partially due to the interaction of the beam
ions with the silicon detector entrance window and it may
also be due to an affected intrinsic energy spread of the
beam when critical techniques are applied to reduce its
intensity. Some further investigation is needed in this
direction. However, although absolute measurements of
the energy spread are challenging with the achieved
system resolution, the monitor performance fully meets
the main requirement of a fast and accurate phase tuning
procedure of the cavities. The principle was demonstrated
with REX 7-gap resonator, as shown in Fig. 4, at the
energy of 1.92 MeV/u. As the 7G3 cavity phase was
rotated, the peak channel number of the 16O4+ energy
signal measured by the MCA was recorded and then
plotted in terms of energy gain by means of a prior
calibration. A second-order analytic expression was used
to fit the data points in Fig. 3, as they deviate from the
sinusoidal modulation, owing to the large number of
accelerating gaps and the large change in velocity during
acceleration in the structure. The maximum change in the
average energy was ± 15 % @ 1.92 MeV/u, and the
monitor resolution of ± 1.3 % rms allowed for accurate
peak energy measurement while varying the cavity phase.
Simulations were run to evaluate the expected change in
average energy as a function of the phase for each of the
HIE-REX SC cavities. In case of a standard accelerating
mode the monitor energy resolution should be compatible

Figure 3: Simulated and measured energy spread as a
function of the rebuncher voltage.
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with an expected peak shift (energy change) ranging from
± 15 % to ± 3.5 %, depending on the considered cavity.
This requirement is hence fully met by the monitor
resolution of ± 1.3 % rms. In case of decelerating
operation mode of the low-energy cavities, the expected
peak shift ranges from ± 18 % to a very low value of ±
2.3 % for the last couple of decelerating cavities. In this
case the phase scanning may be critical, also because of
the large expected beam energy spread of ± 1.5 % rms.
The beam time profile was acquired at 2.85 MeV/u,
which is the output energy of the 9-gap resonator. A time
structure of 14 bunches was acquired, with the expected
period of 9.87 ns, because the adopted reference signal
was the RF master-clock divided by a factor 14. The
acquired timing profile is shown in Fig. 5 in a two-bunch
window. The measured bunch length was 2.5 ns FWHM,
compatible with the time spread expected at the output of
the 9-gap resonator [5] and after a drift of approximately
9 m to the silicon detector.
A phase-up scanning was tested for the 7-gap resonator
by using in this case a Time-of-Flight (ToF) procedure, as
shown in Fig. 6. The beam energy as a function of phase
was measured by recording the arrival time of a bunch
relative to the reference signal. The modulation of the
energy as a function of phase was enough to vary the
arrival time of a bunch by up to 90 ns over the 10.6 m
drift distance between cavity and monitor. At 101.28 MHz
the bunch spacing is only 9.87 ns, making it challenging
to differentiate between bunches arriving at the monitor. A
measurement was possible by slowly varying the phase
such that the bunch being tracked never moved more than
9.87 ns in arrival time and could always be identified.
Such a measurement was time-consuming and made far
easier with the prior knowledge gained by phasing in the
energy domain. Nonetheless, the ToF principle was
validated and remains a viable option for phasing the
cavities should a chopper be incorporated into the HIEISOLDE upgrade and the bunch spacing increased. In
Fig. 6 the raw data are compared to the calculation using
the energy domain measurements by normalizing the
curve to zero at the minimum of the ToF. The agreement
is good and only breaks down where the energy resolution
was poor.
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Figure 5: Beam timing profile and bunch length.

Figure 6: Phase scanning of the 7G3 cavity through ToF
measurements.
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Figure 4: Demonstration of cavity phasing with the REX
7-gap resonator.
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Non-destructive bunch length measurements after the
magnetic compression is performed in Fermi@Elettra via
the so-called Bunch Length Monitor (BLM) diagnostics.
The BLM system is based on the diffraction radiation from
a ceramic gap, captured by three millimeter-waves diodes,
and the edge radiation from the last bending magnet of the
bunch compressors, captured by a pyrodetector. In this paper we report on the study of the coherent radiation from
a gap which we performed both applying the analytical
theory and by means of simulations of the radiated electromagnetic field (CST Particle Studio). The study started
from a simple gap in vacuum; time and frequency domain
results were then investigated and compared with analytical
theory. Finally in order to study a more realistic system, we
investigated the effect of the dielectric and metallic holed
shield used to assure the electric continuity.

Particle Studio), an electromagnetic field simulation software [3].
The simulations have been performed using a gaussian
bunch with a longitudinal FWHM of 10 ps, and a charge
of 1 nC. The very first simulation has been done using a
simple vacuum gap model, in order to perform a comparison with the theoretical radiation, obtained from [4] and
[5]. The model used is shown in Figure 1. The electric
field radiated from the gap is captured by a probe put in a
point 45 mm far from the pipe axis. Figure 1 illustrates a
conceptual model of the system, in which the gap dimensions, and the position of the electric field probes can be
seen.

INTRODUCTION
FERMI@Elettra is a single pass seeded FEL working at
the Sincrotrone Trieste Laboratory. A description of the facility is presented in the FERMI Conceptual Design Report
[1]. Two Bunch Length Monitors (BLM) are foreseen, one
at the exit of each bunch compressor. The BLM provide the
relative bunch length information required by the longitudinal feedback system, in order to stabilize the final output
peak power of the FELs.
To allow for relative bunch length measurements in a wide
range, the FERMI@Elettra BLM has been designed to use
two coherent radiation sources. The first source is the coherent radiation from the bending magnets of the BC1 compressor. The second is coherent radiation from a ceramic
gap. The diagnostics based on the first source covers the
shorter bunches length, being its transfer function limited
at low frequencies by angular acceptance of the transport
system and by the sensitivity of the pyrodetectors. A more
accurate description could be found in [2]. The diagnostics
based on the gap system, performs the detection of coherent
radiation, using mm-wave diodes with central frequencies
around respectively 30, 100 and 300 GHz. The diodes are
mounted on an optical breadboard by means of translation
stages that allow to vary the distance of the diode from the
gap. The system is very similar to the LCLS one.

SIMULATION RESULTS
Simulations of the coherent gap radiation have been
done using CST-PS (Computer Simulation Technology∗ roberto.appio@elettra.trieste.it
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Figure 1: Model of the gap used in CST for the simulation
of the energy radiated by the gap (left top) and scheme of
the analytic model from [5]
.
Two perfect electric conductor tubes represent the vacuum pipe in which the electron beam travels, while the integration volume is limited by a vacuum material cylinder.
At the edges of the tube, there are three cylinders of different materials, with increasing conductivity σ, until the most
external layer, that is made of perfect electric conductor
(infinite conductivity). This ensures the Perfect Matched
Layer conditions, needed in order to avoid reflections of
the radiated electromagnetic field from the pipe edges [6].
Both time and frequency domain have been investigated,
and the results are shown in Figures 2 and 3. Simulations
and analytical studies have been performed in order to optimize the system.
Figure 2 shows the energy radiated by a gap with radius
a = 17.4 mm, and length 2 = 6.35 mm. Two main structures are present, that could be attributed to the radiation
from the upper, and lower edge of the first part of the structure. This hypothesis is confirmed by the temporal distance
of the two structures, which corresponds to the time that
the electric wave takes to cover the length difference of the
two paths from the edges to the probe (that is between A
and B, in Figure 1). Changing the gap size (2), the tem-
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poral behavior of |Ez | does not modify, confirming that the
strongest radiation comes from the first waveguide, as provided by theoretical studies (see eq. 1). We also studied
the dependence of radiation from the waveguide thickness
(in Figure 2: in blue the radiation for 100 μm thickness
waveguide, in green the radiation from a 2 mm thickness
waveguide). In the 2 mm case, the time evolution is similar to 100 μm case, but there is an oscillation that could be
generated from resonance between the gap edges.

Figure 4: Comparison between vacuum gap and alumina
filled gap model, in frequency domain.

Figure 3 shows 13 consecutive snapshots of the maximum values of the electric field along the sagittal plane and
the pattern of the radiated field can be clearly seen.

Figure 3: Maximum value of the electric field radiated in
each point of the structure.

REALISTIC GAP MODEL
In order to have a realistic model of the installed vacuum
break, a gap filled with alumina has been used, and a metal
enclosure needed to provide the vacuum chamber electrical
continuity has been considered. Figure 4 shows a comparison between results obtained with a gap in vacuum and the
one with alumina. It is worthwhile to note that in time domain the behavior is the same, while in frequency domain,
in the model with alumina, there is an energy absorption in
range between 40 GHz and 50 GHz.
Furthermore, in order to evaluate the effect of a misalignment of the diodes, we have compared the radiation
in z = 0 position (on-axis case), and z > 0 (off-axis) at the
same distance from the waveguide axis. Figure 5 shows
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Figure 5: Comparison between field radiated in case of
probe on x-axis.
the comparison between these simulations. Up to 55 GHz
off-axis geometry can be preferable in terms of field magnitude, while above above 55 GHz, on-axis is better.
Finally, the holey shielding used in order to assure the
electric continuity of the gap has been considered, including the flanges. The structure is shown in Figure 6, together
with the frequency domain results. Three resonance peaks
are present, due probably to the geometry of the structure,
behaving like a resonant cavity. The frequencies of this
peaks are closed, within 10%, to those of the coaxial cavity. These resonance frequencies, however, are out of the
diodes ranges, in the BLM. In time domain, Figure 7 shows
the typical inductive behavior of a holey structure.

THEORETICAL STUDIES
The problem of the radiation emission of an ultrarelativistic particle can be studied starting from Maxwell equations, with the introduction of boundary conditions. The
expression for the spectrum-angular density of the radiated
energy, in high frequency approximation is shown in eq. 1,
as obtained in [5].
d2 W (θ)
dωdΩ

=

βq 2

sin2 θJ02 (ka sin θ)
ka
4π 2 c(1 − β cos θ)2 I02 ( βγ
)
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Figure 2: Temporal trend of the z component of the electric
field in the point (0.45,0.0,0.0), in which there is the probe.
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Figure 6: Complete gap model, and frequency domain simulation result.

Figure 8: Comparison between simulation results and theoretical formulation of the spectrum-angular energy radiated
by the gap.
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CONCLUSIONS

Figure 7: Comparison, in time domain, between the field
radiated by the shielded and unshielded structures.


1 − β jk(1−β cos θ)/β

e
+
(1)

 1 − cos θ
2

1 + β −jk(1−β cos θ)/β 
j
e


1 + cos θ
where β is the ratio v/c, k is the wavenumber, a is the
radius of the pipe and J0 (x) is the first type, zero order
Bessel function, and θ is the angle shown in Figure 1. In
order to perform a comparison between theoretical formulation and simulation results, the spectrum-angular density
of the energy radiated has to be calculated starting from
the electric field obtained with simulations. From Poynting
vector S(f ), using the correlation between it and the electric field, the spectrum-angular radiation can be calculated
as:
2r2
d2 W
=
|Ez (f )2 |
(2)
df dΩ
η
where η is the free space impedance (377 Ω) and Ez (f )
is the Fourier Transform of the electric field obtained from
simulation. It is worthwhile noting that the other two components (Ex (f ) and Ey (f )) are negligible if compared
with Ez (f ). Figure 8 shows a comparison between the numerical simulation with CST-PS (eq. 2) and the analytical
results from eq. 1. An excellent agreement is found between the two approaches.
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Simulations of the electromagnetic field radiation have
been done, with the help of CST Particle Studio on the coherent radiation emitted from a gap.
Time domain simulation provided useful information on
the radiation, showing that the strongest field comes from
the first part of the waveguide, and in particular from the
edge diffraction. Furthermore, time domain simulations
have shown to be important for the optimization of the
structure and the diodes positioning.
From the time domain electric field, the spectrum-angular
density of the radiated energy has been performed, and
compared with the theoretical results, with high degree of
match in results.
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NTRA-BU
UNCH-TR
RAIN MU
ULTICHA
ANNEL
FE
EEDBACK
K*
L. Kotynia‡, D.. Makowskii, A. Mielczarek, A. Naapieralski, T
TUL-DMCS, Lodz, Polaand
Ch. Gerth, T. Jeezynski, H. Schlarb, B. Schmidt, B
B. Steffen, D
DESY, Hamb
burg, Germany
The measurement and control of th
he electron bu
unch
length is one of the key diagnostics
d
inn linac-based freeelectron lasers to reach th
he required peeak current inn the
electron bunches. In order to use the mu
ulti-channel siggnals
from longitudinal bunch shape measu
urements for intra
train feedback for the Euro
opean XFEL, line readout rates
in the MHz range and low latencies are required, which is
far more than commeercial multicchannel radiaation
detectors (line cameras) caan provide. Th
he paper presents a
256 channel detector thaat allows anaalyzing opticaal or
infrared radiaation with 1 MHz
M
on rate and a few
repetitio
microseconds latency usin
ng photodiode arrays, as needed
for synchrotron radiation monitors, elecctro-optical buunch
length measurements, or other laser based
b
diagnosstics.
The proposed architecture aims at high frequency reaadout
with low latency by using a multichanneel electronic fr
frontend designed for HEP, combined
c
GaAs
with Si or InG
detector arrays with very fast responsee time, and a lowlatency data acquisition system. Currenttly, the device is at
the conceptual design stagee.

ODUCTION
INTRO
N
FLASH and the Europeean XFEL (E--XFEL) are liinacm
based free electron lasers which operatte in pulsed mode
with repetition rate of 10 Hz and a miinimum bunch
h-tond 220 ns, resspectively [1], see
bunch spacing of 1 µs an
Figure 1. The 1 MHz linee rate of the proposed deteector
will be also sufficient for the E-XFEL due the latenccy of
w microsecondds. It may be used
the feedback loop of a few
g. every fifth bbunch in a train
in this case to measure e.g
n.

Figure 1: Pulse mode timing scheeme for FLA
ASH
betweeen bunches in a
i
operation. The minimal interval
train (1 μs) constitutes the most iimportant tim
ming
constraints for the proposeed detector.
In order to operate the electron accelerators with
stability needed to efficiiently producce FEL light,, the
accelerating parameters haave to be kept in a tight rang
ge by
n phase and amplitude off the
feedback loops acting on
_____________________________________________

* This work is ppartly supported by
b IRUVX-PP an EU co-funded prroject
1285).
under FP7 (Grannt Agreement 211
‡
lkotynia@dmcss.p.lodz.pl
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tures with a few
f
microseco
ond latency.
acceleerating structu
uld act as sen
nsors for this
Somee of the devicces which cou
ors like the
feedbback loops aare based on line detecto
onitor or the synchrotron
electrro-optical bunnch length mo
nd energy spreead.
light monitor to dettect energy an
Sinnce commercially availablle line detecttors do not
ments in terms of line rate, low latency,
fulfil the requirem
k system [2], it is planned
and inntegration intoo the feedback
to deevelop a flexiible detector system whichh supports a
Hz line rate annd can be equiipped with diffferent types
1 MH
of linne arrays.
In the
t following the currently envisaged appplications of
are briefly descrribed accomppanied by a
the detector
d
d
archittecture with
descrription of thee proposed detector
and
miconductor sensors
s
speciaal attention paid to sem
or is in the
nt, the detecto
electrronic front-ennd. At presen
gn phase.
desig

Appllications
Thee spectrally encoded elecctro-optical bu
unch length
monittor [3] is bassed on a pulsed ytterbium
m fiber laser
probing the field--induced bireefringence in an electroopticaally active ccrystal (GaP)) with a laser pulse at
1030 nm (in the neear-infrared). The time stru
ucture of the
d with the Co
chirped laser pulsee is modulated
oulomb field
(THzz-radiation) oof the electrron beam. The
T
known
wavelength to tim
d laser pulse
me mapping of the chirped
allow
ws to decode tthe time profiile of the laseer pulse, and
thereffore the longittudinal bunch
h profile, with an accuracy
as go
ngle shot specctrum of the
ood as 200 fs from the sin
laser pulse.
Thee synchrotroon radiation monitor (SR
RM) [4][5]
record
ds online the transverse beam profile of the electron
he first bunch
h compressor
bunch
hes in the thirrd dipole of th
at FL
LASH by im
maging the vissible part of the emitted
CD camera. Th
he horizontal
synch
hrotron radiatiion onto a CC
beam
m position annd horizontal profile are completely
nergy spread
goverrned by the bbeam energy and beam en
of the bunch
due to the relatiively large dispersion
d
comp
pressor of 3000 mm to 390 mm for defleecting angles
n of the SRM
of 16° to 20°. The resulting enerrgy resolution
ped with an
mera is equipp
is about 1·10-4. Thhe CCD cam
imagee intensifier w
which can bee used as a faast gate. By
ming, single
adjusting the gate and delay of the camera tim
hes can be reecorded out off a bunch traiin, however,
bunch
ve more than
to resolv
the reeadout of the CCD is too slow
s
bunchh within a buncch train.
one electron
e
her possible applicationss for FLASH
H and the
Oth
pean XFEL aare ultra-fast laser diagno
ostics of the
Europ
p-probe-lasers,, other laserinjecttor-, the seed--, or the pump
d diagnostics, and equippeed with differrent sensors,
based
for single shot X-raay detection.
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DET
TECTOR ARCHITEC
A
CTURE
This secction presen
nts the prroposed deteector
architecture. Selected asp
pects of the detector buillding
blocks are presented in dettail.
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Figuure 2: Proposeed detector arcchitecture.
Figure 2 ppresents the block
b
diagram
m of the prop
posed
detector archhitecture which can be divided
d
into three
t
major functioonal blocks:
x sensorr – a Photod
diode Array (PDA) with 256
indepeendent channeels
x electroonic analoguee front-end – a multichaannel
Integraated Circuits (ICs)
(
originallly developed for a
High E
Energy Physiccs (HEP) expeeriments
x Data A
Acquisition System (DAQ)) – a block based
b
on F
Field-Programm
mable Gate Array (FP
PGA)
responnsible for data digitization and
a processing
g.
of appro
The energyy of incident light
l
opriate waveleength
is collected by a PDA and then trranslated into
o an
gnitude and short
s
electrical forrm. Due to its low mag
nal needs to bee conditioned with
duration, the electrical sign
ont-end in order
o
specialized eelectronic fro
to facillitate
w
digitization aand further datta processing within
DAQ.

Semiconduuctor Detecttor
The presennted two majjor applicatio
on of the deteector
two sepaarated waveleength
require sensing radiation from
f
bands. As a consequencee two differeent semicondu
uctor
detectors are taken into acccount:
As – 900 nm to 1700 nm, for infrared (IR)
x InGaA
nch length meaasurements
radiatiion in EO bun
000 nm, for viisible synchro
x Si – 3350 nm to 10
otron
radiatiion detection and
a laser diagn
nostics
uted by an arraay of photodiiodes
The detecttor is constitu
nd individual anodes that work
with commonn cathodes an
w
in photocondductive mode – i.e. the dio
odes are reverrsely
biased all thee time.
meters that neeed to be taken
There are sseveral param
n into
account whilee selecting thee most approp
priate PDAs.

Figure 3: Equuivalent circuiit of a photodiiode based on [6].
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Usu
ually a mounnted (packed) diode is mod
delled using
equiv
valent circuit sshown in Figure 3, where:
x Iph represeents photocurrrent caused by incident
light of apprropriate wavellength
pacitance whicch is heavily
x Cj is a diodee junction cap
dependent oon reverse biias voltage an
nd typically
does not excceed several pF
x Shunt resisttor (Rshunt) models
m
dark cu
urrent of the
photodiode and often can
n be neglecteed due to its
high value in order of magnitude
m
of hundreds of
mega ohms
r
of few
x Series resisttance (Rs) is typically in range
tens of ohmss.
x Cb is a capaacitance of the photodiode’ss bonpad
x Cp embodiees the stray caapacitance of the package
which in thiis case is ceraamic epoxy with
w thin film
metallizationn
w represent in
nductance inttroduced by
x Lb and Lw
wire bondinng and wires on
o the ceramicc epoxy (the
photodiode’s carrier), resp
pectively
Eleectro-optic chaaracteristics of a photodiodee are usually
depiccted using quantum efficiency
e
(o
or spectral
respo
onsivity) as a ffunction of incident light wavelength
w
at
given
n temperatuure. A sen
nsor capacittance (Cj)
charaacteristic as a function off reverse biass voltage is
anoth
her important ffigure of merit.
Ap
part from elecctric and elecctro-optic feattures of the
PDA,, we need to take into acccount the opttic apparatus
used in the experim
ments.

Elecctronic Anallogue Front-End
Eleectronic front--end is constittuted by two Beetle chips
ut ICs designed for HEP
which
h are multichhannel readou
c
experriments at CE
ERN. It was designed to comply
with
on.
40 MHz
M bunch crossing repetitio
Ho
owever due to its primary application thee Beetle chip
pipelline [7]. The
introd
duces extra lattency due to analogue
a
electrrical signal w
which comes from the sensor is being
condiitioned (ampliified, shaped) before being sampled and
stored
d with a set off analogue memory cells. Th
he data from
on an extern
the pipeline
p
are read out upo
nal stimulus
is 10 staages. Taking
(trigg
ger). The miniimal pipeline depth
d
or data to be valid at all
into account
a
addittional time fo
outpu
ut ports and some header bits, the lattency of the
d to be not lower than
analo
ogue front-endd is expected
aroun
nd 1.3 µs.
An
nother importaant aspect of the detector is electronic
ogue front-en
noise introduced by the analo
nd which is
(ENC). This figure
descrribed by Equivvalent Noise Charge
C
n the capacitaance that the
of meerit is heavilyy dependent on
b
IC seees at its inputt. Some calculations have been
done in
orderr to estimatee expected signal-to-noise
s
e ratio and
numb
ber of bits forr the ADCs. The ENC for the Beetle
chip is
i given by [7]]:
ʹǤͶି Ȁ   ,
 ൌ ͷͶି   ͷʹ
t
wheree  is thee capacitance “seen” by the
Beetle’s
nd junction caapacitances).
analo
ogue inputs (suum of stray an
Assum
ming the 
 to be equal ʹͲ and electric input
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Digital Bacck-End
The electriical signals from the Beetlee chip are fed
d into
the data acquuisition (DAQ
Q) module eq
quipped with eight
e
independent 14-bit analo
ogue-to-digitall converters. The
chosen digittizer card (T
TAMC900 from
fr
TEWS [8])
provides the sampling speeed of up to 10
05 MSps, which is
more than tw
wice the minim
mum required value.
v
The detectoor can operatee in two modees: real-time (u
using
low-latency channel) and off-line diagnostics
d
(u
using
standard channnel). In the latter mode, th
he DAQ modu
ule is
responsible for archiving
g the complete data from
m the
sensor. Such an approach provides meaans for the offf-line
n really usaable for real--time
data analysiss, but it is not
feedback systtems.
In the reall-time mode, the
t signals fro
om the sensorr are
processed ussing the algorrithms implem
mented in thee onboard FPGA
A device. Only
O
a few key param
meters
characterizing the most important signal distribu
ution
c
of masss, and asymm
metry)
features (e.g. peak value, centre
c
an FP
PGA
will be comppute. The digitizer board contains
from the Xiliinx Virtex-5 family,
f
which
h is equipped with
specialized D
DSP slices. On-board
O
pre-p
processing red
duces
the amount of data to be transmitted. The fast diigital
processing coombined with a low-latency
y high-speed serial
s
link enables tthe module to
o become a paart of the real--time
LLRF controol loop [9].

Hardware Layout
t
Thee detecctor will be realized as two
modules – a
Q) boards. Thee sensor board
sensor and diigitizer (DAQ
d will
comprise thee PDA and the
t analogue front-end (Beetle
me auxiliary electronics. The
chips) togethher with som
digitizer boarrd will be equiipped with an FPGA devicee and
mmunication with the control
serial data link for com
system. Sincee the detector is planned to be integrated
d into
the µTCA architecture, it was decided to use the
EWS which has proven to be
ADC from TE
TAMC900 A
very reliable..

Figure 4: Sim
mplistic view of
o the detectorr organization (not
in scale).
Figure 4 sshows the haardware layou
ut of the deteector
system. The D
DAQ board iss installed in a µTCA shelf. The
sensor board needs to be reelatively smalll in order to make
m
LASH/XFEL diagnostic seetups
the installation in the FL
possible. Eacch Beetle chip has 4 pairss of current mode
m
differential ooutputs which facilitate usin
ng quite long wire
betw
connection (uup to several meters)
m
ween the seensor
board and tthe DAQ board. As a co
onsequence, it is
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possib
ble to place thhe digital part of the proposed system in
shield
ded rack. It is worth noticin
ng, that the Beeetle chips is
desig
gned and fabriccated in orderr to tolerate larrge radiation
dose rates, thus suuited for electrron beam insttrumentation
within
n the acceleraator tunnel.

TECHN
NICAL CH
HALLENGE
ES
Theere are severaal technical challenges involved in the
1 MH
Hz line detecttor project. The most impo
ortant is the
devellopment and fabrication of
o the sensor board. The
Beetle chip’s analoogue inputs arre organized in four rows.
As a consequence, it is necessary
y to design an
nd fabricate a
ceram
mic epoxy withh custom Pitcch Adapter usiing thin-film
metalllization techhnique to bon
nd the senso
or with the
electrronics.

SUMMA
ARY
Thee investigatioons presented in this papeer show that
with the describeed detector architecture, 1 MHz line
out rate with few µs laten
ncy is feasiblee. This goal
reado
canno
ot be accompplished using
g commercially available
produ
ucts. The actuual detector behaviour wiill be tested
with a prototype tto prove the concept of th
he bunch-tobunch
h diagnostics bbased on multtichannel sensors.
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signal valuee of  ൌ ͳͲͲି , we can estimate the
Signal-to-Nooise Ratio  ൌ Ȁ ൌ ͵.
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BEAM MEASUREMENTS WITH VISIBLE SYNCHROTRON LIGHT
AT VEPP-2000 COLLIDER∗
Yu. A. Rogovsky, D.E. Berkaev, I.A. Koop, A.N. Kyrpotin, I.N. Nesterenko,
A.L. Romanov, Yu.M. Shatunov, D.B. Shwartz, BINP SB RAS, 630090 Novosibirsk, Russia
Abstract
This paper describes beam diagnostics at VEPP-2000
collider, based on visible synchrotron light analysis. These
beam instruments include: SR beamline and optics; acquisition tools and high resolution CCD cameras distributed
around the storage ring to measure the transverse beam profile and its position in vacuum chamber; photomultiplier
tubes (PMT) which enables beam current measurements;
video system. Some applications of these measurement
systems and their measurement results are presented.

orbital positions with very small dispersion function, four
additional places are foreseen for dispersion and its symmetry control, and the beam position is measured in these
points with pick-ups.
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INTRODUCTION
The new electron-positron collider VEPP-2000 ring is a
part of VEPP-2000 complex [1, 2] at BINP has been successfully commissioned and has been delivering luminosity
at energy close to 508 MeV since June 2007. VEPP-2000
is a new machine with luminosity up to 1032 cm−2 s−1
and the beam energy from hadron production threshold up
to 2 × 1 GeV. Small ring size and sophisticated optics lay
on limitation on beam quality and operations. Therefore
such modern machines requires various beam diagnostics
for perfect tuning and ask us to monitor the beam status
quickly and accurately.
The measurement and control of the closed orbit is one
of the basic functions of any accelerator beam instrumentation and control systems. A beam position monitor (BPM)
system is operated for two kinds of orbit measurements, a
relative measurement and an absolute measurement. The
VEPP-2000 optical BPM system equipped with 16 CCD
cameras registering beam synchrotron radiation have high
precision of 1 µm, and used to monitor the beam orbit and
correct the closed orbit distortion (COD), but hasn’t absolute calibration.

BEAM ORBIT AND PROFILE MONITOR
SR Acquisition System
Beam parameters in the VEPP-2000 collider measured
by the Synchrotron Radiation (SR) at 8 points along the
ring for both (e+ e− ) directions. Polished copper plates installed in the vacuum chamber, are used for output the SR
from the bending magnets. The SR after passing through
vacuum glass window comes to the optical diagnostics station and then is distributed by the half-transmitting mirrors
Figs. 1-2.
Each station equipped with two CCD cameras (for
positron and electron beams) for measurements the beam
size and position. Because the SR outputs are located in
∗ Work
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(a) 1-beam orbit, (2a, 2b)-radiation point of e+ e−
beams, 3-copper mirror, 4-output window, α =

4◦ 47 .

(b) Vacuum chamber and mirror after assembling.
Additional mirror is placed in the center for comparison.

Figure 1: SR output in bending magnet.
In some stations the SR are used for beam current measurement (by the PMT) and will be used for the longitudinal beam sizes control in future (by the dissectors).

CCD Camera
Processing of optical part of the SR in circular accelerators allows one to obtain various beam parameters – vertical and radial sizes, axes tilt, position in a vacuum chamber. There is non-perturbative diagnostics that can work
with super small beam currents. The essential nonlinearity (gamma correction) and low spatial resolution put some
limitations on ”TV camera + videograbber” system. In
the case of a cheap digital TV camera the limitations appear due to space between camera and a computer. Typical values for this distance are about 100 m. Therefore
the decision of development special camera based on b/w
CCD of the type ILX084AL was taken from the very beginning. This CCD in 1/3-inch format has in working area
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docolors. According their purposes, clients may request
any type of data. The user interface is developed under XWindows/Motif/Qt environment.

Applications

494 rows of 659 elements (i.e. about 330,000 active diode
target cells) and uses so-called line-to-line transfer, when
diode columns alternate with light-proof vertical storage
registers. For high sensitive to obtain a matrix of lightcollecting microlenses is placed on the CCD surface. Saturation charge of the cell is about 40000 carriers, a noise
charge is about 30 − 40 carriers.
The camera structure is developed under Ethernet 100 MHz standard. Usage of this standard allows one
not to have in the camera internal memory unit and to realtime transfer the information from the camera to a computer. Reading rate is about 1/12 sec per frame. It is possible to install in the camera 3-channel ADC AD922. This
14-bit ADC has a double correlated sampling regime as
well as independent correction of sensitivity and offset for
each channel. In a standard configuration only one ADC
channel is connected to the main CCD, but it is possible to
use two channels as is needed in case of VEPP-2000 collider (electron and positron monitors is placed together).

Software
The subsystem software is based on client-server model
over TCP/IP protocol. All cameras have own unique MAC
addresses and are connected to the special private subnet, because of traffic limitation. It may be more than
150 Mbytes/sec, so CCDs subnet is insulated to another
subnets (control room private net). Only a special program,
“CCD-server” has immediate access to CCD cameras; all
other programs, “clients”, sent their measure requests to the
server; and the server provides for requests optimal execution and primary development of CCDs frames. Elliptical
beam profile model is fitted to the real data - and position,
axes main sizes and axes tilt are calculating. For the optimized algorithm it takes about 10 mksec to approximate a
frame (300000 pixels × 16 bits) on (Athlon 64, 1.8 MHz)
machine. Also, the server provides clients for more detailed information, such as beam profiles, along X,Y-axes;
or a compressed picture with level lines marked by pseu-

01 Overview and Commissioning of Facilities

Figure 3: Beam profile at different moments.

Figure 4: Beam sizes along the ring vs. lattice model.
Special code was written for online luminosity measurement which takes data about e+ , e− beam energy, beam
currents, beam positions and transverse profiles along the
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Figure 2: Optical bench with system of movable mirrors
and SR diagnostic station with two CCD cameras.

The system widely used for routine operations: common
control, measurement and correction of closed orbit (CO)
distortions, specific beam measurements. More precise experiments of solenoid position determination with respect
to CO was done in regular ”round beam” optics also with
use of ORM measurements [3]. There is regime for the
system with external synchronization to perform some specific measurements. Synchronization of the system with
beam injection gives the possibility of the beam position
measurements for the first turn after injection or external
signal.
Transverse Profile Monitor application, providing to the
operator online picture of the beam, presented at Fig. 3.
The program can store pictures in different formats and allows online hardware configuration.

MOPD40
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Figure 5: Online Luminosity calculations based on beam sizes measurements along the ring.
ring from different parts of control system Fig. 5. Then
lattice model is fitted to satisfy the real measurements and
beam cross section at IP is calculated.
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LIFETIME MONITOR
A DC Beam Transformer (DCBT) is used to measure
the bunched or unbunched circulating beam current. As
mentioned above the SR intensity measurement is used for
beam current measurements in case of low beam intensity.
Signal from PMT measured by the integrating 8-bit ADC is
proportional to the real beam current. So the DCBT values
with sufficient electron beam are used to cross-calibrate the
low intensity PMT-based measurement system. If there are

trix video switcher, which can be control either local, or by
the control system. Video switch also provides stamped title for each video signal. Since the title display is synchronized with incoming video signal, it is also often used for
simple and fast diagnostics. Figure 7 shows positron vertical beam size blow up in the presence of strong electron
beam. There are couple scintillation screens in the VEPP-

Figure 7: Both colliding beams beams: electron - left,
positron - right.
2000 injection channels, used for beam observation with
TV cameras. For specific tune measurements the swept
Beam Transfer Function (BTF) measurements is used. All
systems are integrated in common VEPP-2000 Collider
Control System.
Figure 6: Beam currents and life time monitor.
two beams with different charge rotating together the additional information about relative beam intensities which
can be obtained from the BPM system, because DCBT can
measure only total charge amount and sum. signal from all
BPM’s tablets is proportional to the beam current.

OTHER SYSTEMS
There are a number analog TV cameras distributed
around the ring for both e+ , e− beam diagnostics. The
cameras and display monitor are connected through a ma-
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A FAST CVD DIAMOND BEAM LOSS MONITOR FOR LHC
E. Griesmayer, CIVIDEC Instrumentation, Vienna, Austria and CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
B. Dehning, D. Dobos, E. Effinger, H. Pernegger, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

CVD diamond detectors were installed in the
collimation area of the CERN LHC to study their
feasibility as Fast Beam Loss Monitors in a high-radiation
environment.
The detectors were configured with
radiation resistant 2 GHz preamplifiers. Despite the
250 m cable from the detectors to the readout system,
single MIPs were resolved with time resolution of less
than 1 ns. Two modes of operation were applied. For the

analysis of unexpected beam aborts, the loss profile was
recorded in a 1 ms buffer and, for nominal operation, the
histogram of the time structure of the losses was recorded
in synchronism with the LHC period of 89.2 s.
Measurements were done during the LHC start-up
(February to December 2010). The Diamond Monitors
gave an unprecedented insight into the time structure of
the beam losses resolving the nominal bunch separation
of 25 ns.

Figure 1: Installation of Diamond Beam Loss Monitor in the LHC tunnel in IP 7.

INSTALLATION
Four Diamond Beam Loss Monitors (DBLM) were
mounted in the LHC tunnel in the collimation area in IP7,
one on the lefthand side (TCLA.D6L7.B2) and three on
the righthand side (TCHSS.6R7.B2), each next to primary
collimators (Figure 1).
The DBLM consists of the diamond detector, an ACDC splitter and a preamplifier. The DBLM is mounted on
an aluminium plate and a stand, which is screwed to the
LHC tunnel floor. The stand is electrically connected to
the LHC ground and the DBLM is electrically isolated
from this ground point. The DBLM received its ground
from the control room (UJ76).

04 Beam Loss Detection

Figure 2: The Diamond Beam Loss Monitor consists of
the pCVD Diamond Detector, the AD-DC Splitter and the
40 dB, 2 GHz Amplifier.
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Diamond Detector
The diamond detector consists of a 10 mm × 10 mm
× 0.5 mm pCVD diamond substrate coated on each side
with a 200 nm thick gold electrode with a size of
8 mm × 8 mm, Figure 3. The detector capacitance is
typically 8 pF. The bottom electrode is glued to a
ceramic PCB and the top electrode is bonded with 10 m
thick aluminium bonding wires. The detector is mounted
in an aluminium box with extra RF shielding.

Figure 4: Amplitude distribution of the noise (red) and
losses (blue).

Time Response
The timing properties of the DBLM show a rise time of
1.5 ns, a fall time of 6.5 ns and a pulse width of 6.2 ns.
The time resolution of the DBLM has been determined by
comparing the response time of two channels for
individual events. Figure 5 shows the timing histogram
with a time resolution of 615 ps for a single detector.
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Figure 3: The Diamond Detector.

AC-DC Splitter
The 4 GHz AC-DC Splitter decouples the detector’s
DC dark current from the AC signals. It has an analogue
bandwidth of 4 GHz and provides the DC path to ground.
This makes it possible to separate the measurement of
single particle losses and particle loss cascades.

Preamplifier
A 40 dB broadband current amplifier with a bandwidth
of 2 GHz was used for the tests. This preamplifier is
optimized for use with pCVD diamond detectors. It is
radiation resistant up to 1 MGy and has a dedicated input
protection according to IEC61000-4-2 (±8 kV, 2 A for
1 μs). The preamplifier can intrinsically provide a rise
time of 180 ps, a pulse width of 300 ps and a fall time of
400 ps, which is crucial for the measurement of the fast
pulses from the diamond detector. The preamplifier
provides a SNR of 5 for single MIP pulses with 1.6 fC.

Figure 5: The time resolution for one channel is 615 ps.

Loss Measurements
The LHC clock was used as a trigger signal in order to
resolve the position of individual particle losses. These
positions correlate with the bunch number in the machine.
The Figure 6 shows the LHC turn clock with its period of
89.2 s and the position of six individual loss pulses.

MEASUREMENTS
Amplitude Response
The data was recorded with an oscilloscope with 1 GHz
bandwidth and 5 GSPS. A Landau fitting procedure was
used to reconstruct pulses. The amplitude histogram of
pulse amplitudes and the baseline noise is given in the
Figure 4. The noise has a sigma of 0.414 mV and the
amplitude distribution shows a mean value of 16.859 mV
and a maximum close to 100 mV.
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Figure 6: The LHC turn clock and six bunch locations.
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Post Mortem Analysis
In the following figures, data of an unscheduled beam
abort, taken with the Diamond Beam Loss Monitors, is
shown. Starting with the buffer size of 10 ms, a zoom
into the memory in five stages is provided (corresponding
to time scales 1 ms/div, 100 s/div, 10 s/div, 1 s/div,
100 ns/div and 10 ns/div). For this measurement the
sampling rate was set to 1 GSPS.

Figure 10: Zoom 103 (1 s/div): The bunch-train structure
shows 8 bunches per bunch train. On the left side there is
one train and on the right side there are two consecutive
trains.

Figure 7: The 10 ms buffer (1 ms/div) shows the
characteristics of the event and the turn-clock signal of
LHC (89.2 s). The dump causes a high pulse at the end
of the loss pattern.

Figure 12: Zoom 105 (10 ns/div): A single bunch signal
with an amplitude of 128 mV, a rise time of 2.67 ns and a
pulse width of 5.80 ns. The amplitude corresponds to
some 50 particles hitting the detector simultaneously.
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Figure 11: Zoom 104 (100 ns/div): Bunches are separated
by 150 ns.
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Abstract
For the IFM
MIF-EVEDA project, a pro
ototype accelerator
is being buuilt in Europ
pe and installled at Rokk
kasho
(Japan). It is designed to acceleratte 125 mA CW
Deuteron up to 9 MeV. The
T very high space chargee and
high power (1.125 MW
W) of the beam
b
make this
accelerator veery challengin
ng.
For hands--on maintenan
nce requiremen
nts, losses mu
ust be
well less thann 1W/m, i.e.10-6 of the beam
m. That is wh
hy, in
the 5-9 MeV
V supercondu
ucting Linac,, beam dynaamics
physicists seaarch to tune th
he beam by miinimizing the very
external part of the halo. For
F that, the neeed is to be ab
ble to
measure veryy tiny beam lo
osses, called ȝ-losses,
ȝ
at alll the
focusing maggnets. Only neutrons
n
and Ȗ escape from
m the
beam pipe duue to low deu
uteron energy. Thus such beam
b
loss detectorss have to be sensitive
s
to neeutrons, but raather
insensitive too X-rays and
d Ȗ in order to decrease their
contributionss coming frrom super-co
onducting caavity
emission. Thhey must be raadiation hardn
ness qualified,, and
capable to w
work at cryog
genic temperatture. Single CVD
C
diamonds (4u
u4u0.5 mm3) are studied for
f these purp
poses
and first resuults seem to fullfill the requirrements so far.

ODUCTION
INTRO
N
The Internnational Fusion Materials Irrradiation Faccility
ving Japan an
(IFMIF), a pproject involv
nd Europe in
n the
framework of the "Broader Approach", aims at produ
ucing
M
an intense fflux of neutrrons (~14 MeV),
in ordeer to
fo
characterize materials envisaged
e
or future fu
usion
reactors. Thaat should be done with 2 deuteron beam
b
accelerators (125 mA - 40 MeV) im
mpinging a liiquid
g a huge neeutron flux (10
lithium targeet, producing
( 17
neutrons/s).
VEDA (Engin
In a first sstep called EV
neering Validaation
thiis project inclludes
and Engineerring Design Activities),
A
otype acceleraator with the same
the constructtion of a proto
s
e
characteristiccs as IFMIF, but at a lower energy
of 9 MeV.
M
Such a higgh power acceelerator has to
o cope with many
m
visaged solu
challenges. All the env
utions should
d be
a
validated on the prototypee prior to be applied
to the final
us on the very
y low
accelerators. In this paper,, we will focu
we will present the beam
F
b
beam loss reequirements. First
here is defined
dynamics mootivations, wh
d what we call "ȝlosses". Thenn the different specificationss are progressiively
listed, leadinng to the choiice of diamon
nd detectors. First
simulations aand cryogenicc tests are preesented as weell as
perspectives, and finally prreliminary con
nclusions.

MOTIVATION
h
space ch
harge
The high bbeam intensitty induces a high
ynamics behav
regime makinng particle dy
viors strongly non_____________________________________________

o the E.U.,
*Under Ditanet contract, a Mariie Curie Action of
contract PITN-G
GA-2008-215080
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linearr. Halo form
mation and sudden parrticle losses
drastiically rise, andd at the same time their mo
odelisation is
less precise.
p
But high beam in
ntensity also means high
poweer, and that induces harm
mful materiall activation,
especcially when thhe beam energ
gy is over 5 MeV.
M
In the
case of Mega-W
Watt power as
a IFMIF, th
he hands-on
w less than 1W/m loss
mainttenance requiirement of well
corresponds to weell less than 1 deuteron parrticle over 1
on. We call theese losses "ȝ-llosses".
millio
Wee are clearly inn the presencee of conflictin
ng issues. On
the one
o
hand, im
mportant losss mechanism
ms that are
modeelised with a ppoor precision
n, and on the other hand,
tiny loss
l
tolerancee that should be
b controlled with a very
high precision. Faaced with thatt, an uncomm
mon strategy
b
employedd [1]: a) beam
m dynamics optimisations
o
has been
are exclusively
e
pperformed in the way th
hat can be
reproduced by on-lline fine tunin
ng b) optimisaations aim at
mising ȝ-lossses and not rms values like beam
minim
envellope or emittannce.
Thiis strategy can be fully
y implementted only if
numeerous ȝ-loss ddetectors are available
a
alon
ng the beam
line, at least arounnd all focusin
ng magnets where
w
losses
b
mainlly occur. Theyy must be as close to the beam
axis as
oss location. They
T
possib
ble in order too inform on lo
will be
c
used very frequenntly, automaticcally, at full current,
in a
m
critical
time response abbout a second. As the most
osses are the cryomodules
c
comp
ponents to prootect against lo
nducting-Radio
of th
he SRF-Linaac (Supercon
o-Frequnecy
Linacc), ȝ-loss deetectors should in additio
on work at
cryog
genic temperaatures and be very compaact, seen the
extrem
me compacttness of thee cryomodules, another
conseequence of higgh beam current.

h its 8 ensemblles.
Figure 1: Cryostat with

D
DIAMOND
D AS ȝ-LOSS DETEC
CTOR
In the prototyype accelerator, the SR
RF-Linac is
posed of only 1 cryomodule. Downstream
m of the RFQ
comp
and th
he MEBT, it tr
transports and accelerates paarticles from
5 to 9 MeV. It is m
made of 8 periiods, each onee consisting
in 1 Half-Wave
H
Reesonator for accceleration, 1 Solenoid for
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No
owadays, Chem
mical Vapourr Deposition (CVD) is a
techn
nique commonnly used to manufacture
m
siingle crystal
diamo
onds [2]. Thee main characcteristics of diamond
d
are
summ
marized in Tabble 1.
Table 1: S
Some Diamond Characteristtics
Den
nsity
Resiistivity
İr
e/ho
ole pair energy
prod
duction
Intriinsic charge trannsit time
(at 1 V/ȝm)
Enerrgy resolution
Band-gap
Rad
diation hardness

3.52
2 g/cm3
13
10 - 1016 ȍ.m
~5.7
~13
3.2 eV
~ 1 ns for 100 ȝm
~ 18 keV
5.5 eV
~50
00 Mrad for 24 GeV proton

Thee single CVD diamond charracteristics aree compatible
with the requirem
ments. Thus we
w foresee to
o use single
onds of 4u4u0.5 mm3. For 1 MeV neutrons,
n
the
diamo
expeccted rate is abbout 200 Hz per
p diamond fixed on the
solen
noid for 1 W/m
m loss in nomiinal beam con
nditions. The
neutron interactioon probability
y with 0.5 mm thick
ond is about 1%. Radiattion hardness is good as
diamo
reporrted in [3]. Diaamond is nearrly transparent for Ȗ and a
comb
bination of thhin layers of lead and copper should
shield
d X-rays emiitted by cavitties. These laayers can be
used to make a veery compact box
b (Faraday cage) inside
h diamond willl be placed.
which
quirement con
Nevertheless, foor the last req
ncerning the
genic temperatture, there is
diamo
ond ability to work at cryog
no daata available.

OR BEHAV
DIIAMOND D
DETECTO
VIOR IN
ROGEN
LIQ
QUID NITR
As a first step, it was decideed to check th
hat diamond
could
d be used as detector at the liqu
uid nitrogen
tempeerature (77 K)).

n (top) and Ȗ fluxes
f
(bottom
m) at
Figure 2: Incoming neutron
the ȝ-loss dettector place.

Diamond D
Detector
a as a solid--state
Detection pprinciple of a diamond: it acts
ionization chhamber with its oppositee metalized faces
f
m. When neutrrons interact with
polarized aroound 1 V/ȝm
carbon nucleei (scattering, nuclear reacttions), the en
nergy
released undder recoil or particle emiission ionizess the
on-hole pairs th
medium prodducing electro
hat drift undeer the
applied electrric field.
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nics sketch.
Figuure 3: Electron
d detector was plunged in
In December 2010, a diamond
2
Cf source (delivering
(
war filled of L
LN2 while a 232
Ȗ
a Dew
and fission
f
neutronns) glued outside the Dewarr wall which
irradiiates the whhole. A sketcch of the ellectronics is
depiccted in Fig. 3 cconsisting maainly in an Am
mptek charge
owed by an Ortec shaping
sensittive amplifierr (A250) follo
d by a pockett MCA8000.
ampliifier; then datta are digitized
The diamond
d
deteector was polarized at 300
0 V. Special
care was
w taken to insure the eleectric contact at room and
LN2 temperature.
t
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focusing, equuipped with steerers, and 1 Beam Possition
Monitor. ȝ-lloss detectorss are planned
d to be instaalled
around the soolenoid helium
m vessel. Notte that there is
i no
beam shapee diagnosticss. All the components are
maintained att 4.2 K in a 5 m long cryosttat (Fig. 1).
ȝ-losses arre due to deu
uteron particlles, mainly in
n the
beam halo, im
mpacting the beam pipe wall. That prod
duces
which chargeed ones are stopped
particles of w
s
insidee the
structure whiile only neutro
ons and Ȗ can
n escape. To detect
d
them, the reqquirements sho
ould be as follows:
• good nneutron sensittivity and the least
l
sensitivee to Ȗ
for avvoiding confu
usion between
n Ȗ losses and
d Xrays too Ȗ spectra rad
diated by accelerating cavitiies,
• good rradiation hard
dness,
• compaactness: cryostat is very cro
owded,
• workinng range down to cryogenicc temperature..
Neutron annd Ȗ spectra (Fig. 2) weree simulated for
f 1
W/m beam llosses in the cryostat, for deuteron enerrgies
between 5 aand 9 MeV, roughly tak
king into acccount
materials croossed by paarticles like in
i the solenoids.
During the accelerator commissioning
c
g, the SRF-L
Linac
wing ȝ-loss deetector informaation
tuning will bbe done follow
(counting ratees and energy deposit).
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Three com
mbinations of data
d were taken
n:
• 232Cf aand diamond in
i LN2
• 232Cf aand diamond in
i air
• diamoond in air for a background evaluation.
For the 2 first tests, thee 232Cf sourcee and the diam
mond
detector remaain in the sam
me position, but
b liquid nitro
ogen
evaporates inn the meanwhiile.

Beaam tests are sscheduled for the end of Ju
une. We will
use a neutron beaam delivered by the Van
n der Graaff
acceleerator of Bruuyère-le-Châteel CEA, covering a large
energ
gy range from 30 keV to 20 MeV. During
g that period,
calibrrations and eleectronics tests will be plann
ned.
Du
ue to its veryy low capaciitance (~1 pF
F), diamond
shoulld be read-ouut with an electronics set as close as
possib
ble to the deetector, especiially for charrge sensitive
electrronics. Radiattion in the IF
FMIF-EVEDA
A accelerator
hall should
s
be quitte important, thus leading to
t a solution
at rem
mote distance (> 30 m). A priori, the usse of current
or/and transimpedaance amplifieers could be suitable and
b tested.
will be
Tun
ning the beam
m will impose to locate the ȝ-losses
ȝ
with
a preccision better tthan the solen
noid length. Our
O idea is to
put 3 diamonds on each solenoid
d to have also information
on the transverse losses spread, as well as to improve the
reliab
bility. Indeedd the cryostaat will be closed
c
quite
definiitively, thus iif one diamon
nd would be damaged, 2
others could be useed anyway.

CONCLUS
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Diamond deteector test at LN
N2 temperaturee.
Figure 4: D
The results are depiccted in Fig. 4, showing the
normalized rate versus the deposited
d energy in the
diamond. Thee three colourred curves corrrespond to:
• in bluee: 232Cf and diiamond plungeed in LN2
• in red: 232Cf and diaamond in air
2
n air with no 232
• in blacck: diamond in
Cf source.
similar except
e
The 2 firstt spectra are quite
q
attenuaation
in counting rrate and a litttle shift in eneergy. Both efffects
a
are probablyy due to thee different amount
of matter
m
between thhese 2 conffigurations. Indeed partticles
w
encounter moore matter in the
t first case where
they sccatter
on the LN2 w
while it is replaaced by few aiir molecules in
n the
second case.
Thus the conclusion iss that diamon
nd detector works
w
with unchangged characterisstics down to 77 K.

PECTIVES
PERSP
S
For the neaar future, a diaamond detecto
or will be testeed at
liquid helium
m temperaturre (4.2 K). Results willl be
reported during the poster session.
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Forr high beam iintensity, the beam fine-tu
uning can be
done using the ȝ-looss informatio
on. CVD diam
mond detector
p
as a solution for ȝ-loss detectorss.
was proposed
Wee have shown for the first tiime that diamond detector
works at temperatture as low as liquid nitrogen (77 K).
Soon, a test at 4.2 K will tell us if diamond iss suitable for
n the cryogenic solenoids.
ȝ-losss detectors fixxed directly on
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BEAM LOSS DETECTED BY SCINTILLATION MONITOR
Akihiko Miura#, Tomofumi Maruta, Hiroyuki Sako, Kazuo Hasegawa, Nobuo Ouchi
J-PARC Center, Japan Atomic Energy Agency, Tokai, Ibaraki, 319-1195, Japan
ZenEi Igarashi, Tomoaki Miyao, Masanori Ikegami, J-PARC Center,
High Energy Accelerator Research Organization, Tsukuba, Ibaraki, 305-0801, Japan
Ar-CO2 gas proportional beam loss monitors (BLMs)
have measured the beam loss through operations, but they
are also sensitive to background noise of X-ray emitted
from RF cavities. For the future energy upgrade of JPARC linac, because 21 RF cavities are additionally
installed in the beam line, the background noise would be
serious problem. We employed the scintillation monitors
to measure the beam loss which would bring more
accurate beam loss measurements with suppression of Xray noise. As the measurement results, a good signal to
noise ratio is observed for the scintillation monitor with
quite low sensitivity to the background X-ray. This paper
describes the beam loss measurement system using a
scintillation monitor.

INTRODUCTION
The user operation of J-PARC linac was started in
December 2008 with the limited beam power of 270 W
from the linac. Since then, we have experienced the
operational issues including those caused by uncontrolled
beam losses. Mechanisms and cures for the uncontrolled
beam losses have been identified in the beam studies, and
we have succeeded in mitigating them. A beam loss
possibly caused by the H0 particles generated by the
interaction between H- beam and residual gas in the beam
line were observed. In the linac operation, Ar-CO2 gas
proportional counters are employed for the measurement
of beam loss [1], but they are also sensitive to background

noise of X-ray emitted from RF cavities. In the Figure 1,
signals from gas proportional counters installed in SDTL
section are shown. If the RF supplied though the beam
operation is stopped, these signals from the BLS still
remain.
In addition, protons, secondary hadrons and gammarays would be mainly generated as a beam loss in this
section, but it is not easy to estimate real beam loss only
using the gas proportional counter.

BEAM LOSS SIMULATION
Simulation Program
In order to develop the new beam loss detecting system
for the future energy upgraded linac, the beam loss
simulation using the GEANT4 to estimate the particle
distribution which is generated by the scattering between
the beam particles and the residual gas.
The library which treats a reaction from H- to H0 caused
by the interaction between the H- beam particles and the
residual gas is newly developed for the GEANT4 [2]. The
cross sections of the reaction from H- to H0, H0 to H+
(proton) and H- to H+ are defined by the references [3-4].
Mass of the H- and H0 are defined as 939.294 and 938.783
[MeV/c2] respectively for the mass transport calculation.
All RF cavities, the quadrupole magnets and the beam
pipes are defined as the boundary conditions. Because the
gas pressure inside the beam duct is 1.0e-4 to 1.0e-6 [pa]
during the operation and its components are the N2 and H2
and hydrocarbon mainly, the nitrogen gas (N2) with 1.0e-5
[Pa] is assumed in the beam pipe. Twiss parameter at the
beginning part of the SDTL section which is employed
for the beam dynamics design is assumed for the initial
distribution of beam particles. The initial beam energy at
the entrance of SDTL section is assumed to be 50 MeV
and it is increased up to 181 MeV by the 15 SDTL
cavities. All electrical fields generated by the RF and the
magnetic fields generated by the quadrupole magnets are
taken into consideration, but the space charge effect is
ignored. Because the H- particles are affected by the quite
weak magnetic fields by the quadrupole magnets ideally,
the Lorentz stripping can be ignored.

Hadrons Generated by Beam Loss
Figure 1: Beam loss around SDTL section. Signals during
the operation are indicated in water, an RF without a beam
is in pink, and no RF and no beam is in green. This figure
shows that the BLM has sensitivity for the X-ray emitted
from RF cavities.
____________________________________________
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In this simulation, 1.0e+12 H- particles with the initial
momentum are assumed consistently and travel from the
SDTL section. H0 particles are mainly generated by the
interaction between H- particles and residual gas. Because
the neutral hydrogen particles are transported to the
downstream with the initial momentum, the particles with
the imperceptible angles travel ~ 40 m downstream
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SCINTILLATION MONITOR
Plastic Scintillation Monitor
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Figure 2: Position and frequency of the scattering
between H0 and beam duct. H- particles are scattered with
residual gas and H0 particles are generated. Generated
particles travel to the downstream and scatter with a beam
duct.
(Figure 2). In the figure, the color contour indicates the
frequency compared with the assumed particle number.
After the travel to the downstream, they have the collision
with a beam duct and the structural materials, and they are
transported to the other hadrons. Scattering occurred
frequently at the low energy part of the linac (~ 50 m),
is
because the cross section of the reaction from H- to H0
getting larger with the smaller momentum. And there are
three points where the less events of the collision occur
due to the increasing the diameter of the beam duct.

Candidate Device for Beam Loss Measurement
Hadrons are estimated to be produced by the collision
between H0 and beam duct (Figure 3). Because the
scattered hadrons are mainly consists the gamma-ray,
neutron or proton, the beam loss can be detected by the
measurement of them.
Because the current gas proportional counter is
sensitive for the X-ray emitted from RF cavities, the
sensors which are sensitive for the gamma-ray, neutron or
proton are the candidate devices for the beam loss
measurement. It is thought that the combination of the
gamma-ray sensitive scintillation monitor and the neutron
sensitive gas monitor is one of the suitable beam loss
detectors and we fabricated the scintillation monitor to
confirm the performance.

BEAM LOSS MEASURMENT WITH

Figure 3: Generated hadrons by the interaction between
H0 and the beam duct.
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Plastic scintillation monitors with less X-ray sensitivity
are employed and installed to measure the beam loss. We
used photo-multipliers of Hamamatsu H3164-10 with the
gain of 1.1 x 106, the peak wavelength of 420 nm, and the
rise time of 0.8 nsec (Figure 4). The plastic scintillator is
Saint-Gobain BC-408 with the peak emission wavelength
of 425 nm and rise time of 0.9 nsec, which matches the
photomultiplier.
Three plastic scintillation monitors are employed and
installed to measure the beam loss. One of them is
installed in the SDTL section to compare the signals
obtained from both the gas proportional counter and the
plastic scintillation monitor. Others are installed in the
part of A0BT and L3BT section where the high residual
radioactivity is usually measured. Each monitor is set just
behind the proportional counter (Figure 5).
Plastic Scintillator

SHV
Photo-multiplier

BNC

Figure 4: Plastic scintillation monitor.

Beam Loss Measurement with Scintillation
Monitor
We measured beam loss in the downstream part of
SDTL section (SDTL13 or SDTL16), the upstream part of
ACS section (ACS03), and around the first arc in L3BT
section (L3BT21). We operated the photomultipliers with
the high voltage at -600 ~ -700V. The raw signal is
amplified by 1~10 times with a pre-amplifier (Giga
G5106). We measured the counts of particles which
deposit a high energy loss in the scintillation monitors.
We collected waveform data of macro pulses using a
12.5-GHz Tektronix oscilloscope DPO71254-R3.
As the result, only the signal from gas proportional
counters is observed,
SDTL Cavity
even the no beam
current (Figure 6).
Because
the
gas
proportional counter
Beam line
recieved the high
background of X-ray
emitted from RF
Quadrupole Magnet
cavities, the essential
beam loss cannot be
detcted by the gas
proportional counter.
Therefore
we
measured beam loss
Scintillation Monitor
with
a
plastic
scintillation monitors.
Gas Proportional Counter
Figure 7 shows the
beam loss signals Figure 5: Installation of BLM
obtained from a gas (Plastic scintillation monitor
proportional counter and gas proportional counter).
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40ns 160ns
600ns

Figure 6: Signals from a gas proportional monitor
(green) and a plastic scintillation monitor (magenta) at
SDTL13 section, during no beam operation. The beam
current signal with a current transformer is also shown
(yellow).
and a scintillation monitor. Signals from a gas
proportional counter has an RF pulse width (600us), but a
signal from scintillation monitor indicates the signal with
the width (200us) of an actual beam pulse. A good signal
to noise ratio is observed for the plastic scintillation
monitor (in Figure 7), with almost no sensitivity of the
background X-ray.
Time resolution of the scintillation monitor is good
enough to measure beam loss caused by the chopped
pulse (Figure 8). Width of the scintillation signal by one
event is several tens order nsec. Time delay of the
scintillation signal is almost 160 nsec and this delay is
corresponding to the time constant of the pre amplifier.
Delay of the measured beam current is within 1 nsec.

200us

600us

160ns

Figure 8: Signals from a gas proportional monitor (blue)
and plastic scintillation monitor (yellow) at SDTL13
section, during beam operation with chopped beam.
Time scale is extended to 400nsec/div. The beam
current signal with a current transformer is also shown
(magenta).
In test measurements with plastic scintillation monitor,
we successfully measured clear beam loss signals with
low noise. And the time resolution of the scintillation
monitor is high enough. We will employ the scintillation
monitor combined with gas proportional counter in the
future beam loss measurement system.

SUMMARY
Because the Ar-CO2 gas proportional counter is
sensitive to background noise of X-ray emitted from RF
cavities, the plastic scintillation counter with less X-ray
sensitivity is employed to measure the beam loss. We
successfully measured clear beam loss signals with low
noise and confirmed the high time resolution. This result
agrees with the simulation result which estimated the
secondary hadrons generated from the interaction
between the H0 particles and the beam pipe. Based on
the simulation technology, we can also optimize the
detecting position and the shape of the scintillation head.
Then, a measurement of the emission position and the
angle distributions of protons due to the beam loss are
being planned. This plan is introduced and this result
would lead to clarify the source of beam loss and verify
the optimized position [1]. Furthermore, the He-3
proportional counter as the neutron detector will be tested
to confirm the detection of the estimated hadrons.
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Figure 7: Signals from a gas proportional monitor
(green) and plastic scintillation monitor (magenta) at
SDTL13 section, during beam operation with chopped
beam. The beam current signal with a current
transformer is also shown (yellow).
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Abstract
The reliability concerns have driven the design of the
Large Hardron Collider (LHC) Beam Loss Monitoring
(BLM) system from the early stage of the studies up to
the present commissioning and the latest development of
diagnostic tools. To protect the system against nonconformities, new ways of automatic checking have been
developed and implemented. These checks are regularly
and systematically executed by the LHC operation team
to ensure that the system status is after each test "as good
as new". The ‘‘sanity checks‘‘ are part of this strategy.
They are testing the electrical part of the detectors
(ionisation chamber or secondary emission detector), their
cable connections to the front-end electronics, further
connections to the back-end electronics and their ability
to request a beam abort. During the installation and in the
early commissioning phase, these checks have shown
their ability to find also non-conformities caused by
unexpected failure event scenarios. In every day
operation, a non-conformity discovered by this check
inhibits any further injections into the LHC until the
check confirms the absence of non-conformities.

LHC BLM OVERVIEW
The Beam Loss Monitoring (BLM) system for the
Large Hardron Collider (LHC) has been designed to
protect the machine equipments against unintended
energy deposition by losses especially on the
superconducting magnets. When a partial loss of the
proton beam around the ring exceeds a predetermined
threshold, the system sends a beam abort request, which
will result in a complete dump of both beams. In addition
to the protective functionality, the system is used as
measurement instrument for various studies and fine
tuning of the accelerator.

HARDWARE
There are about 4000 monitors around the 27km of the
LHC tunnel ring. The most wildly used detector type is
the ionisation chamber, which is supplied by high voltage
and produces a current proportional to the received
particles with a high dynamic range (10e9).
The signal of 8 of these detectors is integrated and
digitalized every 40µs by the Current to Frequency card
(BLECF) [1] with a dynamic range of about 10e8 (10pA
to 1mA). The resulting data are transmitted to the surface
through a redundant optical link to the Threshold
Comparators card (BLETC) [2]. This card produces
longer integration windows up to 80s and continuously
compares these values to predefined thresholds.
Additionally, this card processes the maximum of these
running sums every second for display and long term
logging. In the case of losses above the thresholds, the
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card inhibits the beam permit signal, which is sent to the
Combiner and Survey card (BLECS) and transmitted
further to other systems to abort the beam. This last card
also takes care of various checks sequences including the
sanity checks.
The figure 1 gives a complete hardware overview from
the ionisation chambers placed in the tunnel (left) to the
external systems (right). Users of the produced
information like databases or operational applications are
connected to the front-end CPU (top-right). The beam
interlock interfaces and the beam energy receiver are
connected to the BLECS (bottom-right).

Figure 1: Overview of the LHC BLM hardware system.

RELIABILITY
The reliability concerns have driven the design and
implementation of the LHC BLM system. The PhD thesis
of G.Guaglio [3] has introduced the calculation of the
failure rate of the main components. Based on this first
results, failure scenarios have been identified and
strategies to minimize them have been developed. The
component reception procedures, installation and yearly
maintenance, regular checks and continuous checks are
the areas where various actions have been taken.
The focus of this paper is on the regular checks of the
hardware, combined under the name sanity checks. The
idea is to reduce as much as possible the probability of a
failure event leading to an incident by detecting non
conformities on the system before a problematic situation
occurs. To achieve this goal, the system should be
checked as often as possible without reducing
significantly the availability (the system is unavailable
when being checked). The regular check of the settings,
called online check [4], which ensures the consistency
between settings held inside the front-end and in the LHC
Software Architecture (LSA) database will not be
covered. To enforce the triggering of these procedures,
hardware timers are implemented. If not triggered at least
every 24h, the next injection in the LHC will be blocked
through the beam permit lines connecting to the Beam
Interlock System (BIS).
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SANITY CHECKS
As previously introduced, the sanity checks are the
procedures which are regularly running to ensure that the
hardware is in a defined state, i.e. “as good as new”. In
case of a detected non-conformity, the beam permit is not
given back and no injections in the LHC can be
performed. The internal beam permit check and the
connectivity check [5] are the different parts of this
procedure.
The Internal Beam Permit Check (IBPC) ensures that all
Thresholds Comparators cards are able to request the
beam dump by checking if the signal is correctly passed
through the daisy chain interconnecting the cards. To
perform this check, the processing has been introduced in
the Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) of the
Combiner card. All the Threshold Comparators are
requesting the beam dump one after each other and the
FPGA checks that these signals are propagated to all the
interconnected BLM crates (figure 2.1). The External
Beam Permit Check (EBPC) tests the connection between
the BLM system and the machine interlock interface; this
function is under the responsibility of the Beam Interlock
System (BIS).

MOPD44

The harmonic amplitude excitation has been increased
to improve the signal to noise ratio on the secondary
emission monitors (10 times smaller than the IC). To
avoid a too long lasting negative induced current on the
IC (the lower part of the sinus is now truncated) the
frequency of the modulation has been doubled.
Systematic measurements have shown very good
reproducibility even with a truncated signal and an
improved signal to noise ratio with the SEM.

Reproducibility of Measurements
To measure the reproducibility of the connectivity
check, 200 executions were performed in a row.

The primary purpose of this check is to ensure the
integrity of the cabling of each beam loss detector. By
adding a small harmonic modulation signal (0.06Hz,
100V) on the high voltage supply of the detector (1500V),
it is possible to detect a small current on the measurement
side. If anywhere in the signal chain a cable is missing,
disconnected or discontinued for any reason, the
measurement will not show any harmonic variation of the
current. The second goal is to survey the integrity of the
components. The measured amplitude and phase of every
channel (detector or spare) is compared to a predefined
threshold measured for every channel. If one of them is
outside the limits, the beam will not be permitted in the
LHC.
This procedure takes place in the Combiner card
FPGA. For this purpose the acquisitions data are written
by the front-end CPU onto the memory of the FPGA. In
the FPGA digital filtering is applied, as well as amplitude
and phase recognition and finally threshold comparisons
against the predefined reference database (LSA) settings.
The entire signal period of each channel is also saved into
the volatile memory of the card. A dedicated application
has been developed to download, save and analyze the
information and display channel signals. It also generates
warnings when signals are getting close to the accepted
limit. In addition it is possible to display individual or
groups of channels for observation.

Optimization of the Connectivity Check
Since the first presentation of this technique [5],
optimisation has been applied to minimize the influence
of the check to the system and improve the measurement
repeatability.
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Figure 2: Measurements repeatability (200 checks).
The results for the IC (top) and the SEM (bottom) are
shown in figure 2. The standard deviation over the 200
checks is plotted vs. amplitude (left) and phase (right). As
expected, the amplitude repeatability of the IC is better
than for the SEM since the signal is about 10 times
higher. The difference in amplitude can be explained by
the differences in the equivalent circuit capacitance,
312pF (IC) and 22pF (SEM) [5]. Structures can be
observed on the IC phase plot (right-top) which are due to
sampling frequency (resulting by 1.4 [deg] of resolution).

NON-CONFORMITIES
During the commissioning of the LHC BLM
installation in 2009 and during the early stage of the
operation, multiple types of non-conformities have been
detected by the connectivity check. The table 1 highlights
the occurrences of these events and the resulting signal
deviation from the expected behaviour. Comparing these
values with the reproducibility presented in Figure 2.4,
we can conclude that they can easily be detected by this
technique.
The most frequent non-conformities are related to the
chamber high voltage input filter. The soldering on the
ground pin was not done as expected. Environmental
condition stresses this weak point which then fails
randomly. Figure 3.1 shows an example of this nonconformity. Following this, all the 459 spares in stock
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were opened for inspection and about 10% showed
various soldering non-conformities. By knowing the
parallel capacitor value (470nF) and the measurement
repeatability (1-3%), the measure sensitivity for this
particular component has been estimated to be around
10% of its initial value (i.e. 50nF).
A second interesting case has been identified during a
beam test. A detector was identified to have lost
sensitivity. Figure 3 (right-top) shows the beam loss
signal for different detectors versus their physical
position. The detector with a smaller signal than expected
is identified with its name. Below, the modulation of this
detector shows a clear difference with the others (10%
phase difference). This was due to non-conformity on the
tunnel board analog circuit. Such changes can accurately
be measured and monitored by the connectivity.
Table 1: Non-conformities Detected with the Connectivity
Check since Spring 2009
Type of non-conformity

Occurrenc
e

Modified
parameter

Chamber filter badly
soldered or disconnected
Tunnel card (BLECF) behavior
Monitor not supplied with
high voltage
Connection of monitor on
the wrong channel
High voltage distribution box

27

phase and
amplitude
Phase
Phase and
amplitude
Phase and
amplitude
Phase and
amplitude

4
4
3
1

Deviation
from the
expected
behavior
9%-33%

IC
parameters
sensitivity

10%-30%
Large

3%
3% and 2%

Large

3% and 2%

Large

3% and 2%

basis, the stability of the procedures and the
reproducibility of the measurements have been confirmed.
The accuracy of the connectivity check results obtained
by the optimization of the parameters and the signal
processing has enabled the detection of unexpected
variation of components values. It extended the use of this
check to the detection of non-conformity on the high
voltage filter of individual ionization chambers as well as
specific decrease of the sensitivity of the current to
frequency card. In addition to these unexpected features,
the detection of disconnected detector has been confirmed
by real case in the LHC tunnel. The fast execution time of
about 6 minutes has allowed these checks to become a
convenient way of regularly checking the conformity of
the cabling as well as multiple hardware parts of the LHC
BLM system.
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SUMMARY
The sanity checks are parts of the global strategy of
high reliability of the LHC BLM system. They are
checking regularly the hardware and searching for nonconformities on the detector cabling and its internal parts.
The link to the beam interlock system to inhibit the next
injection in case of non-conformity and the integration of
their executions into the LHC sequencer has been
completed during the shutdown 2009-2010. It ensures the
regularity of their executions mandatory for the
luminosity increase toward the nominal operation of the
LHC. After few months of operating them on a daily
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A SINGLE-SHOT BEAM CHARACTERIZATION DEVICE BASED ON THE
PEPPER-POT PRINCIPLE*

Abstract
For characterizing the ampere-scale microsecond
single-pulse ion beam, a pepper-pot based beam profile
measurement device was developed at Peking University
(PKU). It is a combination of Faraday cup technique with
pepper-pot measuring facility. The total beam current is
measured by a Faraday cup and there is an array of
pepper-pot holes at the bottom of the Faraday cup, which
takes sample beamlets from the whole beam profile for
beam distribution measurement. A Faraday cup array, that
locates 3 mm away from the pepper-pot mask, is used to
measure beamlet currents, so that the distribution and the
transverse size of the main beam can be determined. To
suppressing the secondary electrons two pairs of
permanent magnets are mounted at the entrance of the
main Faraday cup and in front of the Faraday cup array,
respectively. In this paper we present the details of the
physical and mechanical design, and the future
developments on pepper-pot devices are discussed, too.

the pepper-pot device [1-3], the slit-wire type facility [46] and the Allison scanner [7-8], which can also give out
the beam distribution information. But the slit-wire EMU
and the Allison Scanner are unsuitable here because they
need longer time to finish the mechanical scan during a
measurement. The pepper-pot EMU is a candidate for
single-shot micro-second beam profile measurements.
However, The pepper-pot EMU can not be used for the
total ion beam current measurement and the cost to
manufacture such a facility is very high. To measure the
ampere-scale microsecond single-shot ion beam with a
lower cost, we propound a beam profile and total current
measurement device based on the pepper-pot principle
and Faraday cup technique. It is named as pepper-pot
beam profile measurement device (see Fig. 1). Its test will
be performed on the low energy beam transport (LEBT)
test bench at PKU.

INTRODUCTION
The beam distribution on its profile is a basic parameter
that characterizes the ion beam extracted from the ion
source and greatly influences the beam transmission. A
device to measure the beam distribution of an amperescale microsecond single-pulse ion beam and its peak
beam current has been investigated at PKU recently. The
main parameters of the ion beam to be measured and their
varying range are listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Main Parameters to be Measured by the PepperPot Device
Parameters

Value

Beam type

Single pulse

Pulse length

4 Ps

Beam diameter

< 30 mm

Beam energy

20~150 keV

Peak beam current

0.1~10 A

More generally the beam emittance can be measured by
different Emittance Measurement Units (EMUs), such as

Figure 1: The beam profile measurement principle.

MECHANICAL DESIGN
The schematic diagram of this pepper-pot beam profile
measurement device is shown in Fig. 2. It consists of a
main Faraday cup with a pepper-pot mask on its bottom, a
Faraday cup array disk, two pairs of permanent magnets
and an outer casing. The grounded outer casing is a
shielding to reduce the measurement background
introduced by secondary electrons and other stray ions in
the vacuum chamber.

____________________________________________
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Main Faraday Cup with Pepper-Pot Mask

Faraday Cup Array Disk

The main Faraday cup is used to collect the total beam
current and its bottom pepper-pot mask with identical
holes can sample the total beam to form multiple beamlets
for the beam distribution measurement. The Faraday cup
array disk locates downstream from the pepper-pot mask,
and every pair of pepper-pot hole and the corresponding
array cup is aligned so each beamlet current can be
measured by the corresponding array cup, as shown in
Fig. 2. To meet the beam size, the inner diameter of the
direct Faraday cup is 30 mm.

As a beam profile detector, 25 small Faraday cups, that
correspond to the pepper-pot holes one by one, form a
Faraday cup array. They are embedded into a 3 mm thick
aluminium oxide ceramic disk for supporting and
insulation. Considering the divergence of the ion beam,
the size of array Faraday cups should be larger than the
size of pepper-pot hole aperture [1]. In order to avoid the
beam overlap between neighbouring beamlets, the
distance between the pepper-pot mask and the Faraday
cup array should be set as shorter as possible. Here the
gap is 3 mm. By calculating, an ion beam with about 180
mrad divergent angle can be detected on the collector disk
by an array of 2 mm diameter Faraday cups.
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Secondary Electrons Suppression

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the pepper-pot beam
profile measurement device.
The structure of the pepper-pot mask, which is made of
molybdenum, is illustrated in Fig. 3. The thickness of the
pepper-pot mask should be small enough to prevent any
smearing effects due to beam scattering [1]. Hence, each
hole on the 2 mm thick mask has a 60° cone apex angle
and the actual thickness of the hole wall is 0.5 mm. To
measure different divergence and different current ion
beams, we choose 0.8 mm and 0.5 mm as the pepper-pot
hole diameter. As shown in Fig. 3, there are 25 holes on
the pepper-pot mask.

According to theoretical analysis, the beam current and
beam distribution measurements without secondary
electrons suppression will be larger than its real value. For
the pepper-pot device, we choose two pairs of permanent
magnets to suppress the secondary electrons. As the ion
beam energy is less than 150 keV, the energy of the
secondary electrons is generally tens of eV [9]. Using the
formula of r m v eB we know that a 200 Gauss of
magnetic field is big enough to capture the secondary
electrons with the cyclotron radius less than 2 mm.
Therefore, two pairs of permanent magnets with an axial
field larger than 200G will be used at the entrance of the
main Faraday cup and in front of the Faraday cup array.

DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS
We have developed a complete set of data acquisition
and analysis system for the High Intensity Beam
Emittance Measurement Units (HIBEMU) at Peking
University [5], but they are used to measure CW or long
pulsed beams with the pulse width longer than 1 ms. For a
s ion beam, this acquisition system is not suitable. Two
methods of measuring microsecond ion beams can be
chosen for us. One is using sampled resistances and a
computer with a data acquisition card of hundreds of
MHz which contains more than 25 signal channels. The
other method that uses many storage oscilloscopes to
measure the signal of each Faraday cup is also available
at the laboratory.

COMMISSIONING TESTING
The pepper-pot measurement device will be tested on
the Low Energy Beam Transport (LEBT) test bench
(Fig. 4) [10]. Data obtained from the pepper-pot beam
profile measurement will be compared with the results
acquired by the Allison scanner EMU2 [8] (beam profile)
and the FC2.
Figure 3: The pepper-pot mask.
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SUMMARY
In this paper, we present the details of the design of a
pepper-pot beam profile measurement device, which can
detect the beam current and beam distribution of an
ampere-scale microsecond single-shot ion beam. It is
under fabrication now. The commissioning test will be
performed on the LEBT test bench at Peking University.
The results will be reported in the future.
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Figure 4: Low Energy Beam Transport (LEBT) Test Bench.
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Abstract
New magnetized high energy coolers like the one proposed for the High Energy Storage Ring (HESR) at the Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research (FAIR) have specific demands on the diagnostic of the electron beam. Due
to high voltage breakdowns they only allow a very small
beam loss so non-invasive beam diagnostic methods are
necessary. For beam profile measurement a system based
on beam induced fluorescence (BIF) was designed and is
under installation at the 100 keV polarized test setup at the
Mainzer Mikrotron (MAMI) at the moment. For the diagnostic of other observables of the cooling beam, like the
electron beam energy or the electron temperature, a Thomson scattering experiment is planned at the same setup. The
planned experiments for the beam profile measurement are
presented and the challenges of the Thomson scattering
method are discussed.

INTRODUCTION
A crucial demand in every cooling device is a perfect overlap of the cooling beam with the cooled beam to
achieve high cooling rates. The optimization of the cooling rate e.g. for a proton beam is often done by optimizing
the H 0 -signal. This signal is maximized if both beams are
overlapping and propagate with the same velocity. In this
case the recombination rate of the protons with the cooling electrons is high. Since the Hydrogen Atoms are neutral they are not deflected by magnetic fields and can be
detected after the next bending magnet. For the cooling of
beams with higher energies one needs a longer cooling section i.e. smaller angular deviations can cause overlap problems. Furthermore for cooling antiprotons as it is planned
in the (HESR) [1] there is no H 0 -signal which could indicate a good cooling rate. This requires special beam diagnostics of the cooling beam. The diagnostic has to be
be non destructive because of the high beam power and it
should not aﬀect the magnetic field flatness of the cooling
section. There are already several non destructive beam diagnostic methods which are used in diﬀerent accelerators
like a scintillation profile monitor [2], [3] or the Laser wire
scanner at the synchrotron source PETRA III [4]. These
methods can be adapted for the use in electron cooling devices.

idea is to image the fluorescing residual gas on a photo detector with a spatial resolution as shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Principle of scintillation profile monitor
The production of the scintillation light depends on the
residual gas pressure, the beam current and the composition
of the residual gas. Diﬀerent gases show diﬀerent excitation spectra and consequential have diﬀerent fluorescence
spectra.
At the same velocity the ionization energy loss
of electrons and protons are similar, they amount to
4.4 MeVcm2 /g and 4.3 MeVcm2 /g respectively for β =
0.55 in N2 . This should lead to a corresponding light output. From the energy loss and the photo production coefficient from [5] we can therefore estimate the fluorescence
rates for electrons in nitrogen gas. For our detection device
with a solid angle Ω = 4.7·10−2 sr we expect a count rate of
450 Hz/cm of longitudinal beam extension at a pressure of
10−6 mbar and a 10 μA beam. A special vacuum chamber
has been designed to test this assumption (Fig. 2).
This chamber allows to image the transverse beam profiles through silica windows which are transparent down

BEAM INDUCED FLUORESCENCE
For protons and ions beam profile measurement based
on beam induced fluorescence is a common technique. The
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Figure 2: Vacuum chamber for beam induced fluorescence
studies. The electron beam goes into the plane of the paper
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THOMSON SCATTERING
Theory
Thomson scattering describes elastic scattering of a photon on a free electron. It is the low energy limit of the
compton scattering process. Figure 3 shows a schematic
view of Thomson scattering.

Beam Diagnostics
In 1987/1988 a pioneer experiment demonstrated the
feasibility of Thomson scattering for our purpose [7], [8].
At that time however, the signal to noise ratio suﬀered from
the low power and repetition rate of the Laser system. We
revisit this approach in the light of the enormous developments in Laser technology since that time. The presented
setup uses the following angles Θ = 90◦ and Θ = 180◦ like
a Laser wire scanner. In this case the rate of the scattered
photons only depends on the electron density in the electron beam. By moving the Laser beam through the electron
beam a beam profile measurement can be done. Due to
the low cross section, mostly dominated by the classical
electron radius squared the necessary Laser power is very
high and it is only reasonable for high electron densities.
In Tab. 1 the event rates for diﬀerent setups are shown. For
the calculation a 100 W Laser system and an electron beam
current of 1 A and a diameter of 3 cm was chosen.
Table 1: Scattering Rate for Diﬀerent Cooling Devices
Electron Energy
λL
λS
Event Rate
100 keV (PKAT) 1.06 µm 475 nm
100 s−1
2 MeV (COSY)
10.6 µm 220 nm 6.5 · 103 s−1
4.5 MeV (HESR) 10.6 µm 50 nm 1.3 · 104 s−1
8 MeV (ENC)
10.6 µm 20 nm
2 · 104 s−1

Figure 3: Thomson scattering scheme
A photon λL hits the electron beam under an angle Θ
and is scattered under the scattering angle Θ . The scattered photon λS gains energy due to the Doppler shift. The
wavelength of the scattered photon as a function of the angle between incident photon and electron and the angle between scattered photon and electron can be evaluated with
λS = λL

(1 + β cos Θ )
(1 + β cos Θ)

(1)

Like the BIF measurements the Thomson scattering experiment will also be done at the PKAT. As seen in Tab. 2
the gun is capable of delivering peak currents of 60 mA
with a diameter of 2 mm so the electron density is the same
as in a cooling device with 2 A and 3 cm. To perform this
experiment we use the setup shown in Fig. 4. This enables
a detection of the scattered photons in forward direction
while the electrons are bend by 270◦ which suppresses the
background generated from fluorescent light in the beam
dump.

where β is the electron velocity in units of the speed of
light. The scattering process is determined by the Thomson
cross section

dσ 1 2 
= re 1 + cos2 Θ
dΩ 2

(2)

with re = classical electron radius. The event rates i.e.
how many photons are scattered can be calculated wit the
following equation
(1 + βcos (Θ))
1 2
 
r (1 + cos2 Θ NL ne ΔΩl
(1 + βcos(Θ ))γ
2 e

(3)

Figure 4: Schematic view of the future diagnostic setup at
the PKAT

with NL = Number of incident photons per Joule, ne =
Electron density,  = Detector system eﬃciency, ΔΩ = De(1+β cos(Θ))
tector solid angle, l = Interaction length, (1+β cos(Θ
 ))γ = factor results from Lorentz transformation.

An other advantage of the Thomson scattering method
is the possibility to measure the electron energy. This can
be done in with the same setup which is used for the beam
profile measurement. In this case a frequency analysis of

R=
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to 200 nm. With the leak valve which is controlled by the
pressure sensor the residual gas pressure can be changed
from 10−5 mbar to 10−8 mbar automatically. A mass spectrometer detects the partial gas pressure and enables the
analysis of the photon yield of diﬀerent scintillation gases.
The chamber is currently under installation at the polarized
test source (PKAT) [6] at the Mainzer Mikrotron (MAMI).
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Table 2: PKAT Parameter Setup
Electron Energy
DC current
Beam diameter
Peak current (pulsed)
Pulse duration
Rep. rate

100 kev
200 µA
2 mm
60 mA
10 ns
50 Hz

the scattered photons is needed instead of a the scattering
rate. This can e.g. be done with a Fabry-Perot interferometer at an virtual arbitrary accuracy. Since Eq. 1 establishes
a well defined relation between the angle and the velocity
(i.e. the energy) the error in energy determination is mainly
limited by the accuracy of the angle measurement.
This can be very interesting for the cooling of antiprotons. Because of the missing H 0 -signal an energy matching of both beams which is needed for an eﬃcient cooling
process is more diﬃcult. With a good energy measurement
the adjustment of the electron beam can be done faster and
more eﬃcient.
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Figure 5: Laser system setup
Because of the low scattering rates all kind of background has to be avoided. This includes beam induced fluorescence as well as electron beam loss at the wall of the
vacuum chamber or radiation emitted by the beam dump.
To decrease the background the photo detector can be synchronized to the Laser pulses.

OUTLOOK

Challenges
As mentioned above one of the challenges with Thomson scattering is the very low cross section. Because of that
very high laser photon fluxes and laser powers are needed.
These high power Laser beams have to be transported and
focused to the interaction point without significant losses to
get high signal rates and avoid a damaging of parts of the
beam line. For the beam profile measurements with Thomson scattering the acquisition of a Laser system with the
following specifications is planed.
Table 3: Laser System Specifications
Wavelength
Beam diameter
Pulse power
Pulse duration
Rep. rate

1064 nm
100 µm
2J
20 ns
50 Hz

Since the PKAT is not able to deliver a DC beam with
60 mA the timing between electron and Laser beam is essential for this experiment. One possibility to solve the timing problem is shown in Fig. 5. A fraction of the Laser
pulse will be frequency doubled send to the photo cathode
of the PKAT while the main part of the pulse is delayed.
The Laser pulse has to be delayed for the time it takes the
electron bunch to travel from the cathode to the interaction point. There both beams collide under an angle of
90◦ . The Thomson scattered photons are detected behind
the α-magnet which bends the electrons by 270◦. Mirrors
in the Laser beam line allow a transverse shift of the Laser
beam and a transverse scanning of the electron beam. The
number of scattered photons is proportional to the electron
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density of the electron beam. If one assumes a Gaussian
profile of the electron beam a Gaussian fit to the intensity
of the scattered photons as a function of the displacement
of the Laser provides the transversal beam profile.

The vacuum chamber for the BIF measurement is currently under installation so first results should be achievable within the next months. For the Thomson scattering
further modifications at the PKAT beam line are in preparation and the acquisition of an adequate Laser system is
planned for 2011.
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BEAM PARAMETERS MEASUREMENTS BY IONIZATION CROSS
SECTION MONITOR ON PROTON LINAC OF INR RAS*

Abstract
The ionization beam cross section monitor (BCSM) is
developed and used on proton linac of INR RAS to
provide non-intercepting measurements of beam
parameters. Operation of the monitor is based on
utilization of residual gas ionization. The BCSM
configuration design and image processing system are
described and estimations of influence of the linac
radiation background are discussed. The monitor enables
to observe beam cross section and extract from it beam
profiles and position as well as their evolution in time
within a wide range of beam intensities and energies. The
available experimental results of beam spot, profiles and
emittances measurements at the linac output are
presented.

INTRODUCTION
Starting from 2005, the BCSM [1, 2] operates at
400 keV proton beam [3] of INR linac injector, and from
2007, the monitor operates on 209 MeV output beam of
INR linac [4].

Figure 1: The example of INR linac output beam cross
section as the result of collimator inserting at the input of
linac at tuning process for medical beam.
The proton beam pulses at the output of INR linac have
a continuous structure due to the drift of particles on the
length more than 100 meters after the last accelerating
cavity: beam bunches expand significantly in longitudinal
direction because energy resolution of accelerated
particles ΔE/E = 0.25 %. Bunch structure is practically
removed in the beam pulse in our case. At the output of
INR linear accelerator it is necessary to measure
parameters of pulsing beam of protons with energies
ranging from 70 to 209 MeV, the amplitude of 0,1 ÷
15 mA with duration of 0,3 ÷ 200 microseconds and a
repetition frequency of 1 to 50 Hz. These beams are used
____________________________________
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for physics experiments and applied research such as
neutron research or proton medicine.
Output beam transport line of linac is equipped by four
of 2-wire scanners for measuring of beam profiles and
emittances. But these devices can be used at 1 Hz pulse
repetition mode of linac only, because the wires are the
sources of beam losses and have probability to be
destroyed by 50 Hz current. Also 2-wire scanners cannot
provide full information about beam cross section shape.
As is well known, observations of complex transverse
beam shapes, that are possible during beam tuning
process, can be done by beam intercepting monitors such
as luminescent phosphor screens or transition radiation
screens with mechanical drives. And these devices also
insert disturbance and losses and can not be used at
50 Hz.
On opposite a single ionization BCSM, installed in
output beam transport line of the linac, offers opportunity
to observe the complex beam spot shape (Fig. 1) without
beam disturbance and without any mechanics, and receive
continuous information about the parameters at the full
intensity beam, the same as with fluorescent screens or
transition radiation detectors. Besides that BCSM is very
compact: it size is 22 cm, the work pressure of residual
gas in linac transport line is 10-7 Torr.
As in most other accelerators it is necessary to give
particular attention on non-destructive beam techniques,
in order to eliminate disturbance of the beam in order to
preserve its parameters. BCSM is just such device. BCSM
gives the possibility to observe the next beam parameters
during adjustment and routine operation of the linac: form
of beam cross section (BCS), beam position and its
displacement concerning linac axes. Besides that BCSM
allows to measure beam profiles and emittances due to
computer processing of images.

BCSM DESCRIPTION
Detail description of BCSM is done in [1, 2, 3]. Here is
given the short summary of information of BCSM
functioning. BCS registration is based on preliminary
acceleration and following energy analysis of residual gas
ions produced by investigated beam (Fig. 2).
Accelerated protons 1 ionize residual gas. Positive ions
(q1, q2,) are extracted by a field Eex (typically
1÷2 kV/cm) of flat extracting condenser 2 through a
narrow slit in lower electrode of the condenser. The
secondary ion beam distribution along of the slit direction
corresponds to primary particle horizontal transverse
distribution of investigated beam. Energy distribution of
extracted ions in slit plane corresponds to vertical particle
distribution of primary beam. These ions are captured and
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directed by a field Ea of analyzing condenser 3, which
electrodes are placed under 45 degrees to the plane of the
extracting electrode. Analyzed ions hit open inputs of
chevron micro-channel plate 4 (MCP) of the electrooptical converter 6 with the coordinates depending on
coordinates of an ionization point, creating the image of
beam cross section on phosphor screen 5.

Figure 2: BCSM scheme: 1-Particle beam, 2-Ion extractor
with slit, 3-Electrostatic analyzer, 4-MCP image
intensifier, 5-Luminescent screen, 6-Electro-Optical
Converter.
BCSM sensitivity at invariable vacuum pressure
depends on ionization energy losses of accelerated beam
particles in residual gas.
The distance X1 from the entrance slit of analyzing
condensor to the point of impact on MCP input is
described by the equation: X1=2(Eex/Ea)X and does not
depends on the mass and ion charge.
TV-camera with CCD matrix records luminescent
screen image and transmits it over 150 meters to the
computer.

Also for comparison there are results of modelling with
no hole in concrete protection.
The concrete protection decreases damage effects to the
CCD matrix from neutrons and γ-quanta over than 103
times.

Figure: 3: Neutron spectrum simulation around BCSM.

BCSM IMAGES AND PROFILES
DISTORTIONS AND RESOLUTION
Extracting condenser slit width, beam losses, hot pixels,
γ-radiation, stochastic nature of MCP currents and
luminescent radiation produce distortions and the noises,
that influences on BCSM image and its profiles
resolution.

NEUTRON AND GAMMA RADIATION
BACKGROUND INFLUENCE
Neutron and γ radiation background in the linac tunnel
creates radiation damages (hot pixels) of TV-camera CCD
matrix and electronics. Periscope system (PS) was
developed and installed at the linac for electronics
protection. PS collects and transmits optical radiation
from phosphor screen to TV-camera behind 70 cm
concrete wall of the linac. Neutron flux was simulated in
the hadron transport code SHIELD [5] to estimate the
protection efficiency (Fig. 3). The flux near accelerator
beam pipe is equal 2,8*105 n/cm2*s with average energy
of neutrons 47 MeV. Behind concrete protection at the
TV-camera installation point the flux is equal to
67 n/cm2*s with average energy of neutrons 21 MeV.
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Figure 4: Beam adjustment from heavy losses to small.
Hot pixels were produced at CCD matrix operation near
beam pipe at first experience in 2007. These distortions
were removed by concrete shielding and cooling of CCD
matrix by Peltier cell. Beam losses noise is canceled at
process of beam adjustment (Fig. 4). Thus BCSM
resolution is defined by extractor slit width L=1 mm,
initial ion energy, MCP resolution and for INR output
linac
beam
is
σ2measured=σ2beam+L2/12+σ2mcp
approximately [6, 7].
Relocation of the TV-camera behind the concrete
shielding increased reliability and lifetime of detector.
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Currently, BCSM is not only used to monitor beam
losses and the position of the center of gravity of the
beam, but also for the measurement of profiles and
emittances. Profiles are calculated from the captured
images (Fig. 5) and processed with existing transverse
beam matching and correction software [8].
a)

b)

Figure 5: On-line images of INR proton beam cross
section: a) 1 Hz, 200 µs, 14 mA pulse current, b) 1 Hz,
3 µs, 10 mA pulse current.
BCSM sensitivity can be increased by means of
software options: summation of images, background
image subtraction, median filtering of images. New
software allows to measure (Fig. 5b) small currents [9] of
medical beams (~10 nA of average current).
Beam emittance ellipses (Fig. 6) were measured both
with BCSM and wire scanners. As single BCSM is
installed only at output beam of the linac, emittance
ellipses can be measured by method of quadrupoles lenses
forces varying relatively optimal current of lenses. As
alternative, method of few wire scanners was applied with
the quadrupoles forces varying. Emittance picture on Fig.
6 shows these overlapping (X, X’) ellipses.

Figure 6: Emittances picture from BCSM (green lines)
and wire scanners (red lines).

CONCLUSIONS
Thus BCSM is now the single INR linac monitor for
observation and measurement of parameters both high
and low intensity beam for both nuclear experiments and
medical laboratory needs. BCSM produces both simple
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and complex cross section images and profiles with
inaccuracy of around 5 % for σbeam=2 mm that is quite
admissible result for solving the problem of the operative
visual control, diagnostics and correction of various
parameters of a beam.
BCSM is very compact in comparison with standard
Ionization Profile Monitor.
Taking into account that the profile measurements with
wire scanners take 180 seconds with increased beam
losses versus 140 ms for BCSM without additional losses,
the advantage of BCSM is significant during the
procedure of beam adjustment.
The speed of image data processing is defined by our
TV-camera frame rate and can be increased with other
camera type.
Using of previously developed software for BCSM
profile data processing allows faster beam profiles and
emittances information output.
The received results confirm considerable opportunities
for BCSM operation practically at any accelerators,
equipped by beam transport lines, over a wide range of
beam currents and energies, with various types of
accelerated particles and ionizing radiation beams.
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PROGRESS WITH THE SCINTILLATION PROFILE MONITOR AT COSY
V. Kamerdzhiev#, J. Dietrich, F. Klehr, K. Reimers, FZ-Jülich, Germany
Abstract
After successful demonstration measurements with the
Scintillation Profile Monitor (SPM) at COSY, a dedicated
vacuum chamber with two vacuum windows and
supporting vacuum ports was installed in the COSY
synchrotron. The chamber is blackened inside to suppress
light reflection. Since residual gas pressure is too low to
support reliable profile measurements based on beam
induced scintillation, a piezo-electric dosing valve was
installed allowing fast injections of defined amount of
nitrogen. A 32-channel photomultiplier is used to detect
light. Beam profile measurements and first experience are
reported.
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INTRODUCTION
Beam profile monitoring is essential for emittance
control and general performance optimization in an
accelerator. Unlike linear accelerators the beam emittance
in a circular machine can be determined using nondestructive techniques only. At COSY [1], a machine
equipped with electron cooler and stochastic cooling
system, profile data is vital for studies of the cooling
process. A joint effort by the beam instrumentation groups
at GSI, Darmstadt and COSY, Jülich resulted in an
Ionization Profile Monitors (IPM) being operational at
ESR [2] and COSY [3]. The IPM was designed to be the
standard profile monitor for the future FAIR [4]
machines. The IPMs real time performance together with
high sensitivity and resolution make it a very valuable
instrument. However, high cost and the presence of
components prone to aging in vacuum, trigger the search
for alternative methods. A profile monitor utilizing
scintillation of residual gas offers a viable alternative to
an IPM for certain beam conditions [5, 6]. The gas atoms
and molecules are excited by the beam particles and emit
visible light shortly after the excitation [7]. After passing
a vacuum window the light is focused by an optical
system and is detected by a multi-channel photomultiplier
or an image intensified camera. Measuring the photon
distribution allows reconstructing the initial beam profile.

At average COSY vacuum of 10-9 mbar no SPM
measurements are possible. When internal targets (mostly
hydrogen) are in operation the residual gas pressure can
reach values beyond 10-7 mbar in the target region of the
machine. Unfortunately this pressure bumps cannot be
used for profile measurement. Nitrogen was found to be
the most suitable gas [7, 9]. To increase the signal to
noise ratio a local nitrogen pressure bump is introduced.

Advantages
A scintillation profile monitor does not require any
vacuum parts except for vacuum windows which makes it
a simple, inexpensive and robust instrument. Being based
on light, the technique is insensitive to the electric and
magnetic fields in the vacuum chamber (e.g. beam space
charge). Furthermore, the light can be transported outside
the accelerator tunnel if necessary. This is particularly
important for high intensity machines where high
radiation levels make installation of electronics in the
tunnel difficult.

PMT enclosure

Lens
inside

N2 inlet

Covered
vacuum window

SPM IN A PROTON SYNCHROTRON
Challenges
Compared to the ionization event rate, the rate of
scintillation events is expected to be three orders of
magnitude lower [8]. The reasons are the lower
scintillation cross section and the geometrical factor.
Nearly all ions/electrons can be collected in an IPM but
only a fraction of light reaches the detector in the SPM
[8]. Furthermore, vacuum conditions in a proton
synchrotron like COSY cause the scintillation signal to
disappear in the background noise.

Piezo-electric
dosing valve

Vacuum gauge
Figure 1: A photograph of the SPM installation in COSY.
Shown is the vacuum chamber with two vacuum windows
for light extraction and two vacuum ports for N2 injection
and vacuum measurement. On the upper flange a simple
one lens optical system and a multi-channel
photomultiplier are installed for horizontal beam profile
measurements.
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The Setup

Measurement Procedure
Although the dosing valve is specified for pulsed
operation with pulse width up to 20 ms the power supply
does not work reliably with pulse widths below 100 ms.
Since the pulsed operation was not possible, the
measurements, presented in this paper, were done by
slowly (few seconds) ramping the voltage using the RS232 interface of the valve power supply. The vacuum
reading is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Vacuum reading during the
measurement. Time interval of 100 s is shown.

profile

As preliminary measurements have shown, the pressure
bump extends only a few meters upstream and
downstream of the dosing valve thus the impact on the
average pressure in the machine is negligible and the
SPM can be considered non-destructive. This was also
confirmed by Schottky measurements as no frequency
shift due to the local pressure bump could be observed.
The SPM data acquisition software records and displays
graphically the currents in individual PMT channels,
beam current as measured by the beam current
transformer and the pressure at the SPM location. Offset
subtraction features help to compensate for background
signals due to voltage dependent PMT dark currents.
Online Gaussian fits are performed to determine beam
width, position and intensity.

MEASUREMENT RESULTS
Figure 3 shows the measured profiles and
corresponding Gauss fits for different pressures. The
measurement was carried out at beam intensity of 1.31010
protons in the machine and PMT voltage set to 750 V.
Reasonable profiles were observed at pressures starting at
210-8 mbar.
The data shown in Fig. 3 was acquired with internal
beam targets being disabled to avoid additional signal
background due to beam losses hitting the PMT.

Figure 3: SPM proton beam profiles (left) and corresponding Gauss fits (right) shown as a waterfall plot. Pressure axis
also represents the time axis. 80 Profiles corresponding to 8 s time interval are shown. Beam parameters were:
3350 MeV/c, 1.31010 protons circulating in the ring. PMT HV was set to 750 V.
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The SPM vacuum chamber installed in COSY has a
length of 508 mm (Fig. 1). The inner diameter of 150 mm
corresponds to the inner diameter of COSY beam pipe in
straight sections. To avoid possible light reflection the
inner surface of the vacuum chamber was acid cleaned to
increase the roughness and then blackened by chemical
treatment. The chamber is equipped with two DN100
vacuum windows and two DN40 vacuum ports for
pressure measurement and gas inlet. To create local
pressure bumps a commercially available piezo-electric
dosing valve is used. The piezo stack is driven by a 1 kV
power supply purchased from the same company. After
passing the vacuum window the light is focused by a lens
and detected by a 32-channel photomultiplier. The SPM is
currently equipped with one detector only measuring
horizontal profiles. The calibration in mm is based on the
assumption that the vertical position of the beam
corresponds to the geometrical center of the vacuum
chamber. The PMT readout is done by a 48-channel
picoammeter module developed by iThemba Labs, South
Africa [6]. The module design is based on a commercially
available low noise switched integrator chip. The PMT
power supply and readout module as well as dosing valve
power supply are controlled and/or read out over local
Ethernet. The latter requires an Ethernet to RS-232
converter. The control and data acquisition software is
written in LabView.
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SUMMARY
The measurements performed at COSY have shown
that a profile monitor based on scintillation of residual gas
can be successfully used in a proton synchrotron. At
COSY conditions a pressure bump was necessary at the
monitor location to boost the scintillation event rate. The
pressure bump was realized by injecting small amounts of
pure nitrogen into the vacuum chamber by means of a
piezo-electric dosing valve. Such a procedure was shown
to be non-destructive for the beam. Some profile
measurements were performed while experiments were
taking data. Assuming the pressure bump is less than one
order of magnitude profile measurements can be carried
out for beam intensities higher than 5109 particles in the
ring. One should avoid operating devices capable of light
generation such as residual gas analyzers, titanium
sublimation pumps or even ion pumps in the proximity of
the SPM. An SPM is a very robust and inexpensive
instrument as it does not contain any vacuum
components.

c 2011 by the respective authors — cc Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 (CC BY 3.0)
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OUTLOOK
To better use the resolution capability of the multichannel PMT and to be able to compensate for a beam
position offset a motorized zoom lens with variable focus
can be used. The theoretical calibration of the SPM
should be verified by simultaneous IPM measurements.
Turn-by-turn measurements may be possible if faster
PMT readout electronics and higher pressures are used.

L. Conradie, iThemba LABS and F. Becker, GSI for
sharing their ideas and experience. We are very grateful
for the support provided by the COSY team.
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MOPD52

FIRST RESULTS FROM BEAM MEASUREMENTS AT THE 3 MeV TEST STAND
FOR CERN LINAC4*
%&KH\PRO&(51*HQHYD6ZLW]HUODQGDQG8QLYHUVLWp%ODLVH3DVFDO&OHUPRQW)HUUDQG)UDQFH
-%/DOOHPHQW$/RNKRYLWVN\20LGWWXQ85DLFK)5RQFDUROR56FULYHQV(=RULQ
&(51*HQHYD6ZLW]HUODQG
7KH + VRXUFH DQGWKHO RZ HQHUJ\ EHDP WUDQVSRUW
/(%7  OLQH ZLOOG HWHUPLQH WR DODUJHH[ WHQG WKH
SHUIRUPDQFHRI/LQDF>@WKHQHZPDFKLQHIRUHVHHQDW
&(51 DVLQM HFWRU LQWR WKH 36 %RRVWHU )RU WKLV UHDVRQ D
WHVW VWDQG LVE HLQJ VHWXS  FRQVLVWLQJ RIWKHVR XUFH WKH
/(%7WKH5)4DQGWKHFKRSSHUOLQH8SWRQRZRQO\WKH
VRXUFH DQG /(%7 DUHLQVWDOOHG)LUVWP HDVXUHPHQWV KDYH
EHHQSHUIRUPHGXVLQJD)DUDGD\&XSWRPHDVXUHWKHWRWDO
VRXUFH LQWHQVLW\ DVOLWDQ G JULG HPLWWDQFH PHWHU IRU
WUDQVYHUVH HPLWWDQFH PHDVXUHPHQWV DVZHOODVD

VSHFWURPHWHU IRU HQHUJ\ VSUHDG PHDVXUHPHQWV %HDP
LQWHQVLW\SURILOHWUDQVYHUVHHPLWWDQFHDQGHQHUJ\VSUHDG
KDYH EHHQ PHDVXUHG 7KHSD SHU GLVFXVVHV PHDVXUHPHQWV
GRQHRQ+ EHDPVDWN9H[WUDFWLRQYROWDJHDVZHOODV
SURWRQEHDPVDWNH9

INTRODUCTION
$VVKRZQLQ)LJXUHWKH/LQDF/(%7FRQVLVWVRIWZR
VROHQRLGVDGLDJQRVWLFER[DQGWZRVWHHUHUV7KHDLPRI
WKH /(%7LV WR SURYLGH WKH EHDP PDWFKLQJ IURP WKH
VRXUFH WR WKH 5)4 DQG WR PRQLWRU VRXUFH SHUIRUPDQFH
'XHWRWKH VPDOO5)4DFFHSWDQFHWKHFRPPLVVLRQLQJRI
WKH/(%7LVFUX FLDOWRHQVXUHJRRGEHDPWUDQVPLVVLRQLQ
WKH5)4



)LJXUH'LDJUDPRIWKH/,1$&/(%7
'XULQJ WKH FRPPLVVLRQLQJ SKDVH HPLWWDQFH
PHDVXUHPHQWVKDYHEHHQGRQHDWWKUHHGLIIHUHQWVWDJHV
x DIWHUWKHVRXUFH
x DIWHUWKHILUVWVROHQRLG
x DIWHUWKHVHFRQGVROHQRLGLHDWWKH5)4LQSXW
,Q DGGLWLRQ SURILOH PHDVXUHPHQWV DWWK H 5)4 LQSXW
KDYH EHHQ GRQH XVLQJ WKH HPLWWDQFH PHWHU VOLWDQ G D
)DUDGD\ FXS (QHUJ\ VSUHDG PHDVXUHPHQWV KDYH EHHQ
SHUIRUPHGDIWHUWKHILUVWVROHQRLG
$ V\VWHPDWLF FRPSDULVRQ EHWZHHQ PHDVXUHPHQWV DQG
EHDPG\QDPLFVVLPXODWLRQVKDVEHHQGRQHIRUWKHWZRODVW
VWDJHV

BEAM EMITTANCE AND PROFILE
MEASUREMENTS
Emittance Meter
7KHV\VWHPFRQVLVWVRIWZR6(0JULGVDQGDQ/VKDSHG
VOLW PDGH IURP VWDLQOHVV VWHHOLQ FOLQHG DW  GHJUHHV
UHODWLYH WRWKH  YHUWLFDO D[LV 7KH SURILOHV IRUHDFKVOLW
SRVLWLRQDUHUHDGRXWZLWKDVWLPHUHVROXWLRQ
$)DUDGD\FXSLVSRVLWLRQHGFPGRZQVWUHDPWKH6(0
JULGPHDVXULQJWKHIXOOEHDPFXUUHQWZKHQWKHVOLWLVRX W
DQG SHUIRUPLQJ SURILOH PHDVXUHPHQWV E\ PRYLQJ WKH VOLW
DQG PHDVXULQJ WKHEHDPOHW FXUUHQW ,QEHWZHHQ WKH 6(0
JULGVDQGWKHFXSWZRSRODUL]DWLRQJXDUGULQJVKDYHEHHQ
LQVWDOOHG LQ RUGHU WR PLQLPL]H WKH UHFRLO RIVHF RQGDU\
HOHFWURQV IURP WKHFXSWRWK H ZLUHVDQGUHSHOWKH P EDFN
LQWRWKHFXS0RUHGHWDLOVFDQEHIRXQGLQ>@
)URP WKHP HDVXUHPHQW WKH7ZLVV SDUDPHWHUV DQG
HPLWWDQFH YDOXHV KDYH EHHQ GHWHUPLQHG ZLWK DILUVW
DSSUR[LPDWLRQDOJRULWKPEDVHGRQWKHFDOFXODWLRQRIWKH
506 GLVWULEXWLRQV LQ SRVLWLRQ DQG DQJOH  DIWHU
HOLPLQDWLQJ DOOZLUHVLJQ DOV EHORZ DWK UHVKROG FDOFXODWHG
IURPWKHPD[LPXPVLJQDOYDOXH

Emittance Measurement after the Source
'XULQJ DIL UVW VRXUFH FRPPLVVLRQLQJ SKDVH DQ+  LRQ
EHDPDWDQH[WUDFWLRQ YROWDJHRIN9DSXOVHOHQJWKRI
ȝVDQGD5)SRZHURIN:KDVEHHQPHDVXUHG,Q
WKLV FRQILJXUDWLRQ WKH VRXUFH SURYLGHV  P$ EHDP
FXUUHQW ZKLFK KDV EHHQ PHDVXUHG ZLWK WKH HPLWWDQFH
PHWHUDQGLWV)DUDGD\FXS
7KH ILUVW PHDVXUHPHQWV VKRZ WKDWWK H DQJXODU
UHVROXWLRQ RI WKH 6(0 JULG LV QRW VXIILFLHQW GXH WRWK H
ODUJH GLVWDQFHEHWZHHQ WZR ZLUHV  ȝP   ,QRUGHU WR
LQFUHDVH WKH DQJXODU UHVROXWLRQ  VWHSV RI  ȝP KDYH
EHHQXVHGIRUWKH6(0JULGIRUHDFKVOLWSRVLWLRQ
([DPSOHVRIPHDVXUHPHQWUHVXOWVDUHVKRZQLQ7DEOH
7KH DJUHHPHQW RIWKH  PHDVXUHPHQW ZLWK UHVSHFW WRW KH
H[SHFWHGYDOXHVIRUWKH/,1$&VRXUFH>@LVUHPDUNDEOH

7DEOH  1RPLQDO DQG PHDVXUHG EHDP SDUDPHWHUV RI WKH
VRXUFH IRU WKH YHUWLFDO SODQH ZLWK WK UHVKROG RQ WKH
GDWD 
Value

Emittance [rms] Alpha Beta

Measured

SLPPPUDG  PPSLPUDG

Nominal

SLPPPUDG  PPSLPUDG

___________________________________________

*Supported by the EU under contract PITN-GA-2008215080 …
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After this phase, the extraction voltage was upgraded to
45 keV. Unfortunately this caused problems with electron
currents of too high power destroying the electron dump
and it was decided to switch the source to proton mode
and continue the commissioning of the source and the
LEBT with proton beam
1HZHPLWWDQFHPHDVXUHPHQWVKDYHEHHQGRQHDIWHUWKH
VRXUFHZLWK DQH[WU DFWLRQ YROWDJHRIN9DQG GLIIHUHQW
5) SRZHU 7KH HIIHFW RI LQFUHDVLQJ5) SRZHU RQ WKH
HPLWWDQFH KDV EHHQ PHDVXUHG 7DEOH  VKRZV WKH
UHFRQVWUXFWHG7ZLVVSDUDPHWHUVZLWK5)SRZHUVHWWLQJV
ZLWKDWKUHVKROGVHWDW

7DEOH7ZLVVSDUDPHWHUFDOFXODWHGZLWKDWKUHVKROGDW
DQGGLIIHUHQW5)SRZHU
RF Power (kW)
20
40
60
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Emittance and Intensity Measurement after the
First Solenoid
2QFHWKHPHDVXUHPHQWVRQWKHVRXUFHZHUHWHUPLQDWHG
WKH HPLWWDQFH PHWHUZDVP RYHG DIWHUW KH ILUVWVR OHQRLG
ZKLFK VHSDUDWHV GLIIHUHQW SDUWLFOH W\SHV FRPLQJ IURP WKH
VRXUFH7KHFXUUHQWLQWKHVROHQRLGZDVYDULHGIURPWR
$)LJXUHVKRZVWKHUHVXOWRIVXFKDPHDVXUHPHQW
ZKLFKFOHDUO\GLVSOD\VGLIIHUHQWVSHFLHVRILRQVFRPLQJ
IURP WKHVRXUFH $V H[SHFWHG WKH UHVXOW VKRZVW KDW
KHDYLHU LRQV DUH OHVV IRFXVHG E\ WKH VROHQRLG DQG DUH
VHSDUDWHG LQSKDVHV SDFH IURP WKH SURWRQV 6LPXODWLRQV
DOORZHGLGHQWLILFDWLRQRIWKHSDUWLFOHW\SHVDVLQGLFDWHGLQ
)LJXUH


Beta



Beta





7KH HPLWWDQFH LQFUHDVHV ZLWK 5) SRZHU :LWK WKH
ODUJHVW YDOXH DSHUWXUH OLPLWDWLRQ GXH WR WKHE HDP SLSH
DSSHDUV
$ FRPSDULVRQ EHWZHHQ WKH UHVXOWV RQ WKHHP LWWDQFH
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ EHWZHHQ WKH SURWRQ DQG +  PRGH RI WKH
VRXUFHLVVKRZLQ)LJXUH



)LJXUH'LIIHUHQWSDUWLFOHW\SHVVHSDUDWHGE\VROHQRLG
%HDP G\QDPLFV VLPXODWLRQV DQGP HDVXUHPHQWV VKRZ D
UHPDUNDEOHDJUHHPHQWDVVKRZLQ)LJXUH



Figure 4: Simulated (b) and measured (a) phase space after
the first solenoid, for Isol1=600 A.

Figure 2: Normalized emittance measured for a proton
beam at 45 keV and H- beam at 35 keV as a function of
the threshold applied to the data.
7KH5)SRZHURQWKHVRXUFHZDVWKHVDPHIRUWKHERWK
PRGHV  N:  WKH HPLWWDQFH LVVP DOOHU IRU WKH SURWRQ
EHDP 7KLV FDQ EH H[SODLQHG E\ WKH ORZHU VSDFH FKDUJH
HIIHFWVDWNH9
7KHVHUHVXOWVKDYHEHHQXVHGDVLQLWLDOYDOXHVIRUEHDP
G\QDPLFVVLPXODWLRQVRIWKH/(%7
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'LIIHUHQW VROHQRLG FXUUHQWV KDYH EHHQ WHVWHG DQG IRU
HDFK VHWWLQJW KH HPLWWDQFH KDV EHHQ PHDVXUHG LQ ERWK
SODQHV
7KHEHDPFXUUHQWDVDIXQFWLRQRIWKHVROHQRLGFXUUHQWKDV
DOVR EHHQ PHDVXUHG ZLWK WKH )DUDGD\ FXS SRVLWLRQHG DW
WKH UHDURIW KH HPLWWDQFH PHWHU 7KH UHVXOWV VKRZ WKDW D
FXUUHQW RI $ PD[LPL]HV WKH WUDQVPLVVLRQ RI WKH
SDUWLFOHV RQWR WKH IDUDGD\ FXS ,W DOVRVK RZV WKDW WKH
FXUUHQWLQFUHDVHVOLQHDUO\ZLWKWKH5)SRZHUEHWZHHQ
N:DQGN:7KHFXUUHQWGLIIHUHQFHEHWZHHQDQG
N: LV QHJOLJLEOH GXH WR EHDP ORVVHV RQ WKH VROHQRLG$
VROHQRLG FXUUHQW RI $ LVQ HHGHG WR PDWFK WKH EHDP
SDUDPHWHUV WR WKH 5)4 DFFHSWDQFH DQGZL OO EH XVHG DV
UHIHUHQFHIRUWKHUHVWRIWKHFRPPLVVLRQLQJSKDVH
'XH WRW KH VHSDUDWLRQ RIWK H SDUWLFOHV WKH HPLWWDQFH
DQDO\VLV LV GLIILFXOW $WW KLV WLPH WKH FDOFXODWLRQ RIWK H
HPLWWDQFHVRIWKHGLIIHUHQWVSHFLHVKDVQRW\HWEHHQGRQH 
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Emittance Measurement at the RFQ Input
)LQDOO\ HPLWWDQFH PHDVXUHPHQWV KDYH EHHQ GRQH ZLWK
WKH FRPSOHWH /(%7 7KH FXUUHQW RQ WKH VHFRQG VROHQRLG
ZDVYDULHGIURP$WR$
7KHGLIIHUHQWVFDQVVKRZWKDWWKHEHDPLVPRYLQJZLWK
WKHVHFRQGVROHQRLGFXUUHQW([FXUVLRQVRIPPLQWKH
KRUL]RQWDOSODQHDQGPPLQWKHYHUWLFDOSODQHKDYHEHHQ
FDOFXODWHG7KLVVKRZVWKDWWKHEHDPLVQRWFHQWHUHGLQWKH
VHFRQGVROHQRLGDQGKDVWREHVWHHUHG
,QDILUVWVWHSWKHHPLWWDQFHPHWHUVOLWDQGWKHIDUDGD\FXS
KDYH EHHQ XVHG WR PDNH SURILOH PHDVXUHPHQW ZLWK WKH
VROHQRLGRII7KLVKDVEHHQGRQHLQRUGHUWRFDOLEUDWHWKH
VWHHUHUVLQWKH/(%77KHUHVXOWVVKRZWKDWWKHNLFNLQWKH
KRUL]RQWDOSODQHJLYHQE\WKHERWKVWHHUHUVLVPUDG$
DQGPUDG$LQWKHYHUWLFDOSODQH
7KHVHYDOXHVKDYH EHHQXVHG WR ILQG WKH VHWWLQJ RI WKH
VWHHUHUV'HVSLWHWKHVWHHULQJWKHEHDPLVVWLOOPRYLQJDV
DIXQFWLRQRIWKHVHFRQGVROHQRLGFXUUHQW$PHDVXUHPHQW
RIWKHDOLJQPHQWRIWKHVHFRQGVROHQRLGDQGWKHHPLWWDQFH
PHWHU KDV EHHQ GRQH DQG VKRZ VRPH HUURUV LQ WKH
DOLJQPHQW
7KLV SUREOHP KDV EHHQIL [HG DQG QHZ PHDVXUHPHQWV
DUH XQGHU FRPSOHWLRQ WR ILQG WKH JRRG VHWWLQJV IRU WKH
VWHHUHUVDQGWKHVROHQRLG

ENERGY SPREAD MEASUREMENTINTENSITY MEASUREMENT
7KH HQHUJ\ VSUHDG KDVEHHQ PHDVXUHG ZLWKD 
VSHFWURPHWHUDQGDJULG$VOLWLVSR VLWLRQHGGRZQVWUHDP
WKHILUVWVROHQRLGLWVDSHUWXUHFDQEHPRGLILHGIURPPP
XSWRPP
$WWKH6(0JULGORFDWLRQWKHEHDPVL]HLVGXHWR
x (QHUJ\VSUHDGRIWKHEHDP
x 6OLWRSHQLQJVL]H
x 6SDFHFKDUJHHIIHFWVDIWHUWKHVOLW
x 'LYHUJHQFHRIWKHEHDP

)LJXUH  VKRZV WKH UHFRQVWUXFWHG SURILOH ZLWK DVOLW 
DSHUWXUHRIPP
7KH FDOLEUDWLRQ IDFWRU IRXQG E\ GHFUHDVLQJ WKH
H[WUDFWLRQ YROWDJH E\  9 LV  H9PP :LWK WKLV
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IDFWRUWKHHQHUJ\VSUHDGLQWHUSRODWHGIRUDVOLWDSHUWXUHRI
PPLVH9
'HSHQGLQJ RQ WKH VRXUFH SDUDPHWHUV WKH EHDP
PHDVXUHG ZLWK WKH IDUDGD\ FXS DQG ,VRO $ LV
DURXQGP$$QHZDFTXLVLWLRQFKDQQHOZLOODOORZXVWR
VDPSOHWKHVLJQDODWN+]


Figure 5: Reconstructed profile and Gaussian fit at the
end of the spectrometer line.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
7KH VRXUFHDQG/(%7RIWKH QHZ LQMHFWRU/LQDFLQWR
WKH36%RRVWHUKDYHEHHQFKDUDFWHUL]HG,QWHQVLW\SURILOH
WUDQVYHUVH HPLWWDQFH DQG HQHUJ\ VSUHDG KDYH EHHQ
PHDVXUHGDWGLIIHUHQWORFDWLRQVRQWKHOLQH
7KH PHDVXUHPHQWV VKRZD PLVDOLJQPHQW RI WKH OLQH
7KLV KDV EHHQ IL[HG LQ WKH PHDQWLPH DQGW KH EHDP
PDWFKLQJZLOOUHVWDUWDWWKHEHJLQQLQJRI0D\
,QDGGLWLRQWRWKHLQVWUXPHQWVGHVFULEHVLQWKHSDSHUD
6(0JULGZLOOEHLQVWDOOHGLQWKHGLDJQRVWLFER[DVZHOODV
D FXUUHQWWUD QVIRUPHU EHWZHHQ WKH VROHQRLGV 7KLV ZLOO
DOORZXVWRSHUIRUPEHDPFXUUHQWEHDPSURILOHDIWHUWKH
ILUVW VROHQRLG DQG HPLWWDQFH PHDVXUHPHQW DWWK H 5)4
LQSXWDWWKHVDPHWLPH
6RPHZHHNVRIWKH\HDUZLOOEHDOVRGHGLFDWHGWR
VRXUFHGHYHORSPHQW

REFERENCES
>@ /LQDFWHFKQLFDOGHVLJQUHSRUW&(51$%
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SCINTILLATION SCREEN INVESTIGATIONS
FOR HIGH ENERGY HEAVY ION BEAMS AT GSI *
P. Forck, C. Andre, F. Becker, R. Haseitl, A. Reiter, B. Walasek-Höhne, GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
R. Krishnakumar, W. Ensinger, TU Darmstadt, Germany
Abstract
Various scintillation screens were irradiated with
Uranium at 269 MeV/u and Carbon at 296 MeV/u over a
large intensity range as extracted from the GSI
synchrotron SIS18. Their imaging properties were studied
with the goal to achieve a precise transverse profile
determination. Sensitive scintillators, ceramics and
Quartz-glasses were investigated. A linear light yield over
four orders of magnitude was found for some materials.
For the various screens, remarkable differences up to r30
% concerning the image width were determined.

c 2011 by the respective authors — cc Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 (CC BY 3.0)
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CHOICE OF MATERIALS
For transverse profile determination, scintillation
screens are frequently used [1], because they deliver a
high resolution 2-dimentional beam image and can be
realized with reasonable cost. For the anti-proton and
heavy ion facility FAIR, these devices are foreseen at
about 40 locations for profile determination of intense
primary beams as well as very low intensity radioactive
ion beams. Different materials are investigated with the
focus on the dynamic range i.e. the linearity of the light
output as a function of beam current. The image quality
for profile reproduction is represented by the image width
and higher statistical moments.
Table 1: Investigated Materials and their Thickness
Type
Single
Crystal
Powder
on Al
Ceramics

Quartzglass

Material
Thick.(mm)
YAG:Ce
1
CsI:Tl
.8
P43 (Gd2O2S:Tb)
layer of 50 Pm
.8
Al2O3
Al2O3:Cr (Chromox) .8
1
ZrO2:Mg (Z507)
ZrO2:Y (Z70020A)
1
Ce doped (M382)
1
Pure (Herasil 102)
1

Supplier
Saint Gobain
Crystals
Proxitronic
BCE Special
Ceramics

compiled in Table 1. The choice was based on previous
experience gained at beam energies below 12 MeV/u
[2,3] and with Carbon beams above 50 MeV/u [4].

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND ANALYSIS
The results described here were achieved with a Carbon
beam of 296 MeV/u as a representative of light ions and
with Uranium at 269 MeV/u as a heavy ion species. These
beams were slowly extracted from the GSI heavy ion
synchrotron SIS18 within typically 0.3 s and transported
to the target location. The number of particles per pulse
(ppp) was determined with an accuracy of 10 % by an
Ionization Chamber for lower intensities and by a
Secondary Electron Emission Monitor for higher
intensities [5]. This beam intensity was stored for each
pulse to monitor any current fluctuation.
A stepping motor driven target ladder of 1.2 m length
was mounted in air about 1 m upstream of a beam dump.
Nine scintillation screens of 80 mm diameter maximum
were mounted on the target ladder oriented 45o with
respect to the beam axis, see Fig. 1.
The light emitted by the scintillating screens was
recorded by a monochrome CCD camera (AVT Marlin
F033B [6] with 8 bit mode, VGA resolution, FireWire
interface) mounted parallel to the scintillation screens at a
distance of 42 cm. The reproduction scale was 4.1
pixel/mm. A lens system with remote controlled iris
(Pentax, 16 mm focal length) was used to cope with the
large dynamic range of the investigations. The lens
system and the CCD sensor (Sony ICX414) is sensitive to
the optical wavelength spectrum [6]. The camera was
triggered with the beam delivery and an exposure time of
0.4 s was chosen. Prior to beam delivery a background
picture was recorded. The data acquisition software
BeamView [7] was used to store individual images in an
uncompressed format.

Heraeus
Quartzglass

Standard, purpose built scintillators, namely YAG:Ce
and CsI:Tl were irradiated as well as the phosphor powder
P43 to elaborate the low intensity limit. Non-transparent
ceramics were investigated due to their mechanical
stability including the standard screen material Al2O3:Cr
(Chromox). They are compared to Ce-doped and undoped Quartz-glasses. The different materials are
____________________________________________

*Work supported by the German Ministry of Science (BMBF) under
contract No. 06DA9026.
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Figure 1: Experimental installation of the nine screens on
a 1.2 m long target ladder.
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Table 2: The energy loss ǻE per ion in the scintillators is
calculated by SRIM [8] for Uranium and Carbon of total
kinetic energy 64.0 GeV and 3.55 GeV, respectively. The
light yield Yrel relative to YAG:Ce was derived from Fig.
2 and 5.
Scint.
CsI:Tl
YAG:Ce
P43
Al2O3:Cr
Al2O3
Quartz:Ce
ZrO2:Mg
ZrO2:Y
Herasil

Uranium
'E(GeV) Yrel(%)
6.4
10.5
0.67
7.9
7.9
6.7
12.4
13.1
6.7

180
100
34
15
1.4
8.3
0.35
0.048
0.035

Figure 2: Light yield as a function of number of particles
for various sctintillators. The beam parameters are:
Uranium at 269 MeV/u and 0.3 s pulse length. Each dot
represents one beam pulse, the lines are linear functions.

Carbon
'E(GeV) Yrel(%)
.025
.044
.0026
.032
.032
.023
.050
.053
.023

100
38
15
1.7

RESULTS FOR URANIUM IRRADIATION
As shown in Fig. 2, the light yield of the investigated
scintillators differs by more than 3 orders of magnitude.
As expected, the purposed built scintillators CsI:Tl and
YAG:Ce are most sensitive. A noticeable linearity
between the light yield and the number of particles over
almost 4 orders of magnitude is recorded. The light output
for P43 is about factor of 3 less than for YAG:Ce, which
is remarkable, because the powder thickness is only 50
Pm compared to the transparent crystals of | 1 mm
thickness. The relative light yield of the scintillators
compared to YAG:Ce is compiled in Table 2 as calculated
from the depicted linear fits.
Due to the Chromium luminescence centre, Al2O3:Cr
can be grouped to the sensitive screens. The doping of Ce
in Quartz leads to a high light yield.
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Compared to doped Al2O3:Cr the pure Al2O3 is less
sensitive by a factor of ten. The ceramics ZrO2:Mg and
ZrO2:Y are even less sensitive. They show a clear nonlinear behavior concerning the light yield versus number
of particles, which is probably related to saturation of the
luminescence centers. The Quartz-glass Herasil is
characterized by a very low light yield.

Figure 3: Image widths gained from Gaussian fits to the
horizontal projections for Uranium irradiation are shown;
beam parameters as of Fig. 2.
The image width, as determined from Gaussian fits, is
depicted for all scintillators in Fig. 3. CsI:Tl and YAG:Ce
show a significantly larger image width. This finding can
not be attributed to particle number dependent saturation
of luminescence centers due to the constant image width.
The reason for this behavior is not completely understood,
but comparable findings for YAG:Ce were reported earlier
[1,2,9].
The image width of three materials P43, Al2O3:Cr and
Al2O3 coincides within r4 % through all number of
particles. The profile shapes for these scintillators, as
represented by the kurtosis, are comparable as well
(values are not shown in this paper). We interpret this
coincidence as a hint of valid beam profile reproduction.
ZrO2:Y shows the largest beam width. It is believed that
radiation modifies the material quite fast and leads to
significant image deformation.
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To cope with the large dynamic range, the iris was
adapted: For the individual scintillators, data recording
was started as soon as an appropriate signal strength was
reached for an open iris and stopped for a minimum iris
diameter before saturation of the CCD sensor occurred.
In the offline analysis, a common region-of-interest was
chosen for all images to calculate the projection to the
horizontal and vertical plane of the beam. The projection
of the background picture was subtracted individually for
each image. This data was fitted with a Gaussian function
and statistical moments (integral, centre P, standard
deviation ı and kurtosis N) were calculated. Various
methods of remaining background subtraction were
tested, but the general tendency reported below is
insensitive to the details of the applied algorithm.
Projections to the beam’s horizontal plane are discussed
here, but a comparable tendency is achieved from the
vertical one as well.
The energy loss per ion for each scintillator is compiled
in Table 2. The maximum energy loss corresponds to 20
% of the ion’s kinetic energy for Uranium and 1.4 % for
Carbon, respectively
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ZrO2:Mg, Quartz:Ce and in particular Herasil show a
smaller width by 5 - 30 % as compared to the group P43,
Al2O3:Cr and Al2O3. We believe, that this is an
underestimation of the beam width, because comparable
results were obtained for Herasil at lower energies [2,3].
Presently, we can’t give a stringent physical explanation.
Not only the beam width, but even the shape of the
image projection is different for the materials as
exemplarily shown in Fig. 4: For both purpose built
scintillators CsI:Tl and YAG:Ce the projection shows
significant shoulders as compared to Al2O3:Cr (Fig. 4,
left), while the region around the maximum is reproduced
in the same manner. The reason is not fully understood
and will be investigated in further experiments. Because
the experiment location is closed to a beam dump, there
might additionally be some contributions from backscattered radiation. The middle plot in Fig. 4 shows, that
the image projection from the materials of the group P43,
Al2O3:Cr and Al2O3 coincide. For Herasil, the edges of
the projection are significantly different as the one of
Al2O3:Cr. This seems to be a typical behaviour of Herasil
leading to an under-estimation of the beam width.

coincide well. They seem to be adequate scintillators for
our application. The transparent, purpose built
scintillators CsI:Tl and YAG:Ce show a larger image
width. Further experiments are required for a proper
understanding. Herasil underestimate the beam profile.
ZrO2 based materials are inapplicable due to their nonlinear behavior and possible radiation damage.
This type of investigations will be continued for
different ion species. The issue of radiation hardness was
not investigated here and will be done in further
experiments. Due to radiation, significant material
modifications can occur and this fact will significantly
influence the choice of scintillators for FAIR.

Figure 5: Light yield as a function of number of particles
for selected scintillators. The beam parameters are:
Carbon at 296 MeV/u and 0.4 s pulse length. Each dot
represents one beam pulse, the lines are linear functions.

Figure 4: Comparison of the projections for the given
scintillators for Uranium irradiation normalized to the
maximum. The depicted plots were recorded with
different particle numbers.

RESULTS FOR CARBON IRRADIATION
In Fig. 5, the light yield of some scintillators is plotted
for the irradiation with 296 MeV/u Carbon beam.
YAG:Ce is the most sensitive material. It is followed by
P43 being a factor of about 3 less sensitive, see Table 2.
The ratio between doped Al2O3:Cr and pure Al2O3 is
about 10, which coincides well with the findings for
Uranium. The light yield from all scintillators is linear
with respect to the number of particles over three orders
of magnitude. The absolute scale for the light yield of
Carbon coincides with the one of Uranium within r20 %.
The image width is depicted in Fig. 6. As for the
Uranium case, the three scintillators P43, Al2O3:Cr and
Al2O3 result in the same reading while the YAG:Ce
scintillator produced |10 % larger image width
comparable to the finding for Uranium irradiation.

CONCLUSION
Several scintillators were investigated under irradiation
of a light and a heavy ion species. The light yield for most
materials is noticeably linear with respect to the number
of particles. The profiles of P43, Al2O3:Cr and Al2O3
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Figure 6: Image widths gained from Gaussian fits to the
horizontal projections for Carbon irradiation are shown;
beam parameter as of Fig. 5.
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COMMISSIONING RESULTS OF THE PHOTON-ELECTRON
DIAGNOSTIC UNIT AT sFLASH∗
J. Bödewadt† , J. Roßbach, E. Hass, University of Hamburg, Germany

Recently a test set-up for a seeded free-electron laser operating in the extreme ultra-violet (XUV) spectral range
was installed and commissioned at the free-electron laser
FLASH. The seed beam is generated by higher harmonics
of near infrared laser pulses. A dedicated transport system
guides the radiation into the electron accelerator environment. Within the seed undulator section compact diagnostic units were installed to control the transverse overlap of
the photon and the electron beam. These units contain a
BPM, horizontal and vertical wire scanners and an OTR
screen for the electron diagnostic. A Ce:YAG screen and a
MCP readout for the wire scanner are used to measure the
photon beam position. This paper presents the commissioning results and the performance of the injection beamline and the diagnostic units.

INTRODUCTION
The free-electron laser in Hamburg (FLASH) offers a
high brightness photon beam with sub-10 fs pulse length
in the extreme ultra-violet (XUV) and soft x-ray regime to
various experiments [1]. It operates using the principle of
self-ampliſed spontaneous emission (SASE) where radiation is emitted by a 1.2 GeV high peak current (∼kA) electron beam in a planar undulator. Due to the start up from
shot noise this results in a statistical behavior of the emitted
FEL spectrum [2]. One possibility to improve the longitudinal coherence of the FEL is to seed the FEL process with
external laser radiation and use the FEL as an ampliſer.
At the same time the temporal stability for pump-probe experiments can be improved, since the laser pulses seeding
the FEL and acting as the pump-laser for the experiment
originate from the same source. A directly seeded FEL
conſguration was installed at FLASH in winter 2009. A
40 m long section upstream the existing SASE undulator
was rebuild for that purpose [3]. The XUV seed radiation is
created by higher-harmonic generation (HHG) from nearinfra-red femtosecond laser pulses focused in a noble gas
jet. This radiation is guided through a 15 m long differentially pumped transfer line from a laser laboratory into the
adjacent accelerator tunnel and into the electron beam pipe.
This transfer line includes two motorized mirror chambers
to steer the laser beam and thus to control the spatial overlap between the electron and the photon beam. In order to
obtain the overlap, diagnostic units are installed at either
end of each undulator module. A view of the 3D-model
∗ Funded by the Federal Ministry of Education and Research of Germany under contract 05 ES7GU1
† contact: joern.boedewadt@desy.de
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of the diagnostic unit components is shown in Fig. 1. Figure 2 shows a schematic drawing of the injection beamline
and the undulator section.

INJECTION BEAMLINE
The XUV seed beam enters the accelerator tunnel perpendicular to and about two meters below the electron
beam axis. A ſrst mirror (PM8HHGBL) reƀects the beam
upwards, where it hits a focusing mirror (SM12HHGBL)
close to normal incidence. From here, three mirrors
(PM12HHGBL1-3) bend the beam by a total angle of 84◦ ,
so it is aligned collinear with the electron beam. The pitch
and yaw angle of the mirror PM8HHGBL as well as the
transverse position and the angle of the focusing mirror can
be remotely adjusted. With that, it is possible to control
position and angle of the seed beam at the undulator position. The dynamical angle tolerances for the motion control is below 2 μrad and the positioning tolerance for the
focusing mirror 10 μm. These requirements are given due
to the photon-electron overlap tolerances for the seeding
process discussed in [5]. The focusing mirror can be remotely exchanged with different focal mirrors (f : 6.25 m;
7 m; 8.5 m). This gives the possibility to focus the XUV
beam at different positions along the undulator.

Wire scanner
Screens

MCP's

BPM

Figure 1: The diagnostic unit to measure the transverse
properties of the electron and the photon beam consists of
a beam position monitor (BPM), a vertical and a horizontal wire scanner, an aluminum coated silicon screen and a
cerium-doped YAG screen [4]. Two micro-channel plates
(MCP) close to the wires are used to measure photoelectrons emitted from the wire after the XUV laser interacts
with it. The blue arrow indicates the beam direction.
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Figure 2: The schematic of the sFLASH beamline, it illustrates the injection beamline for the seed laser and the beam
diagnostic stations. Exemplary XUV beam proſles along the undulator using a mirror with a focal length of 6.25 m.
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Alignment
Precise alignment of the undulator system, the vacuum chambers and diagnostic units were performed by the
DESY survey group. This guarantees an absolute positioning accuracy better that 0.25 mm for each component
within the sFLASH section. A laser beam based alignment
from the HHG source point to the sFLASH undulator and
into the FEL diagnostic branch was performed afterwards.
With that, a precise alignment of the mirror chambers was
done to set the nominal mirror angles within the required
tolerances mentioned above. Finally the laser beam position was measured on the screens of the diagnostic units.
The diffraction pattern of the 50 μm tungsten wires could
be observed on the screen which gives an absolute position
calibration for the screen measurement.

MEASUREMENTS
Transverse Overlap
Beside the spectral and the temporal overlap one of the
key challenges for seeding is to achieve the transverse overlap with an adequate coupling efſciency. During the commissioning of the experiment this was done by steering the
XUV beam to the electron beam orbit. The latter was set
initially to the nominal orbit deſned by the wire scanner
center positions. Afterwards, it was slightly changed in
order to optimize the SASE signal from the sFLASH undulator. The XUV beam was steered using the two motorized mirrors in the injection beamline. Figure 3 shows
the electron- and the XUV beam proſles measured with
the screens and the wire scanners after adjusting the transverse overlap. Both beams were aligned within 50μrad and
50μm in angle and position. The measurements with the
screen and the wire scanners were done consecutively except for the measurement of the XUV beam in the second
diagnostic unit (SFUND2), seen in Fig. 3(d). The wire scan
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was performed a few hours after the screen measurements
were done. A change of the beam size and the beam position is visible. A possible explanation could be a drift of
the HHG drive laser or a change in the HHG parameter.

Beam Sizes
For an effective seeding process the seed beam power
should exceed the shot noise power of the electron beam.
On the one hand, the XUV beam has to be focused in the
beginning of the ſrst undulator module matching the beam
size of the electron beam. On the other hand, the ſeld of
depth of the focus or in other terms the Rayleigh length of
the XUV beam should not be much smaller than the gain
length of the FEL. For this reason the XUV beam sizes
were measured along the undulator to get an estimate for
the waist spot size and position. Figure 2 shows exemplary
proſles of the XUV beam measured at three different positions along the undulator for a focal length of 6.25 m. One
sees that the beam has an elliptic shape with the semi axis
being tilted, which is also observed for the 7 m focal length.
The beam shape can be explained by the beam shape of the
HHG drive laser which also shows an elliptical shape. The
tilt has two reasons: First, the beamline geometry tilts the
coordinate system from the HHG source to the undulator
by 11.2◦ clockwise in beam direction. Second, the drive
laser has an initial tilt in the HHG source. In addition the
beam has an astigmatism which leads to different focus positions for the vertical and horizontal beam axis. Figure 4
shows the results of beam proſle measurements using two
different focusing mirrors. In the case of the short focal
length the foci of the XUV beam are within the ſrst undulator module at z = 28 m. The beam parameters were
estimated by ſtting the data using a Gaussian beam propagation model. The beam waist sizes within the undulator
are w0x = 0.693 mm in the horizontal and w0y = 0.427 mm
in the vertical plane for f = 6.25 m. The Rayleigh length
y
x
= 1.72 m and zR
= 0.48 m. The
could be estimated to zR
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Figure 3: Electron beam proſles (upper row a) and b)) and XUV laser beam proſles (lower row c) and d)) each measured
with cerium-doped YAG screens and EMCCD cameras (blue lines) and with wire scanners (red lines) after adjusting the
transverse laser position. The proſle intensity is normalized for each measurement.
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The injection beamline and diagnostics for the XUV
seed laser beam of the seeding experiment at FLASH was
successfully commissioned and used to adjust the transverse overlap of the electron and photon beam along the
undulator within the required tolerances. Measurements of
the XUV beam size show that the seed beam can be focused
within the ſrst undulator module.
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coefſcient of determination R2 is better than 0.996 for each
ſt.
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Abstract
A prototype system using an ASIC equipped with
8 Charge-to-Frequency Converters (CFC) was developed
in collaboration between the Beam Diagnostics (BD) and
Experiment Electronics (EE) department at GSI. The
maximum sensitivity is 250 fC per output pulse. It will
serve as an economic alternative for the readout electronics of Secondary Electron Monitor (SEM) profile grids or
comparable beam diagnostic devices like Multi-Wire Proportional Chambers (MWPC). The goal of this contribution is to report on a detailed performance test under real
beam conditions at GSI beam lines. A 32-channel
electronics is connected to different beam profile SEMgrids at a LINAC beam line and tested with various beam
conditions. Transversal beam profiles with a time
resolution down to the microsecond range have been
recorded successfully. Beam profiles recorded with the
new CFC-board and the old standard trans-impedance
amplifiers agreed well. Further measurements were done
with a Multi-Wire Proportional Chamber. Therefore the
prototype was extended to 64-input channels recently.

MOTIVATION
The present SEM-grid electronics for beam profile
measurements is outdated and several components
produce high purchasing costs and have long delivery
times. For this reason BD department has launched efforts
to look after a new low cost solution. The decision drawn
on the CFC-ASICs developed by the EE department
[1, 2]. The following description presents the past efforts
and currently results.

FIRST TESTS
For first investigations a readout board for testing the
CFC-ASIC was developed. Independent of these attempts
the board could already be used for measurement tasks.

First Readout Board

The main parts of the board consist of the CFC-ASIC, a
micro-controller and LVDS-/LV-TTL output drivers. A
hex-switch allows changing the CFC charge range and its
current polarity. The micro-controller transfers
instructions to the CFC. For more information about the
CFC see [2] and [3].

Investigations
Several tests were conducted with the measurement
setup to characterise the ASIC. The following items give
an overview of the investigations done with the CFC:
 Linearity in different ranges
 Range extension (current divider)
 Errors
 Gain synchronicity between channels
 Temperature drifts
 TID radiation hardness (with X-rays)

Results
The results showed that the CFC has advantages as a
new electronic design for a beam profile measurement
system. For example, the good temperature behaviour
(deviation of only 0.7%, with respect to the 20°C
reference) and the radiation hardness (functionality was
checked up to 11 kGy total dose, irradiated with X-rays)
show that the CFC is a promising candidate for the new
readout electronics. For more detailed information see [3]
and [4].

PROTOTYPE SETUP
Preliminaries
The main objective was to check the CFC-ASICs under
real beam conditions at GSI beam lines and with different
beam diagnostic devices. For this reason it was decided to
look for existing components at GSI, e.g. at EE department different FPGA-I/O VME boards, CPU boards for
Ethernet communication and data acquisition systems
were already developed and available [5]. This procedure
should save development time and yield faster results.

Hardware

Figure 1: CFC readout test board, with PIC microcontroller, CFC-ASIC, current divider and LVDS-/LVTTL-drivers.
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For the new development existing parts of hardware
were used. The new readout electronic consists of:
 One or two 32-channel motherboard with 8 CFCs
 VME crate
 RIO-2 (CPU and network connection) [8]
 VUPROM (FPGA, CFC-control unit) [9]
 TRIVA (Trigger module for MBS-DAC) [10]
 LEVCON (Level converter box) [11]
 Power Supply for CFC motherboard (+7V/6A)
05 Transverse Profiles
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Therefore it was only necessary to develop a new CFCmotherboard. It contains 8 CFC-ASICs, thus 32 current
input channels were realized on each motherboard. The
VUPROM board can communicate with one or two CFCmotherboards. This means measurements are possible
with up to 64 profile wires.

MOPD55

VUPROM starts the measurement procedure. With the
end of the measurement of the last time slice the system
generates a trigger for the DAQ to signalize that the
measurement has finished and the scaler values can be
readout. During this time it has to be secured that no new
external trigger for the VUPROM is generated.

Performance
The Go4 plots of beam profiles can be presented in
different diagram styles. For example it is possible to
present a 2D plot like the old existing software at GSI
main control room. With the 3D plot Go4 can now present
also the variation in time of the measured beam profile –
also in different kind of diagram styles. Go4 provides
special feature extraction of the measured data for beam
analysis. The CFC-ASIC has a high dynamic input range
from several pA up to 100 uA. In addition an external
current divider is implemented on board to extend the
measurement range up to 10 mA. The resolution of the
prototype is 0.45 pC (±3σ).

Software
For data acquisition, viewing of measurement results
and setup operation the following software tools were
used:
 Go4 (program for data analysis, GSI Objected
Oriented On-line Off-line system)[6]
 C-program on RIO-2 board (for CFC settings)
 MBS (DAQ – Multi Branch System)[7]
 Terminal program (send CFC instructions to RIO-2)

MEASUREMENT RESULTS
The CFC motherboard was tested with two 2x16-wire
SEM-grids and one 2x64-wire MWPC at GSI beam lines.
In the following sections the measurement result at these
beam diagnostic devices are shown. Additional measurements were done with Faraday-cups and ionisation
chambers.

Results with SEM-GRIDs
In Figure 3 a horizontal and vertical 238U28+ ion beam
profile with 8.6 MeV/u is shown. The measurements were
done at the experimental beam line UNILAC at GSI. Here
the measurement values are presented as blocks.

These program tools like Go4 and MBS were also
developed by the EE department. and readily available.

Principle of Function
The CFC-ASICs are controlled by a VUPROM board.
Each CFC receives the same instruction from FPGA on
the VUPROM board, e.g. current polarity and charge
range. The VUPROM itself receives the parameters by a
small C-program running on the RIO-2 CPU.
Scalers are implemented in the FPGA. Each scaler
counts the output charge pulses of one of the possible 64
CFC output channels. For every time slice the scaler data
of all channels are stored in the memory of the FPGA.
With the end of data taking for the last time slice the data
is sent to the MBS via the RIO-2.
With the present FPGA program version it is possible to
handle up to 100 time slices with a time slice resolution
between 100 ns and 86 s. The scaler values, which are
presenting the beam profiles, are stored in lmd-files via
MBS and can be monitored and analysed with the online
analysis software Go4. The TRIVA and LEVCON
modules manage the MBS trigger operation. The
prototype is event driven. An external trigger to the
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Figure 3: Time dependent horizontal (top) and vertical
(bottom) beam profile. Each time slice has a record length
of 15 µs with a beam pulse length of 100 µs.
The following diagram (Figure 4) shows now the sum
of all charge counts of each SEM-grid wire. This
presentation format corresponds to the measurement
method of the old existing readout electronic, used in the
main control room.
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Figure 2: VME crate with hardware setup (left) at GSI
beam line. Two prototype boards with 8 CFC-ASICs
(right) each were connected with one MWPC.
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CONCLUSION
The prototype shows successful beam profiles under
different beam conditions. The beam profiles as measured
with the existing and the new electronics are in very good
agreement. The time-resolved beam profiles (3D-plots),
which was not possible with the old existing electronic, is
now very helpful for future accelerator operations. Also
the readout system is flexible enough to be used with
other diagnostic devices.

OUTLOOK
Figure 4: Profiles of a 8.6 MeV/u U39+ ion beam. For reference reason, wire number 16 of the x-plane (top) was
connected to an external calibrated current source. The yplane (bottom) of the SEM-Grid is shown also.
Go4 was operated at beam time in online mode. It is
also possible to use Go4 "offline" for a detailed analysis
of the stored MBS data.

Results with MWPC
Figure 5 and 6 show the beam profiles for a 300 MeV/u
Ar18+ ion beam. The measurements were done at the
HEBT-section at GSI. 32 neighbouring wires of this
MWPC device are connected together to reduce the total
number of wires for each grid plane to 32.
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Hardware
After further beam tests with different SEM-Grids and
a complete analysis of last measurement campaigns it is
planned to develop a new prototype board, now with 64
input channels. The counting FPGA, automatic offset
correction as well as the network communication will
entirely be integrated on this new motherboard. So with
this new system the use of VME crate and VME
components are no more necessary. This can be a new
economical solution for the read-out of SEM-grids,
MWPCs and other beam devices (e.g. Faraday-cups,
ionisation chambers) at GSI and future FAIR beam lines.

Software
The present software is developed for testing purpose.
It will be trimmed in future for the requirements of the
daily work of beam diagnostic operating, e.g. automatic
offset calibration, automatic charge measurement ranges,
calculation of the profiles centre-of-mass, etc.
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Figure 6: Another presentation format possibility of Go4.
Beam pulse and parameter are similar to Figure 5. The
colour correspond to the values of the charge counts.
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QUANTITATIVE SCINTILLATION SCREEN STUDIES AT GSI-LINAC
AND RELATED MODEL CALCULATIONS
E. Gütlich∗ , P. Forck, B. Walasek-Höhne, GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
W. Ensinger, Technical University of Darmstadt, Darmstadt, Germany
Abstract

Table 1: Compilation of Investigated Materials

INTRODUCTION
Scintillation screens are widely used for beam alignment
and beam profile measurement in nearly all accelerator facilities. Moreover, these screens are an essential part of
a pepper-pot emittance system. The interest of pepperpot emittance measurements arises from the two dimensional phase space information which is obtained out of
one macro pulse. Compared to normal slit grid method it
also reduces the time of beam interruption by 1-2 orders of
magnitude [1]. However, there had been doubts concerning
the accuracy of the pepper-pot method [2], which might be
related to a possible image deformation by the scintillating
screen as reported in [3, 4].
The imaging properties of the materials in Table 1 were
investigated with ion beams of Ar10+ and 48 Ca10+ at energies of 4.8 and 11.4 MeV/u and different beam currents
as delivered by the LINAC. The typical size of the ion beam
was σ = 2 mm. The image of the beam spot was projected
to the horizontal and vertical plane of the beam. For the
characterization of the distribution pi (xi ) not only the center μ (1st moment) and standard deviation σ (2nd moment)
were used, but also the skewness γ (porp. to 3rd moment,
parameter of the asymmetry) and the kurtosis κ (prop. to
4th moment, the peakedness) [5].
∗ E-Mail:
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Type

Material

Supplier

ZrO2 : Y (Z700),
ZrO2 : Y + 20% Al2 O3
(Z700-20A),
BCE Special
ZrO2 : M g (Z507),
Ceramics
AlN , Al2 O3 ,
Al2 O3 : Cr,

Ceramic

Quartz glass

Quartz (Herasil 102),

Heraeus

SCREEN INVESTIGATION
An example for high current measurement is shown in
Fig.1 where the screens were irradiated by Ar10+ at 11.4
MeV/u with a current of 260 μA within 200 μs delivery
time corresponding to 3.3 · 1010 particles per pulse (ppp).
The peak power was 12 kW while the average power was
4.1 W. All materials were mounted on one target ladder
and were investigated within 2 hours to ensure same beam
parameters for the materials. As expected the light yield
of the various materials differs by several orders of magnitude. For AlN and Al2 O3 the light yield and statistical
moments are relatively stable, while for the other materials
the observed variations are bigger. The determined beam
width varies within a factor of two and the higher moments
even show a more complex behavior. The chromatic aberration of the optics and signal intensity on the CCD-Chip
contribute only an error of about 1% to the calculated beam
width. This measurement clearly shows that the differernt
materials represent different beam parameters for the same
ion beam.

COMPARISON WITH REFERENCE
METHODS
To determine the imaging qualities of the screens, different profile measurement methods have been compared.
To obtain a better resolution compared to SEM-Grid, a
scraper scan method was established. The scraper is scanning through the ion beam. All ions that hit the scraper
are completely stopped in the material. For each position
of the scraper, the beam current behind the scraper is measured via a current transformer (about 20 points/mm). By
calculating the first numerical derivative of the current signal, one obtains the beam profile with a good resolution. In
Fig. 2 the beam profiles are compared for 48 Ca10+ at 4.8
MeV/u and 4.3 ∗ 1010 ppp within 5 ms beam delivery time.
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Scintillation screens are commonly used at accelerator
facilities, however their imaging qualities are not well understood, especially for high current ion beam operation.
Several types of inorganic scintillators were investigated
for various ion species and energies of 4.8 and 11.4 MeV/u.
To validate the imaging quality of the scintillators a scraper
scan method was established. Some of the investigated materials show dependence on the ion energy. Al2 O3 showed
the best results. For 4.8 MeV/u the obtained beam profile is in good agreement with the reference methods, while
for 11.4 MeV/u the screen image does not reflect the beam
distribution. For Al2 O3 a model is under development,
which takes the radial dose distribution of the ions and
thus an overlap of the tracks into account. For Al2 O3 the
model is able to describe the observed effects and reconstruct saturated images. Spectroscopic investigations were
performed, to determine the influence of the ion beam intensity on luminescence spectra of the materials. No significant dependence was found.
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Figure 1: Light yield, beam width, Skewness and Kurtosis over the integrated number of particles. Each point
in the curves represent the specific value for one macro
pulse. Beam parameters: Ar10+ @ 11.4 MeV/u, 3.3 ∗ 1010
ppp, 260 μA, 200 μs, 1.7 Hz, 1000 pulses, Ppeak = 12 kW,
Paver = 4.1 W

Figure 3: Comparison of reference methods with profiles
obtained by Al2 O3 screen (1st and 1000th macro pulse).
Beam parameters: 48 Ca10+ @ 11.4 MeV/u, 1.87 ∗ 1010
ppp, 26 μA, 1.2 ms, 1 Hz, Ppeak = 1,37 kW, Paver = 1.63 W
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SPECTROSCOPIC STUDIES

Figure 2: Comparison of reference methods with profiles
obtained by Al2 O3 screen (1st and 1000th macro pulse).
Beam parameters:48 Ca10+ @ 4.8 MeV/u, 4.3 ∗ 1010 ppp,
13.5 μA, 5 ms, 1 Hz, Ppeak = 317 W, Paver = 1.59 W

For the first macro pulse the methods are in good agreement, while for the 1000th macro pulse a deformation of
the profile obtained by the Al2 O3 screen can be observed.
The deformation compared to the other methods can be attributed to both material degradation and spectral effects
which will be discussed in the next section. In the case of
material degradation it is possible that generated electronand hole-traps reduce the luminescence efficiency.
In Fig. 3 the same measurement methods are compared
again for a 48 Ca10+ beam on Al2 O3 screen but with a
beam energy of 11.4 MeV/u. The number of particles per
pulse has been reduced to keep the deposed energy in the
screen constant. The beam profile obtained by the screen
does not reflect the same intensity distribution as the reference methods, even for the first macro pulse. The mismatch
can not be explained by immediate screen degradation.
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To understand the mechanisms within a scintillating material, a advanced experimental setup for the spectroscopic
investigations has been developed. The setup allows to investigate the spectrum of the material with one additional
spacial axis. The investigated strip of the beamspot has a
typical width of 1mm depending on the slit setting of the
spectrometer.The setup allows to distinguish between the
spectrum of the beam center and the outer region, which
gives fundamental information about the scintillating process. The spectroscopic studies on the scintillation screens
were performed with the Jobin Yvon Horiba CP140-202
spectrograph [6] and a cooled CCD camera (PCO 1600).
The spectra are not intensity corrected and normalized to
the maximum.
In Fig. 4 the spectra of Al2 O3 are shown for a 48 Ca10+
ion beam at 4.8 MeV/u and 5.4 ∗ 1010 ppp within 3.3 ms
beam delivery time. The first row shows the spectra of the
first macro pulse. One can see that there is no difference
the between the spectrum of the center and the outer region
of the beamspot. In the second row the spectra of the 100th
macro pulse are shown. Between 370 and 440 nm the spectra of the center and the outer region of the beamspot are
slightly different. Since the efficiency of the optical setup
for standard profile measurements is negligible below 370
nm, a difference in the spectra over the beamspot can lead
to an incorrect representation of the intensity distribution
on the CCD-Chip. The third row shows the temperature
behavior of the emission spectrum of Al2 O3 . One can note
that the part of the emission around 400 nm is not as temperature sensitive as the part at 340 nm. The last row shows
the spectra recorded right after the macro pulse with an integration time as long as the macro pulse (3.3 ms). It is
clear to see that over time the region around 420 nm is more
stable then the region around 340 nm.
In Fig. 5 the “partial” beam profiles are shown for different wavelength which can be obtained out of the spec-
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Figure 4: Spectra of Al2 O3 , within and after the macro
pulse, see text. Beam parameters: 48 Ca10+ @ 4.8 MeV/u,
5.4∗1010 ppp, 31 μA, 3.3 ms, 1 Hz, Ppeak = 604 W, Paver =
1.99 W

Figure 5: “Partial” beam profiles out of the spectroscopic
data (Fig. 4) for different wavelength, see text. Beam parameters see Fig.4
troscopic data shown in Fig. 4. The profiles are integrated over ± 3 nm around the given wavelength. In the
first row the profiles of the first macro pulse are shown for
340 nm (F + -Emission), 420 nm (F 0 -Emission) and 696
nm (Cr3+ -Emission). Different profiles are recorded for
each wavelength. The second row shows the profiles of the
100th macro pulse. The profiles for 696 and 420 nm are
comparable only the 340 nm profile is different from the
other two. The third row compares the profiles for 340 nm
of the first and the 100th macro pulse. Only small changes
can be observed. This shows that imaging quality of the
F + -Emission (340 nm) is more stable over time, therefor
profile measurements around 340 nm can lead to better results then in the optical region of the spectrum.

It is based the radial dose distribution of the ions, estimations concerning the behavior in the overlapping regions
and a maximal energy dose which can be converted inside
the material. In Fig. 6 the calculated response of an Al2 O3
screen to a Gaussian shaped ion beam with 5 · 1010 ppp
is shown. The intensity distribution of the ion beam is depict in black. The response for 4.8 MeV/u ions (light blue)
is less effected compared to the response for 11.4 MeV/u
ions (red). For comparison only the response of the surface for 11.4 MeV/u is shown in blue without the LambertBeer weighted signal from deeper layers. The Difference
between 4.8 and 11.4 MeV/u is due to the radial does distribution of the ions which is more influenced by the ion
velocity then by the stopping power. The developed model
is able to explain the saturation effect in Al2 O3 and is able
to reconstruct saturated images like Fig. 3. Additional experiments are needed with a known beam flux to determine
the maximal energy dose.
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A QUANTITATIVE MODEL FOR
ALUMINUM OXIDE
To explain the saturation behavior of Al2 O3 shown in
Fig. 3 a model is under development taking into account
the overlap of the ion excitation tacks in space and time.
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Figure 6: Calculated response of Al2 O3 Screen
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A NEW FAST ACQUISITION PROFILE FOR THE LHC AND THE SPS
S. Burger, E. Bravin, A. Boccardi, A. Rabiller, R. Sautier, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
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The beam profile is an important parameter for the
tuning of particle accelerators. These profiles are often
obtained by imaging optical transition radiation from a
radiator to a CCD camera. This technique works well for
slow acquisitions, but in some cases it is necessary to
acquire profiles with higher rates where such standard
cameras are no longer suitable.
In our case the aim is to sample the profiles on a turnby-turn basis which, for the CERN-SPS, corresponds to
~44 kHz. For this reason we have developed a fast
detector based on a recent Hamamatsu linear CCD and an
optical system using cylindrical lenses.
The readout electronics is based on CERN developed,
radiation tolerant components and the digital data is
transmitted to an acquisition board outside of the tunnel
by mean of optical fibres. This contribution describes the
system and shows the performance obtained on a test
bench.

INTRODUCTION
When 2 dimensional detectors like standard CCD
cameras are used to make profile measurements, readout
and data processing are time consuming, imposing
limitations on the measurement rate. Fast cameras are
well suited for this application but are very expensive and
do not adapt well to the harsh environment of an
accelerator (radiation).
The alternative to the 2D detectors is to sample the
profile directly. The Optical Transition Radiation (OTR)
image of the beam is focused and compressed by mean of
cylindrical lenses in order to fit onto a linear CCD. The
beam profile is obtained directly from the readout of the
single pixel array.

DESCRIPTION OF THE NEW FAST
ACQUSITION PROFILE SYSTEM
Figure 1 shows the layout of the new fast acquisition
profile system.
The light, emitted in the interaction of the proton beam
with the OTR screen (aluminized Mylar in the SPS and Ti
in the LHC and SPS) is focused with different
magnification factors for H and V using a set of
cylindrical lenses. The resulting intermediate image is
then observed with a standard camera lens in order to
obtain the desired magnification. This profile monitor has
been designed around a CMOS linear chip that is able to
acquire turn by turn profiles in the LHC and the SPS. A
front-end electronics has also been developed which
conditions the analogue signal of the detector, digitalizes
it and sends it to the acquisition card using an optical
gigabit link (GOL hybrid). Finally, the signal is
memorized in the acquisition board holding a serial
receiver and an FPGA that will process the data. The
communication with this last board is made, for the
prototype, with a standalone PC using a USB link.

Optics
The optical line has been designed in order to meet the
requirements related to the light source, the sensor format
and the mechanical constraints:
x Light angle emission: 0.2° for LHC
x Minimum field of view: 10x10mm
x Image format: 6x0.025mm
x Resolution in H plane: < 80um
x Maximum length of the line: 1m
The system is made of three optical elements: two
cylindrical lenses of focal length equal respectively to

Figure 1: Layout of the fast beam profile detector with its cylindrical optics.
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0.24 mm

Figure 4: Comparison of the sensitivity of a CCD
SANYO camera and CMOS HAMAMATSU linear chip.

2.04 mm
12mm

H

Simulated
source

12.7mm

Intermediate
image

Final
image

Figure 2: Simulated source and optical results using
Zemax simulator.

Detector
This detector relies on (see Fig. 3) the performances of
the Hamamatsu CMOS chip S11105 [1]. Its main features
are the data video rate up to 50MHz, pixel number of 512
and pixel size of 12.5x250um2. The integration time is
also adjustable down to 1.38us which permits limitations
of the noise level when acquiring fast beam images. Its
sensitivity has been compared to a common CCD camera

Figure 3: Exploded view and first prototype of the new
matching detector using the S11105 linear CMOS chip.
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(SANYO VCB-3385B) which has already proven its
efficiency in OTR measurements in machines like the
SPS and the LHC at CERN. The plot in Fig. 4 shows a
factor 10 less sensitivity of the CMOS chip.
This is still inside the specifications for the LHC;
whereas a solution has to be found for the SPS (one can
think of a different alignment in order to optimize the
light collection due to larger emission angle at the SPS
injection energy, already done for low energy electrons
[2])

Front End Electronics
The front end electronics feeds the detector module
with power and timings and receives the video signal and
the End-Of-Scan pulse. After levelling and conditioning,
the signal is digitized and the Gigabit Optical Link Hybrid
(GOH) transfers it to the acquisition card.
Most of the components of that card have been chosen
for their high tolerance to radiations (ADC, LVDS
receiver, GOH) since this module will be close to the
detector in the tunnel. An exploded view is shown if
Fig. 5 together with the first prototype.

Figure 5: Exploded view and first prototype of the front
end electronics using radiation tolerant components.
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12mm

V

1.44 mm

200mm and 75 mm for H and V, and a 35mm camera lens
which creates the final image on the sensor. The
cylindrical lenses give an intermediate image
magnification of 1.06 and 0.12 in H and V respectively
and the camera lens gives an additional image
magnification of 0.165 in both planes. Figure 2 shows a
12x12mm grid, the relative intermediate image (after H
and V cylindrical lenses) and the final size on the linear
detector. The field of view is 12x12 mm with 100% light
efficiency (cone angle emission) with a 50um resolution
in the H plane.
The main aberration is chromatic and is important only
in the V plane (about 200um), due to the strong
demagnification. Lenses corrected for chromatic and
spherical aberrations will be used, which will improve the
image quality.
The system has been simulated with Zemax and tested
in the lab with standard cylindrical and camera lenses.
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Acquisition Board
For the prototype, we use an existing card which is
compatible with the modules mentioned above i.e. optical
fibre receiver, deserializer, FPGA, IO for external
commands, memory, etc... It is named Multi chip module
Production Test (MPT) and is controlled through USB by
a standalone PC. The (verilog) code in the FPGA was
adapted to this new application and manages settings,
synchronisations and memorization of up to 2000 profiles
if needed.
For the final version, it is foreseen to have this card
replaced by the new VME FMC Carrier (VFC) developed
at CERN.
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RESULTS
Horizontal and vertical magnifications have been tested
and are in agreement with the simulations. The horizontal
resolution is the key parameter which will allow the
observation of the beam fluctuations needed in matching
studies. Figure 6 shows the aperture of a movable slit
versus the FWHM of the profile measured with the new
detector. The linearity is rather good. Below 75um the
slits is not very precise (few sets of measurements done
for statistics shown in detail in Fig. 6), but nevertheless
changes in width are still observable while closing the slit
down to 38um. The conclusion is that the horizontal
resolution is below 75um well inside our needs.

Figure 7: Measure of the optical acceptance of the new
fast acquisition profile with an isotropic light source.

CONCLUSION
A new fast acquisition profile has been developed and
tested in the lab at CERN. The detector, optics and frontend electronics have been characterized and fulfil the
requirements.
We plan to test a first prototype in the LHC for
horizontal monitoring. Once validated, we plan to build a
system with 2 detectors, rotated 90 degrees with respect
to each other, splitting the OTR light with a beam splitter
for simultaneous measurement of the horizontal and
vertical profiles. The installations in point 4 of the LHC
and BA5 of the SPS will be dedicated to betatron
mismatch measurement, while another installation in
point 3 of the LHC will be dedicated to dispersion
mismatch measurement.
Still to be done is the software application and a
dedicated mechanical design for easy alignment of the
optics and of the whole system in the machine.
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BEAM INDUCED FLUORESCENCE (BIF) MONITORS AS A STANDARD
OPERATING TOOL
C. Andre#, F. Becker, H. Bräuning, P. Forck, R. Haseitl, R. Lonsing and B. Walasek-Höhne
GSI Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung, Darmstadt, Germany

The Beam Induced Fluorescence (BIF) Monitor was
developed as a non-intercepting optical measurement
device, dedicated for transverse beam profile monitoring
at high current operation at the GSI Heavy Ion Linear
Accelerator. Nowadays, BIF monitors are installed at four
different locations and handed over to the operating team
as a standard diagnostic tool. A stable running setup and
software is presented and first exemplary measurements
taken during daily operation are shown.

MOTIVATION
Especially for high current operation at the GSI Heavy
Ion Linear Accelerator (UNILAC) as demanded for the
new Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research (FAIR) nonintercepting beam diagnostic methods are required.
The standard measurement devices at GSI used for
transverse beam profile determination are Secondary
Electron Emission grids (SEM). For high current
UNILAC operation, the pulse duration has to be
shortened to avoid damage of the intercepting tool and
5-10% of the particles are lost due to the grid interaction.
The shortening of the beam pulse affects all virtual
accelerators running in parallel. The BIF monitor, whose
intercepting medium is only gaseous nitrogen, is destined
to replace the SEM grids at high current operation.

BIF PRINCIPLE
The BIF principle is based on the observation of
fluorescence photons emitted by excited nitrogen
molecules. Depending on the energy loss of the
interaction between ions and gas molecules, different
excited states are possible, mostly emitting photons in the
range of 390–470 nm.

The photon yield increases proportionally to the
inserted gas pressure, the number of particles in a bunch
and to the square of the ion charge.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
For UNILAC operation, a single shot measurement at the
lowest possible gas pressure is required. Hence, the
optical system is optimized for single photon detection.
After the first conception extensive investigations in the
properties [1] and improvements of hardware and
software [2, 3] were performed. The following setup was
optimized for the needs at GSI UNILAC.

Image Intensified Camera System
Each monitor comprises two perpendicularly installed
image intensified camera systems for horizontal and
vertical beam profile determination. The Proxitronic
camera system BV 2582 BX-V 100N [4] is arranged userspecific with a bialkali photocathode (quantum efficiency
of 15- 20% at 390- 470 nm), a 2-stage multichannel plate
(MCP) in V-stack assembly with a magnification up to
106 and a P46 phosphor screen with a short decay time of
300 ns and a maximum emission at 530 nm. A remote
controllable voltage of up to 2 kV is applied to the MCP
by a Proxitronic high voltage power supply, gated with a
minimum of 100 ns. For image acquisition, a Basler 311f
monochrome CCD (1/2 inch) with VGA resolution and
IEEE1394 interface is used [5]. Where first a fiber-taper
coupling (25:14) for maximum light transmission
between the phosphor and the CCD was used, it was
switched to a relay-lens coupling (magnification: 0.6)
with a Schneider Componon 35/2.8 combined with an
Unifoc 12 mm helical mount [6] to keep the flexibility of
easy replacement of a damaged CCD camera (see Fig. 1).

Optical Setup

Figure 1: BIF detection principle with relay coupled (top)
and taper coupled (bottom) CCD camera.
___________________________________
#
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A special diagnostic chamber with matt finished
blackened walls and antireflective-coated fused silica
viewports is used for the BIF monitors. The image
intensified camera systems with Pentax C1416ER lenses,
fixed focal length of 16mm and remote controlled iris [7]
are mounted in a working distance of 195 mm. A remote
controllable iris of the lens system is an important tool to
extend the dynamic range of the system and to adapt the
depth of field. The iris is closed when the system is not
operating to preserve the image intensifiers from
undesired light exposure. The complete optical setup
gives a resolution of ~4.5 pixel/mm and a depth of field of
~40 mm. For system calibration a LED target, mounted
on a pneumatic drive and adjusted to beam axis is used.
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Gas Control System

Slow Controls by PLC

Due to the linear behavior of gas pressure which
correlates to the number of detected photons without
changes in detected beam size and shape [8], the gas
pressure turned out to be the ideal control parameter for
the standard user to adjust the signal strength.
The Pfeiffer gas control system [9] consisting of a
RVC300 control unit, an EVR116 needle valve and a
PKR261 dual gauge (Pirani & cold cathode) regulates a
local gas bump between 5·10-9 to 1000 mbar, where for
usual measurements a gas pressure of about 1-5·10-6 mbar
is applied.

Slow controls like remote voltages for the iris, MCP
gain, phosphor gain and the LEDs of the calibration target
are applied by a Siemens PLC driven DAC
(SM332: 12 bit/ 4 analogue outputs). Additionally, a relay
(SM322: 8 digital outputs) is used for remote power
control of all electronics near the beam line [2, 10]. A PC
with FESA classes handles the PLC communication [3].

Working Gas
For GSI UNILAC energies of 1.4 to 11.4 MeV/u and
typical beam sizes of 5-20 mm, nitrogen turned out to be
the ideal working gas for the installed monitors [8].

Timing Control
A custom-made programmable timing-interface is used
to decode the GSI machine timing and to provide TTL
signals and gates of user-defined length. To send and
transmit timing signals over long distances, a custommade TTL to RS485 (EIA 485) converter is used. The
signals are transmitted differentially to minimize the
influence of electrical noise.

Gas Control System
The Pfeiffer gas controller is placed near the beam line
and remote controlled via Ethernet using a RS232 to
Ethernet converter.
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Image Data Acquisition
Due to the maximum cable length of a few meters for
the IEEE1394 standard a Fiberoptic extender is used.
Image data with a maximum frame rate of 60 images per
second (uncompressed images, full frame) are transferred
to a data acquisition PC.

SOFTWARE
Figure 2: BIF installation at GSI UNILAC.

SYSTEM COMMUNICATION
Due to the high radiation level during beam operation,
the beam line access is prohibited and the electronic
devices have to be kept in a radiation safe area wherever
possible (see Fig. 3). Hence, long cables and remote
control options for beam line electronics are required.

A Windows PC with a LabView application is used for
image acquisition and the first analysis of the image data
(see Fig. 3). The custom-designed C++ program
ProfileView [11] on the Linux application server receives
the pre-analysed data, performs further calculations and
presents the results in a graphical user interface (GUI).
ProfileView also controls additional hardware devices
like the timing control, the gas control and the slow
controls via FESA to the PLC [3]. For operation, the GUI
is shown on X-Terminals in the main control room.

ProfileView

Figure 3: BIF electronic devices and communication.
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The ProfileView Software is designed for two different
applications. An easy-to-use GUI ('User Mode') is
destined for the operating crew to run BIF as a standard
beam profile monitor. Only the gas pressure within a
limited pressure regime is a free parameter controllable
by the user to adjust the light yield. All other parameters
are automatically set to reasonable values. The user can
observe profiles of original data as well as pre-analysed
profiles with an applied moving average filter of up to
three monitors (horizontal and vertical plane) at the same
time on the GUI (see Fig. 4) and save the projections.
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The signal strength and the profile quality obtained by
the BIF monitor depend on many factors. Slight
differences in manufacturing of the image intensified
camera systems provide different dot sizes and light
yields, whereas radiation or light emitted by other devices
significantly increase the image background. Thus the
signal has to be evaluated from case to case and adapted
by choosing an appropriate nitrogen pressure. A rough
estimation of beam parameters where good signals were
achieved is given in Table 1. For all measurements, a
local gas pressure of 5·10-6 mbar was used. The
measurements were done under user conditions and no
expert optimization was performed.
Table 1: Typical Beam Parameters for Usage of BIF

An additional 'Expert Mode' enables experienced users
to set all other parameters, like MCP gain and phosphor
screen gain, aperture of the iris and the timing manually.
In the Expert Mode, original images can be displayed and
saved. It is used for debugging or research experiments.

COMISSIONING & USAGE
The advantages of BIF monitors are:
• A non-intercepting beam diagnostic device, in
contrast to SEM grids
• No pulse shortening required for high current beams,
thus the full beam pulse can be observed as well as a
defined time window of minimum 100 ns
• 100 x 80 mm2 field of view at a resolution of ~4.5
pixel/mm
• For low signal strength, images can be accumulated
and smoothing or binning algorithms can be applied
• Particle losses due to the beam-gas interaction are
negligible
• No charge changing processes were detected yet
Before handover to the operation crew, every BIF was
extensively tested and projections were compared to the
profiles simultaneously measured by a SEM grid. A good
agreement between the two measurement devices is
shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Single shot BIF image and profiles of BIF and
SEM grid measurement, UNILAC section UA4 at 11.4
MeV/u, U 39+, 4·1010 ppp and 5·10-6 mbar N2.
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Energy
[MeV/u]

Ion and
Chargestate

Particles
per Pulse

1.4

Ar 1+

2·1012

11.4

Ar 11+

2.8·10

Example

Fig. 4, bottom profile
11

Fig. 4, top profile

11

1.4

Ta 3+

2·10

1.4

U 4+

7·1011

11.4

U 39+

3.6·1010

Fig. 4, middle profile

OUTLOOK
After the proof of functionality under daily conditions
further monitors will be installed at GSI UNILAC, also in
special areas e.g. at charge separation. At the new FAIR
facility, several BIF monitors are foreseen in the HEBT
lines.
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Figure 4: ProfileView GUI in ‘User Mode’.
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In the short term the ESRF aims to reach emittances of
less than 2 pm. We review the existing emittance diagnostics – X-ray projection monitors and pinhole cameras and evaluate their ability to resolve such ultra-small vertical emittances. Even though these devices are reliable and
show good agreement between measurements and theoretical predictions down to vertical emittance values of less
than 10 pm, they will reach their limit of resolution for
emittances decreasing below a few picometers. In addition to the existing emittance diagnostics, a new device was
installed that images bending magnet radiation using compound refractive lenses (CRLs).

REVIEW OF VERTICAL EMITTANCE
DIAGNOSTICS AT THE ESRF
Simulations show that increasing the number of skew
quadrupoles can improve the vertical emittance in the
ESRF storage ring. As a consequence of this upgrade
which was done a few months ago, the ESRF is currently
operated with vertical emittances between 3 and 5 pm at
200 mA (7/8 + 1 filling mode). Even smaller vertical emittances of down to 2 pm are predicted [1]. This is the occasion to review the existing vertical emittance measurement
devices and to evaluate their ability to resolve such ultrasmall emittances.
Currently, the emittance in the ESRF storage ring is measured and continuously monitored using two different
methods in parallel: Imaging of bending magnet radiation with a pinhole camera [2], and detection of projected
dipole radiation [3]. Their benefits and limitations will be
briefly discussed in the following section. A complementary setup, based on X-ray lens imaging, has recently been
installed. It will be presented in the second section together
with first results.

Detection of Projected Dipole Radiation
11 dipole radiation projection monitors [3] are installed
in air behind the X-ray beam absorber of the second dipole
of a cell. These very compact devices take advantage of
very high energy synchrotron radiation (166 keV) leaking
through the absorbers. The interest of having so many devices evenly distributed around the storage ring is twofold:
First, the monitoring of the vertical emittance at many different positions along the storage ring allows to appreciate its modulation around the circumference s due to coupling, and comparison with the theoretical machine model
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for ε(s). Second, the large number of devices is used to calculate an average vertical emittance, which resolves smallest emittance variations in the order of Δε ≈ 0.05 pm.
The measurement of small absolute vertical emittance values with these devices is, however, strongly dominated and
limited by the divergence of synchrotron radiation. At a
photon energy of 166 keV, the synchrotron radiation has
an rms-divergence of 17.5 μrad. Thus, its contribution to
the beam size at the position of the detector is 31.5 μm.
For emittances of 30 pm the electron beam size equals the
synchrotron radiation contribution, while at the currently
delivered emittances of roughly 4 pm the electron beam
accounts only for 30%, i.e. 11.8 μm, of the total beam size
on the screen. Thus, the deconvolution of electron beam
size and synchrotron radiation becomes prone to errors at
small emittances. Comparing the measurements with the
machine model shows that the dipole radiation projection
monitors are reliable for absolute emittance measurements
down to 15 pm. Below, the measurements do not follow the
model, indicating influences of alignment uncertainties that
become critical at very low emittances, such as the source
distance. Consequently, an absolute measurement of ultrasmall emittances with these devices is only possible after
careful review of the device alignment and after calibration
with other measurements.

Pinhole Camera
Two pinhole cameras are installed in the storage ring (at
beam ports ID25 and D9). Their working principle is described in detail in [2]. The resolution of an X-ray pinhole
camera is determined by its geometrical aperture and by
the resolution of the visible light detection unit (scintillator,
lenses, CCD). The latter can be measured and minimised
by using thin scintillators and appropriate abberation-free
imaging optics. Concerning the pinhole itself, a large aperture will lead to image blurring by the geometrical projection of the pinhole opening. The contribution to the total
measured beam size by this effect is [2]
σA = Aph

D+d 1
√
d
12

,

(1)

√
where the factor 1/ 12 is due to the conversion of the
width of the rectangular profile to an rms-value σA . d and
D are the distances between source and pinhole and pinhole and screen, respectively. Aph is the vertical pinhole
aperture. The effect of blurring the image by geometrical
projection through a finite pinhole size can thus be minimised by reducing the pinhole aperture. But, when reach-
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lens, the number N of single lenses combined in a stack
and the photon energy E [6]:

Figure 1: Sketch of the refractive lens setup.
ing small apertures, diffraction will occur. In the limit of
Fraunhofer diffraction, i.e. for very small pinholes, the
contribution from diffraction to the total beam size can be
expressed by the size of the Airy-spot:
σdiﬀ = 0.61λD/Aph

.

(2)

The total point spread
 function of the pinhole can then be
2 + σ 2 , and an optimum pinhole
expressed as σpsf = σA
diﬀ
opt
size Aph and the corresponding minimum spot size on the
min
screen σpsf
can be derived:
√

3.66λdD
λD(D + d)
opt
min
Aph =
, σpsf = 0.6
(3)
D+d
d
The pinhole setup at the ID25 beam port has the following
parameters: λ = 12.4 pm, d = 4.17 m, D = 12.04 m.
min
Hence, Aopt
ph = 10 μm, σpsf = 14 μm, and the corresponding emittance value that limits the resolution of the
pinhole system is εmin
psf ≈ 0.5 pm. For a more precise treatment of the pinhole resolution, Fresnel diffraction from the
pinhole [4] and convolution with the electron beam size has
to be taken into account. Such a correct treatment yields
very similar results [5].

EMITTANCE MEASUREMENT USING
X-RAY LENSES
An emittance diagnostics using parabolic compound refractive lenses (CRLs) was installed recently at the beam
port of ID25. X-ray lenses made of aluminium and beryllium become more and more common in synchrotron radiation applications ( [6] and references therein). Their benefits are easy alignment and excellent imaging quality. The
new setup uses the same source point as the pinhole camera. In this way, either the pinhole or the X-ray lens can be
moved into the X-ray beam, and direct comparisons of the
measurements can be made. The lens itself is placed at a
distance of dL = 4.4 m from the source point (figure 1). At
DL = 12.4 m from the CRL the X-ray spot is imaged by a
conventional X-ray imaging system using a 500 μm thick
CdWO4 scintillator, a double achromat and a CCD camera
(Flea from Point Grey Research). Since lenses for X-rays
show chromatic abberation, a Si(111) monochromator in
Laue geometry is used to select the desired photon energy.
In our setup the source distance dL and the image distance
DL to the lens are fixed, and the needed focal distance is
therefore f = 3.25 m. The focal distance of a CRL lens
stack for X-rays is determined by the choice of material, radius of curvature R in the apex of the parabolically shaped
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(4)

δ is the material dependent decrement of the index of refraction that takes the form n = 1 − δ + ıβ for X-rays.
Following this relation, the focal length of a lens stack can
be controlled. Since our beam port exit window is made
of 3 mm aluminium which absorbs a large part of the low
energy dipole radiation, we work at high photon energies
≥ 25 keV and use aluminium lenses.
The theoretical resolution of our CRL imaging setup is
only determined by diffraction from the lens aperture. The
effective aperture (physical aperture taking into account
the radially increasing absorption in the lens material) of
a parabolic lens with a radius of curvature of 50 μm made
from a 1 mm thick Aluminium sheet is Aeﬀ
L ≈ 300 μm.
The diffraction limited resolution of the source point is then
1.22λf /Aeﬀ
L ≈ 0.5 μm at a photon energy of 35 keV. Let
us now assume a vertical emittance of 1√pm, then this translates into a vertical beam size of σ = εβ ≈ 7 μm at the
source point of the CRL setup (β = 47.65 m). Thus, the
resolution of the setup is largely sufficient to resolve the expected ultra-small vertical emittances. In the following, the
results of the first measurements with the new CRL setup
will be presented.

Comparison of Aluminium and Beryllium Lenses
Lenses made of aluminium and beryllium (R = 50 μm)
were compared to each other at two different energies:
35 keV and 45 keV. Figure 2 shows the comparison of
vertical beam profiles measured with aluminium and beryllium lenses. The profiles show a halo in case of imaging
with the beryllium lenses, which is attributed to the geometric opening of the lens: the vertical rms-beam size
at the position of the the lens is roughly 150 − 200 μm.
Thus, the beam just matches the geometrical lens opening
of 222 μm. Nevertheless, the wings of the beam are extended beyond the geometrical lens opening. This part of
the beam is transmitted straight through the bulk material
in which the lens is printed without being subject to focusing. It therefore appears as a halo around the image
spot. The halo intensity depends on the absorption of the
observed X-rays in the lens material. Since beryllium has a
higher transmission than aluminium, this effect is stronger
in beryllium than in aluminium. Adding an absorbing diaphragm of the size of the geometrical lens opening in front
of the lens stack should avoid this halo.

Aluminium Lenses at Different Photon Energies
Figure 3 shows vertical beam profiles taken at different photon energies. The number N of single lens elements was changed, and the according energy selected with
the monochromator crystal. At lower energies, notably at
25 keV, a strong background contributes to the profile,
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Figure 2: Vertical beam profiles recorded with different sets
of lenses: Be (blue) and Al (red) at two photon energies
35 keV (dotted) and 45 keV (plain).

Figure 4: Comparison of different vertical emittances measured with the CRL setup and the pinhole under different
experimental conditions.
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and those measured with the pinhole camera are in very
good agreement. The only point that fits less is the beryllium lens at 35 keV. As the Be-lenses show a very high
background as discussed above, this may have introduced
an error in the beam size measurement.

CONCLUSIONS

Figure 3: Vertical profiles for imaging with aluminium
lenses at different energies.
while it is significantly reduced at energies ≥ 45 keV.
Different effects may contribute to this background: At
25 keV, a contribution from the 3rd harmonic reflection
was clearly identified. At higher energies the 3rd harmonic
has less weight since its contribution drops with the reduced flux of the synchrotron radiation spectrum at high
energies. Furthermore, small angle scattering originating
from the UHV beam port window (3 mm aluminum of
unknown purity and grain structure) is identified to contribute to the background. With increasing photon energy
this contribution is reduced since the scattering angle narrows down with higher energies. Small angle scattering
from the lens material itself does not seem to contribute to
the observed background.

Comparison of Pinhole and Lens Setups
In figure 4 the emittance values measured with the lens
are plotted against those obtained from the pinhole camera that is observing the same source point. For all tested
configurations, such as lens material, X-ray energy, radius
of curvature, monochromator crystal, the vertical emittance
values deduced from the measurements with the X-ray lens
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The pinhole cameras as well as the recently installed Xray lens imaging system are very well capable of resolving
the small vertical emittances of less than 4 pm, delivered
currently in the ESRF storage ring. The resolution of both
devices is furthermore largely sufficient to resolve the predicted ultra-small vertical emittances of ≤ 2 pm.
The dipole radiation projection monitors reach their limit
for an absolute emittance measurement below 10 pm. They
remain, however, a very sensitive diagnostics to detect
smallest vertical emittance variations even at the currently
delivered emittances of ≤ 4 pm.
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STORAGE RING INJECTOR DIAGNOSTICS USING
SYNCHROTRON RADIATION
A. F. D. Morgan, C. Thomas, Diamond Light Source, Oxfordshire, UK,
R. Bartolini, Diamond Light Source, Oxfordshire, UK and JAI, Oxfordshire, UK

The state of the Diamond injector can be passively monitored using beam profile measurements of synchrotron radiation from bending magnets. This provides us with information on the characteristics of the beam injected into
the storage ring. Using a numerical fit we are able to retrieve key parameters like beam position, size and tilt angle
from every injection. This enables us to gather longer term
trends to monitor for any changes during top-up operation
and also to better understand any variability of the injector.
We present here the study and the analysis performed
with this diagnostic with the results from several months of
operation.

OVERVIEW
During top-up operation, the injection efficiency needs
to be monitored and maintained as close to 100% as possible. The main two reasons for this is to maintain low
integrated radiation dose and to inject the top-up charges
in the shortest time possible. One of the aspects of monitoring the injection efficiency is to observe the status of
the injector. Together with the usual set of diagnostics such
as scintillator screens and beam position monitors (BPMs),
we have set up two synchrotron light monitors (SLMs) in
the last two bending magnets of the Diamond injector.
Similar to BPMs, SLMs are monitoring the injected
electron beam non-destructively and return beam position,
however like the destructive OTR measurement they they
carry the additional information of the beam size. Unlike
the BPMs, the position information gathered by these two
SLMs is relative to the image centre rather than the beam
pipe. Further work will be needed to harmonize the reference points.
Using the SLMs, any change of the injector operation
point will be visible immediately. Also long term monitoring of the injector beam size at injection is then available.
Beam size is a function of 4 parameters, the betatron
and the dispersion functions, the emittance, and the relative energy spread. Position in dispersive sections such as
bending magnets is strongly correlated with beam energy.
Therefore the combination of the two SLMs might open
the possibility to monitor all of these parameters. However, because the system of equations giving positions and
beam sizes is under determined, it is not possible to find a
unique solution. Nevertheless, by using a numerical model
of the injector, it might be possible to isolate some particular cases where the diagnostic can reveal what and by what
amount each parameter of the injector is deviating. In the
following, we will firstly present the design of the SLMs.
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Then standard measurement of the dispersion and steering
will show some of the expected behaviour of the beam. In
addition we will show the stability of the injector over several weeks of observation. Finally, the dispersion and the
beam size measurements will be compared to the model of
the injector before discussing the development of this diagnostic.
To do the later we will combine the new data from the
SLMs with other measurements and data from the theoretical model of the transfer path.

The Optical System
In order to be sure that the magnification and alignment
were correct, a mock-up of the final optical layout was assembled in the lab and the system was aligned using lasers.
Field of view, magnification and depth of field were characterised using calibrated targets within precision of the order
of 0.5%.
Once setup to specifications, the assembly was transferred to the machine as a unit, thus preserving the optical
properties of the system.
The estimation of the resolution of the SLMs σ0 , taking
into account the geometry and the source moving along the
arc is 0.8mm and 0.1mm in the horizontal and vertical axis
respectively[1].

The Image Analysis
For each injection or top up cycle, images from many
shots are captured and analysed using a LevenbergMarquardt based two dimensional fitting routine. This
routine is implemented in python and initially fits a one
dimensional Gaussian to the sum in each direction, then
uses those results as starting parameters to a 2 dimensional
Gaussian fit. Figure 1 shows a typical image and fit from
the first SLM.
From this analysis we can obtain the position of the
source point (relative to the image centre), the beam size,
and the tilt of the beam for each image.

ACTIVE MEASUREMENTS
To make better use of the long term trend data we need
to be able to separate out the effects of energy change and
trajectory change.

Dispersion
An energy shift should show up as correlated movement on both screens with the relative movement between
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Figure 3: Position and size changes with horizontal corrector magnet strength changes.
Figure 1: Example output of fitter on the first SLM position
(Axes are shown in pixels).

shows a typical set of results.
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HISTORICAL TRENDS
Figures 4 and 5 show data from 4 periods of user time
(blue), and three machine development slots (red).
Figure 4 is a plot of the movement of the source points
over time, which clearly shows variations between the user
runs. This is expected as the machine is tuned and improved during the machine development periods, however
it is also clear that the injector is largely stable during the
user runs. However, in several of the user periods there was
a slow settling in the transfer path which took several days.
It is hoped that with longer term data we could identify the
sources of such drift.
Figure 2: Example dispersion measurement.
screens governed by the dispersion at the two locations.
In order to find the dispersion values we ran a dedicated
experiment where we changed the booster extraction energy and measured the change in position, with the dispersion being given by the gradient.
In our case the dispersion is very similar in the 2 positions so an energy shift should generate only a small differential movement between the screens but still show a
correlated position shift (See Fig. 2).

Steering
In order to verify that the SLMs can be used as BPMs,
we adjusted the steering magnet which lies between the two
source points in order to confirm that we have linear behavior and that there is no x/y coupling. Both x and y axes were
swept in turn. The downstream SLM shows a linear trend
with changing corrector magnet strength as expected (the
error bars are shot to shot variation of the injector). The images also showed a very small reduction of the beam sizes
(2% and 6%), indicating that the beam is probably not going through the centre of the quadrupole magnets. Figure 3
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Figure 4: Position on both axes at the two SLMs over several user runs.
By using the new data on beam size we can distinguish
between steering effects and focusing effects. Figure 5
shows very little change in the beam sizes within the four
user periods so in this case it looks like any changes are
mainly steering effects. By contrast a change in beam size
is visible between user runs in the horizontal axis at position 2, when the injector optics were changed and matched
to new storage ring optics.
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FURTHER ANALYSIS
As we now know the dispersion η and beam size at the
source point σx , this allows us to calculate additional values which act to constrain our model of the transfer path
further.
With the help of some additional information, the relative energy spread σ from the model and previously done
measurements of the emittance  [2], it is possible to recover a value of the β-function at that position using:
β=

σ 2 − η 2 σ2


(1)

However, the point spread function of the camera optics and of the source seen over the curved trajectory of the
electrons has to be taken into account [1]:
σcorrected


2
= σmeasured
− σ0 2

(2)

Table 1 shows all the corrected beam sizes as well as
those predicted from the model. This indicates that further
work is needed to bring the model and measurements into
agreement. Generally the beam is measured to be smaller
than expected in both locations, indicating stronger than expected focussing. The dispersion is lower as well by about
20%. A lower beam size would act to reduce the calculated
β-function, while the reduced dispersion would increase it.
In our case the reduction in the beam size is dominant,
and the measured horizontal β-function values are lower
Table 1: Summary of Results
Position 1
Position 2
Data Model Data Model
σx (mm) 1.25
1.56
1.76
2.24
0.812
0.65
1.38
σy (mm) 0.46
η (m)
1.52
1.99
1.4
1.69
βx (m)
2.6
3.2
13.1
24.8
123.2
4.1
230.3
12.1
βy (m)
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than from the model with the downstream position 2 reading showing a much larger discrepancy (47% vs 19%).
The predicted beam size and β-function depends on the
precise knowledge of the position of the source, but also in
the initial beam conditions at the entrance of the transfer
line (corresponding to the booster extraction). This larger
discrepancy can be explained by the fact that position 2 is
located close after a beam waist therefore the β-function
is rapidly increasing in the bending magnet. The position
of this waist varies with changes to the booster extraction.
This, combined with the rapid change in β-function makes
position 2 much more sensitive to the differences between
the machine and the model.
Estimation of the β-function in the vertical plane requires more careful study. In the first instance, a proper
measurement of the SLM resolution is required, which has
been so far estimated using known formulae. This is a prerequisite to the combined study of the vertical β-function
and vertical emittance.

FUTURE WORK
The next step is to use the data from the SLMs, along
with data obtained from the optical transition radiation
(OTR) screens to constrain the model.
Once we are happy that the model is showing a truthful
result then we can begin interpreting the beam size variation. Equation 1 shows that the beam size depends on the
β-function, the emittance and the relative energy spread.
Once the model is refined we should be able to disentangle the effects of dispersion change, energy change and βfunction change.

CONCLUSIONS
The SLM system has been operating for many weeks,
giving additional passively acquired data of the beam position and the beam size near the end of the injector. This
has shown that the injector is fairly stable during user operation, however, there are distinct changes visible between
user run periods. These changes are to be expected as the
machine is tuned and adjusted and improved during these
development periods.
For many uses the SLMs act as additional beam position monitors. However, the additional information on the
beam size allows us to do more detailed characterisation at
those locations. This in turn gives us more constraints to
the model which, hopefully will lead to an improvement in
the understanding of the whole transfer path.
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Figure 5: Beam size on both axes at the two SLMs over
several user runs.
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The BPM system of the ESRF Storage Ring, that was
entirely replaced by 224 units of the Libera-Brilliance
system in 2009 [1], is now also being used for precise and
fast measurements of the Beam Lifetime and so-called
Instant-Partial-BeamLosses. This is possible by the use of
the Sum signal of the four BPM buttons on each of the
224 BPM stations in the Ring. This paper describes the
strong advantages in terms of response time, but also the
precautions and the limitations of this particular use.
Results will show the ultimate attainable performances
and a comparison with that of three independent DC
current transformers also installed in the Ring. The same
Sum signal is also usable for precise measurement of
Accumulated Charge during the injection process and
results of this are also presented.

THE STABILITY OF THE SUM SIGNAL
OF THE FOUR BPM BUTTONS
The 4 signals of each BPM block are transmitted, via
RF cables (RG223) of ~20m length, and through 40 MHz
wide bandpass filter, into the 4 inputs of the Libera unit.
These 4 signals are digitized and decimated to an output
rate of 10Hz (SA continuous data flow), and the
associated device-server calculates the Sum signal by a
simple addition of these four. This at that same 10Hz rate
and simultaneously for all 224 BPM stations.
However, the absolute value of this Sum signal is not
only determined by the (DC) beam current in the Ring:
the bunch filling pattern and the exact signal gains and
losses for each BPM and Libera unit have a strong
impact. However, for a given filling pattern and for Libera
units that are kept at a fixed gain it was observed that this
Sum signal is proportional to the beam current and with
an excellent stability.
Since this corresponds to the normal operation
conditions of the ESRF it thereby allows the precise
measurement of the relative decrease of the beam current
(called lifetime) during a typical decay from 200 to
170mA. This beam lifetime at the ESRF is typically
around 60hrs but can be well above 100hrs at special
studies. A value of 100hrs corresponds to a relative loss
per second of only 2.78 E-6. Most lifetime measurements
in Storage Rings are based on a current transformer
device, but the correct measurement of a 100hrs lifetime
with such device requires long measurement times,
exceeding several minutes. The new BPM system has in
addition to an intrinsic good stability per BPM station a
2nd considerable advantage: The 224 stations in the Ring
can be combined and their number offers a further
improvement of the stability by a factor 15.
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LIMITATIONS, INTER-DEPENDENCES
AND PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN
However, while this system has proven its superior
performance as shown in the results further below, a
number of limitations exist:
* The Sum of the 4 buttons is not fully independent of
the transverse beam position in the BPM block. For
normal beam operation (with very stable transverse
position) this effect is fully negligible. But on the other
extreme, e.g. by examining the Sum signal at a Turn-byTurn rate at the moment of 1rst Injection into the Ring,
this dependence is of such extent (due to large position
fluctuations) that the localisation (in the Ring
circumference) of any losses in these first turns is not
possible unless well above 1%.
The pick-up buttons & their blocks have the same
geometry for all stations: 10mm diameter and a horizontal
separation of 20mm and a vertical separation of 33mm.
* The thermal stability of a Libera unit is of utmost
importance. Arrangements have been made in the 32
cabinets that hold 7 units to improve this stability, and we
operate the Liberas now with fixed ventilator speeds. But
despite this, it is not avoidable that a limited number of
units may occasionally show an excessive drift.
* If a simple average of the 224 values was calculated
then these units would impair the stability & quality of
the overall measurement. Instead, the lifetime calculation
algorithm analyses first the individual Sum values
provided by each unit, and then rejects those units that
diverge (often temporarily) too much from the others. The
rejection criteria are optimized to obtain the best result in
terms of stability which means that on average ~20 units
out of 224 are rejected per measurement cycle that can
run at 1Hz rate.
* The amplitude of the RF component (352MHz) from
any button is also dependent on the bunch length. A
shorter bunch length produces an increase of the level of
all RF harmonics, including that of the 1rst RF frequency
that is detected by the Libera, e.g. a reduction of bunch
length from 31 to 30ps (fwhm) is calculated to give an
increase of 27E-6 for this 1rst RF harmonic. While this
can be a nuisance (when this occurs which is rare) to its
potential of an accurate, fast and reliable beam lifetime
measurement, it is at the same time an asset for precisely
analysing such tiny bunch length fluctuations and linking
them to the RF cavity & RF Transmitter system and their
associated control loops.
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The relative stability of any current measurement
device in a Ring that has a sufficiently high and stable
lifetime can be assessed by redressing the (flat) decay
slope of a recording and subsequently calculating the rms
value. In comparative measurements this must be done
simultaneously and at the same bandwidth, sample rate
and recording length. Doing this at 1sec rate for 180
seconds on the 3 available PCTs in the Ring and on the
BPM-Libera system (for a Ring current at 91mA and a
15hrs lifetime in 16 bunch filling) yields results shown in
Fig. 1 that clearly demonstrate the strong stability of the
BPM-Libera system (green curve). The main advantage
of the latter system is (much) less noise in the 0.05 to 1Hz
bandwidth which now allows its use as an improved
lifetime measurement with a faster response time [2].

Figure 1: Comparative stability of current measurements
between the 3 PCTs and the BPM-Liberas (in green).

Figure 2: Comparative lifetime results between the 3
PCTs and the BPM-Libera devices at high lifetime values
during specific beam dynamics studies over ~7minutes.
In particular when the beam lifetime is high (>50hrs)
and thus the beam current decay slope very shallow, the
PCTs need a long interval to measure the dI/dt value in
the order of several minutes. This has 2 major practical
inconveniences : During normal User operation, for a
change of lifetime or a so-called “lifetime-accident” the
response of the PCTs is (very) slow and misleading : if
the change (or accident) lasted shorter than the duration of
the measurement interval then the real value will never be
reached. The second problem is at dedicated accelerator
studies for beam dynamics that push the beam to very
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high lifetime values: at each new measurement point in
such campaign the new lifetime value provided by the
PCTs is by far the slowest device and slows down
considerably the whole study and its efficiency. This can
be seen if Fig. 2 with the 3 PCTs (in cells 5, 10 and 15)
compared to the BPM-Libera system (black curve). Note
that the PCT of cell 15 is equipped with a different
algorithm for optimizing its measurement interval.

INSTANT PARTIAL BEAMLOSSES
Unlike many others synchrotron light sources the ESRF
operates in “decay” mode with a high beam lifetime: the
re-injection of electrons is between only 2 or 3 times per
24 hrs and typical lifetime is above 50hrs. Also the ESRF
has an ambitious program of implementing long (6m) ID
chambers with narrow vertical gap (10mm) and no other
pumping facilities than that provided by in-house applied
NEG coating inside these ID chambers. This combination
means that the quality of the UHV in the Ring is of
paramount importance.
With the new BPM-Libera system we can now detect
cases of “instant-partial-beamlosses” of amplitudes as low
as 10ppm and reaction times as low as 100millisec (see
Fig. 3). These losses appear irregularly but of an average
frequency of ~10 per day and with a typical signature of
the speed of the event: most losses are instant, i.e. they
happen within a fraction of a second, and often close to
100millisec (time-resolution from the used output rate of
10Hz).
These losses are being monitored quasi permanently
and simultaneously with other devices sensitive to UHV
incidents like the BeamLoss Detectors (BLDs, 64 units
around the Ring) and the pressure gauges available from
the UHV vacuum system. There is an excellent
correlation between these devices at each incident. Also
the frequency and amplitude of such events decreases
with time as the UHV quality in newly installed ID
chambers improves because of vacuum conditioning.
While the distribution of the 64 BLDs around the Ring
often allows to pin-point the location of the ID chamber
that causes these losses, they do not allow to assess the
exact amplitude of the instant loss, neither its time
characteristic, which is now fully possible using the
BPM-Libera system.

Figure 3: Examples (180sec at 10Hz) of instant-partialbeamdrops of only 9ppm (<2uA) and 134ppm. The
normal beam lifetime slope is redressed in these curves.
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The same Sum signal at 10Hz is easily used to measure
at each 1Hz injection shot the accumulated charge. For a
10Hz injection rate the DD-64 buffer (samples at 5.5KHz)
is used. Again, the use all 224 units is extremely
beneficial to obtain an excellent stability &
reproducibility of this measurement. It is also possible to
assess precisely the relative deviation between the 224
values. This was done by analysing 50 injection shots at
1Hz with an average accumulated current of ~600uA per
shot (1us long-pulse with ~350 RF-structured bunches).
This deviation was 2.1uA rms (=0.35%) (see Fig. 4). By
averaging the 224 values the reproducibility can be
improved by a factor 15 to 0.023%. For injection at lower
currents and with (multiple-) single bunches from the
Injector this reproducibility is less but still much better
than available with fast current transformer devices.
Moreover, for detailed studies of injection efficiency
[3] and electron capture efficiency the system can give
details of various loss processes of the Storage Ring in a
time domain down to the Turn-by-Turn rate.

where certain control loops are operating at this 6Hz
frequency.

Figure 5a & 5b: Relative fluctuations of the Sum signal in
a 2sec recording and its frequency spectrum.

Figure 4: The ‘normalized-subtracted’ Sum signals of all
BPM units in 224 curves over 50 injection shots. The
average rms deviation between the 224 units is 0.35%.

SENSITIVITY TO BUNCH LENGTH AND
RF CAVITY & TRANSMITTER EFFECTS
As mentioned in the first section, the RF amplitude of
the button signals is dependent on the bunch length. In
fact, even a tiny bunch length fluctuation creates a very
noticeable and detectable variation on these 224
combined Sum signals (at 10Hz output). We tested this
sensitivity by modifying our RF cavity voltage by
0.05MV on the nominal 8MV value (=0.63%) and
detected a Sum variation of 14ppm. By verifying roughly
(from former bunch length measurements with Streak
Camera) what such cavity voltage variation should induce
on the bunch length we find a good agreement.
When we examine the available Sum buffers at a
5.5KHz rate we see many strong frequencies appearing: a
~6Hz saw-tooth oscillation and its higher harmonics, and
also strong amplitudes at 50Hz and 150Hz (see Figs. 5
and 6). At first & rough analysis we believe these lines to
originate from the RF cavity and transmitter system
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Figure 6: 3hrs monitoring at the moment of Injection of
the exact frequency of the 6Hz line in the Sum spectrum.
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SENSIITIVITY OPTIMIZ
ZATION OF THE
E STANDA
ARD BEA
AM CURR
RENT
MONIT
TORS FO
OR XFEL AND FLA
ASH II
M. W
Werner, R. Neumann,
N
J Lund-Nieelsen, N. Weentowski, D
J.
DESY, Hamb
burg, Germaany
There is a tendency to operate 4th generation SASE
driven light ssources at very
y low charge in order to fu
urther
shorten the ppulse length. Therefore
T
the operation
o
rang
ge of
XFEL and FLASH II wass extended to a charge rang
ge of
as low as 20 pC to 1 nC. For a reliable ch
harge
measurementt down to 20 pC, a low no
oise design of the
signal chain from the mon
nitor head to th
he digitizing ADC
A
is necessary. This paper deescribes the stteps taken in order
o
to increase the sensitivitty and dynam
mic range off the
monitors currrently used in the FLASH
H accelerator, and
the basic thheoretical baackground wiill be explaiined.
Finally, first results are preesented.

INTRO
ODUCTION
N
The linearr acceleratorss FLASH II and XFEL will
operate withh up to 30 macropulses
m
per second, each
macropulse cconsisting of up
u to 3600 (FL
LASH II) or 2700
2
(XFEL) buncches. The bun
nch repetition
n rate is 4.5 MHz
M
maximum. T
The standard current
c
monito
ors currently used
in the FLAS
SH acceleratorr offer a reso
olution between 2
and 3 pC RM
MS. The goal was to impro
ove the resolu
ution
below 1 pC R
RMS.

IMPE
EDANCE MATCHING
M
G
Forr optimum pow
wer transfer at a certain freq
quency f, the
load resistor RL has to be matched to the output
imped
dance Zout of tthe toroid coills and the sign
nal combiner
at thiss frequency:
ܣ
ܴ ൎ ܼ௨௨௧ ሺ݂ሻ ൎ ߤ ή ߤ ሺ݂ሻ ή ݂ ή ݊ଶ ή
ݎ
wheree n = numberr of windings,, A = ferrite cross section,
r = effective
e
toroidd radius, μr(f) = relative perrmeability of
the feerrite core at fr
frequency f.
Thiis expression depends on the
t frequency
y directly by
the factor
fa
f and iindirectly by the frequency
y dependent
factorr μr(f).

Freq
quency Depeendence of the
t μr
Fig
g. 2 shows thee result of a ro
ough μr measu
urement: for
low frequencies,
f
tthe μr is almo
ost constant, whereas for
high frequencies,
f
thhe μr drops an
nd μr·f is almo
ost constant.

OID SETUP
TORO
P
d for FLASH and
a XFEL incclude
The monitoors to be used
each con
4 pickup coills and 2 test coils,
c
nsisting of a siingle
a combined with
winding (Figg. 1). The 4 picckup signals are
a simple siggnal combineer for minim
mal beam possition
dependence; the test coils are used fo
or calibration and
continuous seelf test.
a μr·f for
Figurre 2: Rough freequency dependence of μr and
the feerrite core (maaterial: Vitrovaac 6030F).

ance Matchiing
Two Possibilitiees of Impeda

d toroid with its
i 4 pickup co
Figure 1: Phooto of standard
oils
and 2 test coiils (1 winding each).
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Som
me applicationns require a fllat amplitude response for
a certtain frequencyy range. In thiss case the load
d resistor for
d to the sourcee impedance
the piickup coil muust be matched
of thee coil for the low edge freequency. Then
n the system
works as a currentt transformer for all frequeencies above
this edge
e
frequenccy. The disadvantage of th
his operation
modee is a low power transffer ratio for the higher
frequ
uencies.
sen
Forr applicationss requiring maximum
m
nsitivity, the
imped
dance matchinng has to be done for the upper edge
frequ
uency, sacrificcing the flat frequency reesponse. See
mod
Fig. 3 for a comparrison of both operation
o
des.
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wheree C1 = correcttion factor (beetween §1 and
d §3),
k = 1.38*10-23 J/K,, T = 290 K,
K
μr(f) = frequency ddependent relative permeabiility,
fHI = upper system
m frequency limit,
l
r = to
oroid radius,
A = toroid cross seectional area,
FdB = noise figure oof amplifier.
Forr our non-optiimized test settup (described
d later in this
paperr), the factor C1 was 2.7;; for optimizeed loss free
imped
dance matchiing to the lo
oad resistor at
a the upper
system
m frequency and optimizeed loss free filters,
f
C1 is
expeccted to be cleaarly lower.

Figure 3: Sim
mulation of ou
utput power for
f two imped
dance
matching moodes: flat freequency response (“into 0.5ȍ
0
load”) and m
maximum outpu
ut power (“intto 25ȍ load”)..

FIRST EX
XPERIMEN
NTAL RESU
ULTS
Thee improved ccurrent monito
ors were testeed in the lab
(test setup
s
see Fig. 4) and in the FLASH accellerator.

IMPRO
OVEMENTS
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Amplifier
The input circuit of th
he amplifier currently
c
used
d for
FLASH was adapted to the actual operaation requirem
ments
M
(upper frequuency limit 20 MHz insteead of 100 MHz,
lower requireements regard
ding wideband
d input imped
dance
matching, nooise reduction by additionall input imped
dance
matching trransformer), so we gained an SNR
nder certain co
improvementt of 9 dB. Un
onditions a fu
urther
improvementt by 4-5 dB is
i possible ussing a commeercial
low noise am
mplifier [6].

Signal Com
mbiner
d
We replaceed coaxial tecchnique with differential
tw
wisted
pair techniquue, and we changed from an imped
dance
matched arrrangement off dual-input signal comb
biner
elements withh 3 dB loss each to a simp
ple four-input lowconnecctions, which was
loss combineer with just parallel
p
d frequency raange. So we could
possible due to our limited
c
pprox. 6 dB.
reduce the siggnal loss by ap

mpedance Matching
Ma
Change off the Coil Imp
In the origginal design, the
t impedancee was matched
d for
y transformers (n1 : n2 = 1 : 15)
flat frequencyy response by
directly at the pickup coils. By removing these
t
to matching
m
c
at high
transformers,, we got close
d the amplitu
frequencies aand increased
ude by more than
or optimal maatching in order to
20 dB. We ddid not aim fo
keep the desiign simple.

Figuure 4: Photo off test setup.

Lab Results for 1 pC Pulse Charge
w as 1 pC, wee got a clear
Eveen with a testt charge as low
signaal, see Fig. 5.

THEOR
RETICAL RESOLUTI
R
ION LIMIT
n qres of the bunch
b
The possibble resolution
charge (for
equality bettween signal and thermaal noise of the
d (detailed deeduction see [8]).
amplifier) w
was calculated
on was:
The result off the calculatio
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w system: even a pulse of
Figurre 5: Lab test with the new
vel (BW = 20
1 pC is far above the noise lev
0 MHz, nonp RMS correesponding to
averaaged). Noise leevel § 0.018 pC
1.2*1
105 electrons R
RMS.
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Comparisoon between Old
O and New
w System fo
or
10 pC Pulsse Charge in
n the Lab

MOPD65

the reesult of electtromagnetic in
nterference (E
EMI) in the
proximity of the m
monitor.

Fig. 6 show
ws a lab meassurement of th
he output sign
nal of
an old large ssize monitor type
t
currently
y used in the dump
d
area of FL
LASH. In co
ontrast, Fig. 7 shows a lab
measurementt for an imprroved standarrd size devicee. In
both cases thhe input signaal was a pulsee with a charg
ge of
10 pC (6.2*107 particles). The improvem
ment of the sy
ystem
is evident.

CONCLU
USIONS AN
ND OUTLO
OOK
Wiith the improovement of our
o current monitors,
m
we
oise ratio (SN
could
d increase thee signal to no
NR) by more
uld show a resolution
r
than 30 dB in thee lab; we cou
of
betterr than 0.01 pC
C. In the real accelerator, th
he resolution
was limited
l
by electromagneticc interferencee (EMI), but
to fulffil the actual
the im
mprovement w
was already enough
e
nd XFEL. Fo
requirrements of F
FLASH II an
or a further
ns would be neecessary.
impro
ovement, EMII investigation
urther improveement of the
Forr special appllications, a fu
y optimizing th
resolu
ution should bbe possible by
he geometry
of thee ferrite core aand the signal processing ch
hain.

NCES
REFEREN
Figure 7: Laab test with 10
1 pC pulse from new sy
ystem
(BW = 20 MH
Hz, non-averaaged).

Lab Test with Special Amplifier
A
In a test ssetup with a special comm
mercial low noise
n
amplifier [6]] we achieved a resolution of § 0.008
8 pC
RMS.

SH Accelera
Results from
m the FLAS
ator for 8 pC
C
Tests in thhe acceleratorr with a buncch charge of 8 pC
t
showed a ggood improveement over the
current “old”
“
beetween the track
systems (Figg. 8). But a comparison
c
t
“new toroid with amp * 100” of Fig. 8 and the sm
mooth
track in Fig.. 7 shows thaat the resoluttion in FLASH is
n order of maagnitude comp
degraded by more than an
pared
to the lab m
measurements. This degradaation is obvio
ously
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1 pC pulse from
f
current (old)
(
Figure 6: Laab test with 10
system: noisse level § 1..7 pC RMS correspondin
ng to
1.1*107 elecctrons RMS (BW=20MHzz, non-averag
ged).
Note that a llarge size toro
oid was used – for old stan
ndard
uld be about 2 times better.
size systems the result wou

SH with 8 pC
p bunches.
Figurre 8: Operatiion in FLAS
Estim
mated noise leevel for the new toroid witth amplifier:
0.6 pC
C RMS (BW
W=20MHz, non-averaged
d). The old
toroid
ds are alwayss operated with amplifierss (amplitude
ampliification of 700) because of their
t
low outpu
ut signal.
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UPGRADE OF THE CERN PSB/CPS FAST INTENSITY MEASUREMENTS
A. Monera, M. Andersen, D. Belohrad, L. Jensen, L. Søby, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
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The CERN Proton Synchrotron Booster (PSB) and
Proton Synchrotron (CPS) complex fast intensity
measurement is undergoing a major upgrade. The old
analogue electronics no longer provides enough accuracy,
resolution and versatility to perform accurate beam
intensity measurements. It has also become less reliable
due to the ageing equipment. A new measurement system
- Transformer Integrator Card (TRIC) - replaces these
obsolete acquisition systems. TRIC is a generic platform
used to measure the intensity in different transfer lines at
CERN.
Five TRICs were installed during the year 2010 in order
to evaluate their performance with different beam types,
from the low intensity pilot (5×109 charges per bunch) to
high intensity beams (1×1013 charges per bunch). The aim
of this article is to present the technical aspects of the new
system and the different measurement scenarios. It
discusses possible sources of measurement errors and
presents some statistical data acquired during this period.

The Transformer Integrator Card (TRIC) has been
designed to replace the obsolete analogue integrators used
to acquire the beam intensity from the Fast Beam Current
Transformers (FBCT) in the PSB and CPS [1].
The TRIC is an acquisition system equipped with two
analogue inputs having switchable attenuators; sampled at
200 MHz. Together with on-board calibrators the TRIC
serves as a universal measurement platform for the Fast
Beam Intensity Measurements (FBCT). It is realised in a
VME64x 6U form-factor card. The advanced beam signal
processing as well as remote programmability is assured
by on-board Altera CycloneII series FPGA.
The on-board calibrator offers a precise calibration
pulses generated by either constant current source or by
discharging a high precision capacitor into the FBCT
through a calibration turn. Two calibration measurement
types are provided:
acquiring a
measurement

- Offline calibration: using fixed calibration constant,
obtained by long term averaging of online
calibration.
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MEASUREMENT ALGORITHMS
The TRIC provides the beam intensity by means of a
numerical integration. Due to the different user
requirements the TRIC provides the intensity
measurement using four different integrators (Fig. 1) and
a mathematical unit to generate a calibration constant and
calculate the total intensity.
V(t)

Internal
Analyzer

Bins(t)
Bunch
Beam
Integrator Integrator

INTRODUCTION

- Online calibration: sending and
calibration pulse after each
acquisition.

In order to assure a smooth transition to the TRIC
system, both original and new system were running in
parallel from August to December 2010, at the CERN
PSB ejection transfer lines, when the old electronics was
finally dismantled.

Calibrator

t (s)

Integrator

Figure 1: Integrator methods supported by TRIC.
The Beam and Calibrator Integrators are equipped
with two measurement gates, one measuring the beam or
calibration, the other to measures the offset. The offset
measurement suppresses the DC signal component
generated by the amplifiers and the ADC. It also
compensates the transformer droop
The second type of integrator is the Bunch Integrator.
This integrator consist of a set of 32 gates that can be
positioned independently (series, parallel, partially
overlapping) to acquire the intensity bunch by bunch.
The Internal Analyzer is an integrator with 1024
consecutive integration gates of programmable width.
This integrator allows observing the incoming signals
together with the status of all the integrators. This permits
the instrument expert to set up the integrators remotely
with high precision and visualize beam signals of long
duration e.g. Linac beams.
The Normaliser is a state machine that uses the results
of the beam and calibration integrator, together with the
calibration parameters, to calculate the total intensity
measured by the TRIC.
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Combining all these elements together with an expert
GUI, the TRIC system offer:
- Total intensity measurement.
- Bunch by bunch measurement.
- Beam Shape together with integrator status (Fig. 2).
- Remote settings and diagnostics.

MOPD66

precision to less than 0.1 %. For this reason the offline
calibration is often used when the calibration signal to
noise ratio is low.
In order to maximise the usage of the TRIC ADC
dynamic range it was decided to change the attenuation of
the currently used passive input attenuators from 0, 20
and 40 dB to 0, 14 and 28 dB.

This article discusses only the measurement errors
caused by the TRIC. The errors due to external sources
(e.g. EM interference) are ignored. The following
components are addressed:

Calibration Offset Gate

Calibration Gate

Beam Offset Gate

Beam Gate

TRIC MEASUREMENT ERROR

- Calibration error
- Acquisition error
- Calculation error

Calibration Error in Calibration by Charge

MEASUREMENT RESULTS
During the transition period in 2010, the TRICs in the
PSB-ISOLDE transfer line was monitored to analyze their
performance. However, because the original electronics
was found improperly calibrated with respect to the
DCCTs, it was decided to evaluate only the closeness of
the FBCT measurement to the DCCT:
C FBCT , DCCT

DCCT  FBCT · ,
§
stdev ¨ 100 
¸
DCCT
©
¹

(Eq. 1)

where CFBCT,DCCT represents a precision of a FBCT to
DCCT measurement closeness.
Table 1: Closeness Measurement over one Thousands
Measurement
Measurement System

CFBCT1,DCCT

CFBCT2,DCCT

Original System

0.362 %

0.14 %

TRIC

0.65 %

1.16 %

0.074 %

0.189 %

Np

Due to the tolerance of resistors and capacitors (1 %)
and ADCHV non-linearity (2 %), the calibration method
has a type-B uncertainty (through error propagation [2])
of approximately 2.7 % (Fig. 3).
In order to reduce the error, some modifications have
been done: The resistors have been replaced by 0.1 %
ones, the ADCHV voltage offset is removed and its
acquisition is averaged by firmware to reduce the
measurement noise. A calibration uncertainty of ~1.2 %
in the range of 10 to 200 V has been obtained (Fig. 3).

Table 1 summarises the results of one thousand beam
measurements performed by both TRIC and analogue
electronics. The measurement results show good
agreement between the original electronics and the TRIC.
Using an online calibration a TRIC precision better than
1 % can be assumed from the fact, that the CFBCT,DCCT
lower than 1 % is a combination of DCCT and FBCT
precision. Offline calibration improves the assumed
06 Beam Charge and Current Monitors

Calibration By Charge

7
Uncertainty B(%)

Offline Calibration

(Eq. 2)

Here V is the calibration voltage (limited from 10 to
200 V) which is acquired by a 12-bit ADC (ADCHV)
through a resistor network. C is a 10 nF high precision
capacitor and e the elementary charge. The charges stored
in the capacitor are discharged into the FBCT and
acquired with the calibration integrator. The charge
calibrator permits to send calibration pulses from
62.4×1010 to 1248×1010 charges (0.1 to 2 μC).

Online Calibration
TRIC

V C
e

Non Corrected

6

Corrected

5
4
3
2
1
0
0

20

40
60
ADC Scale (%)

80

100

Figure 3: Relative type-B uncertainty of the generated
charge plotted with respect to ADCHV dynamic range.
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Figure 2: Expert GUI used for remote settings and
diagnostics.

In this case, a known capacitor gets discharged through
the calibration turn of the FBCT.
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Calibration Error in Calibration by Current

Calculation Error

In case of the current calibrator, a constant current of
2 mA to 2 A can be sent to the calibration turn.
Equivalent number of charges can be determined as:

Like in other digital measurement devices, the precision
of the calculations is limited by the number of bits and
format of the variables used during the numerical
operations. In case of the TRIC, the order of operations,
size of variables and units have been chosen to keep the
resolution below 2x106 charges.

Np

I t
,
e

(Eq. 3)

where I is the amplitude of the current sent to the
transformer, t the duration of the pulse and e the
elementary charge.
In current calibration mode, the errors are generated by
the ADC (ADCI), the shunt resistor used to measure the
current, and the clock jitter. The latter can be ignored due
to the low ADC clock jitter (20 ppm).
As in calibration by charge, the calibration by current
electronics has been updated replacing the resistors by
high precision ones (0.1 %). FPGA firmware was also
updated to remove the generated current offset, and thus
improving the uncertainty and the usable dynamic range
of the ADCI (Fig. 4).
Calibration By Current

Uncertainty B(%)

Non Corrected

8
Corrected

6
4

Due to the lack of instrumentation with high dynamic
range and measurement error below 1 %, it is hard to
calibrate below the obtained error. For this purpose it was
decided to cross calibrate using one TRIC calibrator
(TRICref) to calibrate all the others.
The cross calibration procedure starts by sending a
series of calibration pulses from TRICref to the analogue
inputs of the other cards. The measurement results are
then averaged in each channel and later on averaged with
all the other TRICs (Eq. 4). The result of the averaging is
the number of charges sent by TRICref but with a lower
uncertainty (Eq. 5). This value is used to calibrate the
other TRICs.
Np ref
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Figure 4: Relative type-B uncertainty of the generated
current pulse plotted with respect to ADCI dynamic range.

¦ (Ch1  Ch2) (Eq. 4)
2n

The on-board calibrator permits to compensate gain and
attenuation variations in the transmission lines. At the
same time, the integration and acquisition algorithm
compensates for any DC offset and minimises the white
noise. The major error sources are the ADC non-linearity
and quantisation error. For this, the acquisition error is
estimated to be between 0.3 to 0.7 % in the working
region (10 to 100 %) as is shown in Fig. 5.
Main Acquisition ADC

4.00
3.50
3.00
2.50
2.00
1.50
1.00
0.50
0.00

1

Errorref

ErrorTRIC
2n

(Eq. 5)

These results are stored in a database where each TRIC
has its calibration constant together with its serial number.
This information is later on used by the TRICs to
minimize the measurement error.

CONCLUSIONS

Acquisition Error

Acquisition

With the new modifications done in hardware,
firmware, software and cross calibration, the TRIC is
achieving a relative calibration pulse uncertainty below
1 % in both calibration methods. Together with the expert
GUI, this system is much easier to maintain than the
original electronics.
TRIC has become the new standard for beam intensity
measurement in the PSB and CPS transfer lines, with 14
units currently installed between PSB and PS, and more
than thirty units expected to be installed for LINAC3,
LINAC4, AD and LEIR.
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Figure 5 : Relative type-B uncertainty of the acquisition.
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Combining the calibration and measurement errors, the
uncertainty obtained ranges from 1.2 to 1.5 %. In order to
go below this error, it has been decided to calibrate the
TRIC calibrators.

n

2
0

Uncertainty B(%)
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PICKUP BEAM MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
AT THE VEPP-2000 COLLIDER ∗
Yu.A. Rogovsky, E.A. Bekhtenev, BINP SB RAS, 630090 Novosibirsk, Russia

This paper reviews the present state of electromagnetic
beam position monitors (pickups) at VEPP-2000 collider.
It includes descriptions of position monitors, typical interfaces for these monitors and their system characteristics
(resolution, stability, bandwidth and problems or limitations) are discussed. The paper also reviews several types
of diagnostic measurements using beam position monitors
which are useful in improving accelerator operations.

INTRODUCTION
The new electron-positron collider VEPP-2000 ring is a
part of VEPP-2000 complex [1, 2] at BINP has been successfully commissioned and has been delivering luminosity
at energy close to 508 MeV since June 2007. VEPP-2000
is a new machine with luminosity up to 1032 cm−2 s−1
and the beam energy from hadron production threshold up
to 2 × 1 GeV. Small ring size and sophisticated optics lay
on limitation on beam quality and operations. Therefore
such modern machines requires various beam diagnostics
for perfect tuning and ask us to monitor the beam status
quickly and accurately.
The measurement and control of the closed orbit is one
of the basic functions of any accelerator beam instrumentation and control systems. A beam position monitor (BPM)
system is operated for two kinds of orbit measurements, a
relative measurement and an absolute measurement. The
former is to measure the orbit displacement from the initial
or standard orbit when some optics perturbation is applied.
The latter case is to measure orbit position relative to the
geometrical monitor center. This function will be essential
for maintaining stable operations in a ring where the optics depends strongly on the orbit, particularly at nonlinear
optics elements.
The VEPP-2000 electrostatic BPMs system is not only
used to monitor the beam orbit and correct the closed orbit
distortion (COD), but also used to perform the interaction
point (IP) beam steering along the detectors, control and
adjustment of the beam oscillation amplitude during the injection, measure the dispersion functions and the betatron
frequencies.

SYSTEM HARDWARE
The VEPP-2000 collider ring is equipped with a system of beam position diagnostics based on 4 electrostatic
∗ Work

is supported by RFFBR, project 09-02-01060-a.

BPMs, frontend electronics located near BPMs and readout
electronics in CAMAC standard. A set of low loss coaxial
cables brings up the BPM signals of each detector to the
local control room where the signal readout and processing electronics is located. The lengths of cables vary from
15 to 25 meters depending on the locations of the detectors
in the storage ring. Each BPM is placed in the center of
the technical strait section surrounded with two quadrupole
magnets, very close to them. Before installation, electrical
zero point of pickup electrode for each BPM is calibrated
by a calibration bench with a wire method [3].

BPM Block
The beam position monitor for VEPP-2000 ring consist
of four 15 mm diameter button style pickups are mounted
on the diagonals of its housing and are centered symmetrically. The button type electrodes, which are capacitive coupled to the beam, are most popular with electron-positron
rings because they occupy very little longitudinal space and
the coupling impedance is small. Buttons orientation is
45 degrees to avoid the fan of synchrotron radiation. All
parts precisely machined from solid stainless steel blocks,
isolated the electrodes and feedthroughs with ceramic material. The electrode surface is smoothed with that of the
vacuum chamber, so the impedance induced by the electrode may be reduced greatly. Figure 1 shows a transverse

Figure 1: The beam position monitor for VEPP-2000 ring.

section and common view of the BPM before assembling.

Electronics
The signals from four BPM electrodes are simultaneously processed with four channels of processing electronics. Each channel consist of LPF with cut-off frequency of
110 MHz, programmable gain ampliſer and 12-bit ADC.
Time interval between electron and positron bunches is
about 20 ns for each BPM. Analog electronics bandwidth
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Figure 2: Structure of VEPP-2000 electronics.

of 110 MHz allows us to decrease the crosstalk of electron
and positron bunches signals at level of 0.5 dB. Timing circuit provides ADC samples at the top of BPM signal. It
is achieved by means of programmable delay of reference
pulses with revolution frequency. Delay range covers all
revolution period. Delay range covers all revolution period
with step equal 0,25 ns. Ampliſer range of 45 dB allow us
operate with 1 − 100 mA beam current.

DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
The data acquisition system is based on client-server
model over TCP/IP protocol. PowerPC embedded CAMAC controller, which running Linux operating system [4], is used to initialize electronics and perform the
data acquisition operation. Such choice is caused by heavy
trafſc limitation and high rate response requirements. Two
level server scheme is used: there main server works on PC
and its main goal is to receive incoming requests and initiate measurements; slave server works on CAMAC controller and its main goal is hardware serving and returning measured data to the master server as fast as possible
(actually speed is limited only by hardware carrying capacity). The controller communicates with the electronics
via CAMAC bus by using compiled command system for
programmable instruments. All software uses the CX libraries set [5]. The user interface is developed under XWindows/Qt/TclTk environment.
The acquired signals from button electrodes are ſlled
into the memory of the ADC with a revolution clock of the
ring (f0 = 12.191 MHz). The memory depth of the digitizer is up to 32 Kwords (i.e. beam position is measured at
each turn with maximum record length is about 2.5 msec).
So one can measure betatron frequencies using FFT technique, or obtain slow data with averaging of results for any
chosen number of turns (say 2048 points average @ 10 Hz).
Synchronization of the system with beam injection gives
the possibility of the beam position measurements for the
ſrst turn and measurements of the betatron frequencies after injection. Although the system allows measurements of
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the betatron frequencies after external excitation.
The raw data, the calculated beam position, the betatron
tune and the phase space plot are presented on the screen in
interactive basis. The experimental data can also be stored
on mass storage devices for off-line analysis

ACCURACY OF THE SYSTEM
During storage ring commissioning precision and stability of the BPM system has been measured [6]. There
are number sources of errors during beam position measurements: temperature instability, time jitter of the ADC
trigger pulses, quantization noise of ADC, interferences in
BPMs and cables connecting BPMs with processing electronics and so on. Temperature instability of the processing channels gains and time delays formed with Delay lines
leads to temperature instability of the beam position measurements. Experimental examination gave the temperature stability value 2μm/◦ C. Then temperature instability
of the time delays leads to temperature instability of the
beam position measurements mainly due to the differences
in BPM cables lengths and gain-frequency characteristics
of the processing channels. So electrical length of each
cable was measured and made equal ones for each BPM.
Another experimental investigations have shown that major
contribution to coordinate error is brought by interferences
in the cables connecting BPMs with processing electronics.
Some measures and efforts have been made to reduce these
interferences. One of them is using of double-shielded
coaxial cables. The main reason of beam position from
Table 1: BPM System Parameters

Beam
Current
0,1 − 1 mA
1 − 10 mA
> 10 mA

Resolution
Turn by turn 256 turns average
150 − 500 μm
50 − 150 μm
< 50 μm

10 − 30 μm
3 − 10 μm
< 3 μm

beam current dependence is nonlinearity of programmable
attenuators, ampliſers and multipliers. Some results and
parameters are present in Table 1.

APPLICATIONS
Beam Position and Tune Monitor
The ƀexibility of the system allows to perform a series
of turn-by-turn measurements, while FFT can be moved
over the data by a user deſned step to generate a “spectrum
movie” and see dynamic processes in the beams during injection or other operations. The signal-to-coordinate coversion, tune calculation with speciſc ſltering and approximation [7] are made on the client side. Examples of user-end
application presented on Fig. 3. Beam injection is one of
the signiſcant task for any accelerator. You can see horizontal beam oscillation after injection, caused beam energy
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Figure 5: Dispersion function. Point near picks maximums
is the BPM measurements.

Figure 3: Beam oscillation after external kick during 4000
turns and their betatron spectra.

mismatch on Fig. 4. Tune measurements became routine

A DC Beam Transformer (DCBT) is used to measure the
bunched or unbunched circulating beam current. Because
DCBT can measure only total charge amount and there are
two beams with different charge rotating together, so we
need some additional information about relative beam intensities during operations with higher intensity (∼ 1010 )
circulating beams. This information one can obtain from
the BPM system, because total signal from all BPM’s
tablets is proportional to the beam current. So one can calculate beam lifetime.
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TUNE MEASUREMENTS WITH HIGH INTENSITY BEAMS AT SIS-18 ∗
R. Singh, GSI, Darmstadt, Germany and TEMF, Technische Universität Darmstadt, Germany
P. Forck, P. Kowina, W. Kaufmann, GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

Abstract
To achieve a high current operation close to the space
charge limit, a precise tune measurement and correction
during a full accelerating cycle is required. A tune measurement system has been commissioned at the GSI synchrotron SIS-18, which allows evaluation of tune using digital position data throughout the acceleration cycle. Tune
measurements were conducted using this system at injection plateau and accelerating ramp using a high intensity
40
18+
ion beam with stored number of particles rang18 Ar
ing from 2 · 109 to 2.5 · 1010 .
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INTRODUCTION
High current operation at injection energies in hadron
accelerators lead to large tune shifts which can result in
emittance blow up or loss of particles due to resonance
crossings. Emittance blow up is undesirable for precise
measurements in storage rings or accelerators, thus it is required to station the tune (Working Point) at an appropriate
location in resonance diagram.

Figure 1: TOPOS: Tune, Position and Orbit measurement
system.
A new system has been commisioned at GSI for position,
orbit and tune measurements. It consists of three distinct
parts; An exciter which provides power to excite coherent
betatron oscillations in the bunched beam; Fast ADCs digitize the BPM signals at 125MSa/s; The post processing
electronics integrate the data bunchwise to acquire one position value per bunch. Subsequently the baseband tune is
∗ This

work is supported by DITANET (novel DIagnostic Techniques
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determined by Fourier transformation of the position data.
One tune value can be calculated typically from 256 turns
to 4096 turns depending on the investigation needs. The
objective of this work is to observe the tune spectra at injection plateau and on acceleration ramp operations at high
beam intensity.

METHODS
This section highlights the working of the tune measurement system as a whole, and explains the types of beam
excitation used and the experimental conditions.

TOPOS: Tune Orbit Position Measurement System
TOPOS is the tune, orbit and position measurement system established in SIS-18 at GSI [1]. Figure 1 gives an
overview of the fragment of TOPOS used for tune measurement.
Particles revolve in an accelerator with unrelated phases
due to ﬁnite momentum spread commonly referred to as
Landau ”damping”, and thus the barycentre of a bunch of
particles does not provide any information on the transverse movement of the particle bunches i.e tune. Thus the
beam needs to be excited to make the motion of particles
coherent, and capture the their transverse movements for
tune measurement. Excitation can be provided in many
ways; either using a single kick, chirp noise, white noise
or band limited noise. We employed single kick and band
limited noise for the excitation during these experiments.
The beam excitation signal is fed to the exciter through a
ﬁxed gain 50dB ampliﬁer. Following which the beam signals are measured by a shoe-box type pick-up [2] in both
horizontal and vertical planes. These signals are digitized
for both planes and processed in an FPGA in real time to
get one position data per bunch per plane using an algorithm described in [3]. The position data is transferred to
concentrator servers where FFT is performed resulting in
a tune spectra to be displayed in the main control room.
The measurement system should be reasonably fast giving
a tune value every 500-1000 turns to cater the need for a
future feed-back tune control system. More details on the
system can be found in [4].

Beam Excitation
If the tune measurement system has to be used during normal machine operation, the ideal beam excitation
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section the tune measurements at injection and
acceleration ramps are presented. The FFT size should
be chosen carefully while evaluating tune at injection
plateau or at during ramp. During acceleration cycles tune
frequency is rapidly changing along with revolution frequency, which calls for smaller FFT sizes. Tune spectra
with longer FFT window size allow better frequency resolution, while shorter FFTs allow more averaging for same
number of data values to reduce the noise ﬂoor.

Figure 3: Various levels of stored particles for the tune
measurements at injection plateau.

Tune Measurements on Injection
Figure 2: Vertical position after single kick vs white noise
excitation.

Experimental Conditions
+

The experiment were done in two phases using Ar18
beam. First phase was done at 11.4 MeV/u on injection
plateau. The beam was injected, adiabatically bunched and
kept for 600ms while continously monitoring the tune. The
measurements were repeated at decreasing intensities of
stored ions from 2.5 · 1010 - 2 · 109 to observe the effect
of beam intensity on the tune spectrum. Second phase was
done on the accelerating ramp with energy increasing from
11.4 MeV to 600 MeV at two levels of stored particles
2 · 1010 and 1 · 1010 . The movement of tune during the
ramp was observed. During the whole experiment, several
measurements were done with different levels of noise excitation power ranging from 0.01-3 mW/Hz in both planes.

The tune evaluations are done immediately after the beginning of adiabatic bunching for a period of 600 ms . Figure 3 shows different current levels ranging from 2 · 109
to 2.5 · 1010 at which measurements were done. The
transverse beam size is approximately twice the vertical
beam size for normal operation at GSI. In vertical plane
we see a tune shift due to longitudinal focussing during
bunch forming, and further we see the tune moving back
to set value with the reducing beam current as shown in
Fig. 4. In the horizontal plane, this effect is not visible
since the transverse size of beam is large and hence the
space charge effects are smaller. This can be seen in Fig. 5.
These measurements are independent of excitation levels as
long as beam excitation does not cause signiﬁcant particle
losses[7].

Tune Measurements on Accelerating Ramp
The tune measurements are started immediately after the
beginning of ramp and continued throughout the ramp in
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should satisfy the following conditions. First, it should
not disturb the beam parameters like emittance and lifetime
above given thresholds while giving atleast 6dB Signal to
noise ratio (SNR) in tune spectra under all operating conditions. Second, it should allow continual monitoring of the
tune during the whole acceleration cycle. Single kicker or
Q-Kicker has been historically used at GSI SIS-18 for tune
measurements. It can be ﬁred only once in an acceleration
cycle and thus cannot be used for the tune measurement
during the whole cycle since the beam is Landau detuned
after certain number of turns. So it does not satisfy the
conditions for ideal beam excitation. More recent excitation method is white noise or band limited noise excitation,
in which low continous power is transferred to the beam
[5]. The excitation power required in this method for getting 6dB SNR varies depending on the beam rigidity, beam
intensity, machine settings etc. and there is no single minimum value for all operating conditions. However, it causes
minimal disturbance to the beam and can be used throughout the ramp for continous monitoring of the tune [6, 4].
As shown in Fig. 2, the noise excitation ( 1mW/Hz) results
in small increase in beam position envelope while the single kick (20KV, 1.5μ s pulse) deﬂection of the particles in
much larger, which could trigger particle losses.

MOPD69
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Figure 6: Vertical tune measurements at accelerating ramp
from 11.4 - 600 MeV/u. At number of injected particles
2 · 1010 (Top), 1 · 1010 (Bottom).
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Figure 4: Vertical tune measurements at injection energy
of 11.4 MeV/u. At number of injected particles 2.5 · 1010
(Top), 1 · 1010 (Middle), 2 · 109 (Bottom).

Figure 7: Horizontal tune measurements at accelerating
ramp from 11.4 - 600 MeV/u. At number of injected particles 2 · 1010 (Top), 1 · 1010 (Bottom ).
edly observed at injection plateau and beginning of acceleration ramps. This experiment proves the usability of the
new tune and orbit measurement system built at GSI for
accelerator and beam physics experiments.
Figure 5: Horizontal tune measurements at injection energy of 11.4 MeV/u. At number of injected particles
2.5 · 1010 (Top), 1 · 1010 (Middle), 2 · 109 (Bottom).
both horizontal and vertical planes. We see S-shaped tune
movements along the ramp in both the planes for both current levels as shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. These movements
have been observed earlier also[3] and are attributed to shift
from doublet to triplet focussing during the ramp. The difference in the tune spectrum between low current and high
current case is seen in the beginning of the ramp which can
be understood as coherent tune shift[8].

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
18+

Precise tune measurements with high intensity Ar
were done at the injection plateau and acceleration ramp.
At higher currents and low energies, tune shift was expect-
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USING THE TRANSVERSE DIGITAL DAMPER AS A REAL-TIME TUNE
MONITOR FOR THE BOOSTER SYNCHROTRON AT FERMILAB*
N. Eddy#, O. Lysenko, Fermilab, Batavia, IL 60510, U.S.A.
Abstract

BOOSTER TRANSVERSE DAMPER

The Fermilab Booster is a fast ramping (15Hz)
synchrotron which accelerates protons from 400MeV to
8GeV. During commissioning of a transverse digital
damper system, it was shown that the damper could
provide a measurement of the machine tune throughout
the cycle by exciting just 1 of the 84 bunches with
minimal impact on the machine operation. The algorithms
used to make the measurement have been incorporated
into the damper FPGA firmware allowing for real-time
tune monitoring of all Booster cycles.

A digital feedback system is being commissioned to
provide wideband bunch by bunch transverse damping in
Fermilab Booster. An overview of the digital damper
system is shown in Fig. 1. The system consists of a
stripline BPM and difference hybrids which provides a
signal proportional to the beam position, a digital damper
board which processes the signals and provides an output
kick for each bunch. The output kick is amplified and
driven to stripline kickers.
The damper system is configured and controlled by
the central processor unit. New programs for the VME
CPU and the FPGA can be loaded in this way, and the
per-state configuration of the damper is accessible via the
standard controls system, ACNET [3]. One may trivially
change “live” which bunches are to be damped, the phase
advance of the transverse FIR filter and so on.

INTRODUCTION
The Fermilab Booster synchrotron operates over an
energy range of 400 MeV to 8 GeV at 15 Hz cycle. To
accomplish this the RF sweeps from 37MHz to 52.8MHz.
The Booster has a harmonic number of 84 and typically
accelerates 81 bunches with a three bunch “notch” for the
kicker. The design betatron frequencies in the horizontal
and vertical planes are vx = 6.75 and vy = 6.85 respectively
but vary substantially over a machine cycle due to lattice
functions changing as the magnets ramp. A correctionmagnet assembly consisting of a horizontal and vertical
dipole, a quadruple and a skew quadruple is placed in
each short and each long straight section. The quadruples
and skew quadruples are designed to accommodate the
space-charge tune shift at injection and to control the tune
against inherent resonances and the coupling resonance of
the horizontal and vertical oscillations over the entire
cycle. Historically tune control in the Booster has been a
difficult job because the tune measurement is slow and
generally invasive requiring dedicated study periods [1,2].

The digital damper is a custom designed VME board
developed at Fermilab specifically for digital feedback
applications. It was first used in the Fermilab Recycler
transverse damper system [4]. The board contains four 12
bit 212Msps AD9430 ADCs input to the FPGA which
drives four channels of 14 bit 212Msps AD9736 DACs.
The FPGA is an Altera Stratix II EP2S60. The FPGA
handles all signal processing and I/O on the board
including the VME slave interface.
A schematic diagram of the data processing used for
the Booster bunch by bunch damping is shown in Fig. 2.
The damper board locks to the Booster RF so that the
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Figure 1: Overview of the Booster transverse digital damper system.
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and a preeceding unperrturbed bunch are shown foor the
vertical exxcitation of 166 turns in Fig. 4 and the horizzontal
excitationn of 128 turnns in Fig. 5. Due to horizontal
chromaticcity and to a leesser extent thee smaller  funnction
at the hori
rizontal kicker,, it is much moore difficult to excite
the beam in horizontal pplane. In fact, Fig. 5 shows cclearer
vertical ggrowth. This is due to couupling and the large
horizontall chromaticity..

Figure 2: Block
B
diagram of the damping
g algorithm.
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Tune Monito
or
The tune monitor was implemented
i
in the firmware
aas an independent block wh
hich acts in co
oncert with the
ddamper. The horizontal an
nd vertical measurements are
iindependent and
a typically operate
o
on diffferent bunchess.
IIn each case, a select bunch
h is excited th
hen the monito
or
uuses a fast Fo
ourier transforrm algorithm to
t measure the
ttune from possition data of the excited bunch over 128
8
tturns.
The monitor mak
kes periodic measurementts
tthroughout thee Booster cyclee to track the tu
une.
The tune monitor is ab
ble excite a bu
unch either by
y
aapplying rando
om noise, anti-damping, or a combination of
o
tthe two. In the case of the noise, thee excitation is
i
ccontrolled sim
mply by the number
n
of turrns. For antiiddamping, it iss number of turns and gaiin. Up to 64
4
eexcitations or measurementss can be made throughout the
ccycle with thee each excitatiion independen
ntly controlled
d.
A
As the dampeer makes many small kicks, rather than a
llarge single tu
urn kick, it can
c be better controlled and
d
ttailored to maachine responsse at a speciffic time in the
B
Booster cycle.

Vertical exccitation

Figure 4: Turn by turn ppositions for thhe vertically exxcited
bunch (redd) and an unpeerturbed bunchh (blue).

Horizontal excitation

Figure 3: Block
B
diagram of the tune meeasurement.
A block diagram of the algorithm
a
to measure
m
the tune
ffrom the buncch position is shown in Fig. 3. All design
n
ccomponents are
a clocked at the Booster RF frequency
y.
T
The input paraameters includee the selected bunch,
b
window
w
ffunction, and tune limits off the peak seaarch algorithm
m.
T
The state mach
hine then conttrols which bunch position to
o
ppass to the FFT
T as well at wh
hich times to measure
m
it. The
F
FFT block hass a transformattion length of 128 and work
ks
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Figure 5:: Turn by turrn positions ffor the horizoontally
excited buunch (red) and an unperturbed bunch (blue)).
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The results of the FFT tun
ne spectrum fo
or the vertically
y
eexcited bunch are shown in Fig. 6. The vertical tune is
i
cclearly presen
nt on the exccited bunch as
a well as the
hhorizontal tunee due to couplling. There iss no activity on
n
tthe preceding bunch.
b

MOPD71

It takess about 1 seconnd to readout and display thhe full
tune specttrum. As noteed, the algorithhm also makess the 3
highest ppeaks in each spectrum avaailable. This small
amount oof data shownn in Fig. 9 caan be readbackk and
displayedd at the full Boooster repetitionn rate of 15Hz.

Figure 6: Tune spectraa from single excitation.

NET.
Figure 9 : Horizontal annd vertical tunee peaks in ACN

CON
NCLUSION
NS
w Booster tunee monitor was implemented in the
A new
digital dam
amper which haas minimal im
mpact on the Booster
operation.. The tune meaasures the tunees in two planes over
the energyy ramping cycle with an accuuracy of 0.01 iin real
time.
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To display the tune respo
onse across th
he full Boosteer
ccycle, a contou
ur plot is generrated from the spectrum dataa.
A
An example reesult from the ACNET
A
interfa
face is shown in
n
F
Fig. 7. Without normalizatio
on, the horizon
ntal response is
i
ttoo small to see during much of thee cycle. By
y
nnormalizing eaach measurem
ment spectra ind
dividually, it is
i
ppossible to seee the horizontaal tune responsse even when it
i
iis very weak as shown in Fig
g. 8.
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STUDY OF BEAM SIZE BLOWUP DUE TO TRANSVERSE BUNCH
FEEDBACK NOISE ON e+ e- COLLIDER*
Makoto Tobiyama# and Kazuhito Ohmi,
KEK Accelerator Laboratory, 1-1 Oho, Tsukuba 305-0801, Japan.
Abstract
Vertical beam size blowups with the larger gain of the
transverse bunch feedback systems have been observed in
KEKB B-factory rings. With the numerical simulation, it
has been shown that large beam-beam effect enhanced
small oscillation induced by the broadband noise of the
bunch feedback kick. To examine the simulation, the
beam response, the effective beam size and the luminosity
change with artificial external noise injected into the
transverse feedback system have been measured in KEKB
LER ring during collision. The result has been compared
with the simulation including beam-beam effect and
showed good agreement.
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Specific Luminosity
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INTRODUCTION
On recent high luminosity colliders such as B-Factories,
it is almost indispensable to use the powerful transverse
bunch-by-bunch feedback systems to suppress fast coupled-bunch instabilities (CBI) coming from strong and
wide-band impedance sources such as electron cloud
instability or fast ion instability. The feedback gain of the
systems tends to be rather larger at least to keep the beam
with single beam condition. In the case of KEKB-LER,
we have normally set the gain of the system to have the
feedback damping time of around 0.2~0.5 ms, which
corresponds to 20 to 50 turns of the revolution of the rings.
During the operation of the KEKB rings, we have
unexpectedly observed a degradation of the luminosity
related with the exceed feedback gain of the LER. With
the systematic study of the relations between the transverse feedback gains and the luminosity, we have found
only LER vertical feedback gain affected the luminosity
and the vertical beam size; other transverse feedback gain,
LER-H, HER-H and HER-V had no obvious relation to
115
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Figure 1: Luminosity reduction with the
vertical feedback gain.
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the luminosity. Figure 1 shows the obtained response of
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the luminosity with the LER vertical feedback gain.
We have also examined the effect of the vertical
feedback gain on vertical beam size observed with the
interferometer on both the collision and the single-beam
condition of KEKB-LER. Though the vertical beam size
slowly increased (~10%) with the feedback gain during
single-beam condition, it jumped up more than 40% with
small change of the feedback gain during collision. The
resulting luminosity decreased around 10 to 20% with the
blowup of the vertical beam size.
Since with lower vertical feedback gain which did not
affect the luminosity we could inject and keep the beam
with single-beam condition, and the coupling between the
bunches could be smeared by the tune spread coming
from strong beam-beam effect during collision, we could
manage the effect realistically. It is however important to
understand the effect, especially for the future low
emittance storage rings with much lower x-y coupling
such as SuperKEKB. With the numerical simulation, it
has been shown that large beam-beam effect enhanced
small oscillation induced by the broadband noise of the
bunch feedback systems[2].
We have examined the simulation by measuring the
beam response, the effective beam size and the luminosity
change with artificial noise injected into the vertical
feedback system in KEKB-LER during collision. Table 1
shows the main parameters of the KEKB rings during
experiment.
Table 1: Main Parameters of KEKB Rings

The block diagram of the transverse feedback systems
of KEKB-LER is shown in Figure 2[1]. Button signals are
filtered with the cable-type BPF with center frequency of
2 GHz. The two facing button signals are subtracted with
the 180-deg. hybrid and down-converted with 4 x RF
signal to get amplitude (position) of the oscillation. The
two horizontal or vertical positions are combined vectorially to make 90-deg phase shift and digitized with the
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Figure 2: Block diagram of KEKB-LER transverse (vertical) feedback systems.
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Figure 3: Measured vertical oscillation with externally
supplied excitation amplitude.
the excitation frequencies are not the same. In the beambeam region starting from 0.58 (vertical tune) to 0.63
(vertical tune + beam-beam tune shift) seems to have
larger response than other frequency. Figure 4 shows
excited beam amplitudes with fixed excitation voltage by
the excitation tune. It also shows that though the beambeam region around 0.6 is more sensitive from small
external signal to large one, other region far from the
betatron tune responses is not negligible.
The luminosity and the effective vertical beam size
measured by the interferometer on both HER and LER
and luminosity change with the excited amplitude are also
compared in the beam-beam region and out of the beambeam region. At the beam-beam region the LER beam
size has increased fairly quickly and the luminosity
gradually decreased with the excitation amplitude. On the
other hand, at out of the beam-beam region, though the
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
At first, we have injected pure sinusoidal signal into the
vertical excitation port of LER with several frequencies

(0.55, 0.56, 0.58, 0.6, 0.62, 0.65, 0.68, 0.72 and 0.75 in
vertical tune) and amplitudes (from 0.05 Vp-p to 2 Vp-p).
Figure 3 shows the measured vertical amplitudes of the
beam with supplied amplitude of the excitation in peak-to
peak value. As clearly see, the responses of the beam on
Amplitude(% of vetical beam size)

fast 8-bit ADC. The hardware two-tap FIR digital filter is
used to cancel the DC component and to adjust the oneturn delay. The resulting feedback signals (horizontal and
vertical) are combined using hybrids and amplified with
high power final amplifiers (AR250A250) to kick the
beam back.
In the system, there are external injection ports
(horizontal and vertical) to excite transverse oscillation
just after the 2-tap FIR filter. We have injected pure sinusoidal signals or band-limited white noises from Agilent
81150A function generator using 5 MHz low pass filter.
The peak-to-peak amplitude of the excitation was confirmed by switching the output of the function generator
to an oscilloscope. The amplitudes of the excited oscillation of the LER beam were detected with the bunch
oscillation recorders (BOR) [1] which store all the transverse bunch positions in 4096 turns of revolution. BPMs
at the same downstream port of the feedback detector
were used as the input of the BOR. The data of the BOR
are calibrated using local bumps around the BPMs. We
have made the FFT on the recorded bunch-by-bunch
oscillation data to get the mean amplitude of the oscillation corresponding to the excitation. The effective
beam size was measured using interferometer with the
repetition of around 1 Hz. The luminosity data was delivered by the Belle detector. Since the update of the
luminosity data was slow, typically around 0.1 Hz, and
had huge latency due to online data processing, and the
change of the effective beam size due to beam-beam
effect was also slow, we have waited the settling the
measured data such as luminosity and beam size long
time after the change of the excitation parameters. During
the experiment, we have kept the beam current both HER
and LER constant with the continuous injection as much
as possible, and also used the normal collision feedback
used on physics running.
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Figure 4: Beam response with the exited tune.
increase of the LER beam size was much slower than that
of in the beam-beam region, the drop of the luminosity
with the excited amplitude was rather milder. The drop of
the luminosity by excited vertical amplitude with several
excitation frequencies are shown in Figure 5.
13.5
Luminosity(x10 /cm /s)
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Figure 5: Luminosity degradation due to oscillation
applied externally in the feedback system.
In the case of white noise excitation, we have estimated
the amplitude of the oscillation corresponding to each
tune used the single frequency excitation from the FFT
amplitude of the BOR. The shape of the beam response
0.55
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0.6
0.58
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Figure 6: Luminosity response with band-limited white
noise excitation. The luminosity had dropped 5% with the
noise of 0.4Vpp level.
was roughly similar to the case of single frequency
excitation shown in Figure 4. The luminosity response is
shown in Figure 6. The luminosity has dropped about 5%
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with the noise amplitude of 0.4 Vpp. Apparently, this
huge level of the noise is completely senseless for the
normal operation of the feedback systems.
After the observation of the luminosity degradation due
to excess feedback gain, simulation work has been carried
out and has shown that small amount of external
oscillation in vertical plane might increase the vertical
beam size and degrade the luminosity[2]. The simulation
work with the same accelerator conditions as the excitation experiment are also in progress. Figure 7 shows an
example of the result of the simulation which shows the
luminosity degradation with the externally excited
sinusoidal noise. Roughly, the simulation reproduces the

2

0.05V
0.1V
0.2V
0.3V
0.4V

33

Amplitude (% of beam size)

10

Luminosity(x10 /cm /s)
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Figure 7: Luminosity degradation by the externally
applied sinusoidal noise by the beam-beam simulation.
The results are scaled to fit the experimental data.
amplitude dependences of the experimental results.
Detailed simulations are in progress. In the experimental
wok, we plan to make more detailed experiment on
DAFNE accelerators.

SUMMARY
We have studied the effect of the vertical beam size
blowups and the luminosity degradation due to externally
supplied noise in the feedback systems. The simulation
reproduces the amplitude dependences of the effect well.
Also the study of the blowup mechanism is in progress
with the beam-beam simulation. It is, however, to
reproduce the vertical oscillation with white noise, huge
noise level which never exist in normal feedback systems
is needed.
The authors would like to thank the KEKB commissioning group and the operators for the help during the
experiment. This work is supported by the Grant-in-Aid
for Scientific Research(C), No. 21604010.
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THE NEW FAST ORBIT CORRECTION
SYSTEM OF THE ESRF STORAGE RING
E. Plouviez, F. Epaud, J.M. Koch, K.B. Scheidt, ESRF, Grenoble, France
The ESRF is upgrading the orbit correction system of
its storage ring. The goal of this upgrade is to damp the
effect on the orbit stability of the insertion devices during
the changes of their settings, as well as the effect of the
environmental vibrations and AC main power spurious
fields; in order to achieve this goal we aim at a correction
bandwidth of 200Hz. The final system will use the data of
224 BPMs already equipped with Libera brilliance
electronics. The correction will be applied by a set of 96
correctors implemented in the auxiliary legs of the
sextupolar magnets, driven by newly designed fast power
supplies . The power supplies are controlled using a set of
8 FPGA boards connected to the power supplies inputs
with serial links; these FPGA will also compute the
correctors currents using the BPMs data.

GOAL OF THE UPGRADE
Limitation of the Present Orbit Correction
System
The closed orbit of the SR is affected by several kind of
perturbations; some are randomly spread both over the
ring in the space domain and in the time domain: slow
ground settlements and environmental vibrations, AC
fields at the frequency of the mains power supplies (50Hz
and its harmonics); an insertion devices operated in a
straight sections can also cause parasitic kicks during
changes of its parameters settings (gap or phase): in this
case, the perturbation occurs over a short period of time at
a single location. Until now the orbit correction is
performed by combining the action of two systems: a
slow system applying corrections which are derived every
30 seconds from 224 position measurements using 96
correctors magnets, and a fast system applying 32
corrections at a rate of 4.4 KHz using 32 large bandwidth
(1KHz) correctors magnets in the horizontal plane and
only 16 correctors in the vertical plane, achieving a
correction bandwidth of DC to 150Hz [1]. The weakness
of this scheme is that in the case of orbit perturbation
caused by the changes of the settings of an insertion
device, the correction produced by the fast system will
not be very effective in the interval between the two
correctors surrounding the perturbation; this interval will
extend over at least one cell but can be as large a three or
four cells, due to the low number of fast correctors (32
horizontal and 16 vertical correctors).); last but not least,
the components of the fast system are now ageing and
getting difficult to maintain.
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New System Features
The 224 BPM pick up sets of our storage ring are now
equipped
with
Libera
Brilliance
electronics
interconnected by the so called Communication
Controller [2, 3] network broadcasting the position data
of the 224 Libera at a rate of 10 KHz. In order to improve
the reduction of the detrimental effect of the transient
change of the insertion devices settings we have
drastically increased the number of fast correctors thanks
to the upgrade of the power supplies of the 96 correctors
magnets of the original slow system. So in the near future,
the orbit correction will be done using a single fast system
and the old fast system will be decommissioned. In
addition the large data stream available through the
Communication Controller will be used to implement
new diagnostics.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NEW
SYSTEM
Upgrade of the Correctors Power Supplies
The present slow correctors are implemented by adding
3 pairs of auxiliary coils on the yoke of the sextupoles;
using the proper combination of currents in these 3 coil
pairs as shown in Fig. 1, we can produce any combination
of vertical and horizontal kicks. The bandwidth of these
correctors is affected by the eddy currents in the sextupole
core and at the surface of the vacuum chamber (the
vacuum chamber all over our storage ring is made of
2mm stainless steel); the inductance of these correctors is
also quite large:0.6H. However, it is possible to achieve,
given the small amplitude of the high frequency currents
needed for the fast correction, a small signal bandwidth of
500Hz for these correctors with a proper design of the
power supply. The setting of the power supply can be
controlled through the main Ethernet network of our
control system; an additional trim setting can be added at
a rate of 10 KHz on 10% of the full dynamic range
through a RS485 interface; this RS485 port is used to
input the data of the fast orbit correction system.

New System Layout
The design of our new system is based on the
availability of the Libera Brilliance electronics and an
associated “Communication Controller” developed at
DLS and using the Libera Rocket I/O ports. This allows
the measurement and broadcast of the beam position with
a very good resolution at a rate of 10 kHz. As indicated
above, we are using the corrector magnets embedded in
the sextupole cores to steer the beam. Since the power
supplies feeding these magnets are installed at four
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locations, this particular constraint sets the architecture
and topology of our system and therefore, the correction
computation will be placed close to the power supplies
and spread over 8 processors. For this processing, we
selected a PMC board embedding a Xilinx Virtex-5
FPGA. The code embedded in this FPGA has several
functions: 1) collect the data from the BPMs at 10 kHz
2) get the parameters from the PCI 3) process the
corrections 4) send the set-points to the power supplies.
The choice of performing the corrections inside the FPGA
was driven by the fact that no real-time operating system
was supported at the ESRF.

of the fast trim currents will drop to zero. In this way, if
the fast correction loop is stopped, setting the values of
the trim currents to zero will only result in a very small
orbit jump.

Figure 2: Layout of the future orbit correction system.

Diagnostic
Figure 1: Layout of the auxiliary correctors in a
sextupole.

Orbit Correction Algorithm
We will derive the orbit correction from the BPM data
using a correction matrix obtained from the inversion of
the response matrix of the BPMs to each corrector. These
response matrixes are inverted using the SVD method. We
will use 96 eigenvectors for the inversion of the response
matrix. Before starting the 10 KHz correction loop, we
will measure the average orbit and set the correctors
currents in order to suppress the error measured on this
average orbit; these DC values will be applied using the
Ethernet input of the power supplies. We will then start
the fast correction loop which will add an additionnal trim
current to the DC current set initially. During the first
tests of this fast loop, we have used for the 10 KHz
iteration of the values of the trim correction currents a
PID algorithm with an additional 50 Hz notch filter aimed
to improve the damping of the perturbation at the AC
main power supply frequency. Over long periods of
operation, the average value of the trim currents may
eventually drift up to significative values. In this case, this
average current will be added to the setting of the
Ethernet input of the power supply, and the average value
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In addition to the 8 feedback processor/power supply
controller modules, one FPGA PMC board has been
added; this board is fully dedicated to diagnostics, and is
able to log up to 10s of position data; this board is a
duplication of the so called “sniffer” developed for the
SOLEIL and DLS orbit control systems [3].

FIRST TEST
Orbit Correction Test Set-Up
All the correctors are now equipped with their new
power supplies and the BPMs FA outputs are
interconnected. At the end of the year 2010, we have first
implemented one power supply controller FPGA board (at
this time the full batch of FPGA board was not yet
available). With this single board, we were able to receive
the position from all the 224 BPMs from the
Communication Controller and to control the 6 correctors
of 2 cells of the storage ring; however, given the 16 fold
symmetry of the storage ring, running a local correction
over these two cells is enough to assess the potential
performance of the full system. The correction bandwidth
was set at 150Hz, and at this stage no ponderation
(Tikhonov regularization for instance [4]) was applied on
the damping time of the upper order eigen vectors of the
SVD decomposition. We recorded the position data with
the sniffer module.
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The plots of Figs. 2 and 3 show the reduction of the
horizontal BPM signals observed at the beginning of a
straight section (EH=36m,left plots) and the reduction of
the vertical BPM signals observed in the achromat
(EV=36m, right plots) .

Figure 3: BPM signals with orbit correction ON (blue)
and OFF (purple), H scale 50ms/div, V scale 10Pm/div
(left plot) and 5Pm/div (right plots).
The feedback performs as expected in terms of
bandwidth and damping of the 50 Hz. We have also tested
that starting from an orbit already set by a slow orbit
correction, turning on or stopping the fast loop was not
causing any significant orbit jump. The plots of Fig. 4
show also that the noise created by the loop overshoot in
the vicinity of the cut-off frequency is negligible thanks to
the very low noise of the Libera Brilliance electronics.

checked that with a measurement time of 1s, a resolution
of 6nm was achieved. We have used the sniffer to record
over 1 second the response of the BPMs to a 40 Hz
modulated 150nrad kick from an horizontal corrector. The
horizontal response amplitude is 5Pm (left plot of
Fig. 5); the signal from the vertical response (right plot)
which is due to the coupling of the horizontal and vertical
optics is very clean, though its amplitude is only 150nm

Figure 5: Horizontal (left plot) and vertical (right plot)
response of the beam orbit to a horizontal kick of
150nrad.

CONCLUSION
We have have now installed and tested most of the
components of our new orbit correction system; we have
tested the performance of this system on a part of our
storage ring covering 2 of the 32 cells and the damping
of the orbit distortion that we achieved on this part of the
ring fulfil our expectation.
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Figure 4: Power spectral density (left) and integrated
power spectral density (right) averaged over the BPMs of
the 2 corrected cells with and without orbit correction.
Light blue, dark blue: H signals, purple, red: V signals

Other Measurements
The resolution of the 10 KHz FA output is better than
250nm for a bandwidth of 2KHz in the range of current
that we store in operation. Such a resolution allows the
measurement of SR parameters like the measurement of
the matrix of the response of the BPMs to the correctors
current, or the analysis of the SR optics coupling with a
very low excitation of the beam and a short acquisition
time; applying excitation signals modulated by a sine
signal at a well chosen frequency, and a narrow
bandwidth analysis of the beam response at this
frequency, using the method tested at DLS [5], we
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COMPACT RECONFIGURABLE BEAM CURRENT SAFETY SYSTEM
FOR UCN
P. A. Duperrex, Paul Scherrer Institute, 5232 Villigen, Switzerland
Abstract
At PSI, a new and intense Ultra-Cold Neutron (UCN)
source based on spallation was commissioned in
December 2010 and will start production in 2011. The
590 MeV, 1.3 MW proton beam will be switched towards
the new spallation target for about 8 s every 800 s.
A beam current monitoring system has been developed
as part of a machine safety system for the UCN source
operation. This monitoring system is based on a compact
reconfigurable I/O (cRIO) field-programmable gate array
(FPGA) system from National Instruments Corporation.
This paper presents the general characteristics of such a
system and its actual implementation.
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INTRODUCTION
A new beam safety system specifically for UCN
operation [1] has been tested last year and is now in
operation. A description of the whole machine safety
system can be found in [2].
Additionally, there was a need to monitor the beam
current on the UCN beam line so that beam intensity and
pulse length were in accordance with the intended beam
operation. A hardware monitoring system was already in
operation but was not flexible enough to cover the
different modes of beam operation.
After the ring cyclotron, the proton beam can be either
split or kicked towards the UCN target (see Fig.1). In
addition, a small beam dump before the UCN can be used
to check the beam quality before directing it to the UCN
target itself. Maximum allowed beam intensity and pulse
length are dependent on the particular beam operation, the
main limitations being the maximum allowed heat load on
the beam dump and the maximum average radiation level
for the UCN beam line. In particular, it is imperative that
the pulse duration for beam dump operation is limited to
10 ms at full beam intensity. Otherwise, the heat load may
damage the dump. For these reasons, a flexible system
was developed to meet the various beam operation
monitoring requirements.

DESIGN OF THE BEAM CURRENT
SAFETY SYSTEM
Required Performance
The system has to generate an interlock signal for the
following conditions:
x beam current larger than 0.02 mA for the split mode;
x integrated beam current larger than 0.022 mA.sec for
the kick mode towards the beam dump (i.e. 2.2mA
pulse of 10ms duration);
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x integrated beam current larger than 17.6 mA.sec (i.e.
2.2mA pulse of 8 sec duration, duty cycle: 1%) for
the kick mode towards the UCN target;
The reaction time for the monitoring system should be
less than 1 ms.
In addition, the system should have enough reserve for
future requirements. If necessary, new signals may have
to be recorded or generated.

Adopted Solution
cRIO systems from National Instruments were chosen
as generic solution. They are reconfigurable control and
acquisition systems designed for embedded applications
with high performance and reliability. The hardware
architecture of cRIO systems has a reconfigurable FPGA /
controller chassis with a 4 or 8 slot backplane. The FPGA
interfaces the hot-swappable I/O modules with built-in
signal conditioning for direct connection to sensors and
actuators. Various ADC and digital input/output (DIO)
modules can be used. These systems easily satisfy the
response time requirement and have plenty of reserve for
possible future requirement.
Such technology presents also an advantage that it can
be implemented efficiently as an independent local
controller without network connection.

System Architecture
Applications may be developed at 3 different levels: on
the FPGA, within the VxWorks based real-time system or
on a standard host PC. The FPGA program typically
performs I/O tasks, hardware-based timing and triggering,
low-level signal processing and control. The real-time
controller program performs tasks such as processing
data, control and data logging. On the host PC are usually
tasks performed such as data logging and database access,
user-machine interface and supervisory control.

Programming Language
LabVIEW is the programming language for these cRIO
systems. It can be used to program the application at the
PC host level, at the real-time or at the FPGA level.
LabVIEW is well suited for FPGA programming because
it clearly represents parallelism and data flow. It is
possible to implement measurements and control
hardware without low-level hardware description
language or board-level design. LabVIEW and VxWorks
support EPICS and can then be easily integrated in the
machine control system of an accelerator.
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Cyclotron
Kicker Magnet

IMPLEMENTATION
Hardware
For our application, we are currently using either a
cRIO-9073 (266 MHz) or a cRIO-9074 (400 MHz), both
with 2 M gates, a 10/100BASE-T Ethernet port and a
RS232 serial port.
Modules used for the input and output signals are a NI9215 4 channel 16-bit 100 kHz ADC module and a NI9403 digital input output (DIO) module. In addition, a
custom module was built to handle the specific digital
interlock signals (a 10mA complementary logic: OK, not
OK and ground signal).

Input 6ignals
Input digital signals used for this system are: i) the
operation mode (Splitter or UCN Kick mode), ii) the
UCN target selection (beam dump or UCN target),
determined by ABK2 magnet current; iii) the Kicker
signal indicative of the actual kicking of the beam. With
these signals it is possible to deduce the actual operation
mode at any time. It also allows the detection of
impossible situations such as a kick while in splitting
mode.
Figure 3 shows a typical time sequence for UCN
operation. The operation mode is first changed from
Splitter to UCN Kick mode. The selected target may the
beam dump or the UCN target. Usually two 5 to 10 ms
short beam pulses are kicked to check the beam optics.
There are followed by a full beam intensity (up to 8 sec)
pulse on the UCN target.

Figure 3:Typical time sequence for UCN kicks.
Figure 2: Photo of the opened system. The 8-slot CRIO
system is visible as well as the ADC and DIO modules.

08 Feedbacks and Beam Stability

The beam current signal is provided by the standard
beam current monitor electronics (MESTRA). A low pass
1kHz RC filter is used to avoid false alarms during the
Splitter operation mode, the input signal being only 80
mV for a 20uA beam current and noisy.
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Figure 1: Overview of the UCN beam line. The 590 MeV, 1.3 MW proton beam delivered by the ring cyclotron on the
left is diverted to the UCN beam line by means of a kicker magnet. The beam is then either directed to a beam dump
(UCN BD) or to the UCN target using the ABK2 magnet.
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Firmware
The processing of the beam current signal, type of
operation (split or kicked), the type of target (beam dump
or UCN) and the limit checks have been fully
implemented in the FPGA (Fig.4). After the necessary
initialization, a continuous loop running at 40 MHz
performs all the processing tasks. First the actual
operation mode is deduced from the input signals. Then,
the current beam is integrated by a simple summation
though a current corresponding to the actual beam current
limit for split operation mode I lim Splitter is also subtracted:

S (ti )

S (ti 1 )  I beam (ti 1 )  I lim Splitter . That way, the signal
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integration does not need to be synchronized with the
beam kicking and it mirrors the heat load dissipation
effects. Depending on the operation mode and on the
comparison results with the different operation mode
limits the interlock output signal may be activated. The
interlock output signal is directly connected to the
accelerator interlock system.

The LV FPGA program is compiled within LabVIEW
and the so created bitstream file containing the gate array
configuration information is stored on the local non
volatile flash memory. It loads instantaneously when the
cRIO system is powered up. The implementation of the
whole monitoring application on the FPGA makes the
system highly reliable.
At the level of the real-time system, shared variables
are defined that allow communication and exchange of
data with a host PC or with the control system of the
machine via EPICS.

Deployment
A first version of the system was successfully tested
last year. During the 2011 shutdown period, the final
system has been installed, ready for UCN operation.

SUMMARY
A new current monitoring system was developed to
cover the safety needs of beam operation with the new
UCN. An FPGA module and real-time system based on
LabVIEW and cRIO systems from National Instruments
has been built and used for this purpose. It satisfies the
machine safety requirements for reliability and is flexible
enough to allow further extensions and will be integrated
in EPICS.
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Figure 4: FPGA program structure.
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THE PETRA III FAST ORBIT FEEDBACK SYSTEM
J. Klute, H.T. Duhme, K. Balewski, H. Tiessen, F. Wierzcholek, DESY, Hamburg, Germany

Orbit stability is a crucial and import issue of 3rd
generation light sources. Ambient mechanical and
electrical noise cause rather large orbit distortions which
have to be counteracted by an orbit feedback. Extensive
studies of the orbit distortions in PETRA III have shown
that the frequencies of the ambient noise lie within a
frequency range from about 0.01Hz to 100Hz. In this
paper we describe the main components, their properties
and the layout of PETRA III's orbit feedback.
Furthermore experimental results on short and long term
stability will be presented. It will be shown that the
required orbit stability of ±0.5 µm in the vertical plane
can be maintained over 50 h.

PRINCIPLE SYSTEM LAYOUT
The PETRA III instrumentation electronics is
concentrated in buildings that are located around the 2.3
km wide circumference and referred to as the cardinal
points. These buildings are connected with the main
control building by high bandwidth optical fiber and
coaxial cabling. Hence, in order to install a Fast Orbit
Feedback system for PETRA, it is obvious to use a star
like cabling structure, with which the position data will be
sent to a central processing unit. This unit consists of a
single printed circuit board carrying an FPGA that
performs all real time calculations for the FOFB System.
The generated digital output streams are sent back to the
instrumentation buildings where they are received by
digital power amplifiers that are finally feeding air coil
correctors. The number of BPMs is 226 and each of them
provides horizontal and vertical position data. To correct
the distortion there are 40 horizontal and 40 vertical air
coils. The orbit response matrix R is determined by
synchronous detection of pilot signals that were
previously sent to the correctors. The inverse response
matrix R-1 is then calculated by using Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) that solves and reduces for the 80
most important and independent singular values. The
“loop” is finally closed by the same amount of PI
controllers.

DESCRIPTION OF THE FOFB MAIN
COMPONENTS
Beam Position Monitors
PETRA III is equipped with seven different types of
button monitors that are installed in various chamber
profiles. Commercial RF button feedthroughs are used as
pickups for the BPM blocks. Most of the buttons have a
diameter of 11mm. A detailed description of the
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mechanical layout and output level calculations can be
found in [1], [2].

Beam Position Detector Electronics
The beam position measurement is based on
commercially available Libera Brilliance devices [5].
Their Ethernet link is used for slow orbit correction, the
machine protection system and for diagnostic purposes.
The device has extra outputs providing real-time beam
position data streams that are designed to be used with
Fast Orbit Feedback systems. The output stream can be
configured to contain packets of position data that are
synchronous to the machines revolution frequency. The
bandwidth of the position signal at this point is about 39
kHz and the resolution is not worse than 50µm rms. In
order to achieve the required resolution and stability, the
BPM electronics is installed in air-conditioned huts that
are inside the instrumentation buildings [3].

The Signal Combiner Module (SCM)
This module is an in-house developed device that
allows merging of position data streams from up to 14
Libera devices into a single optical fiber that is connected
to the main processing unit. A second optical fiber is used
to receive machine timing signals that are the input for the
Libera clock splitter modules. Because the BPM
electronics is installed in a total of 24 distributed racks,
the same number of signal combiners is required.

The Main Processing Unit (MPU)
is located in one of three racks that are installed near
the PETRA III control room. The remaining two racks
contain the optical fiber transceivers for all position
signals and the optical fiber transmitters to send the
output stream to the locally placed corrector drivers and
finally the transceivers to control the corrector drivers
remotely. The received position input streams are
connected to the MPU board via standard RJ45 cables.
All necessary signal processing that will be described
later in this paper, is performed by a single ALTERA
Stratix II FPGA. The MPU board is USB connected to its
server computer that is a rack mounted PC which is
linked to the PETRA III control system.

The Digital Power Amplifier (DPA)
The driver amplifier for corrector coils works as a
regulated current source that is build-up with a digital
controlled H-bridge that is composed of four power
MOSFETs. The in-house developed device is an FPGA
based circuit board that receives a serial data stream from
the MPU. The digital signal processing consists of the PI
current controller and a 3rd order delta sigma modulator.
[4] The PI controller can be parameterized in order to
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operate with different correctors and chamber types. Due
to the digital design of this amplifier it is very compact
with low thermal power losses. The maximum output
current is 20A, the frequency range is DC to 1 kHz with a
resolution of 18 bit.

The Corrector Coils
Due to different chamber profiles, three types of
correctors are used. All of them are air coil dipoles with
40+40 windings. The maximum deflection is about
45µrad. The transfer characteristic for magnetic fields
traversing a 4 mm stainless steel chamber has a 3dB cutoff at 715 Hz. Above, the decay is -20dB/decade. Special
care was taken in selecting an adequate cable between a
DPA and its corrector coil. In order to minimize for
crosstalk and power losses, a coaxial cable design with a
30 mm2 conductor has been chosen.

SIGNAL PROCESSING STRUCTURE
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By decomposition of the orbit response matrix:
R = U  VT, singular values are produced as sorted
numbers on the diagonal of . In order to obtain R-1, the
inversion of the less dominant very small singular values
is critical and they should be omitted if possible.

the very important requirement of compensating orbit
influences that are synchronous to mains frequency and
its harmonics. For this purpose a set of mains
synchronous reference frequencies are generated via PLL
technique. (50, 100, 150, 250, 300, 600 Hz) Each
reference is generated as a pair of orthogonal signals that
are used for synchronous detection of orbit distortions.
The compensation is achieved by subtraction of both
detected components.

Dynamic Closed Loop Characteristics
The systems closed loop response due to beam orbit
perturbations is described by the model shown in Figure
2. The transfer characteristic is defined by the four blocks
stated in the backwards flowing signal path. Its
propagation delay is a very harmful component, which is
demonstrated in Figure 3. The two graphs are the result of
an analytical calculation for different signal delays.
Higher frequency orbit perturbations may be amplified,
leading in degrading the systems performance. The FOFB
system has a delay time of about 130 µs.

Figure 2: Model for closed loop response calculation.

Figure 3: Analytic closed loop response, calculated for
two different reaction times due to signal propagation.

THE FOFB OPERATION PERFORMANCE

Figure 1: Signal flow for one of the 80 processing
channels.
Signal processing takes place in 80 identical channels.
Figure 1 shows one of them in more detail. The input
stream is processed in parallel by three different
functional blocks. The PI regulator at the top is used for
normal feedback operation. The second block shows the
implementation of a feed forward mechanism. Orbit
deflections, caused by injection can be significantly
reduced by learning the systems response in the time
domain. Successive external injection triggers are used to
enable a set of integrators to adapt to the shape of the
orbit deflections. Feed forward applies the adapted and
negated shape during injection. The number of integrators
is 256 per channel. The last processing block describes
222

A measurement of the PSD for vertical orbit distortions
is shown in Figure 5. The blue graph displays the PSD
when FOFB is off. A big and diffuse distributed part can
be observed in the range between 3 and 10 Hz and at 30
Hz. This is consistent to measurements of quadrupole
supports that have resonances in the same frequency area.
The PSD also shows big components of mains frequency
and its harmonics. Regarding the integrated PSD
displayed below, the contribution of 50, 100 and 600 Hz
takes nearly 2/3 of the total summation! The red graph
shows how the FOFB reduces orbit distortions. As
supposed the damping in the lower frequency region
achieves 40dB. Above 200 Hz, a slight increase of
distortions can be observed. The graphs of the integrated
PSDs, measured when FOFB is on or off, crosses each
other at 600 Hz. The value of the transverse integrated
PSD, taken from 1 kHz down to 30 mHz is 4.5 times less
in the vertical and 10 times less in the horizontal plane
when the FOFB is running.
08 Feedbacks and Beam Stability
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magnets because these two magnet types are assembled
close together. Relaxation can be done while the FOFB is
running. A second method, that has also successfully
tested, works by reverse calculating a virtual orbit from
the FOFB air coil currents. This orbit can then be fed to
the orbit correction system to compensate for DC currents
in the air coil correctors. At start-up the “golden orbit”
that is provided by the machines orbit correction system
is passed to the FOFB as a reference. While the FOFB is
running, this reference orbit can be modified for
adjustment purposes. Long term stability is depicted in
Figure 4. PETRA is running in top up at 100 mA. The
graphs are showing the vertical orbit stability at two
different IDs that can be kept within ±0.5 µm during more
than 60 hours of operation.

REFERENCES
Figure 5: On top the vertical PSD, and below the SQRT
of its integral, taken when FOFB is off and on.

Long Term Stability
The operating experience with the FOFB system
indicates that beam orbit drifts can be compensated over
more than 60 hours. The FOFB correctors are working
down to DC and they are strong enough to stabilize the
orbit over hours. Cumulated DC components in the air
coils can be easily released by the stronger corrector
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Figure 4: Vertical Long Term Stability at different undulator positions. 2010-10-29 to 2010-11-01.
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BROADBAND DIGITAL FEEDBACK SYSTEM FOR THE VEPP-4M
ELECTRON-POSITRON COLLIDER
V.V. Oreshonok, V.P. Cherepanov, V.V. Smaluk, D.P. Sukhanov,
BINP SB RAS, Novosibirsk, Russia, NSU, Novosibirsk, Russia
Abstract
To suppress the transverse instability, which is the main
reason of beam current limitation at the VEPP-4M
electron-positron collider, a digital bunch-by-bunch
feedback system has been developed, installed and
commissioned. The real-time data processing is
performed by a special code running in an FPGA module.
This provides high efficiency and flexibility of the
system. During the system commissioning, a 3-times
increase of the beam current injected into VEPP-4M was
reached. The system design and data processing
algorithms are described, the commissioning results are
presented.

TRANSVERSE FEEDBACK
Shown in Fig. 1 is the transverse feedback system
block diagram. The same kickers are used to correct both
electron and positron bunches trajectories, but electronic
circuits are individual, although of the same type.
A strip line pickup is used as beam position monitor.
The pickup-electrode signals are processed by the analog
front-end electronics, consisting of low-pass filters,
hybrid networks and buffer amplifiers. Analog beam
position signals formed by front-end electronics are then
registered by the digital board ADCs.
N4
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INTRODUCTION
The VEPP-4M electron-positron collider is designed
for high-energy physics experiments with the KEDR
detector and is also used as a synchrotron light source.
General parameters of VEPP-4M are listed in Table 1. At
the injection energy, the VEPP-4M beam current is
limited by the transverse mode coupling (fast head-tail)
instability caused by the beam interaction with the broadband coupling impedance.
Table 1: Parameters of the VEPP-4M
Circumference

366.075 m

Revolution frequency

818.924 kHz

Beam energy

1.5 – 5.5 GeV

Design bunch current

40 mA

Number of bunches

2e– x 2e+

RF frequency

181.10165 MHz

Harmonic number
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Betatron tunes, horizontal/vertical

8.54/7.58

For bunch-by-bunch suppression of the vertical beam
oscillations, a fast feedback system was designed and
installed at VEPP-4M [1, 2]. The system configuration
and parameters have been determined by the requirement
of effective suppression of transverse beam instability
when the VEPP-4M is operating with two electron and
two positron bunches of 40 mA per bunch average current
at the injection energy of 1.5 – 1.85 GeV. To increase the
system flexibility and for future functionality
enhancement, a digital feedback scheme has been chosen.
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the VEPP-4M transverse
digital bunch-by-bunch feedback system.
The main feature of the present system configuration
compared with the previous version [1] is the usage of a
new digital board, based on FPGA instead of a digital
signal processor. The digital board includes two 12-bit
210 MSPS pipeline ADCs for sampling oscillation signals
of electron and positron bunches. A dual-channel
programmable clock delay allows tuning the ADC clock
phase to improve the measurement accuracy of beam
signals.
The basic task of the two Altera Cyclone III FPGAs is
calculation of the correction kick values using the
measured signals of bunch oscillation. The correction
signals are then sent to the DACs driving the kickers. FIR
filters are used to reject the DC component of the beam
position signals caused by the equilibrium orbit and to
provide a correct phase shift of all kick signals with
respect to the oscillation phase of the same bunch, when it
passes through the kicker. Since the fractional part of
betatron tune is close to 0.5, complex digital filters for the
tune variation compensation are not applicable. The
simplest 2-tap FIR filter successfully provides DC
08 Feedbacks and Beam Stability
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rejection together with the correct phase and gain, which
are suitable for the whole working range of frequencies.
Amplitude and phase characteristics of the filter are
shown in Fig. 2, as one can see the range of permissible
deviation of betatron tune (fractional part) is 0.56 – 0.62.
10
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provided in the digital board and UDP/IP stack is
implemented in FPGA.

COMMISSIONING RESULTS
The transverse feedback system commissioning with
the new digital board started in 2010. Some work is
currently being made to improve the digital feedback
flexibility and enhance functionality.

5
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During the commissioning, the system was tested in
various operational modes. According to these tests, the
suppression of the vertical betatron tune peak in the
oscillation spectrum was clearly observed.
The vertical oscillations of electron bunch, excited after
injection to VEPP-4M with transverse feedback off are
shown in Fig. 3 (a). The right peak in the spectrum shown
is of vertical betatron tune and the left peak is of
horizontal betatron tune. As one can see, with feedback on
vertical tune peak is fully suppressed within less than 50
turns (see Fig. 3 (b)).

0

90

180
0.5 0.52 0.54 0.56 0.58 0.6 0.62 0.64 0.66 0.68 0.7

fractional tune

Figure 2: 2-tap FIR filter frequency response.
The correction signals generated by the FPGA are then
sent with appropriate delays to four 10-bit 275 MSPS
DACs driving the kickers through power amplifiers.
These high-performance DACs are able not only to
satisfy the requirements for VEPP-4M operation with two
electron and two positron bunches, but also provide the
opportunity of working with larger number of bunches in
future.
Kick signals are amplified by four video pulse power
amplifiers with total pulse power of 1600 W in the 0.5÷30
MHz band. The amplifiers detailed description is given in
[3]. To suppress beam oscillations, the amplified kick
signals come through a sum-differential transformer to the
kicker input.
Four stripline-based beam separators located pairwise
in opposite semi-rings are used as kickers. Each kicker
consists of two horizontal plates 1.9 m long with 25 Ohm
impedance. Directional property of the kicker plates
allows using the same kickers both for the electron and
positron bunches.
The feedback software control as well as beam
oscillations monitoring is implemented by means of
Ethernet network. For these purposes transceivers are
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Figure 3: Beam injection: (a) 11 mA electron bunch with
feedback off, (b) 11 mA electron bunch with feedback on.
During the tests, a beam current of 27 mA in single
electron bunch was successfully injected with the
feedback support. The total beam current achieved for
two electron beams was 40 mA. As for positrons, the
beam current was limited to 7-8 mA per bunch due to
poor injector performance.
However, it’s worth mentioning that without transverse
feedback the beam current injected into VEPP-4M was
limited to about 5 mA per bunch, which corresponds to
the fast head-tail instability threshold.

Measurement of Betatron Tune
Another tool being important for the feedback system
stable operation is a vertical betatron tune measurement
algorithm followed by adjusting the feedback frequency
response. During the energy ramping from 1.8 to 5.2 GeV
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the betatron tunes may vary due to dynamic mismatch of
the magnet lattice elements. The algorithm implemented
was as follows. The digital board DACs are used to excite
beam oscillations in specified frequency band for a short
time to measure the vertical betatron frequency. During
the excitation, the oscillation is measured and its spectrum
is calculated (for this purpose, the integer FFT algorithm
based on the fast Hartley transform was implemented in
the FPGA) and the vertical betatron tune peak is found.
The oscillation is excited in the range of betatron tune
(fractional part) from 0.56 to 0.65. To avoid instability
during the excitation, suppression of any oscillations
exceeding a predefined level is enabled.

data of other systems of VEPP-4M to within a few
hundredths of a percent.

SUMMARY
According to commissioning and operational results,
efficiency of the transverse bunch-by-bunch digital
feedback system has been proven during the VEPP-4M
operation with two electron and two positron bunches.
The system developed is able to suppress vertical
instability of an injected beam and provides an
opportunity of the beam stabilization during VEPP-4M
energy ramping. The further plans include additional
system improvement as well as modification of FPGA
algorithms to support up to 8 bunches as it is useful in
some experiments with synchrotron radiation performed
in the VEPP-4M.
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Figure 4: Beam oscillation excited by the feedback system
for tune measurement.
Shown on Fig. 4 is the vertical beam oscillation during
the tune measurement process. The oscillation spectrum,
calculated by FPGA, is shown as well. The vertical
betatron tune measurement results are consistent with the
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SYNCHRONOUS MEASUREMENT OF STABILITY OF ELECTRON
BEAM, X-RAY BEAM, GROUND AND CAVITY VOLTAGE
G. Rehm, M.G. Abbott, C. Bloomer, I. Uzun, Diamond Light Source, Oxfordshire, U.K.

Abstract

Orbit stability is paramount at synchrotron light sources.
To this end, the use of a fast orbit feedback (FOFB)
system based on the data from a multitude of electron beam
position monitors (EBPMs) is regarded as standard these
days. As Diamond Light Source, we have been operating
successfully with a FOFB for several years now [1].
The FOFB design uses an in house developed ‘Communication Controller’ to allow the fast and redundant distribution of the individual beam position readings between the
EBPMs and computational nodes [2]. The Communication
Controller provides fast RocketIO communication links
and packet forwarding based on firmware residing in
a Virtex FPGA. While originally designed to operate
exclusively in the Libera Electron EBPM units that are in
use at Diamond, this firmware has since been ported to
other devices and has thus enabled adding additional nodes
to the Fast Acquisition (FA) network.
The data from these additional nodes is firstly available
for simultaneous recording with the beam orbit, but could
also be used for corrective action should it be found useful.
We have so far added the following:
• An archiver node which retrieves all data from the fast
network and stores it to disk.
• Libera Electron units with modified FPGA firmware
to monitor RF cavity voltages.
• Libera Photon units which allow direct connection
to tungsten vane type X-ray beam position monitors
(XBPMs).
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Figure 1: Standard deviation of EBPM position readings
over a 24 h period. Colours represent 7 EBPMs in one cell.
• In-house developed baseband digitiser units capable
of recording 2 times 4 analogue inputs at 10kS/s.
All of these will be discussed in the remainder of this paper
and example measurements will be provided to illustrate
their capabilities.

ARCHIVER NODE
Data on the FA network arrives at an update rate of
10kS/s; the total aggregate data rate from 172 EBPMs and
a few additional pickup nodes is around 15MB/s. Data is
received from the FA network via an FPGA PCIe Virtex 5
development board managed by a Linux device driver, with
both the FPGA firmware and driver developed in house.
The FA Archiver captures the entire data stream to disk
in real time, re-broadcasts selected subsets of the live
stream to interested clients, and allows rapid access to
any part of the saved data. The archive is saved into a
rolling buffer allowing retrieval of detailed beam position
and additional data from any time in the last four days.
A simple socket based interface to the FA Archiver
software allows easy access to both the stored and live data
from a variety of clients. Clients include a graphical viewer
for visualising the motion or spectrum of a single BPM in
real time, a command line tool for retrieving any part of
R
scripts for
the stored data by time of day, and MATLAB
exploring the data set, helped by the storage of decimated
min, max, and mean data (see Fig. 1).
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We have developed hardware and software that allows
continuous and synchronous recording of electron and Xray beam position as well as cavity voltage and ground
vibrations at a rate of about 10 kS/s for periods of many
days. To this end, additional nodes have been added to our
existing fast network that feeds the Fast Orbit Feedback
System, namely tungsten vane type front end XBPMs,
RF cavity pickups and accelerometers. The synchronous
nature of these measurements shows the correlation between electron beam motion through an insertion device
and observed X-ray beam motion in the frontend or orbit
distortions caused by fluctuations of the RF cavity voltage.
While the additional channels currently are only observed,
the potential of including these in the fast orbit feedback
will be discussed.

stddev [um]
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For the purpose of recording postmortem data, we
already had two Libera Electron units connected to signals
of the RF cavities. We record the individual channels
(reference, cavity probe, forward and reverse power) as I/Q
data in case of a beam loss to determine in what sequence
the loss of beam and RF power occurred.
We now modified the input to the Communication
Controller logic to be able to select not only the position
data (which is calculated as a difference over sum from
all four inputs) but also individual channel magnitudes as
the data to be sent. In this way, we are able to monitor
the cavity voltage and forward power of each of the two
currently operational RF cavities and record this together
with the orbit data in the FA archiver.

X-Ray Beam Position
We have added two Libera Photon units [4] to read
the signals from two XBPMs in one front end and send
the resulting position readings to the FA network. These
units were delivered with the Communication Controller
integrated by the manufacturer and have a control system
interface very similar to our Libera Electron EBPMs so that
integration was straight forward.

Baseband Digitiser
The baseband digitiser consists of a commercially available Xilinx FPGA development board and an in-house
developed ADC board with two four-channel 16-bit ADCs,
based on a similar design in use at DELTA [5].
Each ADC samples four signals at 161kS/s achieving
4 samples per channel within a communication controller
time frame of 100 µs. Integration of the Communication
Controller into the design enables injection of the data into
the FA network. To simplify the synchronisation of the data
acquisition with the FA network, this unit automatically
locks the ADC conversion rate to the network frame
pace. Control system interface of the baseband digitiser
is handled by running embedded Linux and EPICS on the
PowerPC core integrated in the FPGA.
The DSP data path includes, in order, averaging of 4
samples per channel over a time frame, calculating X, Y
and SUM values at fast acquisition rate of 10KHz, and
decimation of position data down to slow acquisition rate at
10Hz. Through the control interface we can chose to send
either X and Y position or the individual channel values.
This enables use of this digitiser for various purposes:
Firstly, it can be directly connected to the output of two
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To date, we have added two Libera Electron units to
monitor the RF cavity and forward waveguide voltages,
two Libera Photon units to record fast X-ray beam motion
directly on two XBPMs, and one prototype in-house
digitiser with various uses described below.
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Figure 2: EBPM and XBPM position readings together
with records of the RF cavity voltages with step changes.
LoCuM-4 current amplifiers as used in the instrumentation
of most of our front end XBPMs. One digitiser unit
then provides a cost efficient upgrade to add X-ray beam
positions of both XBPMs to the FA network. Secondly,
it can be used to digitise any other signal that could be of
interest to be recorded and analysed synchronously with the
beam orbit, for instance accelerometers or beam position
monitors in the beamline.

EXAMPLE MEASUREMENTS
In Fig. 1 periods of distinctly larger standard deviation of
the beam position readings can be seen. These increases in
orbit motion are particularly strong on EBPMs in regions
of the orbit with high dispersion, so a connection with the
RF cavities had been suspected.
In fact, these turn out to be due to sudden changes in
the RF voltage in one of our cavities, which are yet to
be understood. Close investigation of the records from
EBPMs, XBPM and cavity voltages (Fig. 2) shows step
changes by nearly 2% of the RF cavity 2 voltage, which are
then followed by synchrotron oscillations visible on both
EBPMs and XBPMs.
At the same time, these disturbances illustrate that a sim-
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It can be seen that the uncorrelated component, which
carries the random error from all three instruments involved, is almost one order of magnitude down for most
of the frequencies. Only at frequencies below 10 Hz is the
uncorrelated component closer to the actual amplitude, but
then it is only a few nm up to these frequencies.
The spectral shape of the uncorrelated component carries
one interesting point: While the Y component resembles
white noise up to the low pass filter in the EBPMs, the
X component exhibits one bump at about 30 Hz, which
is present in the XBPM but not the projected EBPM
reading. Further investigation is required to clarify where
this originates from, however, this line adds only 50 nm to
the integrated amplitude.
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Figure 3: Integrated motion amplitudes of projected EBPM
and XBPM positions (at the location of the XBPM), and
uncorrelated components.
ple geometrical projection of the upstream and downstream
EBPMs (separated by 5.75 m) around an undulator agrees
well with the X-ray beam position at the corresponding
XBPM (12.25 m downstream of the undulator). It should
be noted, that the projected EBPM trace had to be delayed
by 2 samples to align with the XBPM recording (here from
a Libera Photon). This delay has been found to be due to
the ADC used which included over-sampling followed by
a filter with a relatively long group delay.

Correlation of EBPM and XBPM Readings
The strong correlation between the projected EBPM and
the actual XBPM readings could already be seen in Fig. 2.
When the correlations is calculated over a larger number
of samples (10072 or 1 s of readings) it is about 95%
in both axes. This has been further investigated using a
singular value decomposition to separate the correlated and
uncorrelated components. The results in Fig. 3 compares
the integrated motion amplitude of the projected EBPM
and the XBPM reading to the uncorrelated component
between the two.
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We have presented the capabilities of extensions to our
Fast Acquisition network. These enable us to record
XBPM positions, RF cavity voltages and other analogue
inputs from sensors synchronously together with the beam
orbit data from all EBPMs. The ability to keep a record of
this data for several days and readily access it allows us to
investigate the origins of rare orbit disturbances and assess
their impact on the stability of the X-ray beams delivered
to beamlines at the same time.
Simultaneous position records of the electron beam
through an undulator and the produced X-ray beam show
that the EBPMs capture all fast motion appropriately.
This shows convincingly that integrating XBPMs with a
slow position feedback loop is sufficient and little extra
information would be added by integrating them fully in
the fast feedback.
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Abstract
Instabilities associated with beam-size blow-up have
previously been observed with multi-bunch beam in the
damping ring (DR) of the KEK Accelerator Test Facility
(ATF). A system has been developed to monitor such
instabilities, utilising an ATF stripline beam position
monitor (BPM) in the DR, and BPM processor hardware
designed for the FONT upstream feedback system in the
ATF extraction line. The system is designed to record the
horizontal and/or vertical positions of up to three bunches
in the DR in single-bunch multi-train mode or the head
bunch of up to three trains in multi-bunch mode, with a
bunch spacing of 5.6 ns. The FPGA firmware and data
acquisition software were modified to record turn-by-turn
data for up to six channels and 1–3 bunches in the DR.
The maximum memory configuration on the FPGA
allows 131071 bunch-turn-channels of data to be recorded
from a particular machine pulse, and the system has the
capability to select only certain turns at a regular interval
in which to record data, in order to zoom out and cover
the entire period of the damping cycle at the ATF. An
overview of the system and initial results will be
presented.

INTRODUCTION
The next generation of high energy linear lepton
colliders, such as the International Linear Collider (ILC)
[1] and the Compact Linear Collider [2], will require
ultra-stable low-emittance multi-bunch beams to be
preserved up to the Interaction Point. The KEK
Accelerator Test Facility (ATF) [3] was originally
constructed to demonstrate the generation of ultra-low
emittance beams in the Damping Ring (DR). The ATF
consists of a 1.2 GeV S-band linac, a 138 m
circumference damping ring, and extraction line. Up to
three trains can be injected into the DR during one
machine cycle, with up to ten bunches per train at 5.6 ns
bunch spacing.
Instabilities associated with beam-size blow-up have
previously been observed on occasion with an X-ray
Synchrotron Radiation (XSR) monitor, located in the
ATF DR, when three or more bunches have been present
in the DR. These periods of instability were correlated
with approximately an order of magnitude larger beam

jitter and almost complete lack of bunch-to-bunch
correlation in the extraction line. The underlying cause of
these instabilities has so far not been understood, and the
DR turn-by-turn button-style beam position monitors
(BPMs) are not capable of bunch-by-bunch measurement
within a single turn. To address this need a monitoring
system has been developed using an available strip-line
BPM in the DR, and BPM processing and digitisation
hardware originally designed for the upstream feedback
system in the extraction line[2]. The system has the
ability to monitor up to three bunches in the DR on a turnby-turn basis in multi-train single-bunch mode, or the
leading bunch of each train in multi-bunch mode.

SYSTEM DESIGN
Hardware
The hardware for the turn-by-turn (TBT) system
consists of a strip-line BPM in the ATF DR (sets of pickups in the horizontal and vertical plane are used), and a
front-end analogue BPM processor and FPGA-based
digital signal processor, both of which were designed for
use in the FONT upstream feedback system in the ATF
extraction line [4].
One analogue front-end is used for each transverse
plane; the function being to convert the high frequency
strip-line impulse signals to baseband (<100 MHz). An
RF hybrid is used to form a sum and difference signal
from the two opposing strips, which is then band-pass
filtered and mixed with a 714 MHz local oscillator phaselocked to the beam, and finally low-pass filtered to
remove the high frequency component of the mixer
output.
The digital processor centres around a Xilinx Virtex-5
FPGA, clocked with both an external source of 357 MHz,
synchronised to the ATF master oscillator for high speed
logic including timing and synchronisation, and a 40 MHz
from an on-board crystal oscillator for slower ancillary
logic. High speed Analog Devices ADCs, also clocked at
357 MHz, digitise up to 9 channels of sum and difference
signals from the front-end processors. The board is
controlled, and data is transmitted, via a UART over RS232.
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Firmware and Data Acquisition
The FPGA firmware and DAQ software were based on
that developed for the FONT5 feedback system
experiment in the ATF extraction line [4]. The main
modifications to the firmware were to maximise the use
of the available on-chip dedicated memory blocks,
increase the UART speed and remove firmware blocks
specific to the feedback. In the feedback firmware only
164 samples per channel per pulse (corresponding to one
entire damping ring period sampled at 357 MHz). For
DAQ from 9 channels, this requires only a maximum of
8% of the available Block RAM (BRAM) resources. To
maximise the number of turns recorded for turn-by-turn
(TBT) acquisition, it was decided to record only the peak
value for each bunch and reduce the maximum number of
channels recorded to six (allowing for horizontal and
vertical position from a maximum of two BPMs in the
DR). It was desirable to also retain the capability of
returning all samples from one entire single-turn as for the
feedback firmware, thereby allowing the user to
determine the samples in each DR period corresponding
to the bunches. This single turn is taken to be the last-turn
before extraction from the DR, but this is arbitrary.
A block diagram of the turn-by-turn firmware is shown
in Fig.1. The incoming data streams from the six channels
are multiplexed into a channel sequencer which selects
which samples from which channels are to be recorded,
and passes the relevant samples into a single large first-in,
first-out (FIFO) memory. This FIFO comprises 112 x 18
kb cascaded BRAMs (93% of total resource), allowing a
total of 131071 14-bit samples to be recorded per pulse,
the remaining BRAM reserved for single-turn DAQ.
The system uses two triggers: an extraction trigger to
select the last turn for single-turn acquisition; and an
injection trigger to prompt the start of the TBT acquisition
logic. The FPGA logic is clocked on two distinct
domains: a fast domain, using an external 357 MHz
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source synchronised to the beam, for the sampling logic
and single turn DAQ: and the slower, 40 MHz for the
bulk TBT data acquisition and transmission logic. The
data is synchronised between the two clock domains
before the channel sequencer. A 2.16 MHz signal
synchronised to the DR revolution period, is generated
from a counter running on the 357 MHz and is used as a
turn counter, with the option to use an external source of
2.16 MHz from the machine. The turn counter allows for
the acquisition of n turns in every m in order to increase
the range of the time window across the damping cycle,
but retain the flexibility to record batches of consecutive
turns within the window.
Every 14-bit bunch sample is read-out from the FIFO
as two 7-bit words and transmitted by the UART at a rate
of 460.8 kbps, taking a minimum of ~4 second to return
the entire contents of the FIFO. TBT acquisition is
initiated by the user through the DAQ front-end, and
controlled by the FIFO status flags, full and empty.
Acquisition will begin on the arrival of an injection
trigger if the trigger system is armed and enabled by the
DAQ, and will proceed until the FIFO full flag is
asserted. This will trigger the data transmission though
the UART. When the FIFO is completely read-out FIFOempty is asserted and the trigger system is re-armed.

INITIAL RESULTS
Initial results from the system are shown below. Figure
2 shows a time window of the first few thousand
consecutive turns after injection for a single (x-difference)
channel of single bunch beam. Beam injection occurs at
turn number 6 with respect to the injection trigger.
Injection transients can clearly be seen, with a period of
200 turns (tune of 0.005), which corresponds to the
synchrotron frequency of 10.8 kHz [5,6]. These
oscillations are initially damped but appear to be excited
in bursts, and remain at a low level through most sets of
data recorded.
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Figure 1: Simplified block diagram of the turn-by-turn firmware.
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step size of 0.5 mm. At each setting 45,000 turns were
recorded with a time window of consecutive turns near to,
but not encompassing, the point of extraction. Note in this
plot the data has been charge normalised and calibrated
using the know calibration constant for the BPM
processor.
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Figure 2: X difference signal for first few thousand turns
of single bunch beam. Note injection occurs at turn
number 6.
Figure 3 shows the corresponding data for multi-train
beam, where due to the fill pattern in the DR, bunch 2 is
the first injected, followed by 1 and then 3. This dataset
shows a similar time window to Fig.1 but starting just
before the injection of Bunch 3. Bunch 3 shows a similar
pattern in term of synchrotron oscillations to that of Fig 2,
however bunches 2 and 1 have been damping for 1 and 2
complete machine cycles respectively, and the magnitude
of the oscillations is smaller although both bunches are
clearly disturbed by the injection of Bunch 3.

Figure 3: X difference signals for first few thousand
turns of multi-train beam.
Figure 4 demonstrates the operation of the n-in-m
mode, where 1 in every 32 turns is the granularity
required to cover the entire damping cycle of a bunch in
single train mode. As in Fig. 3 injection occurs at turn 6,
and extraction at around turn 940,000. The mean
transverse position in the DR appears to settle after about
100,000 turns.
Figure 5 shows the response of the system to a change
in the mean orbit in the DR. In this case, an orbit bump
was made across a region in close proximity to the BPM,
using four corrector magnets. Five bump settings were
made with a nominal range of +1 to – 1 mm, and a linear
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Figure 4: X difference signals for every 1 turn in 32 of
single bunch beam. Note that injection occurs at turn 0
and extraction around turn number 940000. On the far
right of the figure a subsequent injection can be seen, at a
time of 0.65 s after the first, corresponding to the next
machine cycle.

Figure 5: Vertical position for c. 45000 turns of single
bunch beam, for five different vertical orbit bump
settings.
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The FONT5 intra-train feedback system serves as a
prototype for an interaction point beam-based feedback
system for future electron-positron colliders, such as the
International Linear Collider. The system has been tested
on the KEK Accelerator Test Facility (ATF) and is
deployed to stabilise the beam orbit at the ATF2. The goal
of this system is to correct both position and angle jitter in
the vertical plane, providing stability of ~1 micron at the
entrance to the ATF2 final-focus system. The system
comprises three stripline beam position monitors (BPMs)
and two stripline kickers, custom low-latency analogue
front-end BPM processors, a custom FPGA-based digital
processing board with fast ADCs, and custom kickerdrive amplifiers. An overview of the hardware, and the
latest results from beam tests at ATF2, will be presented.
The total latency of the system with coupled position and
angle feedback loops operating simultaneously was
measured to be approximately 140 ns. The greatest degree
of correction observed was down to a jitter of 0.4 microns
at one of the feedback BPMs, a factor of six compared to
the uncorrected beam jitter, for a very high degree of
bunch-to-bunch correlation.

INTRODUCTION
A number of fast beam-based feedback systems are
required at future electron-positron, such as the
International Linear Collider (ILC) [1]. At the interaction
point (IP) a very fast system, operating on nanosecond
timescales within each bunch-train, is required to
compensate for residual vibration-induced jitter on the
final-focus magnets by steering the electron and positron
beams into collision. A pulse-to-pulse feedback system is
envisaged for optimising the luminosity on timescales
corresponding to 5 Hz. Slower feedbacks, operating in the
0.1 – 1 Hz range, will control the beam orbit through the
Linacs and Beam Delivery System.
The key components of each such system are beam
position monitors (BPMs) for registering the beam orbit;
fast signal processors to translate the raw BPM pickoff
signals into a position output; feedback circuits, including
delay loops, for applying gain and taking account of
system latency; amplifiers to provide the required output
drive signals; and kickers for applying the position (or
angle) correction to the beam. A schematic of the IP intratrain feedback is shown in Fig. 1, for the case in which
the beams cross with a small angle; the current ILC
design incorporates a crossing angle of 14 mrad.
____________________________________________
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Figure 1: Schematic of IP intra-train feedback system
with a crossing angle. The deflection of the outgoing
beam is registered in a BPM and a correcting kick applied
to the incoming other beam.
Critical issues for the intra-train feedback performance
include the latency of the system, as this affects the
number of corrections that can be made within the
duration of the bunch-train, and the feedback algorithm.
Previously we have reported on all-analogue feedback
system prototypes in which our aim was to reduce the
latency to a few tens of nanoseconds, thereby
demonstrating applicability for ‘room temperature’ Linear
Collider designs with very short bunch-trains of order
100ns in length, such as NLC, GLC and CLIC [2]. We
achieved total latencies (signal propagation delay +
electronics latency) of 67ns (FONT1) [3], 54ns (FONT2)
[4] and 23ns (FONT3) [5].
We report the latest results on the design, development
and beam testing of an ILC prototype system that
incorporates a digital feedback processor based on a stateof-the-art Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). The
use of a digital processor allows for the implementation of
more sophisticated algorithms which can be optimised for
possible beam jitter scenarios at ILC. However, a penalty
is paid in terms of a longer signal processing latency due
to the time taken for digitisation and digital logic
operations. This approach is now possible for ILC given
the long, multi-bunch train, which includes parameter sets
with c. 3000/6000 bunches separated by c. 300/150ns
respectively.

SYSTEM DESIGN
A schematic of the FONT5 feedback system prototype
and the experimental configuration in the upgraded ATF
extraction beamline, ATF2, is shown in Fig. 2. The ATF
can provide an extracted train that comprises 3 bunches
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with an ILC-like bunch spacing, selectable in the range
140 - 154 ns. FONT5 has been designed as a bunch-bybunch feedback with a latency goal of around 140ns, also
meeting the minimum ILC specification of c. 150ns
bunch spacing. This allows measurement of the first
bunch position and correction of both the second and third
ATF bunches.
The system is deployed at ATF2 to stabilise the position
and angle of the beam in the vertical plane at the entrance
to the final focus system to the one micron level. Two
stripline BPMs (P2, P3) are used to provide vertical beam
position inputs to the feedback. Two stripline kickers (K1,
K2) [3,4] are used to provide fast vertical beam
corrections. The third stripline BPM (P1) provides a
witness of the incoming beam conditions and is used in
the calculation of the BPM resolution. The two loops (P2K1 and P3-K2) are nominally orthogonal in phase
advance, in order to correct both position and angle. The
system can be operated with the two loops uncoupled
running either individually or simultaneously, or with
both loops running together and taking into account
coupling between them. In general, better results are
obtained for the coupled system, as the phase advance
between the pairs of kickers and BPMs is not exactly pi/2.
Each BPM signal is initially processed in a front-end
analogue signal processor [6]. These outputs are then
sampled, digitised and processedby the digital feedback
board. Analogue output correction signals are sent to a
fast amplifier that drives each kicker.
P1

P2

Figure 3: FONT5 digital feedback board.

P3

To dump

K1

QD10X

QF11X

K2

QD12X

QF13X

QD14X

QF15X

FB board

DAQ

Figure 2: Schematic of FONT5 at the ATF2 extraction
beamline showing the relative locations of the kickers,
BPMs and the elements of the feedback system.
The design of the front-end BPM signal processor is
described in [6]. The top and bottom (y) stripline BPM
signals were added and subtracted using a hybrid, to form
a sum and difference signal respectively. The resulting
signals were band-pass filtered and down-mixed with a
714 MHz local oscillator signal which was phase-locked
to the beam. The resulting baseband signals are low-pass
filtered. The hybrid, filters and mixer were selected to
have latencies of the order of a few nanoseconds, in an
attempt to yield a total processor latency of 10ns.
The custom digital feedback processor board is shown
in Fig. 3. There are 9 analogue signal input channels in
which digitisation is performed using ADCs with a
maximum conversion rate of 400 MS/s, and 2 analogue
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output channels formed using DACs, which can be
clocked at up to 210 MHz. The digital signal processing is
based on a Xilinx Virtex5 FPGA. The FPGA is clocked
with a 357 MHz source derived from the ATF master
oscillator and hence locked to the beam. The ADCs are
clocked at 357 MHz. The analogue BPM processor output
signals are sampled at the peak to provide the input signal
to the feedback. The gain stage is implemented via a
lookup table stored in FPGA RAM, alongside the
reciprocal of the BPM sum signal for beam charge
normalisation. The delay loop is implemented as an
accumulator in the FPGA. The output is converted back
to analogue and used as input to the driver amplifier. A
pre-beam trigger signal is used to enable the amplifier
drive output from the digital board.

The driver amplifier was manufactured by TMD
Technologies [7], a UK-based RF company. The
amplifier was specified to provide +-30A of drive current
into the kicker. The risetime, starting at the time of the
input signal, was specified as 35ns to reach 90% of peak
output. The output pulse length was specified to be up to
10 microseconds. Although current operation is with only
3 bunches in a train of length c. 300ns, this design allows
for future ATF2 operations with extracted trains of 20 or
60 bunches with similar bunch spacing.

BEAM TEST RESULTS
We report the results of beam tests of the system
performed in 2010; some preliminary results were
reported in [8]. We commissioned both the P2-K1 and
P3-K2 loops, both individually and in coupled loop mode.
The latency was measured using a special mode of the
firmware, where a constant DAC value is set, to provide a
constant drive signal and hence a static deflection is given
to the beam one complete latency period after the
measurement of the first bunch. Provided the total latency
is less than the bunch spacing, the effect of the kick will
be present in the measured position of bunch 2 and the
kick can be delayed in time until the effect on bunch 2
can no longer be seen, effectively mapping out the
leading edge of the kicker pulse using the beam position.
Data was recorded with interleaved kicked and un-kicked
beam for each delay setting used, to mitigate against slow
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position drifts, and averaged at each setting to reduce the
effect of beam jitter on the measurement. Figure 4 shows
the average difference between kicked and un-kicked
position as a function of the additional delay applied, for
P3-K1, the most critical path for coupled loop operation.
The system latency is defined by the point where 90% of
the full scale deflection is seen in the kicked beam. For
P3-K1 this occurs at a delay setting of approximately 10
ns, which, for a bunch spacing of 151.2 ns, implies a
latency of approximately 140 ns.

MOPD80

operating. In the case of bunch 1, the feedback system has
no effect, and the jitter with and without the feedback
operating is 2.1 Pm. For bunch 2, however, the incoming
beam jitter with the feedback on is reduced from 2.1 Pm
to below 0.4 Pm. Similarly, for bunch 3, a reduction from
2.3 Pm to 1.1 Pm was observed. The measured value for
the jitter of bunch 2 with the feedback operating implies
that the resolution must be at most approximately 300
nm, at least for the BPM processor at P2. The difference
between the scale of the correction between bunches 2
and 3 can be accounted for by the difference in measured
bunch-to-bunch position correlation, which was 98% for
bunch 1 to bunch 2, but only 89% for bunch 2 to bunch 3.
The fact that bunch 3 has more random position jitter
compared to bunches 1 and 2 is believed to be due to
variations in the extraction kicker field at the edge of the
c. 310 ns extraction pulse, as was also suggested by a
different orbit observed for bunch in the extraction line
compared to bunches 1 and 2.

Figure 4: Average difference between kicked and unkicked positions for bunch 2 at P2, as a function of
additional delay applied to the constant amplifier drive.
This data was for the coupled loop system and hence
represents the latency in the longest path length in the
system, P3-K1.
The most important figure of merit of the FONT5
feedback system at ATF2 is its performance on the
reduction of the correlated beam jitter in the bunch-train.
Position distributions for the three bunches at P2 for
coupled loop operation are shown in Fig. 5, for
interleaved data with and without the feedback system

[1] http://www.linearcollider.org/cms/
[2] http://clic-study.web.cern.ch/CLIC-Study/
[3] P.N. Burrows et al, Proceedings PAC03, Portland,
Oregon, May 2003, p. 687.
[4] P.N. Burrows et al, Proceedings EPAC04, Lucerne,
July 2004, p. 785.
[5] P.N. Burrows et al, Proceedings PAC05, Knoxville,
TN, May 2005, p. 1359.
[6] R. Apsimon et al, Proceedings IPAC10, Kyoto,
Japan, p. 1152.
[7] www.tmdtechnologies.co.uk
[8] R. Apsimon et al, Proceedings IPAC10, Kyoto,
Japan, p. 2788.

Figure 5: Position distributions for the three bunches at P2 showing the reduction in measured beam jitter with coupled
feedback operation, with interleaved feedback off (blue) and feedback on (red). A rolling average is subtracted from
each bunch position to remove the effects of position drift from the jitter distributions. The corrections observed for
each bunch were as would be expected given the measured incoming jitter and bunch-to-bunch correlations observed.
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INSTALLATION FOR MEASUREMENTS OF SECONDARY EMISSION
YIELD AND ELECTRON CLOUD LIFETIME IN MAGNETIC FIELD
V.V. Anahsin, A.A. Krasnov, V.K. Ovchar, V.V. Smaluk, D.P. Sukhanov,
Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics, Novosibirsk 630090, Russia
Abstract
An experimental setup for investigations of electronsurface interaction and electron cloud behaviour is under
commissioning at BINP. The proposed method provides
direct measurements of secondary emission yield and
electron clouds lifetime in the presence of strong
magnetic field. In principle, the experiments can be
performed at cryogenic temperatures. The experimental
data will help to figure out the process of reflection of low
energy electrons from a metal surface and can be useful
for improvement of computer codes developed for
simulation of electron clouds behaviour in a cold beam
pipe of particle accelerators. The structure and
performance capabilities of the setup are described, first
experimental results are presented.

field between “M” and “D” the secondary, reflected and
re-diffused electrons return to the sample with different
time (dependent of their velocity) and could be absorbed
by the sample or reflected again. The curves IS(t), IBM1(t)
and IBM2(t) give the electron cloud dynamic behaviour.
Gate valve (GV) port (SRP) and sample manipulator
provides sample replacement without venting. Thermal
screen protects liquid helium bath against heat load from
thermo-cathode and sample heater.
Four coaxial electrical feedthrough and in-vacuum
coaxial lines connected to “modulator”, BM1, BM2 and
“sample” are applied to provide time resolution
measurement in nanosecond region.
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INTRODUCTION
Last years, the electron cloud build-up conditions are
under keen consideration of accelerator physics [1].
Initiation of the new method and experimental setup [2] for electron cloud investigation is necessary for
several reasons:
- absence of experimental data for electron-surface
interaction in the presence of strong magnetic field.
- make simple electron cloud build-up and
measurements of its parameters under laboratory
conditions (including experiments at cryogenic
temperatures).
- time resolution observation of surface double layer
influence on SEY and charging/discharging of the
oxide layers.

EXPERIMENTAL INSTALLATION
Method Conception
The method principle is based on two options:
confinement of low energy electron cloud living in a well
defined space and the use of synchronous time resolution
current measurements (Figure 1). The thermo-cathode
“C”, fast modulator “M”, diaphragm “D” and sample are
placed inside a solenoid on its axis.
The modulator generates a short pulse (3÷10 ns) of
primarily electron current IP. The electron energy is
determined by cathode potential (-50V ÷ 1500 V). When
the primarily electrons reach sample its current is equal:
IS=ITS+R+Rd (true secondary + reflected + re-defused) IP. Note, the integral of IS(t) over the pulse time gives an
additional charge ǻQ coming from the sample to vacuum
space due to secondary electron emission phenomenon.
The living space of the created electron cloud is confined
by the magnetic field and by the drift space between
sample and diaphragm “D”. After reflection by electric
236

Figure 1: Experimental set-up. “SC” – superconducting
coil, “C” – thermo-cathode, “M” – modulator, “D –
diaphragm, “BM1, BM2” – beam monitor (coaxial
cylinders), “LHe” – liquid helium, “S” – sample, “Ts” –
thermo sensor, “GV” – all metal gate valve, “IGP+TS” –
ion getter pump + titanium sublimation pump, “TP” –
turbo-molecular pump, “RP” – rough pump, “SRP” –
sample replacement port, “SM” – sample manipulator.

Installation Parameters
The main geometrical parameters are listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Geometrical Parameters
Element (from
left to right)

ID

[mm]

Length

[mm]

Gap with right
element [mm]

Cathode

-

0.25

Modulator

0.5

2

3

Diaphragm

4.5

1

1

BM1

4

10

0

Drift tube

7

325

1

BM2

7

59

2÷3 (to sample)

Other parameters of interest are:
- Maximum sample diameter is 13mm.
- Energy of primarily electrons: 50 ÷ 1500eV.
- Primarily beam pulse current: up to 0.2mA.
- Primarily electron beam pulse duration: 1 ÷ 10ns.
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- Beam diameter: 0.5 ÷ 2mm (RT operation), 0.5mm
(cryogenic operation).
- Maximum magnetic field: 0.1T (RT operation), 10T
(cryogenic operation).
- BM1, Drift tube, BM2 independed bias: -600 ÷
+600V.
- sample temperature range: RT ÷ +250°C (RT
operation), -253°C ÷ +250°C (cryogenic operation).
- preamplifiers frequency range: 0 ÷ 1.8 GHz.

Secondary electron yield (SEY) can be interpreted as
relation of electron cloud charge after interaction with
sample to primarily electron beam change and can be
calculated from recorded curves with different ways. The
use two of them is shown on Figure 3. ‘BM2 only” means
SEY calculated with following relation:

SEYBM 2 only

FIRST EXPERIMENTS
At present time the installation is under commissioning
at Room Temperature. Figure 2 shows typical signals
recoded from BM1, BM2 and “sample (IS). The bias on
BM1, drift tube and BM2 is same and equal +40V. Left
part of Figure 5 shows propagation of primary electron
beam and firs turn of secondary electrons. Right part of
Figure 2 shows relatively long time electron cloud
behaviour – multiple reflections of secondary electrons.
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³I

(t )dt

³I

(t )dt

BM 2
over first positive pulse

BM 2
over first negative pulse

“BM2+IS” means SEY calculated with next relation:

³I

(t )dt

BM 2
over first positive pulse

SEYBM 2  Is

³

I BM 2 (t )dt 
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³I
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Cu acetone cleaning. P=4E-8 mbar
Uc=-300V, Ubm1=Udrift=Ubm2=+100V, Us=0, Pulse=[3ns, 4.5V]
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Figure 2: Typical current signals recoded from BM1, BM2 and “Sample”.
As can be seen from Figure 3, the two calculations
when combined provide a good fit.

OPTIONS FOR FUTURE
INVESTIGATIONS
The installation has wide range of possible application.
Most interest of them, from author’s point of view, are
written below:
- velocity distribution of the secondary electrons along
magnetic field lines. That can be done by analyse of
first positive pulse of BM2 or second pulse of BM1
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at low bias on the monitors and drift tube (see Figure
4).
- measurements of secondary emission parameters at
cryogenic temperature and strong magnetic field to
obtain new data for electron cloud simulation in
accelerators cryogenic beam pipe.
- check options for secondary electron suppression
suitable for LHC upgrade. That could be a coating
(sputtered carbon [2] or an aquadag for example) or a
surface electron trapping [3,4].
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- Measurements of SEY parameters as a function of
space charge and primary beam duration
(charging/discharging of oxide layers).

- maximum pulse current (and measurements accuracy
as result) is limited by space charge effect.
The mentioned characteristics could be improved by a
simple photocathode application instead of thermocathode.
Photocathode will give additional options:
- simple control of electron beam diameter/profile.
- scanning of sample surface.

CONCLUSION
The installation for investigation of secondary electron
emission and electron cloud behaviour in presence of
magnetic field is under commissioning at Room
Temperature. First results prove its wide potential range
application especially in frame of obtaining new
experimental data for electron cloud simulation at
cryogenic temperatures and strong magnetic field.
Figure 3: SEY of copper sample at residual gas pressure
4·10-8 mbar.

Stainless steal, P=5E-8 mbar
Uc=-300V, Pulse=[3ns, 4.5V]
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Figure 4: Dynamic of BM2 current at 5V potential of drift
space (Ubm1=Udrift=Ubm2=5V).

POSSIBLE IMPROVEMENTS
Primarily beam parameters are limited in presence
design:
- 1ns time resolution is limited by capacity of
electrodes (modulator).
- beam diameter is limited by possible thermo-cathode
power (load on cryogenic system).
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PERFORMANCE OF THE FAST BEAM CONDITIONS MONITOR BCM1F
IN THE CMS EXPERIMENT AT LHC
E. Castro, DESY, Zeuthen, Germany
On Behalf Of The CMS Beam & Radiation Monitoring Group

The Beam Conditions and Radiation Monitoring System, BRM, is installed in CMS to protect the detector
and to provide feedback to LHC on beam conditions. It
is composed of several sub-systems that measure the radiation level close to or inside all sub-detectors, monitor
the beam halo conditions with different time resolution,
support beam tuning and protect CMS in case of adverse
beam conditions by firing a beam abort signal. This paper presents the Fast Beam Conditions Monitor, BCM1F,
which is designed for fast flux monitoring, measuring with
nanosecond time resolution, both the beam halo and collision products. It uses single-crystal CVD diamond sensors and radiation hard front-end electronics, along with an
optical transmission of the signal. Since November 2009
BCM1F has been recording data from beam halo, beam
losses, proton-proton and lead-lead collisions and it became an invaluable tool in the everyday CMS operation. A
characterization of the system on the basis of data collected
during LHC operation is presented.

INTRODUCTION
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [1] at CERN has been
successfully providing proton-proton and lead-lead collisions since autumn 2009. The high-energy beams with very
large intensities pose issues concerning the beam losses and
the safety and operation of the detectors.
The Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) [2] is a multipurpose detector designed around a 3.8T solenoid magnet
at interaction point (IP) 5 of the LHC. The detector systems in CMS have been designed with very high radiation
tolerance, however, beam losses may still cause harm to
detector components so their advent must be detected. The
CMS is equipped with a Beam Conditions and Radiation
Monitoring (BRM) [3] system that allows diagnosis of adverse beam conditions and can initiate beam aborts or shut
down vulnerable detectors , if necessary.
The BRM is composed by eight subsystems, working on
different time scales, that monitor the beam conditions and
the radiation levels throughout CMS. In order to be useful
as beam monitoring devices, the detectors must be radiation hard.The BRM sub-detectors are decoupled from the
LHC power supply and the central CMS data acquisition
and must be active whenever there is beam in the LHC.
The CMS Fast Beam Conditions Monitor (BCM1F) [4]
is one of the BRM sub-systems. It was designed to monitor the flux of particles with a time resolution of nanosec-
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onds, being able to diagnose adverse beam conditions such
as beam losses. It is installed inside the pixel volume close
to the beam-pipe and it consists of two planes of 4 modules
each located on both sides of the IP. It also provides information on the background conditions in the region of CMS
pixel detector.

BCM1F SYSTEM OVERVIEW
BCM1F delivers bunch-by-bunch information on both
the beam halo and collision products near the beam pipe
and close to the IP in CMS. It uses radiation hard singlecrystal Chemical Vapor Deposition (sCVD) diamond sensors for particle detection with low leakage current (range
of pico-Amperes).
Four modules, consisting of a sensor, a pre-amplifier and
an optical driver, are arranged around the beam pipe at a
distance of 4.5 cm from the beam axis, and on two planes
located at 1.8 m on both sides of the IP. This distance is optimal for the separation of incoming and outgoing particles
and corresponds to a time-of-flight of ∼6 ns for relativistic
particles. The whole design fulfils the requirements of size
to fit in the space-constrained region near the tracker. The
time resolution is 1.3 ns, less than the time between bunch
crossings [4]. The radiation hardness is sufficient to operate them several years inside CMS. BCM1F measures the
flux of beam halo particles as well as of collision products,
thereby providing CMS Background 1 to the LHC control.

Readout Chain and Data Acquisition
The sensors have a size of 5 × 5 × 0.5 mm3 . They are
metallized on both sides and operate as solid state ionization chambers, as illustrated in Figure 1. Charge-sensitive,
radiation-hard amplifier ASICs of the type JK16 [5] collect the induced charge and shape proportional signals. Using an optical driver, they are transmitted as analogue optical signals to a service room where they are converted
back to electrical signals in the optical receiver. The analogue signals are then fanned-out into a discriminator and
into an analog-to-digital converter (ADC). The ADC samples the waveform of the signals to obtain a precise digital image whilst the discriminator supplies logical signals
to a scaler and to a time-to-digital converter (TDC). The
data acquired by these three readout devices are processed
immediately. Relevant results are displayed in the control
room and passed on to the central CMS data acquisition.
Raw data are stored permanently on disk for off-line analysis.
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Figure 1: Schematic of the BCM1F readout chain. (Left)
Front-end module, including sensor, pre-amplifier and optical driver. (Right) Back-end elements in the counting room.

is constant. When the collisions start the rate jumps orders
of magnitude and is due to hits arising from the collisions,
expected to be proportional to the luminosity. After dumping the beams, BCM1F records hits with a rate that drops
exponentially with a lifetime of ∼34 minutes. This decay
can still be observed for longer time scales. Further investigation of this effect might be important to estimate the
radiation dose in the CMS pixel detector area.

PERFORMANCE OF BCM1F
Signal Sampling
The signals from the sensors are fed into a CAEN v1721
flash ADC where they are digitized. The amplitude spectra
from proton-proton collisions is shown in Figure 2. The
pedestal peak around zero constitutes the baseline. In the
signal region the first maximum is associated to minimum
ionising particles (MIP). The peak on the right is caused by
saturation of the front-end electronics.
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Figure 3: Hit rate with the scalers during an LHC fill. Different steps of the fill are well charazterized.

Timing Information

Figure 2: Pulse height spectrum of signals from protonproton collisions. The peak around zero corresponds to the
pedestal peak, a MIP signal is seen at ∼8 ADC counts and
the last peak at ∼10 MIPs is due to the saturation of the
front-end.

The discriminated analogue signals are also digitised by
a multi-hit CAEN v767 TDC board with 0.8 ns resolution.
Using the LHC orbit as a trigger and the LHC bunch clock
as sampling clock, the TDCs provide the time of the hits
within an LHC orbit. The time can be converted into the
bunch number in an orbit what allows the identification of
each single bunch. Figure 4 shows the arrival time distribution of the particles within an orbit in an LHC fill.
Clearly seen are the peaks from colliding and non-colliding
bunch trains consisting of eight proton buches spaced by
150ns. Figure 5 is an zoom into a train of colling and noncolliding proton bunches in CMS spaced by 50ns.

The amplitude spectra is used to monitor the pulse height
and to estimate the SNR. Another task of the ADC is to
monitor the baseline stability and to do performance studies.

Particle Rates
The discriminated signals of each channel are input into
a CAEN v560B scaler that provides the hit rate. In Figure 3, the rates show the different steps of a fill: before
beam injection the rates come from noise, cosmics and possibly from de-activation of the material in the vicinity of
BCM1F. As beams are injected and accelerated the rates
increase due to a higher beam-gas interaction caused by
the increase of the vacuum pressure. The vacuum pressure stabilises during the flat-top and the rate of BCM1F
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Figure 4: Hit rate as a function of time. Time is given in
units of bunch numbers corresponding to 24.95 ns.
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Figure 5: Zoomed train of 50ns spaced colliding and noncolliding bunches.
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Figure 6: Hit rate in a bunch train of non-colliding bunches
reflecting degradation in vacuum conditions by increasing
rates of Beam 2.

After the occurrence of collisions, long tails with exponential shapes are observed in the rates of the TDCs. This
can be clearly seen in Figure 4. Fitting the exponential and
the constant contributions, a lifetime of (2.12 ± 0.02) µs
is obtained. Simulations using the FLUKA Monte Carlo
[6] describe well the shape of the hit rate distribution and
give information about the particle contents of the albedo.
The tails are mostly caused by neutrons, photons, electrons
and positrons. Further investigations are needed to understand the origin of these particles and evaluate the impact
on CMS operations.

SENSITIVITY OF THE SYSTEM TO
BEAM CONDITIONS
BCM1F showed to be very sensitive to beam conditions
inside CMS such as vacuum quality, collimator and van
der Meer scans. Also, BCM1F delivers a fast luminosity
estimate.
Figure 6 illustrates the effect of an increase of the beamgas interaction rates for Beam 2 entering the CMS experiment as the consequence of an increase of the vacuum pressure.
In addition, the BCM1F is being used as a luminosity
estimation due to the good agreement of the rates with the
instant luminosity provided by the CMS Forward Hadron
Calorimeter [reference] as it is shown in Figure 7. In the
figure the rates of the eight BCM1F sensors were normalized to the HF instant luminosity.

CONCLUSIONS
The BCM1F, has been used as a beam conditions monitoring tool since the LHC restart in autumn 2009. Thanks to
the data acquisition architecture, it provides: rates, bunch
identification and luminosity estimation to the CMS operators and background rates to LHC. BCM1F became a key
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Figure 7: BCM1F hit rates normalized to HF instant luminosity during a proton fill.
tool in the BRM system by giving valuable beam information and it shows, in the day-by-day operation, that new
monitoring capabilities are still to be exploited.
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Photocathodes are important devices for contemporary
electron
accelerators.
Significant
photocathode
parameters are: fast response time, quantum efficiency,
long lifetime, low emittance and minimal effect on RF
properties of the accelerating system. In this paper
development of the hollow photocathode conception is
presented and prototype is described. Such cathode
geometry allows quantum efficiency rising due to surface
photoelectric effect which is concerned with normal to
material surface wave electric field multiplier.
Experimental results of hollow photocathode using
efficiency are given (266 nm wavelength, 15 ns pulse
time with 1 Hz repetition rate). Backside irradiation
radically simplifies laser beam targeting on emitting
surface, accelerator equipment adjustment and allows
photocathode working surface laser cleaning.

metal surface temperature (which depends on
accepted power).

HOLLOW PHOTOCATHODE
Photocathode Stand Setup
Cathode investigations were done at a stand [3] with a
vacuum of 2  10-9 torr, gun anode voltage of 6 kV and
monopulse YAG:Nd3+ (Neodymium doped YttriumAluminium Garnet) laser. Generated UV-radiation had a
wavelength of 266 nm, pulse length of 15 ns, beam
diameter of 6 mm and maximum pulse energy of 15 mJ.

INTRODUCTION
Today considerable results in photocathodes
development and production are achieved. Despite this, it
is still possible to improve photocathode characteristics
by optimizing of laser beam usage.

Photo- and Thermoemission
Appearing of the thermoemission at the photocathode
increases response time and emittance of generated
electron beam. In this connection let’s remind a pair of
signs which indicate thermoemission appearing.
 On the photoelectric effect electron output is
inertialless, there is no lag between laser and electron
pulses. Upon one-photon process electron pulse
length is equal to laser one as well. As shown in [1],
lag is absent at intensities less than 4 MW/cm2. At
greater intensities lag appears and photocurrent pulse
elongates, what means thermoemission appearing.
For impulses shorter than 10-11 s thermoemission can
be observed up to intensities of 10÷100 GW/cm2
[1, 2]. In the picosecond range thermoemission
nature changes: electron subsystem becomes isolated
of the lattice and warms up nearly inertialless due to
small
thermal
capacity.
Such
inertialless
thermoemission almost can not be observed without
photoemission but can cause emittance increasing.
 The surface photoelectric effect is a typical vectorial
phemomenon. Current is defined by normal to
surface component of wave electric field and
dramatically depends on laser beam angle of
incidence and polarization. As regards the
thermoemission, its current completely depends on

Figure 1: Photocathode stand overview.

Hollow Photocathode Concept
Hollow photocathode is a 4-6 mm width washer with a
cone or cylinder aperture in the middle (Figure 2). Such
cathode geometry allows quantum efficiency rising due to
surface photoelectric effect, which is concerned to normal
to material surface wave electric field component.
The working surface of such photocathode is cone
(with obliquity of 1:50) or cylinder generatrix. Outcome
diameter was approximately 2 mm.
Niobium was chosen as a material for the test
photocathode due to its machining simplicity. Also this
material is of interest to use in SRF photoinjectors.
Test cathode was made mechanically of niobium with
purity of 99.97. Working surface was grinded but not
polished or chemically etched. Before investigations all
cathodes were laser cleaned by a Ø3 mm focused laser
beam with 5-6 MW/cm2 intensity.

___________________________________________

#
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Figure 4: Nb solid photocathode current oscillograms:
1, 2 – 4.2 MW/cm2 intensity, unfocused laser beam (for
different timescales); 3, 4 – 4.8 MW/cm2, focused laser
beam (for different time scales).

Figure 2: Scheme of the hollow photocathode operation.

Quantum efficiency (QE) was defined as a ratio of
emitted electrons and laser injected photons. Current
density on the cathode was 70 A/cm2. The charge of 90
nC was extracted (current of 6 A).
For the demonstration purpose hollow photocathodes
with thin film working surface were tested. CsTe and
DLC (diamond-like carbon) cathodes were produced by
plasmachemical precipitation in vacuum. Investigation
results are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: QE measurements summary

Figure 3: e-Gun with hollow photocathode.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Common Photocathode Investigations
Preliminary emission characteristics of common solid
photocathode (Ø10 mm niobium disk with thickness of
1 mm) were done. Cathode was irradiated by unfocused
and focused to Ø3 mm laser beam with normal angle of
incidence. Cathode surface was laser cleaned.
Radiant flux density was changed from 0.8 to 4.1
MW/cm2 for unfocused and from 3.2 to 16.4 MW/cm2 for
focused to Ø3 mm laser beam. For unfocused beam
thermoemission was absent up to maximum obtainable
intensity. For focused beam thermoemission appeared
from intensity of 4.8 MW/cm2 – photocurrent pulse
duration increases (Figure 4).
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Cathode type

QE, %

Solid Nb

2  10-4

Hollow Nb

6  10-3

Hollow CsTe (80 nm film)

7  10-3

Hollow DLC (40 nm film)

1  10-3

NEW STAND SETUP
The new picosecond laser was installed in December
2010. Laser parameters are presented in Tables 2 and 3.
Preliminary investigations have shown electron beam
current of 15-20 A.
Table 2: New laser parameters
Pulse length, ps
Freqency, Hz
Beam diameter, mm

70-80
15
9
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Table 3: Energy vs Wavelength for new laser
Wavelength, nm

Energy, mJ

1064

75

532

35

266

5

213

3

 Operation life of the thin-film hollow photocathodes.
Lifetime increasing is expected because of cathode
accepted power decreasing (due to sliding beam
incidence and back ion bombardment effect
decreasing).
 Thermoemission minimization by cathode accepted
power decreasing (by close to 90º angle of incidence
using).

REFERENCES
CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
Investigations have shown that quantum efficiency of
hollow photocathodes is at lest ten times more then QE of
solid ones. Backside irradiation also radically simplifies
laser beam targeting on emitting surface, accelerator
equipment alignment and photocathode working surface
laser cleaning.

Further Investigation Plans
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In future it is planned to investigate the following
topics:
 Hollow photocathodes with polished working
surface.
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BEAM EMITTANCE STUDIES AT THE HEAVY ION LINAC UNILAC
P. Gerhard∗ , W. Barth, L. Dahl, L. Groening, H. Vormann, GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

New accelerating structures for the UNILAC at GSI
were commissioned in the last two years [1, 2], and further machine upgrades are in preparation in order to meet
the requirements for FAIR [3, 4]. Beam emittance is
one of the key beam parameters that are essential for any
beam dynamics calculation, for the design of new accelerators as well as verification or investigation of existing machines. Its measurement is intricate and often time consuming. Extensive emittance measurements went along with
the commissionings and were conducted to provide a reliable basis for beam dynamics simulations. In addition
to the 10 permanent transverse emittance measurement devices installed all over the UNILAC, two ”mobile” devices
had been built and mounted at four different sites in the
UNILAC. This paper introduces the standard slit–grid device used for transverse beam emittance measurements and
gives an overview of the activities and results. Amongst
others, the following applications will be presented: Emittance growth of high current ion beams, stripping, and resonance effects in a DTL.

INTRODUCTION
The UNIversal Linear ACcelerator (UNILAC, Fig. 1) at
GSI is a heavy ion linac, comprising the high current injector (HSI), a gas stripper section, the high charge injector
(HLI), a drift tube linac (DTL) of Alvarez–type (Poststripper), and the transfer channel (TK) to the synchrotron (SIS
18) with a foil stripper. The experimental hall for coulomb
barrier experiments like SHIP or TASCA is served by the
UNILAC directly. The first complete commissioning took

brilliance has risen several magnitudes. The original design of course could not anticipate this development. With
FAIR (Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research) the requirements on beam parameters, especially intensity and
emittance, became even more challenging, making further
machine upgrades necessary. Optimizing the existing accelerator and the design of new accelerator components
requires a profound knowledge and understanding of the
machine behavior. Beam emittance measurements are an
inevitable basis for this.

EMITTANCE MEASUREMENT DEVICES
Hardware
The device used for transverse beam emittance measurements consists of one slit and one multiwire beam profile
monitor for each transverse plane. The slits are made from
copper and have an aperture 0.1 to 0.5 mm. They are water
cooled and their surface is undulated in order to withstand
the high beam power (up to 1.5 MWpeak and 10 kWavg. ).
Slits are mounted on linear feedthroughs that allow for the
precise movement necessary. The detectors have 16 to 64
wires with spacing between 0.8 and 1.5 mm. For precise
measurements and very large beam sizes, the grids are also
mounted on linear feedthroughs, while most of them are
mounted on pneumatic drives. A ”mobile“ emittance measurement device (MEMD) was set up (Fig. 2) and used at
different positions. Its installation length of 470 mm allows

Figure 1: Overview of the UNILAC and the emittance measurement device positions.
place in 1975 [5]. Since then the UNILAC underwent major upgrades like the extension of the Alvarez DTL by two
additional tanks and the replacement of the Wideroe injector by today’s radio frequency quadrupole (RFQ) and
interdigital H-structure (IH) accelerator at the HSI. Beam
∗ p.gerhard@gsi.de
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Figure 2: ”Mobile“ emittance measurement device.
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Figure 3: A buncher cavity had been removed to install the
emittance device between the HSI RFQ (green, left) and
IH1 (orange, right).

Figure 5: Emittance growth along the UNILAC for a 238 U
beam. Indicated are the horizontal and vertical acceptance
limits of the SIS 18 with respect to FAIR operation.
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Figure 4: Screenshot of the emittance software DE.
for measurements where components have to be removed
and space is limited (s. Fig. 3).

Figure 6: Effect of ion stripping by a carbon foil on the
transverse emittance, measured for three different foil densities. The dashed line indicates the unstripped beam. Exemplary data points for 238 U are added.

BEAM EMITTANCE STUDIES

Software & Operation

Emittance Growth

The operation and data acquisition software DE (Fig. 4)
was developed at GSI and is integrated into the VMS based
UNILAC control system. Therefore, temporary installations of additional emittance measurement devices can be
easily implemented and accessed via DE. This feature is
increasingly used. The data are saved in XML-files and
instantaneously presented as space-angle–plots. Four different measurement modes and resolution enhancement are
implemented. The maximum spacial resolution is 0.1 mm,
while the angular resolution can be increased to approx.
0.1 mrad by stepping the wire grid and doing multiple measurements. At high resolution, one transverse emittance
scan takes about one hour.
For further analysis the software P RO E MI is used. It provides comprehensive data manipulation and processing.

Future operation of FAIR requires high beam brilliances.
With seven emittance devices permanently installed along
the UNILAC, emittance growth along the accelerator can
be monitored. Such investigations have been carried out
repeatedly. As the latest results in Fig. 5 show, the horizontal emittance needs to be further improved. Matching the
108 MHz main DTL and foil stripping have been identified
as main sources of emittance growth.
The latter process was studied experimentally for different foil densities, beam intensities and ion species [6].
Some results are shown in Fig. 6. The dependence on the
foil density is reproduced, the difference for high and low
current operation is visible.
The preservation of beam quality of high current beams
along the Alvarez DTL is a major concern. In order to de-
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[1]. A new, enhanced design for the electrodes was implemented to increase beam transmission following the
requirements for FAIR. During the commissioning the
MEMD was installed directly behind the RFQ, complementing the permanent device in front of the RFQ. The
measurements were used for verification of the design, and
simulations of the beam matching to the RFQ based on
these data have been started in preparation of upgrades of
the low energy beam transport (LEBT).

Figure 7: High current transverse emittance growth along
the Alvarez DTL as a function of the (zero current) transverse phase advance: Simulated ◦ and experimental • data.
The straight line indicates the reference emittance at the
DTL entrance.

New cw-RFQ & ECR beam studies The RFQ of the
HLI was replaced in 2009/10 [2]. The new accelerator provides cw operation capability, besides enhanced beam quality and intensity. Since there is no permanent device, the
MEMD was installed successively at the entrance and exit
of the RFQ. By means of two beamtimes, the performance
of the new tank was verified. During the first beam time,
extensive beam studies of the ECR beam were carried out.
More than 160 emittance measurements were conducted in
five days with different ions and source settings. Simulations have been carried out, work is still in progress.

Figure 8: Experimental (top) and simulated (bottom) transverse emittances behind Alvarez I tank for a 7.1 mA
40
Ar10+ beam. At 100◦ phase advance the fourfold symmetry in the phase space distribution is clearly visible.

In the last years, transverse beam emittance measurements became a reliable and indispensable tool in a wide
range of machine studies. Verification of recently implemented components and machine investigations for high
current operation have been conducted successfully. Upgrades of the emittance measurement devices in the LEBT
are in progress.
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Recommissioning of the HSI RFQ The electrodes of
the RFQ accelerator of the HSI were replaced in 2009
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DEVELOPMENT OF FESA-BASED DATA ACQUISITION AND CONTROL
FOR FAIR
R. Haseitl, H. Bräuning, T. Hoffmann, K. Lang, R. Singh, GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
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Abstract
GSI has selected the CERN Front-End Software Architecture (FESA) to operate future beam diagnostic devices
for the upcoming FAIR facility. The FESA framework
is installed and operational at the GSI site, giving equipment specialists the possibility to develop FESA classes for
device control and data acquisition. This contribution outlines first developments of FESA-based systems for various
applications. Prototype DAQ systems based on FESA are
the BPM system of the synchrotron SIS18 with data rates
up to 7 GBit/s and a large scaler setup for particle counters
called LASSIE. FESA classes that address Gigabit Ethernet
cameras are used for video imaging tasks like scintillator
screen observation. Control oriented FESA classes access
industrial Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) for the
slow control of beam diagnostic devices. To monitor temperatures and set fan speeds of VME crates, a class communicating via the CAN bus has been developed.

bunch over a whole acceleration cycle. Position data is sent
over Ethernet to two powerful Linux computers (Dual Intel Xeon QuadCore 2 GHz CPU, 32 GB RAM, 64 bit Scientific Linux). For every BPM/Libera combination, there
is one BPM FESA class that receives and handles the data
stream. During acceleration, the bunch frequency increases
from 800 kHz at the injection to a maximum of ∼ 6 MHz
at the flattop, depending on the desired ion energy. The
resulting data rate is between 70 MBit/s and 580 MBit/s
per BPM. The FESA classes handle this huge amount of
data, process it and send this reduced stream of data to the
graphical user interface (GUI) for presentation. The tune
of the machine is calculated throughout the complete acceleration cycle, allowing an online tune observation [3].
Tasks like data storage, system calibration, bunch tracking
and the excitation of the beam with stripline exciter plates
can be performed upon request. Figure 1 shows the TOPOS
GUI in raw data mode with longitudinal bunch profiles.

FESA CONNECTIVITY
The Front-End Software Architecture (FESA) framework from CERN [1] provides a complete development
and testing environment for programmers. The new FESA
version 3.0 is developed in a collaboration between CERN
and GSI to make it lab-independent and therefore easily
deployable at any other facility. FESA is able to access
various types of front-end devices: Any VME module with
a known register mapping or a Linux driver can be easily
read out and configured. Front-ends with Ethernet connectivity can be controlled via standard C++-sockets or via libraries from the device manufacturer. The access to devices
with a CAN bus interface or to Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) has also been realized with FESA at GSI.

DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEMS
FESA is well suited for data acquisition tasks in beam
diagnostics. Several FESA classes have been developed at
GSI, replacing old measurement systems or implementing
new functionalities.

BPM System (TOPOS)
One of the first FESA installations which has been deployed at GSI is the Tune, Orbit and Position Measurement
System (TOPOS) [2]. In the GSI heavy ion synchrotron
SIS18, twelve BPMs are connected to Libera Hadron devices, delivering beam position data for each individual
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Figure 1: TOPOS in raw data mode, showing longitudinal
bunch profiles of four bunches in the GSI synchrotron over
several turns.

Scaler System (LASSIE)
The Large Analog Signal and Scaling Information Environment (LASSIE) is a FESA-based system to monitor,
analyse and distribute a large number of analogue and digital signals. It is used to correlate different machine parameters and measurement values of the accelerator like
depicted in Fig. 2. During a slow sequential beam extraction out of the synchrotron, the signals from a beam transformer, a magnet and three beam loss monitors can be pre-
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to-point connection to the GigE camera. The camera class
acquires the images and sends them to any GUI which has
subscribed to receive the data. If the original image data is
not needed, network bandwidth can be saved by distributing solely the projections and the histogram of the images.
The performance of the system in a prototype GUI
reached 10 frames per second (see Fig. 3). Future machine
vision systems for FAIR will be implemented using GigE
cameras and FESA.

Figure 3: GigE camera readout with FESA. The screenshots shows the prototype GUI with an image of a scintillator screen test installation.

Figure 2: LASSIE screenshot of a sequential slow extraction out of the GSI synchrotron, showing the following machine parameters (top to bottom): beam current in the ring,
magnet ramp and signals of three beam loss monitors.

Gigabit Ethernet Cameras
Many beam diagnostic systems rely on two dimensional image data from cameras, e.g. the readout of scintillator screens or Beam Induced Fluorescence monitors.
Currently, FireWire cameras are used to obtain the images and their readout is done via Windows and LabView
drivers. To overcome limitations regarding cable length
and Windows/LabView, Gigabit Ethernet (GigE) cameras
have been tested at GSI. The cameras come with Linux
drivers and software development kits from the vendors,
making it possible to address them directly out of FESA.
For a first test, two different GigE cameras have been integrated: The Prosilica GC 650 and the IDS uEye UI5240SE-M. Both models provide Linux libraries for camera access which have been linked to the FESA class.
To avoid network overload, the computer processing the
camera images can be equipped with two network cards:
one for the standard accelerator network, the other as point-
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CONTROL TASKS
PLC/Slow Control
At the GSI accelerators, Siemens Simatic PLCs are used
as a reliable slow control solution. The IEPLC tool by
CERN [7] offers a convenient way to bring PLCs into the
control system. The IEPLC configuration data defines the
PLC hardware setup and the communication parameters
between the PLC and a client like FESA. The tool produces
source code which is uploaded into the PLC and a C++ library which can be linked to FESA or any other client. The
communication with the PLC is realised via standard Ethernet.
The PLC installation at the GSI beam diagnostic devices
controls several voltages and relays of the Beam Induced
Fluorescence (BIF) monitors: 12 bit DACs provide adjustable voltages to camera irises, for the amplification control stages of image intensified cameras and for the calibration LEDs inside the beam pipe. Relay modules provide a
remote reset capability of system components like cameras
or a gas pressure controller. The PLC access via FESA has
been integrated into the existing software for the control of
Beam Induced Fluorescence monitors which is already in
operation at GSI [8]. For device experts and maintenance,
a standalone application to control all PLC parameters is
available.
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sented. The user can interactively select the desired data
channels to be visualized on the screen. Counter signals
from the hardware are plugged into several VME SIS3820
[4] scaler boards. The GSI setup is prepared to handle up to
192 channels with a sampling rate of up to 1 MHz. During
operation, the typical scaler latching frequency is between
100 and 1000 Hz. At this frequency, the data of all 192
channels can easily be transferred through the VME bus
and processed by the FESA class. When higher frequencies
are demanded, the VME backplane becomes a bottleneck,
since its maximal transfer rate is about 50 MByte/s depending on the transfer mode [5]. Filtering mechanisms inside
FESA ensure, that only relevant data which is seen in the
GUI is transferred over the network. LASSIE is available
in the GSI main control room and will replace the previous
ABLASS system [6].
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Network Devices
Lots of commercial hardware comes with integrated Ethernet connectivity. Since FESA classes are standard C++
code, connections to devices via TCP/IP or UDP are easily implementable. Remote controllable power plugs (Anel
NET-PwrCtrl PRO) have been integrated to enable a convenient remote reset ability within FESA. A UDP packet is
sent to the device to trigger the remote power sockets. In
the FESA class, a UDP listener waits for a response packet
to see, if the command was correctly executed and if the device is still up and running. For rapidly changing hardware
installations in the experimental areas, this setup provides
a simple reset solution.
Using the TCP/IP protocol, a FESA class for a Pfeiffer
gas control device (RVC 300) has been developed. The gas
control itself features only an RS232 port, so an RS232 to
Ethernet converter (Lantronix UDS2100) is used to bring
the device into the network. The FESA class connects to
the converter and sends the commands via TCP/IP. The
converter forwards the command to the gas control and
sends back the answer over the network. The values for the
actual and the demanded pressure are queried every second from the hardware. A small GUI enables the user to
monitor the pressures and to set a new pressure value.
Network devices with libraries from the manufacturer
are also addressable in FESA, e.g. the high voltage power
supply from CAEN.

High Voltage Power Supply
Several beam diagnostic devices need high voltages for
proper operation. The CAEN x527 series is a modular high
voltage power supply system which can be equipped with
up to 192 individual channels. It is controllable over Ethernet and comes with Linux libraries, making it easy to
set, get and monitor the voltages and the current of each
channel. The existing FESA class is currently extended to
provide advanced functionality: Special image intensifiers
need two voltages which have to be ramped up simultaneously within a small offset. This ramping procedure is
carried out by the class and is synchronously monitored, to
detect malfunctions and to shut down the voltage in case of
an error.

CAN
Some old devices at GSI do not offer Ethernet connectivity, but have a CAN interface. To make these devices remotely accessible, a CAN FESA class has been developed.
The class uses a PCI CAN card in a Linux PC to communicate with these devices. The current use-case of the class is
the control of old VME crates (Wiener 6021 series) without Ethernet port. The single board computer inside the fan
tray of the crate controls the power to the VME backplane.
It also monitors system parameters like fan speeds, temperatures and the power levels of the different voltage lines.
If the CPU module in the crate does not respond anymore,
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a system reset becomes necessary. To shut down the voltage of the whole VME bus, a CAN command is sent and
the power is cut. The CAN connection can also be used to
monitor the device parameters. CAN devices can be daisychained, so up to 127 devices can be controlled within one
CAN bus segment.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
As expected, FESA is an excellent tool to control and
acquire data from front-ends in various form factors. The
installations at GSI run very stable and are already in operation in the main control room. FESA can be used to
provide a universal layer between the control system and
other protocols like the CAN bus or PLCs. Future FESA
projects include a Fast Current Transformer which is read
out by a 500 MHz 12 bit ADC (SIS3350 [4]). The aim of
this setup is to perform bunch tomography.
To overcome limitations of the VME architecture, a new
form factor called ’xTCA for physics’ is currently tested
at GSI. xTCA provides a serial backplane which can handle various high speed protocols like Gigabit Ethernet, 10
Gigabit Ethernet, serial Rapid IO (sRIO) and PCI Express
with a bandwidth of up to 20 GBit/s. It is possible to create
fast point-to-point connections between the different modules inside the crate. Further promising advantages are the
ability to exchange modules during operation (hot-swap)
and to detect and isolate errors without the necessity to interrupt the operation. A first performance test of the system
will be carried out using GigE cameras, a 4x GigE adapter
by Kontron (AM4301) and an Adlink AMC-1000 processor module.
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THE LHC BEAM PRESENCE FLAG SYSTEM
M. Gasior, T. Bogey, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract

INTRODUCTION
The described beam presence flag (BPF) system is
based on signals from two short-circuited stripline BPMs,
one for each LHC beam (BPMC.8R4, electrode distance
of 48 mm, length of 150 mm). Using a BPM with four
electrodes allows quadruple redundancy of the signal
source. However, the electrode signals change with the
beam position and to make the BPF threshold levels more
beam position independent, the signals from the opposing
electrodes are combined and split, as shown in the system
block diagram in Fig. 1. For increased robustness the
BPM signals are attenuated, limiting the power on the
combiners and the following electronics.
The BPM signals for both LHC beams (B1 and B2) are
converted into logic signals by two BPF front-end (FE)
units, each having 4 identical channels. The resulting 8
logic signals, 4 per beam, are transmitted independently
to 4 beam interlock user interfaces, CIBFs [1], with two
channels each. The CIBF is a standard building block of
the LHC interlock system [2], which receives 2 electrical
interlock signals and transmits them through optical links
to the interlock system. Only there the 4 independent BPF
signals of each beam are combined to a single beam
presence flag used in the LHC interlock system.
The chosen distribution of the BPM signals, BPF FEs
and CIBFs guaranties that a malfunctioning of one of the
system modules will not enable high intensity injections
for either beam even if the module gives the unsafe
spurious state ‘BPF = true’ while there is no beam in the
machine. Malfunctioning with the spurious state
‘BPF = false’ with some beam in the machine would only
disable high intensity injections and is considered safe.
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Figure 1: Architecture of the LHC beam presence flag
system based on BPM signals.

BPF FRONT-END
The BPF FE is designed for robustness and simplicity
and therefore relies only on beam signals. In particular, it
does not depend on any interfaces for remote control,
calibration or testing. Therefore, it must give ‘BPF = true’
state for all possible LHC beam configurations with
unique gain. This implies operation with a small signal for
the pilot beam and potential overdrive on the input with
the nominal intensity, requiring special protection for the
first FE amplifier.
The transition of the output logic states from
‘BPF = true’ to ‘BPF = false’ (T-F) must be generated no
later than a few revolution periods after the beam
intensity goes below the threshold considered as the limit
for safe machine operation (about 109 charges). This is
required to minimise the probability of injecting high
intensity just after the pilot beam has been lost. The
opposite transition from ‘false’ to ‘true’ (F-T) can take
place even a second after the pilot bunch has been
injected.
The block diagram for one BPF FE channel is shown in
Fig. 2, alongside with sketches of signal waveforms in the
most important nodes of the circuit.
First the BPM electrode signal, attenuated and
combined as described before, is routed through the
constant-impedance low pass filter (LPF). Its cut-off
frequency of about 150 MHz was chosen to match the
BPM signal to the bandwidth of the following stages, in
particular of the insulation transformer. The transformer
provides a galvanic insulation between the input coaxial
cable shields at the LHC vacuum chamber ground and the
FE ground, suppressing ground currents on the input
cables. Its role is very important, as the system has large
gain and even small interference at the input should be
avoided. The transformer is followed by a 40 dB
amplifier, built with two fast operational amplifiers
(op-amps). For increased robustness, on its high
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Before injecting high intensity bunches into the LHC a
circulating low intensity pilot bunch must be present to
confirm the correct settings of the main machine
parameters. For the 2010 LHC run the detection of this
pilot beam was done with the beam current transformer
system. To increase the redundancy of this important
safety function a dedicated beam presence flag system
was designed, built and tested with beam to be
operationally used in the 2011 run. In this system signals
from four electrodes of a beam position monitor (BPM)
are processed with separate channels, resulting in a
quadruple system redundancy for either LHC beam. Each
system channel converts a BPM signal into two logic
states, which are then transmitted optically to the machine
protection and interlock systems. For reliability the
system does not have any remote control or adjustable
elements and its only inputs are the beam signals. This
paper describes the new LHC beam presence flag system,
in particular the analogue front-end based on diode peak
detectors.
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Figure 2: Functional diagram of one channel of the beam presence flag front-end with sketches of signal waveforms in
the most important nodes of the circuit. Each FE unit has 4 identical channels.
impedance input there is a protecting series resistor,
placed after the transformer termination to conserve good
matching even if the op-amp input is heavily overdriven,
resulting in signal clamping. The op-amps are powered
through relatively large resistors to lower the power
supply voltage when the supply current increases due to
an overdrive on the output or input.
The amplifier is followed by a simple CR high pass
filter improving rejection of low frequency interference,
in addition to the transformer and series capacitors
between the amplifier stages. The resulting signal goes to
the diode peak detector with the RC filter having a time
constant of several machine revolution periods. The
detector samples the beam pulses at their maxima and
holds the voltage between the pulses. Even for the worst
case of a single bunch in the machine the ripple on the
detector output voltage stays small with respect to the
hysteresis of the output CMOS inverters and this way the
‘true’ logic state at the FE output persists between the
bunches.
The diode detector output voltage is clamped with the
subsequent diode limiter, whose main function is to keep
the detector voltage small even for large input amplitudes,
allowing faster signal decay and therefore faster T-F
transitions. Then the signal is amplified with a 60 dB DC
amplifier built with a precision op-amp. Its positive
feedback loop is enabled only by a diode for fast decaying
signals, to speed-up T-F transitions. Once the beam
signals become sufficiently small, the amplifier output
voltage goes out of the saturation and starts decreasing.
This change is fed back to the input, to accelerate the
discharge of the capacitor of the diode detector.
Next the signal is limited and amplified, before going
through a simple RC low pass filter, with a large time
constant for F-T and small for T-F transitions. The filter,
referred to in the paper as an asymmetric low-pass filter
(ALPF), has some 100 ms time constant for rising signals.
Thus, a shorter interference or glitch will not trigger the
‘true’ state, making the system very robust for such
252

perturbations. The filter is practically disabled for the
critical T-F transitions by the diode parallel to the resistor.
The output of the ALPF drives CMOS inverters
producing differential output logic states. These signals
are sent to a CIBF as currents driving differentially the
LED of its input optocoupler. The inverters have input
hysteresis so that even a very slow beam intensity change
gives a single transition of the output state.
The BPF FE is housed in a 1U 19” unit accommodating
four identical channels. The circuits are powered with two
redundant switching power supplies, each having 75-year
mean time between failures. The supplies are connected
independently to two 230 V sockets receiving power
through two residual current circuit breakers. Due to the
large system gain the quality of the power supplies is very
important, so the switching power supplies are followed
by low drop linear regulators. Their filtering capacitors
are oversized so that the FE operation is not perturbed by
power cuts lasting less than a second.
For increased reliability, all op-amps used are powered
at half of their nominal power supplies, namely ±7.5 V. If
one of these voltages is not present, the 5 V power supply
of the output CMOS inverters is turned off, forcing the
system output to the safe ‘false’ state.
The BPF FE has buffered diagnostic outputs for
monitoring analogue and logic signals as well as power
supplies.

MEASUREMENTS
The functionality of the BPF FE is demonstrated with
the following measurements. Figure 3 shows an
oscilloscope measurement of the worst-case T-F
transition. The beam was simulated with a train of short
pulses, stopped for the measurement (channel 1, yellow
waveform). This caused signal decays at the DC amplifier
output (ch. 3 in blue), at the inverter input (ch. 2 in
magenta) and finally triggered a T-F transition at the
system output (ch. 4 in green). The delay between the last
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logic output

inverter input

DC amplifier output
simulated beam pulses

Figure 4: Signals for ‘false’ to ’true’ and ‘true’ to ‘false’
transitions, scope channel distribution as for Fig. 3.

Figure 5: Signals for simulated gradual intensity increase
and decrease, scope channel distribution as for Fig. 3.

Figure 6: Beam measurement of the BPF system
thresholds.

input pulse and the output transition is about 270 ȝs, that
is about 3 LHC revolution periods. This is the worst case,
as for smaller input signals the detector voltage is also
smaller and the capacitor discharge faster. For larger input
signals the speed-up feedback works efficiently,
accelerating the detector capacitor discharge.
Figure 4 shows F-T and T-F transitions with the scope
channel assignment as before and the same input signal,
but on a thousand times longer time scale. Figure 5
presents F-T and T-F transitions for the amplitude of the
input signal changing in small steps. The steps are better
seen on the processed signals than on the input, as the
pulses simulating the beam signal are very short with
respect to the scope horizontal scale of 1 s/div.
Figure 6 shows signals acquired while the T-F
thresholds were measured with the LHC beams. The
upper plot shows the beam currents measured for both
beams (I.B1, I.B2) together with the beam presence flags
(BPF.B1, BPF.B2). It can be seen that the T-F transition
thresholds are about 0.6×109 charges and, despite the very
slow beam current decay, there is just one clean transition
for each beam. The lower plot shows the corresponding
analogue signals on the inputs of the asymmetric low-pass
filters that are buffered and connected to the monitoring
FE outputs. There are shown signals from only two

channels per beam, as they were acquired with a
4-channel oscilloscope.
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CONCLUSIONS
The design of the beam presence flag analogue
front-end was optimised for reliability, with the beam
signals as the only input. The front-end does not have any
interface for remote control, calibration or testing and
does not use any programmable devices or adjustable
components.
Its two units installed in the LHC tunnel use signals
from BPM electrodes and provide 4 redundant logic
signals per LHC beam. The signals are transmitted
optically to the machine interlock system and enable high
intensity beam injections. The front-ends are operational
since the beginning of the LHC 2011 run, providing
reliable beam presence flag signals to the LHC machine
protection and interlock systems.
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Abstract
Electron Beam Ion Sources (EBISs) provide highly
charged ions (HCIs) for a variety of investigations and
applications, e.g. amongst others as injection source for
particle accelerators. EBISs feature a lot of advantages
which qualify them for accelerator injection, and which
partly compensate for their comparatively low number of
particles.
DREEBIT GmbH provides a family of compact EBISs
based on permanent magnets. A more sophisticated
version is based on cryogen-free superconducting
magnets providing a significantly higher ion output.
Based on this ion source technology complete lowenergy beamlines provide a wide range of projectiles, i.e.
almost any available element with charge states up to bare
ions with energies of some tens of eV up to 1 MeV. Due
to their specific application the beamlines comprise a
variety of ion optical elements as well as various ion
beam diagnostics.

INTRODUCTION
Beams of HCIs are important tools in various fields of
basic and applied research. They are used for atomic and
nuclear physics experiments, for investigations of the
processes in laboratory and astrophysical plasmas [1]. In
materials science and nanotechnology they are used both
for surface modification as well as for surface analysis
[2]. Another growing field is their application in
biotechnology, such as molecule fragmentation or cancer
therapy. In particular radiation therapy with protons and
carbon ions has proven to be a highly advantageous
alternative to photon radiation therapy [3]. The proton and
ion beams applied for have to meet a set of requirements,
such as beam purity, low beam emittance and high beam
brightness.
Since the region in which the ions are produced is small
and the temperature of the created ions is low EBISs are
ideally suited for high beam quality. In several fields,
such as materials research they have already substituted
common ion sources such as electron cyclotron resonance
ion sources (ECRIS) and liquid metal ion sources (LMIS)
[4]. However, due to the limited ion currents that can be
delivered by EBISs applications such as focused ion beam
(FIB), ion beam lithography, and cancer therapy still rely
on LMIS and ECRIS systems. Nevertheless, an increased
ion output from EBISs promises advantages also in these
fields.
Improvements in EBIS technology will make them
more feasible for high-current applications. Recently, the
Dresden EBIS-SC has been developed which
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complements a series of sources of HCIs with a unique
concept in terms of tabletop size and resource efficiency
[5].
Featuring an enhanced electron current density resulting
in an increased trap capacity the EBIS-SC is designed to
meet the required ion numbers per pulse for cancer
therapy. In order to compete with ECRISs in this field the
beam quality has to be sufficient enough to reduce ion
losses within the accelerator.
In this paper, we present latest improvements proving
the feasibility of producing beams of HCIs with
convenient beam properties such as low transversal and
longitudinal emittance.
In addition, we present a variety of ion optical elements
as well as ion beam diagnostics that have been developed
the last years. The DREEBIT Wien filter allows for the
charge mass separation. The DREEBIT pepper-pot
emittance meter allows for emittance measurements of
beams of a wide range of particle intensity. Other beam
diagnostics are provided, such as beam imaging systems,
retarding field analyzers and different kinds of Faraday
cups.

ELECTRON BEAM ION SOURCES
Electron Beam Ion Sources (EBISs) produce highly
charged ions in a high density electron beam. The ions are
trapped radially by the negative space charge potential of
the electron beam, while axial trapping is realized by
additional electrostatic potentials. The control of these
potentials allows for a definite production and extraction
of the ions. Since the radial source region is given by a
narrow electron beam the extracted ion beam features a
very low transversal emittance. Moreover, the ions are
ionized by an approximately monoenergetic electron
beam resulting in a small variation of the ion energy
distribution, and thus in a very low longitudinal
emittance. This results in connection with a low base
pressure of less than 10-9 mbar in a high quality ion beam.

Figure 1: Dresden EBIS-A, based on permanent magnets.
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up to 40 keV times q which for high charge states of
heavy ions, such as Xe44+ exceeds 1 MeV kinetic energy.
Typical beam emittance is about 10 mm mrad.
Depending on the EBIS extraction mode the beamlines
can provide continuous beams as well as ion pulses with
controllable pulse length. In addition fast switching
control of the trap opening potential allows for shaping
the ion pulses, i.e. providing flat top pulses of a distinct
length for injection into accelerator structures.
Although the ion output of the highest charge states of
heavy ions is limited, e.g. 106 Xe44+ ions per pulse and per
second, much more ions can be extracted as continuous
beam currents of low Z elements. The EBIS-SC for
instance is capable to provide proton currents of more
than 1 µA.
Moreover, exotic projectiles, such as high charge states
of rare radioisotopes or low charged molecular fragments
can be produced by corresponding injection from volatile
compounds or external ion sources.

Figure 3: Ion irradiation facility with Dresden EBIS-A,
high voltage platform, 90 degree bending magnet, target
and transfer chamber.
Figure 2: Dresden EBIS-SC, based on cryogen-free
superconducting magnets.

PARTICLE BEAM OPTICS AND
DIAGNOSTICS
LOW ENERGY BEAMLINES
The EBISs can be connected to different beamlines
providing beams of HCIs for specific experiments and
applications. The simplest set-up is a room-temperature
EBIS followed by a Wien filter and a small reaction
chamber resulting in a very compact table-top assembly.
In order to use the whole range of ion species and their
kinetic energies a beamline can comprise a bending
magnet, a high voltage terminal, corresponding ion beam
optics and diagnostics, a deceleration lens system, a target
reaction, a target preparation and a target transfer
chamber. An example of such a beamline is pictured in
Fig. 3. Typical range of kinetic energy is 100 eV times q
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Due to their specific applications the beamlines
comprise various ion optical elements that are needed to
realize high quality beams. Amongst others these are
mass separation systems (bending magnet, Wien filter),
Einzel lenses, deflection systems, deceleration lens
systems, slits and Faraday cups.
The Wien filter as pictured in Fig. 4 is a particle
separator with crossed magnetic and electric field
configuration providing mass and charge separated
particle beams. With the Wien Filter as an ion source addon a very compact device is available substituting a
complete standard beamline setup.
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The ions can be extracted as continuous beam as well as
ion pulses with distinct pulse shapes. The electron beam
can be loaded with atoms or ions by direct gas injection.
Volatile compounds can be used to inject metal atoms.
Injection from external ion sources is possible using a
quadrupole beam bender. This allows to provide almost
any element which can be ionized to charge states of up to
completely ionized ions. Hence a large number of
different projectiles at different kinetic energies is
available.
The use of EBISs either based on permanent magnets
(Dresden EBIS-A, see Fig. 1) or on cryogen-free
superconducting magnets (Dresden EBIS-SC, see Fig. 2)
has been proven in a variety of fields and applications [6].
In addition, their compact design makes them
transportable, low in operational costs and guarantees
easy handling.
The EBIS-SC is a more sophisticated EBIS version based
on superconducting magnets with a liquid helium free
cooling system. The compression of an electron beam of
up to 1 Amp is realized by a magnetic field of up to 6
Tesla. This leads in connection with an ion trap length of
20 cm to a high output of highly charged ions.
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Another example is a quadrupole beam bender that for
instance allows for the external injection of ions into an
EBIS which has been demonstrated for charge breeding
of Gold ions [7]. The quadrupole beam bender provides
for the 90 degree deflection, gating and switching of
particle beams with energies of typically up to 20 kV
times particle charge. It consists of four bended electrodes
with potentials to be set independently. Fast switching of
the electrode potentials is provided by a fast high voltage
pulse generator.

The transversal distribution of a Xe44+ beam from the
Dresden EBIS-A has been determined to have a Gaussian
shape with a full width half maximum of about 30 eV.
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Figure 4: Wien filter based on CF100 flanges.
In order to characterize the low energy particle beams
various diagnostic systems are available. The Pepper-pot
emittance meter as pictured in Fig. 5 allows for emittance
measurements of beams of a wide range of particle
intensity. It creates an image of the beam after passing a
pepper-pot like mask by amplification and converting the
incident beam into visible light which can be monitored
through a glass vacuum window. After passing the
pepper-pot mask the beam is separated into several spots
with equal distance. The emittance of the beam can be
calculated from the position, the size, and the shape of
these spots. After mass separation the emittance of an
Ar16+ beam from the Dresden EBIS-A has been measured
to be 3 mm mrad.
The Retarding field analyzer can be used to determine
the transversal energy spread of the extracted particles. It
consists of a Faraday cup with 3 grid meshes, with the
center mesh on retarding potential, and an upstream
collimator with exchangeable aperture plates.
The charged particles are decelerated by a static
electrical field. The ions passing this retarding field are
detected by the Faraday cup resulting in a measured
particle current which is dependent on the decelerating
voltage.
If the incoming beam is decelerated only particles with
a higher kinetic energy than the retarding potential are
detected as current. Tuning the deceleration voltage
results in an integral spectrum of the energy distribution.
Differentiation of this spectrum gives the energy
distribution of the charged particle beam.
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Figure 5: Pepper-pot emittance meter with water-cooled
shutter based on CF160 flange.
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CAUSE IDENTIFICATION OF BEAM LOSSES IN PETRA III BY TIME
CORRELATION OF ALARMS
T. Lensch #, M. Werner, DESY, Hamburg, Germany
PETRA III is a high brilliant synchrotron light-source
operating at 6 GeV at the DESY site in Hamburg. The
Machine Protection System (MPS) of PETRA III is under
operation since the beginning of the commissioning of
PETRA III in April 2009. Under certain alarm conditions
the MPS generates a dump command and protects the
machine against damage. As a functional extension the
MPS hardware examines the time correlation of alarm
sequences after a beam loss. The alarm sequences are
evaluated in a software-based system so that the cause of
a beam loss can be displayed in the control room
immediately. This paper describes the hardware
implementation as well as the software rules.

“Just-Before-Loss-Alarm“
The just-before-loss bit is set, if the corresponding
alarm input changed to active state within a short time
(typically 100 ms) before a beam loss. This status bit is
used to detect alarms like magnet power fail or RF system
fail which typically cause a beam loss but are not used to
generate a dump trigger [1].

alarm
input

PROCESSING INCOMING ALARMS
Special status bits are implemented in the MPS
hardware for the needs of cause identification by defined
rules. Each alarm input is represented by 7 Bits. Three of
these are used for the cause detection. Figure 1 shows the
signal flow inside the MPS.

inactive > active

just-beforeloss bit

MOTIVATION
Alarms from several external systems i.e. beam
position monitors (BPM), temperature system and
vacuum system are connected to the MPS. Under certain
alarm conditions the MPS creates a dump command,
which is used to switch off the RF system. The beam is
aborted within 400 s. [1] [2]
About 250 alarm sources are connected to the MPS.
The status of each alarm input is shown on the MPS
console software in the control room. To find the cause of
a beam loss, operators have to interpret the displayed
alarms and the time relation between beam loss and a
dump command. Due to the number of alarms this could
become a very complex error-prone approach. To support
operators a system is implemented which interprets the
alarm statuses after a beam loss automatically and gives
detailed information what caused this event. In the
following the system is discussed in more detail.

Beam loss detected
by MPS DCCT

beam
current

Figure 2: Just-Before-Loss-Alarm bit.

“First-Dumping-Alarm”
The first-dumping-alarm status bit of an alarm input is
set, if this input triggered the dump first system wide. If a
combination of several inputs had led to a dump trigger,
the first-dumping status bit is set for all of these inputs
(see Fig. 4).
Dump created by MPS
and RF is switched off

beam current
alarm input 1

i.e. BPM

first-dump bit
alarm input 2

i.e. another BPM

first-dump bit

Figure 3: As the First-Dump-Alarm bit is system wide, it
is only set for alarm input 1. Alarm input 2 became active
after the first-dump-alarm bit had been set for alarm input
1 (see combined dump in Fig. 1).

Alarms from BPMs, temperature system, RF system, undulator gap, ...

...

...

MPS Module

MPS Module

alarm
statuses
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module dump

Rules
#

...
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Figure 1: Signal flow inside the MPS.
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“Dump-Simultaneous-Alarm”
The module wide dump-simultaneous-alarm bit is set if
changes at the input itself had generated the dump
command. With this information it is possible to examine
the chronological order in which combined alarms were
activated and triggered a dump (i.e. was the undulator gap
closed first or became the BPM alarm active or on which
BPM the last change to active occurred). Additionally this
bit enables recognition if the dump is a consequence of
alarm input changes or a consequence of exceeded beam
current thresholds (see for example later).
beam current

Dump created by MPS
and RF is switched off

alarm input 1
i.e. BPM alarm
first-dump bit 1
dump-simultaneous
bit 1

alarm
input 1

&

alarm input 2
i.e. Undulator gap
first-dump bit 2

alarm
input 2

dump command
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dump-simultaneous
bit 2

Figure 4: Dump-Simultaneous-Alarm bit: is only set, if
the dump was generated simultaneously with changing to
active state of this alarm input. First-Dumping-Alarm bit
is set for each combined input which had led to the dump.

Other Status Bits
There are four additional status bits that indicate the
state of the alarm input. These bits are used for displaying
the current status in the MPS console in the control room
only and are not required for the cause identification.

MPS Beam Loss Detection
The MPS detects a beam loss with a dedicated DCCT
(DC Current Transformer). This makes it possible to
detect, what was first: beam loss or dump command. The
digitized beam current is transmitted to the MPS modules
for comparison with individual beam current thresholds
for each alarm input and it is used to detect “just-beforeloss”-alarms. A beam loss does not generate a dump
trigger.

Use of Timestamps
For the cause detection of beam losses no timestamps
are used in this system. Time relationships between alarm
inputs and an event (dump or beam loss) are identified
inside the hardware. Of course the presented idea could
also be implemented using timestamp. In this case the
time relations described above have to be extracted from
the timestamps.

ALARM DEPENDENCIES
In [3] a concept is described how alarm dependencies
can be used to find the cause of a dump or beam loss.
Based on this several rules for the cause identification are
formulated by knowing the relationship between certain
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alarms and by using the implemented alarm status bits. A
software-like formulation is used to list some important
rules:
if ( <alarm status> from <alarm input> [ AND
<alarm status> from <alarm input> AND … ] )
The notation of the alarm statuses is as follows:
Just-Before-Loss-Alarm:
JBL-alarm
First-Dumping-Alarm:
FD-alarm
Dump-Simultaneous-alarm:
DS-alarm

Rules for Cause Identification
1. if ( JBL-alarm from RF system ) then display =
“Beam loss due to RF system fail.”;
2. else if ( JBL-alarm from magnet power supply )
then display = “Beam loss due to magnet power
supply fail.”;
3. else if ( FD-alarm from temperature system )
then display = “Temperature system has created a
dump.”;
4. else if ( FD-alarm from vacuum shutter ) then
display = “A vacuum shutter had created a dump.”;
5. else if (FD-alarm from BPM AND DS-alarm
from BPM AND FD-alarm from undulator gap
AND NOT DS-alarm from undulator gap ) then
display = “BPM system had created a dump.”;
6. else if ( FD-alarm from BPM AND NOT DSalarm from BPM AND FD-alarm from undulator
gap AND NOT DS-alarm from undulator gap )
then display = “Dump because the beam current
threshold was exceeded at closed undulator gap and
BPM alarms.”;

EXAMPLES
Here are some examples to improve understanding of
some rules. Note: not all alarms generate a beam dump,
i.e. RF system and magnet power alarms are used for
diagnostic purposes only [1].

Rule 1: “Just-Before-Loss” RF System Fail
Alarm
If the RF system fails, this causes directly a beam loss.
As a consequence the BPM system detects the inwards
drifting beam and generates a dump trigger (which then
has no longer effect; see Fig. 5). In this case the MPS had
detected an alarm from the RF system before the beam
loss, but the dump is triggered after it.

Rule 2: “Just-Before-Loss” Magnet Power Fail
Alarm
A magnet power supply fails resulting in a slow beam
loss. As a consequence the BPM system detects an orbit
deflection and gives an alarm to the MPS which then
generates a dump trigger which switches off the RF
system and the rest of the beam is lost. The MPS then had
detected an alarm from a magnet power supply before the
beam loss and an alarm from the BPM system after it (see
Fig. 6).
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Figure 7: Dump by exceeding the beam current threshold
of a BPM alarm input when orbit alarm already active and
undulator gap is closed while increasing beam current
during injection (rule 6).

(Beam Loss detected by MPS at 0ms)

Figure 5: RF failure before the beam loss (rule 1).
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FIRST RESULTS
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With the first set of rules applied to the datasets in the
archive 94% of the events could be identified (510 events,
beam losses and dumps). Many of the remaining 6% are
caused by beam losses, which were caused by the
feedback system during machine studies. Regrettably no
feedback alarms are connected to the MPS yet so that no
rules could be set up to identify the cause of these beam
losses.
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Figure 6: Magnet power failure causes the beam loss (rule
2), BPM alarm and dump afterwards.

Rule 4: Temperature System Alarm
If the temperature at a certain position is too high, the
MPS receives an alarm from the temperature system and a
dump is triggered directly. As a consequence of this,
alarms from the BPM system can occur but the order of
the rules ensures that the correct cause is detected (rule 4).

Rule 5: Closed Undulator Gap, BPM Alarm
Each BPM alarm is masked in the MPS by the
corresponding undulator gap and by an individual beam
current threshold [1]. Typically the undulator is closed
during a user run and the present beam current exceeds
the beam current threshold for this input (BPM). As long
as there are no orbit deflections at the corresponding BPM
a dump is not triggered. If the relevant BPM detects a bad
orbit a dump trigger is generated and rule number 5
matches.

Rule 6: Closed Undulator Gap, BPM Alarm,
Beam Current Exceeds Threshold
Due to simultaneous and first alarm bits it is also
possible to detect, that no alarm input had changed its
state when the dump had been triggered. Thus the reason
for the dump was exceeding the beam current threshold of
an input. This specific case of an event is included in this
rule (see Fig. 7).
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CONCLUSION
The idea of a system, which processes upcoming events
and creates a human understandable output, could be
realized. Further tests of the output are necessary but first
results show, that it could get a very helpful tool to
complete the MPS diagnostic capability. The current
implementation is very flexible and simple and it is
possible at any time to define new rules or modify
existing ones. With a view to the PETRA III extension
this is an important point.
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PULSE-BY-PULSE X-RAY BEAM MONITOR EQUIPPED WITH
MICROSTRIPLINE STRUCTURE
H. Aoyagi#, S. Takahashi, JASRI/SPring-8, Hyogo-ken, Japan
H. Kitamura, RIKEN/SPring-8, Hyogo-ken, Japan
Abstract
A new pulse-by-pulse X-ray beam monitor equipped
with microstripline structure had been developed. This
monitor can be used for (1) a pulse intensity monitor, (2)
a pulse-by-pulse X-ray beam position monitor, and (3) a
pulse timing monitor. Then, we have improved the
structure of the detector head in order to sophisticate the
function as the pulse timing monitor. As a result, we
successfully removed the ringing parts of output signal,
and demonstrated that this monitor can be used as the
timing monitor. We also describe a new scheme for beam
diagnostics using this monitor.
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INTRODUCTION
Pulse-by-pulse measurement of X-ray beam is an
important issue for the third generation light sources in
order not only to stabilize X-ray beam in an experimental
hutch but also to diagnose electron beam in a storage ring.
However, there was a limitation in high speed response
for conventional X-ray beam position monitors (XBPMs),
which have metal blades as detector heads of
photoemission type [1]. Therefore, we have been working
on improving XBPMs by using microstripline structure
for a photocathode of the detector head.
This monitor generates output signal with short and
unipolar signal, so that front-end electronics can be
simplified. The effort to shorten the pulse width for pick
up electrodes (PUEs) has been made in other facility [2].
But PUEs intrinsically have a bipolar pulse as shown in
Fig. 1 (a). On the other hand, the feature of this monitor is
to produce a unipolar pulse by using the principle of the
photoemission as shown in Fig. 1 (b).

The detector head of the pulse-by-pulse X-ray beam
monitor is equipped with the microstripline structure,
which is composed of a metal line photocathode, an
aluminum nitride (AlN) dielectric plate and a copper
tungsten (CuW) cooling base as shown in Fig.2.
Thermodynamics of the detector head is well considered
against severe heat load. AlN has a high thermal
conductivity and a low thermal expansion coefficient of
150 W/(m·K) and 4.6u10-6/K, respectively. Similarly,
those for CuW are 180 W/(m·K) and 6.5u10-6/K,
respectively. But, Cu does not suit for the cooling base,
because it has relatively high thermal expansion
coefficient (17u10-6/K). The impedance of the
microstripline detector head is designed to be matched to
50: [3]. The high voltage electrode is placed in front of
the detector head in order to suppress low energy
electrons emitted from the detector head, because the low
energy electrons have relatively low velocity and lengthen
the pulse width.
Feasibility tests have been demonstrated at the X-ray
beamline of SPring-8 in terms of (1) pulse intensity
monitor, (2) pulse-by-pulse X-ray beam position monitor,
and (3) the pulse-timing monitor [4]. The half width at
half maximum (FWHM) of the output signal was about
200 psec.

Figure 2: The basic structure of the detector head with a
microstripline structure.

BASIC PERFORMANCE
(a) Bipolar signal from PUEs

(b) Unipolar signal from photocathodes
Figure 1: Two types of pulse shape.
_______________________________________

#
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Structure of the Detector Head
The structure of the detector head has been modified as
shown in Fig 3 (a): (1) The high frequency SMA
feedthrough connectors, fabricated by Kyocera
Corporation, have been adopted to improve the Cut-off
frequency. (2) The connection of the metal lines on the
SMA connectors was modified for impedance matching.
(3) The strip-line as the photocathode is placed
perpendicular to the beam for less sensitivity against
beam position in order to suit the timing monitor and the
intensity monitor.

spring8.or.jp
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Figure 3 (b) shows a photograph of the detector head,
which was designed to be compact to prevent deformation
of the pulse shape. It is mounted on the vacuum chamber
by welding on the flange.

MOPD91

head, and the pulse width is not affected. In order to
demonstrate these behaviours, we have observed the pulse
shapes by changing the applied voltage, as shown in Fig.6.
The pulse width shown in Fig.6 is slightly wider than that
shown in Fig.5, because the signal cables of 20m was
used.

(a) Schematic view

(b) Photograph
Figure 3: Structure of the detector head.

Experimental Results
S-parameters have been measured with the network
analyzer as shown in Fig. 4. Transmission coefficients
(S21 and S12) give an excellent value below 10GHz, and
a dip around 18GHz. Reflection coefficients (S11 and
S22) show an excellent value below 4GHz. This
behaviour satisfies our demand enough, because the cutoff frequency of the low attenuation cables for the
monitor is about 5GHz.
The beam tests have been carried out using
monochromatic X-ray beam in the experiment hatch of
SPring-8 BL47XU. The signal is read from one of the
SMA feed through connectors, and the other connector is
terminated to avoid reflection of the signal at the open
end. The unipolar pulse having the pulse width of 0.2
nsec in FWHM has been observed as shown in Fig.5. The
voltage of the high voltage electrode in this measurement
was set to -2000V, which is optimal value for this
detector to keep the pulse width short. The cable length
for signal was about 2 m, and the sampling oscilloscope
was set up in the experimental hatch. The pulse width is
equivalent to the original monitor, and the ringing of the
tail has been removed successfully. As a result, the pile
up of the adjoining pulse signal could be avoided.
The pulse width can be deformed by changing the
voltage of the HV electrode. If the positive voltage is
applied, the low energy electron with low velocity is
emitted from the electrode with the result in spread of the
pulse width. On the contrary, if the negative is applied,
the low energy electron is pressed back to the detector
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Figure 5: Improvement of the pulse shape.

Figure 6: Pulse shapes with various high voltages.

NEW SCHEME FOR BEAM DIAGNOSTIC
In the above-mentioned experiments, the reflection at
the opposite end was eliminated by using the terminator.
But the signals from both ends of the detector head can be
utilized by connecting the signal cable instead of the
terminator. One example is shown below.
Both of the pulse signals generated by the photoemission are transmitted toward the opposite directions. If
one of the edges has an open end, the pulse reflects at the
end in-phase. The reflected signal advances toward the
same direction as the primary signal, and it delays by a
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Figure 4: S-parameters of the detector head.
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certain interval. Figure 7 gives sketches of the behaviour
of the pulse transmission. As a result, the information of
the X-ray beam position can be obtained, because the
interval of two pulses corresponds to the position on the
detector head where the X-ray beam irradiates. In addition,
the centre of two pulses gives the information of the
arrival time of the X-ray pulse.

Figure 9: Position dependence of the interval of the two
pulses.
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SUMMARY
We have modified the detector head equipped with the
microstripline structure that had been developed for the
beam position monitor in order to optimize it for the
timing monitor. We succeeded in removing the tail of the
pulse by adopting the high frequency SMA connector. We
also demonstrated that the pulse width can be controlled
by changing the voltage of the high voltage electrode.
We have proposed a new scheme of beam diagnostics
using this monitor. It becomes possible to get information
both of the beam position from an interval of two pulses
and the beam arrival time from the centre of two pulses.
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Figure 7: Sketches of the behaviour of the pulse
transmission with the open end.
We have demonstrated that a double pulse can be
generated as shown in Fig. 8. The polarity of each pulse
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Figure 8: The reflection at the opposite terminal.
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REVIEW OF RECENT UPGRADES & MODERNIZATIONS ON
DIAGNOSTICS IN THE ESRF STORAGE RING AND INJECTOR

Abstract
Over the last two years a number of upgrades and
modernizations have been implemented on diagnostic
tools in both the Injector system and the Storage Ring.
Brand new diagnostic tools have also been added. In the
Injector, a new Transfer Line current monitor has been
installed, as well as four new ¼  Striplines equipped
with Single-Pass Libera electronics. In the Storage Ring,
a new Visible Light Mirror (VLM) system has replaced
the original system that had been in place for more than
15 years. Also, the acquisition system for the DC Current
Transformers has been upgraded with new hardware.
Descriptions and results are presented on the improved
reliability, sensitivity and resolution of these systems.

BEAM-CHARGE MEASUREMENTS IN
THE INJECTOR
A Beam-Charge measurement is done on four identical
¼  Striplines and an equal number of the Single-Pass
Liberas. Each Stripline has four strips at 90° distribution
around the cross-section of the 36mm circular chamber.
The SP-Liberas, with respect to ordinary BrillianceLiberas, have an increased sensitivity (analog) and an
increased ADC buffer size (8k instead of 1k). In terms of
firmware and internal software they are very different.
There is no more Slow Acquisition (10 Hz) or Fast
Acquisition (10 kHz) outputs, no more DD (i.e. 355 kHz)
and PM buffers. Another essential difference is that there
is no internal calibration with the RF-switching and the
associated DSC (Digital-Signal-Conditioning). The SPLibera is simply a 4-channel ADC with an RF module in
front of each channel.
The ADC outputs sample the RF signal at 108MHz.
With an ADC buffer of 8192 (~8k) samples long we can
therefore monitor up to 75 orbit turns in our Booster (1µs
orbit time). In the Booster, at 10Hz, a 1µs long pulse or a
series of one to five pulses of 1ns are accelerated in 50ms
from 200MeV to 6GeV.
The Striplines are located in the Transfer Line 1
between the Linac and the Booster, in the Booster, and in
the Transfer Line 2, between the Booster and the Storage
Ring. When precisely measuring the charge, at each
injection and at each of these four points, we can
determine the transfer efficiency from one part of the
Injector complex to the next.
The charge measurement (from the server point of
view) consists of reading (at each injection trigger) these
four ADC buffers and doing a simple treatment on the
data. This is presently done in Matlab code. First, an RMS
calculation is done on the electrode signal. Then we do a
convolution with the data in order to smooth the signal
09 Others

pulse. The combination of a Stripline (instead of a BPM
button) and the highly sensitive SP-Liberas allows
optimization of the transfer efficiency at very low beam
currents and therefore greatly reduces the associated
radiation and activation doses. The system can handle
currents as low as 10µA (while the nominal Booster
current for a 1µs long pulse is 5mA).
An important issue is the stability and reproducibility
of the charge measurements. By having four independent
devices, with two units in the Booster measuring the
beam charge in 75 Turns, the possibility of verifying the
output results against each other allows assessing directly
the reproducibility of the measurement systems. This
reproducibility is excellent and at least two orders of
magnitude below the fluctuations in beam-charge and
transfer-efficiency that are intrinsic to the fluctuations of
the Injector complex itself.
The system offers some additional features like beam
position measurements, with the same quality of
sensitivity and reproducibility. The time resolution is
much shorter than the typical 1µs orbit turn since the
ADC sampling rate is 108MHz (9.3ns). While this
implies under-sampling of the RF frequency, it still
allows distinguishing and measuring (charge and
position) up to 5 short pulses in one 1µs burst.
Some synchronisation problems are still under
investigation on the data acquisition of the system, but
some promising results have been obtained combining the
four Booster-SP-Liberas (Striplines) and the SRBrilliance-Liberas (BPM buttons).

Figure 1: Charge outputs of two devices, showing 3 turns
of 1µs long pulse in the Booster (black) and the
subsequent extracted beam in the TL2 (red).
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In addition to the four Striplines, we recently installed
an In-Flange Integrating Current Transformer on the
TL1. In-Flange current transformers are directly installed
on the vacuum chamber without any mechanical design.
This has several key advantages since it saves valuable
space in the accelerator and it is a simple installation
between two flanges. There is therefore no need for
bellows, mechanical holders or wall current bypasses. It
also integrates a ceramic Ultra High Vacuum gap [1]. The
In-Flange ICT can also be used to measure the beam
charge in TL1 using Surface Integral measurement with a
high bandwidth oscilloscope on the ICT output signal.

shorter latency than Ethernet and should be better suited
for short data transfers [3].

Integrated charge
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Figure 2: LINAC Short Pulse - Green: ICT output pulse
Yellow: Surface integral of ICT output pulse.
The integration of the main pulse (Figure 2) leads to
158pVs, which gives an integration charge of:
(158pVs / 50Ω) x 40 = 0.13nC
40: ICT ratio in 50Ω load
This measurement is coherent with what has been
previously measured during the commissioning of the
new LINAC gun in April 2010 (0.18nC at the gun exit
and 0.105nC stored in the booster [2]).

STORAGE RING DCCT UPGRADE
Selecting a better Instrument Control Bus was part of
the upgrade made to our DC Current Transformers. The
DCCTs are used to monitor the beam current in the
Storage Ring and in the Injector. Nevertheless, only SR
DCCTs have been upgraded. The upgrade of the Injector
DCCT is still under development and will be presented
later.
First, in order to harmonize equipment control at the
ESRF, and also because high resolution measurements for
smart diagnostics generate more raw data, a Fast Ethernet
control bus has been implemented on the Parametric
Current Transformer of the Storage Ring.
Ethernet, with its higher bandwidth and ubiquitous
usage, seems a natural alternative to the market-leading
GPIB instrument control bus for automating instruments.
Fast Ethernet, operating at 100Mb/s, is the most common
implementation for both PCs and instruments available
today. The maximum bandwidth for GPIB is 61.6Mb/s
for high speed IEEE 488.1. This gives Ethernet a 7x
bandwidth advantage over GPIB. GPIB, however, has a
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Figure 3: Ethernet 2% to 34 % faster than GPIB for
queries and transfers [3].
This Fast Ethernet control bus implementation has been
done using a Keithley model 2701 Ethernet-Based DMM
and a plug-in model 7706 I/O module connected on the
PCT output instead of the good old Hewlett-Packard
34401 GPIB-Based DMM. The main task here was to rewrite a brand new server in order to cope with the new
acquisition structure of the Keithley DMM.
Over the control harmonisation that brings the
Ethernet-based DMM, the Keithley set also offers the
possibility to store a 450k data buffer at a rate of 1 kHz
(normal acquisition for the PCT is 10Hz), which we were
not able to do with the HP34401 DMM. This buffer can
be triggered by an event (post-triggering) and the timestamped data then allow analyses directly on the DMM
for smart diagnostics, beam lifetime accidents or beam
drops, using Matlab programs.
One Current drop along 04-10-2010 decay 11h - 11h30
buffer size 5 samples / sampling rate = 1 second/sample
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Figure 4: Diagnostics from Ethernet-Based DMM
Keithley using post triggering data buffer.
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Since 1996, UV and visible light have been extracted
from a 0.86 Tesla dipole in the Storage Ring using a light
extraction system consisting of a vertically movable
mirror and a thermal probe in a feedback loop. This
system, which is installed in Ultra High Vacuum, avoids
mirror surface deformation by the thermal load of 1.5kW
from the X-ray source by operating as a “half-mirror”. I.e.
only the top part out of the vertical light emission cone
(less than 50% of ~4mrad) is extracted and the powerful
heart of the beam passes just underneath the mirror edge
[4].
During the last ESRF shut-down (March 2011) the old
VLM was replaced by a new design and a new mirror
piece. This served several purposes: remedying a poorvacuum problem due to a leaking thermo-couple
feedthrough, simplifying the mechanical design so that
the UHV bellows are less solicited and improving the
mirror quality that suffered from some astigmatism. Good
vacuum quality is important since we know that surfaceblackening on the (Aluminium) mirror is favoured by
poor local vacuum. Also, this new design allows easy
access to maintenance on the motorisation that is exposed
to X-ray radiation in the vicinity of the beam absorber and
suffers from breaking limit switches and/or wires. It
makes the VLM more robust and reliable.
In the new design the water cooling system has been
completely omitted. While this greatly simplifies the
design it also means that for safe and reliable operation at
the nominal SR current of 200mA, the operation point of
the mirror is a little bit higher than before. This implies
that only 25% of the vertical light cone is effectively
extracted and available. While this produces an increased
diffraction effect for the image spot, it is of minor
concern, since for nominal vertical emittance values of
the ESRF Storage Ring (<10pm.rad), the visible light
imaging is not capable of approaching the corresponding
electron beam-size measurements that are done elsewhere
in the Ring in the In-air X-ray domain.
However, at low currents (<1mA), i.e. for injection
studies, the mirror can be fully inserted into the full cone
of the synchrotron light without risk of heat load damage.
The mirror piece (10mm-thick Aluminium without
coating) allows to precisely measure the beam dimension
of the injected beam in a single orbit turn.
The pictures in Figure 5 show the projected light cone
on a screen at nearly 8m from the dipole source point. The
right part of the upper image shows the light shape
originating from the flat 0.86T field of the nearest dipole.
The intense ring-like structure in the lower image results
from interference of the fringe-fields of the main (nearest)
dipole and the second dipole which is further upstream.
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Figure 5: Image of the projected visible light (no colour
filters) onto a screen at 8m from the dipole source.
The commissioning of the new VLM was completed by
taking images with the mirror fully inserted in the
synchrotron beam path at 1mA beam current (to avoid
heat load deformation). This yielded results that confirm
the good quality of the new system.
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Space charge lenses use a confined electron cloud for
the focusing of ion beams. The focusing strength is given
by the electron density whereas the density distribution
influences the mapping quality of the space charge lens
and is related to the confinement. The plasma parameters,
loss- and production mechanisms have a strong impact on
plasma-beam-interactions.
A scaled up space charge lens was constructed to investigate the properties of a nonneutral plasmas in detail.
New non-interceptive diagnostic has been developed to
characterize the collective behaviour of the confined nonneutral plasma in terms of an optimized lens design and
parameters.
Experimental results will be presented in comparison with
numerical simulations.

However, the theoretical predictions about the nonneutral
plasma cloud neglect the interaction of electrons with other
particles e.g. residual gas atoms and ions.
To further investigate the properties of the nonneutral
plasma as well as the plasma state due to the interaction
processes, a scaled-up space charge lens was constructed.
The length of the prototype is 436 mm with an aperture of 150 mm (Fig. 2). The maximum anode potential is ΦA =50 kV while the maximum magnetic field is
Bz =160 mT.

SPACE CHARGE LENS
The confinement of the nonneutral plasma within the
space charge lens is realized by crossed magnetic and electric fields. An electrode system consisting of anode and
ground electrode provides a potential well in longitudinal
direction while the field of the magnetic coils contains the
electrons in radial direction (Fig. 1). If the confined elec-

Figure 2: Mechanical drawing (left) and photograph (right)
of the space charge lens prototype.

EXPERIMENTS AND DIAGNOSTICS
For the determination of plasma parameters and the associated investigation of diagnostic techniques on a nonneutral plasma various experimental setups have been established.
In the following experiments and diagnostic techniques are
described.

Investigation of Residual Gas Ions and Electron
Density Measurement
Figure 1: Scheme of the longitudinal and radial confinement principle.
trons are homogeneously distributed, the electron cloud
produces a linear electric field in radial direction. As a result of this electric field the application of the space charge
lens as a focusing optic for heavy ion beams is advantageous. Besides the independency of focusing from the ion
mass, the trapped electrons compensate the space charge
force of the beam [1].
∗ Work
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The plasma production begins with an electron originating from natural radioactivity or cosmic rays which acquires its energy from the enclosing fields. Because of
the crossed magnetic and electric fields electrons perform
a ExB drift while they oscillate within the potential well.
Due to the interaction with the residual gas atoms a
avalanche electron production begins. The trapped electrons reduce the on-axis potential while the produced residual gas ions are longitudinally accelerated out of the lens.
By measuring the energy of the emitted residual gas ions
one can determine the average electron density by:
n̄e =

40 ΔΦ
er2

(1)
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where ΔΦ is the difference of the anode voltage and the
voltage drop of ions, and r is the radius of the electrode.
Measurements show that there are different regions of ion
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cross section for production of excited states by the collision of an electron beam with residual gas like helium [5].
The direct cross section Qdj can be expressed by the opticalemission cross sections Qji and Qki as:


Qji −
Qki ,
(2)
Qdj =
i

k

Iji e
,
(3)
In0 tΔx
where Iji is the number of emitted photons, I the electron
beam current, n0 the target gas density, and Δx is the length
of the electron beam region from which radiation is collected.
Therefore, the electron temperature can be determined
by comparing the ratio of two measured optical-emission
cross sections to the excitation energy of the electron beam.
Based on this principle the electron temperature using

Figure 3: Scheme of electron density measurement technique. (A) represents the potential depression by the electrons and (B) shows the measured ion current for the different production regions within the plasma (C).
production within the electron plasma. This is also validated by numerical simulations (Fig. 3). For determination
of the average electron density the inner region (peak 1)
plays an important role [2]. Peak 2 results from the ion
production in a small zone near the anode.
The measured average electron densities are in good agreement with numerical values.
The detection of the emitted residual gas ions by a pepperpot emittance meter is also used to determine the phase
space distribution that yields information about the plasma
state (Fig. 4) [3].

Figure 5: Measured electron temperature compared to the
numerical simulation, Bz =8.7 mT, p=4.8·10−4 hPa.

Figure 4: An example of measured transversal phase space
distribution of emitted particles from the space charge lens.

Electron Temperature Measurement
The knowledge of the electron temperature is of great
importance for the evaluation of the plasma dynamics with
respect to loss- and production mechanisms.
Conventional diagnostic methods for determining the
electron temperature are not suited for the nonneutral
plasma [2]. This is due to the absence of important recombination processes like three body recombination, radiative recombination and the low average electron densities of ne =1·1014 m−3 .
The application of the corona model requires the knowledge of the collisional-radiative ionization coefficients and
still represents a simplified model of the dynamics of the
plasma [4]. To overcome the difficulties of electron temperature measurement the determination of Te by considering the optical-emission cross sections is currently under
investigation.
The optical method relates the emitted line intensities to the
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optical-emission cross section data from [6] was determined. Figure 5 shows a clear discrepancy of the results
in electron temperature between experimental data and numerical prediction.
To further investigate the relations of excitation processes
and to expand the data base of optical-emission cross sections depending on the electron beam energy an addtional
experiment has been prepared. First results show a depen-

Figure 6: Measured ratio of the optical cross sections as a
function of the electron energy and comparison to [6] (left),
an example of pressure dependency of emitted line intensities (right).
dency of the detected photon flux on the residual gas pressure. As a consequence this pressure dependency affects
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the optical-emission cross sections and might be one reason for the different results shown in Fig. 6.
To evaluate the temperature measurement method, the optical cross sections with respect to the pressure have to be
determined.

field strengths (Fig. 8) [8].
Besides the appearance of the instabilities due to the en-

Nonneutral Plasma Dynamics
Following theoretical predictions similar strengths in
longitudinal and radial confinement lead to a homogeneous
distribution of electrons in the lens volume and equality of
average kinetic energies in both directions. This is represented by the work function of the space charge lens:
ΦA =

er2 Bz2
8me

(4)
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where ΦA is the anode voltage, r the radius of the electrode,
and Bz the magnetic field.
Far from this configuration a variety of instabilities can be
observed. Figure 7C shows the so called diocotron instabil-

Figure 9: Picture of a diocotron instabilty for different
pressures of helium and similar field strengths, ΦA =6.5 kV,
Bz =12.1 mT, p=7.8·10−5 hPa (left) and ΦA =6.0 kV,
Bz =12.1 mT, p=6.0·10−4 hPa (right).
closing fields, measurements also show a strong dependency of the plasma state on the residual gas pressure
(Fig. 9).
To further investigate the behaviour of instabilities as a
function of external parameters the development of a fast
optical diagnostic is in progress. Additionally, the pepperpot emittance scanner gives the opportunity of a timeresolved investigation of the plasma state.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
Methods to determine the plasma parameters have been
presented. Non-interceptive diagnostics for the measurement of the electron temperature in a non-equilibrium
plasma as well as the appearance of plasma instabilities
have been discussed and have to be further investigated.
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Figure 7: Variation of measured residual gas ion current
and light density profile in the region of instabilities (A,C)
and in the region of the lens’ work function (B), ΦA =4 kV,
p=6·10−4 hPa, He.
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THE MIRROR MOUNTING OF A FAST SWITCHING MIRROR UNIT AT
FLASH
F. Perlick, M. Sachwitz, A. Donat, R. Heller, L.V. Vu, J. Nagler, DESY, Zeuthen, Germany
Abstract
Mirrors used for the deflection of a laser beam are
always a potential source for unwanted beam deviations.
These deviations may be caused by an insufficient surface
quality, by deformation or undesired motion of the mirror
in its mounting. Especially a tilting of the mirror towards
the laser beam leads to a major horizontal beam deviation,
which increases with increasing distance to the deflecting
point [1]. This study compares the original mirror
mounting design with a modified one, showing the great
impact of the holder geometry on the beam deviation at
the test sites.

mirror. The overall laser beam deviation at the test sites
resulting from the mirror deformation should not exceed
ten microns.

FAST SWITCHING MIRROR UNIT

Figure 2: Course of the laser beam.

Figure 1: Fast Switching Mirror Unit.

Figure 3: Mirror mounting components.

The Free Electron Laser Hamburg (FLASH) is a linear
accelerator producing brilliant laser light from four to
sixty nanometre wavelengths. The laser light is diverted
towards the test sites by massive silicon mirrors, which
are firmly mounted into holder plates and attached to the
mirror chambers. These chambers are moved (see Figure
1), so the mirror can reside in two different states of use.
When the chamber is moved out of the beam, the laser
goes into the beam line straight ahead without diversion,
while it is diverted with an angle of six degrees into a
diverging beam line when the chamber is moved into the
beam (see Figure 2). Recently, a “Fast Switching Mirror
Unit” was developed and successfully installed at
FLASH, whose linear motor allows permanent switching
with amplitudes up to thirty millimetres and switching
frequencies up to five Hertz. The operation of the
chamber in permanent switching mode doubles the
number of test sites which can be simultaneously supplied
with synchrotron light, but also leads to strong forces
acting on the components during the chamber
acceleration. Therefore the challenge lies in assuring a
firm mounting without significant deformation of the

The mirror mounting is installed in the middle of the
Fast Switching Mirror Unit, where it is attached to the
chamber flanges with four screws. It consists of the single
components holder, mirror, keys and cooling components,
which are supposed to ensure a fast heat transport from
the mirror to the outside of the chamber if it should be
necessary (see Figure 3). The cooling plate, which is
arranged on top of the mirror, serves as a heat conductor
from the mirror towards the cooling pipe. The cooling
plate and the mirror are attached to the holder plate with
two screws sized M8, which assure the vertical fastening.
The torque for these screws is ten Newton metres. On the
upper side of the holder plate there are four elevations,
which assure the horizontal fastening of the mirror. On
the reverse side of the reflecting surface there are two
keys, which are pushed down towards the holder plate by
one screw each. The screws are M3 in size and torqued
with 0.6 Newton metres. While the mirror-sided face of
the key is rectangular to the top face, the opposite side is
manufactured with an angle of eighty degrees to the top
face. Since the corresponding plane at the bracket offers a
one hundred degree angle, the vertical force inserted into
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the key by the screws is converted into a horizontal force
on the mirror. Consequently the mirror is pushed towards
the elevations of the holder plate.

ORIGINAL HOLDER PLATE
Features
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Figure 4: Original holder plate (top view).
The original holder plate is 520 millimetres in length
and 122 millimetres in width. It is made of aluminium
alloy (AlMg4.5Mn0.7). This material is only one third in
weight compared to steel; furthermore its strength is less
than silicon, so the risk of damage to the mirror at the
assembly can be reduced. The long side is parallel to the
chamber axis. In order to achieve a mirror beam
deflection of six degrees the mirror is adjusted in a three
degrees angle to the edge (see Figure 4). The maximum
thickness of the holder plate is fifteen millimetres (see
Figure 5). The elevations are ten millimetres in height and
about ten millimetres thick; their outer planes are
rectangular to the holder plate. In order to reduce its
weight the holder plate is provided with cutouts in areas
with little tension.

major deformation (red). Due to the pressure forces
applied to the elevations the holder plate is bent up in this
area. The maximum deformation of twenty-one microns
can be found at the side where the keys touch the holder
plate. It is evident that the deformation is not symmetric;
the deformation in the area of the left key exceeds the
right one by about six microns. This deformation
behaviour can be explained with differences concerning
the section modulus at these areas as the material strength
at the left elevation is only eleven millimetres, while at
the right elevation it is fifteen millimetres. The bending of
the holder plate leads to a tilting of the mirror towards the
laser beam (see Figure 7), which is irregular over the
length of the mirror due to the asymmetric deformation of
the elevations. The maximum displacement at the upper
edge of the mirror is about fifteen microns; the minimum
displacement at the lower edge is about five microns. This
leads to a laser beam deviation at the test sites of
approximately 250 microns, which exceeds the maximum
deviation target by the factor twenty five.

Figure 7: Deformation of the mirror (original).
Figure 5: Original holder plate (section).

MODIFIED HOLDER PLATE
Features

Simulation of the Deformation

Figure 8: Modified holder plate (top view).

Figure 6: Deformation of the original holder plate.
The results of the simulated deformation can be seen in
Figure 6. The colours specify areas of identical
deformation and reach from minor deformation (blue) to
270

The target of the holder plate modification is to achieve
a constant and reduced overall tilting of the mirror. The
overall dimensions of the plate remain constant. The
mirror is adjusted parallel to the edge of the holder plate
(see Figure 8), which means that the holder plate is now
installed in the chamber with an angle of three degrees. In
the region of the elevations the thickness of the holder
plate is increased from fifteen to forty millimetres (see
Figures 9 and 10). Since these measures increase the
weight of the holder plate, the cutouts in the middle of the
holder plate are enlarged and further cutouts are added in
order to reduce the weight. The angle between the outer
09 Others
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Figure 9: Modified holder plate (side view).

Figure 10: Modified holder plate (section).

Simulation of the Deformation

CONCLUSION
Table 1: Comparison of Original and Modified Holder
Plate
Holder plate

Original

Modified

Maximum deformation of the
elevations

21 μm

6 μm

Maximum displacement of the
mirror

15 μm

4 μm

Deviation of the laser beam at
the test sites (estimate)

250 μm

25 μm

The original holder plate shows a major asymmetric
deformation at its elevations, which leads to a strong
tilting of the mirror towards the laser beam. The resulting
deviation of the beam at the test sites is twenty-five times
bigger than the requested deviation. Through
modifications of the holder plate, especially the
adjustment of the mirror parallel to the holder’s edge and
the increase of thickness in the region of the elevations,
the deformation of the holder plate can be reduced to
about one forth; furthermore it becomes symmetric. As a
result the laser beam deviation can be reduced to one
tenth in comparison with the original holder plate.

REFERENCES
Figure 11: Deformation of the modified holder plate.
As can be seen in Figure 11, the deformation of the
modified holder plate is significantly smaller than the
original one. The holder is still bent up, but the maximum
deformation at the elevations is reduced from twenty-one
to six microns. As the mirror is adjusted parallel to the
holder’s edge, the holder deformation is symmetric. This
leads to an almost constant tilting of the mirror in the
holder plate (see Figure 12). The maximum displacement
at the upper edge of the mirror is reduced from fifteen to
four microns; the minimum displacement at the lower
edge is reduced from five to two microns. This results in a
laser beam deviation at the test sites of about twenty-five
microns, which means that the deviation is reduced to one
tenth compared to the original holder plate.

[1] Hahn, U. et al., “A Fast Switching Mirror Unit for
FLASH”, internal report, Hamburg 2007, A. Donat et
al., “A Fast Switching Mirror Unit at FLASH”,
PAC09, Vancouver BC, Canada, TU5RFP061

Figure 12: Deformation of the mirror (modified).
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elevation planes and the holder plate is reduced from
ninety degrees to forty-five degrees in order to ameliorate
force distribution.
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BEAM POSITION MONITOR SYSTEM FOR THE CERN LINAC4
J. Tan, M. Sordet, L. Søby, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract

The new LINAC4 will provide 160 MeV H- ion beams
for charge-exchange and proton injection into the CERN
accelerator complex. Among a wide variety of beam
diagnostics devices, shorted stripline pick-ups will
measure the absolute beam position, the relative and
absolute beam current, and the average beam energy via
the time-of-flight between two monitors. This paper
describes the beam position monitor (BPM) with its
electronic acquisition chain to be implemented on the
movable test bench for beam characterization up to 12
MeV.

INTRODUCTION
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The Linac4 [1] is an 80 m-long machine which will
supply 400 s pulses with 40 mA average beam current
after chopping. Its accelerating scheme is based on 352.2
MHz LEP klystrons, generating 2.84 ns-spaced bunch
trains, with nominal bunch population of 1.14109 Hions. The machine layout is shown in Figure 1.

filter requirements it is important to obtain a clean beam
signal. The basic BPM model is cylindrical with one pair
of electrodes per plane, each electrode of characteristic
impedance 50, having an azimuthal angle of 45. Space
restriction imposes 60 mm-long electrodes.
Table 1: Movable Test Bench Data: Beam Parameters at
BPM Locations and their Specifications
3 MeV

12 MeV

RMS bunch length [ps]

157-777

50-145

RMS bunch length []

20-98.5

6.4 – 18.4

Peak / Av. current [mA]
BPM resolution /
accuracy [mm ]
Phase/Energy resolution
Intensity

7 – 80 / 4 – 40
0.1 / 0.3
1 / 1 per mille
1% of peak current

Low-Beta Beam Effects

Figure 1: Linac4 schematic layout.
Shorted striplines pick-ups offer the versatility to match
the limited space constraints, and exhibit interesting
characteristics like good linearity and sensitivity: 15
BPMs will be integrated into the Linac4 between the DTL
and the PIMS modules, whilst 27 others will be spread
along the 175m-long transfer line. At the early
commissioning phase of the machine, a movable test
bench [2] is foreseen for characterizing the 3 MeV Hbeam properties at the exit of the RFQ and of the chopper
line, but also at the exit of the first DTL tank where the
beam energy reaches 12 MeV. Three BPMs will be used
here for measuring:
 the absolute beam position,
 the relative beam intensity between BPMs.
 the mean energy via time-of-flight between BPMs.
Some expected beam parameters at the BPM locations
and their specifications are listed in Table 1. In addition to
this, there is a large spread of cylindrical beam apertures
in the machine: 34 mm and 39 mm for the Linac4, 100
mm for the transfer line, and 67 mm for the movable test
bench, which necessitates multiple designs. This paper
focuses on the development of the 67 mm-aperture-BPM
and its associated electronic acquisition chain.

PICK-UP DESIGN
The signal processing is based on down mixing of the
first bunch harmonic of 352.2 MHz. In order to relax the
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The software tool CST Particle Studio [3] has been
extensively used for studying the monitor’s interaction
with low- beams, where its “Particle In Cell” solver
takes into account the space charge effects.
The frequency response of the pick-up was obtained by
a run with a single nominal intensity bunch, gaussianshaped, travelling along the BPM axis. The relativistic 
span was 0.0797 up to 0.99, while the rms bunch length
was kept constant and short at 50 ps (see Figure 2). The
theoretical transfer function for relativistic beams, e.g.
found in [4], and derived for shorted striplines gives an
optimum response of 1.25GHz for 60 mm-long
electrodes, which is confirmed in the green curve. With 
= 0.0797 (resp. 0.16), this length is optimised for 178
MHz (resp. 330 MHz).

Figure 2: BPM transfer function for different beam
velocities.
Figure 3 plots the time signals versus the bunch length
t at 12 MeV ( = 0.16). It shows that the Lorentz
contraction effect is still weak: the interaction time t of
the beam within the BPM is much larger than t.
Furthermore t remains constant with increasing t.
Consequently, the output time signal does not reflect the
09 Others
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real physical bunch duration. However as expected the
peak voltage is proportional to the charge density.

MOPD97

The real monitor is made of two main parts assembled
by electron bombardment welding. The capacitance
location is shown (Figure 4 right).
a)

Figure 3: BPM output signals from a run with a 12 MeVsingle bunch. The 1 bunch length span is 0.05-0.35 ns.

High Frequency Noise and its Mitigation

b)

Figure 5: Simulation of between three BPM models: a)
output voltages, b) spectra versus capacitance.

Position Sensitivity Versus Energy
Figure 4: Left: Principle of added capacitance.
Right: Body and electrodes with added capacitance before
electron welding.
A comparison between three electrode models is
proposed below: the basic stripline, and two electrode
designs with 4 pF and 9pF added capacitance per
electrode respectively. The simulations are performed
with a series of ten gaussian bunches crossing the monitor
at 12 MeV, having 50 ps bunch length (1). According to
the results in Figure 5 the last model with 9pF provides an
optimum filtering efficiency. The cut–off frequency of
this first order filter with a 50 load is then 354 MHz.
Most resonances are attenuated by ~20 dB, as shown in
Figure 5b. The remaining higher frequencies are expected
to be dissipated in the transmission cables before reaching
the front-end electronics, where additional filters are also
implemented.
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The position sensitivity is computed with an offcentered beam at different s. Processing the first
harmonic peak gives the theoretical sensitivity at 352MHz
as a function of beam energy (see Figure 6). These
sensitivities will be applied for the movable test bench
BPMs. In [6] a theoretical estimate of stripline sensitivity
for low- beams was proposed and is consistent with our
simulations.

Figure 6: Estimated sensitivity at 352MHz as a function
of beam energy.
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The spectra and voltages above clearly show the
development of high frequency (HF) resonances, even at
very low . Unlike simulation results quoted in [5], they
are not related to improper matching of the wave fields at
the port boundaries. A detailed analysis shows that they
occur between the electrode-body gap and in the output
ports. The excitation of these modes decreases as the
bunch length increases.
These resonances cause serious concerns as the
longitudinal bunch length, starting from the DTL
throughout the Linac4, should stay in the range [2.5-5]
(rms, i.e. 20-40 ps). The idea for mitigating the HF noise,
which is getting worse with multi-bunch beams, consists
in creating a capacitive effect between the electrode and
the beam pipe: it would behave as a low-pass filter
without affecting the fundamental harmonic. An increase
of the electrode thickness at the port end yield this effect,
as depicted in Figure 4 Left.
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PROCESSING WITH I/Q SAMPLING



Position, Intensity and Phase Measurement
The I/Q method [7] as represented in Figure 7, consists
of down-mixing the first harmonic signal from the BPM
with a Local Oscillator (LO). The intermediate frequency
(IF) obtained is then sampled at four times the IF so as to
acquire I/Q data 90° apart, giving the relative phase
IF=BPM - LO and the magnitude M for each electrode.
The position is then deduced by computing the
difference of the magnitude between two opposing
electrodes and normalisation with their sum. The beam
intensity is proportional to the magnitude sum of all
electrodes.



From the signal reflected by each of the four
electrodes, one can correct the difference of the
phase shift between the four cables and the
electronic board. We can also compare and
correct the phase difference (non-integer part)
between two BPMs, the integer part being
irrelevant.
The electrode coupling method [8] is used to
measure the electrical offsets: the ratio of the
coupling together with the acquisition gain
between the adjacent electrodes (V+ and V-) by
the H+ electrode gives the calibration offset for
the vertical plane here (see Figure 9).

Figure 7: I/Q acquisition principle.
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TOF Measurement
The LO signal is distributed towards all the downmixers with a phase jitter of 300 fs. The relative
longitudinal phase advance between two BPMs is
obtained by difference (BPM2 - BPM1) given by the IF
measurements. But one only gets the non-integer part of
this difference. The average beam energy is computed
after integration of the integer part, knowing the
theoretical phase advance between the two monitors.

FRONT END ELECTRONICS
The Electronic Board
A-four-channel front end electronic board handles the
electrode signals of a single BPM (see Figure 8). Each
channel has an input stage filter, followed by a switch
system for calibration. The signal is then down-mixed and
amplified. As the first commissioning phase will start
with only 4-10% of the nominal intensity, the board
features also variable gains thanks to switchable
attenuators in steps of 1dB, up to 32dB.

Figure 9: Calibration scheme.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
The design of the BPMs for the movable test bench has
been optimized for operation with low-beta beams and
short bunches. An automated and motorised test bench is
under construction for characterising by the wire
technique the five monitors that have been manufactured.
The analogue board will undergo a series of standard
tests: bandwidth, gain, noise, stability, linearity, cross-talk
between channels, and resolution. It is foreseen to sample
and process its out-coming analog signals with an FPGAbased board (FMC) developed at CERN. This would
result in a faster processing speed and ease data handling
by the front end software. The first bench tests are
foreseen for June 2011, and beam tests end of 2011.
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Figure 8: Electronic bloc diagram.

Calibration Procedures
The front end software and an onboard FPGA control
the switch and the attenuator during the calibration
procedure. There are three different calibration methods:
 With direct injection of a 352.2MHz sine wave
signal into the analog input of each channel, the
phase and amplitude differences between the
four channels can be corrected for.
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BEAM INSTRUMENTATION IN J-PARC
T. Toyama# and the J-PARC beam instrumentation group,
J-PARC/KEK, 2-4 Shirane Shirakata, Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki, Japan
and 1-1 Oho, Tsukuba, Ibaraki, Japan
High intensity protons of 1-2×1013 protons per bunch
have been accelerated in the J-PARC accelerators. To
meet with the requirements of the high intensity beam
diagnostics, we prepare several measures against high
intensity proton related issues. The following subjects are
reported among many subjects: the coupling impedance
reduction of BPMs, a bunch-by-bunch transverse
feedback system, a radiation-hard material for the "multiribbon profile monitor", and beam-based characterization
of the BPM, DCCT and BLM. A big earthquake occurred
on May 11, 2011. Its influence on the J-PARC facility is
mentioned, although still partially under investigation.

OVERVIEW
J-PARC (Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex)
comprises the 181 MeV linac, the 3 GeV RCS (Rapidcycling Synchrotron), the 30 GeV (at phase-I) MR (Main

Ring) and related experimental facilities. The beam
powers have been achieved 120kW at the RCS and 145
kW at the MR with the linac current of 15 mA in recent
operations [1]. The goal at each stage is 50 mA at the
linac, 1 MW at the RCS and 750 kW or more at the MR.
The beam sizes are relatively large comparing to the e+,
e- accelerators and high energy proton accelerators. Here
are brief estimates of the beam size related quantities: the
horizontal and vertical emittances and bunch lengths are ~
0.1 ns and 0.1 π mmmrad at the linac, 50 - 500 ns and 50
- 200 π mmmrad at the RCS, and 40 - 400 ns and 1 - 50
π mmmrad at the MR, respectively. To accommodate
such a beam, the beam instruments are prepared as shown
in Fig. 1 [2]. Additional instruments are in preparation to
meet with the linac energy and intensity upgrade to 400
MeV and 50 mA [3]. Two bunch shape monitors will be
installed at the ACS linac in collaboration with INR.

Figure 1: Layout of the beam instruments in the J-PARC accelerators.
____________________________________________
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BEAM INSTABILITY ISSUES
The beam instabilities become more important as the
beam intensity gets larger. Two subjects are picked up
here: the BPM design and the transverse feedback damper.
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BPM Impedance
The KEK 12GeV-PS had encountered the longitudinal
microwave instability in the course of intensity upgrade
for the K2K long-baseline ν oscillation experiment in the
late 1990s. One of the impedance sources was identified
to be the BPMs that employed wall current pickups. The
coupling-impedance measurement with a coaxial
transmission-line revealed the resonances at ~ 600 MHz
and ~ 1.4 GHz. Simulation with "MAFIA" also agreed
with the measurement [4].
The longitudinal impedance may be reduced with a
larger capacitance. This is qualitatively understood
observing the following formula [5],
2
RL
1 ⎛ ωl ⎞
ZL = ⎜ 0 ⎟
.
(1)
2 ⎝ β c ⎠ 1+ jωCRL
Actually the improved BPM with large capacitance
(electrostatic type) showed no detectable resonance
(Fig.2) [6]. We keep the same direction in J-PARC,
although the electrode shape has been changed to
diagonal-cut to obtain a linear position response.

The gap size between the electrodes and pipe wall are 2
mm at the RCS- and 1 mm at the MR-BPMs (Fig. 3).
The resulting longitudinal impedance ZL measured with
the stretched wire method [7] has no detectable
resonances up to the cut-off frequency, 1.95 GHz [Fig. 5].
The simulation with CST particle studio [8] shows a
consistent result (Fig. 6). If |ZL/n| = 0.35 mΩ, the total of
186 BPMs amounts to 65 mΩ which is much less than the
Keil-Schnell criterion for the MR, 9 Ω (max.) [9].

Figure 4: Measured ZL of the MR BPM. Red and green
curves are the real and imaginary impedance,
respectively.

Figure 5: Simulated ZL of the MR BPM. Red and blue
curves are the real and imaginary impedance,
respectively. Dashed line indicates ZL/n = 0.35 mΩ.

Transverse Bunch-by-bunch Feedback
(1)

(2)

Figure 2: Transmissions of the BPM measured with a
coaxial transmission line: (1) the previous BPM (WCM
type), (2) the improved BPM (ESM type).

Figure 3: BPMs for the RCS and MR in J-PARC.
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The transverse instability is inevitable in the MR,
which may be caused by the resistive wall and kicker
magnets [10]. As a measure against this instability, a
bunch-by-bunch (B×B) feedback system has been
developed [11]. It comprises the diagonal-cut BPM, an
analog pre-processing circuit (amplifier/attenuator, LPF),
a digital processing circuit (ADC, FPGA, DAC), power
amplifiers and a stripline kicker. At the present beam
intensity of ~ 1013 protons per bunch and small negative
chromaticities, horizontal instabilities occur at the MR
injection and during acceleration (Fig. 6). Both
instabilities are successfully damped with the feedback
(Figs. 7 and 8). Routine operation at the beam power of
145 kW with minimum loss is achieved with compromise
between the chromaticities optimum and the feedback
optimum.

Figure 6: Observed instabilities without the feedback.
Four spikes at the beginning are mainly due to kicker
error. Broad growth at the middle is due to collective
instability.
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loading test in which the temperature was maintained at
1400 °C with a continuous beam. After 67 min, the foil
was broken at the beam spot. On the other hands
temperature rise at the target with 3 GeV 4×1013 proton
beams is estimated to be 200 °C, which is well below the
above result. These results show that graphite has high
endurance under high beam impact and high heat loading.
As the measurement precision of profiles is determined
by ribbon size accuracy and surface uniformity, they are
strictly controlled. The evaluation by the 6MeV/n C6+
beam (NIRS) showed the difference in emission rate
sufficiently less than 1%.
At high intensity beams the space charge effect on
emitted dense electrons becomes significant. Secondary
electron yields as the function of bias voltages are
measured with two beam intensities, 4×1011 and 1013 ppb,
at 3-50BT (Fig.10). The plateau was obtained over the
sufficient bias voltage, 70 and 200 V, respectively.
The beam of 1×1013 ppb that corresponds to beam
power of 100 kW was successfully measured (Fig. 11).

Figure 8: The beam loss due to the instability during the
MR acceleration. Left and right figures are without and
with feedback.

RADIATION-HARD DETECTOR

Prior to describing the multi-ribbon profile monitor,
beam profile monitors in J-PARC are summarized. In the
linac wire scanners with tungsten wires (φ 50 - 80 μm) are
installed [12]. Multi-wire profile monitors (MWPM) with
tungsten wires (φ 100 μm) are installed at the RCS
injection section [13]. Ionization profile monitors are
installed in the RCS and MR [14]. Flying wire profile
monitors with a φ7mm carbon wire are installed in the
MR [15]. At the 3-50BT, the MR injection section and the
hadron BT, MWPMs were installed in the early stage of
the beam commissioning. Recently those monitors are
replaced by the "multi-ribbon profile monitors" made of a
thin graphite sheet (Fig 9).[16]

Multi-ribbon Profile Monitor (MRPM)
The main properties of our graphite are: thickness 2 μm
(typical), firing temperature 2600 °C, and the maximum
size manufactured 160×320 mm2. The robustness of the
foil against beam impact was investigated by two types of
beam tests. The first was a long-run test in which beams
hit the target foil during a net 11 months of running. The
total proton hit number amounted to more than 5×1020,
nevertheless the foil survived. The second was a high-heat
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Profile Monitors in the J-PARC Accelerators

Figure 9: MRPM with the laser-cut graphite sheet.
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Figure 10: Normalized secondary electron yields as the
function of bias voltages.
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Requirements on radiation hardness get higher in the
high intensity accelerators. Destructive monitors become
challenging because material itself should survive, and
beam loss small. We have developed the profile monitor
for one-pass beamlines fulfilling the above requirements.
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Figure 11: Measured beam profiles at 1×1013 ppb.
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Figure 7: Coherent oscillation at the MR injection.
Dashed and solid curves are without and with feedback.
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BEAM-BASED CHARACTERIZATION

Setting gL = 1 and executing measurements more than 3

Beam-based Alignment (BBA) of BPMs

times, we can solve simultaneous linear equations of Eq

Beam-based alignment of BPMs is one of the standard
calibration techniques. A certain BPM offset position is
calibrated varying the focusing strength of the
neighbouring quadrupole magnet (QM). In the RCS,
however, the QMs are energized only in series connection
within a certain QM family. Therefore the conventional
BBA algorithm, in which one BPM is calibrated with one
QM, is extended to that multiple BPMs calibrated with
multiple QMs, and successfully applied to the RCS
(Fig.12) [17]. To confirm the algorithm the conventional
one is compared to the new one in the MR where the QM
can be energized both individually and in the family. A
small discrepancy ~100 μm exists between the results
from both algorithms in the vertical plane [17] and under
further investigation.

(3) with total least squares algorithm [18]. The method

Figure 12: COD correction without (open circle) and with
(closed circle) using BBA results. Upper is for horizontal
and lower is vertical one. The COD correction was
improved using the BBA results.

Figure 13: Block diagram of the DCCT and corrector.

looks promising.

Correction of DCCT Response
In high intensity accelerators of beam intensities above
~1013 particles per pulse, beam losses even in the order of
0.1 % are issues due to its residual activations. A beam
DCCT may be very useful if it can detect such beam
losses. The DCCT in the J-PARC MR has an enough
resolution for such purpose [19]. But so far three
systematic relative errors are observed in the order of
0.1 %; the deviation in the step response, the effect of
synchrotron oscillation and the magnetic leakage field
effect. Among these the deviation in the step response is
corrected [20]. At first the DCCT system was modeled
using the response to the fast beam extraction. Then
digital filter parameters for correction were calculated
with the model, and applied to the DCCT output signal
(Fig. 13). The relative deviation is corrected within 0.1%
(Fig. 14).

Beam-based Gain Calibration BPMs
In KEKB, we found noticeable errors larger than
0.1mm in the almost all BPM readings. These errors come
from the gain imbalance among 4 output voltages of a
BPM. The gain imbalance is considered to come from the
imbalance of the signal transmission in the cables and
processing circuit gains. By this reason the gains of every
BPMs of KEKB have been calibrated by a non-linear chisquare method. The same algorithm cannot apply to the JPARC BPM because the KEKB BPMs are button-type on
the other hands the J-PARC ones are diagonal-cut-type.
Using the BPM linear position response,
⎛ x ⎞
⎛ y ⎞
VL, j = gL λ j ⎜1+ j ⎟, VU, j = gU λ j ⎜1+ j ⎟,
⎝ a⎠
⎝ a⎠
(2)
⎛ xj ⎞
⎛ yj ⎞
VR, j = gR λ j ⎜1− ⎟, VD, j = gD λ j ⎜1− ⎟,
⎝ a⎠
⎝ a⎠
for the j-th measurement, the following relation is reduced
VL, j VR, j VU, j VD, j
−
=
−
,
(3)
gL
gR
gU
gD
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Figure 14: Measured (dark-blue curve) and corrected (red
curve) beam intensities.

Calibration of BLM Sensitivity
To estimate slow extraction (SX) inefficiency, beambased calibrations of the BLMs of the SX straight section
were made [21]. The SX involves localized beam losses
at an electrostatic septum and at a magnetic septum, and
beam loss signal distribution is peeked at BLM#76 and
BLM#82. A local bump orbit was made to reproduce a
beam loss at the electrostatic septum and at the magnetic
septum. The beam energy was 30GeV and the bias
voltage was set to 1.3kV. Output charges are shown in fig.
6 as a function of the beam loss intensity measured by
using a MR DCCT. The SX inefficiency is estimated
using these calibration curves with the resolution of
~0.1%.
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BPMs by family-QM, BPM gain calibration, DCCT
response correction and BLM sensitivity calibration.
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Figure 15: BLM response to the beam loss at the
electrostatic septum (local bump #76) and at the magnetic
septum (local bump #82).

BLMs in the J-PARC Accelerators
The BLMs in the J-PARC comprises mainly
proportional counters (p-BLM) and additionally
scintillator and photomultiplier (PMT) pairs, and air
ionization chambers. The p-BLMs have suffered from the
X-ray background of the S-DTL RF cavities in the linac
section. Recently scintillator and PMT pairs successfully
detect the linac beam loss without X-ray background [22].
In the MR air ionization chambers of 1 meter long will be
added and complement the p-BLM. Utility of fast
response detectors as a scintillator and PMT pair, SSD or
diamond in the MR is now under consideration.

INFLUENCE OF THE 3.11 EARTHQUAKE
The great earthquake occurred on March 11, 2011 at
14:46 JST off the Pacific coast of Tohoku. The seismic
intensity was 6- (JMA scale) at J-PARC [23]. Although
tsunami came to the Tokai-site coast, well below the
ground level of J-PARC. No injuries are observed for JPARC related persons. Tsunami height at the Tokai-site
seems to be TP 4 - 5 m [24], not far from the hazard map
[25].
Alignments of the accelerators in J-PARC were
deformed. Vertical level variation of ~40 mm was
observed in the linac and ~8 mm in the MR. Detailed
survey is under way [26].
Beam instruments also suffered from the great quakes.
The biggest damages occurred in the linac [27]. Brazing
between the ceramic tube and SS vacuum pipe of the
FCTs was detached. Some bellows were broken. There
observed no serious damages in the RCS and MR.
The recovery schedule is announced in [28].

CONCLUSION
Measures against high intensity proton beams have
been taken: low impedance diagonal-cut BPMs, a
transverse B×B feedback damper and rad-hard SEM with
multi-ribbon of graphite were installed and work
successfully. Precisions have been enhanced with beambased characterization: the BBA of BPMs with multiple-
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DIAGNOSTICS DURING THE ALBA STORAGE RING COMMISSIONING
U. Iriso∗ , M. Álvarez, F. Fernández, F. Pérez, A. Olmos
CELLS, Cerdanyola, Spain
Abstract
The ALBA Storage Ring is a 3 GeV 3rd Generation
Synchrotron Light Source whose 1st phase commissioning
took place in Spring 2011. The machine is equipped with
123 BPMs, one stripline, seven ƀuorescent screens, FCT
and DCCT, 128 BLMs, and two front ends strictly used
for electron beam diagnostics (pinhole and streak camera).
This paper presents an overview of the Diagnostics elements installed in the machine and our experience during
the commissioning.
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INTRODUCTION
The ALBA Storage Ring is a 3 GeV Light Source of
roughly 270 m circumference and small emittance (4.3 nmrad). With an rf system of 500 MHz, it is designed to store
up to 400 mA. The ſrst phase (no operation of Insertion
Devices) of the ALBA Storage Ring (SR) commissioning
started in March 2011. In June 2011, we start insertion devices operation. Beamline commissioning is scheduled for
Autumn 2011, and Users Operation is foreseen in Spring
2012.
Throughout the commissioning, the Diagnostics components are key elements to check SR performance. The electron beam is characterized by measuring its current, transverse and longitudinal shape, and transverse position inside the vacuum chamber. For these purposes, we installed
123 BPMs to monitor and correct the orbit, 128 pin diodes
Bergoz BLMs to detect beam loss locations, one Fast Current Transformer (FCT) and one DC Current Transformer
(DCCT) to check longitudinal beam structure and beam intensity, one stripline BPM for beam excitation during the
tune measurements, and seven Fluorescent Screens (FS)
to crosscheck beam size and position during early phases
of SR commissioning. Two front ends are exclusively designed for beam diagnostics: an xray pinhole camera and a
visible light beamline where the streak camera will be used.
A short straight section (2 m) is equipped with the main
diagnostics components (see Fig. 1). This note presents an
overview of the Diagnostics components in the SR and our
experience with them.

FLUORESCENT SCREENS
We installed 5 in-air FS [1] which are moved in/out using a pneumatic piston. They were used to perform the 1st
turn analysis. Furthermore, we installed two “horizontal”
FS (FSH) whose motion is controlled by a motor. Located
downstream the injection septum and downstream the ſrst
∗

ubaldo.iriso@cells.es
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Figure 1: Beam diagnostics components in Sector 2. From
left to right, the DCCT, AE, FCT, and a stripline BPM.
injector kicker, they were very useful to monitor the injection and kick angle through the beam centroid position.
Figure 2 depicts the sketch with the FSH location (bottom), and three beam images (top) with the centroid position, from where the injected and kick angle are directly
inferred.
FSH1

FSH2, Ki OFF

FSH2, Ki ON

Xo= Ŧ22.6mm

Xo= Ŧ21.5mm

Xo= Ŧ16.2mm

Stored
Beam

Xo

SEPTUM

Xo

KICKER

Injected
Beam
1440

FSH1

FSH2

Figure 2: Sketch of the FSHs location at injection straight
(bottom), and beam image at FSH1 (left), at FSH2 with
kicker OFF (middle) and ON (right).

BEAM CURRENT MONITORS
In order to prevent high temperatures that could potentially damaged the coils, we installed a compressed air
cooling circuit in both the FCT and DCCT (both of them
are oﬀ-the-shelf Bergoz products). So far, injecting up to
100 mA did not produce any overheating in the FCT and
DCCT coils. Figure 3 shows the injection of 75 mA in
the machine (while monitoring beam size). The DCCT
rms variation with no beam is ±2μA, which is taken as the
DCCT resolution. However, we observe intensity oscillations in the order of 20μA when cycling the magnets and
with temperature drifts.
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sets obtained via Beam Based Alignment (currenly being
applied), and the slow and fast orbit corrections (still to be
implemented).
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Figure 5: Beam stability during 40 min.

TUNE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
The stripline BPM is composed of 4 electrodes matched
to 50Ω, and is used for beam excitation during tune measurements. With the 50 W ampliſer, the eﬀective kick is
Δθ = 0.15 μrad [2]. Once the beam is accumulated, the
excitation is carried out using a white noise function generator whose frequency and span is remotely controlled. Using a multiplexer, the stripline electrodes bias can be switch
to produce either horizontal, vertical or diagonal excitation.
Figure 6 shows the sketch of the tune excitation system.
+

Figure 4: Bunch train before and after closing the vertical
scraper gap in Fig. 3.

BEAM POSITION MONITORS
ALBA is equipped with 123 BPMs: two are reserved for
future Bunch-by-Bunch feedback, one for diagnostics purposes (tune and beam dynamics measurements) and 120 for
orbit control and interlock system. Beam signal is pickedup by 7 mm diameter feedthroughs [3] and brought to the
Service Area by low-loss phase match RF cables of a wide
variety of lenghts (12.5m-45m).
Figure 5 shows the slow acquisition rate (10 Hz) at
one BPM during 40 min (beam intensity 20mA). Reading
electronics (Libera Brilliance) were working on the basic
mode, so no switching between input channels and no digital signal conditioning (DSC). The rms values (between
2 and 3μm) should improve with increasing current, using
DSC and with better temperature stability in the tunnel and
service area.
The orbit interlock system is already working and it
dumps the beam whenever it is out of bounds (±3 mm hor,
±2 mm ver). Fine adjustments are still being carried out to
avoid false trips during injection. Typically, the SR orbit
after correction is kept below ±0.5 mm in both planes. The
orbit should further improve when applying the BPM oﬀ-
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Figure 6: Sketch of the tune excitation system.
The FFT of the turn-by-turn data of any BPM then provides the fractional betatron tune. The result is that the
tune (on both planes) can be monitored continuosly without
problems of trigger or synchronization, allowing any tune
required beam dynamics studies (as chromaticity measurements). Figure 7 shows an example of the tune measurement in the horizontal plane.

X-RAY PINHOLE CAMERA
Measurement of the transverse beam size is performed
using a pinhole camera. To avoid the diﬀraction limit, this
system analyzes the xray domain of the synchrotron radiation produced when the electron beam goes through a bending magnet.
A sketch of the pinhole camera is shown in Fig. 8, following the design in other machines [4]. The xray beam
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The FCT and DCCT are continously used to check machine performance. It is also used to detect beam intensity
assymetries. For example, a Fast Ion Instability which currently triggers at about 25 mA. Figure 4 shows the eﬀect of
closing the vertical scraper jaw from 10 to 0.25 mm: only
the last bunches in the train are aﬀected while the beam
current is reduced from 75 to 55 mA.

600
13:30

Position [μm]

Figure 3: Injection of 80mA in the SR and beam size evolution. At 21h30, the beam is deliberately lost due to the
insertion of the ver scraper.
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Figure 7: Example of a tune measurement in the hor plane.
goes through the 1mm Al window, which separates the vacuum from the in-air components and cuts out the radiation
below 10keV. Later, a Cu block is gradually inserted in/out
to chose the desired thickness that ſlters the remaining
xray beam. We usually use about 0.2mm, which provides
an xray beam of about 45keV. The pinhole is made using
tungsten blocks of 3mm thick with slits of 100, 50, and
10μm. Placed vertical and horizontally, the slits form a grid
in which we can chose either pinholes of 9 diﬀerent sizes.
Four motors allow us to move the pinhole block as desired.
We typically use the smallest one (10x10μm). Downstream
the pinhole (13.6m away), a YAG:Ce screen converts the
xray into visible light and the image is captured by a CCD.
6059 mm
P=45W

13626 mm

Window (Al)
In−Vacuum

Filter (Cu)

Pinhole (W)

YAG:Ce

CCD

In−Air

Figure 8: Schematic lay-out of the pinhole camera.
All in all, the pinhole system has been operational since
ſrst week of commissioning. This allowed us to detect hardware misfunctionings (a misconnected quadrupole
power supply), determine the intensity thresholds and cures
for the vertical instability, check beam size evolution with
beam intensity, etc (see Figs. 3 and 9). Once dispersion
and energy spread at the pinhole location were conſdently
measured, we also determined beam emittance. The smallest one we measured is  x = 4.4nm·rad with 2% coupling.

VISIBLE LIGHT MONITOR
Besides the pinhole camera, we also set-up a front end
that uses the visible part of the synchrotron radiation to
precisely analyze the longitudinal bunch structure (we followed the ESRF design [5]). The key system of this front
end is a Cu mirror that is inserted vertically into the synchrotron radiation produced by a dipole. It is equipped with
three thermocouples to avoid possible heat load damage in
the mirror and control its vertical position.
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CONCLUSIONS
The set of diagnostics described in this report performed
satisfactorily and allowed a successful SR commissioning.
All diagnostics devices perform with no problems and our
task now is mainly to perform ſne adjustments to increase
their performance, set-up the streak camera, and prepare
the slow and fast orbit correction.
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THE FERMILAB HINS TEST FACILITY AND BEAM MEASUREMENTS
OF THE ION SOURCE AND 325 MHZ RFQ*
V. Scarpine#, B. Hanna. J. Steimel, S. Chaurize, B. Webber, S. Hays, D. Wildman, FNAL, Batavia,
IL 60510, U. S. A.
The Fermilab High Intensity Neutrino Source (HINS)
project is intended to test new concepts for low-energy,
high-intensity superconducting linacs. HINS initial design
consists of a 50 KeV ion source, a 2.5 MeV
Radiofrequency Quadrupole (RFQ) followed by room
temperature and superconducting spoke resonator
acceleration sections. At present, a proton ion source and
the 325 MHz RFQ, followed by a beam diagnostics
section, have been operated with beam. This paper will
discuss the beam measurement results for the proton ion
source and for the 325 MHz RFQ module and
improvements to the beam diagnostic instrumentation. In
addition, this paper will discuss the role of HINS as a test
facility for the development of beam diagnostic
instrumentation required for future high-intensity linacs.

INTRODUCTION
The world community is proposing a number of new
high-intensity, multi-GeV, superconducting RF (SRF),
proton and H- accelerators for many different applications
from particle physics to Accelerator Driven Systems
(ADS) to spallation neutron sources [1]. The high energy
community has identified the intensity frontier as one key
areas of research for the future of particle physics. Under
this guidance, Fermilab is proposing Project X, which has
as its core element a 3 GeV SRF CW linac, accelerating
H- to 3 MW beam power [2]. In order to address the lowenergy needs of such a linac, Fermilab has started the
High Intensity Neutrino Source (HINS) project [3].
The HINS accelerator project is intended to pursue
advanced low-energy linac technologies. HINS has
undergone various changes, but is presently being adapted
for the testing and design of key low-energy elements for
Project-X. Details of the HINS program can be found in
[3]. Table 1 gives a list of nominal beam parameters for
HINS.
Table 1: HINS Nominal Beam Parameters
Particle
Nominal Bunch
Frequency/Spacing
Particles per Pulse
Avg Pulse Current
Pulse Rep. rate
Pulse Length
Bunch Current
Bunch Intensity

H+ then H325
3.1
37.5
up to 20
2.5/10
3/1
32
6.1
98

The HINS project initially identified four basic goals [3]:
1. Demonstrate beam acceleration using
superconducting spoke type cavity structures.
2. Demonstrate the use of high power RF vector
modulators to control multiple RF cavities by
a single high power klystron for acceleration
of a non-relativistic beam.
3. Demonstrate beam halo and emittance growth
control by the use of solenoidal focusing.
4. Demonstrate a fast bunch-by-bunch beam
chopper.
In addition, HINS is being developed as a test facility
for beam diagnostic research and development for Project
X.

ION SOURCE AND LEBT
MEASUREMENTS
As part of the initial HINS configuration, a 20 mA, 50
keV, pulsed proton source has been developed. This
proton source is followed by a solenoid focusing low
energy beam transport (LEBT). The dual solenoid LEBT
design allows for beam matching between the proton
source and the HINS 2.5 MeV RFQ. Initial measurements
of the RFQ performance however indicated poor beam
transport through the RFQ [4]. Further studies seem to
indicate that the proton source is being dominated by nonproton species. Figure 1 show the test setup used to
characterize the proton source. This test setup uses a
spectrometer magnet to measure the source beam energy
and to characterize the proton source species.

Figure 1: Ion source and LEBT measurement setup.
MHz
Nsec
E13
mA
Hz
Msec
mA
E8
pCoul

___________________________________________
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Figure 2 is a series of measurements of the proton
source showing H+, H2+ and H3+ production. The figure
shows three plots of the east Faraday cup, at the end of
the spectrometer line, versus the current in the
spectrometer magnet. For each plot the downstream
solenoid is optimized to transport each species to the
Faraday cup. Measurements indicated that the proton
source produces ~ 40% protons and ~30% H2+ and ~30%
3
H +. Even though the LEBT is optimized to transport
protons from the source to the RFQ, the LEBT toroid
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current measurement includes contributions from the nonproton component.

Figure 3: HINS beamline and diagnostics for initial RFQ
measurements.

Improvements to the Beam Diagnostics Line
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A number of improvements have been made to the
HINS beam diagnostics line. First, a beam current toroid
has been mounted to the output flange of the RFQ. This
toroid is inside of the RFQ vacuum vessel. Second,
quadrupole focusing has been added right after the RFQ
to prevent transverse beam blow-up. Third, a
spectrometer magnet has been added to allow for absolute
beam energy and energy spread measurements. In
addition, a number of new beam diagnostic tools have
been added to the line. Figure 4 is a block diagram of the
upgrade HINS beam diagnostics line.
Figure 2: Measurement of ion source species content.
Plots show Faraday cup intensities versus spectrometer
magnet current. The LEBT downstream solenoid has been
optimized to focus individual species to the east Faraday
cup. Red curves show west Faraday cup current (straight
line) while blue curves show east Faraday cup current
(spectrometer line).

INITIAL RFQ MEASUREMENTS
Initial beam measurements with the HINS 325 MHz,
2.5 MeV RFQ have been made and presented [4]. The
proton ion source was operated as 500 s pulses at a rate
of 1 Hz. The RFQ was operated without cooling. Because
of this RF power was limited to 50 s pulses. Detailed
information on the operational experience with the RFQ
can be found in [5].
Figure 3 show the HINS beamline and beam
diagnostics used for the initial RFQ measurements.
Although this diagnostics layout allows for a number of
important measurements of the RFQ, it also has a number
of short comings. Specifically, the diagnostics line has no
focusing elements and suffers from transverse beam
blow-up. This effect, coupled with the beam current
toroid being too far from the RFQ output, prevents
accurate beam current measurements. The transverse
beam blow-up also prevents the measurement of
transverse emittance. In addition, absolute beam energy
measurements by time-of-flight were not possible due to
lack of unique bunch structure in the beam pulse. Finally,
the diagnostics line has no longitudinal bunch shape
measurement capability.
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Figure 4: Block diagram of HINS improved diagnostics
line for RFQ measurements and future HINS accelerator
configurations.
This new diagnostics line allows for a number of beam
measurement devices as well as space for R&D of new
diagnostics for Project X. Transverse emittance
measurements will now be made by (1) slit-wire scanner
technique and by (2) quadrupole scan technique. Also,
two longitudinal bunch shape detectors have been added.
The first is a high-bandwidth faraday cup and the second
is a “Feschenko” style scanning wire bunch shape
monitor [6]. Figure 5 shows the front-end of the new
diagnostics line installed at HINS.

BEAM DIAGNOSTIC R&D AT HINS FOR
PROJECT X
Configuration of this new diagnostic line allows for a
number of new diagnostic R&D projects for Project X.
Because of the SCF structures of Project X, beam
intercepting wire monitors pose a danger for the
superconducting
cavities.
Transverse
profile
measurements of H- beams have been made with lasers,
utilizing photo-detachment, with minimal interaction with
01 Overview and Commissioning of Facilities
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Figure 5: Front-end of the new diagnostics line installed
at HINS.

HINS AS A USER TEST FACILITY
HINS is a unique linac injector R&D facility with
access to high-intensity, low-energy beam for user
projects. HINS allows for the development of Fermilab
projects for Project X as well as provide a facility for
external collaborators. Potential project areas for HINS
include beam diagnostics R&D, low-energy beam
dynamics studies and beam chopper development.

SUMMARY
Beam measurements have been made on the HINS 325
MHz, 2.5 MeV RFQ. These initial measurements
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revealed a number of short comings with the beam
diagnostics. Improvements and additions to the
diagnostics line have been made and are undergoing beam
tests. In addition, HINS has also been presented as a
possible low-energy, high-intensity accelerator test
facility for R&D activities.
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the beam [7]. Fermilab will use HINS as a test facility for
development of a “standard” transverse laser profile
monitor for Project X.
Similar to laser-based transverse profile measurements,
longitudinal profile monitors based on lasers offer the
possibility of non-intercepting monitors. The Spallation
Neutron Source (SNS) has made longitudinal profile
measurements in their MEBT using a femtosecond
Ti:Sapphire laser [8]. Fermilab is collaborating with
LBNL to develop and test a longitudinal profile monitor
with short-pulse (~ ps) laser systems at HINS [9].
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Abstract

Photoinjector L0 LH

FERMI@Elettra is a linac-driven free-electron laser currently under commissioning at Sincrotrone Trieste, Italy.
In order to protect the facility’s permanent undulator magnets from radiation-induced demagnetization, beam losses
and radiation doses are monitored closely by an active machine protection system. The paper focuses on the design
and performance of its main diagnostic subsystems: Beam
loss position monitors based on the detection of Cherenkov
light in quartz fibers with multi-pixel photon counters, conventional ionization chambers with a new frontend electronics package, and solid-state RADFET dosimeters providing an online measurement of the absorbed dose in the
undulator magnets.

L1

BC1

L2

L3

X

BC2

FEL1
FEL2

L4
Undulators

Figure 1: Overview of the FERMI@Elettra accelerator.
Accelerating S-band structures are shown in yellow, main
dipole magnets in blue, collimators in dark brown, undulators in red/green.

INTRODUCTION
FERMI@Elettra is a fourth generation light source currently under commissioning at Sincrotrone Trieste. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the main components of the accelerator
are a photocathode RF gun, 16 accelerating S-band sections, an X-band structure for phase space linearization,
two magnetic chicanes for bunch compression, and two
separate undulator sections with 7 and 10 undulators, respectively. The linac design foresees the extraction of electron bunches with a maximum charge of 1 nC at a rate of
50 Hz and the acceleration to a final energy of 1.2 GeV [1].
The maximum power carried by the beam amounts to
about 60 W. While this hardly poses a direct threat to beamline components, considerable amounts of radiation can be
released when a part of the electron beam strikes the vacuum chamber. Elevated radiation doses are especially undesirable in the undulator sections where they can lead to
a partial demagnetization of the permanent magnets with a
detrimental effect on the free-electron laser process.
To avoid beam-induced damage, Fermi is protected by
an active machine protection system that inhibits the extraction of charge in the photoinjector when necessary [2].
Several diagnostic systems have been developed specifically with the focus on machine protection. In the following, we give a brief overview of these systems and make
some remarks on the operational experience gathered so
far.
∗ lars.froehlich@elettra.trieste.it
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Figure 2: Photos of the RADFET dosimetry system. Top:
Reader unit. Left: Single RADFET dosimeters. Right:
Dosimeter installed on undulator support.

RADFET DOSIMETERS
The dose deposition in the sensitive undulator magnets is
monitored by four compact integrating MOSFET dosimeters per undulator. These RADFETs (see e.g. [3]) of the
type RFT-300-CC10G1 are produced by REM Oxford Ltd.,
have an oxide thickness of 300 nm, and allow the measurement of doses up to about 10 kGy without the application
of a bias voltage during irradiation.
The dosimeters are mounted on the undulator support
structure with the help of a small printed circuit board
as depicted in Fig. 2. They are read out by a custom microprocessor-controlled reader unit that periodically
drives the RADFETs with a constant current of 490 μA.
The voltage needed to drive this current is digitized with
a 24-bit ADC. Each unit has four channels and communicates via an ethernet interface.
At the moment, the dosimeters have a purely diagnostic
function and no direct connection to the machine protection system is foreseen. However, the reader is equipped
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with an interlock output that can be freely controlled by the
microcontroller code. The implementation of alarms based
on measured dose rates is therefore easily possible.
The response of the RADFETs to radiation doses from
1 Gy to 10 kGy has been extensively studied with 6 MeV
bremsstrahlung and with Co-60 sources. The results of
this calibration effort will be published separately. Figure 3 shows the doses read by the RADFETs on the first
undulator of the FEL1 beamline over the past 6 months of
operation. The maximum dose registered so far is about
50 Gy on undulator 3.

IONIZATION CHAMBERS
Nineteen ionization chambers will be used as beam loss
monitors along the undulator beam lines and allow a shotby-shot measurement of the radiation dose rate.
Each ionization chamber consists of three plane electrodes mounted inside an aluminum enclosure containing a
gas volume of 1.3 l (Fig. 4). A high voltage of up to 1000 V
is applied between the two outer electrodes and a central,
grounded one. Additional guard electrodes reduce leakage
currents and increase the homogeneity of the electric field.
The chamber has a gas inlet and an outlet to allow the operation with a constant gas flux. However, the application
as beam loss monitor for Fermi does not require maximum
measurement precision. The chambers are therefore used
in air, allowing for sensitivity changes of few percent due
to variations in atmospheric pressure and humidity.
Each ionization chamber has a separate frontend electronics package (Fig. 4). It is based on the readout electronics described in [4], featuring a microcontroller and a 20-bit
ADC. Besides amplifying, integrating, and digitizing current pulses from the ionization chamber, the frontend also
generates the necessary high voltage. Readout of data and
control of all device funtions is possible via a standard Ethernet interface. The frontend also compares the digitized
signal with a set of programmable thresholds and, if necessary, signalizes alarms on two independent digital outputs

04 Beam Loss Detection

Figure 4: Photos of the ionization chamber BLM system.
Top: Frontend unit. Left: Plot of low dose rate response.
Right: Single ionization chamber.
connected to the machine protection system.
With air filling at standard atmospheric pressure, the sensitivity of the chamber in terms of generated charge per absorbed dose amounts to
S ≈ 1.3 l · 1.2

e
μC
g
·
≈ 46
,
l 34 eV
Gy

using the average energy of 34 eV for creating an electronion pair in air. A rough control measurement with a Co-60
sources has confirmed this value within 15%. With the first
installed chamber, the electronics shows a noise floor of
less than 0.4 μGy/h (rms) or 4 μGy/h (peak-to-peak) at the
maximum voltage of 1000 V (Fig. 4).

CHERENKOV FIBERS
Two Cherenkov beam loss position monitors [5, 6] are
currently installed along the FEL-1 electron beam line, and
two more are pending installation on the FEL-2 line. Each
monitor consists of a long optical fiber, a frontend for the
detection of Cherenkov light generated by charged particles
traversing the fiber, and a test pulser.
Custom quartz fibers with high OH content are used to
obtain sufficient radiation hardness. The fiber core has a
diameter of 300 μm. It is surrounded by a step-index silica
cladding, a polyimide buffer, and a protective nylon jacket
of 330, 370, and 850 μm diameter, respectively. Two fibers
per undulator line are placed in parallel grooves on the surface of the undulator vacuum chambers as shown in Fig. 5.
Each fiber has a total length of 100 m.
The modular frontend uses Hamamatsu S10362-11050U multi-pixel photon counters (MPPC, [7]) for the detection of the Cherenkov light. Each MPPC contains an array of 400 reversely biased avalanche photodiodes. These
photodiodes work in Geiger mode, i.e. they produce a
breakdown discharge current when they detect a photon.
The signal output from the MPPC is the sum of the outputs
of all photodiodes. In order to maintain a constant detector gain, the bias voltage is adjusted in dependence of the
MPPC temperature.
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Figure 3: Doses registered by the RADFET dosimeters
mounted on the first undulator of the FEL1 beam line.
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Figure 5: Cross section of a FEL-1 undulator with closed
gap. The positions of the two Cherenkov fibers and of a
RADFET dosimeter are indicated.
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Figure 6: Deconvolution of a beam loss signal trace. The
lower half of the plot shows the MPPC signal versus the
relative distance along the fiber. The upper half of the plot
shows the deconvoluted signal.
The arrival time of light pulses with respect to the bunch
trigger is a measure of the longitudinal position of the beam
losses. To make use of this, the MPPC signal is sampled
by a fast 12-bit ADC with 250 Msamples/s, resulting in a
longitudinal resolution of about 50 cm.
The pulse shape for a single photodiode breakdown
event can easily be measured. Therefore, it can also be used
to deconvolute the MPPC signal, yielding a much clearer
picture of the beam loss situation (Fig. 6). In addition, this
procedure allows to determine the absolute number of photodiode breakdowns.
To ensure the integrity of the fiber and of the readout
chain, a LED-based test pulser at the far end of the fiber injects 100 ns long light pulses after the passage of the bunch.
If these pulses are not detected by the frontend, the monitor
is considered defective.

CONCLUSION
FERMI@Elettra is an accelerator with relatively low average current. Nonetheless, substantial amounts of radiation can be released when its electron beam is lost in an
uncontrolled fashion. Especially due to the high requirements on the magnetic field precision of the undulators, it
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is mandatory to monitor and control beam losses tightly.
The need for suitable diagnostic systems has led to the development of three systems that may also be of interest for
other applications.
The RADFET dosimetry system offers a simple, lowcost solution for integrating online dosimetry in the range
of up to few kGy. It provides the operators with minute-byminute updated information on the deposited dose in the
undulator magnets and eliminates the need for manually
exchanging and reading chemical dosimeters.
The new electronics package for ionization chambers integrates a high-precision charge integrating readout with
the generation of a high voltage of up to 1 kV. In combination with a simple ionization chamber design, it allows
us to reliably measure dose rates down to few μGy/h.
Finally, the Cherenkov fiber based beam loss position
monitors have become an essential tool for the operation of
Fermi. They allow to identify both the magnitude and the
position of beam losses along the undulator beamline. The
use of MPPCs has allowed to integrate the complete detection and signal conditioning chain for an arbitrary number
of channels into a single, compact frontend system.

The authors wish to thank Mario Ferianis and the whole
instrumentation group of Sincrotrone Trieste for invaluable
support in the realization of the diagnostic MPS subsystems. We are indebted to the controls group, especially to
Fabio Giacuzzo, for their excellent work on the implementation and integration of the MPS. Important design ideas
for the RADFET electronics were contributed by Alessandro Carniel. We also thank Arne Miller (Risø High Dose
Reference Laboratory) and Andrew Holmes-Siedle (REM
Oxford Ltd.) for helpful discussions on the calibration of
the RADFET dosimeters.
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OPTIONS FOR NEXT GENERATION DIGITAL ACQUISITION SYSTEMS

Abstract
Digital acquisition system designers have an always increasing number of options in terms of bus standards and
digital signal processing hardware among which to choose.
This allows for high flexibility but also opens the door to a
proliferation of different architectures, potentially limiting
the reusability and the design synergies among the various
instrumentation groups.
This contribution illustrates the design trends in some
of the major institutes around the world with design examples including VME [1], PCI [2] and TCA [3] based
modular systems using AMC [3] and/or FMC [4] mezzanines. Some examples of FPGA design practices aimed at
increasing reusability of code will be mentioned together
with some of the tools already available to designers to improve the information exchange and collaboration, like the
Open Hardware Repository [5] project.

THE GENERAL ARCHITECTURE OF A
DIGITAL ACQUISITION SYSTEM
The general architecture of a Digital Acquisition
board/system (DAQ) (see Fig. 1 ), comprises the interface
to the instrument Front-End (FE), a processing unit, usually
implemented as a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA),
some memory, a clock recovery and distribution system
and the interface(s) to the system bus(es).

can minimize the variations even in this respect. The
logic required to implement such interfaces could be implemented as a separate module, a mezzanine, to be plugged
on the main board, the carrier.
A modular approach reduces the risks and costs involved
in new designs as the complexity of the PCB to be developed is reduced to the minimum. The software development is also speeded up by a modular approach as the system facilities’ interfaces, like the clock management unit,
remain the same from system to system. Moreover the use
of a common carrier simplifies the spare management in an
instrumentation group as several instruments can share the
most complex and expensive part of their DAQs.
The use of standards for the mezzanines also allows using modules developed in other institutes or for different
instruments whenever the requirements are similar, and this
even if the system bus chosen for the DAQs is not the same.
There are 2 emerging standard for the mezzanines: the
FPGA Mezzanine Card (FMC or VITA-57.x) and the Advanced Mezzanine Card (AMC or PICMG-AMC.x). While
the first one results in very simple designs which assume all
the processing and complex logic to be on the carrier, the
second one requires the presence of a relatively complex
FPGA and of some system management logic on the mezzanine itself. The AMC mezzanine will be detailed in the
section dedicated to the options for carriers, as it is the basis for the uTCA standard and is mostly used in the high
energy physics community in this form.

THE FPGA MEZZANINE CARD.

Figure 1: General architecture of a DAQ board/system.
It should be noted that there could be more than one system bus. It is indeed common in case of need for high data
throughput to have a dedicated link on each board and leave
the shared bus to serve as slow control and for configuration.

The Concept of Carrier and Mezzanine
For a given system bus the main difference between
DAQs remains the FE interface and a modular approach
∗ andrea.boccardi@cern.ch
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The FPGA Mezzanine Card (FMC) standard was defined to take full advantage of the great flexibility offered
by modern FPGAs’ IO blocks. The mezzanine is supposed to be directly connected to an FPGA and the function, direction and electrical standard of the pins is defined at configuration time. The standard foresees that the
mezzanine plugged on the carrier could be identified using IPMI [6] (Intelligent Platform Management Interface)
commands over a I2C (Inter-Integrated Circuit) bus. This
would avoid the risk of loading incorrect firmware resulting
in possible bus conflicts. The use of IPMI is a suggestion
but not mandatory in VITA-57.
The FMC comes in several flavors. It is possible to have
mezzanine with:
• Low Pin Count (LPC) or High Pin Count (HPC) connectors.
• Single width and double width (a double width mezzanine can have one or two connectors as in Fig. 2)
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Figure 2: Single and double width FMCs.

The difference between the high and low pin count connector is in the number of pins available, 160 in the LPC
and 400 on the HPC, but mechanically they are the the
same, allowing a LPC mezzanine to work on a HPC carrier. Designers using LPC have up to 34 differential (68
single ended) user defined IO and 1 multi-gigabit data lane
(2 differential pairs) available. The HPC version of the connector offers more user defined IO and 9 more multi-gigabit
data pairs. The mezzanine receives 3.3V and 12.0V power
supplies.

VME, ANSI/VITA 1-1994, is very common standard in
the high energy physics community. It was first developed
in the late 1970s by Motorola. All the boards share the
same bus, on which there is only one master at a time. The
VME bus supports several transfer protocols that have been
added later to the standard while keeping the same pinout.
Boards supporting different transfer cycles can share the
same crate. The maximum transfer speed on the VMEbus
is achievable with a synchronous cycle called 2eSST and is
of 320MB/s.
VME boards can have different form factors, but the
most common is the 6U, on which it is possible to have
up to 3 FMC mezzanine on the front panel.
The standard allows to have Rear Transition Modules
(RTM) connected to the carrier using the user defined pins
of the bottom connector (P2). The form factor of those
RTMs is not defined in the standard and mostly depend on
the crate geometry.
One of the main advantages of this standard is its maturity: over the years many modules have been developed and
are now available as COTS (Commercial Off-The- Shelf).

The FMC standard is rather flexible but offers limited
real estate. A single width mezzanine is about 69mm by
76mm, but this is usually acceptable as it is not foreseen
to have any complex logic on it. Another downside of the
standard is the lack of dedicated carrier to mezzanine clock
lines. The few available will most probably be removed in
the next revision of the standard.
General purpose IO, ADC, DAC as well as TDC (time to
digital converter) mezzanines are already available in FMC
format..

OPTIONS FOR CARRIERS
Most of the DAQs in the high energy physics community
have been based up to now on VME or PCI, but now a few
other standards are being evaluated including xTCA (Advanced Telecommunications Computing Architecture and
its derivatives) and VXS (VME switched serial).
The reason to look for new standard is not in the actual
bandwidth of the old busses. Indeed in case of need for high
throughput, having dedicated links on each DAQ board remains the best option to avoid the bottleneck at the concentrator/switch. Instead, it is driven by in the need to have
high bandwidth communication between boards. A typical
example of DAQs with such needs are the trigger systems
of the experiments, where there is the need to recombine
with low latency the information collected by several DAQ
boards.
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Figure 3: The VME FMC carrier developed at CERN.
Figure 3 shows the VME FMC Carrier (VFC), a board
developed at CERN as part of a collaboration between the
beam instrumentation and the controls groups. The VFC
is a carrier for 2 FMC mezzanines and an RTM module.
It has 2 small form-factor pluggable (SFP) transceivers on
the front panel for clock/timing recovery and data transmission. Those modules are connected to the Gbit lines of the
System FPGA (SFPGA).
All the interfaces, monitoring elements and configuration devices are managed by the SFPGA, while the Application FPGA has direct access to the FMCs and the RTM
as well as to 2 SRAMs.

PCI
The PCI (Peripheral Component Interconnect) is a standard of PCI-SIG [2] (PCI Special Interest Group). PCI was
originally developed at Intel in the 1990s. It went trough
several revision and changes in the years. Its latest form is
a serial link: PCIe (PCI Express).
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PCIe is not a bus but a point to point link. The PCIe
1.0 can achieve a bandwidth of up to 250MB/s per lane,
each lane consisting of two LVDS (Low Voltage Differential Swing) pairs, and each board can have up to 32 lanes.
PCIe is a very common standard for desktop computing
and therefore many products can be found on the market
as COTS in this format. PCIe boards can be plugged in
standard and crate computers.

Figure 5: In a star configuration all the boards are connected to a switch board, usually plugged in the middle
slot of the crate, via one or more lanes (couple of differential pairs). The switch than connects the boards that need
to communicate between them in a dynamic way.

Each PCIe board in a standard form factor can have up
to 1 FMC available on the front panel.
Figure 4 is a picture of the PCIe FMC Carrier (PFC) developed at CERN in parallel to the VFC. It is a carrier for a
FMC with an SFP for timing and data transfer on the front
panel. It has 4 eSATA connectors on the back to implement
custom board to board communication protocols.
The 2 carriers have been designed having in mind to
share as much as possible in terms of architecture and components. This was done in order to give to the designers the
possibility to have the seamless possible port of their application firmware from one carrier to the other.

VXS
VXS, VITA-41, is one of the answers of VITA (VMEbus
International Trade Association) to the need of fast intercommunication between boards in the same crate.
The standard redefines the VME middle connector (P0)
and assigns to it 16 differential pairs with a bandwidth
of 10GHz. The protocol of those lines is defined in substandards with PCIe and Ethernet being the most common
ones in commercial components. The standard foresees a
system management based on IPMI, but this is just a recommendation.
A very strong point of the VXS standard is that old VME
modules which do not use the P0, the most common option
in COTS, can be plugged in VXS crates and work properly.
The network topology of the backplane is not defined
in the standard and crates implementing it as star (Fig. 5)
and mesh (Fig. 6) are both possible. The star topology,
requiring a switch board, is the most common as the mesh
requires too high densities of connections.
The standard has high potentiality but is not yet very
popular in the high energy physics community. An FMC
carrier for VXS crates is being developed by the radio frequency group of CERN, but is just one of a few designs.
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Figure 6: In a mesh configuration the boards are directly
connected to each other. This reduces the latency but makes
the backplane more complex. In some cases the boards
could be connected in small groups to simplify the topology.

xTCA
xTCA is the collective name for ATCA (Advanced
Telecommunication Computing Architecture), uTCA (Micro TCA) and MTCA.4 (Micro TCA for physics).
ATCA, PICMG 3.x, is a standard developed by the
telecommunication industries for their specific needs: high
backplane bandwidth and very high availability. The first
target is reached thanks to the very high amount of Gbit
lines each card could have: up to 200. The second with a
very extensive use of system management based on IPMI
for hot swap support and redundancy. Each board could
use up to 200W, but available only from a -48V power supply, requiring DC/DC converters on board to obtain all the
required voltages. Like in VXS neither the protocol of the
differential pairs nor the backplane topology is defined in
the standard. ATCA boards are in 8U format and can accept
8U rear transition modules (RTM).
The AMC (Advanced Mezzanine Card) was developed
to increase the ATCA availability with the introduction of
hot swappable mezzanines. The connector was specifically
studied to allow an easy insertion and extraction from the
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Figure 4: The PCIe FMC carrier developed at CERN.
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front of the crate without the need to unplug the carrier. As
well as ATCA the AMC makes intensive use of the IPMI
protocol. The mezzanines can self declare to the carrier at
plug in time and inform the carrier when they are being removed. In this way all the required hardware and software
steps to have a safe hot swap can be performed.

some interoperability issues between boards from different
manufacturers due to some interpretable part of the IPMI
standard.

Figure 7: A uTCA board for a timing distribution system developed in a collaboration between the University
of Stockholm and DESY.
An AMC mezzanine has 20 LVDS Gbit lanes (couple
of differential pairs). The protocol of those lanes is not
specified in the standard. Each AMC mezzanine is 180mm
deep, but there are 6 form factors:
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• Single (74mm) and double (149mm) width
• 13mm, 18mm or 28mm deep
The power in an AMC comes from a 12V supply. The allowed dissipation of a mezzanine depends on the form factor and can be at most 80W.
A single width AMC is about twice the size of an FMC,
but is required to have a reasonably powerful FPGA on it
as well as a few DC/DC converters, so that the real estate
for the application specific logic is about the same.
The AMC mezzanines are also the basic element of the
uTCA standard, in which the AMCs are directly plugged
into a backplane. The standard doesn’t specify the topology
of the backplane, but the most common ones are the single
and double star. Each crate require one, or two in case
of double star topology, MCH (MicroTCA Controller and
Hub), see Fig. 8. The MCH works as system manager and
also as switch for the Gbit lanes between the boards. Users
can connect to the MCH via ethernet and have access to the
boards in this way.

Figure 9: A uTCA crate. In the 1st slot there is the power
supply, in the second the MCH and in the 3rd a crate PC.
The last standard that will be introduced in this paper
is MTCA.4 (Micro TCA for physics). This standard is a
derivate of uTCA that is still under ratification but has already been chosen for the XFEL control system at DESY.
MTCA.4 tries to reduce the freedom in the uTCA definitions to obtain a more standard product. In this optic
it defines more strictly the connections assigning some as
synchronization signals and strongly suggests to use PCIe
as protocol for the Gbit lanes.
The MTCA.4 boards are defined as double width AMC
and one more connector has been added on the top of the
board to be used with a RTM (rear transition module).

Figure 10: A MTCA .4 FMC carrier developed at DESY

Figure 8: A uTCA controller and HUB (MCH)
The uTCA standard is being evaluated at CERN by the
xTCA interest group [7]. The interest group has reported
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An example of FMC carrier in MTCA.4 is shown in
Fig. 10. This board is built around an FPGA that is connected to the LPC FMC, the rear transition module, a
128MB DDR2 memory and 4 SFPs accessible on the front
panel. More details about the development ongoing at
DESY for the XFEL control system are given in another
paper from the same conference [8]
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Table 1: Comparison Between the Various Standards
1

FMC slots
RTM
System Bus speed
Gbit lanes
Power available
Hot-Swap

PCIe

VXS

uTCA

MTCA.4

3
YES
up to 320MB/s
0
108W
Partially implemented

1
NO
up to 32
up to 75W
NO

3
YES
up to 320MB/s
8
108W
Partially implemented

1-2
NO
20
up to 80W
YES

2
YES
20
80W
YES

mezzanines that could be placed on a carrier and be accessible on the front panel

LOOKING FOR REUSABILITY AND
SYNERGIES
It is not possible to point to one standard as the optimal
one. Which one suits best the system being developed depends on the specific needs but sometimes also on historical
reasons: a group having invested in a specific technology
will tend to reuse the same to have a common platform for
its various systems. This doesn’t mean that there cannot
be synergies between groups: as the architecture of a DAQ
is almost always the same it is possible that with minor
changes the same board could be used by several institutes
or groups. Sharing designs and opening them to external
review and specification changes requests to fit a wider audience is exactly the purpose of the Open Hardware Repository (OHR) project, of which the VFC and PFC carrier are
part.
The idea of OHR is that all the designs should be kept
open and free to be used also by private companies. The
OHR repository of a project is updated at each step, from
specifications to production. Each developer willing to participate in the design or review phases can read and subscribe to the associated mailing lists giving inputs. The
repository is also open to private companies willing to accept the terms of the OHR contract: each design shall be
kept open and all the information made available. A private company can under the OHR contract, being prepared
by the CERN legal office, produce and resell the boards in
the repository.
Synergies and reusability can be improved not only at
board level but also in FPGA firmware development. The
use of a common internal bus, like the WishBone from
OpenCores [9] as suggested in OHR, would allow to exchange FPGA blocks between designers, especially if the
mezzanine standard used is the same.
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Abstract

HARDWARE PLATFORM

Almost all accelerator-related diagnostic and steering
systems require front-end electronic hardware and software for digitizing, synchronization, processing, controlling, and providing access to the control system. Increasingly high demands on resolution, bandwidth, stability, redundancy, low latency, real-time processing and distribution create the need for new technologies in order to fulſll those demands. For this reason, at the European XFEL
and FLASH, the new TCA industry standard will be deployed. Over the last few years, signiſcant achievements
have been made in TCA (micro Telecommunication Computing Architecture) developments in collaboration with
other research institutes and industry. In this paper, we give
an overview of the required components of a typical TCA
system for diagnostics applications. The FLASH bunch
arrival-time monitor will be used as an example.

INTRODUCTION
The bunch arrival-time monitor as well as most of other
diagnostic systems need a combination of electronics in order to convert and process signals measured and even control other subsystems. As the requirements for different applications are similar, following a standardized modular approach helps to reduce the number of developments, speeds
up the process and allows better maintainance.
In order to allow standardization components, the decision
on the hardware platform was needed. For XFEL and new
systems at FLASH μTCA will be the standard platform. It
allows installation of functional modules and the interconnection between them as well as related management and
diagnostic functions.
Based on the hardware platform different universal modules (called: Advanced Mezzanine Cards, AMC) are
needed to enable a system designer to exploit certain functionalities required for a diagnostic system. Main functions are: a central processing unit (CPU), Timing system integration, analog-to-digital conversion and processing, a multi purpose digital card which provide different
standardized interfaces, and a controller board providing
powerful signal interfacing and processing capabilities.
∗ patrick.gessler@desy.de
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With increasing demands on bandwidth, availability, and
remote control the current VME systems used at FLASH
are limited. A transition from parallel buses to serial pointto-point connections combined with management function
and redundancy in the system provides a solution. There
are different extensions to VME and other platforms available or emerging on the market. For XFEL and new systems and partial replacements at FLASH μTCA was chosen to be the standard platform.
It emerged from the larger scale ATCA (Advanced
Telecommunication Computing Architecture) system,
which was invented by the telecommunication industry.
Small mezzanine cards (AMCs) could be mounted on big
ATCA cards (blades) as a modular system. μTCA crates
allow to plug in those AMCs directly and offer therefore a
smaller and cheaper scalable solution, while still offering
high bandwidth connections, management and redundancy
functions.
Furthermore the standard had been extended (known as
MTCA.4) in order to provide additional possibilities common in physics applications. Within the standardizing consortium (PICMG, PCI Industrial Computing Manufacturers Group) a xTCA for Physics working group consisting
of more than six labs like SLAC and DESY and 38 companies from industry was set up deſning the extensions for
μTCA and ATCA. Two major additions are the invention
of so called rear transition modules (RTMs) and a special
backplane assignment.
An important issue is the limited size of an AMC. For usual
ADC applications three components (besides power supply and management) are required: signal conditioning,
digitizing (ADC) and signal processing. It could be even
extended with an DAC (digital-to-analog conversion) for
feedback applications. A ſrst step to increase the size of
the modules is to use double size AMCs. Those are twice
as high as a normal AMC. This was already deſned by
the original MTCA and AMC speciſcations. To increase
the size even further and additionally allow more modularity, a connector had been deſned connecting a double size
AMC with an RTM of almost the same size from the back
in the crate. In this way functional splitting of developments could be achieved like separating a standard ADC
with processing from the specialized signal conditioning
and conversion (see Fig. 1).
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Figure 1: Analog-to-digital converter board SIS8300 with RTM.

COMMON MODULES
Connected to the previously mentioned MTCA.4 speciſcation different AMC modules had been developed, are under construction or are planned. The following overview of
modules are far from being complete, but should show the
collection of universal cards with the possibility to add simple or complex specialized RTMs or mezzanines to them if
needed.

μTCA Carrier Hub (MCH)
A μTCA Carrier Hub (MCH) is a central component in a
μTCA crate. It provides different management features like
controlling the cooling (fans) and power units, read out of
voltage and temperature sensors of AMCs, electronic keying, alarms, and remote ſrmware updates of AMCs. Besides that it is a switch for PCIe and Gb Ethernet communication and distributes clocks. All functions could be accessed remotely via network.

Central Processing Unit (CPU)
A CPU in the crate is not required, but in most cases very
useful to concentrate measured and preprocessed data, do
further processing, transfer data over Ethernet connections,
archiving on hard disks and so. Different CPU modules
from different vendors are available. Also different operating systems are supported like Linux or Solaris.
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Timing System
For diagnostic applications a synchronization to the related machine is in most cases important. This includes
phase stable clocks and trigger information in order provide
a sampling clock and start information for the ADCs for example. For XFEL and FLASH this will be provided along
with much more detailed information by the XFEL Timing System. This is being developed in collaboration with
the Stockholm University in Sweden. This AMC module
provides a source for clock and trigger distribution on the
backplane to other cards as well as front connectors to external hardware. For more information see [1].

Analog-to-Digital Conversion
One of the most important functions related to diagnostics is the conversion between analog and digital signals.
The idea of splitting up the signal conversion and conditioning part from the ADC and processing was described
earlier. One AMC implementing the ADC and processing
part is the SIS8300 from Struck Innovative Systems (see
right half of Fig. 1). It includes 10 channels of 125MSPS
16 bit ADCs, a FPGA, serial high speed links and DACs.
The signal conversion and conditioning part will then be
implemented as an RTM providing differential signals to
the ADC board. The RTM shown on the right side of Fig. 1
implements a down converter for low level RF applications
developed at DESY.

Multi Purpose Digital Board
In numerous diagnostic applications special types of I/O
or interfaces are required in order to control or read out
special hardware. In this case a standard versatile digital
AMC combined with a specialized RTM would provide a
solution for that. In many cases the RTM is quite simple
and could be developed with low cost in a short time. The
digital AMC on the other hand could be used in many applications and a framework on the ſrmware and software
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On the other hand, assignments of certain connections on
the backplane allows a standard combination of fast pointto-point connections and differential bus lines distributing
clocks, triggers, interlocks and timing information. With
those connections it is possible to concentrate or distribute
measured and processed data within the crate with low latency and in high speed. The bus line allow an easy synchronization within the crate without any external connections.
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Figure 2: Universal digital DAMC2 board developed at
FEA group at DESY.
level would also reduce development time and reduce errors.
Such a universal digital board had been developed at DESY
and is know as DAMC2 (see Fig. 2). It provides an FPGA
connected to the RTM connector, four SFP (Small Formfactor Pluggable) connectors, a FMC (FPGA Mezzanine
Card) connector and the AMC connector to the backplane.
The RTM connector offers 53 differential input or output
lines for specialized applications on a RTM. The SFP connectors allow high speed communication to other boards
or systems (eg. data concentration, real time feedback,...).
The FMC connector allows mounting of FMC modules
based on the VITA57 standard, which are available on the
market, build by other labs or self made. They also offer
a way of implementing specialized function on a standard
board. ADCs are a good example of commercial available
FMCs. Also the open hardware community is developing
in the FMC direction. Further information on the DAMC2
could be found in [2].

Signal Processing and Controller
Another common application in diagnostics is the concentration of measured data and processing of that data. In
some cases this output could even be used for high speed
feedbacks. Such a board has to offer sophisticated computational power and numerous high speed inputs in order
to concentrate measured data from other cards or systems.
One board implementing this function was developed at
the Technical University in Lodz, Poland. It implements
a powerful FPGA along with a ƀoating point digital signal
processor (DSP). Data could be received or transmitted by
six SFP modules, a RTM or the AMC backplane.

APPLICATION FOR THE BUNCH
ARRIVAL-TIME MONITOR
As an example for an application in diagnostics using
the new μTCA standard the bunch arrival-time monitor is
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presented. The system consists of on optical front end converting the arrival-time information into modulated laser
pulses. Those laser pulses are transported in ſbers to a
RTM connected to the SIS8300 ADC card located in a
μTCA crate. On the RTM they are converted to electrical signals, ſltered and splitted before they are applied to
the ADC inputs of the AMC board. Synchronized with the
Timing System AMC card the signals are digitized and processed within the FPGA before they are transfered to the
CPU and could be accessed by the control system. Besides
transferring the data to the CPU, the arrival-time information is also transfered over low-latency high speed links
on the backplane or SFP modules to the controller AMC
board, where also data from other monitors and detectors
arrive. In the controller all these inputs are combined and
processed to provide amplitude and phase correction information to the low level RF controller AMC. This happens
so fast, that corrections within a bunch train will be applied
and the train stabilized in respect to the measurement data
of the diagnostic systems.
Besides that, a DAMC2 board combined with a specialized
RTM could be used to provide additional required functions in order to control the optical front end like laser diode
drivers and temperature controllers.
Only parts of the mentioned subsystems had been tested,
but as prototypes of all mentioned hardware has recently
become available, a full demonstration of the system is
planned by the end of this year.

CONCLUSION
New demands required changes in the technology
towards a modular and scaleable standard with high
speed point-to-point connections, remote management and
redundancy. The μTCA standard had been chosen for
the European XFEL and new developments at FLASH.
Together with other labs and industry extensions had been
developed in order to provide features common for physics
applications. Many modules required in diagnostics
are now available and very good performance had been
demonstrated. Although we are currently far away from
numbers of available cards line for VME, the community
of developers and users of this technology is increasing.
All test and evaluation so far showed, that μTCA is
the right platform for large installations in industry and
science.
This work is partly supported by IRUVX-PP an EU
co-funded project under FP7 (Grant Agreement 211285)
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HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE 2010 BEAM INSTRUMENTATION
WORKSHOP*
J. Douglas Gilpatrick #, P.O. Box 1663, LANL, Los Alamos, NM, 87545, U.S.A.
The 14th Beam Instrumentation Workshop (BIW10)
was hosted by the Los Alamos National Laboratory
(LANL) and was held in the La Fonda Hotel in downtown
Santa Fe, NM, USA from May 3 – 6, 2010. At BIW10,
there were a record amount of participants including 177
registered attendees, 92 poster presentations, and 22
companies represented. The oral presentations included 3
tutorials, 8 invited, 10 contributed, a Faraday Cup Award,
2 Vendor Technical, and 1 Special. This oral presentation
provides an overview of beam instrumentation areas of
interest, which were discussed during the workshop. From
a selection of the BIW10 presented papers, a number of
technical highlights will also be described. Finally, this
oral presentation will briefly discuss the BIW10 Thursday
afternoon tour that took place at the Los Alamos Neutron
Science Center (LANSCE).

INTRODUCTION
A BIW was held in Santa Fe, NM on May 3 – 6, 2010.
LANL sponsored the workshop and the venue was the La
Fonda Hotel. Fig. 1 shows the picture of all of the
BIW10 participants. As in previous beam instrumentation
workshops, BIW10 continued to offer a small size, no
parallel presentations or sessions, various types of oral
presentations, a Tuesday afternoon poster paper session, a
Wednesday evening banquet, and a Thursday afternoon
LANSCE tour.

Figure 1: The BIW10 participants pictured on the La
Terraza portal of the La Fonda Hotel.

BIW INFORMATION
As Table 1 indicates, BIW10 was held in a location
near the primary sponsor of LANL. Recent years have
____________________________________________

*Work supported by the US Department of Energy.
#
gilpatrick@lanl.gov
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shown there has been increased participation from
technical contributors and vendors from all over the
world. This increase in participants not only included
individuals from the United States but also included
individuals from European and Asian countries.
Table 1: Recent BIW Information
Year

Location

Participants

LANL

La Fonda Hotel, Santa Fe

177

2008

LBNL

Granlibakken Conf. Cntr.,
Lake Tahoe

115

2006

FNAL

On site, Batavia

119

2004

ORNL

Marriott Hotel, Knoxville

120

2010

Primary
Sponsor

Table 2 shows a number of recent BIW oral and poster
presentations. For BIW10, the tutorial oral presentations
each consisted of 75-minute presentation and a 15-minute
Question and Answer (Q&A) session. Also, the invited
and contributed oral presentations each consisted of a 35and 20-minute presentation and 10-minute Q&A session.
BIW10 also included 20-minute special presentation and
vendor technical oral presentations.
Table 2: BIW Publishing Statistics
Year

Tutorial
Oral

Invited Contributed Poster Discussion
Oral
Oral
Session

2010

3

8

10

92

Working
Lunch

2008

3

8

7

53

Yes, 4 - 6

2006

3

7

7

40

Yes, 4 - 6

2004

3

2

12

37

Yes, 4 - 6

BIW10 did not offer the traditional series of discussion
sessions, but included a Tuesday working lunch so that
participants could share their own personal experiences.
Several topics were discussed including types of cables
that are effected less by radioactivity (Fig. 2).
BIW10 published the proceedings in two locations, the
more dynamic content was published and continues to be
maintained
by
LANL
at
http://www.lanl.gov/conferences/biw10/ and the static
content is published in the web site maintained by the
Joint Accelerator Conferences Website (JACoW) at
http://accelconf.web.cern.ch/AccelConf.
BIW10 also provided 1 & ½ day period for 22 vendors
to show their products and discuss technical topics with
other workshop participants. Fig. 3 and 4 show these
vendors and participants in various technical discussions.
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accelerators contribute to LANL titled “Accelerators at
Los Alamos Today” and Kevin presented LANL’s future
accelerator facility Matter-Radiation Interactions in
Extreme (MaRIE) in “Looking Beyond LANSCE: The
MaRIE Facility” [1,2]. Fig. 5 shows Kevin Jones
explaining the MaRIE facility to the audience.

Figure 2: The LANL narrator, Rod McCrady, leading the
working lunch discussion session.
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Figure 5: One of the two Keynote presenters, Kevin
Jones, discusses the future LANL MaRIE facility.
Also, during the first day of presentations, the Faraday
Cup Award was given to the co-recipients’ of Kirsten
Elaine Hacker of DESY and Florian Loehl of the Cornell
University’s CLASSE facility for their contribution
“Femtosecond Resolution Beam Arrival Time Monitor”
[3].

ADDITIONAL ORAL PRESENTATIONS
Figure 3: BIW10 participants gather and discuss the
technical topics during the Monday Vendor Reception.

Figure 4:
Several BIW10 participants discuss the
presentation of Barrie Gilbert (right, foreground), an
Analog Devices Inc. designer and employee.

INITIAL ORAL PRESENTATIONS
During BIW10 initial session, the initial two
presentations were from the then Accelerator and
Engineering Directorate (ADE) leader, Scott Gibbs, and
the then Accelerator & Operations Division leader, Kevin
Jones. Scott presented an overview presentation of how
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Three instructive tutorial orals were presented during
BIW10, including Barrie Gilbert of Analog Devices, Inc.
gave the presentation about logarithmic amplifiers, Mark
Gulley of LANL gave the presentation about tuning a
beam line, and Alezander Zhukov of Oak Ridge National
Laboratory and the Spalation Neutron Source (SNS) gave
the presentation about Beam Loss Monitors [4,5,6].
Additional invited and contributed orals were presented
during the BIW10 workshop including Rhodri Jones of
CERN providing an update of the Linear Hadron Collider
and a description of “the incident” [7].
Alezander Aleksandrov of ORNL/SNS gave an oral
presentation and discussed the beam operational
instruments and how they were used to quickly
commission the SNS facility (Fig. 7) [8]. Sasha further
discussed how these instruments were presently being
improved by increasing their dynamic range (Fig. 8).
Daniela Leitner of LBNL and the Facility for Rare Ion
Beams (FRIB) presented an oral paper in which she
describes what beam instrumentation are needed for an
Electron Cyclotron Resonance (ECR) ion source [9]. The
ECR source is capable of providing multiple species and
charge state plasma sources, a good match for a heavy ion
beam facility. Fig. 9 shows the mass-to-charge ratio of a
typical FRIB ECR ion source. Fig. 10 shows how
extracted beam transverse distributions from an ECR
source are very complicated.
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David Douglas of TJNAF discussed Energy Recovery
Linacs (ERLs) and describes how an efficient ERL also
has unique features, such as the beam does not have time
to reach equilibrium – like a linac [10]. Due to the
beam’s high power, controlling the beam’s halo is
necessary. Furthermore, since the beam’s transverse
distribution is not always linear, the beam’s rms width is
not a good description of its transverse extent. Therefore,
having beam instrumentation that measures the beam’s
actual transverse distribution is also necessary. David
also described how one sets the cavities to accelerate the
beam during without increasing space charge effects, and
after the beam initiates FEL lasing, the beam is then
deaccelerated using the same-but-reset cavities (Fig. 11).

injection
phase

Figure 7: During a single wire scan, there was coupling
between the wire scanner horizontal (red trace) and
vertical (blue trace) wires. This coupling is being
eliminated, thereby increasing the wire scans dynamic
range.

Figure 9: This graphic of a viewscreen shows the twodimensional shape of multi-species extracted beams 1 m
downstream.

arrival
phase

courtesy

P. Evtushenko

Figure 10: The ERL acceleration cavities are first set to
accelerate beam in such a way so as to minimize beam
space charge effects.
Figure 8: A variety of ECR ion source analyzed species
provided to FRIB.
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Guenther Rehm of the Diamond Light Source reported
how Diamond personnel acquire tune measurements by
injecting the beam into the Ring with a beam whose
position is sinusoidally disturbed a shorter distance than
the beam’s width [11]. This process results in a
continually updated tune measurement that is invisible to
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Figure 6: Within an approximate 1-year period, SNS
increased its on-target beam current.
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the users. The beam position detection is accomplished
using a digital I/Q detector and the known sinusoidal
disturbance. Fig. 12 shows the individual horizontal and
vertical bunches moving a short distance than its width.

Figure 13: The Texas Instruments digital micro-mirror
array transmits the transverse beam distribution without
the beam core, i.e., the beam halo.
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Figure 11: Horizontal (red) and vertical (blue) tune
measurements of the sinusoidally disturbed beam for the
Diamond Light Source ring.
Fig. 13 shows the measured and modelled response
matrix from 24 different correct responses.
Ralph Fiorito of the University of Maryland and
Carsten Welch of University of Liverpool reported on a
digital micro-mirror array that has been successfully used
to experimentally acquire beam halos [12]. Ralph’s oral
presentation discusses how this technique is accomplished
using the multi-pixel micro-mirror array (Fig. 14).

There were many interesting poster papers presented at
BIW10 but due to a lack of space in this paper, only some
of the beam profile measurement papers will be listed
within the References Section, including 2 papers about
beam induced fluorescence profile monitors, 2 papers
about laser wire H- beam profile measurements, 2 papers
about residual gas ionization beam profile monitors, and a
paper describing various image properties of inorganic
scintillators [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19].

Figure 14: This graphic shows a transverse projected
distribution of the beam core and halo (distribution edges)
using a digital micro-mirror array.

LANSCE FACILITY TOUR
Figure 12: Using this injected moving beam bunch
techniques, typical Diamond Light Source measured
(top), modelled (middle), and resultant corrector response
matrices (bottom) are graphically displayed.
The beam core is allowed to reflect to another location,
while the beam halo is digitally acquired and displayed
using a lower resolution digitizer. The two images are
then digitally assembled (Fig. 15).
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On Thursday afternoon, a tour of the Los Alamos
National Science Center (LANSCE) was provided to a
subset of BIW10 participants. After a brief overall
description of the facility, the participants observed the
injector area, the drift tube linac, and transition region,
and coupled cavity linac that accelerates the beam from
760 keV to 800 MeV. They also saw the facility control
room, the klystron-tube area, and the Switchyard area
(Fig. 16). Finally, they saw the Lujan Center where all of
the neutron-related experiments take place.
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Figure 15:
LANL guide Thomas Spickermann is
explaining the Switchyard area to individuals taking the
LANSCE facility tour.

SUMMARY
As in previous DIPACs, BIW10 showed an increase in
beam instrumentation interest, i.e., the beam
instrumentation field is growing. There were a wide
variety of oral presentations, included oral presentations
about atypical facilities, e.g., ERL’s or ECR Ion Sources.
Approximately 50% increase in poster presentations from
previous years, and a large participation in vendor and
exhibitors, e.g., 1 & ½ days were provided for vendor
displays and further fellow-participant discussions.
All of the presentations, both oral and poster, are now
published on 2 web sites.
LANL’s web site,
http://www.lanl.gov/conferences/biw10/, includes videos
and embedded movies, and the JACoW web site,
http://accelconf.web.cern.ch/AccelConf, includes archival
information, such as papers.
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BEAM DIAGNOSTICS FOR THE ESS
A. Jansson, L. Tchelidze, ESS AB, Lund, Sweden
Abstract
The European Spallation Source (ESS) is a based on a
2.5GeV superconducting LINAC, producing a 5MW beam.
Since it is optimized for cold neutrons, there is no
accumulator ring, and hence no need for charge exchange
injection. Therefore, unlike most other proposed MWclass LINACs, the ESS LINAC will accelerate protons rather
than H- ions. This poses a particular challenge for beam
size measurements in the superconducting section. This
paper discusses the ESS beam diagnostics requirements,
along with some possible instrument design options.
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INTRODUCTION
In 2009, the Swedish city of Lund was chosen as the
site for the European Spallation Source, following a
selection process that also included Spain and Hungary as
final contenders. Initially, there were 16 member states
represented in the ESS steering committee. Recently, the
UK was welcomed as the 17th member.
The ESS is currently in a pre-construction phase, with
the goal of updating the non site-specific design report
[1], producing a corresponding cost estimate, as well as
securing the necessary permits and putting in place the
local organization. For the accelerator, this will be done in
the framework on the Accelerator Design Update (ADU)
project [2].

BASELINE LINAC AND DIAGNOSTICS
The current “Baseline 2010” optics of the LINAC was
presented at the end of last year [3], and has now been
placed under formal change control. The high level
parameters of the ESS accelerator are
x 5MW average beam power
x 2.5GeV protons (i.e. not H-)
x 50mA pulse current
x 352MHz bunch frequency
x 2.86ms pulse length
x 14Hz pulse repetition rate
The beam size along the LINAC varies in the range 14mm, depending on location, and the bunch length starts
out at about 40ps, and decreases to 10ps towards the end
of the LINAC.
Since a solid specification for beam diagnostics
requires studies that will be done during the ADU, some
working assumptions for beam diagnostics requirements
are made in the meantime.
x The beam loss monitoring system needs sufficient
sensitivity to keep average losses below 1W/m, and
enough time resolution and dynamic range to protect
the machine from damage in case of fast beam loss.
x The beam position needs to be measured with an
accuracy of a couple per cent of the beam size.
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x The time of arrival, or phase, should be measured to
a fraction of a degree of RF phase.
x The beam size needs to be measured with an
accuracy of 10% or better.
x The bunch length needs to be measured with an
accuracy of 10% or better.
x Need to measure halo at the level of 10-5 or less of
total beam.
x The beam profile on target needs to be measured
with an accuracy of 10%. Non-linear elements may
be used in the final focus to flatten the profile, so
this requirement is best expressed in terms of beam
density rather than size.
With the notable exception of BLMs, which need to
have a fast response to catastrophic losses, it is assumed
that the measurements can be an average over the pulse,
although it would be useful (in particular for BPMs to be
able to resolve differences in the head and tail. Clearly,
these specifications will evolve during the design update
phase.

SPACE AVAILABILITY
Source and Warm LINAC
The baseline LEBT employs two solenoids for
focussing. It will also house a slow chopper to trim the
beginning and end of the beam pulse. The detailed design
is likely to evolve, and space for beam diagnostics is one
of the parameters that need to be taken into account.
The baseline MEBT consists of 2 FODO cells, and is
largely a placeholder at this time. Its design is currently
under discussion. The MEBT will likely need to be
extended from the current 1m length to allow for the
necessary beam diagnostics, as well as a possible fast
chopper.
The baseline Drift Tube Linac (DTL) consists of three
tanks. Magnets occupy all drift tubes, and therefore the
only possible location for diagnostics is between the
tanks. There is a single quadrupole between each tank that
could house a stripline BPM.
It is foreseen to use a temporary, movable diagnostic
bench to commission the LINAC as it is being built up. The
possibility of installing it in a permanent side spur at the
end of the warm LINAC will be investigated.

Cold LINAC
In order to reduce cryogenic losses, the baseline ESS
has a continuous cryostat and cryogenic magnets.
This lack of warm space would mean that any diagnostics
must be integrated into the cryostat, which poses
problems, as beam diagnostics development must be
tightly coordinated with the cryostat design. Also, for
some types of measurements no established device exists
that is proven to work in cryogenic conditions. To add

LINAC
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warm space in some locations might require multiple
cryomodule designs. Therefore, it is proposed to use a
hybrid cryomodule design, with a utility section between
cryomodules that could be operated either at room
temperature or cold (shield temperature). The magnets
would still be cold, and located at the ends of the
cryomodule. This solution would decouple the
cryomodule design from beam diagnostics development,
while still maintaining a single cryomodule design, and
limit warm-to-cold transitions to maximise energy
efficiency.
The spoke cavity section consists of 15 cryomodules,
each consisting to a cell of the doublet lattice. The
available space for diagnostics is 46cm in the baseline,
likely to increase to 50cm in the hybrid design.
The low and high beta elliptical cavity sections consist
of 10 and 14 cryomodules, respectively. As in the spoke
cavity secton, each cryomodule corresponds to a cell of
the doublet lattice. The available space for diagnostics is
also the same as in the spoke cavity section.

HEBT and Target
The HEBT, which doubles as upgrade space, is about
100 m long, and consistes of 11 cells in the baseline. It
concludes with an achromatic vertical bend to go from the
LINAC tunnel level below grade to the target, which is at
1.6 m above the ground level. Here, there is ample space
for diagnostics.
A target beam spot monitoring system is needed. The
design for such a system needs to be coordinated closely
with the target group, as it has implications for the target
shielding.

ongoing. Several Monte-Carlo tools were chosen to cross
check the simulation results. In this paper, some
preliminary results are shown for the low energy part of
the accelerator. The produced electromagnetic and nuclear
showers are simulated and total power deposition is
calculated. The low energy part of the accelerator is of a
special interest, since it is, in general, harder to measure a
loss signal in this region.
In Figure 1, a simplified geometry of the drift tube
LINAC is shown. The geometry was constructed in Geant4
and the dimensions were taken from the Linac4 design.
The lengths of the tanks are 4 m, 7.4 m and 7.3 m
respectively and there is 30 cm in between each of them.
MARS [4] simulations were conducted to obtain the
power deposition in the region of interest. Preliminary
results for the first inter-tank region are presented in this
paper. In Figure 2 the complete nuclear cascade showers
are shown for 15 MeV protons hitting the beam pipe at 2
degrees. Black, green and red lines represent protons,
neutrons and photons respectively. Both primary and
secondary particles are tracked down to very low
energies, to have reliable results.
In Figure 3 the results are given for the total deposited
power. This shows that for this low energy region of the
accelerator it’s almost impossible to see the loss signal.

DETECTOR CHOICES
Beam Loss Monitors
The beam loss monitor system will likely use a
combination of ionization chambers, fast PMT-based
detectors, and neutron detectors. Some beam loss
monitors may need to operate at cryogenic temperatures,
due to the shielding effect of the cryomodules, and the
push to avoid unnecessary warm space. Diamond
detectors may be an interesting option in those
applications. Simulations will determine exact location,
number and types of monitors used.
Preliminary simulation studies for determining the
power deposition in different loss cases is currently
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Figure 2: An electromagnetic and nuclear shower
produced by 15 MeV protons incident to a beam pipe, at 2
degrees. xz cross section of the geometry is given. Black
– protons, green – neutrons, red – photons.
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Figure 1: A simplified drawing of the drift tube tanks 1, 2 and 3. The lengths of the tanks are 4 m, 7.4 m and 7.3 m
respectively. There is 30 cm in between the tanks and there are 38, 41 and 29 accelerating tubes in the first, second and
third tanks respectively. Beam loss monitors are shown in red in the middle of the inter-tanks.
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with the aim of avoiding the use of physical wires if
possible.

Longitudinal Bunch Shape
Bunches in the ESS LINAC are very short, and therefore
options to measure the bunch length are limited. A
Feschenko type bunch shape monitors (BSM) [6] is likely
the best option. Because it uses a physical wire, it carries
the same concerns as wire scanners, especially when used
in the cold linac. Note that, in principle, a BSMs could be
used as a wire scanner, and this synergy should be
investigated further. Alternative methods, such as electrooptical techniques will also be investigated.

Halo
Options to measure halo include wire scanners at high
gain, active (instrumented) scrapers and vibrating wires.
Possible places to evaluate these methods with beam
include SNS and the Fermilab HINS.
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Target Beam Spot
Figure 3: The total power deposited (in mW/g) in the first
inter-tank region of the drift tube linac. 15 MeV proton
beam hits the beam pipe at 2 degrees incident angle. The
beam pipe and the surroundings are estimated to be
around 6 cm wide.

Position and Phase Monitors
The beam position will likely use button electrodes,
except perhaps in the front end. Processing will likely be
digital, and need to have a bandwidth of about 1MHz. It is
assumed that the BPM system will also provide the time
of arrival (phase) information needed to tune the LINAC.

Transverse Beam Profile
The transverse beam size needs to be measured at
transitions between major LINAC sections, in order to
ensure emittance preservation. Measuring the transverse
beam profile in a high power proton LINAC poses a
challenge, as photo-neutralization based laser methods
developed for H- cannot be used. Physical wires will
break if subjected to too high intensity, and this is a
concern particularly in the cold LINAC where wire
fragments could contaminate the superconducting
cavities. Before laser wires had been demonstrated as a
viable technique, a fairly extensive study of wire scanners
was made for the SNS SCL [5], indicating that a 32um
carbon wire would be the best option. A prototype wire
scanner, compatible with the strict SCL vacuum
requirements, was also produced before the physical
wires were abandoned for the SCL in favour of the laser
wire.
In part based on this work, the baseline diagnostics
chosen for ESS transverse profile is wire scanners used
with a special short diagnostics pulse (of order 100us) at a
reduced rate. Alternative methods for measuring beam
size, including ionization profile monitors and
luminescence monitors, will be investigated in parallel
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A solution similar to the SNS system [7], using a
scintillating material deposited on the target nose, will be
pursued at ESS. It may be possible to avoid the restriction
of using a fiber bundle to bring out the image, by
integrating an optical periscope into the design of the
target shielding monolith. Potential alternatives (or
complements) to the SNS approach would be to capture
Optical Transition Radiation (OTR) from the proton beam
window, or to coat the window with a scintillator. These
options will also be investigated.

SUMMARY
This paper has outlined preliminary specifications for the
ESS beam diagnostics, and discussed the types of
detectors that could be used. Final specifications and
more detailed designs will be developed for the design
report at the end of 2012.
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BEAM PROFILE MEASUREMENT DURING TOP-UP INJECTION
WITH A PULSED SEXTUPOLE MAGNET
R. Takai#, T. Obina, A. Ueda, S. Nagahashi, K. Harada, T. Honda, N. Nakamura, Y. Kobayashi,
KEK, 1-1 Oho, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305-0801, Japan
H. Takaki, ISSP, The University of Tokyo, 5-1-5 Kashiwanoha, Kashiwa, Chiba 277-8581, Japan
A beam injection scheme using a pulsed multipole
magnet is suitable for the top-up injection because a
disturbance to the stored beam is much smaller than that
of the conventional scheme using several kicker magnets.
At the Photon Factory storage ring, the top-up injection
with a pulsed sextupole magnet (PSM) has been used for
the user operation since January 2011. In order to
ascertain the effect of the PSM injection, we measured
turn-by-turn stored beam profiles following the injection
kick by using a fast-gated camera. As a result, it was
demonstrated that the PSM injection dramatically
decreases not only the coherent dipole oscillation but also
the beam profile modulation, as expected from the beam
tracking simulation.

INTRODUCTION
In recent synchrotron radiation (SR) sources, it has
become mainstream to keep a stored beam current
constant with a top-up injection [1]. In the top-up
injection using the conventional injection scheme with
several kicker magnets, coherent dipole oscillations of the
stored beam are inevitably excited by the magnetic field
errors, timing jitters, and nonlinearities within the
injection bump orbit. It is crucial to suppress the stored
beam oscillation during the top-up injection because it
modulates the SR intensity and interferes directly with the
user experiments.
A new injection scheme using a pulsed quadrupole
magnet (PQM) has been developed at KEK as a solution
of this problem [2]. In this scheme, the horizontal kick to
the injected beam has little disturbance to the stored beam
dynamics because the stored beam always passes through
the magnetic center of the PQM. Since several kicker
magnets are replaced by the single quadrupole magnet,
the scheme has an additional advantage of being able to
make effective use of crowded space around the injection
point. In the feasibility experiment conducted at the
Photon Factory Advanced Ring (PF-AR), it was
demonstrated that the dipole oscillation of the stored
beam could be greatly reduced compared with the kicker
injection. On the other hand, a beam profile modulation of
the stored beam, like a quadrupole mode oscillation, was
clearly observed in the optical measurement [3]. This
profile modulation can be attributed to a linear field
gradient along the horizontal axis of the PQM. Using a
sextupole magnet whose field gradient has a parabolic
dependence instead of a quadrupole magnet, the profile
modulation is expected to reduce because of its smaller
____________________________________________
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field around the magnetic center. In order to confirm this
expectation, a pulsed sextupole magnet (PSM) for the
beam injection has been installed in the Photon Factory
storage ring (PF-ring) and examined the basic
performance [3]. In the machine studies conducted thus
far, although it has been observed that the dipole
oscillation of the stored beam was reduced to almost the
same level as the PQM injection, whether the profile
modulation was also reduced has yet to be proved.
In this paper, we measure the turn-by-turn profiles of
the stored beam following the injection kick by using a
fast-gated camera and experimentally confirm that the
disturbance to the stored beam in the PSM injection is
smaller than that in the PQM injection.

SETUP
Optical Layout
The turn-by-turn stored beam profiles are measured by
observing the SR emitted from a bending magnet BM27.
BM27 is located within the injection bump orbit of the
PF-ring. The optical layout of the profile measurement is
shown in Fig. 1. The visible light components of the SR
are extracted from a vacuum chamber by a water-cooled
mirror made of beryllium (Be) and fed to the optical hatch

Figure 1: Optical layout of the turn-by-turn profile
measurement. Blue bold line corresponds to the SR orbit.
The SR source BM27 is located within the injection bump
orbit produced by 4 kicker magnets KM1-KM4.
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where the fast-gated camera is installed. An apochromatic
lens having a diameter of 80 mm and focal length of 500
mm is used as an objective lens. A quadrant slit is applied
just in front of the objective lens to define the entrance
aperture. The distance from the source point in BM27 to
the slit is approximately 8 m. The focus image of the
beam profile enters an image intensifier (I.I.) of the gated
camera (Hamamatsu, C4078-01) via a magnifying lens. A
band pass filter (BPF) to select the light whose wave
length is 500s5 nm and a neutral density (ND) filter to
adjust the light intensity are inserted in a space between
the objective and the magnifying lenses. A conversion
factor from pixels on CCD to meters at the source point
has been calibrated by using a displacement of the source
point associated with an error of the acceleration
frequency of the ring. As described in Ref. [3], the PSM is
located about 30 m downstream from BM27. The main
parameters of the PF-ring and some beam parameters at
the source point are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1: Main parameters of the PF-ring and some beam
parameters at the source point in BM27.
Beam energy E

2.5

GeV

Circumference C

187

m

Betatron tune Qx / Qy

9.60 / 5.28

Revolution period Wrev

624

ns

Natural emittance Hx / Hy

35.8 / 0.358

nm rad

Energy spread VH

7.2910-4

Betatron function Ex / Ey 2.17 / 22.8

m

Dispersion function Kx

0.179

m

Beam size Vx / Vy

308 / 90.3

Pm

Timing System for Turn-by-Turn Measurement
The profile measurement is performed with a single
bunch of 10 mA stored in the ring. The kicker magnets or
the PSM are fired using tentative triggers without the
injection beams. A block diagram of the timing system is
shown in Fig. 2. The tentative injection triggers are
distributed to the CCD camera (Hamamatsu, C9164-01)
and a pulse generator (Agilent, 81101A) via a digital
delay module which uses the revolution frequency of the
beam (1.6 MHz) as a clock. This delay module enables us
to acquire the beam profile at any turn number following
the injection kick. However, each profile measurement is
performed for the stored beam kicked with another
injection trigger because the maximum repetition
frequency of the gated camera is much smaller than the
revolution frequency. A gate/delay generator inserted in
front of the CCD camera is used to increase the width of
the trigger pulse and to carry out the CCD exposure and
the readout of charges steadily. The pulse generator
shapes the trigger pulse into the gate signal for I.I. The
exposure time and the gate width are set to 20 ms and 50
ns, respectively.
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the timing system.

MEASUREMENT OF TURN-BY-TURN
STORED BEAM PROFILE
Tracking Simulations
Before proceeding to experimental observations, we
simulate the turn-by-turn profile measurements in the
kicker, PSM, and PQM injections, employing the particletracking simulation code SAD [4]. The stored beam is
represented by 1000 particles with Gaussian distributions
in the 6-D phase space. The horizontal emittance and the
emittance coupling are assumed to be 35 nmrad and 1%,
respectively. Each profile is calculated at the entrance of
BM27. The upper picture in Fig. 3 shows the turn-by-turn
stored beam profiles in the kicker injection. To emulate a
leakage of the injection bump, we introduced a field error
of 7% to one of the kicker magnets KM4. At the first turn
when the bump orbit is produced (turn number = 1), the
beam profile is scaled out from the window because of a
large horizontal displacement. Before the first turn the
beam profiles are observed at the same position stably,
while after the first turn, the profiles are oscillating in the
horizontal plane at the betatron frequency. The amplitude
of the betatron oscillation is proportional to the amount of
field errors of the kicker magnets. The middle picture
shows the beam profiles in the PSM injection. Almost no
fluctuations in the beam position and the beam profile are
observed after the injection. As mentioned in the previous
section, since the PSM is located downstream of the
observation point at BM27, it must be noted that the
effect of the horizontal kick by the PSM appears after the
second turn. The lower picture is the beam profiles in the
PQM injection at the PF-ring, which was simulated by
virtually-installing the PQM at the same point as the PSM.
Although there is no dipole oscillation of the stored beam
as well as the PSM injection, the modulation of the beam
profile is excited by the horizontal kick of the PQM. This
result is qualitatively consistent with the experimental
observation at the PF-AR.

Figure 3: Turn-by-turn stored beam profiles in the kicker,
PSM, and PQM injections simulated by SAD code.
According to more detailed simulations, whereas the
disturbance to the stored beam in the pulsed multipole
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Experimental Results
The turn-by-turn stored beam profiles measured in each
injection scheme are displayed in Fig. 4. All profiles are
single-shot images (not integrated) applied a background
correction. The upper and middle pictures correspond to
the results of the kicker and PSM injections, respectively.
For reference, the result of the PQM injection obtained at
the PF-AR is shown in the lower area of Fig. 4. Large
horizontal displacements observed at the first and second
turns of the kicker injection result are due to the injection
bump orbit [5]. Slight distortions of the beam profiles are
also observed at the turns with a large oscillation
amplitude. These are considered nonlinear effects caused
by field distortions of the ring components.

Figure 4: Turn-by-turn stored beam profiles in the kicker,
PSM, and PQM injections measured by using a fast-gated
camera.
The beam positions in the kicker and PSM injections
have been plotted against the turn number in Fig. 5. The
origin of the vertical axis was set to the average beam
position before the first turn. The amplitude of the stored
beam oscillation observed in the PSM injection has been
suppressed to approximately s400 Pm which is less than
half of that in the kicker injection. The residual oscillation
is expected to be minimized by tuning so that the stored
beam precisely passes through the field center of the PSM.
As also shown in Fig. 3, the stored beam oscillation
excited by a leakage of the injection bump should appear
almost only in the horizontal plane. However, the same
level oscillation as the horizontal plane was observed in
the vertical plane. We suspect the alignment errors of the
kicker magnets and the skew quadrupole fields produced
by the recently-installed undulator [6] as possible
candidates coupling the horizontal and vertical motions
strongly. Further studies are required to identify the
coupling source.
The RMS beam sizes in the PQM injection at the PFAR and the PSM injection are plotted in Fig. 6 as a
function of the turn number. The RMS beam size was
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estimated by fitting a Gaussian function with an offset to
the image projections on the horizontal and vertical axes.
In addition, the beam sizes shown in Fig. 6 were
converted to the change ratio from the average beam size
before the first turn for the sake of comparison. In the
PQM injection the horizontal beam size grows up to twice
the size before the kick, while in the PSM injection, that
is maintained almost constant. These results are
qualitatively in good agreement with the simulation
results shown in Fig. 3 and proves clearly that the PSM
injection has a superior performance compared with the
PQM injection.

Figure 5: Beam positions of the stored beam in the kicker
injection (a) and PSM injection (b). The horizontal
displacement observed at the first turn of (a) is 5.5 mm.

Figure 6: Beam sizes of the stored beam in the PQM
injection at the PF-AR (a) and PSM injection (b).

CONCLUSIONS
We measured the turn-by-turn stored beam profiles
using a fast-gated camera and investigated the effect of
the PSM injection on the stored beam. The experimental
results are qualitatively in good agreement with the
expectation from the tracking simulation, it has been
demonstrated that the PSM injection can realize an ideal
top-up injection which both the stored beam position and
profile do not fluctuate at every injection.
At the PF-ring, the PSM injection has been introduced
in the user operation instead of the kicker injection since
January 2011. In the near future, we plan to make
machine studies to minimize the residual stored beam
oscillation and to improve the injection efficiency.
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magnet injection is nearly independent of the magnetic
field errors, that increases with the alignment errors;
namely, the misalignment between the stored beam orbit
and the magnetic center without fields. The PSM injection
has a greater tolerance for the alignment errors than the
PQM injection.
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DIAGNOSTICS FOR THE 150 MeV LINAC AND TEST TRANSPORT LINE
OF TAIWAN PHOTON SOURCE
C.Y. Liao#, S.Y. Hsu, C.H. Kuo, C.Y. Wu, K.H. Hu, Y.S. Cheng, D. Lee, Y.T. Chang, J. Chen, P.C.
Chiu, K.T. Hsu, K.L. Tsai, K.K. Lin, NSRRC, Hsinchu 30076, Taiwan
Abstract
The TPS 150 MeV linac is in installation and
commissioning phase at the test site for acceptance test.
The linac will move to the final installation site after the
building complete which is expected in 2012. The linac
and a short transport line for main parameters
measurement equips with several types of diagnostic
devices, which include screen monitors, fast current
transformers, integrated current transformer, wall current
monitors, beam position monitors and Faraday cups.
These devices are arranged to measure the specification
parameters such as charge in bunch train, pulse purity,
energy, energy spread, and emittance. Implementation
details and preliminary test results will be summarized in
this report.
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INTRODUCTION
The TPS project will be a state-of-the-art synchrotron
radiation facility featuring ultra-high photon brightness
with extremely low emittance. It consists of a 150 MeV
S-band linac, linac to booster transfer line (LTB), 0.15–3
GeV booster synchrotron, booster to storage ring transfer
line (BTS), and 3 GeV storage ring. The TPS 150 MeV
linac system as shown in Fig. 1 was contracted to the RI
Research Instruments GmbH [1]. Major parameters of the
linac are summarized in Table 1. The linac is being
installed and commissioning at accelerator test site for
acceptance during February ~ June, 2011. A test transport
line is also installed to confirm the specifications of the
linac. Various diagnostics for the linac and the test
transport line are available and described in this report.

Figure 1: TPS 150 MeV linac being installed and
commissioning at accelerator test site.
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Table 1: Major Parameters of the Linac
Parameter

Specifications

Bunch train length (μs)

LPM: 0.2 to 1;
SPM: ≤ 0.001 (FWHM)

Charge in bunch train (nC)

LPM : ≥ 5; SPM: ≥ 1.5

Energy (MeV)

≥ 150

Pulse to pulse energy
variation (%)

≤ 0.25 (rms)

Relative energy spread (%)

≤ 0.5 (rms),
±1.5 (full width)

Normalised emittance (1δ)
(πmm mrad)
Repetition rate (Hz)

≤ 50 (both planes)
1 to 5 (adjustable)

Pulse to pulse time jitter
(ps)

≤ 100

Pulse purity1

< 1% of main pulse
charge

LPM: Long pulse mode; SPM: Short pulse mode
1
with subharmonic pre-bunching system in 500 MHz buckets

LINAC DIAGNOSTICS
The linac is being installed and commissioning at the
test site for acceptance. There are varying beam
instrumentations, that comprise of five YAG:Ce screen
monitors (SM) for beam position and profile observation
by using a CCD camera which comply with GigE Vision
standard, two Faraday cups at front of the subharmonic
pre-buncher and 1st section of bunching section for
monitoring intensity distribution and one integrating
current transformer (ICT) for monitoring total bunch train
charge. Wall current monitors (WCM) formed by equally
spaced broadband ceramic resistors mounted on a flexible
circuit board, wrapped around a short ceramic break, will
also give information on beam charge as well as
longitudinal profiles of electron bunches. Linac
diagnostics are summarized in Fig. 2 and Table 2. All of
these mentioned diagnostics will be provided by the
vendor. Acceptance test of the linac system will be
performed at a temporary site near the TPS main building
and moved to the TPS building later after its completion.
It is also planned that beam position monitors (BPMs)
might be added between accelerator sections. These
BPMs will be useful for RF phasing monitoring, feedback
control and on-line beam position jitter observation.
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Screen 5

Screen 4

Screen 2

ICT

Screen 3
Faraday Cup 2

Accelerating Section 1

Accelerating Section 2

Klystron 1
Electron Source
500 MHz SPB

Klystron 2

Accelerating Section 3

Klystron 3

3 G Hz Buncher

Figure 2: Diagnostic devices layout for the TPS linac.
Table 2: Linac Diagnostic Devices and its Functionality
Device

Quantity

YAG:Ce
screen

Position, profile

5

WCM

Beam parameters

1

Intensity distribution at
exit of electron source

Faraday Cup

2

Intensity distribution

ICT

1

Charge at exit of the linac

Since the linac is being installed and commissioning is
starting, a test transport line was installed ready for
acceptance test. Diagnostic devices of this test transport
line include beam charge, position stability, bunch pattern,
energy and energy spread, and emittance. To fulfill these
goals, various diagnostic devices were installed as shown
in Fig. 3. Functionality of these devices is summarized in
Table 3.
SLIT
FCT1
Q1A

Q1B

HIGHLIGHT OF SOME DIAGNOSTIC
DEVICES
Diagnostic devices of the linac are provided by the RI
Research Instruments GmbH as turn key solution. Goal of
the diagnostic for the test transport line is to measure
beam parameters at the linac output beam for acceptance
test. Some diagnostic devices are highlight in here.

Screen Monitor

TRANSFER LINE FOR ACCEPTANCE
TEST

BPM1

of beam emittance and energy spread measurement at the
diagnostic branch of the LTB and to avoid saturation of
YAG:Ce screens. The beam trajectory will be monitored
with beam position monitors (BPMs) equipped with
Libera Brilliance Single-Pass [2]. The fast current
transformer (FCT) and wall current monitor (WCM) will
provide information of beam intensity and beam intensity
distribution, respectively.

Beam profile in the linac is measured by five YAG:Ce
screens. The screen is mounted at 45o against beam
direction and driven by a pneumatic driver. The
fluorescence light goes out in horizontal direction. The
optics consist a refraction mirror bend the light 90o to the
75 mm lens and GigE Vision camera. The typical layout
of the screen monitor is shown in Fig. 4(a).
Screen monitor of the test transport line at early
commissioning stage is 25 mm diameter YAG:Ce screen
with 0.5 mm thickness. This screen is mounted at a
manual driven mechanism. This provision solution will be
used at early stage of the beam test due to tightly schedule.
The typical layout of the screen monitor is shown in Fig.
4(b).

WCM BPM2

BEND-01

Q1C

H/VC1
H/VC2

H/VC3

FCT2
SM1

SM3

SM2

Figure 3: Functional block diagram of the temporary
transport line for acceptance test.
Table 3: Test Transport Line Diagnostic Devices
Device

Quantity

Beam parameters

YAG:Ce/OTR
screen
FCT
BPM and single
pass electronics

3

Position, profile

2

Beam intensity

2

Beam position

WCM

1

Energy define slit

1

Intensity
distribution
1 pair of horizontal
jar

The YAG:Ce fluorescence screens will provide
information on beam position and profile. The OTR
screens are also considered to be used for high precision
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4: (a) Linac screen monitor and (b) test transport
line screen monitor.
Screen monitor with YAG:Ce and OTR dual-position
screen will replace the current simple screen later due to
delivery delayed. The dual-position screen is commercial
product made by RadiaBeam [3], and will be mounted on
and driven by a motorized stage. The beam is normally
incident to the YAG:Ce screen, a 45o mounted mirror will
reflect the fluorescence light to the optics and camera.
The OTR is mounted 45o against the beam. It is expected
that this design will provide a better resolution. The OTR
will delivery a much higher threshold of saturation level.
The layout of the dual-position screen is shown in Fig. 5.
GigE Vision cameras are used to capture images. A
dedicated EPICS IOC is used to acquire images and
delivery waveform process variables (PVs) which
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represent the images. The image analysis IOC embedded
Matlab environment to perform image processing and
analysis. The screen monitor analysis GUI as shown in
Fig. 6, has been developing and has various features
including specify region-of-interest (ROI), optional
background subtraction, 3D image viewing, and software
multiple exposure. It also can create a simulated beam
image for the purpose of evaluating the fitting correctness.
All fitted parameters will be stored as EPICS PVs such
that clients can easily access it for further usage.

can be use to monitor energy stability of the beam. The
BPM assembly and data reading are shown in Fig. 8. The
position stability is around 50 m.

(a) BPM block
Horizontal Position
400
300
Count

TUPD04
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0
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-80

-60

-40

-20
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200
0
-80
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Figure 5: Dual-position screen assembly. The upper part
is YAG:Ce working in normal incident, fluorescence is
reflected to camera horizontally by a mirror installed the
45o position. The silicon wafer coated with aluminium
layer install at 45o position used as OTR radiator is in the
lower part.

(a) Real beam

(b) Simulated beam

Figure 6: Screen monitor analysis user interface.
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-20

0
Position (m)

20
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60

80

(b) Histogram of the position
reading for 1500 shots at 5 Hz
rate

(c) BPM data reading

Figure 8: BPM block and data at the test transport line.

Energy and Energy Spread Measurement
Current transport line configuration supports several
possibilities for energy and energy spread measurements.
Beam deflect by the bending magnet, with known integral
field of the bending magnet, it can decide the energy on
the position of the beam centroid by the profile of the
YAG:Ce screen before the beam dump. De-convolute the
beam profile with the beam size, it can determine the
energy spectrum. The energy spectrum can be also
measured by scan the bending magnet setting, the
integrated signals of the FCT or beam profile monitor
with the help of slits which also can measure the energy
spread. It is also measured by fixing the setting value of
the bending magnet and scanned the slit center with fixed
slit width.

Intensity Monitor

Other Diagnostics

One WCM and two Faraday cups are located at the
downstream of electron gun to monitor the bunch
structure of 90 keV electron bunches. A Bergoz’s ICT [4]
is mounted at exit of the linac as a total beam charge
monitor. Two Bergoz’s FCTs are installed at the test
transport line for transmission measurement as shown in
Fig. 7. A WCM is installed near the end of transport line
for bunch structure observation of the linac output.

Beam emittance of the linac outlet will be measured by
the quadrupole scan method. The screen monitor before
the bending magnet will be used for precisely transverse
profile measurement. It is also planning to measure the
bunch length by streak camera.

(a) Installed FCT1

(b) Observed single bunch signal

Figure 7: FCT and its signal at the test transport line.

Beam Position Monitor
Button type BPMs were implemented by using ESRF
10 mm button. The Libera Brilliance Single-Pass is used
to process the picked up signals. The beam position will
be used for beam position and beam position stability
measurements. The BPM located at the dispersion region
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SUMMARY
Summary of diagnostics for the TPS linac and the test
transport line are presented in this report. Commissioning
of the system is underway. After the beam test started in
April, various shortages were observed include diffraction
due to edge of the YAG:Ce crystal disk, response of the
homemade WCM, etc. These observed defects will be
done later.
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DIAGNOSTIC SCHEME FOR THE HITRAP DECELERATOR

Abstract
The HITRAP linear decelerator currently being set up
at GSI will provide slow, i.e. keV/u, highly charged ions
for atomic physics experiments. Produced at 400 MeV/u
the ions are then slowed down in several stages by
inversely operated IH and RFQ accelerator structures. To
optimize phase and amplitude of the RF systems the
intensity, bunch length, and kinetic energy of the particles
need to be monitored. The longitudinal bunch length as
well as the energy of the beam is usually measured by
capacitive pickups. First test experiments show that
pickups do not work for the mixture of low intensity
decelerated and high intense primary beams, which we
face. This contribution describes the construction of new
diagnostics, sensitive to low energy and low intensity
beams. A fast CVD diamond detector working in single
particle counting mode was found to be an excellent tool
for monitoring of bunch time structure. The energy of the
decelerated fraction of the beam behind the first
deceleration cavity was determined to about 10 %
accuracy with a permanent dipole magnet combined with
a position sensitive MCP detector.

along the line. Fluorescent YAG screens observed with
CCD cameras show size and the shape of the beam. The
bunch length that we need to fit into IH and RFQ
structures is about 2 ns, which is typically observed by
capacitive pickups eventually averaging over a few
bunches on a fast oscilloscope. At the same time the
signal from two successive pickups gives information
about particles energy using time-of-flight method. An
overview of conventional diagnostics installed at
HITRAP is given in [2].
However, capacitive pickups do not work for
intensities below 0.5 electrical μA peak current or for
beams with a large energy spread. Energy measurements
by capacitive pickups are seriously limited by the
presence of intense beams of different energies after the
first decelerating structure. This renders tuning of the IHstructure impossible. Consequently, additional diagnostic
devices have been developed for bunch length and energy
measurements.

BUNCH LENGTH MEASUREMENTS
0.1

For a number of precise atomic physics experiments
highly charged ions (HCI) at rest are very interesting
systems. In order to produce them, a 400 MeV/u ion beam
is passed through a metal foil. The 400 MeV/u beam is
prepared at the accelerator complex of the GSI Helmholtz
Centre for Heavy Ion Research in Darmstadt. To meet the
experimental needs - heavy, highly charged ions with an
energy spread of 1 eV and kinetic energy of a few keV the HITRAP linear decelerator is currently being built to
decelerate and cool the initial 400 MeV/u ion beam. The
ions are first decelerated in the Experimental Storage
Ring (ESR) from 400 to 4 MeV/u, cooled and extracted in
a 1 μs bunch. The beam phase space is matched to an
interdigital drift tube (IH) structure in a Double Drift
Buncher (DDB), decelerated in the IH from 4 to 0.5
MeV/u and sent to a radio frequency quadrupole (RFQ)
which reduces the energy to 6 keV/u. Finally, the HCI are
cooled in a Penning trap down to approximately 4 K. The
expected beam intensity is up to 105 ions in highest
charge states as for instance bare uranium [1].
The HITRAP decelerator is working at 108 MHz. To
optimize phase and amplitude of the different RF systems
one needs to monitor intensity, transversal beam shape,
bunch length and energy of the beam. Faraday cups with a
fast
read out are used to monitor the intensity of the beam
___________________________________________
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Figure 1: Signal from the polycrystalline diamond
detector. The solid line shows the bunched beam, the
dashed line the beam without bunching.
A polycrystalline (PC) diamond detector produced by
chemical vapour deposition (CVD) to about 15 μm
thickness was used for the bunch length measurements.
Radiation hardness of the diamond allows the usage of
this detector directly in-beam without fast degradation of
its properties [3]. Special efforts were taken for
impedance matching of the detector, cable and electrical
feedthrough. A detector response to a single ion with a
FWHM below 2 ns and a rising front of 500 ps was
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achieved limited by the preamplifier. The signal
amplitude of the polycrystalline diamond detector does
not depend linearly on but corresponds to the number of
incoming ions. Figure 1 shows an example spectrum on
the polycrystalline diamond detector of a measurement
after the Double Drift Buncher (DDB). The red dashed
line shows part of the macro bunch without bunching RF
applied to the DDB. The black solid line is the average of
8 macro bunches and demonstrates a clear, regular picture
of the bunched beam. Double peaks on the black trace
indicate a not yet optimum phase match for the two stages
of the DDB.
Polycrystalline diamond detectors are a good
alternative to capacitive pickups for measurements of
bunch microstructure in case of low- and medium-intense
ion beams. The only drawback is that the beam is
destroyed by the measurement.
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BEAM ENERGY MEASUREMENTS
To decelerate the beam from 4 MeV/u down to 0.5
MeV/u an IH-structure constructed according to the
KONUS beam dynamic conception [4] was built.
Tuneable output beam energy, compactness, easy
operation, and modest RF power requirements are the
advantages of such a design if compared to conventional
resonant structures. If operated as a decelerator it turns
out that most particles are transported efficiently
regardless of their energy. Hence, the complete beam
leaving the IH is a mixture of several energies from the
primary 4 MeV/u to the fully decelerated 0.5 MeV/u with
admixtures of partially decelerated ions. The signal on the
capacitive pickups is therefore a folded signal and not
easy to interpret. Since time-of-flight measurements rely
on the selective identification of the same peak on two
different pickups it is hard to determine the beam energy
this way.
A suppression of non-decelerated beam components
would require significant modification of the beam line,
hence, an energy selective detector had to be conceived.
To fit into the available space it needs to be compact and
easy to handle. The energy acceptance of the downstream
RFQ decelerating structure is in the order of 5 %, which
is then the required detection accuracy.

Single Crystal CVD
A single crystal (SC) diamond detector demonstrates a
good linear relation between output voltage and deposited
energy, comparable to germanium or silicon
semiconductor detectors [3]. Figure 2 shows spectra from
a single crystal diamond for different beams. The lower
graph shows the spectrum taken without RF field in the
IH, so only 4 MeV/u particles are present. The upper
graph contains the spectrum with IH switched on, and
particles with all possible energies between 0.5 MeV/u
and 4 MeV/u are present. Every single peak represents
one detected ion. The area of the peak is directly
proportional to the energy deposited by the stopped ion.
Sequences for different IH amplitude and phase settings
were recorded. In order to exclude pile-up effect only
312

clear single peaks were taken from these spectra to
analyze their area.
Several problems have been encountered during the
operation of the single crystal diamond detector. It was
necessary to drastically reduce the primary beam intensity
to avoid pile-up effects. Consequently, 15 shots were
necessary to get enough statistics for every setting of the
IH equivalent to about 15 min accumulation time.
Different peak shape for ions of the same energy (see
Figure 2) complicates an on-line analysis. Variable
background which also depends on the beam intensity
adds more complication. The single crystal diamond was
degrading visibly. The charge collection efficiency of the
created charges became smaller than one and got different
for different energies of incoming ions.

Signal amplitude, V
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Figure 2: Signal from the single crystal diamond detector.
In the upper graph the RF field of the IH was switched
on; in the lower graph the IH RF was switched off.
In summary, the accuracy of the energy determination
becomes rather limited and the tuning got tedious and
long. The relative error of peak area determination, i.e.
energy measurement, is above 20 %.

Dipole Magnet – MCP Combination
In order to ease the tuning of the IH-structure in
combination with the DDB and to achieve the required
accuracy a “one-shot” energy analyzer was developed [5].
A compact permanent magnet bends the beam according
to its energy. Horizontal slits in front of the magnet are
imaged to the detector plane which is about 135 mm away
from the centre of the magnet. The magnetic field of 0.5 T
over 45 mm creates a displacement of about 15 and 4 mm
at the detector position for A/q = 2.5 beam at 0.5 and 4
MeV/u, respectively. A micro-channel plate (MCP) and
phosphorous screen in combination with a CCD camera
gives single ion sensitivity.
The typical result of a single-shot measurement is
presented in Figure 3. The colour map background is the
CCD camera image in false colour mode. From the 2D
intensity distribution a projection by summing all data
along the vertical direction has been calculated. Off-line
calibration of the detector was made to assign the
displacement of the peak to the beam energy. The detector
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Beam energy, MeV/u

Figure 3: Typical energy spectrum of the ions after IH.
Original picture from CCD camera is shown in falsecolour-mode together with its projection to the X-axis.
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Figure 4: Energy spectra of the ions coming out of IH
depending on RF amplitude for a fixed phase of 235°.
Black squares shows primary beam, cyan diamonds
trends continuously down to the design energy of 0.5
MeV/u. Blue circles, green up-side triangles and blue
down-side triangles stand for particles with variable
intermediate energy.
The perfect matching of the energy of particles
decelerated after IH-structure to the acceptance of the
RFQ, the next decelerating stage, is critical. In a small
range the IH output energy can be adopted by changes in
IH RF amplitude, and DDB phase and amplitude. This
has to be used to match the beam into the RFQ and will
be monitored with the described detector system.
An example for a scan of the IH structure RF amplitude
is shown in Figure 4. Several components of the beam
after the IH are analyzed separately ignoring the intensity
differences. The energy of the primary beam is not
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affected by the different RF amplitudes in the IHstructure. Insufficient RF power of IH results in output
energy of the decelerated beam ~ 1 MeV/u. Increment in
the RF control voltage brings energy down to required 0.5
MeV/u. Particles with intermediate energies appear and
fade out with different levels of the IH RF power.
Satellite to 0.5 MeV/u peak appeared at very high RF
power settings.
The present accuracy of the energy measurements is in
the order of 10 % at 0.5 MeV/u and mainly limited by
position-to-energy calibration. Furthermore, since beam
steering by IH structure is energy dependent, beam
fractions with differing energies enter the dipole magnet
with different angles, which creates a systematic
uncertainty.
To improve the measurement accuracy, an on-line
calibration system is being added for in situ calibration
and an additional slit system is installed to reduce the
angular uncertainty. Finally, an energy measurement with
1 % relative uncertainty will be possible.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
We have demonstrated new approaches for beam
parameter measurements for conditions under which
usual diagnostics fail. Polycrystalline diamond detectors
demonstrate excellent timing properties suitable for
longitudinal bunch microstructure visualisation. A
combination of a compact dipole magnet, a micro-channel
plate, a phosphor screen and a CCD camera delivers
spatial separation of the mixed energy beam and
determination of the complete energy spectrum in one
shot. Presently the energy of the decelerated particles can
be measured with a relative uncertainty of about 10%.
A slit system added together with an on-line calibration
system will reduce the uncertainty to about 1%. A similar
energy analyser adjusted to the lower energy is installed
after the RFQ and will be used for commissioning of the
final part of the linear decelerator. The dipole magnet
strength of 0.1 T and detector geometry is chosen for
spatial separation and detection of 6 keV/u beam.
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has better resolution for slower particles. When
comparing peak areas one finds that about 30% of the
beam detected after the IH is slowed down to 0.5 MeV/u.
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Abstract
An extensiion to the exiisting GANIL
L facility in Caen,
C
France is uunder constru
uction. The new SPIRA
AL 2
construction will be realizzed in two ph
hases, for the first
phase the coonstruction staarted in Januaary 2011 and will
consists off the accellerator build
dings with two
experimentall facilities S3
S and Neuttrons for sciience
(NFS). The second phase is the so called producction
building wheere radioactivee ions are produced through
h the
ISOL (Isotoope Separation On Linee) method. The
produced raddioactive ion beams
b
(RIBs)) will be extraacted
and acceleratted up to 60 keV
k from the ion sources, after
beam purificcation the beam
b
will be
b driven in the
secondary beeam lines eitheer to a new exp
perimental faccility
DESIR (Decaay, excitation and storage of
o radioactive ions)
i
constructed during the second phaase of the new
installation oor the RIBs will be charg
ge breed to form
f
multi-chargedd ions that will
w be driveen to the existing
GANIL faciility and po
ost accelerateed in the CIME
C
cyclotron [1].
This overrview article gives a deescription off the
he foreseen beam diagno
secondary beam lines, th
ostics
which will aallow tuning and
a controllin
ng the radioacctive
ion beams inn the secondarry beam lines constructed in
n the
m [2].
SPIRAL2 Phhase 2 program

CTIVE ION
THE
E RADIOAC
N BEAM
DUCTION
PROD
duced through
The RIBs will be prod
h neutron ind
duced
fission reactiions, fusion reeactions or traansfer reaction
ns on
different targget types. Primary beams of up to 5 mA
deuterons of 40 MeV and//or 1 mA heav
vy ions up to 14.5
MeV/u will be available for these reaactions. The ISOL
ion source, laserr ion
targets and ion sources (Surface
(
n resonance (ECR)
(
source, electtron cyclotron
ion so
ource
and Febiad ion sourcee) are bein
ng developed
d in
collaborationn with severaal French lab
boratories (IP
PNO,
d a neutron co
CENBG and GANIL) and
onverter consisting
of a rotating graphite wheel - for neutro
on induced fisssion
opment at LN
NL-INFN in Italy.
I
reactions, is under develo
ns for the RIB
Bs are the neu
utron
The dimensiooning reaction
induced fission in a uraanium target..
The neu
utron
converter, tarrget, ion sourcce and extracttion electrodes are
on module. When
W
positioned inn a productio
a diffe
ferent
b used the whole
production m
mechanism or target is to be
w
production m
module is replaaced in the pro
oduction cave..

Y BEAM SE
SEC
CONDARY
ECTION
The seconddary beams seection is show
wn in Figure 1.. The
ure are delimiting the calcullated
different coloours in the figu
expected maxximum radioaactive dose rattes in the diffe
ferent
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sectio
ons. The diagnnostic integraation depends on the dose
rates in the differennt zones.

he RNB Sectio
Figure 1: Layout of th
on.
Insside the prodduction cave (red colourred zone in
Figurre 1), where tthe dose rate exceeds 100 mSv/h, the
p
extraccted 1+ ions are mass sellected in a pre-separator
(ǻM//M = from1/3000 to 1/1200 ).
ow in Figure 1),
1 where the
In the
t following section (yello
h to 2 mSv/h., there is a
dose rate is betweeen 25 μSv/h
beam
m identificationn station for the
t single charrged ions. If
urther separateed in a High
needeed the ion beaam can be fu
e
Resollution Separattor (HRS). To increase the efficiency
of
uadruple (RFQ) cooler is
the HRS
H
a Radio Frequency Qu
underr developmennt at LPC Caaen, after ion cooling the
ution of (ǻM
HRS is designed for a resolu
M/M = from
B can now be
b driven to
1/150
000 to 1/300000). The RIB
DESIIR or to the C
Charge breederr. Directly afteer the charge
breed
der the multi ccharge ion beams are driven in a vertical
beam
m line to a second identificaation station in
n one of the
low level radioacctive zones (seen in green
n colour in
Figurre 1), the dosee rates in thesee zones are esttimated to be
betweeen 7,5 μSV//h to 25μ Sv/h. This divisiion in zones
oactive dose rates
r
accorrding to the estimated radio
impose
that beam
b
line annd diagnostic design will be able to
functiion and be maaintained diffeerently.
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+

In the prodduction cave, the 1 produ
uction line will be
composed byy modules wh
hich will be reemoved by rem
mote
control and hhuman access will be limited. The diagno
ostics
in this line will consist of Faraday Cups (FC) with
standard actuuator and segm
mented diaph
hragms in placce of
profilers. In the intermed
diate zone, eacch module off the
d and discon
nnected manu
ually.
lines will bbe connected
Special actuaators with two
o vacuum valv
ves are foreseeen to
separate m
movables diaagnostics without
w
risk of
contaminatioon. Three ty
ypes of proffile monitors are
ndary emissiion monitorss to
foreseen, cllassical secon
visualise stabble beams, seecondary emiission foil prrofile
monitors andd very low inttensity monito
ors for radioacctive
beams. Beam
m current meaasurement willl be performeed by
movable FCss and a devicee to measure th
he intensity of
o the
radioactive bbeam (describ
bed below). This
T
device, in
n the
1+ transport line, compossed by a cho
opper and a fixed
f
Faraday cup will allow to
t measure beeam current by
b a
semi-intercepptive method. This survey will be necesssary
to control tthe radioactiv
vity and the associated beam
b
contaminatioon.
t beam lines the
To optimizze the limited space in on the
diagnostics will be insttalled with an
a angle of 45°
regarding to tthe beam line vertical axis.

comm
missioning off the installaation, diagnosstics like a
Farad
day Cup and a profile mon
nitor are foreseen in place
of thee target and iion source to characterize the primary
beam
m inside the prooduction modu
ule (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Horizzontal cut of th
he production module.

B
BEAM
CUR
RRENT ME
EASUREM
MENTS
Farraday cups aare under deevelopment based on an
optim
mization of thhe current SPIRAL 1 FC design. The
new design
d
will im
mprove the magnetic
m
field which repel
factorr of the seconndary emission
n electrons (F
Figure 4) . A
secon
nd design opttimization is planned to minimize
m
the
interv
vention time during main
ntenance to minimize
m
the
dose rate of the beam diagno
ostic equipmeents and the
perso
onnel.

AL 1 FC and a new
w converter
Figurre 4: SPIRA
curren
nt/voltage.

Figure 2: Example of a module in th
he yellow zonee.

nt/voltage waas tested at
A new convertter for curren
NIL to measurre low intenssity beam currrent for the
GAN
RNB Section. Diffferent calibress from 1pA/V
V to 10μA/V
ge range of measurement.
m
open up the possibbility of a larg

At the exxit of the chaarge breeder, the vertical line
RAL 2 line leevel (- 8 m) to
allows to passs of the SPIR
o the
current SPIR
RAL 1 level (--1,75 m). A sp
pecial structurre to
fix the line annd allow to acccess is foreseeen.
d
of the beam
b
In the low radiation zone a classical design
gnostics as in
n the
line is plannned. The samee kind of diag
previous secction will be used although with classsical
actuators.

EAM CON
PR
RIMARY BE
NTROL
The primaary beam impiinging on the production taarget
or the neutroon converter in the producttion cave need
ds to
control will be perforrmed
be monitoredd. A primary beam
b
the beam
to survey thhe intensity and
a
m position on
n the
target. At thhe entrance of the prod
duction modu
ule a
segmented ccollimator witth four curreent measurem
ments
s
will allow to control the beam size.
During the
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Figure 5: L
Low beam currrent measurem
ment.
h
Thee results in Fiigure 5 shows a sensitivity high
enough
10 fA at a distance
to meeasure a currennt difference around
a
y cup and th
of 20
0 meters betw
ween Faraday
he converter.
a triax cable and a
Thesee results are possible by using
u
minate ground currents.
c
float electronic inpput which elim
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BEAM
M RADIOLO
OGICAL CONTROL
C
L
A special control system dedicated to the survey
y the
total activityy transported by the exotiic beams willl be
installed at thhe exit of the production caave. The princciple
consists to exxtract a fractio
on of the RIB
B by using a beam
b
shopper. Thee intensity of the deviated beam
b
is meassured
by a fixed F
FC. This semii-interceptive method givess the
possibility too measure verry low beam currents. With a
deflection off 5% of the tim
me and with th
he accuracy of the
new electronnic converter, measured currrents of a few
w pA
(107 pps) is expected. Thaat gives curreent thresholdss and
108 pps).
limits aroundd few 10 pA (1

BEAM
M PROFILE
E MEASUR
REMENTS
S
Secondary Emission Foil
F Profile Monitor
M
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Beam proffiler monitors with very low
w energy limit (E ~
10 kV/A) aree being develo
oped (Figure 6-Figure
6
8) fo
or the
use in the 1+ and n+ beam lines. The principle consissts of
collecting seecondary electtrons emitted on an alumiinum
foil in a drifft space, guideed by an elecctromagnetic field.
f
The numberr of electronss is amplifieed with a microm
channel platees (MCP) stag
ge and collectted on an x-y grid
for a requireed resolution
n below 1 mm.
m
The rang
ge of
intensity meaasurable will be
b between 10
0 to 1011 pps.

Figure 6: Head of secondary emissio
on foil profilerr.

Figure 7: Heead design dettails of the seecondary emisssion
foil profiler.
n created with
A new dessign has been
h two grids att 0V.
The first gridd, positioned in front of th
he aluminium foil,
g
accelerates thhe electrons; the second grid
is locateed in
front of the M
MCP. The elecctric field is equal to zero in
n the
drift space, aand electrons are
a only subjeect to the magn
netic
field.
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Permanent
Magnets

Figurre 8: Magneticc field produceed by permaneent magnets.
Thee configuratioon of electric and magneticc fields have
been optimized to eensure correctt guidance of the
t electrons
m tests are scheduled
s
durring 2011 to
emitteed. New beam
validaate the conceppt.

IM
MPLANTA
ATION OF ELECTRO
ONICS
Du
ue to the low beam currentt level, electro
onics for the
differrent devices need to bee installed cllose to the
diagn
nostics. An unnderground leevel is planneed to install
electrronics, controll systems and power-suppliees.

d associated pllaces.
Figure 9: Cuut of lines and

SION
CONCLUS
In the upcomingg two years, the line definiition and the
diagn
nostic needs haave to be defined. The deveelopments of
dary Emission
low current
c
monitoors and Second
n Foil Profile
Moniitors are undderway. The next steps involve the
o the beam
mech
hanical integraation of the diagnostics on
line, the definition of diagnosstic interfacess. Therefore
ANIL to valid
beam
m tests are schheduled at GA
date the new
diagn
nostic principlees with exoticc radioactive io
on beams.
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Abstract

CHALLENGES OF BERLINPRO
BERLinPro [1] should provide an electron beam with an
average current of 100 mA and a normalized emittance of
1 mm mrad. High average current in the ERL requires a
CW operation. The electron beam will be produced in a
SRF photogun [2] operating at 1.3 GHz repetition rate.
One of the main goals of BERLinPro is a demonstration
of a high brightness electron beam. The beam emittance is
basically deſned by the SRF photogun. A SRF gun with
100 mA average current and an emittance of 1 mm mrad
has never been demonstrated. Therefore we plan to realize
the gun in a staged approach (Table 1), where we especially
focus on two parameters: current and emittance. In the ſrst
stage we want to demonstrate a beam from the SRF gun
with a superconducting cathode and measure fundamental
beam parameters like emittance, bunch charge and energy.
The electrons from the SRF gun in Stage A are generated
with a superconducting Pb ſlm which is deposited on the
back wall of the gun cavity. In Stage B a normal conducting cathode is introduced to the gun cavity with a quantum efſciency of about three orders of magnitude higher.
Beam instrumentation for this stage will be focused on the
∗ roman.barday@helmholtz-berlin.de
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Table 1: Expected Beam Parameters
Parameter
Goal
Cathode
Laser wavelength
Thermal emittance
in terms of laser spot
Repetition rate
Laser pulse length
Laser pulse shape
Bunch charge
Average beam current

Stage A

Stage B

Beam
demonstrator
Pb
258 nm
0.8 μm/mm

Brightness
R&D gun
CsK2 Sb
526 nm
0.4 μm/mm

1...15 kHz
2 ps
Gaussian
16 pC
∼1 μA

52 MHz
<20 ps
Flat-top
77 pC
∼4 mA

slice diagnostics, which is relevant for the beam emittance
compensation. In the third stage we should demonstrate an
operation of the production gun at 100 mA.

STAGE A
The goals of the ſrst stage are beam demonstration from
the SRF photogun and understanding the cavity performance. A thin layer of lead with a diameter of 5 mm was
deposited on the back wall of the superconducting cavity as
a photocathode [3]. Lead has a work function of about 4 eV
and a quantum efſciency of about 5·10−4 at 266 nm, which
can be achieved through laser cleaning [4]. The Pb photocathode is irradiated by a UV laser operating at 258 nm
with 2 ps pulses delivered at (1-15) kHz with a laser power
of ∼10 mW, so that the expected average beam current is
about 1 μA.

Solutions of Stage A
A schematic overview of the diagnostics beam line is
shown in Fig. 1. An electron beam current can be measured
with a movable Faraday Cup located approximately 1.5 m
downstream from the cavity exit or with an integrating
current transformer (ICT). Three stations with a ceriumdoped YAG view screen are used for the beam visualization (Fig. 2) and beam proſle measurement. The transverse
beam emittance can be investigated using the solenoid scan
method with a superconducting solenoid placed in the cryovessel and a crystal YAG:Ce scintillation screen imaged
by a CCD camera. The beam energy and the energy spread
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BERLinPro is an energy-recovery linac for an electron
beam with 1 mm mrad normalized emittance and 100 mA
average current. The initial beam parameters are determined by the performance of the electron source, an SRF
photo-electron injector. Development of this source is a
major part of the BERLinPro programme. The instrumentation for the ſrst stage of the programme serves the purpose to have robust and reliable monitors for fundamental beam parameters like emittance, bunch charge, energy
and energy spread. The critical issue of the second stage
is the generation of an electron beam with 100 mA average
current and a normalized emittance of 1 mm mrad. Therefore we plan to setup a dedicated instrumentation beam
line with a compact DC gun to measure thermal emittance,
current and beam lifetime. In parallel an SRF gun with
dedicated diagnostics will be build focused on ERL speciſc aspects like emittance compensation with low energy
beams and reliability of high current operation. This paper collects requirements for each development stage and
discusses solutions to speciſc measurement problems.
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Figure 1: Schematic view of the diagnostics beam line for Stage A.
can be measured with a dipole spectrometer magnet. A relative bunch length can be determined by analyzing the coherent THz radiation. At the end of the straight section of
the beam line and at the end of the dispersive arm, the electron beam is dumped into the isolated copper beam dump.
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Measurement within Stage A
Dark current is an important issue for SRF guns, especially if the photocathode has a low quantum efſciency,
like lead. Figure 2 shows the dark current image on the
ſrst YAG: Ce screen focused by the solenoid. The dark current was observed on both the YAG:Ce scintillation screen
and proportional counter tube starting from a peak ſeld
of about 12 MV/m. The dark current increases exponentially with increasing ſeld gradient and reaches ∼28 nA at
16.4 MV/m (Fig. 3).
(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Dark current image on the YAG:Ce screen at
15.9 MV/m (a) and electron beam image (b).
One of the possible sources of the ſeld emission could
be the non-uniformity of the lead ſlm. For our test a lead
ſlm was arc-deposited onto optical polished niobium substrates at the Andrzej Soltan Institute for Nuclear Studies. The preparation procedure was the same as for the
lead cathode deposited on the wall of the cavity. To analyze the surface morphology and composition SEM/EDX
measurements (SEM: Hitachi S-4800, EDX: EDAX Gen-
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Figure 3: Dark current measured with the Faraday Cup and
proportional counting tube versus electric ſeld gradient.

esis V6.10) were performed. Figure 4 shows the inhomogeneity of the lead coating. Due to the preparation process
droplets of several μm are found on the surface, which can
act as a ſeld emitter and cause dark current in the SRF gun.
Surface contaminations produce local variation of the work
function and inƀuence the distribution of the quantum efſciency over the cathode area. We plan to perform laser
cleaning of the emission surface to enhance the quantum
efſciency and its homogeneity and compare beam parameters and dark current before and after laser cleaning, especially thermal emittance of the lead photocathode.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: SEM pictures of lead deposited on optical
polished niobium substrate with average roughness of 810 nm; 1 μm scale (a) and 20 μm scale (b).
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(b)

Figure 5: Dark current energy spectrum (a) and beam energy as a function of phase (b).
The energy spectrum of the emitted dark current measured with the dipole spectrometer magnet at a ſeld gradient of 17 MV/m has two maxima at 283 and 308 keV
(Fig. 5). Simulation with ASTRA conſrms that electrons emitted at 900 and E = 17 MV/m have an energy of
∼290 keV at the exit of the gun.

STAGE B
The goal of the second stage is to build a SRF gun
with a sufſcient cathode lifetime, which is able to operate
with 77 pC bunch charge, normalized emittance of 1 mm
mrad and average current of several mA. The maximum
allowed average current in the existing assembly hall
is limited to 50 μA because of radiation safety reasons.
As a consequence we plan to operate the photogun with
400 μs long macropulses separated by 40 ms. Within
the macropulse the bunch repetition rate is 52 MHz at a
bunch charge of 77 pC giving an average current in the
macropulse of ∼4 mA, see Table 1.
As mentioned above the superconducting metal cathodes
have a high work function and allow a maximum average
current of several 100 μA only. Furthermore, a change
of the cathodes, which are deposited on the wall of the
cavity is nearly impossible. For production of a beam with
high average current with the present state-of-the-art laser
system, semiconductors with high quantum efſciency in
the green part of the light spectrum are more suitable.
Green light is more appropriate than UV light because
more laser power is available at this wavelength. The
materials in the gun cavity have a work function higher
than the laser photon energy, which can reduce the dark
current substantially. In order to investigate the dark current more detailed we plan to measure the bremsstrahlung
spectra which is produced when the ſeld emitted electrons
impinge on the niobium cavity or stainless steel ƀanges.
For the second stage it is intended to produce longer
bunches with higher bunch charges up to 77 pC and the
emittance compensation scheme to reach low transverse
emittance. The laser pulse illuminating the cathode will
be ƀat-top with less than 2 ps rise time and at least 15 ps
length on the plateau. Beam dynamics gets in turn more
complicated as space charge and time dependent effects
from the RF curvature must be taken into account. For this
reason slice diagnostics is required. A transverse deƀecting
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cavity with a linear polarized TM110 mode at 1.3 GHz is
under development for this purpose. The cavity, following
a design for the Cornell ERL test facility [5], is single cell
of pill-box shape with nose cones located at the gap, where
the beam passes through the cavity. The shape of the cavity
is further optimized to supply sufſcient deƀecting voltage
for 250 W power coming from the RF source. This can be
achieved with a shunt impedance of 5.8 MΩ and a quality
factor of Q∼10000. The voltage in the deƀecting mode
should allow bunch length measurements with a resolution
of better than 1 ps at beam energies below 2 MeV.

Photocathode Research
The thermal emittance of the photocathode is an important issue because it deſnes a lower limit on the beam emittance that can be reached. The transverse beam emittance
in SRF guns is dominated by space charge, RF ſelds and
emission properties in the photocathode, so that in this way
it is difſcult to investigate the emittance and understand,
what cathode parameters drives the emittance. For better
understanding of the photoemission processes, which affect the beam parameters we plan to construct a 60 keV
photoemission gun with an accelerating gradient at the photocathode surface of about 1.8 MV/m. We plan to measure
the transverse thermal emittance in DC mode at a few μA
current, to avoid space charge effects. The beam emittance
can be investigated using the solenoid scan and the pepperpot method. Cathode response time, cathode emission uniformity, which limits beam brightness and linearity of the
quantum efſciency at high laser intensity could be measured at this DC-Setup, too.
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Abstract
Within the framework of the IFMIF Engineering Validation and Engineering Design Activities (EVEDA), the Linear IFMIF Prototype Accelerator (LIPAC) will be a 9 MeV,
125 mA CW deuteron accelerator which aims to validate
the technology that will be used in the future IFMIF accelerator [1]. In the Medium Energy Beam Transport line
(MEBT) connecting the RFQ and the SRF linac, electromagnetic Beam Position Monitors (MBPMs) will measure
the transverse position and phase in order to control the
beam steering. The response of the MBPMs must be optimized for a beam energy of 5 MeV, and a peak beam current of 125 mA. Due to the lack of space in the MEBT, the
MBPMs will be located inside the magnets without perturbing the magnetic field. In this contribution, the electromagnetic and mechanical design of the MBPM will be
presented. On the other hand, in order to validate and
characterize all the LIPAc BPMs once they are manufactured, a wire test bench has been constructed and verified
at CIEMAT. The design and validation results of the test
bench will be discussed here.

In order to carry out linearity and sensitivity tests, the
wire support can be moved in two perpendicular axes by
using a two micromovers structure. The performance of the
Newport ILS100CC micromovers is summed up in Tab. 1.
The aperture of the BPMs range from the 48 mm diameter
of the MBPMs to the 150 mm diameter of the last BPM
in the HEBT. As can be seen in Fig. 1, the solution implemented to adapt them has been to use an interface plate for
each BPM between the mechanical support of the BPMs
and the BPMs themselves. The precise alignment of the
BPMs with the test bench structure is certified by the use
of pins between the mechanical support and the interface
plate.
Table 1: Main Specifications of the two Microvers Structures
Travel
±50 mm
Accuracy
2.5 μm
Bi-directional repeteability
0.7 μm
XY ortogonality +/50 μm

WIRE TEST BENCH
The stringent requirements from beam dynamics for the
LIPAc BPMs force a complete characterization of the response of the BPMs before installation in the machine.
Hence the use of a wire test bench is almost mandatory
to minimize the mechanical and electronic errors of each
BPM. A wire test bench has been designed and manufactured at CIEMAT similar to the ones constructed for similar
tests at other facilities [2, 3]. The setup has been designed
in order to be well adapted to all the different type of BPMs
used along the LIPAc, from the MEBT to the end of the
HEBT. The setup is able of simulating a bunched beam although the present configuration is optimized for a single
frequency operation.

Description
A thin conducting wire of 0.25 mm is used as internal
conductor of the coaxial structure created with the BPM
and the tube extension (Fig. 1). The wire is stretched between two coaxial connectors at each side of the support
and one of them terminated in 50 Ω to minimize reflections
in the setup. The other connector interfaces the test bench
with the input RF signal.
∗ Work partially supported by Spanish Ministry of Science and Innovation under project AIC10-A-000441 and ENE2009-11230.
† ivan.podadera@ciemat.es
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Figure 1: The CIEMAT BPM test bench.
The test bench has a transmission of -58 dB at 175 MHz
and -44 dB at 350 MHz. This is due to the bad matching
between the 50 Ω signal input and the impedance of the
coaxial line. To overcome this issue, a matching network
will be developed. In the meantime, an RF amplifier has
been implemented to maximimize the output signal power
at the required frequency.
Each measurement is automatized by a home-made Labview GUI. The application controls the wire movement,
captures the result of e.g. the network analyzer, plots the
data in a 3D surface plot and analyze them. The main parameters like the sensitivity and linearity can be calculated
in the GUI. The interface with the network analyzer is done
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by GPIB, and the one with the micromovers controller by
RS232.
In addition, in order to test the offset between the electrical and mechanical center, a special piece was developed
to obtain the absolute position of the mechanical center of
the interface plate–and the BPM–with respect to the micromovers. The piece is made of a narrow hole with a similar
size of the thin wire which is positioned precisely in the
mechanical center with the pins of the interface plate. An
accuracy < 100 μm is obtained with this technique.

Validation

Network
analyzer
175/350 MHz

N

SMA

Antenna

TEM

Pickup
N

N
One meas.
per sensor

Figure 2: Scheme of the BPM wire tests using a network
analyzer.
A mapping of the difference over sum signal was carried
out in order to calculate the sensitivity constant and crosscheck the result with the theoretical and simulated sensitivity (Fig. 3). The measured sensitivity is around 12.8 mm in
both axes. This sensitivity is a bit smaller than the one estimated before at CERN [5], 12.6 mm. Three main reasons
can cause this discrepancy: 1) differences in the capacitance of the simulated and real sensors, 2) geometry of the
BPM chamber, and 3) the low resolution of the measurement.

MEBT BPMS
Introduction
In order to keep the beamline as compact as possible,
the beam dynamics simulations require the MEBT BPMs
(MBPM) to be inserted into the middle of the quadrupoles
[6]. With these restrictions, capacitive BPMs are better
suited than striplines. The design is based on the BPMs to
be installed at SPIRAL2 [7], although it has to be adapted
to the MEBT beam parameters (Tab. 2).
For a proper design of the monitors a first rough estimation can be done by implementing simple analytical

02 BPMs

Figure 3: 3D plots of the response of the CBPM at
350 MHz: a) Horizontal delta over sum, b) Vertical delta
over sum.
models. However, powerful 3D electromagnetic software
should be used for a more careful optimization of the geometry, the monitors response and the coupling to the beam.
Some of the examples of the design optimization with these
tools will be presented hereafter.
Table 2: Range (approx.) of the Beam Properties for the
MBPMs
Beam parameter
Value
Energy E (MeV)
5
β = v/c
0.0727
10-125
Peak current Ib (mA)
Average current I0  (mA) 0.1-125
0.1-CW
Pulse length Tp (ms)
Duty factor (%)
0.1-CW
Bunch length σz (ns)
0.18
1-3
Transverse size σx,y (mm)

Length Optimization
The electromagnetic design of the electrodes have been
done by using and 3D code, CST Design Studio [8]. The
subtended angle of the electrodes was fixed to 60◦ . Using a 3D code the electrode length was optimized to maximize the pickup response at the fundamental and first harmonic: 175 MHz and 350 MHz. As expected by the theoretical formulations, there is a length which maximizes
the response of the pickup at each frequency. They correspond to 70 mm at 175 MHz, and 30 mm at 350 MHz.
As seen in Fig. 4, if the pickup is to be operated at both
frequencies, a length of around 40 mm should be selected.
The crosscheck between the agreement of the theoretical
and simulated optimum lengths is out of the scope of these
proceedings.

Capacitance Optimization
Another important parameter to optimize the response of
the BPM is the analysis of the capacitance. The value of the
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In order to check the correct simulation of the beam, a
prototype of the Cryogenic BPM (CBPM) [4] was installed
in the test bench by developing a special BPM chamber
similar to the one to be used in the solenoid package, and
using the final CBPM buttons.
A network analyzer type R&S ZVB4 was used to simulate the beam frequency components and obtain the transmission response of each electrode. As this is a two channel
device, each measurement had to be repeated four times one per sensor- increasing the time cost of the procedure.
The scheme of the experiment is detailed in Fig. 2.
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the final capacitance must be recalculated as it can make
slightly vary the final result.

Figure 4: Response of one electrode as function of the
length.
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capacitance is related with the beam facing geometry but
also with the dimensions between the electrode and the external body. The capacitance value can be simulated using
TDR with a 3D code. Results of applying this technique
to one electrode is shown in Fig. 5. From the response to
a step stimulus the capacitance Cel can be calculated with
the following expression:
Cel =

t2 − t1
,
R0 ln 2

(1)

where t1 is the time when the response crosses zero, t2 the
time when the response is 50% the maximum value, and
R0 the load resistance, which in this case is 50 Ω.

Figure 6: Capacitance of one electrode as function of the
length.

CONCLUSIONS

The CIEMAT wire test bench has been designed, constructed and validated with the prototype BPM of the LIPAc SRF linac to be capable of successfully simulating a
bunched beam. The setup is totally automatized in order to
speed up the measurements. In addition, several improvements are already being done to improve the performance,
like increasing the RF input and matching the test bench
with the input network.
In the MEBT, the mechanical design of the BPMs to be
installed inside quadrupole magnets is being finished and
a prototype will be manufactured in the oncoming months.
The combination of theoretical formulae and 3D simulation codes has been shown as a very powerful tool for the
optimization and validation of the design.
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Figure 5: Time domain reflection response of one sensor to
a step stimulus.
Figure 6 shows how the capacitance increases linearly
in the center region between 40 mm and 90 mm. At the
extreme regions the contribution to the capacitance is bigger from other parts of the electrode geometry and the dependence changes. For the previously selected length of
40 mm the capacitance of each electrode is around 9 pF. As
both the area and the length are very similar to the CBPM,
the output signal will be very similar. The same conditioning electronics can be foreseen, reducing the operation
range and the cost. However, the detailed design of the
coaxial feedthrough and the assembly with the electrode
are not fully completed at the moment. Once this is fixed
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THE LHC BEAM POSITION SYSTEM: PERFORMANCE DURING 2010
AND OUTLOOK FOR 2011

Abstract
This paper presents the performance of the LHC Beam
Position System during 2010. The system proved to meet
most specifications, it was highly reliable and it
continuously provided 25 Hz real-time orbit data with
micron level resolution to the automatic global orbit
feedback system. However, several issues were observed
and they will be discussed in detail, such as the
dependence on bunch intensity and the effect of surface
electronics temperature variations on the measured
position.

INTRODUCTION
The LHC Beam Position System is one of the largest
beam instrumentation systems at CERN. It consists of
2140 measurement channels that depend on an extensive
acquisition chain of 1070 monitors, 3820 electronic cards
distributed along the LHC underground tunnel and about
1070 additional digital post-processing cards located in
surface buildings. The performance of the system during
the 2010 run was very good, with an average of 97% of
these channels providing reliable data throughout the
year.
The first part of this paper presents the resolution of the
different orbit modes implemented, while the second part
discusses bunch intensity and temperature dependence
issues and the means implemented for mitigating their
impact.

- Two electronic sensitivities are employed to cover the
total bunch intensity range of the LHC; high sensitivity
from 2e9 to 5e10 p+/bunch and low sensitivity from 5e10
to 2e11 p+/bunch.
The default closed orbit mode used during 2010 was
the “asynchronous orbit”. The position data from each
incoming bunch enters a digital exponential moving
average filter providing an update of the average orbit
over the last few thousand bunch positions every 40ms.
Typical resolutions of about ~5um were obtained on the
average position at each monitor. Fig. 1 shows the
position measurement RMS of each BPM along the LHC
ring. Notice that several channels exhibit significantly
higher values. These are concentrated in two particular
regions, where the electronics suffer from larger
temperature variations. Each of the 8 LHC long straight
sections also exhibit several monitors with larger RMS
noise due to the larger aperture of the pick-ups in these
locations.

ORBIT MODES AND RESOLUTIONS
This paper does not provide a complete description of
the LHC BPM system since the reader can find this
information in [1, 2, 3]. However, the authors consider it
convenient to stress here three of its main particularities:
- Acquisitions are auto-triggered every time the
amplitude of the induced pick-up signal is above a predefined threshold. This feature facilitated the
commissioning of the system during the early days of the
LHC as there was no reliance on external timing,
providing robustness with respect to RF frequency
changes or timing problems. On the other hand, it makes
the system more sensitive to spurious noise and
complicates the post processing implemented in the
Digital Acquisition Boards (DABs) where a resynchronization with the bunch clock is required for
bunch by bunch studies.
- The front-end electronics measure each individual
bunch. This design choice relaxes the dynamic range
requirements of the system by almost 69dB. In addition, it
provides great flexibility allowing many ways of post
processing
the data.
___________________________________________
#

Figure 1: Resolution of each monitor along the ring.
The system also has a “synchronous orbit” mode where
a re-synchronisation of the input data with beam
synchronous timing allows a particular set of bunches to
be selected for analysis. In this case, the orbit is
calculated by the arithmetic average over a configurable
number of turns (usually 225 in order to reject 50Hz
ripple). This is mainly used for the measurements from
the directional couplers surrounding the interaction
points. These monitors are used where the beams share
the same vacuum chamber to allow the measurement of
each beam independently. However, their directivity is
limited to about 20dB, while the dynamic range of the
electronics is ~35dB in each of its 2 possible sensitivities.
This means that for bunches with intensities towards the
high end of each sensitivity Beam 1 bunches can trigger
Beam 2 channels and vice versa. Using the synchronous
orbit minimizes the impact of this crosstalk between
beams, as it allows the acquisition to be performed only
on those bunches which do not see a parasitic crossing in

eva.calvo.giraldo@cern.ch
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the pick-up. However, a knowledge of the beam filling
pattern is required in this case.
In order to further evaluate systematic electronic drifts
the LHC orbit system was compared to a new highresolution orbit system prototype based on diode peak
detectors [4]. Both systems were connected to two
different pick-ups at the same location. Figure 2 shows
the results obtained during a physics fill. Over the 15 hour
measurement time both systems measured the same
position to within 10um. Several RF cavity trips during
this time also led to large bunch length variations, which
did not affect either of the systems.

both sensitivity ranges simultaneously. Fig.3. shows the
measured position drift with respect to the initial stable
orbit due to the bunch intensity variations for Beam 2.
The optimum switching point for changing the sensitivity
mode was found to be around 5.2e10p+/bunch. In such
conditions the maximum drift was <20um in high
sensitivity mode and <40um in low sensitivity, while the
“jump” observed due to the switching was ~40um (well
within the system specifications). The curves shown are
the average response for all arc type beam position
monitors.
During a second experiment, this time using Beam 1,
the scraping was performed without sensitivity mode
switching and repeated to obtain a full set of data for each
sensitivity setting. Fig.4 shows the results obtained.
Surprisingly this time no optimum switching point was
found. With bunch intensities of 4e10 p+/bunch, the
difference between sensitivity modes was ~300um, and
higher than 800um at 5e10 p+/bunch. Below 3e10
p+/bunch and above 6e10 p+/bunch, the flatness was better
than 20um.

Figure 2: Beam position measurements in the LHC
comparing the standard LHC orbit electronics with a new
prototype system based on diode peak detectors.

TRAJECTORY RESOLUTION
From the trajectory analysis of 31 injections during the
early synchronisation tests for Beam 1, the overall RMS
variation in single bunch, single turn position over a
timescale of ~10 minutes was generally seen to be
between 150-400ȝm. This order of magnitude is
consistent with the electronic noise estimations for bunch
intensities in the range 2e9 p+/bunch to 5e9 p+/bunch
protons used during these tests [5].

Figure 3: Characterization curve of the BPM system
response with the bunch intensity for LHC Beam 2.

INTENSITY LIMIT
In order to test the lower limit for auto-trigger detection
the bunch intensity was varied from below 1e9 p+/bunch
to around 3e9 p+/bunch, while counting the number of
correctly triggered BPMs. The lower limit for correct
BPM functioning was found to be ~1.5e9 p+/bunch [4].

INTENSITY DEPENDENCE
In order to study the beam intensity dependence of the
closed orbit measurement, the position of a single bunch
with an initial intensity of 1e11p+ was tracked while
scraping down the intensity to below the auto-trigger
threshold using a primary collimator. During the
experiment, the sensitivity mode was switched every ~10
seconds in order to obtain the characterization curve of
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Figure 4: Characterization curve of the BPM system
response with the bunch intensity for LHC Beam 1.
The Beam 1 and Beam 2 acquisition chains are
identical and all front-end cards were calibrated,
measured and qualified for a bunch intensity linearity of
<±120um (<±1% of an arc BPM half radius) over their
whole working range. The bunch intensity dependence
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was found to come not from the beam position front-end
boards, but from an adjacent card installed in the same
crate used to measure the bunch intensity by integrating
the sum of the BPM electrode signals from a given beam
[6]. A small impedance mismatch in its input stage
produces a signal reflection that is sufficient to affect the
position measurement of the beam it is selected to
measure, which, for the tests performed above was Beam
1. About 700 of these cards are installed in the LHC. For
the time being, while the LHC is in physics operation, the
short-term solution has consisted in removing these cards
and replacing them with termination boards in the most
critical locations.

However, this technique has several limitations. The
fan speed change only allows the characterization of
temperature variations within a range of 5-6ºC, whilst the
observed surface building variations can be much larger.
In addition, the gradient calculation uses a simple linear
fit. Therefore, if the temperature drift observed since the
last calibration is larger than a few degrees, the error is no
longer negligible. For this reason, the system is now
systematically calibrated before each beam injection.
The long-term solution to overcome this problem will
consist in placing the surface electronics in temperature
stabilised racks, implementation of which is currently
foreseen during the long LHC shutdown of 2013.

TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE

CONCLUSIONS

Another undesired effect observed is that ambient
temperature changes in the surface rack electronics
produce a systematic offset in the beam position
measurement. This then leads to a real beam offset when
the orbit feedback system tries to compensate for it.
The currently implemented solution consists of a
software algorithm that removes the drifts based on the
measured temperature dependence of each channel. This
dependence was obtained by measuring the position
during calibration while at the same time using the onboard temperature sensor of each digital acquisition card
to measure the temperature. The change in temperature
was achieved by remotely changing the fan speed of the
VME crates used to house the surface electronics.
During operation with beam, the system periodically
measures the temperature of the cards and corrects the
digital data accordingly.
The average position change due to temperature before
correction was ~50um/ºC. Applying the software
correction algorithm reduces this effect to below
20um/ºC. Fig 5 shows the temperature evolution during a
period with stable beams phase with the corresponding
corrected and non-corrected position from a single BPM
channel.

The LHC orbit system has performed remarkably well
during the LHC 2010 run, allowing to increase the
number of bunches and their intensity in a short period.
However, a few issues regarding its dependence with the
bunch intensity and the temperature in the surface racks
were observed. This paper has quantified their impact,
and described the means put in place to mitigate their
effects.
The 2011 LHC run will still be more demanding for the
system, since the number of bunches will still increase
significantly and the ȕ* will be reduced. Both facts need
smaller apertures at the collimators level and therefore
stronger requirements in terms of resolution and longterm stability. Additionally the on-going beam-beam
effects and other instabilities studies have tight turn-byturn and bunch-by-bunch demands.

Figure 5: a) Temperature of the DAB mezzanine.
b)
Uncorrected beam position during stable beams.
c) Position of the beam once the temperature drifts have
been compensated.
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CLIC, an electron-posittron linear collider proposeed to
probe the TeeV energy sccale, is based
d on a two-b
beam
scheme wheere RF powerr to acceleratte a high en
nergy
luminosity bbeam is extraccted from a high
h
current drive
d
beam. The ddrive beam is efficiently geenerated in a long
train at modeest frequency and current th
hen compresseed in
length and m
multiplied in freequency via bunch
b
interleav
ving.
The drive beaam decelerato
or requires >40
0000 quadrup
poles,
each holdingg a beam possition monitorr (BPM). Tho
ough
resolution reequirements are
a modest (2 microns) these
t

BPM
Ms face severall challenges. They
T
must be compact
c
and
inexp
pensive. They must operatee below waveguide cutoff
to inssure locality of position sign
nals, ruling ou
ut processing
at th
he natural 112 GHz bu
unch spacing frequency.
Wakeefields must be kept low. We fin
nd compact
conveentional striplline BPM with
h signals proccessed below
40 MHz
M
can meett requirements. Choices off mechanical
desig
gn, operating frequency, baandwidth, caliibration, and
proceessing algorithhm are presentted. Calculatio
ons of wakes
and trrapped modess and damping
g are discussed
d.

Figurre 1: CLIC lay
yout.

CLIC Beam
m Position Monitors
M
ughly 200 km
k of beam line
CLIC willl contain rou
m position mo
requiring a vvariety of beam
onitors[1,2]. Main
M
0 BPMs of better
b
linacs requirre about 4000
than 50
0 nm
resolution. T
The drive beeam deceleraators, due sttrong
focussing annd large enerrgy spread, require far more
m
BPMs. Wavveguide modees propagate in the 23 mm
diameter beaam duct at thee 12 GHz bun
nch frequency
y; the
TE11 cutoff iis at 7.6 GHzz. Processing BPM signal here
n-local signalss confounding
would be sennsitive to non
g the
n example off non-local siignal
position meaasurement. An
propagating iin the beam duct is the ~13
30 MW of 12 GHz
by the neighbou
RF power inntentionally extracted
e
uring
Power Extracction Structurre (PETS), though little off this
power shouldd be present at
a the location
n of the BPM.. We
plan to impleement compacct stripline BP
PMs, 25mm long,
l

um chamber aas shown in
built into the quaddrupole vacuu
figuree Fig. 2, wiith baseband signal proceessing in a
bandw
width of 4 to 440 MHz.
PM Requiremeents
Table 1: D
Drive Beam BP
Comment

Para
ameter

Value

Beam
m Current

100 Amp

Buncch Spacing

12 GHz

Train
n Length

240 ns

BPM
M quantity

>40000

Total drive beam BPM

Ductt aperture

23 mm

In deceleraator

Reso
olution

2 micron

Single bunch to full
train

Accu
uracy

n
20 micron

Tem
mporal Resolutioon

< 10 ns

_____________________________________________

nt of Energy contrract DE-AC02* Work supportted by Departmen
76SF00515
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BW > 20M
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Tablee 2: Drive Beaam BPM Speccifications
Parameter

Vallue

Com
mment

Diameter

24 mm

Strip
pline ID

Strip Length

25 mm

Width

12.5%

Impedance

50 Ohm

Duct aperturee

23 mm

In deecelerator

Resolution

< 2 Pm

Sing
gle bunch
Train
n average
10 n
ns resolution

< 1 Pm
< 2Pm
2
Accuracy

20 micron

Temporal Reesolution

< 10 ns

of ciircumference

per seecond digitizaation rate, possition can be reported
r
in 6
ns inttervals, thouggh successive measurementss at this rate
are highly
h
correllated due to the bandwiidth rolloff,
typicaally about 20 M
MHz.
Strriplines couple to the deriivative of thee product of
beam
m current and position, rollling off respo
onse at low
frequ
uencies. For the baseband
d processing scheme
s
used
here, this makes ddifficult the ex
xtraction of beeam position
ugh the lengthh of the bunch
h train, up to 240 ns. The
throu
need for adequate signal at the low frequency
y end of the
bandw
width is whaat drives the requirement for stripline
picku
ups rather thann, for example, buttons.

BW > 20MHz

Signal Proccessing
quires signals in a bandwidtth of
The BPM processor acq
s
4 to 40 MH
Hz from the four BPM strips.
Signalss are
filterrs, programm
processed (F
Fig. 3) by lowpass
l
mable
mplification, anti-alias
a
attenuation, low-noise am
filteering
and a high-reesolution, fast--sampling AD
DC per channell.

.
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Figure 2: Drrive Beam BPM, BPM inserrted into drivee beam quadruupole, and GdffidL model.
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Calibrationn
A striplinee BPM depeends on extracting a possition
signal as a sm
mall difference between sig
gnal amplitudees on
opposing eleectrodes. Thiss makes calib
bration cruciaal to
accuracy. Thhese BPMs will
w be calibrated continuo
ously
during operaation. Between
n machine pu
ulses a calibraation
tone is transm
mitted from on
ne processor input.
i
The ratio of
its coupling to adjacent striplines callibrates the BPM
B
offset for onne axis. Then the other axiss is calibrated
d, all
transparent tto operation. This schem
me has been very
successful at LCLS, the freee-electron lasser at SLAC[3
3].
Fig
gure 7: Wake,, damped (bluee) and undamp
ped (red).

c
sig
gnal flow.
Figuure 5: Y axis calibration
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Finite-Element Analyssis
The BPM is modelled in GdfidL (Fig,
(
2) for beam
b
response andd wakes. Inittial analysis indicated trap
pped
modes; in paarticular a reso
onant mode clo
ose to the 12 GHz
bunch spacinng apparent in
n the transversse wake. Add
dition
of a ring of SiC RF damp
ping material at the base of the
striplines daamps this reesonance with
hout significaantly
on signal as depicted
d
affecting the beam positio
in Fiig. 6
and Fig. 7. A
Analysis with GDFIDL also
o showed thaat the
nce is stronglly suppressed in a
longitudinal wake/impedan
wide frequenncy range.

W then analyzze the damped
We
d BPM for beaam response
and wakes
w
comparring the time--domain analy
ysis with an
analy
ytic model for an idealized stripline
s
and fiind excellent
agreeement. Transvverse wakes are calculatted for the
analy
ytical model fr
from the beam
m voltages ind
duced on the
stripliines, integrateed over the number
n
of bun
nches in the
round
d-trip time off the striplinee signal and find wakes
accep
ptable.

Concclusions
A co
onventional stripline BPM
M processed at
a baseband
shoulld satisfy reqquirements. This
T
solves th
he potential
probllem off nonn-local signals inherent in signal
proceessing at the bbunch frequenccy or its harm
monics, but at
xity of deconvoluting the
the cost of processsing complex
singlee bunch respoonse from thee bunch train response to
get in
ntra-train posiition information. Simulatiions suggest
that requirements can be met. Finite-elemeent analysis
ped modes, wh
simullation show ppotential trapp
hich may be
damp
ped with RF absorbing maaterial. The siimulation of
signaal response aand wakefiellds agree with analytic
be do
calculations. Callibrations must
m
one online
transp
parently to operation.

NCES
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Figure 6: Traansverse impeedance for un
ndamped (red)) and
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Abstract

INTRODUCTION
The Cavity BPM is a diagnostic tool capable of determining the electron beam transversal position. Ten Cavity
BPMs are nowadays successfully installed and tested in the
FEL 1 undulator hall of the FERMI@Elettra project [1].
This paper treats the mechanical realization of the cavities,
the inspection of the resonant frequencies, and crosstalking, the tuning, the calibration and the first resolution measurements of the cavities.

MANUFACTURING
This section covers the machining of the Cavity BPMs,
out of solid copper. A series of 14 Cavity BPMs has been
produced at Cinel Strumenti Scientifici [2]; 10 cavities
have been employed in the FEL 1 undulator chain. Figure 1 shows the building blocks of the Cavity BPMs prior
to assembly.
In order to match the resonant frequencies of the reference and position cavities, the reference cavity is endowed
with radial tuners that can only increase the resonant frequency, while the position cavity has longitudinal tuners
that can only decrease it. All the tuners produce a permanent deformation on the copper.
*paolo.craievich@elettra.trieste.it
**massimo.dalforno@elettra.trieste.it
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Figure 1: Parts of the Cavity BPM, before brazing

WORKBENCH MEASUREMENTS
This section reports the measurements made with the
vector network analyzer. The parameters of interest are the
resonant frequencies and the crosstalking effect of the position cavity.

The Resonant Frequencies
The resonant frequencies have been measured before and
after brazing. The aim is that of ensuring that the resonant
frequency of the reference cavity is lower than the one of
the position cavity. Only if this condition is satisfied, the
two frequencies can be matched with the tuners. Otherwise, the reference cavity must be rectified in order to decrease its resonance frequency. The frequencies of three
samples of reference cavities, measured before and after
brazing, are reported in Table 1.
Table 1: Resonant Frequencies (fRES ) of the
Cavity
Reference cavity fRES , [M Hz]
BPM# Before Brazing After Brazing
1
6495.7
6499.4
2
6494.0
6500.3
3
6496.8
6501.0

Reference

Δf
3.7
6.3
4.2

The frequencies of three samples of position cavities,
measured before and after brazing, are reported in Table 2.
The frequency “before brazing” is a mean of the two polarizations, vertical and horizontal.

Crosstalking
The crosstalk between the orthogonal ports has been
evaluated by measuring the S21 parameter with the network
analyzer. The average value is -51.1 dB.
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The Cavity Beam Position Monitor (BPM) is a fundamental beam diagnostic device that allows the measurement of the electron beam trajectory in a non-destructive
way, with the micron resolution. Ten Cavity BPM systems have been installed along the undulator chain in the
FERMI@Elettra [1] FEL1 project. In this paper we discuss the installation, commissioning and performance of
these Cavity BPM systems. We have carried out preliminary operations during a pre-beam period, such as alignment and fine tuning of the RF vacuum cavities. During the
commissioning each BPM has been calibrated by mechanically moving the support on which the BPM is mounted.
We have estimated the single shot resolution in presence
of beam jitter by reading the beam position synchronously
over many electron bunches, from three or more BPMs.
Subsequently the algorithms have been improved, and the
results are here described, together with a first resolution
assessment.

Proceedings of DIPAC2011, Hamburg, Germany

Table 2: Resonant Frequencies (fRES ) of the Position Cavity
Position cavity fRES , [M Hz]
Before
After Brazing
After Brazing
BPM# Brazing* H. Polarization V. Polarization
1
6506.7
6502.8
6502.3
2
6509.8
6502.5
6502.6
3
6506.5
6503.7
6503.3

INSTALLATION
Ten Cavity BPMs have been installed in the undulator
hall, in the “FEL 1” undulator chain. Each Cavity BPM
has a dedicated mover, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: The Cavity BPM with the dedicated mover.
Each mover has a range of about ± 0.8 mm with a 1 μm
encoder resolution. The movers will be used for the calibration with the electron beam.

TUNING
The tuning has been performed in the tunnel with the
portable network analyzer, with the devices at a ultra vacuum level of 10−9 mbar. Table 3 reports the tuning of three
samples of Cavity BPMs for FEL 1.
Table 3: Tuning of the Cavity BPM
Resonant Frequencies [M Hz]
Δf [M Hz]
# R. Cav. BPM H. BPM V.
H.-V. H.-R. V.-R.
1 6502.52 6502.56 6502.53
0.03 0.04 0.01
2 6504.78 6504.94 6505.04
-0.10 0.16 0.26
3 6503.58 6503.69 6503.63
0.06 0.11 0.05
‘H.’ is the Horizontal polarization of the position cavity
‘V.’ is the Vertical polarization of the position cavity
‘R.’ is resonant frequency of the reference cavity
The tuners allow the adjustments of the desired resonant
frequency with an accuracy below 100 kHz.

BEAM MEASUREMENTS
This section describes the measurements performed in
the control room with the electron beam. The entire electronic and data acquisition system has been developed inhouse [3] [4]. The “Real Time” feature allows the synchronous data acquisition of a set of shots stamped with
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the bunch number. The most important on the field verifications carried out were the calibration and the resolution
measurement.

Calibration
The calibration is required for the conversion factor ’k’
estimation. This parameters translates the arbitrary unit
value measured by the electronics into a displacement of
the electron beam (expressed in mm) with respect to the
center, with a 10% of accuracy. The first basic algorithm,
assuming that the electron beam is not changing its position with respect to the Cavity BPM center, is based on the
following operations:
1. Move the Cavity BPM with the mover of a known
step;
2. Read the variation of the arbitrary unit number given
by the electronics;
3. Repeat the previous steps for a complete sweep of
the mover’s range, and calculate the calibration coefficient.
The calibration factor has been calculated by averaging
160 acquisitions. Figure 3 shows the result of the calibration: each read value is consistent with the corresponding
mover displacement.
Read value [mm]

TUPD14

Mover displacement[mm]

Figure 3: Calibration of the Cavity BPM.
This algorithm has been improved, with the technique
of Ref. [5], which is independent of the beam jitter. The
results are comparable.

Resolution
The resolution of a single BPM is assessed among cavities with the same characteristics. This resolution method
correlates the reading of the BPM of interest with the readings of the others BPMs [6]. The procedure assesses the
resolution with ‘p’ pulses and ‘n’ BPMs. The BPM of interest is indexed with ‘m’, and is placed as shown in Fig. 4.
The reading of the electron beam offset measured with
the BPM of interest (‘m’) is compared with the predicted

02 BPMs
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BPM 1

BPM 2

BPM m
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BPM n-1 BPM n

Figure 4: BPMs placement and numbering.

According to [5], the resolution value estimated from three
BPMs is given by:
σm
BPM resolution = 
(2)
z12 2
2
2
1 + ( z13 ) + ( zz23
)
13
where zij is the distance between the ith and the jth BPM.
The first three Cavity BPMs in the spreader section have
been used for the resolution assessment (Figure 5).

Figure 6: Plot of the predicted-measured values of the electron beam position.
frequencies. The entire system, including the electronic
and the data acquisition method, has been started-up and
debugged for the first time in the last commissioning (Run
6). The calibration has been performed with the movers.
The first resolution measurements have been carried out
with the first three Cavity BPMs in the spreader section.
However, many improvements are still to be made in the
electronic system.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

Figure 5: The first three Cavity BPMs in the spreader section.
The readings of these Cavity BPMs are obtained shot by
shot in “Real-Time” mode, in presence of beam jitter. Figure 6 represents the predicted-measured value of the Cavity
BPM of interest. The measured resolution is nearly 4 μm
from 50 pC up to 270 pC of bunch charge. A series of improvements in the electronics chain are already known to
be beneficial for the increase of the measurement accuracy.
Upgrade activities comprise:
1. Modification of the ADC coupling transformers (the
actual ones have a lower bandwidth).
2. Improvement of the μTCA power supplies with low
noise ones.
3. Fine tuning of the phase delays using a remote stepper
motor.
4. Insertion of a programmable attenuator in the reference signal to increase the weight of the position signal at higher charges.
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The Cavity BPMs have been successfully manufactured,
installed, and tuned in the undulator hall of the FEL 1 section. Special care has been used while tuning the resonant
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value by all the other BPMs. In the presence of beam
transversal instability, the data of many bunches are collected and plotted in Fig. 6, which shows the predicted
value (vertical axis) corresponding to the measured values
(horizontal axis).
The standard deviation of the errors is related to the resolution of the BPM of interest as follows:

 p
1 
(x
− xi, predicted)2 (1)
σm = 
p i=1 i, measured
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Abstract
The control of the beam position is essential in hadrontherapy accelerators, especially at the secondary transport
lines towards the patient room where this parameter must
be completely determined. The Beam Position Monitor
(BPM) described in this paper is a new type of BPM based
on four scintillating fibers coupled to four photodiodes to
detect the light produced by the fibers when intercepting
the beam. We present here the study of the possible photodiodes able to read the light emitted by the scintillating
fiber, and the tests performed in order to find the most
suitable photodiode to measure the beam position from
the variations in the beam current. The setup used for
the tests comprises a Sr-90 source, which emits electrons,
a scintillating fiber, converting these electrons into photons, and a photodiode, which detects the photons emitted
by the fiber. The photodiodes studied have been of two
types: Avalanche Photodiode (APD) and Multi Pixel Photon Counter (MPPC). In this paper both photodiodes are
compared and the results are presented.

INTRODUCTION
The “Watchdog” BPM configuration is based on four
scintillating fibers tracking the beam by means of four motors to determine the beam position in the horizontal and
vertical planes, see Fig.1. The beam consists of 1 × 108
protons with a 1.5 − 25 mm rough radius.

In order to detect the light produced by the fibers when
intercepting the beam, a photodiode is transversally coupled to each fiber. Differences in the particle rate intercepting the fibers left and right, and the fibers top and bottom,
will generate differences in the output current of their respective photodiodes. These current differences will be related with the horizontal and vertical position of the beam.
The choice of the most appropriate photodiodes is well
explained in [1].
The goal of the tests described in this report is to validate if the photodiodes chosen for this BPM are optimum
devices to detect the photons leaving the scintillating fibers,
and which one is the most suitable to measure the beam position from the variations in the beam current.

THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experimental setup used for the photodiode tests
consists of two parts. The first part is formed by the support
fixing the fiber, the photodiode and the radioactive source.
The second part is the electronics needed to feed the photodiode and to collect the electric signal at the output of the
photodiode. The support comprises:
• A Sr-90 source, emitting electrons with an average energy of 195.8 keV, playing the role of the beam.
• A scintillating fiber, converting these electrons into
photons.
• A photodiode, which detects the photons guided by
the fiber and turn them into electric current.

The Scintillating Fiber
The fiber used is a Kuraray SCSF-78 scintillating fiber
made up of polystyrene [2]. It’s a 0.5 × 0.5 mm2 square
fiber with single cladding and doped core (color centers),
which emits photons at 450 nm wavelength. The fiber
yield, i.e. the number of photons at one end of the fiber
produced on average by a MIP (Minimum Ionizing Particle), is 15.5.

The Radioactive Source

Figure 1: 3D view of the “Watchdog” BPM.
∗ Work
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The radioactive source used for the tests is a Sr-90
source, emitting electrons with 195.8 keV average energy.
The tests have been carried out at IFIC (Instituto de
Fı́sica Corpuscular) and VSC (Val Space Consortium),
with a different Sr-90 source nominal activity: 9 × 103 Bq
and 37 × 106 Bq, respectively.
02 BPMs
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The Hamamatsu photodiodes selected for these tests are
of two types: Multi Pixel Photon Counter (MPPC) and
Avalanche Photodiode (APD), see Table 1 [3].
All the properties summarized in Table 1 have been considered for the selection of the photodiodes needed for our
purpose. For instance, the effective area determines the
photodiode area sensitive to photons. Knowing the area of
the cone light leaving the end of the fiber, we can estimate
whether the whole cone is detected by the photodiodes or
not.
The emission angle of the fiber depends on the numerical
aperture of the fiber and the refraction index of the medium
right after the fiber (n ≈ 1 for air): N A = n × sinα →
α = 33, 7◦. Taking into account the emission angle, we can
calculate the area of the light cone. With d = d0 + d1 the
distance between the fiber and the photosensitive surface
inside the photodiode, see Fig.2, we have L = d × tan α.
Then, the area of light conus is Area = πL2 .

Figure 2: Geometrical proportions of the light cone emitted
by the fiber.
Assuming the end of the fiber is touching the photodiode window (d1 = 0), d is just the distance between the
photodiode window and the photosensitive surface of the
photodiode, which is d0 . The results of the photodiode area
illuminated by the light conus leaving the fiber are summarized for each photodiode in Table 1.

The Electronics
The photodiode is supplied by a high voltage supply.
When the photodiode detects light, it produces an electric
signal that is amplified by an amplifier. After being amplified the signal is collected in the oscilloscope, which allows
us to measure either pulse and rate level.
• The amplifier.
Due to the fact that the fiber just emits 15 photons per
MIP, the photodiode has a very low output current.
Because of this, we need signal amplification in order to get a pulse signal large enough to be measured
by the oscilloscope. The amplifier we used is a transimpedance amplifier (V/A) with a gain range from
102 to 107 . The gain used for the tests was 103 for the
MPPC and 106 for the APD.
02 BPMs

• The voltage supply.
The high voltage supply used is Keithley 2410C with
1100 V maximum voltage. The MPPC needs an input
voltage of 70.86 − 70.9 V at 25◦ C, while the APD
needs 143.8 V input voltage at the same temperature.
• The oscilloscope.
The oscilloscope used is Agilent, and it has 2.5 GHz
maximum frequency and 20 GSa/s sampling rate.
With the oscilloscope we can see the pulses and measure their peak voltages, FWHM, rise time, etc. We
can also integrate the pulse to get the charge deposited
by the photodiode, so the number of photons emitted
by the fiber can be reproduced. Furthermore, we can
measure the pulse rate or pulse frequency.

TESTS AND RESULTS
The goal of the tests is to validate if the photodiodes chosen for the “Watchdog” BPM are optimum devices to detect
the photons emitted by the scintillating fiber. This is performed by measuring the electron rate. The electron rate is
the number of electrons per unit time emitted by the photodiode when it detects photons. Therefore, it is equivalent
to the current produced by the photodiode. We want to
know the beam position from current measurements, therefore, we are interested in studying the electron rate variation when changing the distance between the Sr-90 source
and the fiber. To do this, we change the Sr-90 source position and count the pulses at a 20 ms window time in the
oscilloscope. The trigger level of the oscilloscope is used to
minimize dark counts in the MPPC case, and to minimize
the electronic noise in the APD case.
The results for the electron rate obtained for each photodiode are presented in the following.

MPPC Test
Both MPPC S10362-11-100C (MPPC 1 × 1) and MPPC
S10362-33-100C (MPPC 3×3) were measured at IFIC and
VSC.
To measure the electron rate with a MPPC, we should
take into account the dark counts produced when the Sr-90
source is not present. Then, first we measure the number
of dark counts at a given trigger level, and after that we
measure the electron rate at different distances between the
radioactive source and the fiber. The range of distances is
2.5 − 42.5 mm for the IFIC test and 1.1 − 41.1 mm for
the VSC test. We consider that the fiber is touching the
photodiode window (d1 = 0). The results for the IFIC and
VSC tests are shown in Table 2.

APD Test
Both APD S2384 and APD S4315 were only measured
at VSC, because the Sr-90 source we have at IFIC doesn’t
generate an output current high enough to be measured.
The APD S4315 has the same features than the APD
S2384, but with the difference that the APD S4315 has a
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Table 1: Features of the Different Photodiodes Tested
2
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Effective area (mm )
Pixels number
Spectral response (nm)
Peak sensitivity (nm)
Efficiency
Gain (at 25◦ C)
Operating voltage (V)
Dark counts (cps)
d0 (mm)
Light conus area (mm2 )
Sensitive surface (mm2 )
Illuminated area (%)

MPPC S10362-11-100C

MPPC S10362-33-100C

APD S2384

APD S4315

1
100
320-900
440
0.74
2.40 × 106
70.86
1 × 106
0.5
0.35
1
35

9
900
320-900
440
0.74
2.40 × 106
70.90
12 × 106
0.45
0.28
9
3

7
400-1000
800
0.13
60
143.80
1.4
2.74
7
39

7
400-1000
800
0.13
60
143.80
1.9
5.04
7
72

Table 2: MPPC 1 × 1 and MPPC 3 × 3 . IFIC and VSC
Electron Rate Tests
IFIC test
VSC test
MPPC 1 × 1 MPPC 3 × 3
MPPC 1 × 1
r
rate
rate
r
rate
(s−1 )
(mm) (s−1 )
(mm)
(s−1 )
2.5
195
1035
1.1
9538
7.5
130
865
6.1
23210
12.5
55
410
11.1 22730
17.5
28
825
16.1 22515
22.5
15
725
21.1 23488
27.5
5
525
26.1 20100
32.5
5
505
31.1 16965
37.5
5
115
36.1 20400
42.5
0
0
41.1 17865

cooling module, thus allowing us to cool down the photodiode until −10◦ C. With this operating temperature one
can avoid the electronic noise due to the heating of the APD
associated to its operation. Furthermore, the voltage supply
of the photodiode can be reduced.
The APD doesn’t have so many dark counts like the
MPPC, but the measure could be distorted by the electronic
noise. In order to avoid the electronic noise, we put the
trigger level at 50 mV. Table 3 shows the results for distances between the Sr-90 source and the fiber in the range
16.1 − 41.1 mm.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents the study of the response from different photodiodes when receiving the light emitted by a scintillating fiber. The goal of this study is to select the most
suitable photodiode for its operation in the “Watchdog”
BPM. The following photodiode types have been studied:
MPPC S10362-11-100C, MPPC S10362-33-100C, APD
S2384 and APD S4315 (TE-cooled).
All of the photodiodes studied are able to detect the
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Table 3: APD S2384 and APD S4315. VSC Electron Rate
Tests
VSC test
APD S2384 APD S4315
r
rate
rate
(s−1 )
(mm)
(s−1 )
16.1
1395
920
21.1
1315
975
26.1
1825
1480
31.1
1440
1420
36.1
1585
985
41.1
1150
1025
low light level emitted by the fiber, just 15.5 photons/MIP.
However, the MPPC S10362-33-100C saturates because
the area illuminated by the cone light is 3% of the total area,
corresponding to 27 pixels, less than the 31 pixels needed
to avoid saturation. Furthermore, we can expect saturation
of the MPPC S10362-11-100C when exciting the scintillating fiber with a beam. Then, the APD type could be the
most suitable photodiode for the “Watchdog” BPM.
The next step will be the construction of a prototype to
measure the photodiodes with a particle beam.
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HIGH FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS OF THE BEAM POSITION
MONITORS FOR THE TBL LINE OF THE CTF3 AT CERN∗
C. Blanch-Gutierrez, J.V. Civera-Navarrete, A. Faus-Golfe, J.J. Garcı́a-Garrigós,
IFIC (CSIC-UV), Valencia, Spain
B. Gimeno-Martı́nez, Dpto. Fı́sica Aplicada, Valencia, Spain
Abstract

INTRODUCTION
The CTF3 will demonstrate the essential parts of the
CLIC drive beam generation scheme consisting of a fully
loaded linac, a delay loop and a combiner ring. The final
CTF3 drive beam is delivered to the CLIC Experimental
Area (CLEX) comprising the TBL and the Two Beam Test
Stand (TBTS). The TBL is designed to study and validate
the drive beam stability during deceleration in the power
extraction process. The TBL consists of a series of FODO
lattice cells and a diagnostic section at the beginning and
at the end of the line to determine the relevant beam parameters. Each of the 16 cells in TBL is comprised of a
quadrupole, our BPS and a Power Extraction and Transfer
Structure (PETS) with a 1.4m length per cell [1].
The BPS monitor is an Inductive Pick-Up (IPU) and the
expected performances for a TBL beam type (current range
1-30 A, energy 150 MeV, emittance 150 µm, bunch train
duration 20-140 ns, microbunch spacing 83ps (12GHz),
microbunch duration 4-20 ps, microbunch charge 0.6-2.7
nC) are a resolution (at maximum current) below 5 µm and
an overall precision (accuracy) less than 50 µm. The main
benefits argued for using IPUs in the TBL are: position
and current intensity measurements in the same device,
less perturbed from the high losses in linacs, high output
dynamic range for beam currents in the range of interest,
broad bandwidth for pulsed beams and short total length.
The performance details can be found in [3].
∗

Work supported by FPA2010-21456-C02-00
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Figure 1: The high frequency coaxial testbench with the
BPS inserted for measuring its longitudinal impedance
Apart from the main operation parameters for beam position monitoring, it is also needed to determine the longitudinal impedance of the BPS monitor for the high frequency
components generated by the beam bunching frequency in
the GHz range. This is important since every BPS monitor produces a longitudinal impedance, Z , in the line, and
higher values of Z will produce stronger wake-fields leading to beam instabilities. For that purpose it was built a
special high frequency testbench (Fig. 1).

THE BPS MONITOR AND ITS
LONGITUDINAL IMPEDANCE Z 
Basic Operation Mechanism
The BPS inner vacuum pipe has a ceramic gap surrounded by gold plated cylinder which is divived along into
four orthogonal strip electrodes. The wall current intensity induced by the beam flows through these electrodes at
bigger wall diameter, and the beam position is measured
by means of the image current distribution among these
electrodes that will change according to the beam proximity to them. Thus the current level in each electrode is
sensed inductively by their respective transformers, which
are mounted on two internal PCB halves as part of the
electrode outputs conditioning circuit. In Fig. 2 the BPS
cross section view shows the vertical plane electrodes, the
wall image current flowing through them and the toroidal
transformers mounted on the PCBs (same for the horizontal plane). From the PCB circuits, the output SMA connectors give four voltage signals (V+ , H+ , V− , H− ) that will
drive an external amplifier to yield the three signals for determining the beam position and intensity: the sum signal
Σ = V+ + H+ + V− + H+ ), to get the beam current intensity; and two diﬀerence signals (ΔV = V+ − V− and
ΔH = H+ − H− ) which are proportional to the horizontal
and vertical coordinates of the beam position. Finally, at
the digitizer end the coordinates data are obtained from several amplitude samples within the normalized pulse signals
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A series of Inductive Pick-Ups (IPU) for Beam Position
Monitoring (BPM) with its associated electronics were designed, constructed and tested at IFIC. A full set of 16
BPMs, so called BPS units, were successfully installed in
the Test Beam Line (TBL) of the 3rd CLIC Test Facility
(CTF3) at CERN. Two diﬀerent characterization tests, at
low and high frequencies, were carried out on the BPS
units: The low frequency test, in the beam pulse time scale
(until 10ns/100MHz), determined the BPSs parameters directly related to the beam position monitoring and the high
frequency test, reaching the microwave X-Ku bands around
the beam bunching time scale (83ps/12GHz). In this paper we describe the results and methods used to obtain the
longitudinal impedance in the frequency range of interest.
This test is based on the S-parameters measurements of the
propagating TEM mode in a matched coaxial waveguide,
specifically designed for the BPS, which is able to emulate
an ultra-relativistic electron beam.
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as, xH,V ∼ ΔH, V/Σ. A detailed description of the BPS-IPU
monitor can be found in [2].
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Image Current Paths
The beam time structure in TBL is made of pulses between 20-140ns composed of micro-bunches of 83ps giving a bunching frequency of 12GHz. The monitor is designed to work in a bandwidth at the beam pulse time scale,
from 10kHz (100 µs) to more than 100MHz (10ns), to have
a good pulse shape transmission at the electrodes outputs
for measuring the beam position. In principle, the image
current, regardless of its frequency components, follows
the path through the electrodes for normal operation of the
monitor. Nevertheless, the longitudinal impedance, Z , of
the device becomes too large for high frequencies of the
image current until the bunching frequency, and higher harmonics extending beyond the microwave X band. This is
due to the inductive behavior, which increases linearly with
frequency, introduced by the larger diameter step seen by
the image current when passing over the electrodes. To
avoid this, the inner wall of the ceramics (see Fig. 2) was
coated with a thin Titanium layer deposited by sputtering,
giving an alternative path of minimum inductance to the
high frequency components of the image current, and limiting so Z . In consecuence, the image current frequency
components will follow the electrodes path of minimum resistance for the lower and the Ti coating path of minimum
inductance for the higher, having a transition frequency determined by the particular impedances of both paths.

Longitudinal Impedance Z
The resistance value of the coating must be the lowest
possible but not too low in order to have a transition frequency above enough the operation bandwidth and to do
not reduce it significantly. The work done for a previous
IPU obtaining the coating optimal resistance value can be
found in [4], the BPS has the same coating with a resistance around 11Ω which does not aﬀect the BPS operation
bandwidth. The measurement of Z is usually performed
with the so called wire method where the device under test
(DUT), the BPS monitor, is inserted in a testbench of a
coaxial transmission line as shown in Fig. 1. This method
assumes that an ultra-relativistic beam has a closely transverse electromagnetic (TEM) field distribution, what is the
case of the 150MeV TBL electron beam with β  1, and it
can be emulated with a coaxial structure having pure transverse TEM propagation modes to determine Z . The Scattering matrix parameters (S-parameters) between the two
testbench coaxial ports are directly measured from a Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) in the frequency range of interest. Thus Z can be obtained from the transmission coeﬃcient, S 21 , which is the signal drop along the line. But
the typical calculation method for lumped impedances is
not valid here because the DUT insertion length is already
much larger than the main wavelength of the bunching frequency. Instead, the calculation method for distributed
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Figure 2: Cross section view of the BPS monitor.
impedance proposed in [5] is used as good approximation
for the complex longitudinal impedance


S 21
Z = −2ZL ln
(1)
S 21R
where ZL is the impedance of coaxial line testbench, S 21 is
the transmission coeﬃcient of the testbench with DUT, and
S 21R is the transmission coeﬃcient of the reference measurement, with the DUT replaced by a drift tube to remove
the testbench dependency.

THE COAXIAL WAVEGUIDE
TESTBENCH
The testbench in Fig. 1 was made of 70/30 brass alloy
and built as a coaxial airline of 50Ω transverse impedance
along the structure, matching with the 50Ω output ports
of the VNA. The transverse impedance of a coaxial line
 
is written as
cμ0
ro
(2)
Zcoax =
√ ln
rc
2π r
where c and μ0 are, respectively, the speed of light and the
magnetic permeability in vacuum, it depends on the dielectric permitivity of the medium between conductors and, geometrically, on the radius of the coaxial center conductor,
rc , and the outer conductor, ro . Since the outer conductor
in the testbench straight section must have the same 24mm
aperture diameter of the BPS vacuum pipe, the central conductor is then fixed at 10.422mm diameter by Eq. (2). The
testbench input ports are two APC-7mm connectors with
screw central conductors what made easier the assembly
with the testbench central rod and also with low reflection specifications up to 18GHz. Thereby a cone geometry was chosen in order to have a 50Ω smooth transition
between the outer diameters of the connector and the testbench straight section, keeping the conductors diameters
ratio at constant value. The end connection to the VNA
was done via more popular SMA (or 3.5mm) adaptors with
same specifications as the APC-7mm.
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The S-parameters test was carried out using the available VNA equipment at the ESA’s European High Power
RF Laboratory in the Val Space Consortium (VSC). It was
performed on BPS5s unit randomly selected from the series
production and according to the method proposed before
to determine its Z in the 18MHz to 30GHz range. First,
the S-parameters between the two ports of the testbench
with a drift tube as reference measurement and after, with
the drift replaced by the monitor, getting their respective
transmission coeﬃcients, S 21R and S 21 . Thus, the plot in
Fig. 4 shows the real part of the Z frequency response calculated from Eq. (1). It can be seen here that the Z real
part exhibit the expected saturation tendency. At low frequencies it increases linearly until the transition frequency,
around 800MHz, when the Ti layer image current path becomes dominant for these frequency components limiting
Z below 13Ω. The limitation is continuously eﬀective up
to nearly 6GHz, then a first resonance occurs at 6.8GHz
with 148Ω resistive peak to come down again below the
13Ω. More peaks starting around 15GHz appears before
reaching up to 22GHz, which was taken as our useful testbench bandwidth due to the theoretical limit imposed by
the beginning of TM modes propagation, as stated in previous section. Explanation of these resonances needs further study to look for their nature and eventually to check
whether the BPS Z will show the expected saturation ten02 BPMs

Figure 3: S-parameters simulation of the coaxial testbench.
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Figure 4: Test result of BPS longitudinal impedance, Z .

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
A coaxial waveguide testbench was particularly designed and built at IFIC, which is suitable to emulate the
TBL beam high frequency components in the microwave
region above the bunching frequency until 18GHz, in order to determine the BPS longitudinal impedance, Z . The
method, testbench simulations and design considerations as
well as Z test results were discussed. Also an alternative
method based on ABCD matrix formulation is under study
as future work.
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HF TEST AND MEASUREMENTS

dency at higher frequencies or these resonances really belong to the BPS design.

Re(Z ) (Ω)

The main elements of the coaxial testbench, with the
drift tube for reference measurements, was simulated using
specialized microwave software FEST3D [6]. The key element in the structure simulation was the transition cones,
essentially the cone geometry was loaded into the simulator by linking together short length coaxial waveguides
of increasing diameters in a staircase pattern. Cones with
several step lengths, l step , were simulated, finally choosing l step =200 µm ensuring small enough steps l step << λmax
to have no influence due to the staircase discontinuities at
maximum simulation frequency, fmax =30GHz. Also the selected cone length was lcone =80mm in a compromise between shortest lcone and lowest S 11 reflection coeﬃcient
to get a smooth enough transition. In Fig. 3 are plotted
the simulated S-parameters of the full coaxial waveguide
with an intermediate section with room to place the BPS
and the two symmetric transition cones. This result show
a reflection level less than -45dB in the maximum available bandwidth for the only-TEM modes propagation until
22GHz where undesired TM modes starts propagating. The
theoretical cut-oﬀ frequency was calculated being exactly
21.9GHz. Initially, in the testbench design, it was introduced two PTFE washers at the end of the transition cones,
keeping the 50Ω transverse impedance with a diameter step
in the outer conductor, to help in the central rod support,
but finally they were removed because introduced a resonance aroung 10GHz deteriorating too much the testbench
bandwidth.
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SPATIAL RESOLUTION TEST OF A BPMS FOR DESIREE BEAM LINE
DIAGNOSTICS*
S. Das and A. Källberg#, Stockholm University, Frescativägen 26, S -11418 Stockholm, Sweden
J. Harasimowicz, University of Liverpool, Liverpool, UK
Abstract
A beam profile monitoring system (BPMS) to cover the
wide range of beam intensities and energy was built for
the DESIREE (Double ElectroStatic Ion Ring
ExpEriment) beam line diagnostics. The spatial resolution
of the system was tested for a H2+ beam of energy 3.5, 5,
10, and 20 keV, respectively, and was found to be around
2 mm. For the lowest energies, a substantial steering
effect on the ion beam before hitting the Al foil was
observed and found to be in agreement with calculations
with SIMION.
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INTRODUCTION
Single electrostatic ion storage rings have attracted
considerable attention in recent years in atomic and
molecular physics because of several advantages over
magnetic storage rings [1-2]. Motivated by the success of
electrostatic ion storage rings and the possibility of
performing merged-beams experiments with positive and
negative ions, DESIREE as shown in Fig. 1 has been
under construction at Stockholm University and will soon
be ready for the experiments [3].

intensities and energies was built at Stockholm University
for the DESIREE beam line diagnostics. To test the
spatial resolution of the BPMS, a beam collimator
containing a set of circular holes of different diameters
and separation between them was built [5], and tested
with proton and H2+ beams. The resolution was found to
be around 2 mm.

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
The BPMS consists of an aluminum (Al) foil, a grid
placed in front of Al, a microchannel plate (MCP), a
fluorescent screen (F.S.), a PC, and a CCD camera. For
the present measurements three holes of diameter 1 mm
and separated by a distances 2 and 4 mm, respectively,
and H2+ beams of energy 3.5, 5, 10, and 20 keV were
used. The schematic diagram of the experimental set-up is
shown in Fig. 2. The collimator creates well separated
(distinguishable) narrow beams of approximately same
intensity. The collimator and the Al foil attached with the
grid can be inserted and taken out of the beam path by a
pneumatic feed-through. The beams from the CRYRING
source passes through the collimator, strikes the Al foil,
and knocks out low energy (~10 eV) secondary electrons
(SE). These electrons are accelerated by a homogeneous
electric field applied between the Al foil and the grid,
kept at negative (Vacc) and ground potentials,
respectively. The accelerated electrons from the grid then
travel the field free region to the MCP where they get
amplified. The cascade of electrons after leaving from the
back of the MCP hits the F.S. and produces flashes of
light, which, are captured by a CCD camera. This camera
is connected to a PC for further storage and analysis of
the recorded light intensities.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1: Schematic layout of DESIREE. It consists of
two rings of same circumference, 9.2 m, and a common
straight section of length 1 m for the merged-beams
experiments with ions of opposite charges.
A BPMS based on the observation of low energy
secondary electrons (SE) generated by a beam striking a
metallic foil was recently developed by Kruglov and
coworkers [4]. Inspired by its simplicity and applicability,
a similar BPMS to cover the wide range of beam
____________________________________________
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The CCD images of the light produced in the F.S. after
the beam passing through the collimator and striking the
Al plate are shown in Fig. 3 for a 3.5 keV H2+ beam. Two
beam spots of diameter 1 mm each and separated by 2
mm are clearly seen, suggesting a spatial resolution of 2
mm of the system. Moreover, for a beam energy of 3.5
keV it was observed that the images of the circular holes
shift with the F.S. voltages for fixed MCP and Al plate
voltages. The upper spots in the three images in Fig. 3
show the beam spots produced by the ions and the shift in
position for different voltages on the F.S. is evident. The
lower spots in the images are unaffected by the detector
voltages and, furthermore, also by any changes in the
focussing elements in the beamline before the detector.
We have thus concluded that these spots are caused by
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Bremsstralung photons that have been created when the
beam passes through the narrow channel of the RFQ.
During these tests, no voltage was applied to the RFQ,
which thus acted as a long (~1 m) and narrow (Ɏ10 mm)
non-focussing channel and a rather large part of the ion
beam therefore must have hit the copper rods inside the
RFQ. While these spots can be troublesome by causing a
background to the ion spots, in this experiment they also
were an advantage, since they constituted a fixed position
reference on the screen. Calculations with SIMION [6]
were performed to check the steering effect of low-energy
beams. Results from these calculations are presented in
Fig 4 for two sets of typical voltages. As can be seen, the
displacement of the beam obtained in these simulations is

TUPD17

in decent agreement with our measured results. Some
attempts were also made to study the effect of changing
the MCP voltage. Since the MCP is closer to the beam,
this voltage should have a larger effect on the trajectories.
However, since the gain of the MCP depends very
strongly on this voltage, it was difficult to make large
enough changes to be able to clearly register a change in
the position of the beam spots without loosing the
intensity too much. A more successful search for this
effect could possibly be made, if one would be able to
change the beam current to a larger extent than was
possible in the present experiment.

4 mm

Collimator with different holes

27 cm

Acceleration
grid

Beam

Ion
Source

MCP

e-

40 mm

Fluorescent Screen (F.S)

MCPin
Vacc (-kV)
PC

VF.S (+kV)
3 Mȍ

CCD Camera

MCPout
VMCP (+kV)

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up.
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Figure 3: CCD images (upper spots) of the light produced in the F.S. by 3.5 keV H2+ beam for different VF.S. at fixed
MCP (1326 V) and Al plate (-6.4 kV) voltage. Two beam spots of diameter 1 mm each and separated by 2 mm can be
clearly seen, suggesting a spatial resolution of 2 mm of the system. The diffused lower spots are due to the
Bremsstralung photons that are created when the beam passes through the narrow channel of the RFQ. The upper spots
shift with the F.S. voltages.

Figure 4. SIMION Calculations for the 3.5 keV H2+ beams for different F.S. voltages.

CONCLUSIONS
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We are aiiming at the energy upg
grade of J-PA
ARC
Linac from 181MeV to
o 400MeV. In
I order to have
h
the energy upgrade, we
w need to develop beam
b
instruments including beam possition moniitors
(BPMs). Thhen, we desiigned them and employeed a
stripline-typpe as their electrodes. The BPMs are
required to be calibrateed to the acccuracy of beam
b
orbit withinn 100ȝm. To achieve the requirementt, we
did some caalibrations. First,
F
we deccided a widtth of
stripline whhose characcteristic imp
pedance can
n be
calibrated too 50 ohm wiith electric field
f
simulatiions.
Second, we also measurred characterristic impedaance
of 4 differeent stripliness per a BPM
M correspond
ding
with BPM simulations. Last, wee measured
d an
electrical ceenter position
n of BPMs with
w a simullated
beam signaal at 324MH
Hz, 6dBm. A BPM will be
installed at each quadrrupole magn
net in the ACS
A
section to be used fo
or a beam commission
ning.
Systematic calibration of develo
oped BPMss is
described inn this paper.
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After we ddesigned the BPMs,
B
we deccided the widtth of
the BPM. In order to defin
ne the width of
o the striplinee and
the depth insside the electrrode part, the impedance of the
stripline is caalculated usin
ng the two-dim
mensional Poiisson
equation calcculation codee “Poisson Su
uper Fish” [2]. In
this code, ann electrical field
f
is obtain
ned assuming
g the
inducted elecctrical charge at the surfacce of the strip
pline
due to the bbeam particless. Calculated electrical field is
shown Fig. 44. As there arre symmetries of the shap
pe in
each of 4 (upp, down, right, left) electrod
des, only a qu
uarter
of cross sectiion is shown. At the narrow
w space which
h is a
gap between the stripline and
a the body, the
t big gradieent of
the electricall field can bee seen. When
n the width off the
stripline is shhifted as a paarameter, the gradient
g
is geetting
larger or smaaller. After thee electrical graadient is obtaiined,
the impedancce of the stripline can be easily calculated.
Calculated iimpedance is
i described in Fig. 5. The
remarkable sshift of the impedance
i
is obtained by
y the
small changee of the stripliine width. Ab
bout 2 ohm of the
impedance iss changed by the shift of th
he 1.0 mm width.
w
Even the smaall shift is esssential for the adjustment to
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impedance off 50 ohm systtem. When thee body around
d the
connectors iss bored, the bored
b
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the co-axial cables. The impedance dependence
d
off the
hole depth iss also calculatted using “Poiisson Super Fish”.
F
dence is saturrated over 5.0
As the resullt, the depend
0mm
hole, the
t
depth. If thhere is no bored
b
impedancce is
decreased about 20 %. .Beecause the imp
pedance shoulld be
0 mm depth, th
kept 50 ohm with over 5.0
he structural depth
d
(20mm) is chhosen.

CALIB
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ps. First, we
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y measuring characteristic
c
imped
dance. We meeasured it witth a prototypee of BPM. T
he pro
ototype of BP
PM is also takeen over by thee present one.
This aspect is the striplines and
d the connecttors of BPM
are reemovable (Figg. 6).

Figuree 6: The protottype of BPM.
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Figurre 7: Relationnship between the width of stripline
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nes are taken
by th
he measurem
ment, dashed line are fittted curves.
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on of
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INITIAL TESTS OF NEW ELECTRON AND PHOTON BEAM POSITION
MONITOR ELECTRONICS AT ADVANCED PHOTON SOURCE
P. Leban, Instrumentation Technologies, Solkan, Slovenia
G. Decker, APS, ANL, Argonne, IL 60439,U.S.A.
Abstract
Measurements were done at Advanced Photon Source
in sector 35 with Libera Brilliance+, connected to
S35A:P0 and S35B:P0 buttons. The photon beam position
was measured downstream of the 35-ID source point
using Libera Photon in horizontal/vertical configuration.
Top-up injections were recorded simultaneously on both
units, providing details about the electron and photon
beam motions before, during and after injection in storage
ring and beamline. FFT spectrums were compared from
current bsp-100 bpm (APS made) electronics and both
new instruments.
This article discusses the calibration procedure for
electron and photon beam position monitors and results of
measurements.

being used by the orbit control feedback was square, it
forced the in-loop BPMs to track their setpoints exactly.
Position of the photon beam is calculated using
delta/SUM formula, which contains also gain parameters
and offsets to calibrate the reading to the other
subsystems.
The challenge was to set the gain parameters for
S35ID:P1 where Libera Photon was to be attached to. In
the beginning, we used in-house XBPM system to read
the position and compare the data with electron BPMs.
The displacement of the electron beam was detected with
Libera Brilliance+ processor #2 and then correlated to the
photon beam measured at S35ID:P1 location.
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TEST SETUP
The diagnostics arrangement for the 35-ID section is
shown in Figure 1. The Libera Brilliance+ processors
were connected to the S35B:P0 (processor #1) and
S36A:P0 (processor #2) BPM stations. These stations
were mounted on a high vacuum chamber of diagnostics
undulator. The Bergoz BPMs were mounted on the largeaperture vacuum chambers upstream and downstream of
the 35-ID insertion device straight section (S35B:P1 and
S36A:P1) [1]. The Libera Photon processor was
connected to the S35ID:P1 blade sensors, measuring
horizontal and vertical position.

Figure 2: Calculating the displacement of the beam at
S35ID:P1 location.
For gain parameter calculation, the geometry presented
in Figure 2 was used. Libera Brilliance+ processor #2,
marked as “LB” is located at 2.5 meters downstream from
the center of the 35-ID straight, XBPM1 station P1 is at
16.35 meters and is marked as “LP”.
Calculated slope for P1 is:
∆
2.5

Figure 1: Test setup.
None of the Libera processors above were calibrated to
the ring model. The sensitivity parameters of the buttons
for Libera Brilliance+ were:
Sx=1 / kx = 0.36 / mm → kx = 2.778 mm
Sy=1 / ky = 0.1464 / mm → ky = 6.831 mm
Calibration of the Libera Photon was one of the topics,
discussed in this paper.

∆

=

16.35
×∆
2.5

We used the local angle bump and changed the electron
BPM setpoints upstream and downstream of the source
point to antisymmetric fashion. Since the response matrix
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∆
16.35
= 6.54 × ∆

The beam was bumped in the horizontal and vertical
directions. The data on stations was acquired. The most
interesting data were ΔLB (at S36A:P0) and ΔLP (at
S35ID:P1) which were then used to calculate the slope of
the beam. Fitting was done using sddspfit tool [2].
Measured values were:-4.334 for horizontal and 6.507 for
vertical. Final gain values were (expected / measured):

MEASUREMENTS
Calibration of the XBPM

=

1_ =

6.54
= −1.509
−4.334

1_ =

6.54
= 1.006
6.507
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Figure 3:Vertical and horizontal angle bumps.

Table 1: Measurement Resolution (RMS) on 10 kHz Data
Stream and Turn-By-Turn Data
10 kHz data
stream

Turn-by-turn data

Instrument

Horiz.

Vert.

Horiz.

Vert.

Libera
Brilliance+

4.7
µm

2.9 µm

6.0 µm

2.7 µm

BSP-100

5.7
µm

2.1 µm

5.9 µm

n/a

The noise spectrum was checked on the turn-by-turn
data buffers. The crossbar switching was turned OFF on
Libera Brilliance+. The BSP-100 was set to horizontal
reading only (no 0/180 switching). The data buffers of
262144 turns were collected from both systems and
compared for position RMS and noise spectrum. Results
are presented in Table 1.
The noise spectrum of both instruments fit very well
(Figure 5). The data from Libera Photon was added to the
same plot. The data rate is not turn-by-turn but 10 kHz so
the comparison is not fair. However, all spectrums fit in
every detail. The synchrotron motion line was seen at
~1800 Hz.
Integrated noise plot on Figure 6 shows that majority of
noise is introduced in the 0 – 100 Hz frequency range, the
strongest components are 60 Hz and its subharmonics.

Figure 4: Beam bump presented as XY plot.
Blade sensors provide horizontal and vertical position
of the photon beam. Libera Photon was configured for
such sensor configuration. As currents from the blades
were normally between 1 – 2 µA, Libera Photon was set
to Range 4 (< 2 µA) but was working in the Automatic
Range Control mode just in case.

Measurement Resolution and Noise Spectrum
The measurement resolution of Libera Brilliance+ was
evaluated on the fast stream at 10 kHz data rate and turnby-turn data buffers in the top-up operation mode and the
real-time feedback turned OFF. Libera Brilliance+
processor #2 was working in the Automatic gain control
mode with longterm drift compensation (crossbar switch)
turned ON. The APS FPGA-based BPM receiver (BSP100) was temporarily connected to the S35B:P0 BPM
station and was working in routine configuration. Results
are as presented in Table 1. The RMS value of the turnby-turn data on BSP-100 is lower on the vertical
direction, probably because of smaller beta function.

02 BPMs

Figure 5: Noise spectrum of three beam position
monitors.

Figure 6: Integrated noise.
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These values were then finally loaded to Libera Photon,
which we hooked up to S35ID:P1 blades. We repeated
beam bumps, first in the vertical direction and then in the
horizontal direction. The gap was fixed at 15 mm. Figure
3 and Figure 4 show the results taken with Libera Photon.
While doing the vertical beam bump, a small amount of
correlated horizontal variation is seen. The amount of
vertical variation during the horizontal beam bump is
much less.
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Top-Up Injection Measurement
The injection trigger was split to all three instruments
and was used to start the acquisition at every injection.
BSP-100 was set to X only mode so only horizontal
position was available. 262144 turns were acquired but
only the interesting portions are presented in Figure 7 and
Figure 8. The correlation between BSP-100 and Libera
Brilliance+ is excellent.

Figure 7: Top-up injection recorded by Libera Brilliance+
and BSP-100.

step changes in the horizontal are probably changes made
by fast feed forward correction trying to compensate the
injection septum transients.
Figure 10 shows the absolute current reading from each
of the blades. Mean current values were between 1 and
1.8 µA. The current increase due to the injection was
measured to be up to 1.4 µA per blade and lasted
approximately 30 ms.

Figure 10: Absolute current reading from each of the
blades.
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CONCLUSION

Figure 8: Detailed look at the injection transient during
the top-up injection.
Then, the BSP-100 was replaced by Libera Brilliance+,
processor #1. The injection was then recorded by two
Libera Brilliance+ processors and Libera Photon in the
front-end. The data from all three processors has exactly
the same rate but some alignment against the acquisition
trigger was necessary. For nicer presentation, certain
offsets were applied to positions.

The XBPM calibration was done quite fluently but with
some effort for setting up the input channels correctly.
The noise spectrum of Libera Brilliance+, Libera Photon
and BSP-100 units fit very well in both directions. Having
all instruments synchronized to the same injection trigger
helped to make top-up injection acquisition easily. The
injection was recorded in details. In the beamline, it was
interesting to see the effect of the feed forward orbit
correction on the photon beam in the horizontal direction.
This was the initial test of Libera Brilliance+ at APS.
The unit was installed with the base application software,
which offered a wide range of features, including all data
buffers and streams. The EPICS server is linked to the
latest software platform, Libera Base. This was one of the
first tests in the real life environment and more functional
and stability improvement opportunities of the EPICS
server were identified. Those will be incorporated in the
future updates.

REFERENCES
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Figure 9: Top-up injection as seen in the photon beam.
There are at least three significant steps seen in the
horizontal position of the photon beam (Figure 9). The
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PRE-AMPLIFIER IMPEDANCE MATCHING FOR CRYOGENIC BPMs
P. Kowina, M. Freimuth, K. Gütlich, W. Kaufmann, H. Rödl, J. Wiessmann, GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
N. Sobel, F. Völklein, RheinMain University of Applied Sciences, Wiesbaden, Germany

Abstract

METHODS AND RESULTS
For the heavy ion synchrotrons where bunches with the
length of several meters revolve with a frequency of few
MHz high impedance coupling of the BPM is advantageous because it delivers a larger signal strength. Since
the signal strength decreases with increasing capacitance
high impedance amplifiers are typically mounted directly
on BPM vacuum feed-throughs. However, in the case of
SIS100, due to the heat deposit raised by amplifier power
losses, the amplifiers have to be installed outside the cryostat [3]. The length of the signal lead inside the vacuum
vessel has to be about 2.5 m – on the one hand – to overcome space between the BPM and cryostat cable ports and
– on the other hand – to keep the heat flow through all four
signal leads below 0.5 W per single BPM. In addition, the
expected radiation level in the neighborhood of BPM station can reach the level of some kGy per year, thus exceeding the maximal tolerable radiation dose for the head
electronics by almost one order of magnitude. Therefore,

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of impedance matching by
means of matching transformer.
02 BPMs

Figure 2: The transfer function of the optimized MT at different temperatures.
the cable lengths have to be extended by another five meters to move the amplifiers away from the beam pipe. For
reflection free signal transport in such long signal lines an
impedance matching to 50 Ω close to the BPM plates by a
passive transformer is necessary [4], see Fig. 1. The realization described here has a winding ratio of Npri /Nsec =
18 : 2 and is based on a toroidal core with external/internal
radius and thickness of re = 15 mm / ri = 10 mm, h =
10.5 mm, respectively. The input impedance of the amplifier Zampl = 50 Ω is transformed proportionally to the
square of the winding ratio Zef f = (Npri /Nsec )2 · Zampl ,
yielding an effective impedance of about 4.8 kΩ. Because
the voltage ratio for a transformer is given by U2 /U1 =
N2 /N1 = 18 : 2 the signal strength U2 is nine times
smaller compared to the high impedance case. On the
other hand, the thermal noise is lower compared to the high
impedance termination
due to the scaling of the noise volt√
age Uef f ∝ R. The influence of a transformer on the
resulting BPM signal shape for a single bunch as well as
for a train of bunches is discussed more precisely in [5].
The transmission function is the most important MT parameter and can be determined by a vector network analyzer by measurements of the scattering parameter S21 .
For the shortest bunch length of 50 ns and revolution frequency in the order of one MHz a reasonable bandwidth
of the transformers that is able to transmit the full signal shape and its full power spectrum is ∼ 0.1 MHz to
40 MHz [3]. Since the transfer function can be extended
toward the lower frequencies by using toroid materials with
high relative permeability Vitroperm 500 F was chosen [6].
An advantage of this material is its high saturation induction Bs = 1.2 T. This is extremely important with regard to the dynamic range of the signal amplitude of over
120 dB [3]. At best the transmission is very linear over the
whole relevant frequency range exceeding significantly the
required bandwidth. This can be seen in Fig. 2 where the
frequency dependence of S21 measured at different temperatures is shown. The table in Fig. 2 summarizes the
useful MT bandwidth (defined as the frequency range, in
which the S21 variation is smaller than ±0.1 dB). Since
the bandwidth even grows with decreasing temperature the
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Beam Position Monitors (BPMs) for the FAIR super
conducting synchrotron SIS100 [1] will be installed inside the cryostats of quadrupole magnets. This contribution focuses on the coupling path between BPM electrodes and low noise amplifiers installed outside the cryostat. Matching transformers (MT) meet well the requirements of reflection-free signal transfer through the relative long cable without loading the capacitive BPM by
50 Ω. Transformers based on toroidal cores made out of
nanocrystalline Vitroperm-500F were tested. The form of
windings and circuit geometry were optimized to improve
linearity and allow for resonance-free transmission over a
required frequency range from 0.1 to 40 MHz. The MTs
have to be balanced pair-wise within 0.1 dB and the geometry of windings has to be mechanically stabilized using
e.g. epoxy resin. A choice of different epoxy types and
their suitability for cryogenic operation was tested in LN2 .
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Table 1: Epoxy Resins Used in the Tests. Values of total
thermal contraction ΔL/L are taken from [7].
Main constituent Second constituents ΔL/L [%]
395 to 4 K
Stycast 2850 FT
Catalyst 24 LV
1.2
Stycast 2850 KT
Catalyst 24 LV
–
Stycast 2850 GT
Catalyst 24 LV
0.42
Araldite CW 299-3 Araldite CW 299-1
1.06
Stycast 1266 A
Stycast 1266 B
1.15
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Figure 3: The transfer functions measured with and without
DC bias at different temperatures, see text. Data for the
doted line are taken from [8].
new MT based on Vitroperm-500F core can be successfully used in the cryogenic environment. The high linearity
of the MT transmission can be deteriorated, mostly at the
lower frequencies, by core saturation that occurs for the
highest expected BPM signal amplitudes. First investigations of the former MT type described in Ref. [8] (dimensions: re = 8.6 mm, ri = 5.9 mm, h = 7.4 mm, winding
ratio 18 : 3) had shown strong saturation effects ranging
from 40 dB at 100 kHz down to 5 dB at 1 MHz, respectively. This exceeds the allowed value by almost two orders of magnitude [3]. To reduce the saturation influence
on the transfer function, the optimized MT toroidal cores
have a larger cross section and lower number of primary
windings compared to the design from [8]. To simulate the
core saturation the primary MT winding was biased with a
DC current via a BIAS-TEE using the setup schematically
shown in Fig. 3. The solid line in this figure presents the
transmission function without DC bias and corresponds to
that in Fig. 2. The additional low frequency limitation is
caused by the high pass characteristics of the BIAS-TEE.
The dashed lines show the transmission at a bias current
of 450 mA which is equivalent to the highest expected signal amplitude of 1.8 kV [3]. Note, that the saturation effects at the low temperatures (77 K and 4.2 K) are much
smaller than at room temperature due to the temperature
dependency of the saturation polarization. This tendency,
observed already for other nanocrystalline alloys [10], is
advantageous when MTs are operated at cryogenic conditions. Moreover, optimized MT, with the larger toroid cross
section, are by a factor of two less bias sensitive in comparison to the former used cores (doted line).

the so called total thermal contraction ΔL/L that is integrated over a given temperature range [2]. Since the MT
toroid is build out of nanocrystaline ribbon wounded alternately with an insulating foil, a determination of its total
thermal contraction can only be done by empiric comparison with epoxy materials of known total thermal contraction. The contraction of the epoxy resin can be controlled
by a choice of material with proper contents of ceramic admixtures. Five epoxy resigns with slightly different thermal
contraction were tested, as listed in table 1. Great attention was put in the preparation of the samples. Epoxy constituents were mixed with a precision of 10−3 (0.1 g). An
admixture of Antifoam 88 was used to reduce the surface
tension and to remove air bubbles from epoxy material. In
addition, the MT encapsulations (shown in fig 4) after filling with epoxy were kept 10 min. in a 0.1 mbar vacuum for
outgasing. After that samples were stored in a temperature
controlled oven as specified in the epoxy documentation.
For each epoxy type four samples were prepared and
tested with LN2 in a bath cryostat. The MTs were cooled
down over 20 minutes. As shock cooling, would generate
additional stress in the epoxy, the cooling time was prolongated by a connection of a semi-rigid cable extension
with the length of about 20 cm to the N-type connector.
MTs with this extension were slowly immersed into liquid
nitrogen until the whole MT chassis was covered. In the
next step samples were warmed up to the room temperature
within 20 minutes in the temperature controlled oven. Ten
such cycles were performed for all four samples of each
epoxy type. All epoxy resigns with total thermal contraction in the order exceeding 1% (Stycast 2850 FT, Araldite

Test of Transformer Encapsulation
Due to possible geometry changes during thermal cycling transformer windings have to be stabilized using e.g.
epoxy resin. The choice of a proper epoxy type is an issue: material has to be suitable not only for insulation vacuum of about 10−7 mbar but also for cryogenic conditions.
Particularly its linear thermal expansion has to be matched
to the expansion of the MT toroid material. Otherwise either the epoxy or toroide may crack. At the lower temperatures, i.e. bellow 100 K, the commonly used Temperature coefficient of thermal expansion α ≡ (1/L)dL/dT
becomes highly nonlinear and is usually substituted with
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Figure 4: Matching transformers non-encapsulated and encapsulated in epoxy (from left top to down bottom). The
order is the same as in Table 1.
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Figure 5: Outgasing rate for Stycast 2850 GT, see text.

02 BPMs

Figure 6: Mass spectrum of the constituents of the outgassing flux for Stycast 2850 GT, see text.
pors. An yield of hydro-carbon gases Cx Hy that should appear as a peak at mass of 16 and which should significantly
contribute to carbon peak at mass of 12 is not observed
which is an evidence that the tested epoxy is not contaminated with the organic solvents or oils. Therefore, Stycast
2850 GT can be assumed suitable for insulation vacuum.

CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
It was shown that the optimized matching transformers
are able to transmit BPM signals in the required frequency
range. To minimize the offset of the BPM position determination the MTs have to be pairwise balanced within
±0, 1 dB. Moreover, the geometry of windings has to be
stabilized using e.g. Stycast 2850 GT that is suitable at the
insulation vacuum and its total thermal contraction match
the one of toroid material. For a complete prove of the
cryogenic suitability of the encapsulation further tests in
LHe are required.
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CW 299-3 and Stycast 1266 A/B) were affected by many
cracks in the structure whereas the last was completely broken already after first cycle. On the contrary, Stycast 2850
KT and Stycast 2850 GT showed to be suitable for MT
operation in cryogenic temperatures. Electrical features of
MT measured after cryogenic test remain unchanged which
proves that the toroids were not destroyed in cryogenic
tests.
Since encapsulation of the transformers has to be suitable for the insulation vacuum of the cryostat measurements of the outgasing rate were performed by means of the
accumulation method reported in [9]. For each epoxy resin
1 mm thick samples of 5 × 10 cm2 were prepared. Since
measurements of outgasing rate are in progress (test of
one sample takes 50 days) only results for Stycast 2850GT
can be presented, see Fig. 5. The outgasing of epoxy is
driven by two main processes: desorption from the surface
and diffusion of the gases bounded in bulk material. At
the beginning of the pumping process desorption is dominant. After about 10 hours of pumping the surface of
the sample is more or less free of adsorbed gases and diffusion becomes dominant. Both outgass processes have
more or less an exponential character with two different
time constants: τ1 and τ2 . This is typical for plastic materials like epoxy [9]. Data points in Fig. 5 were fit by
means of nonlinear least square method using a function:
f (x) = a · exp(− τt1 ) + b · exp(− τt2 ), whereas the coefficients for a desorption and diffusions are a = 5.37e − 7,
τ1 = 4.55 h, b = 9.5e − 9, τ2 = 114.9 h, respectively.
Fluctuation of the outgassing rate that can be seen starting from about 40 hours of pumping are caused by daynight environment temperature changes of ±2o C. After
100 hours of pumping one reaches the outgassing ratio of
3,6e-8 mbar · l/s/cm2 which is almost two orders of magnitude smaller than for non-machined Araldit-epoxy usually used in the cryogenic applications [11]. Since the
area of epoxy used in MT encapsulation and exposed on
the vacuum is only about 10 cm2 one can state that contribution to overall outgasing rate of four MT installed to
one BPM is negligibly small compared to e.g. contribution
of super-insulation used in SIS100 cryostats. Constituents
of the outgassing flux from the epoxy were analysed by a
quadrupole mass spectrometer. Resulting mass spectrum is
shown in Fig. 6. The spectrum is dominated to more than
95% by the products of thermolized water and water va-
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Abstract
New 3rd generation synchrotron light sources like Petra
III utilize high-accuracy beam position measurement
(BPM) systems to achieve the desired precision for beam
position measurement and control, as needed for
electron/positron beam stability and brilliance of the
delivered photon beam. To reach the design goals,
specifically adapted and parameterized commercial-ofthe-shelf (COTS) Libera Brilliance BPM processor
electronics are used within the Petra III BPM system.
Quality of the acquired position measurement and orbit
control data is highly dependent on the properties and
setup of the analog and digital frontend of such BPM
electronics. This paper shows influences and
optimizations at the BPM system frontend of the Petra III
light-source in reference to corresponding measurements
done during the accelerator commissioning phase.

INTRODUCTION
The commercial Libera Brilliance BPM electronics
(firmware V1.87) used at Petra III offers simultaneously
usable data paths both for narrow-band high precision socalled slow-acquisition (SA) and for fast wideband FirstTurn-, Turn-by-Turn- (TbT), decimated Turn-by-Turnand Post-Mortem (PM) data. A special Desy-type lowlatency Turn-by-Turn data path delivers raw I/Q-data via
a special hardware interface (MOLEX) towards the Petra
III Fast-Orbit-Feedback (FOFB) system[1][2]. An
additional internal so-called fast-acquisition (FA) data
path is used in the Libera for fast orbit interlock control.
In the Petra III environment, all of these data paths
must be accessible simultaneously, e. g. delivering SA
data for orbit measurements and corrections during userruns, while simultaneously measuring dynamical beam
parameters like frequency maps via TbT measurements.
The performance and quality of the mentioned data paths
are affected in different ways by the built-in frontend
optimization methods.
The analog and digital frontend of the Libera Brilliance
BPM electronics is built-up of 4 identical RF input paths,
which are interchangeable by means of an analog and a
corresponding digital crossbar-switch matrix (see
principle block diagram at Fig. 1 [2]).
Using a compensation method patented by the
manufacturer company Instrumentation Technologies, the
4 RF input signals can be continuously switched in a
cyclic manner, while the corresponding measurement data
are simultaneously corrected and the beam position is
evaluated from the corrected values. This technique
serves for improvement of the analog input properties of
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the frontend electronics (improved noise level and drifts
of acquired phase- and amplitude values, see Fig. 2).

Figure 1: Libera frontend DSC switching architecture
based on Instrumentation Technologies patented method
and device [3] (courtesy Instrumentation Technologies).
The synchronous correction of the data measured in
each switch-state of the crossbar-switches is calculated
individually for each RF path by using a corresponding
pair of coefficients for amplitude and phase correction,
measured during a preceding calibration phase (learning).
Through this electronics concept, even amplitude and
phase differences of the signal-path segments located
between BPM button electrode and electronic input can
be acquired and corrected. This correction method also
incorporates limitations that are shown later on in this
paper.
Libera Brilliance BPM electronics provide a so-called
Digital Signal Conditioning- (DSC-) mechanism which
works in a two-stage scheme, first learning optimized
correction parameters (so-called DSC coefficients) and
then applying corresponding correction parameters to
each of the 4 RF-input-paths on-the-fly during normal
operation. The DSC scheme offers amplitude and phase
correction of the data subsequently acquired for each of
the RF-input paths in use. An automatic-gain-control
(AGC) mechanism is also implemented under embedded
Libera software control, which optimizes the mapping
between each pre-conditioned RF-input-signal and the
input signal range of the ADC-channels. It also delivers a
measure for the current input power which is used as an
index for access to the DSC coefficient lookup-table
described in the next paragraph.
The amplitude and phase differences, measured during
DSC learning are valid only for the currently configured
input attenuation (dependent on the current input power)
and the corresponding RF-switch-matrix settings. This is
why the resulting correction coefficients are stored inside
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a huge matrix-like lookup-table within the Libera unit.
For each theoretically selectable input-level (-100dBm up
to +10dBm) and all possible switch-matrix positions (16
possible settings, but only 4 are used in Libera Brilliance),
this lookup-table holds the corresponding amplitude and
phase coefficients in a list of sub-matrices.
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limitations (see Libera documentation for detailed
descriptions). Unfortunately even beyond, permanent
DSC learning is not suitable due to some limitations of
the implemented DSC learning method which can result
in degraded data integrity. An adapted method for
compensation of these drawbacks will be described later
which utilizes the advantages of the implemented DSC
learning algorithm, widely discarding its disadvantages.
Machine studies at Petra III indicated that the
generation of switching artefacts is independent of the
present Libera fan speed, and mainly correlated to the
Libera ambient temperature.

Figure 2: Drift of DSC switching amplitude vs. time (zero
beam offset, vertical TbT, 40-bunch time-resolved mode,
80mA (const.), FOFB on, TopUp mode, const. ambient
temperature +/- 1° at the electronics).
Optimized DSC correction coefficients can be
calculated on demand by a self-calibrating DSC learning
algorithm on the basis of the input signals measured at
each of the 4 RF input channels. After calculation these
coefficients are stored in the presently used lookup-table
(RAM). This self-calibration mechanism may be switched
on and off in the Libera configuration. In addition, the
calculated coefficients can be reset for a restart of the selfcalibration mechanism, and they can also permanently be
stored on-demand in a non-volatile memory (FLASH) for
later reuse after a Libera reboot.
In theory, the DSC learning of all Liberas should
always be switched on, for permanent optimization of the
correction coefficients, yielding minimum drifts of SA
data during user-runs. Unfortunately, activation of DSC
switching also results in a performance degradation of all
data streams which are using data delivered directly by
the TbT-data source. Even internal FA data (orbit
interlock) are degraded by switching due to relatively
wide bandwidth of approx. 2 kHz.
Libera-internal mechanisms (filtering, acquisition
window timing etc.) were implemented to overcome these
02 BPMs

Early machine studies at Petra III showed significant
impacts of beam losses on the quality of simultaneously
calculated DSC correction coefficients. As the Liberainternal switching frequency (13kHz singe-switching-step
frequency => 3.3kHz round-robin switching frequency for
all 4 switching steps) is subdivided from the machine
revolution frequency (approx.. 130.1kHz at Petra III), at
maximum one single switch-path can be set during one
revolution period (turn). A complete DSC learning cycle
needs 4 consecutive turns (4 different switch-positions) as
a calculation base for all amplitude- and phase
coefficients corresponding to the present input level. The
quality of calibration is highly dependent on constant
input signal properties during the calibration cycle. A
reasonable limit for a button signal level gradient suitable
for DSC learning is given by an input signal voltage
change of the resolution specified for the auto-calibration,
occurring faster than the calibration data acquisition
period, i. e. < 4 * 7.68µs. A procedure for detection of
such gradients is proposed at the end of this paper.
Large input signal gradients during the DSC acquisition
interval, related to changes in beam position, beam
current, bunch current or bunch pattern may result in a
degradation of the DSC correction coefficients, evaluated
from these measurements. Such strong gradients are
mostly related to deviations of beam properties in general
or nearby the BPM position as well as on perturbed or
corrupted input signals of the electronics (e. g. EMC).
A frequent reason for strong input signal changes are
beam losses, which can corrupt correction coefficients
based on DSC learning input signals, that were acquired
in the period of beam loss. Figures 3 and 4 below show
the impact of beam loss induced input signal gradients on
the Liberas for the 227 BPMs at Petra III in such a
situation. Figure 3 represents the steady state condition
after DSC learning at stable beam (40 bunches, 55mA,
FOFB on, no Top Up) with fixed BPM input levels (AGC
off) immediately before an artificial beam dump lasting
approx. 9 turns (80%  20% intensity loss) was
triggered. During the beam dump, the DSC minimum
turn-by-turn learn limit (see Libera documentation for
details) was deceeded, so the formerly running DSC
learning process was automatically stopped and set
manually to the ‘no DSC learning’ state on purpose
afterwards. After the beam had been recovered again to
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the same conditions as before the dump, the picture at
Fig. 4 was taken, showing significantly more BPMs with
larger deviations in the TbT-sigma as before the dump.
Here the TbT-sigma serves as a measure for the
magnitude of the switching artefacts, which in turn is a
measure for the DSC correction coefficient quality.
Investigations
at
different
beam
currents
(25/35/45/55mA) showed an increase of this dumpinduced switching effect at beam currents above 45mA.
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Figure 3: Standard deviation of DSC-optimized TbT
readings before beam dump (40 bunches, 55mA, FOFB
on, no Top Up).

Figure 4: Standard deviation of TbT readings after beam
dump during DSC learn phase (same beam properties;
note the different scales for both figures).
Incorrectly calculated DSC correction coefficients not
only result in increased switching amplitudes, but also
increase the effect of a switching drift. The switching
effect itself describes invalid big differences (i. e.
exceeding the required resolution) of amplitudes and/or
phases between measurement data of two or more of the
simultaneously acquired 4 ADC channels. The biggest
impact of switching can be observed in all wideband data
streams, directly incorporating TbT data (i. e. 1stturn/TbT, decimated TbT, Fast Orbit Feedback TbT, Post
Mortem) and also in the fast acquisition data responsible
for orbit interlock generation (BW = 2kHz).
In slow acquisition (SA) data, the effect of switching is
nearly suppressed by the strong averaging over 100ms
(approx. 13021 Petra III turns). TbT switching amplitudes
up to 1mm have been observed because of badly balanced
DSC coefficients. The Petra III Fast-Orbit-Feedback
system is able to suppress switching artefacts of up to
200μm peak-peak.
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IMPROVEMENTS AND OUTLOOK
To overcome the negative effects of switching and
DSC, we suggest two steps of improvement embedded
inside the Libera module:
- For suppression of coefficient corruption, DSC
correction coefficients acquired during a period
with a Post-Mortem trigger (usually correlated
with a beam loss or beam dump) should be
discarded, if this feature is enabled at the user
configuration
- Present AGC input level shall be acquired and
compared before and after acquisitions for
calculation of new DSC coefficients. These
coefficients should be discarded, if the acquired
input levels are different.
For efficient filling of new or cleared DSC correction
sub-matrix ranges, a fast and optimized DSC learning
scheme has been implemented at Petra III. This so-called
powerlearning scheme loops DSC learning cycles for a
whole range of forced input level settings at a certain
input signal level +/- 5dB, as ADC input signal properties
are usually very similar in such a range.
Another new automatic parameterized, scalable DSC
learning scheme was invented and integrated into the socalled TopUp-engine of Petra III, that launches DSC
learning cycles on a regular basis only in periods without
TopUp charge injections and constant input power level.
This scheme is optimized in a way that minimizes the
periods of active DSC learning (also minimizing the
danger of DSC learning during beam losses), while
maximizing the frequency of DSC learning to keep the
DSC correction coefficients at an optimized level. To
overcome the danger of long phases without DSC
learning due to bad beam lifetime, watchdog-timeoutcounter-driven DSC learning cycles may even override
TopUp injection periods (DSC coefficients acquired
during TopUp injections are even better than freely
drifting TbT switching artefacts over a long period of
time).
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NEW BUNCH-BY-BUNCH FEEDBACK SYSTEM FOR THE TLS

FPGA based bunch-by-bunch feedback systems were
deployed in 2005-2006 by using SPring-8 designed
feedback processors for the Taiwan Light Source. To
provide spare units and explore integrate with the control
system in the EPICS toolkit environment, feedback
processors from the Dimtel were setup. The new system
can be swap with the existed system by simple cable reconnection and integrated with the EPICS system in
seamless way. Rich functionality except the basic
feedback function includes excitation of individual bunch
or specifies bunches, averaged spectrum, tune
measurement by the feedback dip in the averaged
spectrum, fill pattern measurement, …etc. are explorer.
Current stage implementation and features of the system
will summary in this report.

INTRODUCTION
Digital bunch-by-bunch feedback systems for the TLS
were deployed during 2005 ~ 2006 to combat transverse
and longitudinal coupled-bunched instability highly
successful. In the TLS, these feedback loops are
indispensable to deliver high quality photon beam. To
explore functionality of the new generation bunch-bybunch feedback solutions, provide a better diagnostics
and evaluate functionality for TPS usage, a general
feedback signal processor solution, called iGp (Integrated
Gigasample Processor) was selected for the upgrade. The
iGp provides real-time baseband signal processing at an
RF frequency of 500 MHz for 200 bunches at the TLS.
The major reason is that the system supports EPICS
control environment and provides good control system
integration for future machine upgrade. Rich
functionalities are supported, such as feedback, bunch
train excitation; selective bunches excitation, tune
measurement, bunch cleaning, precision timing
adjustment and etc. This new system accompany with the
existed system as hot spare purpose. Explore the bunchby-bunch feedback functionality for the future 3 GeV
Taiwan Photon Source (TPS) which being under
construction is another driven force of this test.

rings. However, wideband low-noise ADC input and
integrated diagnostic features make the feedback
processor to be a valuable bunch-by-bunch diagnostic tool,
and applied in the electron storage rings. The feedback
processor is configured to individually process for all
bunches in the ring. Signal for each bunch passes through
a 16-taps and 32-taps FIR filter for transverse feedback
and longitudinal feedback respectectly before being sent
to the one-turn delay from there, to the high-speed DAC.
The main signal processing chain consists of a high-speed
ADC, an FPGA, and a high-speed DAC and is driven by
the RF clock. In addition to performing real-time control
computations, the FPGA interfaces to the on-board
devices, such as high-speed data acquisition memory
(SRAM), low-speed analog and digital I/O, as well as
temperature and supply voltage monitors. The FPGA uses
an internal USB interface to communicate to an
embedded EPICS IOC computer and is housed in the
same chassis. The IOC runs the Linux operating system
and is connected to the overall control system via the
Ethernet. System control and diagnostics are performed
via EPICS. All control and diagnostic features are
accessible through the supplied EDM panels. Acquired
diagnostic data can be exported for off-line analysis.

TRANSVERSE BUNCH-BY-BUNCH
FEEDBACK
Transverse bunch-by-bunch feedback system adopt iGp
as shown in Fig. 1. It accompany with the existing
SPring-8 processor. Both unit can switch easily.

2 ns
A

B

D

C

'
933 MHz

iGp

HW
Trigger

Two versions of iGp processors were used for the
bunch-by-bunch feedback system upgrade due to
historical reason. The iGp processor is implemented with
a high-speed (500+ MHz) processing channel with 8 bits
ADC and 12 bits DAC. The iGp12 is the new version of
iGp with 12 bits ADC and DAC. Functionalities of both
models are the same. The processor unit is primarily
designed for bunch-by-bunch applications in storage
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fREV
fRF
2.49872 MHz
499.654 MHz

250 W
30 dB

53 dB
AR 250A250
(Existed Equipment))

30 dB

FEEDBACK PROCESSORS

Existed Feedback Processor
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53 dB
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10 KHz ~ 250 MHz

Figure 1: Functional block diagram of the new transverse
feedback configuration.
The transverse feedback used diagonal striplines in
skew position as feedback kicker. Two peaks of 16-tap
filter was designed as shown in Fig. 2. The iGP waveform
interface is shown as in Fig. 3. The lower right corner of
Fig. 3 shows two notches in averaged spectrum
corresponding to vertical and horizontal rejected betatron
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sideband. It can be used as betatron tune monitor with
high resolution without extra excitation to the beam
except the feedback functionality.

Arbitrary Pattern Excitation
The bunch excitation pattern can be in arbitrary way
with feedback system. For example we can excite the
beam according the Morse code of TLS as shown in
Fig. 5.

Figure 2: Two peaks 16-taps filter to suppressed
instabilities in vertical and horizontal planes using
striplines installed at skew position.

Figure 5: Bunch excitation, a selective bunch were
excited as pattern of TLS encoded in Morse code.

Bunch Cleaning
To explore the bunch cleaning functionality, the multibunch stored beam was killed and left one bunch as
shown in Fig. 4. However, due to low kick efficiency of
the transverse excitation system, a vertical orbit bump
was intentionally produced to ensure excited betatron
motion of the unwanted bunches that can be scraped by
the ID cambers.

1.6
Am plitude (a.u.)

Figure 3: iGp for transverse feedback.

There are two possibilities to measure tune supported
by the feedback system. The first one uses the notches in
the turn-by-turn averaged bunch spectrum as shown in the
lower-right corner of Fig. 3, these notched spectrum are
derivate from the noise suppression due to negative
feedback. The second is performed peak identification of
Fourier analysis of the single excited bunch data. Figure 6
shows the rms value of bunch without excitation and
excite the bunch ID 20. Fourier analysis of the turn-byturn data for the bunch ID 20 shows a clear betatron
oscillation peak.
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Tune Measurement Functionality
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Figure 6: Single bunch excitation and single bunch
spectrum for tune identification.

Growth-Damp Experiment
The iGp/iGp12 can capture bunch data by software or
hardware trigger. There are two feedback filters can be
switched upon trigger. It is easy to do grow-damp
experiments and capture data for further analysis for
model predictions, and the achieved system performance
with timing to switch filters.
Figure 4: Bunch cleaning test, all bunches were killed
form original multi-bunch fill except the selected bunch is
still survived.
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LONGITUDINAL BUNCH-BY-BUNCH
FEEDBACK
Commissioning of the iGp12 for the longitudinal enable
the feedback into operation based upon existed bunch-bybunch feedback infrastructure. The functionality block
diagram of longitudinal feedback loop is shown in Fig. 7.
It accompany with the existing SPring-8 processor also.
Both units can switch easily.

B

D

C

I-Tech’s
RF Front-End

Existed Feedback Processor

6
iGp12
499.654 MHz
HW
Trigger

SSB
Or
QPSK
Modulator

20 dB

fREV
fRF
2.49872 MHz
499.654 MHz

200 W
30 dB

Longitudinal Kicker
(Adopted form
Micha Dehler’s
design)

53 dB
Milmega AS0814-250R

0.8 GHz ~ 1.4 GHz
1500 MHz (SSB) or 1375 MHz (QPSK)

Figure 7: System configuration of the longitudinal bunchby-bunch feedback system.
The rms value of bunch oscillation of each individual
bunch provides a reliable way for filling pattern
measurement as Fig. 8.
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Figure 8: Averaged longitudinal bunch phase filling
pattern.
All other functionalities of the longitudinal feedback
system are identical as the transverse plane, is expected
and applied on the longitudinal plane only.

OPERATION SUPPORTS
A simple GUI was deployed for the control room
operator usage as shown in Fig. 9. Several waveforms
accompany this interface to ensure the operator wheatear
the bunch-by-bunch system working properly or not.
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Figure 9: Operator interface to operate the bunch-bybunch feedback system include transverse as well as
longitudinal feedback system. Various waveforms include
filling pattern, beam oscillation amplitude in rms and
bunch phase oscillation in rms, are shown on the
integrated with front-end and iGp control page.
Corresponding spectrum are shown also, it is easily used
as a tune monitor.

SUMMARY
Adopt iGp/iGP12 for the complementary units for the
bunch-by-bunch feedback system at TLS, are successfully
deployed in 2010. Functionality was explored. Separate
horizontal and vertical feedback loops will provide
flexibility for machine physics study and to test various
issues for the operation, it will be next step when spare
units available in future. Enhancement functionalities
include: tune measurement, fill pattern measurement,
abort trigger, injection study, etc are in process. Another
useful thing is the abort trigger, during last several years
experiences, the transverse feedback system can’t
sometime suppress instability occasionally in high current
operation when machine condition is bad. The reason is
mainly due to low kick efficiency of the l/4 slotted
striplines. It is hard to find space to install a longer kicker
at this moment. Implement another feedback loop is under
plan to adopt another diagonal plane to increase feedback
efficiency. Specifying the requirements of bunch-bybunch feedback and bunch-by-bunch diagnostic for future
3 GeV TPS synchrotron light source is also on going.
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DESIGN STATUS OF BEAM POSITION MONITORS FOR THE FAIR
PROTON LINAC
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Abstract
Beam Position Monitors (BPM) based on capacitive
buttons are designed for the FAIR Proton-LINAC at GSI
[1]. This LINAC is aiming to produce a maximum design
current of 70 mA at the 70 MeV energy with an operating
frequency of 325 MHz. At 14 locations, the BPMs will
measure the transverse beam position, the relative beam
current and the mean beam energy by time-of-flight
method. Depending of the location, the BPM design has
to be optimized, taking into account an energy range from
3 MeV to 70 MeV, a short insertion and a beam pipe
aperture changes from 30 mm to 50 mm. Some of BPMs
will be mounted very close to the CH cavities and special
care must be taken to suppress the pickup of the strong rffield from that cavities. In this contribution, the status of
the BPM design will be presented.
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INTRODUCTION
Beam Position Monitors (BPM) are essential
diagnostics for the FAIR Proton LINAC. A capacitive
button type was chosen for its easy mechanical realization
and short insertion length to fit into the inter-tank sections
of the CH-cavities [2]. This device is composed of 4
electrodes called “buttons” mounted on a vacuum pipe.
One of challenges of the FAIR Proton LINAC BPM
design is that the same type of electrode is foreseen along
the LINAC with an energy varying from 3 MeV to
70 MeV and a change of vacuum chamber geometry.
The main measurement is to determine the beam
displacement, with a spatial resolution of 0.1 mm
averaged on a macro pulse of 36 μs duration, by
calculating the ratio of the difference over sum voltage
between two opposite buttons. The sum signal from a
BPM can be also used as a relative measurement for the
beam current. An important application at a proton
LINAC comprising of novel CH-cavities is the
determination of the beam energy after each DTL tank
which can be calculated via the time of flight
determination of a bunch between two BPMs. For this
time measurement, an accuracy of 8.5 ps has to be
achieved corresponding to a phase resolution of 1°.
The main parameters are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: FAIR Proton LINAC BPM Parameters
Parameter

Value

Beam pipe diameter

30 mm intertank section,
50 mm transfer lines

Length

50 mm

___________________________________________

#

claire.simon@cea.fr
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Beam energy

From 3 MeV to 70 MeV

Bunch frequency

325.225 MHz

Beam pulse length

36 µs nominal

Bunch length

150 ps average

Average Current

35 mA nominal, max 70 mA

Position resolution (RMS)

100 µm averaged on a macro
pulse of 36 µs

Operation range

± 5 mm

Phase resolution

1° averaged on a macro pulse
of 36 µs

To optimize the BPMs design for these three purposes
at all locations along the accelerator, 3D electromagnetic
software was used to simulate the BPM signal generated
by the beam.

LAYOUT
Fourteen Beam Position Monitors (BPMs) will be
installed along the Proton LINAC as shown Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Distribution of Beam position Monitors along
the LINAC.
The vacuum chamber aperture is 30 mm. But due to
different requirements at each section, monitors installed
in the transfer section, the dump and between the two
dipoles will have a vacuum chamber aperture of 50 mm.
Beam dynamics requirements and compactness of the
beamline require that some Beam Positions Monitors (at
six locations) will be an integral part of the inter-tank
section between the CH cavities.
In this context and after having performed some
preliminary estimations of BPM properties, a button type
Pick-up BPM was chosen [3].

ELECTROMAGNETIC SIMULATIONS
To improve and extend calculations of the signal
response of the monitors, numerical simulations were
continued by using the code CST PARTICLE STUDIO
with the wake-field solver [4]. The excitation source was
defined by a Gaussian-shaped longitudinal charge
distribution.
For the investigation of the position sensitivity, the
position of the simulated beam was moved horizontally
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and vertically. Figures 2 and 3 show the sensitivity map
obtained by plotting the delta-over-sum values from
signals of two opposite buttons for the first harmonics of
the accelerating frequency i.e 650 MHz at β = 0.08 and
β = 0.37. The calculation is performed for a 30 mm beam
pipe aperture as foreseen between the CH-cavities and a
50 mm aperture at the transfer line to the synchrotron and
the beam dump.

Figure 4: Signal read by a button depending of the
electrode position.

Figure 2: Sensitivity map of the button pick-up at
650 MHz and β = 0.08 and β = 0.37. Vacuum aperture:
30 mm, button diameter:14 mm.
Figure 5: Design of the button BPM.

Figure 3: Sensitivity map of the button pick-up at
650 MHz and β = 0.37. Vacuum aperture: 50 mm, button
diameter: 14 mm.

The signal read by one electrode of this BPM design is
shown by the green curve of Fig. 7. This calculation was
done for a velocity of β = 0.22 which corresponds to a
BPM installed in the inter-tank section between the
quadrupole triplett and a CH cavity. This kind of monitors
will be fixed to the quadrupole via a flange and will be
mounted within an evacuated housing. Figure 6 illustrates
by a CST model, the BPM of inter-tank section installed
in its environment. This geometry is used to simulate the
signals generated by the beam from each electrode.

The influence of the button position is also an
important parameter. To avoid charge accumulation on
the BPM electrodes due to scattered ions, a gap has to be
installed between the electrode and the beam chamber.
Simulations presented on the Fig. 4 compare signals with
no gap, a gap of 0.5 mm and 1 mm and show that signal
read by one button decreases with the depth of gap.

Figure 6: CST model of the inter-tank section behind
CCH2 cavity housing the quadrupole triplett and the
attached button BPM.
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Following those estimations, a preliminary design
(Fig. 5) is presented with a button diameter of 14 mm and
a button position with a gap of 0.5 mm. The choice of the
button diameter is guided to keep the required
performances for the 14 BPMs located at different
energies and with two different beam pipe apertures.
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Figure 7 compares the button BPM simulated with the
quadupole not inserted in the inter-tank to the monitor
inserted in the inter-tank. The signals amplitudes are very
similar. The gentle difference is due to the mesh which is
not perfectly identical. The blue curve shows the
amplitude read by one electrode in simulating the 3D
model of Fig. 6, i.e with a gap between the BPM and the
CH cavity. The quality of the measurement is affected by
undulations at the top of the signal. To understand this
phenomenon, a 3D model with no gap between the BPM
and the CH cavity was simulated. Results read by the
buttons did not show undulations (red curve on the
Fig. 7). Undulations could be excited by wakefields
which may be caused by the discontinuity of the beam
pipe. In removing the gap between the BPM and the CH
cavity, the undulations on the signals disappeared. That’s
why a slit between the BPM and the CH cavity has to be
avoided.
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Figure 7: Voltage magnitude vs frequency from the
pickups of the button BPM.

CONCLUSION
Beam Position Monitors are essential devices for the
beam-based alignment and diagnostic of the FAIR Proton
LINAC accelerator.
Simulations presented are encouraging and show that a
BPM with a button of diameter 14 mm can be used for all
locations along the LINAC. According to the simulations
of BPMs installed in the inter-tank, a slit between the
BPM and the CH cavity has to be avoided.
After having finished the BPM design, some prototypes
will be measured on a test bench to approve the
performances and compare them to the simulations.
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DESIGN OF MAGNETIC BPM AND ERROR CORRECTIONS
M. Shafiee, E. Ebrahimi, A.-H.Feghhi, Shahid Beheshti University,
Radiation Application Technology, Tehran, Iran.
For beam position monitoring (BPM) purposes, two
prominent approaches as a physical effect have been
applied including electrostatic and magnetic. In
electrostatic types, secondary emission from the
electrodes can be a problem when strong beam loss
occurs, in such a situation, a magnetic BPM may be
chosen. For this purpose we made a magnetic BPM
including a square shape of polyethylene core with
winding on each side. In this case study we used it for
detecting the position of wire which is including a pulsed
current (as an electron bunch) produced by a PROTEK
G305 pulse generator. A Tektronix 2235A oscilloscope
was calibrated and used to measure the induced voltage of
magnetic BPM. Measurement results have been compared
with simulation using CST software and performed error
corrections which are presented, with this regard we could
measure the wire position with high resolution
furthermore we deduced the wire position hasn’t linear
relation with induced voltage and needs more physical
and mathematical analyzing. This way propose us that we
can use magnetic BPMs in this approach and calibrate
them before installing on accelerators.

INTRODUCTION
The magnetic BPM is a low-disturbance device since it
uses magnetic properties of beam for purpose of
determining position and such as beam transformer can
mount around the vacuum chamber also it can be used for
measuring beam intensity and determining beam position.
Since we had no access to an accelerator, we made a
primary design and used it for determining the wire
position, then we took notice that, this method can be
useful as a calibrating system before using BPM at
synchrotron, first of all we needed to know the differences
between electron motion at vacuum chamber and wire.
undoubtedly there are a lot of differences between them
for example, instantaneous speed of electrons in copper at
room temperature is about ͳǤ ൈ  ͳͲ଼ cm/sec in random
directions and bumpy way but the beam speed in vacuum
chamber is about ͵ ൈ ͳͲଵ cm/sec and at same
direction [1] in general, in spite of the differences it was
imagined that the electrons move at wire and system must
detect the wire position. Due to the limited instruments at
lab, at first the system was tested with sine signal up to 7
MHz and after the corrections, wire position could be
detected by using rectangular form signal up to 7 MHz
produced by PROTEK G305. According to the mentioned
frequency we simulated the pulse length of 0.07 μ sec and
the interval distance of 0.07 μsec between two pulses as
an electron beam.

02 BPMs

DESIGN CONSIDERATION
To get the right choice of parameters of a magnetic
BPM we need some requirements.
At first, the core was chosen Toroidal ferromagnetic with
4 coils, each one at horizontal and vertical opposite side,
but it was impossible to observe outstanding alteration at
induced voltage by displacing of wire position
consequently we decided to use square polyethylene as a
core.
Without any shielding and amplifier, the induced
voltage was observed almost 100 mV when wire was near
the coil and 24 mV when wire placed at the opposite side
of core, after shielding by Al foil, mentioned the voltage
increased.
The second consideration was the sensitivity of coil visà-vis the distance of wire, without shielding, it was 28
mm and with shielding it increased up to 32 mm which
means at distance further than 32 mm of coil. We didn’t
observe any prominent changing at induced voltage by
displacing the wire that is why we chose the size of core
to be 30×30݉݉ଶ .
The third consideration was the number of winding.
Since the equal inductance of coil related to the number
of winding (see Eq. 1) and also we need long droop
constant and fast rise time respectively we need most and
low number of winding.(see Eq. 2,3) [2].

Lv N

W

droop

W

droop

2

(1)

L H/:
R

(2)

LC S

(3)

Meanwhile for a high sensitivity we need a low number
of windings (see Eq. 4) [4].

S

R

N

:/

(4)

Considering mentioned equations and compromising,
the number of winding was chosen 45 turns.

DESIGN MODEL & SIMULATION
First of all we simulated the system by CST, after
getting induced voltage at different position of wire, and
measuring the coil parameter by LCR meter we used Pspice to see the rise time and desired fall time, 10ns for
rise time and 23 ns for fall time was observed meanwhile
at practical measuring we observed the shape of induced
voltage at oscilloscope with ±10% rather to simulation.
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CONCLUSION
As you have seen, there are slight differences between
induced voltages at coils in practical measurement
compared with simulating results and both of them don’t
show any linear relation between induced voltage and
wire position. We can calibrate the system by CST results
and be able to determine the wire position with good
resolution in mm unit.
To increase resolution, it is suggested to add other
coils, meaning instead of 4 coils we would have 6, 8, etc
depending on geometrical limits also that will be better to
increase the frequency and using DMCA for fast
analyzing.
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CAVITY-BASED BEAM DIAGNOSTICS AT ELSA∗
T.R. Pusch†, F. Frommberger, W.C.A. Hillert, B. Neff, ELSA, Bonn, Germany
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Online monitoring of the intensity and position of an
electron beam of a few hundred pA in the experiment
beamlines at the ELSA facility is enabled by a system of
resonant cavities. The position signal extracted from the
resonators amounts to about 10−19 W for 0.1 mm displacement at a beam current of 400 pA. It is separated from
noise by phase-sensitive detection in a lock-in amplifier.
The beam’s position is obtained with a precision of one
tenth of a millimeter, the signal strength being normalized
by a beam current measurement with an uncertainty of a
few pA. Via frequency mixing, the cavity signal of 1.5 GHz
is converted down to a frequency below 100 kHz in order
to be accepted by the amplifier, requiring a local oscillator
stabilized by a feedback loop to 10−6 precision. Details of
the measurement system are presented.

MOTIVATION
The hadron physics fixed-target experiments at the accelerator facility ELSA depicted in Fig. 1 rely on an electron
beam with a current in the sub-nA regime, extracted from
the 3.5 GeV storage ring by resonance extraction.
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Figure 1: The electron stretcher accelerator ELSA.
In the standard mode of operation, the stretcher ring is
filled by several injections delivered by the booster synchrotron, the beam energy then is raised up to the desired
end energy and an extraction phase of a few seconds ensues. The magnets are then ramped down and the next cycle begins with a new injection.
The experiments at the facility rely on photoconversion, the electron beam is focused on an interchangeable radiator target leading to the emission of photons via
bremsstrahlung processes. When gathering experimental
∗ Work
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data during beam time, permanent control of the beams’
properties like intensity and position is critical to ensure
stable conditions at the radiator. It was decided to design
and install a set of resonant cavities, each optimized with
regard to its diagnostical purpose, into the external beamlines, this approach fulfilling the essential requirement on
an online diagnosis technique to be non-destructive.

A COMBINED SYSTEM OF INTENSITY
AND POSITION DIAGNOSIS
In a resonant cavity, an infinite number of well defined
electro-magnetic field distributions or eigenmodes oscillating with the corresponding resonance frequency are fulfilling the boundary conditions set by the metal walls. For
diagnostical purposes, electrical field components being
aligned with the particle beam are required. The particles
of a bunched beam entering the cavity are slightly decelerated, the energy lost is stored in the cavity fields and can be
partly extracted by a coupling device.
Due to the ease of manufacturing, cavities of cylindrical
shape are considered here. Depending on the eigenmode
excited by design, the voltage of the extracted RF signal is
proportional to some of the quantities to be measured:
TM010 mode: beam current I
TM110 mode: beam current I × displacement Δu.
Δu will be used in the following as a placeholder for the
displacement in either transversal direction. A full setup
includes at least one cavity whose TM010 mode is tuned to
an integer harmonic of the accelerator RF frequency. The
beam current value deduced from its signal allows to account for the intensity dependance of the position signal.
Since the longitudinal electric fields of the TM110 or
dipole mode only rise from zero when leaving the center
of the cavity’s transversal plane in one particular direction,
two TM110 cavities are necessary to gain a complete position measurement. The orientation of the eigenmode fields
in a cylindrical cavity is, by nature of its symmetry, degenerated in the polar angle, thus the correct field setup in
each resonator has to be ensured by mode separators detuning the resonance frequency of any non-desired mode
orientation.

The Intensity Cavity
When designing a position measurement system, a previously built cavity designed for current measurements could
be relied upon [1]. Since the radius of a resonant cavity essentially scales with the inverse of the resonant frequency,
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Table 1: Parameters of the Intensity Cavity
Parameter
Value
Mode
Inner Diameter
Inner Length
Opening Diameter
Resonant Frequency ν0
Shunt Impedance Rs
Unloaded Quality Factor Q0
Coupling Factor κ

TM010
129 mm
82 mm
34 mm
1.499010 GHz
2.1 MΩ
11900
3.5

The signal extracted from the intensity cavity passes several stages of bandpass filtering and pre-amplification, undergoing a frequency downconversion in the process. It
finally is demodulated by means of a logarithmic amplifier.
Calibration of the current measurement has been done by
comparison with a calibrated Faraday cup located inside
the beam dump the electron beam is led to after having
passed the radiator target.
Since the RF circuitry processing the cavity output has
proven to be not entirely reliable over time, a new setup is
about to be installed in order to extend the reliability and
sensitivity of the current measurement. Due to extensive
similarities, it will be discussed in parallel to the position
measurement system.

The Position Cavities
When designing the position cavities, space restrictions
in the external beam line led to the choice of the third harmonic of the accelerator RF as resonance frequency [2].
Due to the TM110 not being the fundamental mode, the inner diameter amounts to roughly 24 cm, the cavities thus
being even bulkier than the TM010 one. The costs for copper proving prohibitive, an aluminum alloy featuring longterm stability by being 3D forged was settled upon as a
material.
Both cavities have been carved out of the end faces of a
solid cylinder, the opening drilled into the center of their
common wall serving as a short section of beam pipe designed to be long enough to prevent energy flow between
the resonators. Circular metal covers screwed to both ends
of the cylinder complete the setup. In order to ensure the
desired properties, the following features of the chosen cavity design had to be investigated by means of computer simulations with the MAFIA code [3]:
Tuning plunger: Metallic cylinder designed to raise the
cavity’s resonance frequency when driven into it.
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Pair of capacity cylinders: Located symmetrically to the
beam opening on the cavities’ common wall, they further the signal strength by concentrating the field lines
in the region of the coupling antenna mounted directly
opposite to one of them in the lid.
Pair of mode separating cylinders: Mounted symmetrically close to the barrel on the common wall of the
resonators and almost equalling their inner length,
they detune the frequency of any undesired TM110
mode orientation featuring non-vanishing fields in
their proximity.
In addition, the cavity construction plans feature ducts allowing for water cooling. The water temperature is stabilized to < 0.5 ◦ C, thus frequency shifts of about 35 kHz per
◦
C are effectively reduced. Energy is extracted by means
of one coupling antenna installed on each resonator’s screw
mounted cover, respectively. Its position coincides with
one of the two field maxima of the TM110 mode whose distance from the center is essentially given by the maximum
of the J1 Bessel function compared to its first root located
at the cavity’s boundary. The characteristics of the position
cavities are detailed in table 2.
Table 2: Parameters of the Position Cavities
Parameter
Value
Mode
Inner Diameter
Inner Length
Opening Diameter

TM110
242 mm
52 mm
34 mm

Resonant Frequency ν0
Shunt Impedance Rs / Δu2 (CST)
Unloaded Quality Factor Q0
Coupling Factor κ

1.499010 GHz
820 Ω / mm2
11900
1.05

DETECTING THE CAVITY SIGNALS
The power of the extracted RF signal can be calculated
according to
κ

P = Rs I 2 B 2
(1 +

κ)2

+

4Q20



Δν
ν0

2

,

(1)

the cavity parameters can be taken from table 1 and
table 2, respectively. In the position case, the shunt
impedance Rs (Δu) inherently depends on the square of
the displacement of the beam. The quantity B denotes the
influence of the harmonic of the resonator frequency and
the bunch length, whereas Δν stands for the detuning of
the cavity when compared to the design frequency ν0 .
The signal strength of the intensity cavity amounts to
some 10−13 W for a typical current of 400 pA, the position cavities will feature some 10−19 W for said current at
a beam displacement of 0.1 mm.
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the latter had been chosen, due to space and cost considerations, to be 1.5 GHz, the third harmonic of the accelerator
RF frequency. The cavity made of copper is located in the
external beam line of the stretcher ring at roughly one meter distance of the point of extraction. The resonators’ main
characteristics are summarized in table 1.
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Phase Sensitive Detection
In order to resolve these signals being overlaid with
noise, a detection scheme featuring a narrow enough bandwidth is required. Since the cavity signals are linked by a
stable phase relation to the accelerator’s RF master generator, the method of phase sensitive detection can be relied
upon.
In a digital lock-in amplifier (LIA) of type SR830, each
cavity’s signal is multiplied in a DSP with a synthesized
digital sine wave gained from a reference signal derived
from the master generator. The product contains among
others a DC component proportional to both signals’ amplitudes, as well as to the cosine of their relative phase.
The influence of the latter can be compensated for by performing a second multiplication with the reference digitally
phase-shifted by 90◦ , thus completing the information of
the voltage vector.
By some adjustable multi-stage lowpass filtering effected still within DSP, the oscillating components in the
signal product can be attenuated and the cavity signal amplitude can be determined. Typical signal strengths lie in
the μV range. The phase information gained allows to discriminate in the case of the position measurement which
cavity half the beam has passed through. A detuning of the
position cavities by a Δν of about 30 kHz has proven useful to prevent temperature fluctuations to have the actual
cavity resonance frequency drift across the third harmonic
of the accelerator RF. In that case, 180◦ are added to the
phase offset between cavity and accelerator RF signal, thus
confounding the sign of the position value.

Frequency Mixing
Since available lock-in amplifiers do not cover frequencies in the cavity signal’s range, frequency mixing is required in order to convert both the reference and the cavity
signal down to the operating range of the LIA in use which
is limited to 102 kHz. The above mentioned phase relationship between cavity and master generator is critical, therefore the signal of the latter has to be tripled in frequency in
order to be able to use the same local oscillator for both the
cavity and the reference signals.
The setup is quite sensitive to temperature dependent
shifts in the local oscillator’s (LO) operating frequency set
close to ν0 = 1.499010 GHz. As a consequence, it has to
be stabilized down to a few kHz. Hence, a voltage controlled oscillator has been chosen, its parameters can be
derived from table 3. The frequency stabilization is taken
care of in the software of the measurement system. A 12 bit
D/A converter is installed in the control PC, the tuning voltage to be applied is derived from the reference frequency
reading provided by the LIA.

Determining the Beam Position

Table 3: Parameters of the LO Used for Frequency Mixing
Parameter

Value

Manufacturer
Target frequency range
Temperature stability
Tuning range
Tuning slope

EMF Systems
1.498910–1.499110 GHz
30 kHz / ◦ C
±9 MHz
1.8 kHz/mV

via GPIB, two of which are in use for the position measurement, the third being foreseen for a future high-sensitivity
current measurement setup. During the extraction phase of
one accelerator cycle, the voltage readings of the LIAs fed
with the cavity signals are retrieved by the diagnosis programme with a maximum sample rate of up to 8 Hz (limited
by the LIA’s query processing speed).
The measured voltages then are divided by the actual
current reading of the intensity cavity and then scaled by
a calibration factor composed of the parameters entering
Eq. 1. This factor has been determined empirically by wirescans performed at the radiator position close to the location of the position cavity and is in accordance with the
calculated value within 20 %.
The remaining discrepancy is still being investigated,
main sources of error on the theoretical side are deemed
to be the shunt impedance derived from simulations, on the
experimental side, the current measurement is supposed to
be not entirely accurate. In the present state, relative position deviations of about 100 microns can be detected.

CONCLUSION
In the experimental beamlines at the electron stretcher
accelerator ELSA, a system of resonant cavities allows online monitoring of both beam current and beam position,
relying on signals well below the fW range. The accuracy
and longtime stability of the current measurement will be
improved by the installation of new RF circuitry analoguous to the position measurement setup, thus furthering the
reliability of the entire system. The increased sensibility of
a current measurement relying on phase sensitive detection
will prove useful in the near future when low intensity runs
based on single bunch operation in the stretcher ring will
be performed.
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In order to determine the beam’s position, a linux-based
PC system takes on the readout of three LIAs connected
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BENCHMARKING THE PERFORMANCE OF THE PRESENT BUNCH
ARRIVAL TIME MONITORS AT FLASH
M.K. Bock∗ , M. Bousonville, M. Felber, P. Gessler, T. Lamb, S. Ruzin, H. Schlarb,
B. Schmidt, S. Schulz, DESY, Hamburg, Germany

INTRODUCTION
At FLASH four bunch arrival time monitors of different
opto-mechanical design versions have been installed during the last few years. The progressive design revisions improved the stability and reliability of the arrival time measurement to a large extent. [1]
The BAMs are an integral part of the pulsed optical
synchronisation system [2, 3]. They utilise a commercial
electro-optical modulator (EOM) in order to measure the
electron bunch arrival times relative to the optical timing
reference [1, 4]. The button type RF-pickup as well as the
EOMs are rated for RF signals bandwidths of up to 10 GHz.
It was shown, that the intrinsic resolution of the BAMs is
be better than 10 fs [4].

MEASUREMENTS
Recently, we have performed measurements during
scheduled FEL study periods at FLASH in order to benchmark the reliability and operability of the currently installed BAMs. The goal was to investigate the dependency
of the bunch arrival time on different machine parameters
and to determine the dependence of the arrival time measurement on variations of the transverse orbit and of the
bunch charge. The latter issue has a large impact on the future design of the next generation BAM, not only regarding
the RF pickup [5], but also the optical front-end. With the
∗ corresponding
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Dependency of Calibration Constant on Bunch Charge
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Figure 1: Charge dependent calibration constants of all
BAMs.

Charge Dependence of Calibration
The calibration is done by measuring the laser pulse amplitude modulation while sweeping the relative timing between the reference laser pulses and the RF pickup signal at
the EOM within the linear BAM signal regime [6]. The calibration constant is then given in units of [fs] timing change
per [%] modulation.
As shown in Figure 1, the calibration and hence the resolution depends only weakly on the bunch charge above
200 pC, whereas below 150 pC the resolution of the BAMs
strongly decreases with decreasing bunch charge. This linear drop exhibits the limitation in signal bandwidth of the
current RF-frontend design of the BAMs.

Orbit Dependence of Arrival Time Measurement
We measured the bunch arrival times while varying the
electron beam position by use of horizontal and vertical
steerer magnets in front of each BAM. From earlier simulations and measurements, we expected a slight quadradic
dependence of the arrival time measurement, symmetrically around the nominal beam position. This behaviour
remains although the RF-pickup and cabling design is already intended to minimise the orbit dependency, by combining the outputs of two opposing RF pick-up buttons.
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Presently, at the Free Electron Laser in Hamburg
(FLASH) four bunch arrival time monitors (BAMs) are installed and in permanent operation. Moreover, they are incorporated in a longitudinal intra-bunch train feedback. In
this paper, we present a review of the performance and the
limitations of the current BAM design, based on the most
recent machine studies. The detection principle of the monitor implements the electro-optical modulation of synchronised laser pulses. The RF and electro-optical front-ends
are designed to be operated in a frequency band from DC
up to 10 GHz. This allows for measuring the arrival time of
each individual electron bunch at femtosecond resolution.
The current design of the BAMs has been tested under the
influence of disturbances on the arrival time measurement,
such as variation of the bunch charge as well as deviation
from the reference transverse bunch position. Those results
will be incorporated in an upcoming design revision to upgrade the application and robustness of the BAMs.

extension to FLASH II and for the European XFEL, an operation mode with low bunch charge for short FEL pulses
is demanded increasingly, requiring special diagnostics applicable at both, low and high bunch charge modes. In the
following, we present some of the recent results, evaluating
the current BAM design.

Calibration Constant [fs/ % mod.]
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Figure 2: Schematic of the laser-based synchronisation system at the upgraded FLASH accelerator facility.
isation rotation in the fibre links and due to temperature
induced timing drifts in the unstabilised fibre parts in the
BAM chassis [3, 1]. During this measurement no active
polarisation adaption has been switched on in any of the
timing stabilised fibre links which connect to the BAMs.
This might be a large contribution to the arrival time drifts
in BAM 1, which in contrast to BAM 3 and 4 has a temperature stabilisation in the BAM chassis avoiding laser pulse
timing drifts.
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Figure 3: Arrival time vs. beam position in the vertical
plane for BAM No.1, located in front of BC2. The arrival
time does not depend on the horizontal position for this
BAM.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
Several measurements had been performed to benchmark the current BAM design. This information will be
used in an upcoming design revision to further improve the

Figure 3 to 5 show the orbit dependencies for BAM No.1,3
and 4, being numbered after their longitudinal position
along the FLASH accelerator facility (see Fig. 2). Measured arrival times at BAM No. 2 (not shown here) have
a similiar behaviour as at BAM No.4. Any deviation from
the expected orbit dependence, could be due to an asymmetry in either the RF pick-up itself or in the RF cabling
between pickup and RF power-combiner. The transverse
offset of about 3 mm in case of BAM No.4 (Fig. 5, lower
plot) is probably due to a misaligned pickup.

Longterm Arrival Time Measurement
Recently, during several FEL study and user shifts, the
longitudinal beam-based feedback (BBF) [7] has been established on request, especially for low charge operation,
i.e. below 0.4 nC. The gained information will be used
to further improve the feedback algorithms. Figure 6 and 7
show exemplarily 13 hours of arrival time data, which were
taken from a 48 hours BBF shift. The feedback has been
switched on after the first 3 hours and used two independent feedback loops to stabilise the arrival time at BAM
No. 2 and 3. The steps in the data of BAM 1 in Fig. 7
are due to hourly automatic calibrations. Arrival times at
BAM 3 and 4 are strongly correlated, if not counting for the
slow drift in arrival time offset between those two BAMs,
which is most probably due to temperature induced polar-
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Figure 4: Arrival time vs. beam position in the horizontal
(upper plot) and in the vertical plane (lower plot) for BAM
No.3, located at the exit of BC3.
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Long−Term Arrival Time Measurement − Bunch No. 25
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Figure 7: Long-term measurement with all BAMs. Arrival
time is stabilised at BAM 2 and 3, while BAM 4 is used as
an out-of loop monitor. The arrival time feedback loop on
the injector is not yet commissioned.
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reliability of the BAMs and to expand their application to
low bunch charge operations. This includes a redesign of
the RF-pickup and RF cabling. [5, 8].
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Abstract
In this paper, generation of quasi-monochromatic
terahertz (THz) using multimode Coherent Cherenkov
Radiation (CCR) on the order of 0.1 THz was
investigated. CCR was generated by a hollow dielectric
tube covered by a metal and an electron bunch from a
photocathode radio-frequency (RF) gun linac. The
intensity and frequency of CCR were measured directly
by a Michelson interferometer and a bolometer. The
frequency spectra measured by the interferometer
indicated sharp peaks close to frequencies of 0.09 THz
and 0.14 THz, which corresponded to TM03 and TM04
modes, respectively, according to theoretical calculation
for a tube with inner and outer radii of 5 mm and 7 mm.
The maximum gain of TM03 mode due to the tube length
was obtained as 1.5 dB/cm. The other higher modes, e. g.
0.36 THz (TM09) and 0.40 THz (TM010), were also
observed from a 150 mm long tube at a bunch charge of
15 pC, which decreased space charge effect and the bunch
length. Finally, a new method for bunch diagnostic based
on multimode CCR was proposed.

INTRODUCTION
Femtosecond electron bunches on the order of 100 fs or
less [1] can be used in accelerator physics applications
such as free electron lasers (FELs) [ 2 , 3 ] and lasercompton X-ray [4,5]. Such electron bunches are also key
elements in the study of ultrafast reactions and
phenomena in time-resolved pump-probe experiments
involving the application of techniques such as ultrafast
electron diffraction (UED) [ 6 , 7 ] and pulse radiolysis
[8,9]. The time resolutions in UED and pulse radiolysis
depend on the electron bunch length. In UED, an electron
bunch is used as a probe source and ultrafast phenomena,
such as laser-induced phase transients, are monitored
using electron diffraction patterns. Pulse radiolysis also
involves the use of an electron bunch and a laser; this
technique is a powerful tool that can be used for the
observation of ultrafast radiation-induced phenomena
involving the mechanical motions of electrons and atomic
nuclei in reaction mechanisms that are studied in physics,
chemistry, and biology.
At Osaka University, a photocathode-based linear
accelerator (linac) and a magnetic bunch compressor were
constructed for femtosecond pulse radiolysis based on a
femtosecond electron bunch. A picosecond electron bunch
with a transverse emittance of approximately 3 mm-mrad
was generated using a photocathode radio frequency (RF)
___________________________________________
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gun by projecting a Nd:YLF picosecond laser onto a
copper cathode [ 10 , 11 , 12 ]. The electron bunch was
accelerated up to 32 MeV by the booster linear
accelerator with an optimal energy-phase correlation in
the bunch (the acceleration of the bunch head was greater
than that of the bunch tail) for compression of the bunch.
Finally, the electron bunch was successfully compressed
into femtoseconds, e.g., 98 fs in root-mean-square (rms)
at 0.2 nC [10]. A femtosecond electron bunch has been
used in pulse radiolysis in order to study the kinetics of
solvated electrons with time resolution of femtoseconds
[8,9].
In this paper, generation of quasi-monochromatic THz
using multimode CCR was investigated. In the
experiment, multimode CCR was generated by a hollow
dielectric tube covered by a metal and the electron bunch
from the photocathode RF gun linac. The intensity and
frequency of CCR were measured by a Michelson
interferometer and a bolometer. Finally, a bunch length
diagnostic using multimode CCR was proposed.

EXPRIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT
The diagram of multimode CCR and measurement
system are shown in Fig. 1. The electron bunch was
generated by a 1.6-cell S-band (2856 MHz) RF gun with a
copper cathode and a Nd:YLF picosecond laser [10]. The
pulse width of the UV light was measured to be 5 ps in
FWHM as a Gaussian distribution. The UV light was
projected onto the cathode surface at an incident angle of
approximately 2o along the electron beam direction. The
beam energy at the gun exit was 4.2 MeV. The
picosecond electron bunch produced by the RF gun was
accelerated up to 27 MeV by a 2 m long S-band
travelling-wave linac with a minimum energy spread. In
the experiment, the picosecond electron bunch at the linac
exit was used for multimode CCR generation. When the
picosecond electron bunch moves on the axis of a hollow
dielectric tube covered by a metal, partially periodic
electric field, i. e. quasi-monochromatic THz, is induced
as shown in Fig. 1. This slow-wave structure of the
hollow dielectric tube supports modes with phase velocity
equal to the beam velocity, which contain fundamental
and higher modes. The inner and outer radii of the tube,
made of fused silica, were 5 mm and 7 mm, respectively,
resulting in the tube wall thickness of 2 mm. The hollow
tube was covered by a copper conductive tape for a metal
boundary condition, which reflects and stores EM
radiation in the tube. In order to measure the intensity and
frequency of CCR, a Michelson interferometer was set 25
mm downstream of the tube in the air. The CCR
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Analytical Frequency of TM Mode
The frequency of multimode CCR depends on the
hollow dielectric tube conditions. Assuming azimuthally
symmetric Transverse Magnetic (TM) mode along the
tube axis is induced, frequency of TM0n mode can be
expressed as [13,14]

s I1 (ka ) ψ 0
=
,
kε I 0 (ka ) ψ 1

(1)

where k and s denote the radial wave numbers in the
vacuum and dielectric regions; a, the inner radius of the
tube; Ψ0 and Ψ1 [13], functions composed of the inner and
outer radii and Bessel functions of the first and second
kinds. If Eq. (1) is satisfied, phase velocity is equal to the
beam velocity. The theoretical frequencies of TM0n modes
were calculated for the tube with the relative permittivity
of 3.8 and the inner and outer radii of 5 mm and 7mm.
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Figure 1: Diagram of multimode CCR and measurement
system. OAP denotes an off-axis parabolic mirror; M, a
plane mirror; BS, a beam splitter.

The laser injection phase onto the cathode was fixed to
10o relative to the zero-crossing of the RF, which
maximized the bolometer output. The bunch charge was
100 pC at a laser energy of 120 μJ and an injection phase
of 10o. The bolometer output depends on both the bunch
charge and bunch length at the tube. The bunch charge
increases due to Schottky effect at a high injection phase,
however, the bunch length increases due to space charge
force overwhelming RF compression effect. The opposite
occurs at a low injection phase. According to Kim’s
model [15], bunch compression due to RF slope would be
caused at an injection phase of <70o with a maximum RF
field of 90 MV/m in the gun. As the result, the bolometer
output was maximized by the balance between the bunch
charge and the bunch length. Figure 2(a) shows the
interferograms for three different tube lengths. The
periodic oscillation from a 150 mm long tube decayed
more slowly than that from a 50 mm long tube because
the tube length decided the energy of CCR stored in the
tube. Figure 2(b) shows the frequency spectra for three
different tube lengths. All the spectra indicated sharp
peaks at frequencies of 0.09 THz and 0.14 THz, which
corresponded to TM03 and TM04 modes, respectively,
according to Eq. (1). Thus, multimode CCR on the order
of 0.1 THz was first demonstrated and the peaks could be
explained by the theoretical frequency. The absence of the
lower modes, e. g. TM01 or TM02, would be caused by the
frequency characteristics of the bolometer and the beam
splitter, the mirror diameters and the loss in the fused
silica. Figure 2(c) shows the intensities for TM03 and
TM04 modes as a function of the tube length. The
intensity increased nonlinearly at a tube length of >100
mm. The maximum gain of TM03 mode due to the tube
length was obtained as 1.5 dB/cm at a tube length of 125
mm. A saturation was observed at a tube length of ≈150
mm. The nonlinear increase intensity would be caused by
the EM field propagating through the electron bunch [16].
The saturation would be caused by the balance between
the EM radiation production due to beam energy loss and
the dielectric loss in the fused silica.

Output [V]

generated in the tube was reflected by an off-axis
parabolic mirror (OAP1) with a focal length of 25 mm.
The parallel THz light was separated by a beam splitter
(BS) and one of the THz light was reflected by a moving
mirror (M2). The mirror diameters except an off-axis
parabolic mirror (OAP2) were <30 mm. The two THz
light joined together at a 4.2K silicon bolometer. The
intensity and frequency of CCR were analyzed by the fast
Fourier transform (FFT) of an interferogram, which is a
dependence of the bolometer output on the moving mirror
(M2) position.
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Dependence on Tube Length
In the multimode CCR experiment, the dependence of
the intensity on the tube length was investigated as shown
in Fig 2. An interferogram with data points of 128 and a
time step of 1 ps was measured for the FFT calculation.
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Figure 2: (a) Interferograms for 150, 100 and 50 mm tube
lengths with offsets and factors adjusted for comparison.
(b) Frequency spectra for 150, 100 and 50 mm tube
lengths with offsets and factors adjusted. The theoretical
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frequencies of TM0n modes (cross) according to Eq. (1)
were shown. (c) Intensities for TM03 and TM04 modes as a
function of the tube length.

The bunch charge decides not only the bolometer
output but also the bunch length due to initial space
charge effect at the cathode surface. Figure 4(a) shows the
interferograms near the centerburst position for three
different bunch charges. The tube length and laser
injection phase were fixed to 150 mm and 10o,
respectively. The 150 mm long tube enabled a
measurement at a bunch charge of <10 pC. The
interferograms at bunch charges of 15 and 8 pC were
sharpened compared with that at a bunch charge of 150
pC. The information regarding the overall intensity of the
spectrum is represented by only a few measurements near
the centerburst position because of the separated THz
traveling the same path length. It is obvious that a higher
mode CCR is included at bunch charges of ≤15 pC,
although the intensity decreases. Figure 4(b) shows the
frequency spectra for three different bunch charges. The
other higher modes, e. g. 0.36 THz (TM09) and 0.40 THz
(TM010), were observed successfully at a bunch charge of
≤15 pC. Figure 4(c) shows the intensities for TM03, TM04
and TM09 modes as a function of the bunch charge. The
intensity of TM03 mode increased nonlinearly at a high
bunch charge. The intensity of TM04 mode also increased,
however, the increasing rate did not agree to that of TM03
mode. The intensity of TM09 mode was maximized at a
bunch charge of 8 pC. Thus, the increasing rate of each
mode due to the bunch charge was not a constant. It is
expected that the CCR intensity at a different mode
reveals the bunch form factor, which changes drastically
in THz region.
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Dependence on Bunch Charge
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CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, generation of quasi-monochromatic THz
using multimode CCR on the order of 0.1 THz was
demonstrated experimentally and the peaks in the
frequency spectra could be explained by the theoretical
frequency. The CCR intensity at a different mode would
reveal the bunch form factor, which changes drastically in
THz region. The comprehension of the bunch form factor
would be applied to a bunch length measurement. The
demonstration of multimode CCR indicates the potential
of this method as generation of designed flexible quasimonochromatic THz, bunch diagnostic. In the future,
more intense CCR will be generated by a femtosecond
electron bunch, which is compressed by a magnetic bunch
compressor using an achromatic arc. The other
applications of multimode CCR are expected for a probe
light in pulse radiolysis, which can monitor a transient
structure of a molecule ionized by electron beam
irradiation, and a non-invasive imaging.
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Figure 3: Interferograms near the centerburst position for
34, 15 and 8 pC bunch charges with offsets and factors
adjusted for comparison. (b) Frequency spectra for 34, 15
and 8 pC bunch charges with offsets and factors adjusted
for comparison. The theoretical frequencies of TM0n
modes (cross) were shown. (c) Intensities for TM03, TM04
and TM09 modes as a function of the bunch charge.
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MEASUREMENT OF THE SLICE ENERGY SPREAD INDUCED BY A
TRANSVERSE DEFLECTING RF STRUCTURE AT FLASH
Christopher Behrens∗ and Christopher Gerth,
Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY, D-22603 Hamburg, Germany
Abstract

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

INTRODUCTION
The successful operation of present X-ray free-electron
laser (FEL) user facilities such as the Linac Coherent Light
Source (LCLS) at SLAC or the Free-Electron Laser in
Hamburg (FLASH) at DESY, and future facilities such as
the European XFEL in Hamburg lead to increasing demands on the flexibility and tunability of FEL photon pulse
length and shape which critically depend on the electron
bunches driving the FEL. For the manipulation and control
of the photon pulses via control of the electron bunches, the
diagnosis of the longitudinal phase space with high temporal resolution, which can be achieved by transverse deflecting RF structures (TDS) in combination with magnetic energy spectrometers, provides useful information. However,
the interpretation from this kind of diagnostics is subject to
limitations due to additional energy spread that is induced
by the transverse deflecting RF structures itself [1, 2, 3],
which clearly has to be taken into account. It can be shown
that this TDS-induced energy spread is inversely proportional to the achievable longitudinal resolution [2], i.e. the
effect becomes significant for ultra-short bunch operation,
where high temporal resolutions are intrinsically necessary
to get sufficient information.
∗ christopher.behrens@desy.de
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The working principle of transverse deflecting RF structures has its origin in the Panofsky-Wenzel theorem [4],
which makes a general statement of the transverse momentum gained by fast particles moving through RF fields. The
theorem states that transverse deflection is only possible
if a transverse gradient of the longitudinal electric field is
present. This leads to additional energy spread as shown
in [1, 2, 3]. When the TDS is considered to have a length
of L, and deflection plane in the vertical y, the analytical
treatment of the TDS-induced energy gain results in the following expressions:
eV0 k 1
·
δ=
pc
L


0

L

y(s) · ds ,

(1)

with the equivalent transverse deflecting voltage V0 , the RF
wavenumber k, the beam momentum p, and the speed of
light c. In the case of a short TDS, the vertical coordinate
can be considered to be constant, and the TDS-induced energy spread with kick parameter K becomes
σδ =

eV0 k
· σy = K · σy ,
pc

(2)

otherwise the effect of an angular spread in the electron beam and especially the deflection within the structure cannot be neglected. In order to discuss all the effects, it is practicable to introduce the phase space vector
(y, y  , z, δ)T , which describes the 4d-phase space motion
of the beam particles, and the symplectic matrix T of the
transverse deflecting RF structure with length L (see [5])
⎛
⎞
1
L
KL/2 0
⎜ 0
1
K
0 ⎟
⎟.
T =⎜
(3)
⎝ 0
0
1
0 ⎠
2
K KL/2 K L/6 1
The matrix for a short TDS is given by the limit of L = 0
and results in a single element T41 = K for the energy gain
with the corresponding simple expression for the induced
energy spread in Eq. (2). For a TDS with finite length, there
are further elements, and in particular T43 = K 2 L/6 leads
to an induced linear energy chirp
d
1
δ = K 2L .
dz
6

(4)

It can be shown (see [2]) that the TDS-induced energy
spread and linear energy chirp can be expressed as func-
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Operation of a high-gain free-electron laser requires a
high-brightness electron beam with high peak current and
small slice energy spread. The slice energy spread can
be measured with high longitudinal resolution by using a
transverse deflecting RF structure in combination with a
viewing screen in a dispersive section. However, off-axis
accelerating fields induce a correlated energy spread that
depends inversely proportional on the longitudinal resolution. As a consequence, short bunches, which intrinsically
require a high longitudinal resolution in order to be diagnosed, suffer from a large induced energy spread which
limits the energy resolution. In order to be able to measure the impact of the transverse deflecting RF structure on
the slice energy spread without distortions by space charge
or coherent synchrotron radiation effects, we tailored short
electron bunches with low peak currents by clipping low
energy electrons with a collimator located in the first bunch
compressor at FLASH. In this paper, we present first systematic measurements of the correlated energy spread induced by a transverse deflecting RF structure. The results
are compared with analytical calculations.
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tions of the longitudinal resolution σz,R , and the expressions in Eqs. (2) and (4) can be written as
σδ

=

d
δ
dz

=

y
· σ −1 and
sin(ΔΦy ) z,R
L
1
y
· σ −2 ,
6 sin2 (ΔΦy ) β0 z,R

(5)
(6)

with the geometrical emittance y , the phase advance ΔΦy ,
and the betatron function β0 at the position of the TDS.
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BEAM PREPARATION
At FLASH, longitudinal phase space measurements can
be performed by using a TDS in combination with a dispersive section downstream of all accelerating modules (see
Refs. [6, 7] for more details). The LOLA-type TDS has a
length of L = 3.826 m, and can be operated with deflecting
voltages of up to V0 = 20 MV at which the observation of
a TDS-induced energy spread and linear energy chirp becomes possible. In order to be able to resolve these effects,
it is desirable to use electron bunches with a linear energy
chirp and a slice energy spread that is much smaller than
the TDS-induced energy spread. This can be achieved with
uncompressed bunches. However, at sufficiently high deflecting voltages, uncompressed bunches typically extend
the observation screen by far which renders a measurement
of the TDS-induced linear energy chirp impossible. On
the other hand, compressed bunches have an increased energy spread due to the required energy chirp for magnetic
bunch compression or are subject to non-linear effects, i.e.
space charge or coherent synchrotron radiation effects, due
to high peak currents.

Figure 1: Bunch tailoring for verification of TDS-induced
energy spread and linear chirp. Left: Measured longitudinal phase space for on-crest acceleration. Right: Same
accelerator settings as in left plot but with low energy electrons clipped with a movable collimator in the first bunch
compressor.
For the measurement of the TDS-induced energy spread
we tailored short electron bunches with low peak currents
by clipping the low energy tails of on-crest accelerated
bunches with the help of a collimator in the first bunch
compressor. All accelerating modules operating at the fundamental RF of 1.3 GHz were set to their on-crest phases,
372

whereas the third-harmonic accelerating module for phase
space linearization was switched off. The corresponding
longitudinal phase space measurement is shown in the left
plot of Fig. 1. A collimator, which is located in the straight
section between the second and third dipole of the first
bunch compressor and can be moved into the beamline
from the low energy side, was then used to clip as much
as possible from the low energy tails without influencing
the central part of the bunch (right plot of Fig. 1).

MEASUREMENTS
The data analysis procedure that has been applied for
the experimental verification of the TDS-induced energy
spread and linear chirp as derived in Eqs. (5) and (6) is illustrated in Fig. 2. The longitudinal phase space of the tailored bunches was divided into three different slices around
the centroid. The slice width was chosen to be equal to the
achieved longitudinal resolution σz,R . For the induced linear energy chirp, the linear slope between the mean energy
at longitudinal positions of ±1.5σz was determined.

Figure 2: Data evaluation procedure for verification of the
TDS-induced energy spread and linear chirp. Left: Three
slices (colored) around the centroid with slice widths equal
to the resolution. Right: Linear energy chirp between the
mean energy at longitudinal positions of ±1.5σz .
The TDS-induced energy spread and linear chirp has
been measured for various deflecting voltages V0 of the
TDS which translates into different longitudinal resolutions
according to Eq. (8) given in Ref. [2]. The effect of increased deflecting voltage V0 , i.e. improved longitudinal
resolution, on the energy spread and chirp is demonstrated
in Fig. 3. The longitudinal resolution increases from plot
(1) to (4), and the effect of the TDS is clearly visible; the
slice energy spread increases, and the linear energy chirp
changes and even flips the sign.
The quantitative results for the slice energy spread, evaluated for 50 images for each data point, are summarized
in Fig. 4. The slice energy spread for three different slices
around the centroid is shown as a function of the longitudinal resolution. The magenta curve represents the results of the analytical expression of Eq. (5) with realistic
assumptions for the vertical emittance, phase advance from
the TDS to the viewing screen, and energy spread offset
due to finite energy resolution.
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Figure 3: Longitudinal phase space measurements for different deflecting voltages V0 of the TDS. The achieved longitudinal resolution increases from plot (1) to (4).
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Figure 5: Measured linear energy chirp (diamonds) induced by the TDS as function of the longitudinal resolution
together with the result of the analytical expression (magenta line) in Eq. (6).

Figure 5 shows the corresponding results for the measured TDS-induced linear energy chirp as a function of the
longitudinal resolution. The initial energy chirp, i.e. the
chirp for the lowest deflecting voltage V0 , was used as reference and subtracted from each measurement. The magenta curve shows the result of the analytical expression of
Eq. (6) with realistic assumptions for the vertical emittance
and accelerator optics.

We have presented the experimental verification of the
limitation on longitudinal phase space measurements using
a TDS. The TDS-induced energy spread and linear energy
chirp has been measured as a function of the longitudinal
resolutions, and the data are in good agreement with the results of analytical expressions (Eqs. (5) and (6)). The effect
of longitudinal accelerating fields in the TDS have to be
taken into account for the interpretation of high-resolution
measurements of the longitudinal phase space.
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THz RADIATION DIAGNOSTICS FOR MONITORING THE BUNCH
COMPRESSION AT THE SwissFEL INJECTOR TEST FACILITY
Ch. Gerth∗ , B. Schmidt, S. Wesch, DESY, D-22603 Hamburg, Germany
R. Ischebeck, G.L. Orlandi, P. Peier, V. Schlott, PSI, CH-5232 Villigen, Switzerland

INTRODUCTION
At the Paul Scherrer Institute, a 250 MeV Injector Test
Facility [1] is currently being commissioned in order to
demonstrate the capability of generating the beam properties [2] envisaged for SwissFEL [3], a linac-driven Xray free-electron laser (FEL) operating in the wavelength
range 0.1–7 nm. The test facility is equipped with a 2.6cell S-band photo-cathode RF gun followed by four S-Band
normal conducting travelling wave structures and a fourth
harmonic X-Band structure for phase space linearization.
Longitudinal bunch compression is realized by a 10.5 m
long magnetic chicane which consists of four dipoles and
two quadrupoles for dispersion correction. The nominal
bending angle range is 3.0◦ – 5.0◦ with corresponding R56
of 25 mm – 69 mm, respectively. A dedicated diagnostic
section [4] has been installed after the bunch compressor
for the characterization of the transverse and longitudinal
beam properties.
A simple and non-invasive method to monitor the longitudinal bunch compression process is the diagnosis of coherent diffraction radiation (CDR) which is generated by
an electron bunch passing a metallic surface with an opening. The spectral density distribution radiated by a bunch
of N electrons is given by
 2 
d U
d2 U
2
=
(N + N (N − 1) · |F (λ, Ω)| ), (1)
dλdΩ
dλdΩ 1
∗ Permanent
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Table 1: Injector Test Facility Parameters
Parameter

Unit

Mode 1

Mode 2

Bunch charge
Beam energy
Bunch length (rms)
Peak Current

pC
MeV
fs
A

200
250
300
266

10
250
87
45

where (d2 U/dλdΩ)1 is the single electron spectrum and F
the bunch form factor. For the test facility beam parameters given in Table 1, transverse beam size effects can be
neglected [5] and the longitudinal bunch form factor can be
applied in good approximation.
The longitudinal bunch form factor is given by the
Fourier transform of the longitudinal charge distribution
and defines the corresponding wavelength range for which
coherent emission occurs. The magnitude of the longitudinal bunch form factor for both the 200 pC and 10 pC mode
are plotted in Fig. 1. As can be seen, a bunch compression
monitor (BCM) based on CDR for the test facility needs to
be capable of producing, transporting and detecting radiation in the range of about 50 μm – 1 mm.
0

10

2

At the SwissFEL Injector Test Facility, installation of
a magnetic chicane for longitudinal bunch compression is
foreseen for the first half of 2011. Bunch compression
will be accomplished by operating two S-band accelerating structures on-crest and two S-band structures at offcrest RF phases. An X-Band structure for the linearization
of the longitudinal phase space will be installed at a later
stage. The detection of coherent synchrotron radiation or
coherent diffraction radiation in the THz range can be used
to monitor the bunch compression process and stabilize the
RF phases by a beam-based feedback. In this paper, we
study the source characteristics of diffraction radiation generated by a metallic foil with a hole. The performance of a
bunch compression monitor consisting of a focusing mirror
and detector has been evaluated by simulating the THz radiation transport of the optical components. Particle tracking simulations were used to model the bunch compression
process for different operation modes.

Longitudinal form factor squared F
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Figure 1: Square of the longitudinal bunch form factor for
the 200 pC (solid) and 10 pC (dashed) mode.

SIMULATION SETUP
For the modelling of the BCM we assume that a diffraction radiator is mounted to a screen holder of an existing
profile monitor [4] at an angle of 45◦ w.r.t. the electron
beam axis. The broad-band THz radiation can be extracted
through a CF40 vacuum window opposite to the direction
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Figure 2: Schematic of the BCM for optics simulations.
Figure 4: Transverse intensity profiles in the focal plane for
different wavelengths. Typical detector size of 3 x 3 mm2
is indicated by a black square.
more than 80% of the total radiation up to a wavelength of
λ = 3 mm is transmitted.
Figure 4 shows the intensity profile of both polarizations
in the focal plane of the parabolic mirror for the wavelengths λ = 0.02 mm, 0.2 mm, 1 mm and 2 mm. A square
of 3 x 3 mm2 has been included in the images to illustrate
a typical size of a detector surface area. For wavelengths
λ < 1 mm most of the intensity is confined in the square of
3 x 3 mm2 , whereas in the case of λ = 2 mm most of the
intensity is distributed around the square due to the vanishing intensity in the centre caused by the radial polarization
of diffraction radiation. This effect can be mitigated by
slightly displacing the detector in the transverse plane.
As the radiation is slightly divergent and not emitted as a

focal plane

Δz = +8 mm

Δz = +12 mm

Δz = +15 mm

60
Relative Intensity [%]

dU/dλ Spectral Density [nJ/ μm x 10 −18 ]

70
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10 mm hole diameter
0
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2
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Wavelength [μm]

3
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Figure 3: Left: Single electron DR spectrum for hole diameters of 6 mm and 10 mm. Right: Intensity ratio of the
curves in the left plot.
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Figure 5: Transverse intensity profiles at λ = 1 mm for
different longitudinal detector positions Δz.
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for transverse profile measurements. A parabolic mirror
(f = 50.8 mm, diameter 2 inch) is then used to focus
the radiation onto the detector. A schematic with the dimensions of the BCM is depicted in Fig. 2. As for wavelengths longer than 1 μm near-filed diffraction has to be
applied [6], the emission and transport of the radiation was
modeled with the Mathematica package THzTransport, and
the module names of THzTransport used for the modelling
have been included in Fig. 2.
The size of the opening of the diffraction radiator for the
electron beam defines the cut-off at short wavelengths of
the CDR. In the left part of Fig. 3, the spectral density distributions at the vacuum window emitted from rectangular
screens (30 x 30 mm2 ) with hole diameters of 6 mm and
10 mm are compared. The relative ratio of both curves is
shown in the right part of Fig. 3. For wavelength shorter
than 100 μm the intensity for the hole diameter of 10 mm
decreases by more than 50% compared to the hole diameter of 6 mm. Whereas a smaller hole diameter produces
more intensity at short wavelengths, it makes beam steering
more sensitive and generates more wakefields. It has also
been found that for a vacuum window with an aperture of
27.5 mm diameter (typical window size for a CF40 flange)
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Figure 6: Longitudinal bunch profiles for different RF
phase settings and a bunch charge of 200 pC.

plane wave from the diffraction radiator, the minmum spot
size is found slightly behind the focal plane of the parabolic
mirror. This is demonstrated in Fig. 5 for four longitudinal
detector positions Δz at a wavelength of λ = 1 mm: the
minimum spot size was found at Δz = +12 mm. The optimum detector position can be determined experimentally
by positioning the detector with the help of a motorized
linear stage for highest intensity.

RF PHASE SCAN
After installation of the bunch compressor, the fourth
harmonic X-Band structure for phase space linearization
will not be available immediately. Bunch compression will
be realized by operating the first two accelerating structures
on-crest and third and fourth structure, which share one
klystron, at off-crest RF phases to introduce the required
energy chirp. The particle tracking code elegant [7] has
been used to model the bunch compression process, and
the longitudinal charge distributions for various RF phase
settings and a bunch charge of 200 pC are shown in Fig. 6.
The charge distribution exhibit an asymmetric shape due to
the sonisoidal shape of the RF.

THzTransport has been used to estimate the total radiated energy at the position of the detector (see Fig. 2) integrated over the wavelength range 50 μm – 3 mm. As
a diffraction radiator, a rectangular screen (30 x 30 mm2 )
with a hole diameter of 6 mm was assumed. Absorption in
air or in the vacuum window material as well as a finite detector size were not taken into account. The charge profiles
from the particle tracking were used to calculate the longitudinal bunch form factors for different RF phase settings.
The total radiated energy as a function of the RF phase is
shown in Fig. 7. The maximum of the RF phase scan occurs
at a phase of -39 deg with respect to on-crest. Such an RF
phase scan can be used as a fast and simple method to setup
the absolute RF phase of the third and fourth accelerating
structure.
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Figure 7: Total radiated energy during RF phase scan for a
bunch charge of 200 pC.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
The source characteristics of CDR and a simple setup
for a BCM for THz diagnostics have been studied for the
operating modes of the 250 MeV Injector Test Facility at
PSI. A titanium foil with a hole diameter of 6 mm has been
chosen as a diffraction radiator and installed at a profile
monitor station [4] immediately after the BC and before
an RF deflector. At the moment, the application of beam
splitters and bandpass filters for an enhanced performance
of the BCM for different operating conditions and the optimum choice for a THz detector, e.g. pyro-electric detector
or THz antenna, are under study.
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COHERENT RESONANT DIFFRACTION RADIATION FROM INCLINED
GRATING AS A TOOL FOR BUNCH LENGTH DIAGNOSTICS∗

Abstract
The present report summarizes the status of an experiment devoted to the development of bunch length diagnostics based on coherent resonant diffraction radiation that
will be carried out at the SwissFEL injector test facility at
the Paul Scherrer Institute in Villigen (Switzerland).

INTRODUCTION
Nowadays there exist many different techniques devoted
to the measurement of bunch lengths in the order of hundreds of femtoseconds at modern electron accelerators.
One of these techniques widely in use is based on coherent radiation emission, i.e. emission at wavelengths in the
order or smaller than the bunch length. In this case the radiation intensity depends quadratically on the number of particles per bunch. Thus, by measuring the radiation intensity
as function of the wavelength it is possible to determine in
principle both bunch length and bunch shape. Coherent radiation emission is a general physical process for bunches
of charged particles that does not depend on the type of the
emitted radiation. So far, coherent synchrotron radiation,
transition radiation, diffraction radiation, and Cherenkov
radiation are used as radiation mechanisms. These kinds
of radiation have a polychromatic angular distribution, i.e.
for the wavelength–dependent investigation of the emitted
intensity an external spectrometer is required.
In this context coherent Smith–Purcell radiation (CSPR)
is advantageous because of the dispersive radiation emission. Smith–Purcell radiation in generated when a charged
particle passes close to the surface of a periodic structure,
i.e. a diffraction grating. Due to the periodicity involved
in the radiation generation, this kind of radiation obeys a
characteristic dispersion relation which relates the observation wavelength λ and the radiation angle θ, the so called
Smith–Purcell relation
λ=


d  −1
β − cos θ ,
|n|

Purcell radiation in view of particle beam diagnostics is discussed e.g. in Ref. [1].
A direct way to use CSPR for bunch length diagnostics
would be to measure the angular distribution of the radiation, to estimate the spectrum of coherent radiation, and to
extract finally the bunch size. Such diagnostic scheme was
already investigated by G. Doucas et al. [2]. The authors
used 11 detectors, mounted under different observation angles θ to select different wavelengths, and 3 interchangeable volume gratings with different periods. However, such
experimental scheme implies the difficulty that the number of accessible observation wavelengths is limited by the
number of detectors. Moreover, for a precise measurement
all detectors have to be intensity–calibrated with respect to
each other to a high level of accuracy. From theoretical
point of view the application of a volume grating has some
disadvantages because the angular distribution of the emitted radiation is not uniform with respect to the power, there
exist some characteristic resonance structures which may
drastically affect the achievable accuracy for bunch length
diagnostics. These structures are known from optical grating theories as Wood–Rayleigh anomalies, an indication of
their observation is reported in Ref. [3].
Unfortunately, up to now there is no exact theory describing the radiation from volume gratings in the case of
finite grating sizes. There are several theories but they are
not in complete agreement with the experimental data [4].
Smith–Purcell radiation from an inclined grating with

(1)

with d the grating period, n the diffraction order, and β the
charged particle velocity in units of speed of light. Smith–
∗ This work was partly supported by the EU project “DITANET” (contract No. PITN-GA-2008-215080) and by the Russian Ministry for Science and Education within the program “Scientific and educational specialists of innovation Russia” under the contract No. Π790 (24.05.2010).
† leonid.sukhikh@desy.de
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Figure 1: Proposed scheme for CRDR based bunch length
diagnostics.
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respect to the beam axis, which in the following will be
named Resonant Diffraction Radiation (RDR), was calculated for the first time in Ref.[5]. Later on some of
the authors proposed to use Coherent RDR (CRDR) for
beam diagnostics [6]. The proposed scheme is shown in
Fig. 1. The electron bunch travels with an impact parameter h close to the grating. In order to minimize the contribution of the Wood–Rayleigh-like anomalies a very thin
strip–grating with vacuum gaps will be used. The radiation
is measured with two detectors under observation angles
θ = ± π2 . While the grating is parallel to the electron trajectory, both detectors measure radiation with wavelengths
almost equal to grating period according to Eq. (1). However, if the grating is inclined, the radiation lines shift in
opposite directions: one detector measures at longer wavelengths while the other at shorter ones. If the grating period is chosen to be close to the coherent threshold the line
intensities changes drastically. Thus, measuring the dependency of the radiation intensity versus the inclination angle
it is possible to estimate the bunch length.
The proposed scheme has the advantage that the number of accessible wavelengths is not limited by the number
of detectors, therefore the number of data points available
for a bunch shape reconstruction is much larger. In addition, only two detectors are required for which a relative
intensity calibration is necessary. However, with the proposed experimental scheme it will not be possible to make
a single–shot bunch shape reconstruction, but if the shape
is known a priori a single–shot bunch length measurement
seems to be realistic.
In this paper we calculate some features of the CRDR
from inclined grating for the parameters of SwissFEL injector test facility and discuss some practical aspects.

THEORETICAL MODEL
The theoretical calculations are based on a generalized
surface current method [7]. In this theoretical approach it
is assumed that the grating is ideally conducting and infinitely thin. In addition it is assumed that both detectors
are situated in far–field (wave) zone. The radiation field
ER (r0 , ω) can be expressed as follows (assuming that the
grating is infinite in the direction transverse to plane of
Fig. 1):
eikr0
ER (r0 , ω) = −i
k×
r0

× dz [n, E0 (kx , y = 0, z, ω)] e−ikz z

tial electron field. The latter can be written as
ie
E0 (kx , y = 0, z, ω) = − 2πβc

 

θ0
exp i ωc β −1 cos θ0 − sin
1 + (βγex )2
βγ
 −1

√
cos θ
exp −h ω
sin θ0 + βγ 0 1+(βγex )2
c iβ
√
1+(βγex )2

−1
βγex , γ sin θ0 − cos θ0 1 + (βγex )2 ,

γ −1 cos θ0 + sin θ0 1 + (βγex )2

(3)

The integration of Eq. (2) is performed over all grating
strips. The following integral can be calculated analytically:
N −1  nd+a
ER (r

 ∝ n=0 nd dz 
 0 , ω)
θ0
2
1
+
(βγe
)
exp ωc z −iez + i cosβθ0 − sin
x
βγ
(4)
with d the grating period, N the number of periods, a the
strip width, and a = d/2.
The integration of Eq. (2), taking into account Eqs. (3)(4), results in the radiation field of interest. The spectralangular density of RDR both incoherent and coherent emission is given by:


2
cr2 
d2 W
2
= 0 ER (r0 , ω) Ne 1 + (Ne − 1) |fz |
h̄dωdΩ
h̄
(5)
with Ne the bunch population and fz the longitudinal
bunch form–factor. For a Gaussian bunch the latter one
can be written as


4π 2 σ 2
2
|fz | = exp − 2 2z .
(6)
β λ

THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS
The calculations were carried out for the following parameter set: electron energy Ee = 165 MeV, bunch length
σz = (70...250) μm, grating period d = 700 μm, and impact parameter h = 20 mm.
Fig. 2 demonstrates the shift of a monochromatic emission line as seen by both detectors for fully coherent radiation σz = 0. From there it is also obvious that a bunch traveling parallel to the grating surface (θ0 = 0) both detectors

(2)

S

In the following a coordinate system associated with the
grating is used, k = ωc {ex, ey, ez} is the wave-vector of
the radiation, n = {0, 1, 0} the normal to the grating surface, E0 (kx , y = 0, z, ω) the Fourier component of the ini378

Figure 2: Monochromatic emission line shift as seen by
both detectors. Blue dashed line – lower detector (θ =
−90◦ ), red solid line – upper detector (θ = 90◦ ), left figure
– θ0 = 0, right figure – θ0 = 5◦ .
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Figure 3: The dependence of the line shift for both detectors versus inclination angle θ0 , blue dashed line – lower
detector (θ = −90◦ ), red solid line – upper detector (θ =
90◦ ).
measures radiation with the wavelength almost equal to the
grating period λ  700 μm according to Eq.(1). If the grating is inclined the lines are shifted in opposite directions. A
further aspect to note is the increase of the radiation intensity from the inclined grating. This fact is very promising
for beam diagnostics because the intensity of conventional
CSPR is low.
Fig. 3 shows the dependence of the line shift for both
detectors versus inclination angle θ0 .
During the line shift the radiation intensity is changed
according to the bunch form–factor. In order to estimate the
bunch length the ratio R of both detector signals versus the
inclination angle θ0 is measured, thus avoiding the need for
absolute detector calibrations. This ratio strongly depends
on bunch lengths as demonstrated in Fig. 4.

ligen (Switzerland). The accelerator scheme is shown in
Fig. 5. The vacuum chamber will be installed in FODO
section close to a deflecting cavity, thus render it possible to make a direct cross–check with the CRDR measurements. The electron energy may vary from Ee =
130, 170, 200, 230 MeV, the bunch length from σz = 50 fs
up to σz = 1 ps, and the bunch charge from 10 pC up to
200 pC. The shortest bunch length will be possible for the
lowest bunch charge. The experiment will start with bunch
lengths σz  300 fs (σz  90 μm) and a grating period
of d = 700 μm. It is planned to use 100 μm thick gratings made out of silicon wafers, covered by some metal for
a better conductivity. At the beginning only one detector
will be used, and the grating has the option to be rotated by
180◦ in order to obtain both detector dependencies.
It is planned to install the equipment in July 2011 and to
start the experiment in October 2011.

CONCLUSION
A monitor concept based on CRDR from an inclined
grating is presented which could be an interesting tool for
bunch length diagnostics. The radiation properties are well
suited for the application as an easy and compact bunch
length monitor with the advantage not to rely on absolute intensities. Therefore, in the nearest future a proofof-principle experiment is planned in order to verify the
radiation properties and to investigate the sensitivity limits
of such a kind of monitor.
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Figure 5: The scheme of SwissFEL injector test facility.
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Abstract
The fs-stable timing information in the optical synchronization system at FLASH and the upcoming European
XFEL is based on the distribution of laser pulses in optical ſbers. The optical length of the ſbers is continuously monitored and drifts in signal propagation time are
actively compensated in order to provide a phase stable
pulse train at the end of the ſber link. At present, optical cross-correlation is used to measure the optical length
changes. To overcome some of the disadvantages of the
current scheme, a different approach for the detection of the
optical ſber link length variation was developed. This new
scheme uses 10 GHz photodiodes to measure the amplitude
modulation of harmonics created by overlapping two pulse
trains. The long-term stability of the prototype of this detector over 33 h was demonstrated to be below 5 fs (peakto-peak) with a rms jitter of about 0.86 fs. The detection
principle itself is practically insensitive to environmental
inƀuences and needs only about 10 % of the optical power,
compared to the optical cross-correlator.

The development of an alternative detection principle was
already presented in [2]. This experiment was now successfully evolved to a breadboard prototype [3], using a similar
approach. In this paper, most recent measurements are presented, together with an outlook on the engineered version,
which is currently under development.

THE OPTICAL SETUP
Figure 1 shows the optical part of the breadboard detector. This setup consists mostly of free-space optics and
has some additional components to allow for an out-of-loop
measurement. For the active stabilization of the optical
ſber length, a motorized delay line for coarse adjustments
and a piezo stretcher for the fast feedback (not shown here)
are used. One retarder plate is mounted in a motorized rotation table, offering remote control over the splitting ratio
at the following polarizing beamsplitter cube (PBC).

INTRODUCTION
Today optical synchronization systems become more
and more crucial to the operation of FELs, due to the fact,
that different components of the machines have to be synchronized on a sub-10 fs scale or even below [1]. Fibers
are used to transport the pulse train from the master laser
oscillator (MLO) to the various end-stations. The optical
cross-correlation is currently the only established scheme
to measure the optical link length variation. While showing an excellent performance, in terms of timing jitter and
drifts, this scheme has some disadvantages, which are in
particular:
• The optical power levels, needed in the optical crosscorrelator, can cause pulse shape distortion and selfphase modulation in the ſbers.
• A precise dispersion compensation is needed to provide short pulses to the cross-correlator.
• To guarantee the temporal overlap in the detector, the
link ſber has to be cut down to the precision of 1 cm.
• Outside of the small temporal overlap window of
about 200 fs, no signal is visible on the detector.
∗ corresponding
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Figure 1: Sketch of the optical part of the prototype.
The pulse train originating from the MLO is split up at
several PBCs for different purposes. The leftmost PBC separates a fraction of the pulse train, which is later used as a
reference for the generation of the local oscillator (LO) signal for the RF mixer. The middle PBC splits up some light
for the out-of-loop measurement, which is used to verify
the measurement results. In the right PBC the remaining
laser light is split up into a reference part, directly guided
onto a fast photodiode (bandwidth > 10 GHz), while the
other part is coupled into the ſber link. A faraday rotating mirror (FRM) at the link end reƀects a fraction of the
light back to this PBC, where it is guided onto the same
photodiode. The out-of-loop measurement is realized by
combining the pulses after the FRM with the reference signal in a ſber optic coupler. The two pulse trains are then
guided onto a second detector.
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DETECTION PRINCIPLE AND READOUT
ELECTRONICS
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Figure 2: Frequency dependent saturation of a 10 GHz photodiode (type: ET-3500F, company: EOTech).
signal in an RF mixer. The mixing process generates the
preſx for the measurement signal, because the phase of the
signal ƀips by 180 degrees in the working point depending on the direction of the timing drift. The mixer output is low pass ſltered and ampliſed once more. Figure 3
shows a schematic of the readout electronics. Apart from
the vanished amplitude of the harmonic an additional condition keeps the mixer output signal in the working point
at zero. In this point, not only the amplitude, but also the
phase (90 degrees-mixer-condition) of the harmonic let the
output signal vanish. If, for example, the timing is stable
and the amplitude would drift, the output signal would still
be correct because of this condition.
overlapped pulse trains

reference pulse train
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Figure 3: Sketch of the electronic part of the detector.

MEASUREMENT RESULTS
Before and after each drift measurement, the detector
was calibrated with the use of the mechanical delay line.
For each calibration, 20 data points were taken with the
in-loop and the out-of-loop detector. The sensitivity can
be adjusted in a wide range by varying the optical power or
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According to Eq. 1 the advantage of this detection principle compared to the optical cross-correlator is, that one
ſnds up to 45 working points, where the 45th harmonic
vanishes. Each of them has a linear range of operation
of a few picoseconds. Thus the link length does not need
to be cut very precise. Low optical power levels (0.5 2 mW) are convenient to achieve a sensitivity of about
5 mV/fs depending on the RF ampliſcation. These values
were achieved without compensating the dispersion of the
ſber link, which leads in this prototype to a pulse width of
about 50 ps. The dispersion slightly inƀuences the sensitivity of the detector, but apparently a precise compensation
is not necessary.
The typical problems arising from the use of photodiodes, like temperature drifts and AM/PM effects [4], are
well suppressed here, as they act on both pulse trains simultaneously. Amplitude ƀuctuations are suppressed additionally by the use of a high harmonic of the repetition
rate and by choosing the correct optical power level, in order to operate the photodiode in saturation. Figure 2 shows
the response from a ET-3500F photodiode for different harmonics of the laser repetition rate. From an optical power
of 1 mW onwards and for harmonics in the 10 GHz range,
amplitude ƀuctuations are well suppressed.
The amplitude of the monitored harmonic in the working point is zero and rises for delay variations in both directions. In order to encode the direction, the output signal is mixed down to the baseband with another reference

frequency f
216 MHz
1,51 GHz

photo current Ipd [mA]

The detection principle relies on the amplitude modulation of the RF spectrum created by two laser pulse trains
impinging onto one photodiode. The RF spectrum of a
laser pulse train after detection with a photodiode consists
of the pulse repetition rate (in our case f0 = 216.6̄ MHz) and
all harmonics of this frequency up to the bandwidth of the
photodiode. If two laser pulse trains of the same repetition rate are combined on one photodiode, the amplitude
of the harmonics is modulated depending on the delay Δt
between the two pulse trains. Certain harmonics can even
vanish completely for speciſc delays.
The detector presented here is working at the n = 45th
harmonic (9.75 GHz) of the repetition rate, which is ſltered
out of the spectrum with band pass ſlters. The amplitude
of this harmonic is taken as a measure for the phase shift
between the two pulse trains. The steepest response from
the detector can be observed when this monitored harmonic
has vanished. The amplitude of one harmonic ωn is given
by Eq. 1, where ωn = n · 2πf0 and both pulse trains have
the same optical power P . This formula is derived from a
simple model where the laser pulses are shaped like dirac
pulses.
  

Δtωn 
2 
cos
A(ωn ) ∝ P
(1)

π
2
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Figure 4: Long term drift measurement with the difference
(error) between in-loop and out-of-loop detector.
The second measurement in Fig. 5 shows data from an
actively compensated ſber link. A temperature step of 1 K
is applied to the link ſber, while the digital control is running. The piezo stretcher compensates the sudden timing
change in the ſber and the motorized delay line is moved,
when the voltage applied to the stretcher comes close to its
limits. The calibration constants for this measurement are
Kϕ,in = 1.5 mV/fs and Kϕ,out = 4.4 mV/fs. Due to the temperature step, the propagation time through the link changes
by about 2 ps. The residual timing measured between the
in-loop and the out-of-loop detector shows both a correlation with the piezo voltage and the delay line position. The
deviance caused by the actuators amounts to 7 fs for a 2 ps
drift of the ſber link. These errors are assumed to be caused
by variations in the optical power and not perfectly adjusted
working points. Further investigations on this issue will be
performed.
The data for all measurements was taken with a 14-bit
ADC, reading the ſrst 2048 data points every second with
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the RF ampliſcation. For drift measurements a rather small
Kϕ is useful to maximize the measurement range, which
is limited by the maximum voltage of the ADC. Without
feedback, the in-loop detector, compared to the out-of-loop
detector, sees two times the timing drift in the ſber link.
Therefor the sensitivity of the out-of-loop detector was adjusted by intention approximately twice as large as the inloop sensitivity to provide similar measurement ranges.
Figure 4 shows a long term drift measurement over
33 h. The in-loop detector was calibrated to a sensitivity of Kϕ,in = 2.17 mV/fs, the out-of-loop detector to
Kϕ,out = 4.0 mV/fs. For this test, the link ſber is 20 m long
and drifting due to temperature and humidity variations in
the laboratory. The optical power on the detector amounts
to about 0.28 mW. After the initial cool down, the temperature in the laboratory is stable to the level of about 0.1 K.
The values from the in-loop detector are divided by a factor
of two because this signal passes the link twice. The peakto-peak error, if both measurement traces are subtracted
from each other, is for this measurement 4.8 fs, the standard deviation amounts to 0.86 fs.

timing [fs]

TUPD35

30
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Figure 5: Measurement of a temperature step, applied to
the link ſber of an actively compensated ſber link.
a sampling rate of 100 kHz. The average of those 2048
points was plotted and analyzed afterwards.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
Various measurements were done with a prototype setup
for an alternative detection principle for the stabilization of
optical ſber links. The detector works very reliable with
optical powers down to some tens of microwatt and up to
the damage threshold of the photodiodes of a few milliwatt.
In drift measurements, extremely good results below 5 fs
(peak-to-peak) and 1 fs (rms) were achieved.
Currently a 4-channel engineered version of the detector is constructed. This includes an optimized and miniaturized version of the optomechanics as well as a compact
printed circuit board, containing all the electronics for four
channels. Further tests will be carried out with this engineered version to answer the open questions. In 2012
this prototype will be installed at FLASH to supply the
RF-stations with a high precision optical synchronization
signal.
This work is partly supported by “IRUVX-PP” an EU co-funded
project under FP7 (Grant Agreement 211285).
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The free-electron lasers FLASH and the European XFEL
demand a high timing accuracy between the electron
bunches and external laser systems to fully exploit the short
UV and X-ray pulses in time-resolved pump-probe experiments and for the seeded operation modes. The required
precision can only be achieved with laser-based synchronization schemes. The scheme is based on the timing information delivered by a passively mode-locked master laser
oscillator (MLO) as its repetition rate. This reference pulse
train is distributed to the various locations at the accelerator with actively length-, i. e. transit time-stabilized fiber
links, where it is used for diagnostics, the synchronization
of external laser systems or, in the future, to connect the RF
stations to the timing reference.
Presently, the system consists of four bunch arrival time
monitors (BAMs, [1]), each of which is provided with the
reference laser pulse via individual fiber links. The BAMs
are located around the first bunch compressor, behind the
second bunch compressor and at the end of the linac. This
configuration allowed for a successful intra-train arrival
time feedback operation [2, 3] for user experiments, and
the permanent availability of arrival time data is highly appreciated by the FEL users at all.
Furthermore, three fiber links are installed to connect
the laboratories of the pump-probe laser, the seed laser
of the sFLASH experiment and of an electro-optic (EO)
bunch diagnostics experiment. Those Ti:Sapphire oscillators can be synchronized to the optical pulse train with an
extended RF-based scheme [4]. Additionally, a prototype
optical cross-correlator for the EO experiment’s laser had
been build for an all-optical synchronization [5].

In 2010, the previously used self-built erbium-doped
fiber laser (EDFL) had been replaced by a commercial
“Origami-15” SESAM-based laser system [6]. Since a stable and reliable timing reference is crucial for the synchronization system, special care had been taken in the characterization and the commissioning of the laser. Although
the benefits of the commercial laser, such as maintenancefree operation and ultra-low timing jitter, overweigh, several problems and diﬃculties had been identified. As an
example, we discuss the influence of the piezo actuator,
which is required for the synchronization of the laser to
the master RF oscillator of the accelerator, on the internal laser dynamics: It has been discovered that, besides
the pulse duration, the center wavelength and the spectral
width exhibit relative changes of 0.15% and 0.1%, respectively, over the complete range of the piezo voltage (red
curves in Fig. 1). This has a negative impact on the fiber
link stabilization scheme and the all-optical synchronization of external lasers, and required the setup of an active
amplitude stabilization feedback acting on the pump power,
resulting in a suppression of the eﬀect in the order of a factor 20 (green curves). Recently, a second Origami laser was
delivered, which will be installed for redundancy in case
when the original laser fails. The influence of the piezo

center wavelength (nm)

INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

Master Laser Oscillator

spectral bandwidth (nm)

The prototype laser-based synchronization femtosecond
precision system installed at FLASH is continuously evolving and subject to improvements. In this paper, we give
an overview of the present status, report on the latest developments and extensions, and discuss future challenges.
Particularly the recent move to a new type of master laser
oscillator led to an enhancement of the robustness and reliability. Consequently, research can focus upon the implementation of the electron bunch arrival time feedback, new
technologies for timing distribution and the connection of
external lasers to the optical synchronization system.
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voltage on the center wavelength and the spectral width has
been reduced to 2.6 × 10−5 and 8.2 × 10−4 (blue curves)
without active amplitude stabilization, as the manufacturer
(OneFive GmbH) developed a new internal setup after our
investigations.
The center wavelength, as it can be seen in the upper plot
in Fig. 1, had intentionally been chosen lower compared to
the first laser, which will result in an improved dispersion
compensation in the fiber links.

Local Distribution
Due to the large number of fiber links, the connection
of the injector laser and for monitoring purposes, the reference laser pulse train from the MLO(s) is split and distributed to the devices in a free-space optical setup (named
FSD) based on polarizing beam splitters and half-wave
plates. The optical components are installed with customdesigned mounts and ultra-stable mirror mounts on an Invar base plate. Figure 2 (left plot) shows the optical power
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Figure 2: Drift of the optical power in the FSD over 10
days (left) and correlation of the two ports (right).
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drift over 10 days measured with fiber-coupled amplitude
monitors at two ports on opposite sides of the FSD. Although peak-to-peak changes of 3.5% and 7.7% are observed, these changes exhibit a strong correlation (right
plot). Consequently, the FSD setup is internally fairly stable, but there seems to be a pointing instability between the
laser and the FSD. This will be addressed soon, but it has to
be decided whether an active beam position feedback based
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After the commissioning of the fiber link to the EO laboratory, strong amplitude noise was observed in the pulse
train at the fiber link end. Particularly, the noise is largest
when the link stabilization loop is closed. This required
a workaround by locking an intermediate RF oscillator for
the synchronization of Ti:Sapphire oscillators, adding complexity and cost [4] and preventing an all-optical synchronization scheme. Recently, the cause for the noise was
found as interference of co-propagating pulse trains with
the same polarization state in the polarizing beam splitter
(PBC) of the fiber link unit. In an upgraded optical arrange-

Figure 4: Optical path in the fiber link stabilization unit for
splitting and recombining the pulse train into the reference
and the one send to the link in a) the original and b) the
upgraded units.
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Figure 3: Timing drift of an EDFA connecting a fiber link
unit to the free-space distribution unit.
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on a quadrant detector and piezo-actuated mirror mounts
will be used or a new Invar base plate will be designed,
with the laser systems mounted on.
In order to fulfill the requirements on the optical power
in the fiber link stabilization scheme, the units are connected to the FSD with an individual, dispersion compensated erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA). The timing
stability of such an EDFA, i. e. provided with light through
the FSD, has been measured with respect to a reference
pulse train directly from the MLO using a balanced optical
cross-correlator (OXC). In Fig. 3 it can be seen, that the
timing drifts by 50 fs over almost 3 days, which is related
to temperature, and more importantly, humidity changes.
Even after a period of 16 hours, when the system seems
to have stabilized, a drift of 23.6 fs has been determined.
Since this fiber section is not actively stabilized, those drifts
are critical for the system, and further measurements will
be carried out in the near future to determine to what extent this leads to a common-mode error. However, when
the slow drift is removed from the data, the residual jitter
amounts to ≈ 1 fs, which is well within the targeted jitter
budget for the timing distribution.

ment with a second PBC, this co-propagation is avoided by
adding an extra delay to the pulse trains returning from the
link end (see Fig. 4). This new configuration has been installed in one fiber link unit recently. Figure 5 (green curve)
shows the measured amplitude noise for closed-loop operation. In comparison to the blue curve, where the extra delay
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Figure 5: Single side-band amplitude noise measured at the
“forward” optical power monitor in a link stabilization unit.
links to the bunch arrival time monitors exhibit this noise,
since they have not been upgraded yet, but the employed
detection scheme [7] in the BAMs acts as high-pass filter
with a cut-oﬀ larger than ≈ 500 kHz. By this, the arrival
time measurement is not, or only to some extent, aﬀected
by amplitude noise at lower frequencies.

SYNCHRONIZATION OF THE PHOTO
INJECTOR LASER

    

 

The photo injector drive laser oscillator (PTO) is connected to the optical synchronization system with a balanced optical cross-correlator, which enables the measurement of the PTO laser pulse arrival time with respect to the
reference pulse train with sub-10 fs accuracy [8, 5]. The
influence on the electron bunch arrival time can be studied using the BAM upstream of the first magnetic chicane,
since there, the arrival time jitter is not yet compressed.
Together with a special gun emission phase setpoint [9, 5],

FUTURE PLANS AND CHALLENGES
The future extension of the accelerator (FLASH II) and
the new operation modes will require the installation of up
to 3 new BAMs with according fiber links, as well as the
optical synchronization of the new seed- and pump-probe
lasers. In 2011, the corresponding infrastructure installation will begin. More seizable goals are the installation of
a fifth BAM with a new optical front-end upstream of the
SASE undulators, the installation of an RF-based optical
fiber link [10] in order to connect the RF stations of the accelerator, improvements on the humidity regulation in the
synchronization hutch, the aforementioned upgrades to the
FSD and the fiber links, as well as a more robust implementation of the optical cross-correlators for Ti:Sapphire lasers.
Further studies on the arrival time will improve the longitudinal feedback, and an injector laser stabilization seems
feasible with the upcoming fast uTCA electronics.
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most likely reason for this is the pulse-induced heat load in
the crystal. Moreover, the eﬀect depends on the crystal tilt,
and since the eﬀect is similar for diﬀerent bunch repetition
rates, the time-scale is larger than 20 µs. Further investigations are currently ongoing, as this issue is critical for the
long-pulse operation of FLASH.
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Figure 6: Bunch arrival time as function of the number of
bunches in the macropulse at diﬀerent repetition rates.
these two devices allowed for the investigation of a previously unknown eﬀect in the BBO crystal, which is used
for the generation of the UV pulses required by the photoemission process in the gun: The electron bunch arrival time
across the macropulse changes by several picoseconds for
diﬀerent numbers of bunches in the train (see Fig. 6). The
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SSB amplitude noise Lampl (dBV/Hz)

is compensated for with the optical delay line in the link
(resembling the original situation), the noise is strongly
suppressed. Hence, the optical setup of all links installed in
the future will use two PBCs, and the existing links will be
replaced successively. It should be noted that also the fiber
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Abstract
The successful operation of high-gain free-electron
lasers (FEL) relies on the understanding, manipulation, and
control of the parameters of the driving electron bunch.
Present and future FEL facilities have the tendency to push
the parameters for even shorter bunches with lengths below 10 fs and charges well below 100 pC. This is also the
order of magnitude at laser-driven plasma-based electron
accelerators. Devices to diagnose such ultra-short bunches
even need longitudinal resolutions smaller than the bunch
lengths, i.e. in the range of a few femtoseconds. This
resolution is currently out of reach with time-domain diagnostics like RF-based deflectors, and approaches in the
frequency-domain have to be considered to overcome this
limitation. Our approach is to extract the information on
the longitudinal bunch profile by means of infrared spectroscopy using a prism as a dispersive element. In this
paper, we present the design considerations on a broadband single-shot spectrometer in the near- and mid-infrared
wavelength range (0.8 − 39.0 μm).

INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
The Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) at SLAC is
routinely running with 20 pC bunch charge and produces
X-ray pulses with lengths below 10 fs [1]. Other existing
facilities like FLASH at DESY or the planned European
XFEL have the same tendency to push the accelerator parameters for low charge operation resulting in ultra-short
electron bunches and photon pulses [2]. The upper plot
of Fig. 1 shows simulations of the longitudinal bunch profile for ultra-short bunch operation at LCLS. In order to
diagnose such short bunches sufficiently, devices with time
resolutions well below 10 fs are desired. This is currently
out of reach with standard time-domain diagnostics like
RF-based deflectors in the S-band, but becomes possible
with future X-band technology. In order to demonstrate the
ultra-short bunch lengths, a dedicated time-domain experiment was carried out successfully [3], but this is by no
means a robust diagnostics for regular operation. The opposite approach is in the frequency-domain and relies on
the fact that the longitudinal bunch profile is encoded in the
spectrum of radiation generated by electron bunches like
from transition radiation. The interesting wavelength range
∗ Work

supported by US DOE contract DE-AC02-76SF00515.
† On leave from DESY, Hamburg, Germany
‡ christopher.behrens@desy.de
§ loos@slac.stanford.edu
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Figure 1: Simulations for ultra-short bunch operation with
20 pC bunch charge at LCLS. Top: Longitudinal bunch
profile for different compression scenarios. Bottom: Corresponding longitudinal form factors, i.e. the information
on the longitudinal profile in the frequency-domain.
for bunch length diagnostics is in the infrared with standard
methods of spectroscopy available like in [4], where multistaged reflective blazed gratings were used to reconstruct
the longitudinal bunch profile. If the wavelength range
necessary to reconstruct the bunch shape is in the nearand mid-infrared, like from 1 − 20 μm for the ultra-short
1 − 2 μm rms bunches shown in Fig. 1, a prism spectrometer might be the better option, because there is no need for
complicated and expensive multi-stage setups.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The prism material used for spectroscopy needs two specific properties; good transmission and a sufficient material dispersion (wavelength dependence of the index of re-
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fraction DM = dn
dλ ) in the designated wavelength range.
For broadband spectroscopy in the near- and mid-infrared,
Zinc Selenide (ZnSe) and Thallium Bromo-Iodide (TlBrTlI, KRS-5) is the material of choice. According to Fig. 2,
both materials offer transmission from optical wavelengths
up to about 20 μm for ZnSe and 40 μm for KRS-5, strong
dispersion at short wavelengths and moderate dispersion in
the mid-infrared. Prism spectrometers are operated in the
Figure 3: Spectrometer characteristics for different apex
angles A of the ZnSe and KRS-5 prisms. Left: Wavelength
resolution normalized to wavelength and radiation waist wp
at the prism . Right: Obtainable wavelength coverage from
λmin to λmax with assumptions on f2 and wp .

Figure 2: Transmission characteristics [5] and index of refraction according to data from literature [6, 7] and Sellmeier equation: ZnSe (top) and KRS-5 (bottom).
region of minimum deflection δmin , where the angle difference δ between incoming and outgoing rays has a minimum. In this case, the rays within the prism are symmetric and the deflection is independent of the incoming
angle. The minimum deflection angle δmin (n(λ), A) is
a function of the index of refraction n(λ), i.e. the material, and the apex angle A of the prism. The resoluλ
of a prism spectrometer is given by
tion power R = Δλ
dδmin
R = DA · wp = dn · DM · wp with the angular dispermin
sion DA = dδdn
and the waist of the incoming rays at the
prism wp . The left plot of Fig. 3 shows the wavelength resolution normalized to wavelength λ and waist wp (which is
−1
DA
). Assuming wp = 10 mm and KRS-5 with A = 10◦ ,
the wavelength resolution Δλ is about 2.1 μm at the peak
around λ ≈ 6.5 μm. Using a larger apex angle, or ZnSe
as prism material would result in a better resolution, but
also in a smaller wavelength coverage [λmin , λmax ] of the
spectrometer, which is shown in the right plot Fig.3. The
reason is that the dispersed radiation after the prism has to
be focused with a certain focal length onto a detector with
a limited sensor size.
For this spectrometer design, the sensor size has a length
of 12.8 mm and the last mirror in front of the detector has a
focal length of f2 = 177.8 mm. Off-axis parabolic mirrors
will be used in order to be insensitive to chromatic aberration. The spectrometer will be equipped with a KRS-5
prism with an apex angle of 10◦ which allows spectroscopy
from the optical wavelength range up to 40 μm (see right
plot of Fig.3). For higher resolution and a corresponding
smaller wavelength coverage, ZnSe can be used as an option.
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The dispersion of light through prisms is the necessary
effect for spectroscopy, but also introduces chromatic effects due to the wavelength dependent deflection angles. In
order to investigate possible imaging errors, a ray-tracing
simulation, using ZEMAX[8], for wavelengths 0.8-39 μm
was performed (see Fig.4). The simulation includes two
off-axis parabolic mirrors with 90◦ deflection angle, a
KRS-5 prism with A = 10◦ , and a detector plane with
a length of 12.6 mm. The lower plots of Fig.4 show the
wavelength dependent focal plane which is not perpendicular to the optical axis (defined by the center wavelength of
19.9 μm). A detector tilt of about 44◦ (found empirically)

Figure 4: ZEMAX[8] simulation of the spectrometer configuration with KRS-5. The lower plots show the focal
plane on the detector for different wavelengths (unit: μm)
and a detector tilted by 44◦ w.r.t the optical axis.
has to be introduced for correction. After correction, the
effective detector range is reduced, but it is still possible to
cover the wavelength range 0.8-39 μm.
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For the detector component of the device, a linear 128 element (pixel) line sensor array was chosen from Pyreos [9]
which is composed of a thin-film pyroelectric material with
high sensitivity (see Fig. 5). The 128 channels are read-

will be equipped with a viewport made of KRS-5 to have
good transmission in the mid-infrared. In order to prevent
absorption in humid air, the whole spectrometer, including
transport optics, will be located in a box suited for flushing
with N2 or dry air. The spectrometer and transport optics
will consist of 90◦ off-axis parabolic mirrors 2 in diameter, and the entire setup turns out to be very compact.

Figure 5: Line-array detector made of 128 thin pyroelectric
film sensors [9]. Top: View on the single elements, and
the entire detector unit with cut-out for the sensor array.
Bottom: Sketch of the sensor assembly (cross section).

Figure 6: Prototype spectrometer layout for LCLS, including radiation transport optics and KRS-5 viewport.

able with frequencies from 10-128 Hz. Exact measurements of the sensitivity were not available in the product
information, so a test was conducted to determine the sensitivity of the array. A low-powered HeNe laser (0.9 mW)
was placed in front of a chopper wheel (120 Hz), and a
lens was used to focus the chopped beam onto the array. The peak-to-peak voltage reading from the array on
the scope was 328 mV (over about 20 pixels where the
laser illuminated the array). Therefore, the total energy was
around 7.5 μJ, or 0.375 μJ per pixel, giving a sensitivity of
0.328 V/0.375 μJ/pixel = 0.875 V/μJ/pixel.
As the test board (included with the sensor array) was
not necessary for the final design, a peripheral interface
controller (PIC) was programmed using assembly code to
establish the appropriate clock frequencies which regulate
the read-out cycle and individual readings from each pixel,
and will be used with the sensor array on a smaller, simpler printed circuit board (PCB). With the internal oscillator set to 16 MHz, five clock frequencies were programmed
on the PIC chip, each with a different setting: 7.5 μs, 30 μs,
400 μs, 15 μs and 66 kHz (read-out clock). The PCB to be
used includes the PIC chip which receives the input trigger
(from the electron beam timing system), the sensor array
connected to clock signals from the PIC chip, a reference
voltage chip connected to the sensor array chip, and an opamp between the sensor array chip and the analog output.

We have presented a design of a prism spectrometer
for the operation in the near- and mid-infrared wavelength
range dedicated for ultra-short bunch length diagnostics.
We showed the possibility to cover the broad wavelength
range from 0.8-39 μm using a KRS-5 prism. Simulations
were used to investigate and correct imaging errors on the
detector plane. A prototype layout for LCLS is available
and the alignment and assembly work is in progress.

PROTOTYPE LAYOUT FOR LCLS
A potential prototype layout of the spectrometer for
LCLS is shown in Fig. 6. A standard diagnostics station
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OBSERVATION OF SYNCHROTRON RADIATION
USING LOW NOISE BLOCK (LNB) AT ANKA∗
V. Judin, N. Hiller, A. Hofmann, E. Huttel, B. Kehrer, M. Klein,
S. Marsching, A.-S. Müller, N. Smale, KIT, Karlsruhe, Germany
F. Caspers, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

Coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR) is observed at different light sources around the world. Generally CSR
is produced by short bunches, when the bunch length is
shorter or in the order of wavelength. There are different types of detectors for this range of spectrum. We can
usually separate them in two categories: slow detectors
like a golay cell, pyrometric detector or fast detectors like
superconducting bolometer detector systems or mm-Wave
Schottky diodes. The first category can be used for imaging or spectroscopy in the THz bandwidth. The second one
allows to investigate e.g. dynamic processes of accelerator
physics. The Hot Electron Bolometer (HEB) is a member of second group. It is very sensitive and has broad
spectral characteristics. Unfortunately HEB detector systems are very expensive and have to be cooled using liquid
helium. If the broadband characteristics are not important
for the experiment (e.g. intensity measurements in time
domain), it will be suitable to use Schottky diodes with a
horn antenna as CSR detector. These detectors are considerably cheaper and have an acceptable fast time response,
but are less sensitive, if used in the square law region. As
a cheap alternative to Schottky diodes an LNB (Low Noise
Block) can also be used (see Fig. 1). They are usually
used for standard satellite receiver as the first part of the
receiver chain. Due to mass production LNB are extremely
cheap. Moreover, this detector is optimized to receive very
low, noisy signals. In this paper we present our experience
with LNBs at the ANKA storage ring in view of accelerator
physics.

of the dipole magnets. The dipole chamber CSR cut-off
wavelength is described by [2]:

λcut-off ≈ 2

h3
ρ

(2)

for h being the height of the vacuum chamber and ρ the
radius of bending magnet (hANKA = 32 mm, ρANKA =
5.559 m). Using ANKA values we get λcut-off, ANKA ≈
4.9mm and the equivalent frequency of fcut-off ≈ 60GHz.
Correspondingly the CSR at the ANKA storage ring cannot be observed in UO. The power of the CSR for a certain wavelength depends strongly on the bunch length and
shape. To generate CSR there are different techniques to
manipulate both of them. For example seeding of substructures inside of a long bunch [3] or modifying the magnet optics of the ring to reduce the bunch length. At the
ANKA storage ring we use the second one, a dedicated
low-αc -optics [4]. Using this we are able to reduce the momentum compaction factor (αc ) and accordingly the bunch
length. The measurements using a streak camera shows the
shortening of the bunch length down to a few ps depending
on the chosen magnet optics [5]. Due to the short bunch
length, the CSR is generated up to fCSR, ANKA ≈ 1 THz and
therefore can be observed at ANKA. Furthermore, starting at a certain beam current threshold the fCSR lies rather
above this value because of the substructures on the bunch
profile due to the microwave instabilities and CSR wakefields. This is the so called bursting radiation [8].

INTRODUCTION
ANKA is the synchrotron light source of the KIT (Karlsruhe Institute of Technology), Germany. Being a ramping
accelerator, it can cover an energy range from 0.5 GeV at
injection up to 2.5 GeV in UO (user operation mode). The
rms bunch length in this mode was determined to be about
45 ps equivalent to 13.5 mm. Synchrotron radiation in UO
shows the spectral characteristics of the incoherent radiation. The CSR will be expected if the following condition
is satisfied: [1]
c
(1)
fCSR ≤
2πσz
where σz is the bunch length. The corresponding frequency
at ANKA is fCSR ≈ 3.5 GHz. But in the actual accelerator the CSR is shielded due to the vacuum chamber inside
∗ Work supported by the Initiative and Networking Fund of the
Helmholtz Association under contact number VH-NG-320
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Figure 1: The LNB detector with frequency range 10.712.75 GHz is in principle a mixer downconverter.
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Figure 2: First observations of microwave signal using LNB on IR1 beamline at ANKA (blue, offset: +350 mV, mult.
factor: 100). We can also see the revolution clock (green, offset: -100 mV, mult. factor: 1/10) and THz signal from HEB
(red, offset: - 350mV, mult. factor: 1).
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MOTIVATION
For a few years ANKA has offered beam time in lowαc -mode for FIR and THz users and accelerator physics
studies. The microwave studies presented here were performed at the IR1 beamline. The design of the IR1 was
initially adapted for the needs of infrared spectroscopy and
ellipsometry. The entrance edge of the bending magnet was
chosen as the source due to better angular characteristics in
comparison to a bending radiation in the FIR. The beamline optics consist of two flat and two toroidal metallic mirrors. The setup is a Gaussian telescope and correspondingly achromatic for Gaussian waves. This fact allows us
to perform measurements using THz and microwave radiation at IR1. The accelerator physics studies performed at
IR1 usually use THz detectors like a silicon bolometer, a
Golay cell [7] or an ultrafast superconducting Hot Electron

Bolometer [8]. The detectors are each selected for specific
tasks (e.g. good temporal resolution, high sensitivity, etc.).
Recently the interest in time resolved studies of CSR has
increased. The main point of attention is the possibility
to observe longitudinal dynamics of the electron bunches.
Unfortunately, ultra fast THz detectors are very expensive
and are rather complex in operation. E.g. the HEB detector system has a time response of about 165ps [9], but it
has to be evacuated and cooled down to 4 K using liquid
helium. Zero biased Schottky barrier diodes are about one
order of magnitude cheaper than fast bolometers but they
have only a small bandwidth and are less sensitive. Looking for a simple low-cost alternative an LNB was taken into
account.

DETECTOR
AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
LNBs are normally used in TV satellite receiver. The
signal is fed into a microwave mixer by the conical horn
antenna using a band pass filter and a low noise amplifier.
The nominal frequency range of the LNB ranging from
10.7-12.75 GHz (Ku -Band). The down mixing process use
a local oscillator (LO) typically with 9.75 GHz (low band)
or 10.6 GHz (high band). The intermediate frequency
(IF) range of the mixer is 950-2100 MHz. The signal
will be fed into the coaxial cable using L-band amplifier.
The noise figure of the detector lies below 1 dB that is
equivalent to the noise temperature of 75 K. The LNB
is build to cover different transponder power and dish
sizes, therefore it has a reasonable dynamic range of about
20 dB [6].

Figure 3: The experimental setup consists in principle of
the LNB and oscilloscope. The output signal in the 1-2
GHz IF band can be rectified using a Schottky diode for a
more convenient display of the rf envelope.
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The experimental setup consists of LNB, a 40 dB LBand Amplifier, TV receiver as power supply and a LeCroy
WM 8600A oscilloscope (see Fig. 3). The IF signal was
amplified and given to the oscilloscope. In some cases a
Schottky diode as IF detector was used.
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Figure 4: LNB signal after downmixing with three turns in
single bunch mode at ANKA.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
The microwave signal was observed at frequencies below CSR dipole cut-off frequency using LNB. We assume
that the source could be the wakefields. On the other hand,
it could also be CSR because the relationship (2) is only
given for bending radiation, but the IR1 has edge radiation
as the source. Due to this fact the relationship (2) may not
be applicable for these conditions. Add to this the waveguide cut-off of the beampipe was numerically calculated to
be around 2.2 GHz. In short, the nature of microwave radiation in Ku -band at the ANKA storage ring has not been
understood fully, yet. The dependency of the LNB signal
over beam current shows with slightly higher significance
quadratic behavior (see Fig. 5). It is important to mention
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The frequency range of the LNB lies below the dipole
CSR cut-off frequency at ANKA. Nevertheless we tried
to use the LNB due to the uncomplicated setup. This
is the greatest advantage of the LNB. During the first
measurement, we observed strong correlation of the signal
with the filling pattern of the ring and also the THz signal,
which was taken using the HEB detector system (see Fig.
2). Due to the IR1 beamline setup we expect a focused
beam, but the power of signal depends only weakly on
observation angle in the range of more than ±45◦ off axis.
That shows, that the vacuum chamber of the beamline acts
as a waveguide at these frequencies. The strongest signal
was observed on the axis. The S/N ratio depends strongly
on angular position and distance from the z-Cut Quartz
window of the IR1. We assume that this is the effect
of diffraction or multiple reflections inside the beamline
vacuum chamber. Running in a single bunch mode the
corresponding microwave signal can be easily observed
at ANKA using a LNB. (Fig. 4). The time response of
the detector is below 100 ns. Using this setup we can
easily resolve single turns. This can be used for multiturn
analysis as well.

that we measured the amplitude of IF on the oscilloscope.
That is proportional to the amplitude of electrical field of
the rf wave. To get trustworthy results a linearity measurements of the LNB response should be performed. Summing up the LNB is a low cost, very sensitive microwave
detector that can be used as diagnostic tool on synchrotron
light sources.

LNB Signal (mV)
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ANALYSIS OF THE POST-MORTEM EVENTS AT THE TLS
K. H. Hu, Y. R. Pan, Y. T. Chang, P. C. Chiu, Jenny Chen, C. H. Kuo, K.T. Hsu, Y.H. Lin,
NSRRC, Hsinchu 30076, Taiwan
Abstract
Analyzing the reasons of various trip events is basis to
improve reliability of the accelerator system.
Understanding the mechanisms to cause trip of the
machine will be very helpful to decide what the adequate
measures to improve availability. To identify the causes
of trips at Taiwan Light Source (TLS), various
diagnostics tool were employed. These diagnostic tools
can capture beam trips, interlock signals of
superconducting RF (SRF) system, quench and interlock
signals of the superconducting insertion device (SID),
waveform of the injection kickers, and instability signals
of the stored beam for post-mortem analysis. Experiences
of recently post-mortem events are presented.
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INTRODUCTION
The beam trip event diagnostics are deployed in the
TLS to improve operation reliability [1, 2]. A complete
beam trip diagnostics can clearly reveal and track causes
of the beam trips and provide enough information to help
repair and maintenance works. Time resolutions of the
available diagnostic tools are spanned from nanosecond to
tens of seconds - ninth orders of magnitude. Different
tools have their usages and constraints. Many trip events
have been identified during the last five years and
contributed to improve reliability, and availability for
TLS users.

FAULT DIAGNOSTIC TOOLS
The beam trip related signals include trip trigger, beam
current, SRF system signals and interlock, kicker
waveforms, quench detector and interlock output of the
SID, and beam position. Beam related events (intensity,
turn-by-turn beam position, RF related parameters, etc.)
require higher time resolution than trips caused by the
supporting system related parameters (temperature, flow
rate, liquid level, etc.) out of operation threshold. Beam
trip diagnostics consists of the data acquisition system
with high timing resolution with short record time and
low timing resolution with longer record time. The system
possesses time resolution from several tens seconds down
to nanosecond, required to use different hardware and
software [1, 2].
The control system of TLS supports a 10 Hz logger for
one week lifetime and a 10 seconds resolution archiver
for permanent storage. However, it cannot clarify the
reasons for fast beam trip. The ACQ196CPCI [3] is a
cPCI form factor 96 channels simultaneous sampling 16
bits digitizer with up to 500 kHz sampling rate. It can be
applied to acquire low speed signal data of the diagnostics
system. The post-mortem buffer inside the Libera
Brilliance
[4] is used to capture turn-by-turn beam
___________________________________________
*e-mail: uka@nsrrc org
. tw.
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intensity, position and phase up to 256 K samples when
beam trip trigger happened. This buffer can be dumped
for further analysis. Two dedicated diagnostic nodes for
10 kHz and 400 Hz rate data capture up to 10 sec when
predefine trigger conditions happen for either software or
hardware are set up accompany with the orbit feedback
system. Oscilloscopes are used to observe fast events with
nanosecond resolution which is necessary for pulse
magnets waveforms, beam signals, and RF related fast
signals observation. Segmented capture is very useful to
capture fast signal with longer record time.
The beam trip is detected by the fast beam current drop
of the storage ring. The post-mortem data acquisition
system are triggered by the combination of beam trip,
SRF interlock sum, temperature alarm, pressure alarm
and quench detector output form all SID, and so on.

HIGHLIGHT OF SOME RECENTLY TRIP
EVENTS
The beam trip diagnostic tools are applied to clarify the
resulting causes of trips and essential to obtain detailed
information and can elucidate the reason for a trip will be
established and a useful solution is being sought. In this
section, some recently events are summarized.

Superconducting Insertion Device Faults
The trip resulted from the superconducting wiggler
IASW-R6 main power supply itself rather than real
quench of the coil was easily determined because coil
current dropped to zero first. The beam loss induced
quench of the SID. Fig. 1 shows the tune change induced
the instability growth, the beam loss induce the SRF
interlock active caused beam trip. After check over
interlock message, it was found out power supply water
flow meter fail caused power supply internal interlock
active. After replace of spare main power supply, this
error was cleared.
Horizontal Tune Change
Vertical Tune Change
Beam Current
IASW-R2 MPS

IASW-R4 MPS

IASW-R6 MPS
~37 Sec

Instability Growth
Beam Trip
SRF Trip

Figure 1: The beam trip caused by IASW-R6 main power
supply failed.
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Scenario of a partial beam loss event is shown in Fig.
2, the partial beam loss induced the SRF interlock active
caused beam trips during top-up injection period and the
coil quench of the IASW-R6 was clearly observed, the
beam trip induce IASW-R2 and IASW-R4 coil quench.
Beam Trip Signals
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Dipole Power Supply trip Caused Fault
The dipole power supply fault caused the SRF
interlock active to trip beam, and then the beam trip
induce IASW-R6 and IASW-R2 coil quench. The dipole
power supply trip hang caused beam loss and SRF trip is
shown in Fig. 5. The dipole power supply trip can induce
orbit change and beam intensity decay. The horizontal
position of BPM fast access data and the sum signal of
BPM turn-by-turn data is show in Fig. 6.
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Figure 2: The partial beam loss during Top-Up injection
cycle induce SRF trip caused super-conducting insertion
device quench.
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induce IASW-R6 and IASW-R2 coil quench.
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Too large voltage sag of the power line caused
problem also. This power line sag caused fault is shown
in Fig. 7 for about 26% line voltage sag within 12 power
line cycles (~200 msec) caused the SRF and the SWLS
IASW-R2 and the IASW-R4 three SID trip
simultaneously. The superconducting wavelength shifter
(SWLS) is cooled by a cryo-cololer. Limited cooling
power of the SWLS led more than two hours recovery
time. To eliminate such kind of events, a dedicated UPS
for all SID was installed.
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In the Fig. 3, the N2 gas pressure over pre-defined trip
threshold during LN2 auto-filling period activate IASWR4 interlock logic to trip main power supply which cause
tune change, then partial beam loss happened caused SRF
interlock active to trip beam induce IASW-R2 and IASWR6 quench is shown in Fig. 4.

IASW-R2 Quench

-5
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R2 quench as show in Fig. 11. The ground vibration of the
TPS civil construction caused the transmitter trip of the
SRF system and the SRF interlock active caused the beam
trip and the IASW-R2 quench.
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Figure 7: The stored beam current drop to zero due to
power line sag. Severe trip due to power line voltage sag.
Near 26% lines voltage drop caused SRF system interlock
active and beam trip, the beam trip induce SWLS
IASW-R2 and IASW-R4 devices trip simultaneously.
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Figure 10: The ground vibration caused by the pilesinking of the TPS civil construction caused the SRF
system trip.
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change and sum signal of the BPM are show in Fig. 9.
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The ground vibration caused by the pile-sinking of the
TPS civil construction caused the SRF trip is shown in
Fig. 10, the transmitter trip of the SRF system and the
SRF interlock active caused the beam trip and the IASW-
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The TLS has suffered from many uncomfortable faults
for user service since its dedication in late 1993. It takes a
long time to dig out problems for non-trivial fault. For
non-trivial faults, debate between “Guilty until proven
innocent” and “Innocent until proven guilty” always
happened with expense of prolong time before problem
solved. Better fault diagnostics help to solve the problem
quickly and avoid fruitless efforts. Fault diagnostics are
useful tools to help to dig out where the problems within a
short time, minimized downtime, minimize required
expertise of the maintenance staff, and save more beam
time which might be loss due to various faults. Some
events are avoidable and some are unavoidable. How to
prevent events which can avoid would be continue efforts.
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THE BEAM HALO MONITOR FOR FLASH
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The Beam Halo Monitor (BHM) for FLASH (FreeElectron LASer in Hamburg) based on pCVD diamond
and monocrystalline sapphire sensors has been
successfully commissioned and is in operation. It is a part
of the beam dump diagnostics system purposed to ensure
safe beam dumping. The description of the BHM is given
and the results on the performance obtained during its
operation are reported in this paper.

INTRODUCTION
Different diagnostics systems are necessary to ensure
safe operation of an accelerator and to avoid the situations
which could lead to dangerous conditions for the
environment and the machine itself. The Beam Halo
Monitor for FLASH [1, 2] is a vital part of the beam
dump diagnostics system. Operating in conjunction with
the other subsystems the BHM makes sure that the beam
and also the beam halo stay inside the beam pipe close to
the beam dump. Fast response of the BHM sensors makes
it possible to signal earlier than other systems a
displacement of the beam towards the beam pipe. The
system has been commissioned and in operation since
September 2009. The performance of the system both
under normal and undesirable conditions has been
studied.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The module containing the BHM has been installed in
the last section of the electron beam pipe behind the
vacuum window and directly in front of the dump. Eight
sensors – four pCVD dianonds and four artificial
monocrystalline sapphires – placed inside cups are
uniformly distributed in azimuthal direction as shown in
Fig. 1. The distance between the center of the beam pipe
and the edge of each sensor is 50 mm. Four loops of
magnetic-coupled beam position monitor (BPM) are
situated close to the BHM sensors. The sensors placed
inside the beam pipe have to withstand high radiation
doses. The radiation tolerance of the samples of such
diamonds and sapphires has been investigated at the SDALINAC. The sensors revealed moderate signal
degradation up to the doses of 10 MGy [3].
The sensors are operated as solid state ionization
chambers. The bias voltage feed and signal readout
scheme for each BHM sensor is depicted in Fig. 2. Two
___________________________________________
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coaxial cables are used to provide bias voltage and one to
read out the signal. The bias voltage supply and readout
electronics are in the counting room. A HV filter and
voltage supply box containing capacitors to support bias
voltage close to the sensors resides in the accelerator
tunnel. The length of the cables connecting the HV filter
box and the devices in the counting room is about 60 m.
The length of the cables between a sensor and the box is
around 4 m. Raw signals are transmitted to the counting
room. They are limited and shaped by the signal filter and
protection box to match the requirements of the fast direct
conversion 14-bit in use.

Figure 1: View of the BHM from the dump. The BHM
sensors are inside the caps. Four loops of the magneticcoupled BPM are right in front of the BHM sensors.

OPERATION EXPERIENCE
The experience gained during the operation of the
BHM was of two kinds: normal machine operation
without dangerous conditions and the special conditions
which could be potentially dangerous. The results
presented here cover both of these cases.

Normal Conditions
Normal conditions of FLASH operation imply bunches
with the charge of up to 1 nC. To prevent thermal damage
to the beam exit window in the case of longer bunch it is
necessary to move the beam impact position. This is done
with a sweeper magnet. The bunch impact positions
follow the circles in the plane of the beam exit window
and also in the plane of the BHM sensors. The radii of the
circles are still small in comparison to the radius at which
the BHM sensors are installed. Nevertheless, clear signals
are observed from the diamond sensors when the beam
approaches them, as can be seen in Fig. 3 (top). The
signals from the sapphire sensors are, due to lower charge
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Figure 2: The bias voltage feed and signal readout scheme for each BHM sensor.
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collection efficiency, much smaller, as shown in Fig. 3
(bottom). The Fig. 4 shows a FFT of the sapphire signal
in the Fig. 3. One can notice the frequency with
corresponds to the sweeping frequency of 1.1 Hz.

Figure 3: The signals (in V/nC) from a diamond (top) and
a sapphire (bottom) sensor as a function of the beam
positioning the azimuthal plane (as measured by the
BPM). The bunch charge is 500 pC.

Special Conditions
In order to study the behaviour of the BHM system
under extreme conditions the sweeping was increased and
the measurement of the BHM sensors’ signal was
performed. The Fig. 5 shows the signal from a diamond
and a sapphire sensor as a function of beam position for
the case of the bunch charge of 1 nC.
The Fig. 6 shows the responses of all diamond and all
sapphire sensors as a function of the bunch charge in the
machine. The sweeping radius is the same as for the
previous figure. Response from diamonds reach
saturation, the ones from sapphires under the same
conditions do not.

Figure 5: The signal (in V/nC) from a diamond (right) and
a sapphire (left) as a function of the beam position. The
beam position has been calculated on the basis of the
reading from the BPM corrected with the theoretical
deflection of the beam by the sweeper magnet. The bunch
charge is 1 nC.

Figure 4: The signal from a sapphire sensor in frequency
domain.
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Figure 7: View of the BHM system designed for the
injector dump of the XFEL.

CONCLUSIONS
The BHM for FLASH has been in operation since
September 2009. The system gives possibility to detect
even small beam offsets inside the last section of the
beam pipe. Diamond sensors are more sensitive than the
sapphires. The latter ones are able to provide useful
information even at high loads. A similar system will be
used as a part of beam dump diagnostics for the XFEL.

Figure 6: Signal from all diamonds (top) and all sapphires
(bottom) as a function of the bunch charge in the
machine.

THE BHM SYSTEM FOR THE XFEL
The BHM system at FLASH has been successfully
operated. A similar system is planned as a part of the
beam dump diagnostics system at the European X-ray
Free Electron Laser (XFEL) [5, 6] for two dumps: the
injector dump and the main dump. In the Fig. 7 the last
section of the injector dump with the BHM is shown. The
BHM system will be placed in front of the absorber. The
main difference from the system at FLASH is the position
of the sensors. The will be installed outside the beam
pipe.
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Abstract
The Beam Condition Monitor (BCM) is used as a protection system at the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) experiment at the LHC. In order to prevent damage to the pixel
and tracker detectors it can trigger a beam dump when high
beam losses occur. The system consists of two sub systems,
BCM1L and BCM2, at different locations. Poly-crystalline
Chemical Vapor Deposition (pCVD) diamonds are used as
detector material. The readout electronics is identical to
the Beam Loss Monitor (BLM) system of the LHC. From
cross calibration measurements, a direct comparison between BLM and BCM system is possible. The BCM system is therefore a transparent extension of the BLM system
into the CMS cavern. The BCM2 system has been active
in the LHC beam abort system since first beam in the LHC.
This paper shows the experience with the BCM system and
measurements of selected events showing the abilities of
the system for monitoring purposes.

INTRODUCTION
When too high beam losses at the LHC [1] occur the
generated particle shower can damage electronics or cause
a quench in the superconducting magnets. Therefore the
LHC is equipped with Beam Loss Monitors that can automatically assert a beam dump if the losses reach a dangerous level [2]. The experimental caverns are not equipped
with BLMs. It is the responsibility of the experiments to
monitor the beam conditions in this area. For this, CMS
is equipped with the Beam Condition Monitoring (BCM)
system [3] utilising diamonds as detectors and a readout
electronic identical to the BLM system [4].
The detector is composed of pCVD diamonds with a size
of 1x1 cm2 and a thickness of 400 µm. The bias voltage
is 200V which gives a sufficient signal that is comparable with a 1m long ionisation tube. They are metallised
with 0.1 µm tungsten-titanium. The measured leakage current of the detector is proportional to the particle flux. In
testbeam studies the detectors were cross calibrated with
a BLM tube and the measured signal is therefore directly
comparable [5]. The BCM system consists of the BCM1L
with two rings of 4 diamond detectors with an inner radius
of 4.5 cm at Z = ±1.8 m and BCM2 with two detector rings
at Z = ±14.4 m. A inner ring with 4 diamonds with an inner radius of 5 cm and a outer ring with 8 diamonds with
an inner radius of 28 cm. In all calculations the outer ring
is not included since it gives too low a signal at the current
beam intensities.
398

Although the main purpose of the system is the protection of CMS it can also be used for monitoring. The
electronic measures with several integration times up to
83 s at the same time. The shortest integration time available is used for protection (40 µs). The longer integration
times give a good monitoring signal because of a higher
sensitivity[5].

Figure 1: The BCM1L and BCM2 signals during one fill,
showing that the BCM data follows well the luminosity.
While the BLM system uses ionisation chambers, this
was not an option for CMS since they are too big to be
placed inside the CMS detector. Diamond behaves like a
solid state ionisation chamber and is radiation hard, compared e.g. to silicon. Monte Carlo simulations predict
for the most exposed detectors, the BCM2 inner rings, a
half life of 6 years at LHC design conditions (14 TeV,
1034 cm−2 s−1 , 107 s collision time per year)[5]. Since
these intensities are not yet achieved we do not expect significant degradation in the next 10 years.

MEASUREMENTS WITH BEAM
In figure 1 the signals from BCM2 and BCM1L for a typical LHC fill can be seen. For the BCM data an integration
time of 5.2 s with an average over 1 minute is used. The
signals follow the luminosity well. BCM2 is about 6 times
more sensitive to collision products than BCM1L because
of its location. This chapter shows events categorised by
their duration.

Short Time Scale Events
Short time scale events, shorter than the readout time of
1 s, can be analysed using the different integration times.
An example of this are beam losses believed to be produced by dust particles falling into the beam. These so
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respect to horizontal or vertical collimator movement. The
detected particle shower develops in both directions.
A typical beam loss over a longer time scale is due to
a bad vacuum. The beam interacts with the gas and high
losses are produced. On 25th OCT 2010 the vacuum degraded during collisions and thereby producing high beam
losses as measured by BCM1L and BCM2, see figure 4.
Since the collision and background signals can be clearly
identified this event can be used to study background.

Background Discrimination

called UFO events have a duration of about 1ms and happen quite often around the LHC. Only one UFO was close
to CMS and big enough to give a clear signal in the BCM
detectors. Figure 3(a) shows the raw data of that event.
During squeeze a spike that reached about 25% of the abort
level showed up in the data. Collisions started later but the
beam was dumped after one minute for reasons unrelated
to the UFO. Figure 3(b) shows the data of that spike from
the different integration times normalised to Gy/s. A BLM
detector close to CMS is also plotted and gives exactly the
same timing structure. The duration of this event was about
0.3 ms. An estimate of the duration of the event can be
obtained by looking at the charge integrated with different
integration times.

Long Time Scale Events
During the machine commissioning in 2011 a collimator
scan with the last collimator before CMS (TCT) was performed. Beam losses produced there pose the biggest threat
for CMS. In figure 2 the signals from BCM1L and BCM2,
averaged over one side, as well as the positions of the collimators can be seen. When the collimator scrape the beam,
signals are clearly seen in BCM2 and BCM1L. BCM1L detects about the same signal on the upstream and the downstream side of the event. This is as expected, since there is
no significant material between the +Z and -Z positions that
could absorb particles or produce showers. BCM2 detects
signals almost only downstream. On the upstream side the
particle shower is not developed yet. It is produced inside
CMS and then detected downstream. There was no correlation in signals from horizontal or vertical detectors with
04 Beam Loss Detection

MeasurementBCM 1L = background + collisions
MeasurementBCM 2 = background · cb + collisions · cp
Figure 5 shows the calculated background and collision
signal for the vacuum bump event.

CONCLUSIONS
The BCM system works very well within its design parameters and has been active in the LHC beam abort since
the first running of LHC. It delivers invaluable information
about the beam condition for the running of CMS and the
LHC. It can be used for the monitoring of long and short
time scale events. The system works very stably with no
major problems, no LHC downtime due to system failure
and no false beam aborts.
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Figure 2: During this collimator scan the TCTs were
moved in until they scraped the beam. The lower plot
shows the position of the TCTs. The upper plot shows the
BCM1L and BCM2 data averaged over one side. When the
TCT scrapes the beam the BCM detectors measure beam
losses. BCM1L +Z and -Z measures the same for beam 1
and beam 2. BCM2 measures a high signal downstream.

The signal in the BCM detectors during collisions is the
sum of the signal coming from collision products and the
signal due to machine induced background. The sensitivities of BCM1L and BCM2 towards those components
are different. BCM2 measures about 6 times higher value
from collisions than BCM1L, while the background signal
is roughly the same. By comparing both signals a background value can be calculated. The same way a background suppressed collision signal can be calculated.
The different sensitivities are parameterized as:
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(a) Raw BCM data around UFO event.

(b) Data from different integration times during UFO
event.
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Figure 3: 3(a) The raw BCM2 data for the time around the UFO event. The UFO event shows up in all channels in
one readout second. 3(b) The BCM2 data of different integration times between 40 µs and 1.2 s for the second the UFO
occurred. The values are normalised to integration time (in Gy/s). A BLM detector close to CMS that is also plotted.
When the integration time gets longer than the event the measured values go down. This way a rough timescale of the
event can be determined, in this case 0.3 ms.

(a) BCM Data from fill with vacuum bump

(b) Zoom in around vacuum bump

Figure 4: The BCM2 and BCM1L data for a fill (#1440) where a clear long time scale background event occurred. The
beam loss happened when the vacuum quality decreased suddenly and a higher signal in the BCM detectors is seen. The
right plot shows a zoom in on the time during the vacuum bump.

(a) Background during collimator scan.

(b) Background during vacuum bump.

Figure 5: The calculated background and collision signal for the vacuum bump event. Vacuum pressure overlaid to show
that the measured background follows the vacuum.
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XFEL BEAM LOSS MONITOR SYSTEM
A. Kaukher, I. Krouptchenkov, B. Michalek, D. Noelle, H. Tiessen, DESY, Hamburg, Germany

European XFEL will have a sophisticated Machine
Protection System, part of which - Beam Loss Monitors(BLM). The monitors will detect losses of electron
beam, in order to protect the components of the XFEL from
damage and excessive activation. For protection of undulators, BLMs with a scintillator bar will be used. BLMs
at places with high radiation load will be equipped with
fused silica rods. Beam dumps of the XFEL will be instrumented with glass-ſber BLMs. The BLMs were tested
with an electron test-beam at DESY, as well as at FLASH.
Due to large amount of light produced by scintillator and
high gain of the used photomultiplier, no optical grease is
needed in front of the photomultiplier’ window, while typical cathode voltage is only 500-600 volt. The prototype
with quartz glass was typically operated at higher cathode
voltage. Good operation of all three types of BLMs prototypes was obtained. It is planned to use same monitors also
for the FLASH2 project. Current status of the XFEL BLM
system development will be presented.

light produced by the XFEL, the permanent magnets of
the undulators must be protected from energy deposits
in them. For redundancy, two BLMs are placed between the undulators. In total, there will be more than 300
beam loss monitors, most of them in the undulator sections.

DETECTOR DESIGN
There will be three types of Beam Loss Monitors at
XFEL. Common to all types is the housing of the BLM.
A prototype of the XFEL BLM shown in the Fig. 1.

INTRODUCTION
The goal of the Beam Loss Monitor (BLM) system at
the XFEL is to detect losses of the electron beam. As a part
of the Machine Protection System (MPS) the BLM system
will provide an abort signal for the machine operation, in
the case losses are too high.
During the commissioning of the XFEL, the BLM system
will play a crucial role in reduction of the radio-activation
of the tunnel components. As soon as stable operation of
the XFEL is achieved, the BLM system will continuously
monitor beam losses. It is essential to minimize beam
losses in order to reduce risk of a failure of an electronic
system and to keep the overall radio-activation level as low
as possible. Electron beam parameters relevant to the BLM
system can be found in listed in [1].
In the case electrons from the electron beam (or beam
halo, or dark current) are escaping from the vacuum chamber of the linac, a number of secondary particles will be
produced. These secondary particles can be detected by a
beam loss monitor. The key principle is light generation
(scintillation, Cherenkov light) by secondary particles in a
sensitive medium of the detector and measurement of the
produced light with a photo-multiplier tube (PMT). Signal
from the PMT is transmitted over twisted pair cable to a
micro-TCA crate, where signals processed.
Beam loss monitors are located at injectors, bunch
compressors, collimator, undulators sections and electron
beam dumps. In order to sustain the quality of the
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Figure 1: XFEL BLM prototype at DESY test-beam.
The tube-shaped aluminum housing incorporates a PMT
base – a circular printed circuit board, where an R5900
Hamamatsu photomultiplier[2] placed on a socket. The
voltage potentials for the PMT are prepared with the help of
a voltage multiplier directly on the PMT base. A prototype
of the PMT base with a Cockroft-Walton type multiplier
is currently under test. The PMT base also carries a small
LED to produce a test light-pulse.
The unipolar signal from the PMT is converted into a
differential signal with the help of a small transformer and
transferred via twisted-pair. It is planned to use a cable with
4 twisted pairs, similar to the cables used for networking.
Other pairs of the same cable will be used to supply low
voltage to the voltage multiplier and the test-pulse signal to
the LED.

BLM with a Scintillator Bar
Due to large light-yield of BLMs with a scintillator, they
will be used in undulators sections, so that they can have
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Figure 2: BLM signal processing chain.
high sensitivity to beam losses. The light-guide holder,
as shown in Fig. 1, provides opto-mechanical contact of
the light-guide (the scintillator is glued to the light-guide)
to the photomultiplier. The scintillator and the light-guide
are wrapped in an aluminum foil and then in a black tape.
The sizes of the scintillator bar are not yet ſxed. The diameter of the light guide is 30 mm. Currently, a round
shaped light-guide and scintillator(BC-408) with diameter
of 30 mm are used for tests.

BLM with a Fused Silica Rod
In the XFEL sections with large radiation load (bunch
compressors, collimator) BLMs with a fused silica rod will
be used. The rod will be placed directly to the PMT window(without a light-guide). It is considered to use the same
light-guide holder for the fused silica rods. Cherenkov
light generated in the fused silica rod will be readout directly by the PMT, so that the near ultraviolet component
of the light can be detected. Convolution of light transmission of a typical fused silica material with the spectrum
of Cherenkov light yields maximum of the light output at
∼330 nm, where the quantum efſciency of the PMT is still
more than 10 %.

BLMs at XFEL Dumps
Each dump of the XFEL will be instrumented with 4
BLMs (two in X plane and two in Y plane). Instead
of scintillator/light-guide, these BLMs will have a special opto-mechanical interface to a bundle of quartz-glass
ſbers.

BLM SIGNAL PROCESSING CHAIN
The BLM signal processing chain is shown in Fig. 2.
The intrinsic signal width from the R5900 PMT is as short
as 20 ns, even after 50 m twisted pair cable. In order to
obtain at least 3 data samples with a 50 MSPS 14-bit ADC,
an active signal shaper will be used. The data from the
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ADC are read out and processed by an FPGA. The signal
from the BLM is also fed into an analog comparator(to
avoid the delay due to the processing in the ADC/FPGA),
where the signal is compared with some predeſned
threshold potential. The analog comparator is supposed to
be used only with relatively high thresholds, relevant for
loss of a single (usually ſrst) bunch. Upon crossing the
threshold, an alarm signal is sent to the Machine Protection
System via a digital link. Data from the ADC is processed
in real time with several algorithms in the FPGA and alarm
signals are sent over the same link to the MPS.
All control tasks are performed by the FPGA: ADC read
out, data processing, BLM’s test-pulse LED signal timing,
threshold update, etc. Three “alarm-algorithms” of data
processing in the FPGA will be implemented:
• “Single bunch”: an alarm signal is produced upon
detection of data above a predeſned value(Threshold
#1).
• “Multiple bunches”: upon detection of data above
predeſned value(Threshold #2) this event is counted,
and if the count result exceeds some predeſned
value(Threshold #3) – an alarm signal will be produced.
• “Integral over bunch train”: the current sum (at
a certain moment during the bunch train) of all
ADC samples has to be compared with a predeſned
value(Threshold #4), if larger – an alarm signal will
be produced. The correct pedestal of the ADC has to
be taken into account.
Two modes of data transfer from the FPGA are possible:
• transfer of raw data samples for the duration of the
XFEL bunch train
• bunch-by-bunch loss measurements based on a signal
feature extraction
The transfer of raw data will be limited only for the case
of system commissioning/debugging and is not intended to
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be used during normal operation. A “post-mortem” analysis requires that the raw data from, at least, one last bunch
train stored in the memory of the FPGA. In normal operation losses will be represented by only some extracted features of the signal from a BLM: pulse amplitude, number
of pulses above threshold, etc.
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used for this BLM (more than 200 m), the signal is broader.
Also the HV has to be set higher than for the BLM #1.

Interface to the Machine Protection System

Figure 3: Signals from FLASH dark current: BLM #1 (top,
HV=650V) and BLM #2 (HV=550V).

TEST AT FLASH
Three XFEL BLM prototypes have been tested at
FLASH. Since the situation concerning beam losses at
XFEL and FLASH is expected to be similar, such tests
are expected to give representative results. At this stage
the data acquisition electronics is not ready yet, therefore a
differential signal receiver and a digital oscilloscope were
used for data taking. During these tests the PMT’ High
Voltage was externally supplied from a High Voltage power
supply.
Signals from BLM #1 (inexpensive option: quartz glass
instead of synthetic fused silica) and BLM #2 (BC-408
Scintillator + plastic light-guide) were installed before the
Bunch Compressor 2, are shown in Fig. 3. Since the end
faces of the quartz glass were not polished, an optical
grease was applied to the PMT’ window (BLM #1). The
signal shape from BLM #1 is presumably due to radioluminescence in the quartz glass.
No optical grease was used with the BLM #2, still large
amplitude signals were observed. Signals have been seen
even when no signals were observed with next FLASH
BLMs.
The BLM #3 was equipped with a bundle of 7 quartzglass ſbers and installed at FLASH dump. Signal from the
BLM can be seen in Fig. 4. Due to long twisted-pair cable
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Figure 4: Signals from 3 bunches at FLASH: BLM #1 (top,
HV=500V) and BLM #3 (HV=700V).

CONCLUSIONS
Three types of BLMs were tested at FLASH. First tests
show promising results – due to high gain of the R5900
PMT, reliable detection of beam losses possible. It is
planned not to use optical grease in the XFEL BLMs (except the BLMs at dumps), in order to simplify installation
and maintenance.

REFERENCES
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The analog comparator provides fast reaction time of
(high) loss detection. Due to the time delay of data processing, an alarm signal from the FPGA will be delayed
with respect to the one from the comparator. Alarm signals
from the comparator (output pulse width is set to 100 ns)
and the FPGA will be OR-ed and the result will be sent to
the MPS system. The signal from the “Single bunch” algorithm of the FPGA will be used only as an additional signal
for a “post-mortem” analysis.
Reaction time to losses is mainly deſned by the propagation time of the signal in the cable. The length of the
longest BLM cable is currently deſned to be 50 m. The
signal propagation time in a twisted pair cable of 50 m is
around 200 ns. In the case an alarm is produced, the propagation time via optical ſber varies from ∼2 μs (from the
end of the bunch compressor 2 to injector) to 6 μs (from
Dump 1 to the switch yard). Therefore, the data processing
time in the FPGA should be only a fraction of this time.
On the MPS side, alarms from BLMs will be gated during the bunch train, thus the “alarms” induced by cosmic
particles will be masked. In certain modes of XFEL operation, masking of alarms from the BLMs will be required.
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Abstract
The LHC Beam Loss Monitoring (BLM) [1] system is
one of the most complex instrumentation systems
deployed in the LHC.
In addition to protecting the collider, the system also
needs to provide a means of diagnosing machine faults
and deliver a feedback of losses to the control room as
well as to several systems for their setup and analysis. It
has to transmit and process signals from almost 4’000
monitors, and has nearly 3 million configurable
parameters.
The system was designed with reliability and
availability in mind. The specified operation and the failsafety standards must be guaranteed for the system to
perform its function in preventing superconductive
magnet destruction caused by particle flux. Maintaining
the expected reliability requires extensive testing and
verification. In this paper we report our most recent
additions to the numerous verification applications. The
developments have been made using LabVIEW and
CERN custom made libraries and allow the user to
connect either directly to the front end computer (FEC) or
through a dedicated server.

INTRODUCTION
General
The Beam Loss Monitoring system [1] is one of the
most critical among the numerous systems installed for
the protection of the LHC. It has to prevent quenches in
the superconducting magnets and protect the machine
components against damage. The system comprises of
nearly 4’000 detectors, ionisation chambers and
secondary emission-based monitors, mounted onto the
elements under supervision. The analogue output signal of
the sensors is digitised by data acquisition cards [2],
generally referred to as Current to Frequency Converter
(CFC), installed in the tunnel. The data is then transmitted
to the Threshold Comparators (TC) [3] via redundant
broadband optical links. The TCs, installed in VME crates
distributed in surface buildings around the LHC, collect
and analyse the data. Their FPGA-based processing
algorithm calculates integrals of the signals over different
time windows, compares them to their respective abort
thresholds and can trigger a beam abort as appropriate
through the Combiner and Survey (CS) card installed in
the same VME crate.
Due to the great complexity and sequential nature of
the design, the integrity of the whole signal chain needs to
be verified to ensure that the system provides the required

level of protection. This is achieved by implementing
different verification procedures, each of them focusing
on different aspects of the system.

Controls Middleware [4]
The CERN custom made libraries named CMW
Wrapper provides access to scientific equipment software
components based on Front End System Architecture
(FESA) and other CMW devices from LabVIEW
applications.

VERIFICATION STRATEGY
Each application was created to verify several
procedures throughout the BLM system but at the same
time target a specific module of our system:
 The
processing
module
is
targeted
by
BLETC_TESTER.
 The analogue to digital module (for specific
modules) is targeted by BLECF_TESTER.
 The analogue to digital modules of the entire BLM
system in the LHC is targeted by OpSys_TESTER.
 The SRAM of the processing module is targeted by
SRAM_TESTER.**
A more detailed overview of the BLM system, the
modules, the processes and corresponding applications is
given in figure 1.

Verifying the Processing Module
This test application is to be executed prior to installing
each new BLM mezzanine card in the operational crates,
and at every technical stop to ensure the cards in the
operational crates to continue to perform as required. The
test procedure is based on reading out and checking the
evolution of numerous status fields.
BLETC_TESTER provides an automatic verification of
several crucial aspects of the processing module
(BLETC):
 Correct integration of mezzanine to the complete
module, checking if the card is present in the
crate and transmitting data.
 “Quality” of the data that are being processed by
the BLETC card allowing verification of the
conformity
of
the
Gigabit
optical
communication

___________________________________________
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 The redundancy of the transmission, by checking
all connections
 The processing module is performing within the
desired Bit Error Rate. A system that has a
maximum cable connection of 2,3km is likely
to have errors in the transmission of data.
In order to create a user friendly application the front
panel is comprised of 4 different screens divided into tabs
for easier access and scalability (figure 2). Some
important controls are common to all tabs. These controls
from top to bottom are: the “credentials” fields, where the
user must insert information to have access directly to
devices concerning the LHC, run the application and
retrieve the data. The “device” field, where the user
chooses which out of the 25 crates he wants to connect.
The “property” field, which shows the name of the
property has all the system fields with the data to be
verified. The “Cycle” field which refers to how long the
application should keep the communication with the crate
active and continue to receive data. The “hours of testing”
as well as the “time of testing in seconds”, are the
controls responsible for how long the application is going
to run. The user can choose to run the test only for a few
seconds by using the “time of testing in seconds”. Finally
the user inserts the path where the logging file should be
created and presses run to initialize the application.
The default tab is named “data” (figure 2) and depicts
the names of the fields whose data are being verified.
Each crate has a maximum 16 BLETC cards. When a card
is in place a green LED indicates its presence, specifying
also its position on the crate. The central array contains
data each field (columns) and each card (rows).
The second tab named “LED” gives a clear indication
by means of red LEDs when the desired beat error rate
level is exceeded.

04 Beam Loss Detection

Figure 2: Default tab (1 of 4 in total) of the
BLETC_TESTER, named “data” depicting the names of
the fields whose data are being verified.
The third tab, “SumOfErrors” gives information about
the accumulation of errors. Each line corresponds to one
card and each column is one field.
The final tab, “Frames & Cards & Token Info / Time/
Error Messages” contains information about which cards
are present in the crate under verification, the serial
number of the cards and the full name of the fields that
have produced errors above the desired threshold. On the
right side of the tab information is displayed about the
“token” the user receives from the RBAC (a token is
created for 7 hours so in that time the application does not
need to create a new one for the same user). There is
information about the time of the verification procedure,
i.e. the time it started and the duration until completion.
Finally if an error occurs related to the application (e.g.
internally or a bad connection) a message is displayed
informing the user about the nature of the error.
After the verification procedure is finished four log files
are created. Each log file gives different information
about the entire procedure and any errors that have
occurred.
A general log file giving the serial numbers of the
cards that where inside the crate and the place they were
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Figure 1: Overview of the BLM system, the modules, the processes and which of them are targeted by each application.
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inserted as a statistical means to see if the connections of
the crate are producing some errors.
An individual log file is created for each BLETC by
serial number, indicating which fields have exceeded the
defined BER and by how much.
An individual log file for each BLETC by serial
number with the accumulation of all errors and the time
they appear.
Finally a log file of all the error messages when those
are related to the application
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Verifying the Analogue to Digital Module
The application created to verify the procedures of the
analogue to digital module is called BLECF_TESTER
(figure 3), its role is to verify that after a global reset,
each BLECF in a specific crate has been correctly
connected to the BLETC cards and that the clocking of
the acquisition process is initiated correctly.
BLECF_TESTER provides an automatic verification of
several statuses which describe the operation of the
acquisition card as well as the threshold values of the
running sums by checking all 256 channels (1 crate)
simultaneously.
The front panel on the left gives information about the
token that is needed to access the devices in the LHC. The
device field allows the user to choose the crates to be
verified. The red LEDs indicate exactly which channel of
a BLECF card on the crate exceeded the threshold. The
array on the right shows the serial number of the cards.
As a result two log files are created with all possible
information needed to resolve the problem.

Verifying the Operational Procedure
OP_SYS_TESTER (figure 4) is executed after a global
reset. It uses JAPC to simultaneously retrieve the
threshold values of all 4000 channels from the 25
operational crates. The user chooses which running sum
he wants to check and sets the threshold value. This
allows the user to see immediately if any channel value of
any crate for the particular running sum exceeds this
value. The application creates a log file containing
information about which channel of which BLECF card is
giving an error and to which crate it is connected

Figure 4: Front panel of the operational procedure
verification application.

CONCLUSIONS
The Beam Loss Monitoring system is a critical system
with high demands in availability and reliability.
Obtaining data with the multiple diagnostic and control
applications directly from the crates is possible only
during technical stops to keep communication to a
minimum and avoid congestion.
While in operational mode, the infrastructure allows
multiple clients to retrieve the data in real time from a
dedicated concentrator server without affecting the
performance of the FECs.
The tools developed allow further augmentation of our
verification strategy and ensure the specified system
operation. This has been achieved by using CERN custom
built libraries and LabVIEW.
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Figure 3: The front panel of the analogue to digital module verification.
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BEAM SPECIES FRACTION MEASUREMENT USING DOPPLER SHIFT
METHOD WITH FUJIKURA FIBERSCOPE FOR IFMIF-EVEDA
INJECTOR

Abstract
To characterize high intensity ion beam in low energy
beam transport line, diagnostics based on residual gas
molecule excitation are commonly used. An example is
CCD sensors for beam intensity, beam position and beam
profile measurements. At CEA/Saclay with the SILHI
injector, beam images transports from viewport to sensor
have been performed with a fiberscope. Such technique
will be used to transfer the beam images away from the
irradiated zone of the IFMIF-EVEDA tunnel which
requires using hardened radiation devices. Indeed, the
(D,d) reaction, due to interaction of 140 mA-100 keV
deuteron beam with vacuum pipes or scrapers, leads to
high neutron and gamma ray flux. As a consequence, in
addition to CID cameras for online beam positioning and
shape measurements, a 20 m long Fujikura fiberscope has
been selected to analyze species fraction using the
Doppler shift method. Preliminary measurements have
been performed with the SILHI beam to characterize the
fiberscope. Its spatial resolution and transmission as well
as a CCD sensor and fiberscope comparison are
presented. Beam species fractions with and without the
use of fiberscope are also reported.

INTRODUCTION
The International Fusion Materials Irradiation facility
(IFMIF) aims at producing an intense flux of 14 MeV
neutrons, in order to characterize materials envisaged for
future fusion reactors. Such a facility is based on two high
power continuous wave accelerator drivers, each
delivering a 125 mA D+ beam at 40 MeV to a liquid
lithium target. In the first phase of the “Broader
Approach”, the IFMIF-EVEDA (Engineering Validation
and Engineering Design Activities) project includes the
construction of an accelerator prototype with the same
characteristics as IFMIF, except the energy which is
limited to 10 MeV instead of 40 MeV. CEA-Saclay is in
charge of the design and realization of both the deuteron
source and the associated low energy beam transport
(LEBT) line. This part, named the IFMIF injector is built
and now under test at Saclay before shipment to Japan.
The deuteron beam will be extracted from a 2.45 GHz
ECR source based on the Saclay SILHI source design [1].
SILHI has been developed to produce cw 100 mA proton
beams with 95 keV energy. In the framework of
preliminary IFMIF studies, SILHI has been tuned to
analyze deuteron beam characteristics [2]. That enabled to
demonstrate that the emission spectrum in the visible
___________________________________________
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region of deuterium differs slightly from that of proton
due to the influence of hyperfine interactions among
others. Therefore, all optical diagnostics developed on
SILHI and presented here will be transposable on IFMIF
injector. But contrarily to proton beam, the high neutron
and gamma rays flux, emitted when deuteron beam
interacts with surfaces, pushes to use hardened radiation
devices. Radiations hardened camera (CID camera) for
online beam positioning and shape measurements has
been selected [3] and 20 m long Fujikura fiberscope to
analyze species fraction using the Doppler shift method,
section 4. This fiberscope has been characterized in
spatial resolution and transmission as described in section
2. Once these studies have been done, standard
experiment such as beam transverse profile and Beam
species fraction measurements were done using the
fiberscope and compared with results obtained without
fiberscope. Before the conclusion, this article reports a
special experiment made with such optical diagnostic
where precise wavelength shift between Hɲ and Dɲ
Balmer lines has been observed.

FUJIKURA FISR-10
CHARACTERIZATION
The fiberscope’s parameters depend on the IFMIF
beam’s size and the IFMIF surrounding. The
monochromator used for Doppler shift has to be outside
the vault, regarding the size of the vault 20 meters are
enough to transport the beam image from the vacuum
chamber viewport to the monochromator.
Still, the fiberscope used to transport the beam image
has to be able to endure radiations (Radiations attenuation
to 650 nm = 0.014 dB/m for 1.106 rads/hr to compare with
fiberscope attenuation to 650 nm = 0.045 dB/m). A 6 mm
focal length C-Mount objective lens would have been
more appropriate in order to collect as much light as
possible but the beam diameter and the watching distance
demand to use broader field of view (20° angle). What’s
more the selected fiberscope (FISR-10) composed of
10.000 fibers in 1.1 mm diameter, would not have a big
enough field of view with a C-Mount objective lens (a
FISR-30 which is constituted by 30.000 fibers in 2 mm
diameter would have work with C-Mount objective lens
but it is too expensive). Thus the use a custom-made
Fujikura lens is needed. However, using Fujikura lens
involves a loss in the amount of collected light.
The FISR-10 fiberscope spatial resolution has been
measured by using a target lighted by a HeNe laser.
Because its wavelength is close to the HĮ Hydrogen
407
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Balmer line, the conditions provided by the HeNe laser
are akin to the SILHI beam.
Its transmission has been measured by comparing the
quantity of the laser light received by a CCD sensor with
and without the fiberscope.

Spatial Resolution
The target used for this measurement is a mesh of lines
and gaps of varying width. It is viewed by a CCD sensor
coupled with the fiberscope observing the target at a
distance of 35 cm. It appears that the minimum width to
distinguish two lines is 1 millimeter corresponding to the
spatial resolution of the fiberscope. It must be noted that
spatial resolution decreases as the viewing distance
increases.
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Transmission
When coupled with the fiberscope, the CCD’s shutter
time needs to be increased in order to get enough light to
get workable image. While using only the CCD sensor, a
1000 μs shutter time looks to be ideal. Such shutter time
needs to be increased to 0.8 s when the CCD sensor is
coupled with the fiberscope. Of course, with so long
shutter time, the image is saturated when viewed with the
sole CCD. So to determinate the fiberscope transmission,
a corrective factor can be applied to the light quantity
received by the same CCD with a shutter time of 1000 μs.
Magnification correction has also to be applied on the
width axis because of the different field of view with and
without fiberscope. Taking into account of both
corrections, the FISR-10 20 m long fiberscope
transmission is only close to 0.2 %.

BEAM TRANSVERSE PROFILE
COMPARISON
Direct fluorescence beam transverse profiles have been
measured by a CCD sensor with and without fiberscope,
on the SILHI source (88 mA, 90 kV). The viewport is
located between the 2 solenoids, at 42 cm from the axis
beam. Prior to these measurements the CCD’s gain and
shutter time influence on the beam profile have been
checked: when the gain is doubled the FWHM variation is
smaller than 0.1 %. The shutter time needs to vary
especially with the use of the fiberscope. Its influence has
been checked with the fiberscope: for a shutter time of 2
and 4 s, the FWHM variation is smaller than 1 %.
Knowing this, beam profile comparison with and
without the fiberscope could have been made even though
the CCD settings had to be adjusted in order to get a
workable image in both cases. After adding the
magnification correction (0.8) on the FWHM, the FWHM
variation is 10 % (Fig. 1). For comparison, the difference
between the FWHM of the same beam profile viewed by
CID and CCD cameras is 7 % [3].
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Figure 1: Beam transverse images and profiles obtained
with CCD sensor without (above) and with fiberscope
(below).

BEAM SPECIES FRACTION WITH
DOPPLER SHIFT METHOD
COMPARISON
Doppler shift method uses a digital camera installed in
the focal plane of a monochromator. Doppler shift
observation of the HĮ Balmer line allows the isolation of
the fluorescence resulting from only proton beam
interaction with the residual gas. To minimize damages
due to the neutrons and gammas rays, the fiberscope is
located between the viewport of the LEBT and the
monochromator. For experimental set up calibration,
focus is made with and without the fiberscope with help
of a mercury vapor lamp illuminating the target. The
monochromator is setup to observe the mercury doublet.
The focus is made for several distances corresponding to
the distance between the monochromator and the beam
axis. A linear fit has been used in order to evaluate the
magnification value. Indeed, 10 % error on the
magnification value leads to 7 % for the FWHM
comparison with and without fiberscope.
This allows determining the magnification resulting
from the use of the fiberscope whose value is 0.15. Thus,
beam profiles measurements with and without the
fiberscope can be compared.
The monochromator allows obtaining contains an
image of the complete beam at 656.2 nm (HĮ) and H+
beam at 660.2 nm. Preliminary observation showed
different profile shapes. Without the fiberscope, the beam
has a Gaussian profile. With the fiberscope, the profile is
narrower due to more important field of view of the
fiberscope objective lens. The background noise also
increases and the profile dynamic is far less important: the
increase percentage between the baseline and the
maximum peak has a value of 42 % without the
fiberscope for the complete beam profile. For the H+
profile this value is lowered to 26 %. When using the
fiberscope, for both the complete beam and the H+ profile,
that value decreases to 2 %.
05 Transverse Profiles
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Even when increasing the shutter time while using the
fiberscope, the profile dynamic stays low contrary what
should be expected. This could be due to a cooling
problem on the monochromator digital camera.
With the magnification value obtained with the
calibration experiment, the species profiles obtained with
and without the fiberscope can be compared. There is a
difference of 37 % on the complete beam’s FWHM and
44 % on the H+ profile FWHM (Fig. 2).
The same experiments were carried out with a shorter
Fujikura fiberscope (2 meter long and with the same
fibers per mm rate). Its field of view is smaller (7.4° angle
instead of 20° angle). Thus the magnification varies less,
which explains the smaller species fraction difference
(17 % on the complete beam’s FWHM and 13% on the
H+ profile FWHM).

TUPD46

Figure 3: a- HĮ Balmer line due to the interaction with H2;
b- DĮ and HĮ Balmer lines due to beam interaction with
H 2 + D 2.

Figure 2: Obtained Doppler shift beam images and
species profiles with (above) and without fiberscope
(below) for a beam axis-monochromator distance to
44 cm.

DD AND HD BALMER LINE
OBSERVATION
As already shown, beam interaction with the residual
gas or added gas, in the beam line, can give interesting
information on beam characteristics. It can also give
information on the residual gas itself [4].
To ensure the use of optical diagnostics for IFMIF
Injector beam characterization, special experiment has
been performed with SILHI installation by mixing
hydrogen and deuterium gas in the beam line. As a result,
the D2 Balmer series appeared as well as the H2 Balmer
series while proton beam was interacting with the gas.
The Dɲ line grew, proportionally to D2 gas flow injected
in the LEBT, very close to the Hɲ line (Fig. 3).
The doublet of the Mercury vapor lamp allowed the
calibration of the monochromator (see above). Then a
shift of 0.18 nm has been precisely determined between
both DĮ and HĮ Balmer lines.
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CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
Beam observation in the beam line allows beam
characterization as well as residual gas analysis. For
example, the shift between DĮ and HĮ Balmer lines has
precisely measured. The high neutron and gamma flux
due to deuteron beam production, leads us to characterize
a 20 m long Fujikura fiberscope. With this equipment, the
beam transverse profile results are satisfying, even for
shutter time as short as 2 s. Unfortunately, work still
remains to get satisfying species fraction measurements.
Indeed with monochromator placed 44 cm from the beam
axis, experimental conditions are not ideal. On the IFMIF
diagnostic chamber, this distance is reduced to 37 cm. It
will translate by a general better transmission and spatial
resolution. In addition, once the camera cooling troubles
will be fixed, the background noise should be reduced and
the overall sensitivity of the camera should be increased.
Further experiments will be conducted using the
monochromator coupled with an objective lens having a
similar field of view than the one coupled with the
fiberscope. Doing so should increase the magnification
closer to 1. As the IFMIF commissioning is now in
progress, those experiments will be conducted directly on
the IFMIF injector, first with proton beam.
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TRANSITION RADIATION FROM A CYLINDRICAL TARGET AND
TRANSVERSE BEAM SIZE DIAGNOSTICS∗
A.P. Potylitsyn† , Tomsk Polytechnic University, Tomsk, Russia
L.G. Sukhikh, DESY, Hamburg, Germany
Abstract
In this paper we propose to use backward transition radiation from a cylindrical target in EUV region in order to
determine transverse beam size without any additional optics.
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INTRODUCTION
Transverse profile diagnostics in modern electron linear
accelerators is mainly based on backward transition radiation (BTR) in optical region. Advantages of optical BTR
are a linear response and the rather high light output emitted in a small cone with an opening angle defined by the
beam energy. However, for modern FELs like Linac Coherent Light Source LCLS in Stanford (USA) [1] and FLASH
at DESY in Hamburg (Germany) [2] the use of optical radiation fails because of coherence effects in the emission
process.
The optical BTR diagnostics also fails because of the
diffraction limit for sub-micron and nano-beams that are
the goal for future electron-positron collider. It was shown
at KEK-ATF2 in Tsukuba (Japan) by A.Aryshev et al. [3],
where authors had so small beam size that it was possible to measure a Point Spread Function (PSF) of standard
imaging technique based on optical BTR.
Earlier it was proposed to use BTR in EUV region in
order to reduce diffraction limit and suppress coherent radiation [4] and an experiment devoted to the investigation
of the characteristics of EUV BTR from a flat target was
carried out [5, 6]. In order to obtain bunch profile in the
scheme with flat target one needs focusing multilayer mirror that should be situated in vacuum. This makes the adjustment of the optics a nontrivial task. In this paper we
propose to use BTR radiation in EUV region generated by
a cylindrical target. In this case one may avoid the use of
focusing mirror.
Let us assume that we have some Gaussian beam of real
photons with rms σ that reflects from a cylindrical surface
as it is shown in Fig. 1. In this case on the detector surface one obtains a magnified image of the initial
beam (ne

2L
glecting the aberrations) with rms σd  σ 1 + R cos
ψ0 ,
where L is the distance to the detector, R is the cylinder radius, ψ0 is the incidence angle. The electromagnetic field
∗ This work was partly supported by the Russian Ministry for Science
and Education within the program “Scientific and educational specialists
of innovation Russia” under the contracts No. Π1143 (27.08.2009) and
No. Π790 (24.05.2010).
† e-mail: potylitsyn@tpu.ru
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of an ultra-relativistic electron is close to the field of the
plane wave and may be treated as virtual photons. The
main difference between real and virtual photon reflection
is PSF. In the case of single electron the spatial distribution of emitted radiation on the detector have well-known
structure with minimum along specular reflection direction.
For the flat target the maximum of distribution is situated
under the angle θ = γ −1 , where γ is the electron Lorentzfactor. The spatial distribution from the cylindrical target
is defocused, i.e. the maximum is situated under the angle θ > γ −1 . The convolution of the PSF with transverse
beam profile gives the image on the detector. Depending on
the beam energy, cylinder radius, radiation wavelength and
observation geometry one may obtain the distribution on
the detector that gives either beam size estimation or beam
profile information.

THEORETICAL MODEL
Theoretical calculations are based on a generalized surface current method [7]. The calculation scheme is shown
in Fig. 1. The radiation field on the detector plane Ed (r, ω)
for the central electron may written as following:

1
dS  [[n(r ), Ee (r , ω)] , ∇G(r , r, ω)] ,
Ed (r, ω) =
2π S
(1)
where n(r ) is the surface normal vector, Ee (r , ω) is the
electron field, ∇G(r , r, ω) is the Green function gradient,

Figure 1: Simulation scheme and some definitions. We
assume that σ  R
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dS  is the surface element. The integration is performed
over the cylindrical surface S. The normal vector may be
written as:



R2 − (y  − R sin ψ0 )2
y  − R sin ψ0

,−
,
n(r ) = 0,
R
R
(2)
where R is the cylinder radius. The field of the electron
traveling along z axis may be written as:

2eω
ω
Ee (r , ω) = 2
exp
i z ×
2
β γ2πc
βc  ⎫

⎧

x
ω
 2 + y 2
√
⎪
⎪
K
x
⎪
⎪
⎪ x 2 +y 2 1  βcγ
⎪
(3)
⎨
 ⎬


y
ω
 2 + y 2
√
K
x
1 βcγ
2
x 2 +y
⎪
⎪

⎪
⎪

⎪
⎪
⎩ −iK
⎭
ω
 2 + y 2
x
γ 0 βcγ
Here e is the electron charge, β is the electron velocity in
the speed of light units, c is the speed of light, γ is the
electron Lorentz-factor, K0 , K1 are the modified Bessel
functions of the second kind (McDonald functions) of the
zero and first order,
 respectively. For the cylindrical target
z  = R cos ψ0 − R2 − (y  − R sin ψ0 )2 .
The gradient of Green function may be written as:


1
r − r i ω |r −r| ω
c
−
e
∇G(r , r, ω) = 
i
(4)
|r − r|2
c
|r − r|

where h̄ is the Plank constant.
As it was mentioned before, the BTR generated by the
cylindrical target is defocused, i.e. the distance between
radiation maxima is more than 2γ −1 in spite of the detector situated in far-field (wave) zone. Figure 2 shows an example of angular distribution of BTR from the cylindrical
target. The calculation was carried out using Eq. (7) for the
following parameters: γ = 2500, ψ0 = 67.5◦ , λ = 15 nm,
θx = 0, L = 5000 mm. The angle ψ0 = 67.5◦ was chosen
because of the high reflectivity of some materials in EUV
region at small grazing angles of incidence. In transverse
direction (along θx ) the angular distributions from the different cylinders have the distance between radiation maxima equal to 2γ −1 (see Fig. 2).
Let us assume that we have some electron beam with
normalized transverse distribution ρ(x, y) that radiates incoherently. In this case the spectral-angular distribution of
BTR may be written as:
d2 Wb
=
h̄dωdΩ

cr2
2
dx dy  |Ed (x − x , y − y  , z, ω)| ρ(x , y  )
h̄
(8)
In order to simplify the calculations we assume that
ρ(x, y) = ρ(y)δ(x), where δ(x) is the Dirac delta function.
Figure 3 shows an example of the calculated BTR distributions for different bunch vertical sizes. In this calculation weassume that we have Gaussian beam ρ(y) =
y2
1
√
exp − 2 . From Fig. 3 one may see that the
2σ
2πσ
single electron distribution is significantly changed by the
transverse beam size effect. Depending on the beam size
there are two ways to estimate it. In a case of small beam

The observation point vector r may be written as:
r = A(2ψ0 ). {θx L, θy L, −L} ,

(5)

where A(2ψ0 ) is the ordinary rotation matrix.
The element of surface dS  may be written as:
1
dS  = dx dy  
R2 − (y  − R sin ψ0 )2

(6)

Substituting Eqs. (2)–(6) to Eq. (1) one may obtain the
radiation field of BTR, generated by the single electron.
The radiation spectral-angular density may be written as:
cr2
d2 W
2
=
|Ed (r, ω)| ,
h̄dωdΩ
h̄
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(7)

Figure 3: Angular distributions of BTR for different vertical bunch sizes. γ = 2500, λ = 15 nm, R = 50 mm,
ψ0 = 67.5◦ . Black curve – single electron distribution,
pink – σ = 5 μm, blue – σ = 8 μm, red – σ = 15 μm,
green – σ = 20 μm.
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Figure 2: The angular distributions of the BTR from different targets: black curve – flat target, blue curve – cylindrical target R = 50 mm, red curve – cylindrical target
R = 25 mm, green curve – cylindrical target R = 10 mm.
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Figure 6: The scheme of bent silicon crystal covered with
molybdenum that can be used as cylindrical target.
sensitive to small changes of the beam size. For large beam
size measurements one may use larger cylinders.
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Figure 4: Calibration curve for small Gaussian beams. γ =
2500, λ = 15 nm, ψ0 = 67.5◦. Blue dots – R = 50 mm,
red dots – R = 25 mm.

CONCLUSION
As conclusion it is important to mention that one may
use BTR from cylindrical target in order to obtain beam
transverse size and profile without any additional focusing
optics. According to our calculations the proposed technique is very sensitive to even micron changes of the beam
size (using cylinder with R = 25 mm). Using smaller
cylinders one may obtain even better resolution.
The single electron spatial distribution from the cylindrical target is wider than ordinary PSF from the flat target. However, the cylinder target imaging may be useful
in some applications where the use of external optics is inconvenient.
From the practical point of view one may use bent silicon crystal covered by some metal that have good reflectivity in EUV region, e.g. molybdenum. Figure 6 shows the
possible bent target following Ref. [8].
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PERFORMANCE OF PARABOLIC AND DIFFUSIVE OTR SCREENS
AT THE CLIC TEST FACILITY 3
M. Olvegård∗ , B. Bolzon, E. Bravin, S. Burger, A. Dabrowski, and T. Lefèvre
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland,
C.P. Welsch, University of Liverpool, United Kingdom

At the CLIC Test Facility 3, OTR screens are commonly
used in beam imaging systems for energy and energy
spread characterization in dedicated spectrometer lines. In
these lines the horizontal beam size is typically of the order of one centimeter. Already in 2005 a limitation was
observed resulting from a strong dependence of the intensity of the light captured by the camera, on the position
on the screen (vignetting). The severity of this effect increases with the electron energy, as the aperture of the optical system is finite and the OTR photons are emitted in a
small cone of 1/γ angle. To mitigate this effect, different
shapes and surface polishing of the screens were investigated. Parabolic and diffusive OTR radiators were tested
in several spectrometer lines all along the CTF3 complex.
The results are presented in this paper.

INTRODUCTION

intensity (arb.u.)

Optical transition radiation (OTR) has become a popular
method of beam imaging, ever since it was first introduced
in beam diagnostics applications in the late 70s by Wartski
[1]. OTR is emitted when a charged particle meets a boundary between two materials of different dielectric properties.
If a conducting foil intercepts a particle’s path, a cone of
light is emitted, around the specular direction, as the particle enters the foil (backward OTR) and another when it
exits the foil (forward OTR), see Figure 1.
6

20 MeV
65 MeV
150 MeV

4
2

0
−0.1

−0.05

0

θ (rad)

0.05

0.1

Figure 1: OTR emission at the entrance and exit of a screen,
and the corresponding angular distribution around the specular direction
Though, the light yield is generally low, in comparison
to e.g. scintillating light, it has other strong advantages for
beam imaging, such as perfect linearity to the number of
charge crossings (i.e. no risk of saturation) and the possibility of a femtosecond time resolution.
The angular distribution of the OTR intensity, for ultrarelativistic particles, is given by the expression in Equa∗ Supported

by the EU under contract PITN-GA-2008-215080.
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tion 1 [1]. The peak intensity occurs at θmax = 1/γ, a peak
which is more pronounced for higher particle energies.
q2
θ2
d2 I
= 2
−2
dωdΩ
π c (γ + θ2 )2

(1)

Figure 1 shows the OTR intensity distribution for an electron at 20 MeV, 65 MeV and 150 MeV, which are typical
beam energies at the different spectrometer lines at CTF3.

SPECTROMETER SCREENS AT CTF3
A standard OTR imaging system in the CTF3 [2]
spectrometer lines consists of an aluminum screen
150 mm×50 mm large, 50−200 μm thick, intercepting the
beam path at a 45◦ angle. The backward OTR light is
guided to a CCD camera, through an optical line of mirrors,
achromatic lenses, and filters for light attenuation. The typical spatial resolution of such system is a few hundred microns, normally determined by the optical magnification of
the system and of the image digitizer [3].

Vignetting
The optical aperture of the first lens is generally the limiting factor for the overall acceptance of the system. Unlike
e.g. scintillating light, which can be seen as an isotropic
light source, OTR is highly directional, as was illustrated
by the distribution in Figure 1. This has an undesired consequence that becomes worse with increasing beam energy,
illustrated in Figure 2. For low energy particles the light is
so divergent that, irrespective of the emission point, some
of the light will fall within the optical aperture. For high
energy particles, however, the angle of maximum emission becomes smaller, and most of the OTR will be emited
within a small cone, given by Equation 1. Therefore, light
generated at the screen center may be completely detected,
while light generated further away from the center may escape the image system partially or entirely.
In optics, the term vignetting is used to describe the situation where less light is collected from the edges of an
optical system. Similarly in this case the amount of light
reaching the imaging system (CCD) will depend on where
it was generated, which means that large beams at higher
energy, as in the case of most of the CTF3 spectrometer
screens, will not be imaged properly.
The relative illumination of the CCD camera as a function of emission point at the screen, has been simulated in
Zemax [4] for typical CTF3 beam energies. The result lead
to a study of how to best reduced this effect [5].
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Table 1: OTR Systems for Spectrometry at CTF3

Figure 2: The higher the beam energy, the more pronounced light loss from the edges of the system.

MITIGATION METHODS

The idea of using a parabolic screen support is to not let
any light escape the first lens in the optical line between the
radiator and the detector. By choosing a curvature given
by y = x2 /(4f ), with f being the approximate distance
between radiator and the first lens, the emitted light is focused onto the lens. No matter where on the screen the light
emanates from, it will have a great chance of reaching the
camera. Note that the curvature is modest enough to avoid
any significant distortion of the image.
Parabolic screen supports, covered by a 50−100 μm thin
aluminum foil were installed at three locations at CTF3:
one in the CTF3 Linac and two in the CLIC Experimental
area (CLEX), see Table 1.

Energy

Type

CLS 0440
CLS 1050
CTS 0840
CCS 0980
CBS 0300
CMS 0630
CTS 0455

Linac
Linac
DL
CLEX
CLEX
CLEX
(removed)

(20 MeV)
72 MeV
112 MeV
112 MeV
120 MeV
(150 MeV)
105 MeV

flat
parabolic
diffusive
parabolic
diffusive
parabolic
flat

100
75
50
25
0
−20

Diffusive Screen
By increasing the diffusivity of the radiator surface the
average angular distribution of the total reflected light is
increased. This means that the emission becomes almost
isotropic and the vignetting effect is reduced. However,
this implies an overall light loss, which is why it requires
good margins in terms of initial light yield. The high charge
beam at CTF3 offers ideal conditions for such measures.
An extensive test of how to best produce screens with
a controlled diffusivity was performed in 2007 and is described in [5]. Polished, reflecting surfaces were then intentionally de-polished by various methods, until the reflectivity of the material was significantly reduced. The result
of these tests, led to the installation of diffusive aluminum
screens at two locations at CTF3: one after the Delay Loop
(DL) and one in CLEX, see Table 1.

MEASUREMENT METHOD
In order to quantify the improvement of the new screens,
systematic measurements on four screen systems at CTF3
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Parabolic Screens

Location

have been made. The performance of each screen has been
investigated using a dipole scan technique: The beam is
moved across the screen by changing the dipole magnet
current in small steps and, for each current setting, an image is acquired. Assuming that the beam properties otherwise stay constant, these images can reveal how well the
screen reflects the beam profile depending on position.
An example of how the quality of the measurement can
vary from one system to the next can be seen in Figure 3.
It shows a few horizontal projections from dipole scans on
(a) a standard flat screen, formerly in use at CTF3, and b)
a diffusive screen. Both the amplitude and the shape of the
profile may vary. In order to minimize sensitivity to noise,
a Gaussian fit to each individual projection has been made,
and by extracting the position, amplitude, and width of the
Gaussian, the variation can be quantified.

intensity (%)

To some extent, OTR emission can be seen as a two-step
process: i) generation and ii) reflection from the surface,
where i) is determined by the dielectric properties of the
radiator, and ii) is given by the surface reflectivity. Two different methods to mitigate the vignetting effect were tried
at CTF3, attacking ii) from opposite directions: concentrating the light onto the optical aperture, or an intentional
diffusion of the light at the point of emission.

Name

b)

CBS 0300

75
50
25
0

−10

0

x (mm)

10

20

−40

−20

0

x (mm)

20

40

Figure 3: The horizontal projection of screen images for
different dipole current settings with a standard flat screen
(left) and a diffusive screen (right)

RESULTS
Results from the measurements are displayed in Figure 4. Plots a) and b) show the relative, total, light intensity,
detected by the CCD, for different peak positions x. The
final effect that this has on the measured beam momentum
spread is demonstrated in plot c) and d). Here, the relative deviation from a reference momentum spread is plotted, with a well centered measurement, or, for CCS 0980,
the position that gives the maximum intensity, used as a reference. The momentum and momentum spread have been
calculated from the magnetic field strength and the dispersion at the position of the screen. For comparison, the plots
at the top also contain the corresponding data from a flat,
polished screen (CTS 0455 in Table 1).
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Figure 4: Results from a dipole scan measurement on four
screens: two parabolic, plots a) and c); and two diffusive,
plots b) and d), with a flat, polished screen. for comparison.

Parabolic Screens
The parabolic screens demonstrate a clear position dependence on the relative integrated intensity seen by the
camera, plotted in Figure 4 a). Not only is the relative intensity as low as 30 % at a certain position, but there also
seems to be a misalignment of both the parabolic screens.
One of the screens, CCS 0980, has its maximum response
30 mm away from the center, and, with the beam centered,
an intensity level which is hardly distinguishable. Note,
though, that the light loss on the edges is less abrupt than
for the standard flat screen.
Also, the energy spread obtained with the parabolic
screen CCS 0980 is position dependent, which, once again,
indicates that the alignment of the system needs to be
looked into. CLS 1050 exhibit a momentum spread measurement good within 10 %, in Figure 4 c). Part of this
deviation, but not all, comes from difficulties in making a
good fit due to high noise levels.

Diffusive Screens
Both of the diffusive screens in Figure 4 b) give much
more promising results: an intensity variation of < 10 % at
the very center of the screens, and < 20 % over a horizontal
range of ±20 mm. The improvement from the standard flat
screen is remarkable.
The best result is offered by CBS 0300, for which the
deviation in energy spread is less than ±6 % from the reference, in Figure 4 d). The spread measured with the second
diffusive screen, CTS 0840, varies with up to 20 %. The
origin of the discrepancy in performance may be due to a
difference in the optical line or, possibly, a misalignment.
Further investigations, including Zemax simulations of the
optical lines, will be needed for a full understanding of the
differences between the systems.
If a vignetting problem is present, a beam well centered
on the screen should appear smaller than it actually is. Another method of characterizing the system performance is
therefore a comparison between a single-shot measurement
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single−shot
dipole scan

Figure 5: A good agreement between dipole scan and
single-shot measurement, both for a parabolic (left) and a
diffusive (right) screen.

0

−40
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0

0

d)

−20

1

and a measurement where only a slice of the screen is used
for scanning the beam. The intensity on the slice is plotted
as a function of equivalent screen position, corresponding
to a given dipole current, which is extracted from how the
Gaussian peak changes with the dipole current.
Figure 5 b) shows an example of such a comparison done
for CBS 0300. The profile obtained from a dipole scan is
accurately reproduced with a single-shot measurement. A
similar comparison with CTS 0840 and the parabolic CLS
1050, Figure 5 a), give also a good agreement, while the
comparison could not be made for the parabolic CCS 0980,
due to problems already noted above.

CONCLUSION
OTR screens are indispensable tools in the daily operation of CTF3, in particular for energy spread measurements
through spectrometry. Studies of how screen shapes and
surface conditions can improve the overall performance of
the OTR based diagnostics systems have been performed
in connection to CTF3. It has been found that non-linear
response of spectrometer screens due to a vignetting effect
in lenses can be reduced either by mounting screen foils on
parabolic support (for initial focusing of the emitted light)
or by making the radiator surface diffusive (intentional
increase of light divergence). Measurements show that
parabolic screens, although less subject to the vignetting
effect previously observed with polished flat screens, are
sensitive to misalignment. Diffusive screens, on the other
hand, offer excellent mitigation of the vignetting effect.
Considering the improvement in performance that diffusive
radiators constitute, and how easily they can be manufactured and installed, these should be the primary choice for
spectrometer screens, where the beam intensity allows it.
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Abstract
The linear accelerator ELBE delivers high-brightness
electron bunches to multiple user stations, including two
IR-FELs. The current thermionic injector is being amended
by a superconducting rf photoinjector (SRF-injector) which
promises higher beam quality. Using an injection beamline, beam from the SRF-injector can be injected into the
ELBE linac. Detailed characterization of the electron beam
is achieved by measuring the vertical slice emittance of the
beam. To perform this measurement a combination of rf
zero-phasing, spectrometer dipole and quadrupole scan is
used. The electron beam is accelerated by the first cavity
of the ELBE accelerator module and sent through a second
cavity which is operated at zero-crossing of the rf. In doing
so a linear energy-time correlation is induced in the beam.
The chirped beam is sent through a spectrometer dipole and
the longitudinal distribution can be made visible on a scintillator screen. Performing a quadrupole scan allows the determination of the emittance for different slices. This paper
explains the working principle of the method, the experimental setup and presents first results for both simulations
and measurement.

zero-phasing technique in combination with a spectrometer
dipole. Fig. 1 shows the working principle of the method
schematically. The accelerated electron bunch passes a second cavity at zero-crossing of the accelerating rf field. In
doing so one induces a linear time-energy correlation in the
bunch. The chirped electron pulse is sent through a spectrometer dipole which then converts the longitudinal distribution to a transverse distribution. A scintillator screen behind the spectrometer is used to make the beam distribution
visible. Due to the induced energy chirp each transverse
position on the screen corresponds to a temporal position
in the bunch. The longitudinal slices of the electron bunch
are accessible. A combination of the zero-phasing technique and the common quadrupole scan technique allows
emittance measurements for individual longitudinal slices.

INTRODUCTION
The linear accelerator ELBE delivers high-brightness
electron bunches to multiple user stations, including two
IR-FEL oscillators [1]. In the framework of an upgrade program the current thermionic injector is being replaced by a SRF-photoinjector [2], [3]. The SRF-injector
promises higher beam quality, especially required for future experiments with high power laser radiation. During
the commissioning phase, the SRF-injector was running in
parallel to the thermionic gun. After installation of a injection beamline (dogleg), beam from the SRF-injector can
now be injected into the ELBE linac. Detailed characterization of the electron beam quality delivered by the new
electron injector includes vertical slice emittance measurements in addition to measurements of projected emittance
values.

ZERO-PHASING TECHNIQUE
Generally, the longitudinal electron distribution has to be
converted to a transverse distribution to allow the measurement of slice emittance values. This can be done using the
∗ Project supported by the European Community-Research Infrastructure Activity under the FP7 program (EuCARD contract number 227579)
∗∗j.rudolph@helmholtz-berlin.de
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Figure 1: Working principle of the zero-phasing technique

MEASUREMENT SETUP AT ELBE
Fig. 2 shows the setup of the ELBE beamline, including SRF-injector and dogleg, schematically. Additionally it
summarizes the components directly used for the measurement and their purpose. The ELBE accelerator consists of
two accelerating modules each with two cavities. The first
cavity of the first accelerator module is used for acceleration of the beam optimized for maximum energy and the
second cavity is operated off-crest in order to create the
required time-energy correlation. To complete the zerophasing measurement setup the ELBE beamline has been
upgraded by the inclusion of a spectrometer magnet. The
spectrometer is placed in the straight non-dispersive section
after the accelerator module and the quadrupole triplet. The
second and third quadrupole following the first ELBE accelerator module have been used to perform the quadrupole
scan.
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Figure 2: Schematics of ELBE beamline with SRF-injector and setup for slice emittance measurements

The dipole spectrometer implemented is a ’BrowneBuechner’-magnet [4]. The spectrometer has a uniform
magnetic field with circular boundary of radius R and a deflecting angle of 90◦ . Its unique imaging properties cover
a broad range of beam energy. A divergent source when
placed a distance R from the boundary of the field is focused onto a hyperbolic surface. Reference energy particles are focused with an image length equal to R . Due to
the spectrometers imaging properties a high energy resolution can be achieved. For beam energy of 18 MeV and a slit
width of 0.1 mm FWHM the resolution has been estimated
to be 3 keV. Fig. 3 helps clarify the imaging properties of
the spectrometer schematically.

Figure 3: Imaging properties of the ”Browne-Buechner”
spectrometer

05 Transverse Profiles

FIRST MEASUREMENT RESULTS
First measurements were performed at beam energy of
18 MeV and bunch charge of 10 pC for different gun cavity and chirp cavity rf phase combinations. The beam parameters and phase combinations are given in Tab. 1. Here
0◦ refers to the zero-crossing of the rf wave. A cathode
dc voltage of 5 kV has been applied during the measurement. Energy-dependent transfer matrices were used to
analyse 5 slices of the beam. Fig. 4 shows the emittance
Table 1: Phase Settings and Beam Parameters
Meas.
series

Beam
energy
(MeV)

Bunch
charge
(pC)

Gun cav.
phase
(◦ )

Chirp cav.
phase
(◦ )

1
2
3
4
5
6

17.6
17.6
17.9
18.0
18.1
17.8

10
10
10
10
10
10

0
0
10
-10
-10
-10

108
66
66
66
66
60

results for measurement series 6. It shows the average longitudinal beam profile reconstructed from the screen images overlayed by bars representing the slice position and
the corresponding emittance values. The error bars result
from the least squares fit applied to the relation between
squared rms beam size and quadrupole strength. No additional error sources, e.g. due to image analysis, have
been included here. The slice emittance values are correlated to the longitudinal intensity profile which may be explained by space charge effects that cause transverse beam
size growth. A summary of all measured slice emittances
is given in Fig. 5. Here the measurement series are labeled
according to Tab. 1 and the slices are numbered from head
to tail of the bunch. As explained for Fig. 4, the error
bars represent the error estimated from the fitting procedure only. Generally, the measured slice emittances vary
between 0.5 mm mrad and 2 mm mrad. The emittances fol417
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low the longitudinal intensity and are lower for the outer
slices. It is obvious that a gun phase of −10◦ , as in series 4, 5 and 6, leads to lowest overall emittance and less
emittance variation along the bunch compared to measurements performed at 0◦ and 10◦ gun phase. This phase dependence could not yet be verified by simulation and is under investigation.
x 10

-6

x 10
2.6

given in Fig. 6. Though the simulated emittances lie below the measured values, both the measured and simulated
values show similar characteristics with respect to the longitudinal slice position. The cause of the size of the error
bars resulting from the fitting procedure in the simulation
case is still under investigation.
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Figure 4: Measured slice emittances, series 6
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Figure 5: Slice emittance measurement results

PRELIMINARY MEASUREMENT
SIMULATIONS
Simulations of the measurement have been performed
using ‘ASTRA’ [5] and ‘elegant’ [6]. The electron gun simulations including cathode dc field, cavity rf and solenoid
field have been calculated using ASTRA. ASTRA calculations end at the first quadrupole after the electron gun. Output from ASTRA was transferred to elegant to simulate the
measurement procedure itself. The same data analysis procedure as used for the measurement analysis was applied.
The slice emittance values determined by simulation are
consistently lower than measured values. This may be due
to space charge effects that have been excluded from the
simulation. Simulated values lie between 0.5 mm mrad to
1 mm mrad. A direct comparison from simulation to measurement results for an exemplary measurement series is
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Figure 6: Comparison of slice emittance values determined
from measurement and simulation, series 6

SUMMARY
First slice emittance measurements at the ELBE SRFinjector have been performed and demonstrated the zerophasing technique to be a promising diagnostics tool. Slice
emittance values between 0.5 and 2 mm mrad have been
measured. Preliminary simulation results are lower than
measured data and lie between 0.5 and 1 mm mrad and
show the characteristics of the measurement. Further detailed investigations concerning simulations in order to provide an adequate model for the measurements are needed
and foreseen. A second measurement period is planned to
perform phase dependent slice emittance studies and detailed studies at higher bunch charges, including on line
beamline modeling.
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IONIZATION PROFILE MONITORS - IPM @ GSI *
T. Giacomini#, P. Forck, GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
D. Liakin, ITEP, Moscow, Russia
J. Dietrich, COSY, Jülich, Germany
G. v. Villiers, iTemba Labs, Faure, South Africa
The Ionization Profile Monitor (IPM) in the SIS18 is
frequently used for machine development. The
permanent availability and the elaborated software user
interface make it easy and comfortable to use.
Additional to the beam profile data the device records
the data of synchrotron dc current, dipole ramp and
accelerating rf properties. The trend curves of these
data are shown correlated to the beam profile evolution
for an entire synchrotron cycle from injection to
extraction with 100 profiles/s. The reliable function is
based on the optimized in-vacuum hardware design,
and the UV-light based calibration system. The
permanent availability is based on the convenient
software interface using the Qt library. A new IPM
generation was recently commissioned in the
experimental storage ring (ESR) at GSI and another at
COSY at FZ-Jülich. These monitors are enhancements
of the heavy ion synchrotron (SIS18) multiwire IPM
but equipped with an especially developed large area
44x94 mm2 optical particle detector of rectangular
shape that is readout by a digital camera through a
viewport.

range from -9kV to +12kV. To measure the horizontal
and the vertical beam profile 2 electric field boxes are
placed nearby but turned by 90 degree. The vacuum
tank of the whole system is 0.6 m in beam direction

MEASUREMENT
To measure beam profiles at low beam intensities the
MCPs are operated near their high voltage limit.
Because of the number of different high voltage
electrodes and the sensitive MCPs the high voltage
control of IPM is critical. The software interface
written in Qt reduces the complexity of the control so
the user just has to adust the amplification voltage of
the MCPs. All other features like network connections,
data analysis and storage, high voltage control, etc. are
controlled automatically. Because of the non-uniform
MCP amplification a calibration of the particle detector
is important. The MCPs are sensitive to UV light up to
150nm wavelength. Illuminated by a deuterium lamp
with uniform UV light they emit secondary electrons
towards the phosphor screen.

DETECTION PRINCIPLE
Beam profile measurement is an important task for
accelerator optimization and in general for accelerator
experiments [1]. The basic principle of an IPM is the
beam ionizes the residual gas in the vacuum. An
electric field is applied transverse to the beam direction
to extract the ionized particles toward a position
sensitive particle detector, e.g. a wire array or a
phosphor. The electric field is created by high voltage
electrodes. To increase the small number of ionized
particles a multi channel plate (MCP) multiplier is
necessary [2]. For each transverse plane of the beam a
seperated IPM is installed.

SETUP
The electric field box with an aperture of 175mm x
175mm and a field strength of about 60kV/m is
equipped with 12 side electrodes and mounted on a
CF250 flange. It was designed with CST studio
software with realistic model geometries and potentials
to improve the electric field uniformity also in the
fringe fields. Because of the UHV conditions in the
GSI rings each high voltage electrode is supplied by an
individual high voltage feedthrough. The high voltages
___________________________________________

*Work supported by EU FP6 funding
#
T.Giacomini@gsi.de
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Figure 1: Particle detector, active area 44mm x 94mm.
The measured light signal represents the non uniform
MCP amplification. The beam profiles are recorded
with a fixed rate of 100 profiles per second from beam
injection to extraction. The data are stored in ascii
format to simplify the data access for experimenters.
All profiles are stored in two different manners. First as
original values and secondly corrected and noise
reduced as clean beam profiles. The analysed data like
beam width, position and profile integral value are
shown over time correlated to the alternating signal of
the beam dc current. This gives a quick view of beam
profile evolution during the different accelerator phases
like acceleration, flat top or slow extraction. The beam
parameters like position and width at start of
acceleration or during multiple injections are direct
visible. All beam profiles are plotted as an overlay like
a waterfall plot or as a collection of single profiles.
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Figure 2: Beam profiles, dc current, beam position, width and integral for one full cycle of SIS18. The beam is
injected after 250ms as seen in the upper right graph. One can see some beam losses up to start of acceleration at
1300ms (marker position). When the acceleration starts the beam position changes, center graph of the lower row.

OPTICAL IPM READOUT - OIPM
The conventional IPM in the heavy ion synchrotron
SIS18 at GSI is equipped with a 2 stage MCP and is
readout by a wire array. Because of the large wire pitch
of 2.1mm the spatial profile resolution is poor. To
improve the spatial resolution a new opticle particle
detector was developed. The new optical IPM can
detect residual gas ions or electrons and is equipped
with a 2 stage MCP and an upstream fast phosphor
screen P47. The wavelength of the emitted light is
about 400nm and the decay time is in the range of
about 100ns. The beam is visualised on a large active
area of 44mm x 94mm, 44mm in beam direction. To
reduce the maintenance time the 4 fixing points are
designed in an unmistakable way and are also the high
voltage connections. Different
high
voltage
constellations of up to 15kV for the phosphor are
provided. A digital CCD camera records the images of
the phosphor screen with about 200 frames per second
and are readout by a frontend software designed in
LabView on a Windows XP computer near the
accelerator. The cameras are externally triggered to get
a deterministic beam profile rate and to ensure the
correct timing. The cameras are triggered by a FPGA
card also controlled by LabView. The raw image data
are transferred for analysis and display to a Linux
computer in the electronic room. The optical IPM
prototype was installed in the COSY ring in Jülich in
2009 [3]. The experimental storage ring ESR at GSI
was equipped 2010 with an optical IPM of the same
type like at COSY in Jülich.
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PROFILE DISTORTIONS
The space charge of the beam applies an additional
force to the residual gas particles after ionization. The
residual gas particles are moved out of their transversal
path towards the optical particle detector. This effect
corrupts the measured beam image, especially the
ionized particles outside the beam center are affected.
The measured profile width increases for residual gas
ions and decreases for residual gas electrons. The
residual gas ions are less sensitive to the space charge
effect than the electrons. If the particle density and
charge increase the space charge effect becomes more
relevant also for the residual gas ions.

Figure 3: Residual gas particle shifts inside the electric
field due to the space charge of the beam.

ELECTRON DETECTION MODE
To reduce this space charge effect and to improve the
measurement quality an additional magnetic field of
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beam back to the original beam direction. This magnet
design is very space consuming because of the size of
the magnets and the minimum distances in between the
magnets. To reduce the overall length to an acceptable
value a design was choosen with 2 main magnets and 2
corrector magnets, as presented in figure 4 and 5.
During the measurement only one main magnet per
plane is used. The corrector magnets have 4 coils and
can work in both planes while each of the main
magnets work in 1 plane.

Figure 5: Design of the whole OIPM device with
magnet.

Figure 4: Magnetic channel with 2 main magnets and 2
corrector magnets. Main magnets are used alternating.
Both cases are shown, horizontal (Side View) and
vertical measurement (Top View) .
Therefore two magnets are needed. The large aperture
of the main magnets of about 0.5m and the short length
in beam direction of about 0.4m result in a large
crosstalk between the 2 main magnets which are turned
by 90 degree. The transverse outside dimensions of the
magnets are in the range of about 1.2m in x and y
direction. To increase the field uniformity the inside
aperture of the yoke was reduced to a minimum.
Therefore the vacuum compenents are installed in
beam direction opposite to the transversal installations
at IPMs without magnets. A moveable rack was
designed to ensure the correct positioning of the IPM
after maintenance. The lower rack is fixed on the
ground while the upper rack can be moved out of the
beamline.
The applied magnetic field affects not only the residual
gas particles but also the beam itself which is steered
out of the original beam path. To compensate for this
effect 2 corrector magnets are needed. The first
corrector magnet steers the beam back to its center
position while the second corrector magnet steers the
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For the heavy ion synchrotron SIS18 at GSI an optical
IPM with magnetic field was designed. All components
except the magnet were built and wait for testing and
installation in the ring. This device will serve as a
prototype for the OIPMs in the new FAIR facilities.

SUMMARY
After improvement of the electric field box a new
optical particle detector with large active area was
developed. Main features were the flexible high
voltage design and fast maintenance intervals to protect
the delicate MCPs of atmosphere. After comissioning
of 2 IPMs at COSY and at ESR the development of the
next IPM generation was started. The prototype system
for all FAIR IPMs was built and will be comissioned in
the next available shutdown.
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about 80mT can be applied in parallel to the electric
field. Now, the ionized residual gas particles spiral
along the magnetic field lines toward the optical
particle detector. The resulting cyclotron radius is large
for residual gas ions but small for residual gas
electrons. When the magnetic field is applied one has
to detect residual gas electrons, without magnetic field
detection of residual gas ions is more reasonable. The
magnetic field is applied outside the vacuum. To view
the phosphor with the CCD and to calibrate the MCPs
with UV light the yoke has to provide slits on both
sides. The yoke with slits can be seen as 2 magnets
arranged close together. To get beam profiles of both
planes two optical ionization profile monitors (OIPM)
are used but turned by 90 degree.
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A test stand for optical beam tomography was developed. As a new non-destructive beam-diagnostic system
for high current ion beams, the test stand will be installed
in the low energy beam transport section (LEBT) of the
Frankfurt Neutron Source (FRANZ [1]) behind the chopper system. The test stand consists of a rotatable vacuum
chamber with a mounted CCD camera. The maximum rotation angle amounts to 270◦ . In a first phase the optical
beam profile measurement and 3D density reconstruction is
tested with a time independent 10 keV He beam. The measurements and performance of data processing algorithms
are compared with the beam transport simulations. In a
later phase the performance with time dependent beams
(120 keV, 200 mA) at a repetition rate of 250 kHz and a
duty cycle of 2.5% has to be evaluated. An overview of
the first phase results is shown.

INTRODUCTION
For high intensity ion beams classical destructive
analysing methods become complicated. When measuring beam parameters destructively the measuring device
will dissipate beam power. For the LEBT at FRANZ this
means 24 kW power dissipation for a 120 keV proton beam
at 200 mA. Given that this power cannot easily be dissipated by wires and similar devices non destructive methods
to measure beam parameters have to be developed. With
optical methods a huge set of beam parameters can be measured without beam destruction. Therefore a test stand to
examine the potential of optical tomography for ion beams
was developed.

TEST STAND
The designed test stand consists of a rotatable vacuum
chamber mounted in a ball bearing and three viton gaskets at each end. The chamber walls are surface processed
with a sandjet and blackened by an electrochemical process. This treatment is needed as the reflections within the
chamber have to be minimised. The outcome of a first vacuum test for this system was a pressure of 3 · 10−8 mbar.
The chamber position control is performed by a magnetic
angular sensor with a resolution of 3600 impulses per turn.
A stepper motor connected with a drive belt system rotates
the chamber. In Fig. 1 the test stand is shown. For different diagnostic instruments there are four DN100CF flanges
with 90◦ offset connected to the rotating chamber. The
camera with vacuum window is mounted at one flange and
a blackened flange is mounted at the opposite side.

422

Figure 1: Test stand for optical beam tomography.

EXPERIMENTS
Beam Induced Fluorescence
For low energy ion beams we used the geometric cross
section to calculate the photon number produced by residual gas excitation. This number can be estimated for a
beam using

Nphoton =

r2 · ccorr
σ
· lens2
·x·p·I ·t
4ekB T
rdist

(1)

with ccorr as the area correction factor between optical aperture and CCD area, rdist as the lens distance from
beam, x the observed beam length, p the residual gas pressure, I the beam current and the exposure time t. The produced photon number is linear depends linearly on beam
current, residual gas pressure, exposure time and image
width as shown in Eq. 1. This behavior was verified in previous experiments [4] with a 20 keV He beam and nitrogen
as residual gas. A linear scaling from luminosity density to
particle density will be investigated with developed tomography system in detail.

Vignetting
While taking optical beam profiles we analysed the photon count along image columns perpendicular to the beam
propagation axis. As no particles should be lost during a
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drift this sum has to be equal for all columns, but we noticed an intensity drop to the edges. This is caused by natural illumination falloff and could widely be corrected with
the analytical function


|r| · α
−4
(2)
Icorrected (r) = I(r) · cos
|rmax |

correction estimation. Another correction approach reconstructs the luminosity density in the center of mass system
(cms). As a major disadvantage of cms correction approach
the beam position cannot be reconstructed anymore.

where the corrected intensities Icorrected are calculated
from original intensities I, the distance r normalised to the
maximum distance rmax and the camera opening angle α.
For more precise corrections camera falloff measurements
are planned.

At first phase we built an elementary test environment as
shown in Fig. 3. It consists of a 10 keV He ion source, a
solenoid with a magnetic field up to 0.66 T, a slit-grid emittance measurement system, the rotational vacuum chamber
and a faraday cup. In a first measurement the 10 keV He
beam was focused with 0.21 T resulting in a beam diameter of approximately 13 mm at the image section. Nitrogen
was used as residual gas at this stage. For tomographic
measurements 181 beam and background images from 0◦
to 180◦ were taken. Before reconstruction backgrounds
were subtracted and vignetting corrected. The tomographic
reconstruction [3] as shown in Fig. 4 was calculated using
the basic shift correction algorithm mentioned before.

During first chamber commissioning with a centered
twine, we noticed an apparent twine movement between
images taken at angles from 0◦ to 180◦even though a centered object (on-axis) should not move between images.
After further investigations we recognised that with our
current camera mount at the vacuum window a precise position calibration is not realisable. In addition we identified
the objective having too much movement tolerance causing gravity force dependent image section movement. This
movement was stopped using a fixation ring connected to
the camera mount. In order to correct camera misalignments the 0◦ and 180◦ images can be used since the images
contain the same information but are taken from different
angles. To detect a rotational and shifting misalignment
the ion beam axis of both images can be compared and correction parameters estimated. A basic method is shown in
Fig. 2. The beams at 0◦ and at 180◦ are plotted together
with their beam axes and the estimated correction axis. For
rotational misalignment correction the beam axis angle at
0◦ and at 180◦ are added to calculate the correction angle.
To correct shift misalignment the distance of each beam
axis to the center axis is determined and subtracted for shift

Figure 2: Estimation of correction parameters (center line,
blue) by the use of fitted beam axis for beam at 0◦ (upper
line, green) and beam at 180◦ (lower line, red).
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Figure 3: Test environment for first measurements: (a)
10 keV He ion source, (b) solenoid (max 0.66 T), (c) slitgrid emittance measurement system, (d) rotatable vacuum
chamber with camera, (e) faraday cup.

Figure 4: Luminousity density slice through beam, reconstructed via 181 measured profiles from 0◦ to 180◦. Ring
structures become visible.
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As a comparison we measured the xx plane particle distribution with the slit-grid emittance measurement system.
This distribution was calculated in forward direction and
optical profiles at camera position were generated using
LINTRA [5]. In Fig. 5 generated profile and measured profile integrated over z are shown.
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Figure 5: Beam profile taken at 0◦ in the rotating vacuum
chamber and simulated profile integrated over z. Asymmetric drop off from maximum to beam boundaries is visible in measured profile.

CONCLUSION
A test stand for optical beam tomography was successfully developed and commissioned. Preliminary measurements of residual gas excitation and optical aberrations
were done and included in the reconstruction algorithm.
The first tomographic measurements with this test stand are
promising. Comparison with slit-grid measurements and
beam transport simulations will be done. To test system
and algorithm performance we plan to use apertures to generate a well-defined beam envelope. In addition we want to
use potential barriers to examine the impact of electrons on
photon generation and their influence when reconstructing
beam luminosity densities [2].
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A LOW
W-POWER
R LASER WIRE WITH
W
FIBE
ER OPTIC
C DISTRIIBUTION
N*
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A
Abstract
Laser-based
d position diagn
nostics for hyd
drogen ion (H--)
bbeams typicallly use high po
ower optical pulses that musst
bbe transported
d via free spacee to the diagno
ostic point. It is
i
difficult to maintain
m
stablle alignment through such
systems, especcially when multiple channeels are required
d.
W
We describe a method for
f
distributing low powerr,
amplitude mo
odulated pulse trains via fiiber optic, an
nd
detecting interraction with th
he H- beam by
b synchronou
us
detection of the
t stripped electrons.
e
The average beam
m
ppower is below
w one Watt. Synchronous
S
detection
d
at RF
F
frequencies alllows for efficieent noise rejecttion when usin
ng
optical powerss below the non
nlinear thresho
old of an opticaal
fiber. We present results off tests of the optical system
m
w
with 100m, sin
ngle-mode fibeer and realistic detected signaal
levels.

The whhole facility woould span ~1000m, so a fiber length
of 100m was chosen as the maxim
mum length a signal
would haave to travel ffrom a central laser. Due too high
radiation at the diagnosstic location, thhe laser could not be
located at the diagnosttic point, evenn if there was a low
cost laserr which could bbe replicated foor each diagnosstic.

Previous laaser wires havee used high peeak power laseer
sources to drive
d
the pho
otodissociation process neaar
saturation [1, 2].
2 Transport of high power pulses
p
cannot be
b
tthrough fiber optic due to nonlinear
n
effeccts and damag
ge
tthresholds. Frree space tran
nsport is therefore required
d,
along with auttomatic alignm
ment mechanisms. Due to th
he
large number of diagnostic points
p
required
d for Project X,
X
w
we decided to
o pursue deveelopment of a fiber-delivered
laser diagnostiic in order to avoid construcction of a freeespace deliverry line. Nonllinear effects in the fiberr,
including Ram
man scattering
g and self-phaase modulation
(SPM) will lim
mit the transmittted power, so we investigated
tthese effects experimentally
e
y and theoreticcally. There arre
different typees of fiber available
a
for the 1 micron
w
wavelength raange, some with solid core and some witth
hhollow core. With no so
olid material in the coree,
nnonlinearity is greatly reduceed, but loss and
d dispersion arre
hhigher. Disperrsion can be compensated with
w
additionaal
optical elemen
nts, at the costt of more losss and increased
complexity at either the traansmitter or th
he receiver. We
W
opted to use so
olid core fiber for
f simplicity and
a low loss.

P
Project X Reequirements
The develop
pment of this diagnostic
d
is fo
or the proposed
P
Project X protton acceleratorr at Fermilab. For the curren
nt
design, severall general requirrements were defined:
d
x 15 transveerse diagnosticcs for 1-2mm beams,
b
x One longiitudinal diagno
ostic for up to 100ps
1
bunches
x ~10% resolution for normal measu
urements, witth
option fo
or occasional measurements
m
to 10-4 of th
he
peak denssity to detect haalos near the bu
unch
______________________________
_______________

*This work suppoorted by the U.S. Department
D
of Enerrgy under contractt
D
DE-AC02-05CH11231
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Figure 1: Laaser wire blockk diagram.

PRO
OPOSED LA
ASER WIR
RE SCHEM
ME
Refer tto Fig. 1 for a block diagraam of the prooposed
scheme. A
At a location central to thee various diaggnostic
points, a m
modelocked fibber laser produuces 10-100ps pulses
at the miicrobunch rate (162.5MHz). The laser reprate is
locked too an RF clock to be synnchronous witth the
bunches. The pulse trrain is amplituude modulatedd at a
frequencyy where noise from othher processes is a
minimum
m, arbitrarily chhosen at 1MHzz initially. Thiss pulse
train is thhen transferredd to the diagnoostic via fiber, where
one or tw
wo galvanometter scanners m
move the laserr beam
through tthe bunch. Thhe photodissociated electronns are
deflected by a magnet oor electric fieldd to a Faraday cup to
produce a current in a coaxial cabble. A voltagee thus
425
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appears at thee input to the lockin amplifi
fier, which only
amplifies a sm
mall frequency
y range around
d the referencce
frequency of 1MHz, eliminaating most noiise. A low-passs
filter could be added before the
t amplifier in
nput. Data from
m
tthe lockin amp
plifier are accu
umulated as th
he galvanometeer
scanners are controlled to scan the beam
m, resulting in
ttransverse pro
ofiles. For lon
ngitudinal pro
ofiles, only th
he
scanning proceess is differentt. The laser beaam is parked at
a
tthe transverse center of the bunch,
b
and the RF
R clock signaal
delivered to th
he laser’s reprrate lock is varied in phasee.
This changes the arrival tiime of the laaser pulse witth
rrespect to the bunch,
b
and scaans the bunch lo
ongitudinally.

indicate iif the proposedd scheme will provide the nneeded
signal-to--noise ratio.

Noise M
Measurementts of the Lockin Amplifieer
The othher important nnoise source is the equivalentt noise
power at the input to thhe lockin, an SR
R844 amplifier from
Stanford Research Systtems. We meaasured this noise by
observingg the output oof the amp witth 1MHz moddulated
input from
m a photodiodde, with eitherr 1ms or 4mss pulse
width, aand with 1000, 300 and 1000 microssecond
integratioon time. The reesulting outpuut was recordedd on a
digital osscilloscope annd RMS valuees calculated. In all
cases, noiise was withinn 30% of 4nV/rrootHz, specifi
fied for
this frequuency band.
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Nonlineear Propagattion Measurrements
We meeasured the sppectral broadenning of pulse trains
propagateed through 1000m of single mode fiber w
with 6
micron coore diameter. T
The optical baandwidth of thee 10ps
FWHM iinput pulse waas 0.28nm on an optical speectrum
analyzer with 0.01nm resolution. Thhis bandwidth is 1.7
times thhe transform-limited banddwidth of 0.17nm.
Measurinng the output ppeak phase shifft as the input power
is increas ed yields the bblue curve in Fiig. 3.
Since tthe bandwidth increases withh peak optical phase
shift, andd the phase shhift is a functtion of peak ooptical
power givven by [3]
ߜ߱ ؆ ͲǤͺȟ߱߶୫ୟୟ୶
߮୫ୟୟ୶ ൌ ܲ ݖୣ

F
Figure 2: Noisse on SNS laserr wire in time domain
d
(a), low
w
ppass filtered (b
b) and FFT off a 10us sectio
on of noise (c)).
U
Upper tracess: 20mV/div.,, 100ns/div. Lower tracee:
220dB/div., 125
5MHz/div.

మ ఠ బ


whereȟ߱
߱ is the initial bandwidth, P0 is the peak ppower,
n2 is the nonlinear indeex, and Aeff is the fiber coree area,
one couldd expect a linnear increase of bandwidthh with
optical poower, unless thhe pulse was aalso spreading due to
dispersionn. In that case,, the peak optiical power deccreases
due to ann increase in puulse duration. This is predicted by
the mode l, which was iinput with pubblished values ffor the
nonlinearr index and disppersion coefficcients.

MEASUR
REMENTS
N
Noise Measu
urements at SNS
We made measurements off the signal avaailable from th
he
SNS laser wire [2]. SNS app
plies a 10ns laser pulse to th
he
m
microbunch traain at 402MHzz, resulting in a short duration
signal (from th
he overlap with
h several micro
obunches) amid
nnoise from various
v
sourcees. These cou
uld include RF
F
ppickup or selff-stripping of the H- beam
m. As shown in
F
Fig. 2, when the
t signal is lo
ow-pass filtereed at 20MHz, a
clean signal reesults. Taking the FFT of th
he noisy signaal
shows that most
m
of the noise power is above 80MHzz.
Though the baaseline is dominated by digitiizing noise, thiis
indicates a quiet
q
zone at lower frequeencies. Furtheer
m
measurements with a low noise RF spectrum analyzeer
w
would give th
he noise pow
wer per Hertz,, which would
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Figure 3: Peak phase shhift versus trannsmitted powerr from
experimennt and from moodel.
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Calculated Pulse
P
Propa
agation
Our model is based on transmission
t
matrix
m
softwarre
(OPALS). We ran the model with three inp
put pulse width
hs
and two fiber lengths: 1, 10 and 100ps pu
ulses in 100 an
nd
30m fibers (Fiig. 4). 1ps pulsses experienceed much greateer
dispersion and
d self-phase modulation
m
(SP
PM). The SPM
M
chirp is proporrtional to the second
s
derivatiive of the pulsse
envelope, so a shorter pulsee has larger SPM
S
as well as
a
larger initial bandwidth. For 100ps pulses, there is almosst
nno change in pulse
p
width up to 200W. The simulation waas
stopped at thee onset of inttrapulse interfference (opticaal
w
wave breaking
g), causing thee model to breaak down. Sincce
tthis is also wh
here the pulse develops largee temporal sid
de
lobes, we mad
de this the non
nlinear limit (~
~250W for botth
100ps, 100m and for 10p
ps, 30m). Thee threshold fo
or
R
Raman scatterring was calcculated as 600
0W for a 10p
ps
ppulse. Raman
n scattering would
w
producee a frequency
yshifted pulse arriving at th
he diagnostic before the HH
bbunch, effectiv
vely resulting in loss.

per Watt . We chose 1 micron evenn though the cross
section ppeaks at arouund 830nm, bbecause with lower
energy phhotons there aare more per W
Watt. This shiffts the
peak yieldd toward longeer wavelengthss.
The yieeld was also ccalculated baseed on scaling rresults
from the SNS laser wirre. Based on R
Ref. 2, we derivved an
efficiencyy of ~15 microoVolts per Wattt, although thee SNS
beam parrameters are ddifferent from those of Project X.
Given thee match betweeen prediction and measurem
ment in
the SNS case, the physsics is understoood and we caan use
our valuee of 1.8 micrroVolts per W
Watt as a reasoonable
example.

Parameeters for a Prractical Systtem
Given tthe predictionss above, we deesigned two syystems
for trannsverse and longitudinal measurementts. A
harmoniccally modeloccked Yb-dopeed fiber laseer can
produce pulses of 1-100ps, dependding on intraacavity
filtering. wavelength, bbut that is noot a concern iin this
applicatioon. This laser can be follow
wed with an ellectrooptic moddulator and a Y
Yb-doped fibeer amplifier wiith 5W
of output power or moree. Distributionn of light to onee of 16
outputs ccan be accompplished with a MEMS fiber switch
capable oof switching seeveral Watts off power. Thus, all the
componennts for a traansmitting sysstem can be highreliabilityy fiber devicess, which woulld fit easily innto an
electroniccs rack.
The paarameters for thhe two system
ms are summariized in
Table 1.
Table 1: System Paraameters
Measurred
Fiber lenngth
Pulse lenngth
Peak inpput power
Reprate
Averagee power
Signal aamplitude
Numberr of averages
Signal-too-noise ratio

Transverse
100m
100ps
200W
162.5MHz
3.3W
6μV
1
35

nal
Longitudin
30m
15ps
200W
162.5MHz
0.33W
6μV
100
35

CON
NCLUSION
NS
We havve shown that a practical H- laser profile m
monitor
can be bbuilt using sollid core, low loss fiber. W
We will
continue to test this cooncept on an H
H- source (HIN
NS) at
Fermilab..
F
Figure 4: Model results forr different pullse lengths an
nd
100m fiber (a), 30m fiber (b)), versus powerr.

Calculation of Signal Level
L
We derived the efficiency
y for photodissociation as a
function of thee H- and photon
n densities, and
d calculated th
he
electron yield as a function of laser poweer for a typicaal
P
Project X beam
m. With an H- beam of 2mm diameter, and a
1 micron wav
velength laser beam ten tim
mes smaller, th
he
vvoltage acrosss a 50 Ohm lo
oad would be 1.8 microVoltts
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Abstract

METHODICS AND INSTRUMENTS

The Photo Injector Test facility at DESY, Zeuthen site
(PITZ), has been established for developing and optimizing electron sources for linac based Free Electron Lasers
(FELs). Characterizations of the beams with maximum energies of about 25 MeV are carried out at PITZ. In order
to study properties of the electron beams, several diagnostic systems are applied. An important investigation is the
study of transverse beam proſles at different beam conditions. Two screen types - Ce-doped Yttrium Aluminum
Garnet (YAG) powder coated and optical transition radiation (OTR) - are used as beam proſle monitors and are
installed in screen stations at different locations along the
beam line. Two wire scanner systems are available for the
same purpose. In addition, a chemical vapour deposition
(CVD) diamond screen is installed in the screen station
prior to a beam dump for testing. In this contribution a
comparison of experimental results from all three screen
types and the wire scanner will be presented and discussed.

INTRODUCTION
Characterization and optimization of photo injector electron sources to produce electron beams with required parameters for the European X-ray Free Electron Laser (European XFEL) are underway at PITZ. The setup consists of
an L-band 1.6 cell normal conducting RF gun with a Cs2 Te
photo cathode. The Yb:YAG cathode laser system used at
PITZ can generate UV laser pulse trains of up to 800 micro pulses spaced at 1 μs. The beam is post-accelerated by
a normal conducting booster cavity located ∼3 m downstream of the cathode. Several diagnostic systems are installed in the beam line to study electron beam properties.
Details of the PITZ components in the current setup are
described in [1, 2] and references therein. To investigate
transverse size and proſle of the beam, several screen stations equipped with CCD cameras are used. In this study, a
YAG powder coated, an OTR, and a CVD-diamond screen
are experimentally investigated. For comparison, measurements using a wire scanner were also performed.
∗ sakhorn.rimjaem@desy.de
† Presenter

(matthias.gross@desy.de)
leave from INRNE, Soſa, Bulgaria
§ On leave from YerPhI, Yerevan, Armenia
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In this study, we investigated the properties of radiators
using different beam intensities and momenta. The inƀuence of the beam intensity to the performance of the radiators was studied by varying either the number of the laser
pulses or the electron bunch charge. Camera gain was varied to cope with saturation of the YAG screen.

YAG Screen
YAG powder coated screens are commonly used at PITZ
since they have high sensitivity at low energy electron
beams. They are made of a silicon wafer with 5-20 μm
of Ce:YAG powder coated on the back side [3]. The screen
can be mounted at a 45o or 90o angle with respect to the
beam axis (Fig. 1). The 90o geometry was chosen for
standard transverse beam proſle measurements at PITZ to
avoid a depth-of-focus problem. For this geometry, an aluminum coated silicon wafer, placed 45o at distance “d”
downstream, deƀects the light to the optical system and the
CCD camera.
screen (90o)

screen (45o)
Si-mirror
e-beam
viewport

d

e-beam

viewport

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of 45o (left) and 90o (right)
mounting geometry of the screen in screen stations at PITZ.

OTR Screen
OTR light is emitted when electrons pass an interface
between two media with different dielectric constants. An
aluminum coated silicon wafer is used as OTR radiator
at PITZ. The screen is tilted by 45o with respect to the
beam direction and backward radiation is emitted perpendicularly to the beam axis (Fig. 1 left). The depth-of-focus
effect due to the 45o orientation has to be considered. Although the OTR screen provides good spatial resolution,
it has the limit of light intensity at low beam energies
[4]. Calculated angular distribution and relative intensity
in Fig. 2 show that the light intensity of the electron energies ≤7 MeV is very small. Therefore, the OTR screen is
not suitable to be used as a beam proſle monitor for electron beams in the low energy section at PITZ.
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Figure 2: Calculated angular distribution (left) and relative
intensity (right) of OTR for different electron energies.
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CVD-diamond Screen

Wire scanners are used to measure beam proſles by
measuring the bremsstrahlung and secondary electrons produced by the primary beam in the wire material. Two wire
scanners utilizing tungsten wire with 20 μm diameter are
installed in the current PITZ setup. They can be used to
measure the beam projection by moving the wires horizontally or vertically. The step size of the movement can be
adjusted [5]; an average step size of 100 μm per second
was used in this study.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Comparison of YAG and OTR Screen
We compared characteristics of the YAG and the OTR
screens at the same screen station, where the mounting geometry of the YAG and the OTR screens are 90o and 45o ,
respectively. In the measurements we observed that the
YAG screen has better sensitivity than the OTR for low
energy beams. We could measure the OTR light with reasonable intensity when the electron momentum was higher
than about 15 MeV/c. Contrary, the YAG screen can be
used to measure the beam image with good intensity for
electron beam momentum down to a few MeV/c. An example of a beamlet image for 14.7 MeV/c beam measured
with the YAG screen is shown in Fig. 3 (a). This beam was
created by a vertical slit of 10 μm located 1.76 m upstream
of the YAG screen during emittance measurements using a
single slit scan technique [1]. An RMS vertical image size
of 68 μm and a detail structure as small as 50 μm could
be observed. For the same condition, we could not mea-
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26

Figure 3: (a) Beam image measured with Ce:YAG coated
powder screen at 1.76 m downstream a vertical 10 μm slit
position for electron momemtum of 14.7 MeV/c. (b) Measured relative intensity of the OTR light as a function of
beam momentum.
Comparison of the beam size measured with the YAG
and the OTR screens are shown in Fig. 4. The geometric
√
RMS beam size (σxy ) is deſned as σxy = σx σy , where
σx and σy are the horizontal and the vertical RMS beam
size, respectively. The difference of the distance “d” between the YAG and the OTR screens is corrected by adjusting the path length in the optical system. Investigations of the inƀuence of multiple scattering on the measured beam size due to the thickness of the silicon substrate of the YAG screen using Monte Carlo simulations
were performed in [3]. The beam size measured with the
YAG screen was reduced by 3% to account for this effect.
The difference between the beam sizes measured with the
YAG and the OTR screens in Fig. 4 (b) was calculated as
100%·(σY AG − σOT R )/σOT R ). The difference could be
due to e.g. the ſnite gain size and thickness of the YAG
powder ſlm or the possible background from the OTR
light created by the silicon mirror during the YAG measurements.
20

0.40

(a)
0.35

YAG

RMS size deviation (%)

Wire Scanner

16
18 20 22
24
Mean momentum (MeV/c)

(b)

(a)

RMS beam size (mm)

A CVD-diamond screen is made by a deposition process using microwave plasma reactors to deposit polycrystalline diamond out of the gas phase. It is radiation hard and
has high thermal conductivity. A screen was provided by
H. Schulte-Schrepping (HASYLAB) for test purposes and
it is installed at the last screen station in the PITZ beam
line to investigate the operation with high intensity beams
and long pulse trains. A 100-μm CVD-diamond screen is
mounted 45o with respect to the beam direction and the
backward radiation is emitted perpendicularly to the beam
axis when the electron beam is hitting the screen (Fig. 1
left).

14

OTR

0.30
0.25
0.20
0.15

(b)
15
10
Dsx

5

Dsy
0

12

12.5 13 13.5 14 14.5
Position along z-axis (m)

15

12

12.5 13 13.5 14 14.5
Position along z-axis (m)

15

Figure 4: (a) Geometric RMS beam size measured with
YAG and OTR screens at different locations. (b) Horizontal and vertical RMS size deviation (Δσx , Δσy ) between
the measurements with YAG and OTR screen. The beam
momentum was 24.8 MeV/c and quadrupole ſelds were
applied.
In Fig. 5 (a), the light intensity measured with the YAG
and the OTR screens was varied by changing the electron bunch charge with ſxed camera gain. This sensitivity test shows that the OTR screen has light output about
a factor of 25 less than the YAG screen. The light inten-
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sure this small beamlet with the OTR screen. For increased
electron momentum, higher light signal was observed for
the OTR screen and the intensity increased by more than a
factor of two when the momentum was increased from 15
to 25 MeV/c as shown in Fig. 3 (b).
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6000

0

Figure 5: Light output intensity per bunch measured with
(a) YAG and OTR screens at 8.4 m downstream of the cathode and (b) YAG and CVD-diamond screens at 19.8 m
downstream of the cathode. The beam momentum in these
measurements was 24.8 MeV/c.

Comparing measurements for the YAG and the CVDdiamond screens were performed at the same screen station with the same mounting geometry of 45o (Fig. 1 left).
The sensitivity test in Fig. 5 (b) shows that the YAG screen
provides a light intensity of about 5 times higher than the
CVD-diamond screen for each bunch charge. In this measurement, the light intensity per bunch was measured as a
function of the bunch charge while the camera gain was
held constant. The results show linear dependence of the
light intensity on charge for both screen types. Rough estimation shows that the image sizes measured by the CVDdiamond screen is about 36% larger than that measured by
the YAG screen. To test the capability of the CVD-diamond
screen with high intensity beams, a 24.8 MeV/c beam of
1 nC bunch charge and 100 electron bunches was focused
on the screen for a couple of hours. There was no damage
observed after the test. However, more tests are required
for the operation with longer pulse trains.

Comparison of YAG Screen and Wire Scanner
Beam proſles measured with the YAG screen and beam
projections measured with the wire scanner for the bunch
charge of 1 nC and momentum of 24.8 MeV/c are shown in
Fig. 6. For this measurements, the YAG screen and the wire
scanner are at 8.92 and 9.47 m downstream of the cathode, respectively. We observed detailed structures of the
beam image in the measured proſles and projections for
both detectors. The beam size was then measured at different locations and with different bunch charges using the
YAG screens and the wire scanner (Fig. 7). For this study,
the beam of 24.8 MeV/c was focused at about 8.4 m downstream of the cathode using the solenoid ſeld. Since there
was no any magnetic ſeld applied between these detectors,
the beam size should increase linearly. The results show
good agreement to the expectation for all bunch charges.
We assume that the different slopes from different bunch
charges are due to the space-charge effect.
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Figure 6: Beam proſles measured with YAG screen (a) and
beam projections measured with wire scanner (b and c).
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sity emitted from both screens increases linearly when the
charge increases. Comparison results using the YAG and
the OTR screens shows good agreement to the earlier studies in [3, 6].
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Figure 7: RMS beam size measured with wire scanner
(WS) and YAG screens at different positions.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOKS
Characteristics of the YAG powder coated, the OTR and
the CVD-diamond screens were investigated. The study results show that the output light intensity obtained from all
three screen types is linearly proportional to bunch charges
and the YAG screen has higher sensitivity than other radiators, especially for low energy beams as we have at
PITZ. Although the OTR screen has a better spatial resolution than the YAG, the signal to noise ratio is much lower.
Therefore, it is not suitable to be used as an observation
screen of the beamlet in the standard emittance measurement at PITZ. The beam size of different bunch charges
was measured at different locations using the YAG screens
and the wire scanner. The results shows excellent agreement for the beam size evolution along the beam line.
In brief, the YAG screen is useful for beams with low energy and low charge while the OTR screen is more practical
for high energy beams and high charge. The CVD-diamond
screen can be considered as the radiator for high intensity
beam and long pulse trains.
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PERFORMENCE OF THE TIME RESOLVED SPECTROMETER FOR
THE 5 MeV PHOTO-INJECTOR PHIN
D. Egger∗ , Ö. Mete, EPFL, Lausanne, Switzerland & CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
M. Csatari, A. Dabrowski, S. Döbert, T. Lefèvre, M. Olvegård and M. Petrarca
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

The PHIN photo-injector test facility is being commissioned at CERN to demonstrate the capability to produce
the required beam for the 3rd CLIC Test Facility (CTF3),
which includes the production of a 3.5 A stable beam,
bunched at 1.5 GHz with a relative energy spread of less
than 1%. A 90◦ spectrometer is instrumented with an OTR
screen coupled to a gated intensified camera, followed by a
segmented beam dump for time resolved energy measurements. The following paper describes the transverse and
temporal resolution of the instrumentation with an outlook
towards single-bunch energy measurements.

(2 mm thick and spaced by 1 mm) parallel to the beam direction and working as Faraday Cups, sits at the end of the
spectrometer line, outside of the vacuum chamber, at a distance of 739 mm from the dipole. The dispersion in the line
is equal to 820.2 mm and 1067 mm for the OTR screen and
the segmented dump respectively. The fast read-out of the
20 segments gives a time resolved horizontal beam profile,
corresponding to the beam energy spread along the pulse.
A typical time resolved spectrum is shown in Fig. 2.
Camera

90

INTRODUCTION

THE PHIN SPECTROMETER
The non-movable OTR screen, tilted by 45◦ with respect
to the beam axis and imaged by an intensified gated camera with a minimum gate duration of 5 ns [5], is placed
580 mm downstream of the dipole, see Fig. 1. The segmented beam dump, made out of 20 stainless steel plates
∗ daniel.egger@epfl.ch
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Figure 1: Layout (in mm) of the PHIN spectrometer.
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The CTF3 drive beam is currently generated with a
thermionic gun and subharmonic bunchers inducing high
losses (30%) and producing 8% satellites [1]. A photoinjector is a valuable alternative capable of overcoming the
inefficiency of the RF system since the bunch train’s temporal structure follows the laser’s one [2]. Such a photoinjector, named PHIN, is under commissioning at CERN
in collaboration with LAL and CCLRC. It should produce
a 1.2 μs long train of bunches spaced by 667 ps (8 ps
bunch length and 2.33 nC bunch charge) with an energy
stability below 0.1% and a relative energy spread smaller
than 1%. PHIN features several diagnostic tools to address
these issues [3]; beam energy and energy spread are measured using a 90◦ spectrometer designed in 2009 and tested
during the first commissioning of PHIN [4]. The spectrometer consists of an Optical Transition Radiation (OTR)
screen for precise energy spread measurements. Time resolved measurements are obtained via a segmented beam
dump which is a key device for identifying energy variations along the pulse train due to beam loading and RF
power fluctuations. This paper describes the performance
of the instrumentation with a focus on the time resolution
of the detectors.

4.8◦

e− beam

-4

-3

-2

-1
0
1
E/E0-1 [%]

2

3

Figure 2: Time resolved energy spread; the energy fluctuations along the pulse are due to RF variations [6].

ENERGY RESOLUTION AND ERRORS
At 5.5 MeV multiple scattering of the beam in the OTR
screen and vacuum window increases the 1σ beam profile

).
at the segmented dump by: L1 tan (σs ) + L2 tan (σvac


Where σs and σvac are the increase in beam divergence
due to the OTR screen and vacuum window respectively.
Correcting for this and the beam’s intrinsic size (σb ) the
horizontal profile, encoding the energy spread, is:

 ))2 − σ 2
σE,d = (σd − L1 tan (σs ) − L2 tan (σvac
b
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This is converted to the relative energy spread through:

ij

Where x = (σd , σs , σvac
, σb , L1 , L2 ) and ∂xi σE,d is the
derivative vector. The error matrix is assumed to be Mij =
Δxi Δxj . For a typical beam with σd = 12 mm and
Δσd = 1 mm it is found that the absolute error on ΔE/E,
measured by the segmented dump, is ±0.06%, making this
detector accurate to within 7.4%. The largest contribution
comes from the error on the measured profile at the segmented dump, i.e. σd .
For an ideal beam, the minimum resolvable energy
spread is 0.25%, corresponding to the case where all the
beam enters one segment.

The nominal PHIN design parameters were achieved in
2009 [7], however as presented here lower quality beams
were used to test the spectrometer’s performance.

Electrical CrossTalk in the Segmented Dump
Aside from beam dynamics and the effect of beam line
elements, the measured energy spread is increased by the
dump’s intrinsic electrical crosstalk between neighbouring
channels. Using a network analyser this effect was measured to be a maximum of 10 dB in the 96 MHz sampling
frequency range of the ADCs, see Fig. 3. Assuming only
nearest neighbour crosstalk, this effect is modelled by:
CSin = Sout with Ci,i = 1, Ci,i+1 = Ci,i−1 = ηXT
ηXT is the crosstalk between nearest neighbours and the
index i runs over the segments in the dump. Assuming
in the broadened
a Gaussian distribution as input signal S
out is computed and fitted to a Gaussian. With
signal S
ηXT = 10 dB the relative broadening of σd is only 1.8%
for a typical PHIN beam, see Fig. 4.
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Figure 3: Crosstalk measured with a network analyser.
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Figure 4: Effect of crosstalk on the measured profile.
an 18 GHz analogue bandwidth. For N-type cables the
3 dB/100 m attenuation threshold is rejected at 115 MHz.
The measured raw signal and its FFT, Fig. 6, show that
the segmented dump is capable of resolving the beam’s
1.5 GHz bunching structure. However the bunch profile
cannot be resolved; with this setup the segmented dump’s
temporal resolution is considered to be the FWHM of the
measured individual bunches, i.e. 520 ps. This limit is
due to cable length and impedance mismatches between
the stainless steel segments and the connectors. This was
confirmed by connecting an impedance-matched singlechannel Faraday Cup, sketched in Fig. 7, to the oscilloscope with the same N-type cable. As can be seen in Fig.
6 the beam current goes almost to zero in between bunches
and the temporal resolution improves to 250 ps.
1

Segmented Dump Time Resolution
The stopping time of 5.5 MeV electrons in stainless
steel, simulated in Geant4 [8], shows that the intrinsic time
resolution is 17 ps which corresponds to a working regime
of 0 − 58 GHz, see Fig. 5. In routine operations, the segmented dump channels are connected to the 96 MHz ADCs
via 55 m long BNC cables, which give already a 3 dB attenuation at 12 MHz. Any fluctuations in the signals occurring at higher frequencies would be slightly distorted.
To minimise the bandwidth limitations due to cabling and
the ADCs, one channel of the segmented dump was connected via a 100 m N-type cable to an oscilloscope with
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Figure 5: Time distribution of a 0 ps long bunch of electrons once stopped in stainless steel.
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Segmented Dump and OTR Screen Agreement
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The segmented dump and OTR energy spread measurements were compared over time intervals of 200 ns along
the pulse train. The result of the scan is shown in Fig. 9.
Each interval was measured several times; giving a mean
relative energy spread. The standard deviation is referring
to shot to shot fluctuations. The scan shows that the two
detectors measure the same relative energy spread up to
7.8 ± 4.6%.
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Figure 6: Individual bunches measured by the segmented
dump and the FFT of the pulse.
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Figure 9: Gated OTR scan measurements, compared with
the segmented dump.

Figure 7: Impedance matched Faraday Cup.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
OTR Screen Time Resolution
The OTR screen’s time resolution was tested using a low
charge 0.1 nC beam with the camera’s minimum 5 ns gate.
Due to the little amount of light collected the camera was
set to a high gain (76%), increasing the amount of shot
noise. A measurement of the beam’s transverse profile, see
Fig. 8, shows that measurements under such conditions are
still feasible. Given that the PHIN nominal bunch charge
is 23 times higher (2.3 nC), it can be expected that single
bunch measurements could be achieved with faster cameras.
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Figure 8: Transverse profile measured with a 5 ns gate.
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The tests presented here show that the instrumentation
is well adapted for PHIN’s needs: the energy spread measured with the segmented dump and the OTR screen has
been shown to agree within 7.8 ± 4.6% over 200 ns time
intervals. Extrapolating from the OTR data, single bunch
measurement should be possible. The time response of segmented dump detectors can be improved by carefully designing the cabling and connections. SMA type connectors
could directly be soldered to the segments to minimize the
number of connectors and to allow a higher bandwidth.
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HIGH RESOLUTION SR PROFILE MONITOR
AT ATF2 EXTRACTION LINE
T. Naito, T. Mitsuhashi,
High Energy Accelerator Research Organization, KEK, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305-0801, Japan
Abstract
The profile monitor using visible light of the SR at
ATF2 extraction line has been developed. KEK-ATF is a
facility to produce extremely low emittance beam for the
linear collider. The emittance in the damping ring is
x=1x10-9m and y=1x10-11m, respectively. The ATF2
extraction line is a transport line to study the Final focus
system for the linear collider. The expected beam size at
the profile monitor is 230 m in horizontal and 13 m in
vertical. We used a wide aperture optical system and an
apodization filter to reduce the diffraction limit of the
optical system. The design and the results of the
preliminary measurement are reported.
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INTRODUCTION
The damping ring (DR) of the Accelerator Test
Facility(KEK-ATF) was built to generate extremely low
emittance beams and the ATF2 is a Final Focus
System(FFS) proto-type for linear collider [1]. The beam
energy is 1.3GeV. The design emittances are x=1x10-9m
and y=1x10-11m, respectively, when assumed 1%
coupling. The FFS is aiming to obtain nano-meter spot
sizes and same level of the position stability. Many kinds
of monitors[2][3] and tuning tools[4] are also developing
for the FFS not only the beam spot size monitor[5].
We constructed a profile monitor using the visible light
of the Synchrotron radiation from the third bending
magnet at the extraction line, which is located at 10m
downstream of the extraction point in the DR. We called
EXT-SR as the monitor. The expected beam size at the
location is 230m in horizontal and 13m in vertical,
respectively (beta-x=14.3m, beta-y=16.5m and eta-x=0.2m). It is difficult to measure such a small vertical beam
size for the diffraction-limited resolution due to the
opening angle of the SR. The opening angle of the SR is
described as 1/, in the case of the KEK-ATF, the opening
angle is 0.4 mrad. However, the SR distribution has large
tails outside of the opening angle. We designed a large
aperture optical system to collect the whole of the SR
distribution and the apodization filter, which has a
possibility of a high-resolution profile monitor. This
monitor is not focus on the precise measurement of the
vertical beam size. The EXT-SR is non-destructive
monitor, which can measure the beam property at same
time with the other monitors located at the downstream of
the extraction line. Some of the emittance growth source,
for example, xy-coupling, orbit jitter, momentum spread,
etc., come from the DR or the extraction part. It is very
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significant to understand the beam property at the location.
The EXT-SR will be used not only for the profile monitor,
but other purpose.
-Beam hallo measurement by using coronagraph [6]; to
understand the beam tail is significant to evaluate the
background signal of the wire scanner and the beam spot
size monitor.
-Beam position measurement by estimating the centroid
position of the profile [7]; the evaluation of the shot-byshot beam position fluctuation is useful to find out the
jitter source or the instability in the DR.
-Momentum spread measurement [8]; the intra-beam
scattering effect in the DR increases the momentum
spread. The location of the EXT-SR is a large dispersion
area in horizontal. The measured beam size is expressed
by

 meas   x 2  x dp p 

2

,

x dp p

is dominant for the measured horizontal beam
size at the location. Therefore the momentum spread can
be estimated from the horizontal beam size.
The design and the preliminary measurement of the
EXT-SR are described in the following sections.

OPTICAL DESIGN
The beam parameters of the ATF2 at the normal
operation are summarized at Table 1. The source point of
the SR is the entrance of the third bending magnet
(BS3X) of the ATF2. The bending radius of BS3X is 3.9m.
The optical system of the EXT-SR consists of an
objective lens (achromat lens, f=2000mm), a band pass
filter (80nm bandwidth at 500nm), a polarized filter and a
magnifier lens (x5). The layout is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Layout of the EXT-SR monitor.
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Table 1: Parameters of the ATF2 Beam
Beam energy
1.3 GeV
Charge /bunch
1x1010 electrons
Number of bunches
1~10
Repetition rate
0.78~3.12 Hz
Bending radius
3.9 m
The magnification ratio from the source point to the
CCD is 1.25. There are 5 mirrors between the source
point and the objective lens to guide the SR. All of mirror
has /10 flatness and made by quartz. There is no
deformation by the SR power for the first mirror, because
of the very low power density of the SR. The angular
distribution of the SR for visible light is plotted in Fig. 2.
The tail of the distribution exceeds +/-8mrad. We used a
150mm diameter objective lens to collect the whole of the
SR distribution. The objective lens is located at 10m
downstream from the source point and 15mrad of the SR
distribution can be collected. We plan to apply an
apodization filter to obtain a flat-intensity distribution in
entrance pupil. This improves the resolution of the
monitor. The comparison of the calculated diffraction
with and without apodization filter is shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Calculated diffraction.
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Figure 4: Picture of the SR line; The visible light of the
SR is guided by using three mirrors in the accelerator
room. The mirrors are set in the black duct to avoid the
background light.

SR BEAM LINE AND SOFTWARE
CONSTRUCTION
Figure 4 shows the picture of the SR line. Three mirrors
in the accelerator room are in the black duct to avoid the
background light and both end of the black duct is
shielded by using the optical flat to avoid the air
turbulence. The first mirror sits on a rock base to avoid
the mechanical vibration. The second and the third
mirrors are adjustable in angles by the remote control.
Other mirrors sit in the optical hut. The objective lens is
located at 10m downstream from the source point and the
magnifier lens is located in downstream to form the
Kepler type telescope. We use a FireWire interfaced CCD
camera (IMAGENG SOURCE CO. DMK21BF04) for the
observation of the beam image. The camera specifications
are 1)pixel size 5.6m(H), 5.6m(V); 2)resolution 640(H),
480(V), 3)sensitivity 0.03lx and 4)dynamic range 8bit.
This CCD has an electric shutter (100s minimum) and

Figure 5: example of the acquired beam profile; the beam
size is calculated from the fitting of the projected image
in horizontal and in vertical. Two lines at both side of the
image are integration area to calculate the projection.
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Figure 2: Angular distribution of the SR from the bending
magnet (Energy=1.3GeV, Bending radius = 3.9m, Wave
length ()=500nm, Sigma-mode polarization).
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The time trend of the beam profile showed the stable
beam position and the beam size in horizontal and in
vertical. The dependence of the charge is under analysis.

CONCLUSION
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Figure 6: time trend of the beam profile in 10 minutes.
Plots show the vertical beam size, the horizontal beam
size, the vertical beam position, the horizontal beam
position and DR current measured by DCCT.
an external trigger. The external trigger function is
required to get the synchronized data acquisition. We
have developed a video analyze software and data display
with the beam current. The video analyzer uses a linux
computer. We use in-house developed software, which is
written by using C-language and LIBCD1394 library [9].
The example of the acquired beam profile is shown in
Fig. 5. The projection of the beam profile is calculated
from the integration of the light intensity between two
lines. The position of the line can be set arbitrary location
to eliminate the CCD noise. The beam size is calculated
from the fitting of the profile with Gauss function in
horizontal and in vertical.
The acquired data is
transferred to the accelerator control computer in real
time and set on the database with the time stamp. The
correlation of the data can be seen with the other
parameter of the accelerator. Figure 6 shows the time
trend of the beam profile and the stored current, which is
same as extracted charge.

BEAM MEASUREMENT
The preliminary measurement was done without the
apodization filter. The estimated diffraction limit from the
opening angle of the SR is 20m. The expected beam size
at the EXT-SR is 230m in horizontal and 24m in
vertical, respectively. The magnification ratio is
calibrated by looking a target image at same distance as
the source point. The measured beam size was 300m in
horizontal and 80m in vertical, respectively, at the
condition of the extracted beam intensity 1 nC, single
bunch. The measured horizontal beam size is almost
agreed with the expectation. However, the measured
vertical beam size is three times larger than the
expectation. We suspect the miss-alignment of the SR line,
which reduces the aperture of the SR in this time.
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The SR profile monitor was designed and constructed
for ATF2 beam line. The preliminary measurement was
done without the apodization filter. The video analyzing
software was developed and could set the data to the
database of the accelerator control.
The resolution test with the apodization filter will be
measured for the next step. The other application software
will be developed using this hardware.
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NON-INTERCEPTIVE PROFILE MEASUREMENTS USING AN
OPTICAL-BASED TOMOGRAPHY TECHNIQUE
C.M. Mateo, G. Adroit, A. France, G. Ferrand, R. Gobin, S. Nyckees, Y. Sauce, F. Senée, O. Tuske,
CEA/Saclay, DSM/IRFU/SACM, 91191-Gif/Yvette, France
Most of the charged particle beam shapes do not
possess symmetry. In such cases, diagnostic measurement
obtained in one direction is not enough to reconstruct the
spatial distribution of the beam. The use of intense beams
which demands for non-interceptive diagnostic devices
posed another challenge in measuring the beam’s spatial
distribution. At CEA Saclay and within the DITANET
framework, the use of tomography combined with optical
diagnostics to develop a non-interceptive transverse
profile monitor is under development. This profile
monitor is presently tested on the BETSI test bench. In
this contribution, a tomography algorithm suited for beam
profile measurements is presented. This algorithm is
based on the formulation of iterative Algebraic
Reconstruction Technique (ART) problem and the
Maximum-Likelihood
Expectation
Maximization
(MLEM) for the iteration step. The algorithm is
optimized within the limit of using 6 projections only.
Several beam shapes are generated and then reconstructed
computationally. Actual measurements in the BETSI test
bench are also done to verify the tomographic
reconstruction process.

INTRODUCTION
Increased average beam currents in present accelerators
and storage rings, is a subject of great interests to the
accelerator community. It offers many applications in
industry, medicine and in basic researches as well. For all
of these researches, it is a requirement to have knowledge
about the spatial distribution of particles both at the
transport channel and at the experimental target site.
Hence, beam diagnostics is imperative. However, for
intense charged particle beams, there is an increased
specific demand for non-interceptive beam diagnostic
devices. Such diagnostics must not be interceptive such
that it will not destruct the beam, and, at the same time,
will not be destroyed by the high ion currents in the beam
during operations.
One of such non-interceptive diagnostics is the optical
method of measuring profile of the beam by utilizing the
interaction of the beam with the residual gas inside the
vacuum chamber [1]. When a beam particle hit a gas
molecule present inside the chamber, electrons are excited
into an outer shell and when these electrons fall back into
their stable lower shells, a photon is emitted from the gas
molecule. Using cameras, the emitted light can be focused
onto a CCD chip that can store spatial information, and, if
coupled with a spectrometer, spectral information can
_______________________________________
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also be stored.
In contrast to other techniques like
multiwires which only permit measurements in only one
direction,
optical
diagnostics
allows
multiple
measurements of several beam projections at the same
cross section but at different angles around the beam.
In this contribution, optical diagnostics is incorporated
with the tomography technique to obtain a nondestructive reconstruction of the cross-sectional spatial
distribution of the beam. It aims to verify the use of
tomography for measuring the transverse profile of the
beam. This is of advantage when dealing with beam
shapes that are more intricate.

TOMOGRAPHY
Tomography is the method to reconstruct a 2D or 3D
cross sectional image of an object given multiple flat
scans taken from multiple angles around an object. Most
literatures about it are in the field of medicine. In the field
of accelerator physics and for the purposes of using
optical diagnostics to understand the shape and the spatial
extent of the beam from a 2D CCD image, it is necessary
to understand and implement tomography.
The problem is defined in the coordinate system
ሺݔǡ ݕǡ ݖሻ with the beam direction along the z-axis. The
object in question is represented by ሺݔǡ ݕሻ, which
represents the spatial distribution of the object in the
 ݖൌ Ͳ plane. The observed data taken from the 2D
multiple images around an object is given by the
projection integral which can be defined mathematically
by the Radon transform [2,3]. The Radon transform
݃ሺݏǡ ߠሻ of a function ݂ሺݔǡ ݕሻ is the line integral of the
values of ݂ሺݔǡ ݕሻ along the line inclined at an angle T
from the x-axis at a distance s from the origin.
The desired computation however is an inverse
problem. Given the projections, the unknown object must
be computed. There are several ways of solving this. The
2D Fourier Transform is the most common way used in xray tomography. In this technique a large number of
projections are required to be able to reconstruct the
image. However, for accelerator physics, it is important
to be able to reconstruct the image in few projections.
One way to do this is by using the ART [4].
The idea in ART can be considered as smearing back
the projection intensities back to the reconstruction area.
The reconstruction area is being set up as a matrix with
unknowns covering the object of interest. Then algebraic
methods are used to solve for the unknowns by modifying
the densities iteratively in order to make the reconstructed
projections coincide with the original projections. And
since the number of viewing angles in diagnostic chamber
for particle accelerators is limited by space and cost of
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cameras, iterative reconstruction is more promising than
the Fourier process.
In this paper, the image reconstruction algorithm is
based on the formulation of the ART and combined with
the MLEM in the iteration procedure.
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TABLE TOP EXPERIMENT
Measurements patterned from the results of Belyaev [5]
are done to verify the tomography reconstruction
algorithm. A He-Ne laser is expanded by a double-lens
beam expander system. The expanded beam is then
directed to a rotatable mask which defines the shape of
the beam. After passing through the rotatable mask, the
beam, which already has a defined shape, is focused to
the vacuum chamber containing a fluorescent gas at 1
atmospheric pressure. To avoid unnecessary reflections
inside the chamber, the inner surfaces of the vacuum are
covered with black opaque material and also, the whole
setup is assembled inside a dark room. A CCD camera
(Stingray F146 B) connected to a computer obtains the
images of the laser beam and with Labview program, the
profile of the image taken by the CCD camera is
obtained. Since tomography reconstruction requires
several profiles obtained at different angles, other profiles
were obtained by rotating the mask to a desired angle.
The profiles obtained at six different angles, between 0°
to 150° with an increment of 30°, are then utilized as
input profiles in the tomography reconstruction algorithm.
The result of the reconstruction of the laser beam’s
spatial density distribution is shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: The six profiles at different angles (upper left)
are used to reconstruct the beam’s spatial distribution
(upper right).
In order to describe the reconstruction qualitatively, the
discrepancy between the measured and reconstructed xand y- profiles were plotted as shown in the second row
of Fig. 1.
In parallel with the actual measurements, reconstruction
of test images generated numerically is also done. A
separate code that generates test images is developed. An
example of test image is shown in the upper left-hand
corner of Fig. 2. The code rotates the image to preferred
angles and then records the horizontal profile of the
images for each of the angles. The profiles obtained are
then used as input data on the reconstruction algorithm.
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The projection angles were distributed between 0° to 150°
with an increment of 30° or 50°. Test images are
reconstructed with 6 or 4 projections for the purpose of
comparison in image quality. Initial study was made by
the group of Belyaev where they concluded that 4-8
projections are sufficient to reconstruct the intensity
distribution of the beam cross section [5]. For the
numerical simulation, each projection is composed of 513
points corresponding to a 513 × 513 pixels in the
reconstructed image.
Results of the reconstruction of the numerically
generated input image are shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: The reconstructed image with four and six
projections.

MEASUREMENTS ON BEAM LINE
Following the table-top experiment and numerical
simulations, an experiment is also done in Ion Source
Test Bench (BETSI) at CEA Saclay [6], equipped with an
Electron Cyclotron Resonance (ECR) Ion Source. After
extraction, a solenoid is inserted to focus the beam to the
focal plane of the analyzing magnet. The analyzing
magnet bends the beam over 104° with a bending radius
of 400 mm.
An experimental chamber with six equally spaced
viewports along the axial direction at 90° with respect to
the beam direction, and 6 other viewports at 30° with
respect to the beam direction is constructed and is first
installed in BETSI, positioned after the analyzing magnet
and before the beam stop. Viewports oriented 30° with
respect to the beam direction will be used for future
Doppler shift spectroscopy measurements. In this
contribution, only the images through the perpendicular
viewports were acquired. Additional gas can also be
injected inside the chamber through a gas inlet.
A digital CCD camera with a Firewire Interface,
Stingray F146 B and with Fujinon HF25HA-1B objective
is used to capture images of the beam from each
viewport. The objective has a constant focal length of
25mm and has an adjustable iris in the range of F1.4 to
F22. At a distance of 180mm from the beam axis and an
image size of 692 × 518 pixel, the field of view is 45.82 ×
34.45 mm. This in turn gives 0.066 × 0.067 mm per pixel
size.
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Abstract
Microbunching instability in high-brightness beams of
linac-driven free-electron lasers (FEL) can lead to coherence effects in the emission of optical transition radiation
(OTR) used for standard transverse profile diagnostics, thus
rendering it impossible to observe a direct image of the
particle beam. By using a scintillation screen in combination with a fast gated CCD camera, coherence effects
can be suppressed as OTR is created in an instantaneous
process while scintillation light has a certain decay time.
In addition, the emission of the scintillation light is a statistical process from many atoms which is completely insensitive to the longitudinal bunch structure and does not
produce coherence effects. Gating the camera after the
passage of the electron bunch should eliminate any influence of the coherent OTR (COTR). First experiments using this method have been performed successfully at the
Free-Electron Laser in Hamburg (FLASH) as a proof-ofprinciple. In this paper, we study the applicability of scintillation screens for high-energy electron beams under operation conditions for which COTR is emitted. Experimental results together with simulations are presented and discussed in view of COTR suppression and spatial resolution.

INTRODUCTION
Transverse electron beam diagnosis based on OTR
screens may be hampered by coherence effects in the visible regime due to microbunching instability in longitudinally compressed high-brightness electron beams [1, 2].
Observation of coherent OTR has been reported by several
facilities [3, 4] and an example from FLASH is shown in
Fig. 1. Possible concepts for suppressing coherence effects
include, for instance, reducing the spectral COTR contribution by inserting band pass filters [6], using laser heaters to
damp microbunching instability [7] or imaging the electron
beam with scintillation screens.
The emission of the scintillation light is a statistical process from many atoms which is completely insensitive to
the longitudinal bunch structure or the microbunching, and
does not produce coherence effects. However, there is still
OTR generated at the boundary of vacuum and scintillation
screen. This undesired OTR from the scintillation screen
surface can be separated from the scintillation light either spatially by suitable orientations of scintillation screen
∗ minjie.yan@desy.de
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Figure 1: Top: Beam image without COTR (LuAG screen).
Middle and bottom: Strong COTR effects lead to saturation
in the beam images (OTR screen with shortpass and longpass filters). For more details see Ref. [5].
and camera, or temporally by delayed recording of images. Since the scintillation light has a certain decay time
whereas OTR is emitted in an instantaneous process, gating
the camera after the passage of the electron bunch should
avoid the detection of OTR and therefore completely suppress COTR. In this paper we report the first successful experiments carried out at FLASH using this method of temporal separation, and study the applicability of scintillation
screens for transverse beam diagnosis of high-energy electron beams in view of spatial resolution.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experiments were performed at the diagnostics
section SMATCH upstream of the SASE undulators at
FLASH. Light emitted from different imaging screens,
mounted at a movable off-axis screen holder at 45◦ to the
incoming beam, can be detected at 90◦ w.r.t. the incoming
beam by a camera system consisting of a fast gated CCD
camera (Dicam Pro, 1280 x 1024 pixels with 6.7 x 6.7 μm2
pixel size) equipped with a macro lens (f = 150 mm) and
a teleconverter (x 1.4). Figure 2 shows the top view of the
SMATCH layout (right) and a picture of the screen holder
with the emission directions indicated by arrows (left). In
our experiment we used the OTR screen (Al coated silicon)
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Figure 2: Left: Screen holder with imaging screens at diagnostics section SMATCH; emission directions indicated
by arrows [5]. Right: Top view of the layout of the experimental setup.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The measurements were performed at a beam energy
of 700 MeV and bunch charge of 0.5 nC. In order to see
COTR effects the electron bunches were compressed.
Figure 3(a) shows a beam image measured with the OTR
screen and a camera exposure time of 100 ns. There appears to be two undefined saturated structures in the middle
part of the image due to strong COTR. The large half circle
in yellow color code can be attributed to synchrotron radiation which is reflected on the surface of the OTR screen.
Even with the camera gain adjusted to the minimum value,
the image was still in saturation, rendering any diagnosis
impossible. Then the camera gate was delayed until the
OTR signal disappears. Since the emission of OTR is an instantaneous process, vanishing of OTR image was expected
after the passage of the bunch, which means a camera delay time of under 1 ns. However, due to the trigger-jitter,
the gate had to be delayed by at least 100 ns to completely
block the OTR signal (Fig. 3(b)). Both measurements were
repeated with the LuAG screen under the same conditions
as for the OTR screen. The image shown in Fig. 3(c) was
taken with the LuAG screen and without camera delay. The
origin of the light signal is both COTR, generated at the
boundary of screen and vacuum, and scintillation light, exited by the electron bunch. Most part of synchrotron radiation has now passed through the scintillator crystal, thus
leaving only very low intensity in the background. Still, the
camera image is saturated by strong COTR and gives no
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quantitative information about the transverse beam profile.
Finally, the camera gate was delayed again by 100 ns and
the image is shown in Fig. 3(d). According to Fig. 3(b),
COTR is excluded after this delay time and only scintillation light contributes to the signal. Now a quantitative
analysis of the beam spot becomes possible, and the measured horizontal and vertical beam sizes are 226 μm and
496 μm, respectively. Unfortunately, due to the lack of a
reference measurement of the beam profile, the accuracy
of this measurement cannot be determined.

(a) OTR screen

(c) LuAG screen

(b) OTR screen, +100ns delay

(d) LuAG screen, +100ns delay

Figure 3: Camera images of the beam with (a) OTR screen,
(b) OTR screen with 100 ns camera delay, (c) LuAG screen,
(d) LuAG screen with 100 ns camera delay.

RESOLUTION STUDIES
c [8]
Simulations with the ray-tracing program ZEMAX
revealed that the relative angles (i) between incoming beam
and camera, and (ii) between incoming beam and screen
have a large influence on the spatial resolution of transverse beam sizes measured with scintillation screens. The
horizontal beam sizes of simulated images from BGO
(Bi4 (GeO4 )3 , blue line) and LuAG screens (red line) are
plotted in Fig. 4 as a function of screen tilt θ (angle between screen normal and beam). The green line indicates
the reference beam size. Each curve corresponds to an observation geometry with a camera orientation of 22.5◦ , 45◦
or 90◦ w.r.t. the incoming beam. There exists an optimum
setting for the screen tilt in each observation geometry and,
surprisingly, placing the camera normal to the beam (typical configuration for beam size measurements), shows the
worst resolution among the three geometries. This behaviour has been confirmed in test experiments with a BGO
screen performed at the Mainz Microtron (MAMI), Mainz.
Two images from that experiment are included in Fig. 4 for
the corresponding simulations. The beam image is strongly
enlarged when the screen tilt is changed from 15◦ to 45◦ ,
indicating the worsening resolution.
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and LuAG screen (Lu3 Al5 O12 :Ce, thickness of 100 μm) on
the left. The screens on the right are used for THz spectroscopy. During machine operation one bunch out of the
bunch train is kicked onto the screen by a fast kicker magnet upstream of the screen holder and the projected transverse beam profile is imaged. The resolution of the imaging
system, estimated with a USAF1951 test target, amounted
to about 100 μm and the magnification was determined to
be 7:1.
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Figure 4: Horizontal beam size of simulated images from
BGO (blue) and LuAG (red) screens. The angles between
camera and incoming beam are 22.5◦ , 45◦ and 90◦ , respectively. Two images from test experiments are included.
Further experiments have been performed at MAMI
with a well-focused uncompressed CW beam using LYSO
screens (Lu2−x Yx SiO5 :Ce, thicknesses of 300 μm and
500 μm), which are assumed to have better resolution according to Ref. [9]. The camera system was orientated at
22.5◦ w.r.t the incoming beam (Fig. 5 (top)). The measured
horizontal (lower left) and vertical (lower right) beam sizes
as a function of screen tilt are plotted in Fig. 5 (bottom) in
comparison with simulations. The measurement with the
OTR screen is included as reference since there is no coherence effects observed at MAMI. The general behaviour
of the measured results is in good agreement with the simulations. The thicker screen shows a worse resolution in
both planes. Since the screen is rotated in the horizontal
plane, the horizontal beam size is largely influenced by the
screen tilt, whereas the vertical one is relatively insensitive
to it. For beams with larger transverse size the influence of
screen tilt is assumed to become less critical. It is necessary
to emphasize that the optimum resolution is achieved when
the screen is rotated away from the camera, which has also
been observed in Ref. [9]. A possible explanation for the
deviation between the measurement results and the simulations shown here could be the fact that the beam had a tilted
elliptical spot size which complexes the simulations.

CONCLUSION
The first experiments using a scintillation screen in combination with a fast gated CCD camera to suppress COTR
have been performed successfully at FLASH as a proofof-principle. With studies at MAMI, the applicability of
scintillation screen for high-brightness electron beam diagnostics has been investigated. Good spatial resolution of
scintillation screen is achievable in certain observation geometries.
442

Figure 5: Top: Layout of the experimental setup for measurements at MAMI. Bottom: the measured horizontal
(lower left) and vertical (lower right) beam sizes in comparison with simulations.
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OPTICAL DIAGNOSTICS FOR FRANKFURT NEUTRON SOURCE
H. Reichau∗ , O. Meusel, U. Ratzinger, C. Wagner
Institute of Applied Physics, Goethe University Frankfurt, Germany

A non-interceptive optical diagnostic system on the basis
of beam tomography, was developed for the planned Frankfurt Neutron Source (FRANZ). The proton driver linac of
FRANZ will provide energies up to 2.0 MeV. The measurement device will non-interceptively derive required beam
parameters at the end of the LEBT at beam energies of
120 keV and a current of 200 mA. On a narrow space
of 351.2 mm length a rotatable tomography tank will perform a multi-turn tomography with a high and stable vacuum pressure. The tank allows to plug different measurement equipment additionally to the CCD Camera installed,
to perform optical beam tomography. A collection of developed algorithms provides information about the density
distribution, shape, size, location and emittance on the basis of CCD images. Simulated, as well as measured data
have been applied to the evaluation algorithms to test the
reliability of the beam. The actual contribution gives an
overview on the current diagnostic possibilities of this diagnostic system.

OPTICAL DIAGNOSTICS IN THE LEBT
Alternative methods to extract information from tomography data out of the beam in more characteristic detail are
developed [1]. In this contribution beam position,shape and
emittance will be regarded. Beam position and beam shape
fascilitate the analysis of the effects of the chopper in the
LEBT on the beam and the proper alignment of the source.
Shape and emittance of the beam will evaluate the quality
of the beam before entering the acceleration section after
the last solenoid.

METHODS
Different methods were developed and implemented to
support a different, more detailed information about the
characteristic of the beam.

Beam Position
The beam position is a two-part information, consisting
of the center of gravity and the main axis of gravity that determines the direction of the beam through this center. This
direction can be defined by the aberration angle of the main
axis of gravity from the z-direction. The center of gravity
for the volume data V is given by Px , Py and Pz , where x
and y are the transversal directions and z is the longitudinal direction of the volume. The back projected volume is a
∗ reichau@iap.uni-frankfurt.de
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three-variant dataset of intensity values. The axis of gravity
of V only depend on the actual intensity distribution. The
determination of these axes is known as eigenvalue problem. Therefore, the eigenvectors of the inertia tensor of the
distribution are the demanded directions. The inertia tensor
is given by:
⎛ 2
⎞
y˜i + z˜i 2 −x̃i y˜i
−x̃i z˜i

⎠ (1)
mi ⎝ −y˜i x̃i
x̃i 2 + z˜i 2 −y˜i z˜i
T =
2
2
i
−z˜i x̃i
−z˜i y˜i
x̃i + y˜i
Where mi is the intensity of a point in the volume and the
x̃, ỹ and z̃ are the whitened point coordinates, which means
that the center of gravity is subtracted from the original coordinates. T is a bilinear representation of the torsional
moment of the correlated volume. Note that the torsional
moment in z-direction is nearly zero, since the impulses
of longitudinal direction are much stronger than in the
transversal directions. Because of this circumstances, the
eigenvector with the smallest eigenvalue is the main axis of
gravity in z-direction. Given the longitudinal direction by
a vector z = (0, 0, Pz ) , the aberration angle of the main
axis of gravity from the z-direction is given by the scalar
product of the smallest eigenvector e1 = (e1,1 , e1,2 , e1,3 )
and z:
z · e1

(2)
cos φ =
Pz · e21,1 + e21,2 + e21,3

Beam Shape
The beam shape is directly given by the back projected
intensity distribution in the transversal (x, y)-plane of every longitudinal z position of the volume. It is not in every case straightaway obvious in which degree the beam
is rotational symmetric. In [2] a symmetry factor was introduced to compare the degree of symmetry of different
beams on the basis of a transversal projection of the beam.
Given a projection of the beam in the (x, y)-plane and the
center of gravity at a given longitudinal position z, compute the integrals over all intensity values from the center
of gravity to the edge of the plane in radial angles from 0◦
to 180◦ around the center of gravity. The symmetry factor
then is defined by :
ση2
(3)
ξ= α
ηα
where ση2α is the variance and ηα is the mean of all intensity integrals. If the variance is 0, the beam is ideal rotational symmetric. Values greater than 0 indicate a growing
asymmetry of the beam projection. ηα is a normalization
factor that allows to compare symmetry factors across different beam distributions and independent of the size of the
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(x, y)-plane. A fractional determination of the beam size
also belongs to the determination of the beam shape, but is
not discussed in this place.

Emittance
For the determination of emittance the tomography algorithm was used to backproject the phasespace of the
transversal directions (x, x ) and (y, y  ) instead of the position space (x, y). This was performed according to [3].
On the phasespace planes the emittance can be computed
by determining the centered second moments of the phasespace image, where m is the position of the phasespace
image in x direction and n is the position in x direction.
inm is the intensity value of the position (n, m):
1
M

m2 · inm

(4)

mmax n
max
1 
n2 · inm
N m=1 n=1

(5)

mmax n
max
1 
nm · inm
N M m=1 n=1

(6)

x2 =

x 2 =
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xx =

m
max n
max


m=1 n=1

Note, that the data here again has to be whitend by substracting the center of gravity before to obtain the centered
moments. By the centered second moments the emittance
is given as rms-emittance:

2
rms = x2 · x2 − xx
(7)
.

EXPERIMENTAL DATA
The raw data consits of projections along one transversal direction and the longitudinal direction around the beam
from 0◦ to 180◦ in steps of one degree. The raw data, simulated as well as measured, is backprojected by the filtered
backprojection algorithm into 3-dimensional volume data,
containing the information of the density distribution of the
particles given by the intensity of the residualgas radiation
(measurement) or cumulated particle density(simulation)
(Fig.1).

Figure 1: Example of experimental data.(right)

Measured Data
The measured data is taken of an 10 keV He+ beam
with a nitric indicated residualgas radiation. It is focussed
by a 0.21 T magnetic field. The projections are taken by a
CCD camera with a resolution of 1200x1600 pixel (52.47
x 69.9 mm) and an exposure time of 5000 ms. The backprojected position space is 854 x 854 pixel covering 1391.3
mm2 (37.3 x 37.3 mm)

RESULTS
The 10 simulated data sets were created to test the methods introduced before in different situations. In particular,
the two beams of the 10 data sets were not only moved
apart, but also the center of gravity was shifted and there
is an effect, that with increasing distance the total ensemble of 20.000 particles should show an abberation from the
lognitudinal direction. The emittance, here computed as a
4π emittance, is increasing.The last beams of the dataset
exceed the image border.

Beam Position
In figure 2 the result for the 10 data sets are shown in
form of cummulated slices with their center of gravity in
x and y direction. On the right, the determined angle of

Simulated Data
The simulated data consists of a combination of two particle ensembles, each with 10.000 particles, that are placed
congruently on the transversal plane in the first data set. 10
data sets were created, where the two particle ensembles
are moved apart (which can be seen in Fig.2. The dimension of a projection is 510x510 pixel (43x43 mm). The
dimension in the (x, y)-plane is 360x360 pixel covering
917mm2 (30.29 x30.29 mm). For the simulation a starting
distribution was created and then drifted by the simulation
tool Lintra.
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Figure 2: Result of the beam position method.
abberation is ploted. For the first 5 data sets it was not existing up to minimal. Then it rapidly increases. This is a
point where the weight of the one ensemble moving apart
takes a not neglible influence of the torsional moment of
the tensor. The reason, why this effect seems to decrease
with data set 10 is, that for the algorithm there seemingly is
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Beam Shape
The beam shape directly could be seen by the backprojected slices of a volume. In most cases, it would not be too
hard to decide whether the density distribution is gaussianlike, hollow or something else. Nevertheless it might be not
obvious in which extend a beam is radial symmetric. The
symmetry factor could be used in two ways. The first is to
compute the symmetry factor on the cummulated slice to
have a measure of symmetry for the whole beam that gives
the posibility to compare different beams or to evaluate the
correctness of the source extraction and the transport from
it to the measurement point. The beam of data set 1 nearly

Figure 4: The measured beam as cummulated slice with its
symmetry characteristics. Note, that the middle of the polarplot is the center of gravity, not the middle of the image.

Emittance
The backprojection of the phasespace by the tomography algorithm and the determination of the emittance is
currently in progress. It has to be dealt with some nonlinear space charge effects and couplings of the solenoids
within the LEBT. For the 10 data sets the approximated
emittance in form of a not normalized 4π- emittance derived from still very noisy phasespace reconstructions is
given in Fig.5. The decreasing emittance of data set 9 and
10 also is an effect of the apparent particle loss.

Figure 5: The approximated 4π emittances of the 10 data
sets.

CONCLUSION
Figure 3: Comparison of the symmetry characteristics of
the cummulated slice of data set 1 and data set 10.
is radial symmetric, but also the beam of data set 10 is not
completely asymmetric. One can find an axes symmetry
(if one imagines an axes from 50◦ to 220◦ across the polar
plot). The symmety factors are increasing from data set 1
to 10, where 0.0513x10−3 is the smallest and 8.213x10−3
is the highest. Having a look on the symmetry characteristics of the measured beam in Fig. 4 one can see that this
beam is asymmetric. Its overall characteristics may be described as gaussian, but there are not neglible outgrowths,
that become visible in the symmetry characteristics. An
other possibility to use the symmetry factor is, to apply it
to every slice of the volume and to observe the evolution
of symmetry within the beam along time (z-direction). It
could be observed that symmetry is increasing over time, if
there only is a drift.
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Three methods to analyze and evaluate the beam in the
LEBT section of FRANZ were introduced and tested. Exemplarily, it was shown that these methods could descirbe
the constitution of the beam on different aspects, that allow
to evaluate the quality of the beam in more detail. The evaluation of the backprojected phasespace on the one hand,
and the comparison of the symmetry evolution with the entropy evolution of a beam on the other hand, is in progress.
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a loss of particles (these ones crossing the edge of the image). This is, as if the beam losses weight at this position,
such that the torsional moment is slewing back. The angle
abberation of the measured beam has been 0.006◦. In Fig.1
it can be seen, that the beam is not at all in the middle of the
image. The angle abberation is not an indicator of this (this
could be determined just by the center of gravity), but it indicates in which direction the main beam axes is runnung
through this center of gravity.
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Abstract
In this paper we describe the calibration tests, software
development and first measurements of a Multi Optical
Transition Radiation System (mOTR) located in the beam
diagnostics section of the extraction line (EXT line) of
ATF2, installed in close proximity to an existing multi wire
scanner system (WS). The mOTR system is currently in
routine operation. Its beam profile data are being used to
generate beta matching and 2D emittance measurements.
In addition to lattice diagnostics, these data also form the
basis for the coupling correction system. The emittance
measurement itself is fully automated and takes less than a
minute to perform. This system is advantageous over the
WS system due to its speed of operation (the data coming
from single-shot measurements). We are currently developing algorithms to allow for 4D emittance reconstruction,
which we will be testing this autumn with crosschecks from
the WS system.

INTRODUCTION
The Accelerator Test Facility (ATF), built at KEK
(Japan), consists of a 1.3GeV s-band linac, injecting electrons into a prototype Damping Ring (DR) constructed to
test the mechanism for production of low-emittance beams
required for future linear colliders. Beam is extracted from
the ATF DR into ATF2. This is a Final Focus System (FFS)
prototype for a future linear collider that has been recently
built to obtain a focused vertical beam spot size of 37nm
(with an extracted vertical emittance of 12pm.rad) and to
control the beam position at the few-nano-meter level at
the Interaction Point (IP) [1]. The transport beam line
from the DR to the FFS is called the extraction line (EXT
line), which contains a beam diagnostics section where the
mOTR system has been installed. The OTR monitors are
based on the transition radiation effect, a light cone emitted
in the specular direction when the charged particle crosses
the interface of two media with different dielectric constant
[2]. The light emitted from an OTR target is focused using a microscope objective lens (Mitutoyo 10X with a numerical aperture of 0.28 and 1µm resolving power) onto
the imaging plane of a CCD camera allowing for a singleshot determination of the 2D beam profile at that point.
Due to the relatively high measurement rate, this system
is a valuable tool for scanning parameters as a function of
emittance, e.g. for investigating possible emittance growth
∗ Work supported by FPA2010-21456-C02-00 and by Department of
Energy Contract DE-AC02-76SF00515
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effects from the DR extraction process [3]. This is an
improvement over the WS measurements, which require
many pulses, possibly with an overestimation of the beam
size due to beam position and intensity jitter. Due to the low
rep-rate used at ATF (typically 1.56Hz), this has meant the
WS system has not been well suited to parameter scanning
vs. emittance tasks which is what motivated the construction of the current OTR system.

SOFTWARE STATUS
The low-level software interface for the mOTR system
is provided as an EPICS interface to the motor controllers
for horizontal and vertical motion of the camera stages and
focus control as well as image triggering and acquisition
from the CCD itself. The high-level user interface is provided through Matlab functions and various Graphical User
Interfaces (GUIs). There is functionality for basic motion
control commands and calibration thereof, machine protection alarms (to limit the time the targets are exposed to the
beam) as well as single-OTR data analysis for beam size
measurement (e.g. 2D moment analysis of beam ellipsoid
image). A separate emittance panel provides the functionality for generating an emittance measurement with a single
button push. The code behind the button push causes each
OTR to sequentially acquire a number of images (typically
10). The acquired data is then passed to the ATF2 online
model software (the Flight Simulator (FS) [4]) through an
EPICS link. There, a 2D emittance reconstruction algorithm processes the data and the results are passed back
through the same interface to the user. Some panels from
the user interface as seen in the ATF2 Control Room are
shown in Fig. 1. In the upper right corner is the main
window with some information about the targets and OTR
position and some buttons including the one that opens the
emittance panel shown in the upper left corner. The windows at the bottom present the twiss and emittance analyses performed as described above. There is also a single
OTR main panel that provides shot-by-shot analysis of the
image ellipsoid (such as projected beam size, centroid position and statistical errors) and includes some options like
calibration, beam finding, target insertion and CCD adjustments (e.g. exposure time). The emittance reconstruction
algorithm (after the 3 ellipse parameters have been calculated from the image) is based on the one used for the WS
[5]. Since the beam is very flat, the vertical emittance becomes sensitive to coupling. For this reason, it is interesting to develop a 4D emittance algorithm which takes into
account the tilt of the beam profile to reconstruct the ten
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Figure 1: View of the user interface as seen in ATF control room.
beam matrix parameters and then, by diagonalising it, the
emittances. The OTR makes this possible because it takes
a 2 dimensional beam shot. Other additional functions are
being implemented including automatic beam finding (using information about the beam orbit from the BPM system), and automatic coupling corrections (using the the 4D
method mentioned above). We will also include functionality to automate the focusing of the microscope lens.

HARDWARE STATUS
The OTR current design is based on a previous design
[6] that was installed and tested in the original extraction
system of the ATF (which has since been dismantled to produce the existing EXT and FFS). The new OTR design is
an evolution of this old one and includes modifications of
the optical system, target actuator, and target material. Additionally the redesigned OTR requires only 30cm of beam
line length [7]. Four OTRs were installed in the ATF2 EXT
during the first half of 2010 and initial testing led to other
improvements in the design (Fig. 2). New target materials
were tested and currently in use. OTRs 0 and 1 use 1µm
Al foils while OTR 2 and 3 use Aluminium coated 2µm
Kapton film. Both these materials have with stood beam
currents of 1010 electrons/pulse and 14µm Y by 70µm X
spots. The target holder assembly was re-designed to include a set of wires below the target. The horizontal and
vertical movers are used to scan the wires across the beam
to provide a cross check to the sizes measured optically by
the OTRs. The calibration system was revamped: includ-
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ing a scribed target and a small lamp that can be pushed
into the beam pipe to illuminate the target when there is
no beam for faster initial alignment of the target. Another
currently planned modification is to introduce an additional
switchable lens system into the optical path from the lens
to the camera. When introduce into the optical path, it will
reduce the system magnification and provide a four times
larger field of view. This will certainly reduce the time for
locating the beam during initial setup or if the beam orbit
changes in the OTR area.

Figure 2: Last hardware changes: Wires under the target
holder, calibration lamp and double lens system.

CALIBRATION AND FIRST
MEASUREMENTS
A calibration of the positioning system was made in December 2010. In order to calibrate the scale, the OTR is
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moved in the vertical direction and the centroid position
versus the mover position curve is fitted. This is needed
since the camera is not normal with respect to the target
and the target is not normal with respect to the beam direction, so the calibration factor is important to obtain the
real vertical size. To assess the relative roll of the system
the beam is steered horizontally with an upstream dipole
corrector magnet (the response of this beamline devices defines the reference rotation axis). The response in the vertical plane demonstrates the degree of roll with respect to
this accelerator reference system. The alignment of all four
OTRs is very important for 4D emittance reconstruction
since the tilt of the beam is crucial and will be measured
when the beam becomes available again. From Autumn
2010 and until March 2011 the OTRs were commissioned
and put into general usage during machine operations for
beam matching, emittance measurements and coupling correction. For a specific OTR, the calculated vertical and horizontal beam profile size was cross-checked with the wires
installed in the holder and found to be in agreement within
measurement errors. This check will be performed for the
other 3 OTRs in future beam operation periods. There was
also one test period where emittances were calculated with
the existing WS system and with the 4 OTR system within
a few hours of each other. This showed good general agreement at the 10% level, but more systematic studies need to
be performed in future data taking periods. Coupling correction is routinely performed by changing the strength in
the four skew quadrupoles and fitting emity BM AG measured with the 4 OTRs (Fig. 3), the minimum coupling in
each case corresponding to the minima from the parabolic
responses. Figure 4 shows the beam profile at one of the
OTRs before and after dispersion correction and coupling
correction.

Figure 4: Beam spot after dispersion and coupling correction.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
ATF2 is currently being brought back into a serviceable
condition after the 2011 Tohoku Earhquake. We expect the
restart of beam operations will not take place before Autumn 2011. When the beam becomes available, a systematic measurement campaign is needed in order to compare
the measurements with realistic simulations and with the
values given by the WS. This will validate the mOTR as an
emittance diagnostic device.
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GAS ELECTRON MULTIPLIERS
FOR THE ANTIPROTON DECELERATOR
S. Duarte Pinto ∗, R. Jones, L. Ropelewski, J. Spanggaard, G. Tranquille, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

The new beam proſle measurement for the Antiproton
Decelerator (AD) at CERN is based on a single Gas Electron
Multiplier (GEM) with a 2D readout structure. This detector is very light (∼ 0.4% X0 ), and measures horizontal and
vertical proſles directly in one plane. This overcomes the
problems previously encountered with multi-wire proportional chambers for the same purpose, where beam interactions with the detector severely affect the obtained proſles. A prototype was installed and successfully tested in
late 2010, with another ſve detectors now installed in the
ASACUSA and AEGIS beam lines. This paper will provide
a detailed description of the detector and discuss the results
obtained.

INTRODUCTION
The antiproton decelerator at CERN delivers antiproton
beams of two different energies to ſve experiments. The
antihydrogen experiments ALPHA , ASACUSA , ATRAP and
AEGIS receive 5.3 MeV kinetic energy (p = 100 MeV/c)
beams, while the ACE experiment for cancer therapy uses
beams of 126 MeV (p=502 MeV/c) [1]. The beam is extracted to one of the experiments in a spill of a few hundred
nanoseconds, containing about 3 · 107 antiprotons. The
lengthy deceleration sequence imposes a delay of almost
two minutes between spills.
Transverse proſle information is needed at several locations along the extraction lines, to optimize the transfer optics. It is very difſcult to measure such proſles without
absorbing a signiſcant fraction of the beam. Therefore, the
detector is installed in a pendulum that can move through

ambient
atmosphere

pendulum
thin window

continuous
beam vacuum

detector

p beam

Figure 1: Situation of a proſle detector in a pendulum.
∗
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the beam vacuum (see Fig. 1). The inside of the pendulum
is in contact with ambient atmosphere; thin stainless steel
windows separate it from the vacuum. When the pendulum
is positioned in the beam, the beam is entirely absorbed
while measuring a proſle. When experiments are taking
data, all pendulums are in the stalled position (as in Fig. 1)
and the beam traverses an uninterrupted vacuum. The tube
that connects the inside of the pendulum with the outside
atmosphere also serves as feed-trough for signal lines, high
voltage cables, gas pipes, and a compressed air inlet that is
used to cool the detector during a vacuum bake-out.

THE DETECTOR
The detectors installed in the pendulums are gaseous radiation detectors based on a single gas electron multiplier
(GEM). The active area is 10 × 10 cm2 . Figure 2 shows
schematically a cross-section of a detector; the GEM foil is
indicated between the cathode and the readout pattern. The
design of these chambers is optimized for low material budget, as the low energy beam is easily affected by multiple
scattering. Even materials downstream the active volume
are kept light to minimize the effect of backsplash from
antiproton-nucleus annihilations downstream on the measured proſles. The whole detector presents about 0.40% X0
of material to the incoming beam. The upstream vacuum
window of the pendulum is located about 4 cm away from
the detector, and adds 0.12% X0 .

Gas Electron Multipliers
A GEM is a polyimide foil, copperclad on both sides, and
pierced with a high density of holes [2]. The foil has a
thickness of 50 zm and holes are typically spaced with a
pitch of 140 zm in a triangular pattern, as indicated in Fig. 3
(left). When a voltage is applied between top and bottom
electrodes, an electric ſeld is formed that strongly focuses
in the center of the holes. Inside the holes the ſeld is orders
of magnitude stronger than outside, this can be seen from
the ſeld map on the right of Fig. 3. In this strong ſeld gas
ampliſcation takes place.
When ionization electrons from interactions of beam particles with gas molecules drift toward a GEM, the charge is
multiplied by a gain up to a few thousand per GEM, and this
charge is extracted from the other side of the GEM to be collected by the readout circuit. G EMs are conventionally cascaded to achieve a high gain with a negligible probability
of sparking, but for our purpose the gain required is so low
(well below 100) that a single GEM sufſces. The material
of one GEM foil contributes ∼ 0.067% X0 to the material
budget of the detector.
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cathode
drift gap: 3mm

gas
in

gas
out

GEM

induction gap: 2mm

XY-readout

ﬁberglass frames
polyimide foil

Figure 2: Schematic buildup of the detector, showing components, gas features and dimensions.
ted on any base material; we chose to use polyimide (100
zm thickness) in order to minimize the material budget.
The readout circuit is nevertheless the heaviest component
of the detector, contributing ∼ 0.3%X0 . Many techniques
exist to make the many vias in such a design gas-tight, but
we deliberately left them open so that gas can ƀow through.

70 μm

140 μm

Figure 3: Left: an electron micrograph of a GEM foil, indicating hole dimensions and spacing. Right: calculated ſeld
pattern inside and around a GEM hole.
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Readout Circuit
The multiwire proportional chambers (MWPCs) used until now for measuring proſles read out horizontal and vertical proſles in separate chambers. The chamber upstream
causes so much multiple scattering to the beam that the
proſle measured by the downstream chamber is strongly
degraded. To avoid this situation with our GEM chambers,
we designed a readout circuit to read both projections in the
same plane, see Fig 4.
It is a conventional double layer printed circuit board,
with the readout elements on the top layer and signal routing traces on the bottom layer. One projection of the proſle is read out by strips, the other by rows of pads that
are interconnected by traces on the bottom layer. The collected charge is shared evenly between horizontal and vertical readout elements, and the channel density is the same
horizontally and vertically. This design can be implemen-

strips for horizontal
projection
interconnected pads for
vertical projection

vias

Figure 4: Layout of a bidirectional readout circuit.
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Gas Distribution and Thin Cathodes
The distribution of gas trough the chamber is done by
grooves milled in the ſberglass frames. The gas ƀow is
routed such that gas enters the chamber below the readout board, ƀows through the vias in the readout board and
through the GEM holes, and exits from the drift region. This
is indicated in Fig. 2.
The cathode is a crucial element when absorption and
multiple scattering of the beam are of concern. In our design the cathode is also the gas enclosure, and it is stretched
tight (∼ 11 MPa) in order to avoid any deformation by the
slight overpressure in the chamber. It is made of the same
base material GEMs are made of: copperclad polyimide.
The copper is etched away in the active area of the detector,
leaving just a thin (∼ 100 nm) layer of chromium which is
there to act as a tie coat for a better adhesion of the copper layer to the polyimide substrate. The material traversed
by the beam to enter the active volume of the detector thus
amounts to 0.018% X0 . On the other end of the chamber,
the gas enclosure is made of a 25 zm polyimide foil, adding
0.009% X0 .

Electronics
The electronics used to read out the detector comes from
the design used in other experimental areas at CERN, but
with some necessary modiſcations. It is based on a conventional switched integrator circuit built around the IVC102
unit from Texas Instruments, see Fig. 5. After integrating
during one second, amplitudes from 64 of such integrators
(32 for each projection) are multiplexed and converted by
an ADC. More details about the acquisition system are
given in [3].
The integrator has a large feedback capacitor (1 nF) to
have a low sensitivity to noise and cross-talk. This low
sensitivity allows the integrators to be located outside the
pendulum, about two meters of cable away from the detector. Another consequence of the low sensitivity is that a
lot of charge needs to be collected to reach the full scale
of the ADC that reads out the integrator (Vfs = ±10 V):
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Figure 5: Switched integrator circuit based on the IVC102.
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Vfs · Cf = 10 · 10−9 = 10 nC per channel. This charge is
collected during a spill of a few hundred ns duration, giving rise to input currents of up to 100 mA. The protection
diodes indicated in Fig. 5 start clamping from an input current of 0.2 mA, because of the voltage drop over the series resistance of the FET switch marked HOLD (∼ 1.5 kΩ).
To limit the input current and avoid the non-linear behavior
caused by the clamping diodes we added a capacitor to the
input of each channel, indicated in blue in Fig. 5. This capacitor acts as a low-pass ſlter, collecting charge during a
spill and then dissipating it slowly through the resistive elements into the integrator. The effect of this modiſcation
can be seen in Fig. 6, where proſles made with standard
(left) and modiſed (right) electronics are shown for a range
of high voltage settings. At low amplitude there is no appreciable difference, but at high amplitude the modiſed integrators collect more than twice as much charge. This is
an easy way to use rather slow integrating electronics with
beams with a fast spill structure.

Figure 6: Proſles made with standard (left) and modiſed
(right) integrating electronics. The proſles are taken using
a range of high voltage settings. The voltage indicated in
the legend is the voltage of the cathode. The voltage over
the GEM is always 0.22× the cathode voltage.

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

CONCLUSION & OUTLOOK

At the time of writing the detectors described above are
installed in 6 locations in the ASACUSA and AEGIS beam
lines, and replacement of the remaining MWPC monitors in
all beam lines is foreseen for the end of 2011. All these
detectors give reliable, useful proſles for operators to steer
the beam. Figure 6 shows what these proſles look like,
and how modiſcations of the electronics can improve the
quality of the proſles. Nevertheless, there are still aspects
of performance that need improvement.
Lab tests done with the detector of Fig. 6 before it was installed showed a much steeper dependence of gain on high
voltage than what can be seen in the ſgure. It seems like
the integrators are still not working entirely linearly, especially at higher amplitudes. A possible cure would be to
increase the sensitivity of the integrators (i.e. reduce the
value of Cf in Fig. 5), as far as noise allows. This would
further reduce the instantaneous input current into the integrator circuit, and also the current the GEM needs to drive.
For the highest proſles of Fig. 6 we estimate that the
charge on the capacitance of a GEM (∼ 4.7 nF) is reduced
by about 70 nC during a spill. This gives rise to a drop in

We developed new transverse beam proſle monitors for
the CERN AD beam lines, and report on the ſrst results with
these detectors. The monitors are single GEM detectors
with a bidirectional readout structure, and the chamber is
designed to minimize material budget. They dramatically
improve the proſle measurements compared to the MWPCs
currently used, even if there is room for improvement.
These detectors are very easy to operate and maintain,
and based on inexpensive components. This makes detectors of a similar design likely candidates for replacement of
MWPCs currently in use in many higher energy beam lines
at CERN.
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GEM voltage of Q/CGEM = 70/4.7 ≈ 15 V, which according to our gain calibration data corresponds to a factor of
2.2 reduction in gain. This contributes to the reduced linearity at higher amplitudes we observe, although it cannot
fully explain it.
Recent tests with a beam collimated to 3 mm gave proſles as wide as 10 mm FWHM. This widening is probably
caused by multiple scattering of the low energy beam in
the vacuum window, 4 cm upstream the detector. To improve the spatial resolution the detector must therefore be
installed as close as possible to the window. Ultimately,
the vacuum windows may need to be replaced by lighter or
thinner foils.
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Abstract
This paper presents the design of the actuator for the
fast and high accuracy Wire Scanner system. The actuator consists of a rotary brush-less synchronous motor with
the permanent magnet rotor installed inside the vacuum
chamber and the stator installed outside. The fork, permanent magnet rotor and two angular position sensors are
mounted on the same axis and located inside the beam vacuum chamber. The system has to resist a bake-out temperature of 200 o C and ionizing radiation up to tenths of
kGy/year. Maximum wire travelling speed of 20 m · s−1
and a position measurement accuracy of 4 μm is required.
Therefore, the system must avoid generating vibration and
electromagnetic interference. A digital feedback controller
will allow maximum flexibility for the loop parameters and
feeds the 3-phase linear power driver. The performance
of the presented design is investigated through simulations
and experimental tests.

INTRODUCTION
The accurate measurement of the transverse beam intensity is one of the key factors for the optimisation of
the luminosity in the Large Hardron Collider (LHC). This
measurement can be performed by diﬀerent kinds of instruments using interceptive and non interceptive methods.
The Wire Scanner (WS) is an interceptive method and is often used to calibrate the other instruments. It measures the
transversal beam density profile by means of a thin wire
passing through the beam intermittently. When the wire
passes through the beam particles, the interaction generates a cascade of secondary particles, which are intercepted
by a scintillator coupled with a photomultiplier. Thus, the
generated current at the output is proportional to the beam
intensity at the position of the wire. The wire position and
the intensity signal data are combined to reconstruct the
transversal beam density profile.
To reach the target performance, including a wire travelling speed of up to 20 m · s−1 and a position measurement
accuracy of the order of 4 μm with an minimum acquisition frequency of 286 kHz [1], a new approach taking into
account radiation, bake-out temperature and the ultra high
vacuum (UHV) environment is proposed.
The new wire scanner concept places all moveable parts
in the vacuum chamber. The proposed solution to drive the
forks, uses a permanent magnet rotor placed in a vacuum
chamber coupled to a stator through a wall of zero magnetic
permeability stainless steel (Fig. 1). This method avoids the
use of bellows.
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Figure 1: Simplified drawing of the future wire scanner.
The orange lines show the vacuum barrier.
The rotor is fitted on a shaft supported by roller bearings. Materials and solid lubricants for the roller bearings
have to be selected for low outgassing and friction requirement coming from the vacuum environment. The wire is
stretched between fork arms which are attached to the shaft.
Two position transducer, mounted on the rotating shaft, will
provide the absolute angular position for the feedback control loop of the motor and high accuracy determine the wire
position.

REQUIREMENTS
A scan represents an angular movement of π rad (half
turn) including a phase of acceleration, deceleration and
constant speed. The required wire travelling speed is
Vmax = 20 m · s−1 corresponding to ωmax = 210 rad · s−1
for a fork length Lfork = 100 mm. The actuator must provide enough torque to allow the optimisation of the profile
of acceleration, speed and position. The maximum angular speed has to be reached in less than 1/6 of turn i.e. a
minimum angular acceleration of αreq = 20 000 rad · s−1
(assuming a constant acceleration profile).
The motor air gap must be large enough to allow a zero
magnetic permeability stainless steel wall of 0.3 mm to be
inserted [2]. Moment of inertia of turning parts (rotor, fork,
shaft, angular sensor) has to be minimised to reduce the
required accelerating torque.
The angular position measurement must provide information for two diﬀerent purposes: First, the absolute angular position readout allowing a accurate motor control with
an accuracy better than 20 arc minutes r.m.s. [3] and secondly the measurement of the wire position with an accuraccy of 4 μm, i.e. angular position measurement of about
5 arc seconds r.m.s. considering a fork length of 100 mm.
An acquisition is needed every 70 μm i.e. a frequency of
05 Transverse Profiles
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286 kHz (at 20 m/s) . The processing of the signal will be
performed oﬄine.

ACTUATOR DESIGN
The maximum required torque Tmax is the sum of the accelerating torque Tacc and the additional torque Tadd which
compensates frictions and resistive torque due to Eddy currents in the vacuum barrier.
Accelerating torque Tacc is given by Newton’s law:
Tacc = Jtotal · αreq = 11.6 Nm
where Jtotal is the total moment of inertia of shaft, fork,
angular sensor and rotor, αreq is the required angular acceleration.
Additional torque Tadd , depends on the geometry, the resistivity of the vacuum barrier, the flux in the air gap, the
friction and the angular speed of the rotor (ωr ). It is measured:
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The calibrated resolver position measurement does not
reach the specified accuracy for the determination of the
wire position. The proposed solution consists of an ad hoc
optical fiber based rotary encoder. It consists of a rotating disk, two optical fibers feedthroughs and a deported
optoelectronics interface. The disk, mounted on the shaft,
has patterns of opaque and transparent sectors printed on it
by a photolithography process. As the disk rotates, these
patterns interrupt intermittently the laser beam between the
two optical fibers. The optoelectronics interface, located
up to 250m far away, processes the modulated light to accurately determine the relative position of the wire. In order
to validate this optical fiber encoder a test bench has been
produced. Where the optical fibers can be set in diﬀerent
relative positions by means of 2 sets of 3 axis linear stages
(Fig. 2).

Tadd (ωr ) ≈ (0.2 + 0.013ωr) Nm
So, the maximum required torque, when ωr is maximum
(ωr = ωrmax ) is given by:
The Parker K500150 frameless PMSM has been selected. Its peak torque Tp = 23.76 Nm is greater than the
maximum required torque Tmax = 14.6 Nm. Furthermore,
its nominal torque TN = 7.92 Nm is greater than the equivalent rms torque Trms = 2.98 Nm [4].
Samarium cobalt alloy has been chosen as adequate
magnetic material for the rotor, instead of standard
neodymium which is less resistive to temperature. These
kinds of motors are supplied in two independent parts:
three-phase stator and a rotor with permanent magnets
mounted on the surface.
A solution has been proposed based on 3-phase linear
power supply, containing 3 power operational amplifiers
used in no-inverting configuration.
The peak required current Ipeak for the motor is given by:
Ipeak = Tmax /kT = 32.44 A
where kT is the torque constant.
Considering the specifications listed above, the Apex
PA52 power operational amplifier has been chosen. It can
provide an output voltage of 200 V, a peak current of 80
Amps and a gain-bandwidth product of 3 MHz.
Two independent angular position sensors have been
proposed to meet the specifications: an absolute RotasynR
solid rotor resolver for the feedback of the motor and an
incremental ad hoc optical fiber based encoder for the high
accuracy determination of the wire position.
RotasynR solid rotor resolver, which unlike the traditional brushless resolver, has both primary and secondary windings in stator, thus no rotary transformer is required [5]. In this configuration the resolver provides an
accuracy of ±60 arc minutes.
05 Transverse Profiles

Figure 2: Picture of the optical fiber encoder test setup.

STUDY VALIDATION BY SIMULATION
The WS actuator is simulated in SimulinkR to demonstrate the performance of the proposed design. The general structure of the simulation setup is illustrated in Fig. 3.
It consists of a PMSM and 3-phase linear power supply
model, integrated in a vector control closed loop allowing
a control of the angular speed of the rotor (ωr ). The following parameters motors were extracted from the motor
datasheet and have been validated by parameters measured
on the test bench:
Rs = 0.245 Ω, Ls = 1.365 mH, kE = 0.2598 V · rad−1 s−1 ,
kT = 0.45 N · m · A−1 , p = 4, Jtotal = 5.8 · 10−4 kg · m2 , respectively, stator resistance and inductance, voltage constant,
torque constant, pole pairs, total inertia.
As seen in the Fig. 4, the speed reaches peak angular
speed at π/3 rad. Figure 5 shows the 3-phase currents
which meet the capability of the amplifiers.

Figure 3: Simulation model.
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Tmax ≈ Tacc + Tadd (ωrmax ) ≈ 14.6 Nm
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Figure 7: Measured Electromotive force (EMF) voltage of
3 phases.
Figure 4: Angular speed vs angular position of the motor.

Figure 8: Diﬀerence between the resolver and the encoder
measurement according to the encoder angle. Top) Before
the calibration. Bottom) After the calibration.
Figure 5: 3-phase currents of the motor vs time.
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EXPERIMENTAL TESTS
A test bench has been designed and built as shown in
Fig. 6. Its mechanical part consists of a shaft, a frameless
PMSM including a no magnetic shielding cylinder, a DC
motor, a high accuracy optical encoder and a solid rotor
resolver. The electrical part of this bench contains a three
phase linear amplifier, a capacitors pack and a DSPACE
real time control interface. The developed bench allows
characterisation of the PMSM and resolver, testing the actuator functionalities and developing the control strategy of
the motor. At the current stage of the project, all the components are mounted on the bench. Measurements of the
motor and power supply parameters have been done.
Figure 7 shows that the measured ElectroMotive Force
(EMF) voltage of the 3 phases have the expected shape (sinusoidal).
The resolver has been calibrated according to the high
accuracy optical encoder. The error compensation information has been stored in a look-up table which corrects
acquisition one-by-one. This procedure has improved the
angular accuracy from ±60 arc minutes to ±6 arc minutes which satisfy the specifications for the motor control
(Fig. 8).

CONCLUSION
In this paper, the design of the actuator for the fast and
high accuracy wire scanner has been presented. The proposed design has been validated by a simulation study. A
test bench has been built, tested and is now ready for the development of the control algorithm strategy regarding the
vibration phenomenon and disparities of the physical parameters of the motor, power supply and long cables.
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Figure 6: Picture of the test bench.
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To measure the emittance of a 2 MeV 40 mA pulsed
D+ ion beam with the repeat frequency of 100 Hz and the
pulse width of 0.1 – 1 ms at the exit of Radio Frequency
Quadrupole (RFQ) accelerator, a four-dimensional
transverse emittance measurement unit has been
developed at Peking University (PKU). This unit is based
on Multi-Slit-Single-Wire (MSSW) method, and named
as High Intensity Beam Emittance Measurement Unit
(HIBEMU) -4. In this paper, we will introduce its
mechanical design and application, present the data
processing method and the test results using a 1MeV 3mA
(average) O+ beam with a duty factor of 1/6. At the end of
this paper, some discussion will be given on the possible
improvements to realize complete sampling and to avoid
data overlapping.

INTRODUCTION
The emittance measurement for high intensity ion
beams is always a challenging task as the beam power
may overheat the facilities and the high intensity beam
produces lots of secondary particles which introduce
massy noises. At PKU a Neutron Imaging Facility
(PKUNIFTY) is under construction. The RFQ will deliver
a 2 MeV 40 mA 1/10 duty factor pulsed D+ ion beam for
this project. To check the output beam of RFQ and to
optimize the design and operation of High Energy Beam
Transport (HEBT), the beam emittance at the exit of RFQ
must be measured. In the past decade, three sets of two
dimensional (one directional) HIBEMU devices have
been developed at PKU mainly for the diagnostic of ion
beams extracted from ion source and in LEBT, where the
ion beam is symmetrical about axis [1-3]. However, the
measurement for the mentioned D+ beam requires a four
dimensional device because the profiles of the ion beams
output from RFQ are different in X and Y planes. In
addition more efficient water cooling is required, too.
We compared the characteristics of MSSW, Allison
scanner and popper-pot devices and the MSSW type
device was chosen as our prototype because of its
compact layout, low cost hardware and relative short
-------------------------------------
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measurement time. This new emittance measurement unit
(EMU), which is named as HIBEMU-4, consists of a
couple of X-Y orthogonal and coplanar MSSW EMU’s.
We paid special attention to the Faraday cup cooling,
data processing and noise suppressing technique.
Commissioning results indicate that HIBEMU-4 is a
device with enough endurance against to the
bombardment of high intensity ion beam. Also its useroriented software and flexible installation make it
universally applicable to measure different beams.

EMU DESIGN
The core of HIBEMU-4 consists of two front Faraday
cups in the front and two rear Faraday cups behind. The
front cups are used to collect the total beam current and to
sample the sub-beams with multi-slits at their bottom for
emittance measurement, and the rear cups are used to
scan through the sub-beams for the beam divergence
measurement. A structural diagram of HIBEMU-4 is
shown in Fig. 1.
The two front cups are bound together and can be
driven by a common motor with three stops. The inner
diameter and the length of the front cups are 70 mm and
84 mm respectively. There is a long slot at the bottom of
each front cup, which is covered by a 0.3 mm thick
molybdenum plate. There are 35 sampling slits on the
plate, and the size of each slit is 5 mm×0.2 mm. The
interval gap between every two adjacent slits is 2 mm.
The slot directions on the bottom of two front cups are
orthogonal and correspond to the X and Y directions
respectively, as shown in Fig. 1 (b). The three stops of the
motor correspond to the X-cup, the Y-cup and no cup on
the beam axis. So the ion beam can be sampled as a series
of sub-beams arranged in a line along either X or Y
directions depending on the cup position.
The rear cups locate at 100 mm away downstream from
the slits on the bottom of front cups. Traditionally for
MSSW method a metal wire parallel to the sampling slits
is used to scan through the sub-beams to get the beam
divergence message. But for intense beam the scattering
particles will introduce strong background to the
measurement. So the Faraday cup with a narrow slit in
front is used to replace the wire. The receiving slit has a
dimension of 16 mm×0.2 mm, and the two rear cups can
be driven by motor to scan in X or Y direction,
respectively, coordinate to the sampling slits on the X or
Y front cups. These two rare cups are identical to
guarantee the consistency of measurements in two
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directions. For a measurement each rear cup will scan a
distance of 100 mm in 40 seconds and record 2 M sets of
data.
To avoid overheating, all of the cups are sufficiently
cooled down by high speed flowing water and all bellows
are set outside the vacuum box. To reduce noises from
secondary electrons, magnets are used at the entrance of
each cup and all signal wires inside the vacuum box are
threaded through ceramic sleeves.
At the beginning of a measurement the software checks
the initial state to make sure that all cups are outside the
beam track. Then the front X Faraday cup moves to the
centre of the beam pipe, and the corresponding rear cup
starts its round-trip scanning. After the measurement in X
direction the Y cup locating and scanning will also be
performed. At last all cups will move outside the beam
track waiting for the next measurement.

Figure 1: Mechanical design of HIBEMU-4. (a) Lateral
view. (b) Back view.
HIBEMU-4 can be used to measure the emittance of a
wide variety of ion beams. Table 1 lists its working
parameters.
Table 1: Working Parameters of HIBEMU-4.
Parameters

Value

Installation Angle

any

Beam Power

< 10 kw

Beam Diameter

< 70mm

Divergence Angle

< 100mrad

Cw

ok

Frequency

> 50hz

Pulse Width

>100μs

Vacuum

better than 1.0×10-4pa
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A Labview code is compiled for device control and data
processing. This code puts emphases on reducing human
errors in data processing, especially for noisy data. The
processing steps, including noise diminishing,
background removing, peak-searching and grouping, are
displayed in images to help users to estimate the
rationality and to make timely revises. Detailed data
processing results are shown in Section III.
Automatic calculations used to process ideal data are
tested repeatedly using data from HIBEMU-2[2], and a
bias of less than 0.01πmm.mrad was found in normalized
rms emittance calculation.

COMMISSIONING EXPERIMENTS AND
FACILITY DEMERITS
The emittance of a 1MeV 3mA 1/6 duty factor O+ beam
at the exit of 1 MeV RFQ accelerator was measured with
HIBEMU-4. The experimental results in X direction are
hard to process as the measurement was performed near
the beam waist of X direction, where data overlap is too
serious, as shown in Fig. 2(a). This problem cannot be
solved by the design of EMU, instead the measurement
section has to be reselected avoiding the beam waist.
In Y direction, first we got data with slight overlap and
high-frequency noises (Fig. 2(a)). Effects of noise
reduction and peak searching are shown in Fig. 2(c) and
(d) respectively. After that the computer grouped the data
according to slits. The grouping standard is universal but
will make mistakes at the overlapped parts. So manual
options are necessary for correction (Fig. 2(e)). Finally a
phase diagram was drawn (Fig. 2(f)) and the rms
emittance was calculated to be about 0.49πmm.mrad.
The experimental results prove that HIBEMU-4 is able
to endure high intensity beams, and the data analysis
processing method has the ability of handling noisy data.
However，the measurement accuracy is limited by the
data overlap and adequate water cooling determines the
short-slit design on front cups which will bring about 8%
error for Gaussian distributed beams[4].
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In order to solve the above problems two new designs
were proposed. One is the movable slit cup used to fetch
the equilibrium between peak isolation and data quantity.
The other is a screen cup moving together with the rear
cup which will extremely diminish the heating time from
40 s to 8 s in a measurement. A sketch map of new
designs is shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: New designs for MSSW emittance meter. The
screen cup and the slit cup are relatively static. F1~3 are
three planes. On F1 parts of scanning range is wasted. On
F3 data get overlapped. And F2 is the best choice.
Movable slit cup is necessary to find F2 in different
beams.

of both data rationality and high power of beams. Besides,
the data process method has been tested using former
data. The new design aiming to sample the beam
completely and to avoid data overlap is right now under
mechanical design.
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SUMMARY
HIBEMU-4 has the advantages of high endurance of
beam power, short measurement time, low dependence of
auxiliary devices and adjustability of installation.
Generally it is a conservative design which used plentiful
mature technologies to meet the conflicting requirements
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Figure 2: (a) Initial X data with serious data overlap. (b) Initial Y data. (c) Results of noise reduction. (d) Results of
peak searching, the background has been removed. The lost pulse shown in the detailed image may mislead the
computer in subsequent grouping. (e) Grouping results. Red lines are automatic results, green lines are manual
correction. (f) Phase diagram composed of 327 peak-data points.
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Abstract
We present a non-destructive superconducting monitoring system for charged particle beams. The system uses
the Cryogenic Current Comparator (CCC) principle with a
low temperature DC-SQUID. The Cryogenic Current Comparator has shown its capability in the Horizontal Bi-Cavity
Test Facility at the Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin under noisy
conditions. In this test facility for superconducting cavities the CCC setup was able to detect dark currents in the
nA range. The suitability of the Cryogenic Current Comparator as a beam monitor for the Facility of Antiproton
and Ion Research at GSI Darmstadt as well as for the Cryogenic Storage Ring at MPI Heidelberg will be pointed out
and discussed. Special attention will be given to the ferromagnetic core materials embedded in the pickup coil.

INTRODUCTION
High-resolution online monitoring of modulated as well
as non-modulated beams of charged particles without affecting the beam is a great challenge in beam diagostics.
In the high-energy transport beamlines at the Facility of
Antiproton and Ion Research (FAIR) there will be transported high brightness, high intensity primary ion beams,
e.g. 3 × 1011 ions/spill of 238U28+ as well as low intensities (< 109 ions/spill) of rare isotope beams [1].
The the Cryogenic Storage Ring (CSR) was developed
as a novel concept for a storage ring operating below 10 K
with only electrostatic ion optical devices for bending and
focusing. This will allow experiments from light to rather
heavy ions or molecules up to organic molecules or even
biological samples. The energy of the ions will be variable
between 20 to 300 keV per charge [2].
For the detection of the low intensity beams a low detection threshold and a high resolution is necessary. Also
∗ Work supported by GSI Darmstadt, Helmholtz-Institut Jena and
DESY Hamburg
† rene.geithner@uni-jena.de
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a high bandwidth from DC to several kHz is demanded for
the reproduction of the longitudinal beam profile of continuous as well as bunched beams. In addition, a stable high
vacuum inside the beamline with a residual gas pressure below 10−13 mbar (room temperature equivalent) is required
for operation of the CSR. The CCC optimally fulfills these
requirements for the FAIR and the CSR beam parameters
due to the superconductivity of the sensing parts and its
position outside the beamline.

CRYOGENIC CURRENT COMPARATOR
The CCC [3, 4, 5] consists of a superconducting hollow cylinder which is part of a superconducting meandershaped shielding, a superconducting toroidal pickup coil
with a ferromagnetic core, a superconducting matching
transformer and a high performance LTS-DC-SQUIDsystem of the Jena University [6].

Sensitivity
The total intrinsic noise of the CCC is composed of the
noise contribution of the SQUID with its electronics and
the noise from the pickup coil. Applying a SQUID sensor
with an adequate low noise level the sensitivity depends on
the pickup coil.
Using the Fluctuation-Dissipation-Theorem for a coil
coupled to an input coil of a SQUID, one can calculate the
current spectral density [7]:
I2 = 4kB T

RS (ν)
.
(2πν(LSQU ID + LS (ν)))2 + (RS (ν))2

(1)

LSQUID is the inductance of the input coil of the SQUID
and is assumed to be frequency independent in the considered frequency range. LS (ν) and RS (ν) are the frequency
dependent serial inductance respectively serial resistance in
the equivalent circuit diagram of a real coil, whereas RS (ν)
represents the total losses. On the basis of Eq. (1) it can be
seen that the current noise decreases for coils with a frequency independent inductance because RS (ν) increases
06 Beam Charge and Current Monitors
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with decreasing LS (ν) at higher frequencies (see Fig 1).
Therefore the main focus is on core materials with a high,
frequency independent relative permeability at cryogenic
temperatures.

Results from HoBiCaT

PROPERTIES OF THE COILS
Although the properties of ferromagnetic materials are
well characterized at room temperature or above, there is
less information for low temperatures. One way to evaluate the frequency dependent low temperature properties of
ferromagnetic strip wound cores is the measurement of the
inductance of toroidal coils made out of this cores. Beside
this the direct measurement of the current noise contribution of the cores is done by connecting the coils to the input
coil of a SQUID system.

Materials
The core material used for the DESY-CCC pickup coil is
the amorphous Vitrovac 6025F from the manufacturer Vacuumschmelze GmbH&Co. KG Hanau [9]. In the last years
many publications deal with nanocrystalline soft magnetic
materials [10]. In previous measurements [5] we have
characterized several samples of nanocrystalline Nanoperm from the manufacturer Magnetec GmbH Langenselbold [11]. Because of these results it was decided to use
Nanoperm as core material for the future pickup coils. Due
to the fact that the previous measurements were done on
small samples (outer diameter da = 28 mm, inner diameter di = 13 mm and width h = 12.5 mm) three cores of
Nanoperm M-764-01 with the final dimensions (outer diameter da = 260 mm, inner diameter di = 205 mm and
width h = 97 mm) were tested. To investigate possible improvements using new core materials they should be compared with the pickup coil from the DESY-CCC tested at
HoBiCaT.

Measurement of LS and RS
The inductance and the resistance of the coils were measured in a wide neck cryostat at room temperature, 77 K

06 Beam Charge and Current Monitors

Figure 1: Frequency dependence of the inductance factor
AL at room temperature (a), 77 K (b) and 4.2 K (c) as
well as frequency dependence of the serial resistance RS
at room temperature (d), 77 K (e) and 4.2 K (f) of the coil
with Nanoperm M-764-01 core.
and 4.2 K with an Agilent 4980A LCR-Meter [5]. The
DESY-CCC pickup coil was measured after welding the
toroidal niobium winding. For the characterization of the
three Nanoperm M-764-01 cores a different number of
turns (11,12,13) of normal conducting wire were applied.
In the case of the Nanoperm M-764-01 cores the inductance factor AL will be used in the following to compare
the results. The inductance factor AL is the measured inductance LS divided by the square of the number of turns.
In the case of a single turn coil like the CCC pickup coil,
AL could be equated with LS for this coil.

Noise Measurements
For the noise measurements the DESY-CCC pickup coil
was connected directly to the input coil of the LTS DC
SQUID sensor UJ111. The spectral density of the output
voltage of the SQUID electronics was measured with an
Hewlett Packard 35670A dynamic signal analyzer. With
the flux sensitivity of 10 V /φ0 and a current sensitivity
of 450 nA/φ0 one can calculate the corresponding current
spectral density.
The noise of the Nanoperm M-764-01 cores is not measured directly, yet. An estimate from the fluctuationdissipation-theorem (see Eq. 1) is used.

COMPARISON AND ESTIMATE OF THE
SENSITIVITY
In Fig. 2 one can see that the inductance factor of the
Nanoperm M-764-01 coil is almost constant for frequencies below 10 kHz. That provides a linear transfer function in this frequency range. Moreover, it is shown that
the inductance factor of the Nanoperm M-764-01 coil is
four times higher at 4.2 K than the inductance factor of
the DESY-CCC pickup coil. Regarding Equation (1) this
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In collaboration with DESY Hamburg a Cryogenic Current Comparator (DESY-CCC) operating as dark current
monitor was developed. This devise should work as a quality test facility for superconducting cavities and was tested
in the Horizontal Bi-Cavity Test Facility (HoBiCaT) at the
Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin. As reported in [8] the DESYCCC was able to detect dark currents down to 5 nA in a
noisy accelerator environment using a 5 Hz low pass filter.
The noise limited current resolution in the frequency range
up to 5 Hz is 0.2 nA/Hz1/2 with a total noise of 1.8 nA. Between 5 Hz and 500 Hz this increases to 50 nA/Hz1/2 due
to external disturbances. An optimization of the meandershaped shielding is subject of further investigations.
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the number of turns. Using the modified RS the calculated
current noise of the Nanoperm M-764-01 coils (see (d) in
Fig. 3) is by a factor of 3 - 5 lower than the current noise of
the DESY-CCC pickup coil depending on the differences
of AL (ν). Assuming similar noise contributions from the
other components this would lead to a current noise of approximately 50 pA/Hz1/2 with a total noise of 0.45 nA in
the frequency range up to 5 Hz under noisy conditions comparable to HoBiCaT.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
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Figure 2: Comparison of the frequency dependence of the
inductance factor AL of the coil with Nanoperm M-764-01
core ((a) - (c)) and the DESY-CCC pickup coil with Vitrovac 6025F core ((d) - (f)) at room temperature (a) (d),
77 K (b) (e) and 4.2 K (c) (f).

The Cryogenic Current Comparator has shown its capability as beam monitor for ions as well as electrons. With
the usage of the presented material Nanoperm M-764-01 a
linear transfer function up to 10 kHz and a four times lower
current noise could be expected. This would enable the detection of beam currents below 1 nA which means approximately 109 ions/spill of 238U28+ respectively 28×109 protons/spill for slow extraction with tspill = 5 s.
With this resolution, the CCC is well suited for the beam
diagnostics of FAIR and CSR.
In subsequent experiments, the measurement of LS and
RS of the Nanoperm M-764-01 cores with one superconducting turn as well as the direct measurement of the current noise distribution are planned to verify the results from
the FDT.
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INJECTION EFFICIENCY DIAGNOSTIC AT TAIWAN LIGHT SOURCE
STORAGE RING
P.C. Chiu, C.H. Kuo, K. H. Hu, Jenny Chen, Y. K. Chen, K.T. Hsu
NSRRC, Hsinchu 30076, Taiwan

TLS had changed from decay mode to top-up mode in
2005. In order to help the operation of constant current,
the optics of booster to storage ring transport line had
been readjusted and the injection scheme was also
reviewed [1]. However, in the top-up mode, maintaining
stable storage ring current has become important for
users’ experiments. This stability should need both stable
booster current and injection efficiency. In general, the
overall injection efficiency from booster to storage ring
was around 41.6% [2] while it deviated from time to time
for different conditions. In this paper, some new
diagnostic tools to observe storage ring and transport line
current intensity will be introduced and the procedure to
estimate the injection efficiency will also presented.
Moreover, the possible causes which effect on efficiency
will also be investigated.

SINGLE PASS BPM TO MEASURE
TRANSPORT LINE BEAM POSITION
AND INTESNSITY
TLS booster to storage transport line has 7 orthogonal
BPMs which could be used to measure beam position and
intensity. The commercial instrumentation Brilliance
Single Pass [3] provides a standard solution which has
useful functions of threshold and pretrigger & posttrigger
such that it could calculate the button data more precise.
It also supports EPICS environment and provides various
data flow for multiple purposes. One unit of Libera
Brilliance Single Pass was installed at the first BPM of
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Figure 1: Three parameters defined to calculate position.

BPM SUM AS AN INDICATOR OF
STORAGE BEAM CURRENT
DCCT provides high accurate current readout of the
storage ring while 10 Hz readings could not clarify some
fast transient phenomenon. Therefore, a diagnostic tool
which is embedded with EPICS IOC and based on BPM
sum reading is developed to provide 10 kHz waveform
display every one second. However, it should be very
careful that using BPM sum as an indicator of beam
current intensity should consider the effect of position
dependency. The eddy current caused by field leakage of
kicker and septum will result in orbit distortion up to
hundreds of micron [4] and could deteriorate the precise
of sum reading. R1BPM3 with lower βx andβy is thus
chosen for BPM sum readout. Figure 2 shows its 10 kHz
sum data where it is clear that septum effect completely
disappears and kicker effect is hardly observed either.
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Figure 2: R1BPM3 10 kHz sum readout.
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INTRODUCTION

4

x 10

ADCcounters

TLS is now running at 360 mA top-up mode. In the
normal situation, it takes few minutes for injection from
zero current to 360 mA. When the machine condition is
drifted or parameter settings are reset improperly,
however, injection efficiency sometimes become worsen
and it is necessary to adjust some machine parameters
such as quadrupole strength, transport line correctors or
booster dipole to improve efficiency. In the present, the
injection efficiency is roughly based on the charge loss
from the booster to storage ring. To determine the more
precise efficiency from different transmission paths, some
diagnostic tools are developed. A single pass BPM was
tested and installed in the first BPM of the transport line.
Moreover, BPM sum reading of the storage ring is also
developed to provide 10 kHz waveform display every one
second. Operators could utilize it to estimate efficiency
more precise, quickly and easier.

the booster to storage ring transport line of the TLS for
evaluation purpose. Figure 1 shows one button ADC raw
data when injected beam passes by, the valid portion of
the data is extracted according to three parameters
THREHOLD, PRETRIGGER and POSTTRIGGER to
calculate position X, Y and intensity SUM. The beam
extracted from the booster synchrotron is about 200 pC in
change distributed in 50 nsec bunch train (~ 25 bunches).

BPMSum
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INJECTION OBSERVATION
360 mA Beam Store Injection
In this report, the injection efficiency would be
determined by the current transformer of the booster, the
first BPM sum signal and the ICT which is installed in the
middle transport line, and the storage ring DCCT. Figure
3 shows an example of these charges during injection. It
takes around 5 minutes of this injection when storage ring
current is accumulated from zero to 360 mA. The average
injection efficiency actually is around 18.3% in this
injection process. The booster charges gradually increased
while the storage ring charges didn’t. It seemed that
machine condition varied (see BTS horizontal position
also gradually drifted). It is expected that more diagnostic
tools developed to help to clarify the unclear process.

In the other hand, another pulse magnet trigger
problem was also observed by the storage ring BPM sum
10 kHz data. Figure 5 showed that the orbit was disturbed
before 100 msec of injection start where BPM sum value
was increasing at the same injection time as Figure 4. It
was inferred by comparing to Figure 4 and Figure 5 that
at the first time pulse magnet was fired while booster had
no current such that the orbit was disturbed but no current
increase at the storage ring.
5
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Figure 3: Booster, BTS BPM sum and hor. position and
DCCT and Storage ring increased charges.

Top-up Mode Injection
In TLS top-up mode operation, the injection cycling is
10 Hz and the injection time is 1.8 sec in every minute.
The injection shoot number is depended on the storage
ring current which could not over 362 mA limit. Figure 4
shows an example that the electrons passing the booster,
transport line and storage ring during top-up where the
charge number decrease one by one due to loss. From the
figure, it can be observed that injected charge number is
much related with booster current. Otherwise, the booster
charges weren’t injected into the transport line in the last
time injection. The phenomenon almost be appeared at
each injection and inferred due to pulse magnet timing.

Energy variation could be observed by horizontal
position change at high dispersion location. The TLS had
quite stable energy output but sometimes it still could be
discovered how the energy variation effect on the
injection efficiency. As Figure 6 shown, during the 4th
injection the charges were hardly captured and
accumulated at the storage ring for its possible energy
mismatch causes the 2/3 charges loss at the first entrance
of the transport line and the rest 1/3 charges completely
loss at the end.
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Figure 5: R1BPM3 10 kHz sum readout. The red circle of
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only the selected parameters we are studying. The TLS
injection efficiency is not so well while the lack of
diagnostic tools lead it difficult to find out the exactly
influential cause to improve efficiency. The future
expansion is expected to really help to resolve problems.
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Figure 9: Septum charging voltage effects on efficiency.
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To investigate the energy vibration effects on injection,
we choose two locations of transport line with the
respective high and low dispersion as Figure 7 and look at
the position stability at every shoot of injection. Figure 8
shows the histograms of the BPM1 and BPM4 horizontal
position change during 3 hours. Since horizontal variation
(σ =1.25 mm) is respectively larger than low dispersion
BPM4’ horizontal changes ( σ = 0.30 mm), it can be
inferred that it should be probably resulted from energy
vibration. The position deviation over 2 mm will
significantly deteriorate injection efficiency as Figure 6
and roughly takes 8% partition of injection.

150
100

The injection efficiency from the booster to the storage
ring could be tuned and optimized up to 42% while it had
often been lower than 20% when the machine condition is
drifted or parameter settings are reset improperly. It is
expected that more diagnostic tools could be developed to
determine the precise efficiency and help to improve the
injection efficiency. Otherwise, the pulse magnet timing
problem mentioned at the report would also be further
studied.
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Figure 8: (a) LTB BPM1 (high dispersion) horizontal
position change. (b) LTB BPM4 (low dispersion)
horizontal position change.
Septum charging voltage and trim quadrupole strength
are the other two factors which are used to optimize
injection efficiency. Figure 9 and Figure 10 show these
two factors changes effect on injection efficiency
respectively between different transmissions. In these
tests, it can be observed that these two factors have major
influences on the end transport line to the storage ring
while less impact on the other transmission path. The
acceptable settings are allowed quite big range. However,
if the threshold is across, the efficiency drops
dramatically.
Actually, there are too many factors which would affect
on injection efficiency. The above listed parameters are
06 Beam Charge and Current Monitors
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Figure 7: Optical function of Booster to the Storage Ring
Transport Line.
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Abstract
In linac-based ultra high brightness light sources, It
is necessary to characterize the light emission bunch-bybunch for high precision experiments. Monitoring three dimensional bunch shape (charge density distribution) in real
time with high resolution is an essential key for precise optimization of an X-ray FEL’s beam. Therefore, we developed a single-shot and non-destructive three bunch charge
distribution monitor and successfully promoted a feasibility test with a 200 ps linearly chirped probe laser pulse and
two ZnTe crystals. It is based on Electro-Optic (EO) simultaneous and multiple sampling with a manner of spectral
decoding. In order to realize precise measurements of both
transverse and longitudinal charge distribution simultaneously, at least eight EO crystals surrounding the electron
bunch axis and radial polarized and hollow-shaped probe
laser are required. Numerical calculation for the hollowshaped laser propagation along the realistic monitoring system is conducted and shows that radial polarization at the
designed EO crystals position in an asembling holder can
be fine adjusted.

INTRODUCTION
SACLA accelerator (SPring-8 Angstrom Compact free
electron Laser) has been completed its construction at the
SPring-8 site and the beam comissioning has been proceeded since the end of 2010. A slice emittance of 0.7−1.0
π mm·mrad and a peak current of 4.4 kA are required for
its standard operation, thus the electron bunches are compressed to 30 fs (FWHM) through three staged bunch compression [1]. In order to measure the temporal distribution
of such 8 GeV electron bunches, the measurement with an
RF deflector [2, 3] is the most reliable method at present,
and there is a plan to install it in SACLA [3]. It is, however,
destructive measurement, and therefore cannot be used in
operation for SASE (Self-Amplified Spontaneous Emission) generation. Hence, another diagnostics system with
non-destructive measurement is required for beam tuning
to generate stable SASE radiation for user experiments.
According to these above situation, we introduce a three
dimensional electron bunch shape monitor (3D-BSM),
which is based on the Electro-Optic (EO) sampling bunch
duration techniques [4], described in Fig. 1. The 3D-BSM
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Figure 1: A schematic view of the 3D-BSM configuration.
is consisted of three detector sections. The center of mass
of the electron bunch and its incident angle are defined with
amorphous materials at both end (Fig. 1(b)), which enables
background free detection due to the Kerr effect. The 3D
charge distribution of the electron bunch is monitored by
EO crystals (Pokels effect, Fig. 1(a)) which are allocated
in the center of two doughnut-shaped amorphous detectors. Each detector is based on EO-sampling with a manner
of spectral decoding, which enables single-shot measurements using linear chirped laser pulses. The primary function of the monitor can be divided into transverse and longitudinal detection. For starters, eight EO crystals surround
the beam axis azimuthally, and a linear chirped probe laser
with hollow shape propagates through each crystal. Both
the EO crystal axis and the polarization axis of the probe
laser should be radially distributed as well as the Coulomb
field of the electron bunches. The signal intensity encoded
at each EO crystal depends on the field strength at each
point. Therefore, the signal intensity changes as the transverse charge distribution of the electron bunches becomes
asymmetric. In order to detect the intensity modulation of
each signal in real time, the laser pulse spectra should be
a rectangular intensity distribution with a linear chirp in
phase. Further details of the principle of transverse and energy chirp detection are discussed in Ref. [5].
In the longitudinal detection, a very high temporal resolution of several tens of femtoseconds in FWHM is required for SACLA. In the spectral decoding, one of the
main factors limiting temporal resolution (Tres ) is the
06 Beam Charge and Current Monitors
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EXPERIMENTS

Figure 2: A schematic experimental apparatus with a prototype of the 3D-BSM chamber.
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We performed 3D-BSM feasibility experiments for a
prototype monitor chamber in the advanced photocathode
RF gun test facility, SPring-8. Fig. 2 shows the experimental setup and a laser distribution with an automatic alignment system in the facility [12]. In the 3D-BSM chamber,
two 1 mm thick ZnTe crystals were installed diagonally.
Both crystals were placed at 4 mm from the electron beam
axis. The birefringence induced by the transverse electric field of 200 ps (FWHM) duration of the electron beam
bunch was probed 4 ∼ 5 mm from the axis by a hollow laser
beam with a 1 mm ring width. In the 3D-BSM, Pockels
EO crystals are installed in the number of 2n surrounding
the electron beam axis azimuthally for simultaneous transverse detection. This feasibility experiment is the simplest
case, n = 1. The probe laser is a hollow laser with linear polarization. Note that a radial polarization is required
when the we probe more than eight crystals (n ≥ 3) simultaneously. For starter, a single EO signal was measured

Figure 3: Experimental results of EO signal at the photocathode RF phase of 80◦ (a), chirp linearity of the probe
laser (b) and EO signals probed two ZnTe crystals simultaneously (c).
with one of the ZnTe crystals at different RF gun phases
(50◦ ≤ θ ≤ 100◦ ), and a result at θ = 80◦ , where the
signal gain became maximum, is shown in Fig. 3(a). The
chirp linearity of this probe hollow laser was measured as
a wavelength shift at EO signal peaks while changing the
delay time (i.e. arrival time at the EO crystal) of the probe
laser pulse. In the delay line, one step of the stage shifts 8
μm (∼
= 270 fs). The fitting result of Fig. 3(b) gives a conversion factor of 9.58 ps/nm. During the RF phase scan,
we always put an electron bunch on the RF top phase of
RF accelerating structures. The measured electron bunch
width was 10.8 ps (FWHM) in Fig. 3(a).
Next, double EO signals were measured simultaneously
with both ZnTe crystals, and these results are shown in
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√
bandwidth of a probe laser. It is expressed as Tres ∼ τo τc
where τo is the pulse width of the Fourier transform limited pulse of the probe laser and τc is the pulse width of the
probe laser with a linear chirp [6]. With a 400 fs spectral
bandwidth and a broadband square spectrum (≥ 400 nm at
800 nm of a central wavelength), the resolution is estimated
to be less than 30 fs.
Other considerable factors, which limit the temporal resolution, are the following spectral transmission characteristics of EO materials, 1) absorption in THz range, 2) velocity mismatch inside the materials between a THz pulse
(the Coulomb field) and a probe laser pulse and 3) dispersion of EO materials in a spectral range of a broadband
probe laser. As far as using ZnTe or GaP for the bunch
duration measurements, which are generally adopted as inorganic EO crystals, their temporal resolutions are limited
to ∼120 fs (FWHM) at present. It is because ZnTe and
GaP have their phonon absorption at around 5 and 11 THz,
respectively [7]. Thus, the Coulomb field is distorted as
propagate in such crystals. However, in order to achieve 30
fs temporal resolution, EO materials should be transparent
up to 30 THz [10]. DAST is one of the candidates which
is organic and used as the broadband THz source (2 - 31.5
THz, a sharp and narrow absorption due to optical photon
resonance at 1.1 THz) [8]. It is also expected to be effective for the ultra short bunch shape measurements. DAST
is transparent in the spectral range of more than 600 nm.
This is the reason we set the spectral range of 600 - 1100
nm for the probe laser generation.
As discussed above, a broadband linear chirped laser
pulse with rectangular-shaped intensity spectrum is required for our 3D-BSM. The spectral range required for
the system is 600 − 1100 nm and we are preparing such
a broadband probe laser with a photonic crystal fiber and
a NOPA amplifier [11]. In addition, the probe laser profile should be hollow with a radial polarization over the
whole spectral region. In this paper, we report the feasibility demonstration for the 3D-BSM both in aspects of
experiments and numerical calculations.
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Fig. 3(c). Each of the EO signals (double peaks with a
timing shift of 100 ps) was measured at each EO crystal at
the same time.

NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS
Laser propagation calculations for our designed optical
system are proceeded with a generic electromagnetic optical design and analysis program (VirtualLab, LightTrans).
First, φ 2 mm (FWHM) linear polarized Gaussian beam
transports ∼20 m air space, then propagate through φ 50.8
mm fused silica axicon lens pair. Distance between two
axicon lenses in a pair is adjusted to be 35 mm in order
to generate φ 8 mm hollow-shaped laser at designed EO
crystal position. Figure 4(a–c) shows calculated electric

shaped laser is converted from linear to radial, as shown in
Fig. 4(d–f).The timing shifter (See Ref. [9] for details) is
reconstructed and embedded in the simulation. The electric
field and polarization distribution at the exit of the timing
shifter are represented in Fig. 4(g–i). It is found that the polarization on the hollow-shaped laser profile keeps radial,
however, it is not completely radial, especially in contact
region between neighboring glasses. This deformation of
the radial polarization is considered to be induced due to
stepped wavefront in the boundary region. The wavefront
is spiraly shifted with 10 - 20 ps steps for this feasobility
test. However, such deformed components of the polarization can be excluded by introducing a eight segmented
radial polarizer.
By the laser propagation calculation, it is confirmed that
the radial polarization generation with hollow-shaped laser
is enable which is one of the essential keys to achieve the
3D-BSM.
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SUMMARY
Monitoring ever changing charge distribution of electron
bunches by single-shot measurements with high resolution
is an essential key for precise characterization of an X-ray
FEL’s beam. For the above goal, we introduced the 3DBSM with a manner of spectral decoding. The first experiment with a 200 ps linearly chirped laser pulse and two
diagonally allocated ZnTe crystals has been successfully
demonstrated. Numerical calculation for the laser propagation is proceeded along our designed 3D-BSM system.
Calculation result indicates the radial polarization generation with hollow-shaped laser is feasible, and 30 fs temporal resolution can be realized with our setup as discussed in
this paper.
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OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE AND IMPROVEMENTS OF THE LHC
BEAM CURRENT TRANSFORMERS
P. Odier, D. Belohrad, J.-J. Gras, M. Ludwig, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract

INTRODUCTION
The progress of machine commissioning and operation
has been fast and steady in 2010. New bunch intensities
(from 2×1010 to 1.3×1011 charges per bunch), new filling
patterns (from a few bunches to 600 bunches per beam),
new particle type (fully-stripped lead ions) have been put
into operation. In addition a variation of the bunch length
from 0.6 to 1.7 ns has been observed during the
acceleration up to 3.5 TeV. Beside the machine operation
team, which is a classical user of the Beam Current
Transformers (BCT), the experiments have shown a very
demanding interest since the beam intensity is a key
parameter for luminosity detector calibration [1].

Figure 1: DCCT dependency on the filling pattern.
The source of the problem has been identified to be a
combination of two causes worsened by the particularly
low revolution frequency of the LHC (11 kHz):
x poor efficiency of the RF bypass foreseen to reduce
the HF magnetic field induced by the beam, and
which is seen by the DCCT
x inappropriate gain partition associated with
operational amplifier limitations (current, voltage
swing, slew rate) in the AC feedback loop
The RF bypass is essentially made of capacitors
soldered on a flexible printed board wrapped around the
ceramic gap of the vacuum chamber. Several attempts
have been made to improve its efficiency during 2010 but
without real success as the BCTs environment in the
machine was not clearly understood.

MAIN ISSUES IN 2010
The beam parameters evolution revealed certain
limitations of the BCTs.

Issues on DCCTs
After implementation of an offset reduction by
software at the beginning of the year, the DCCTs [2]
performed well and within specifications [3] with low
intensity and unbunched beam. Unfortunately the quality
of the measurements degraded significantly when batches
of 75 ns spaced bunches were injected in the machine.
Depending on the filling pattern, the DCCT over or under
estimated the number of protons stored in the machine
(Fig. 1). This effect has been diagnosed, simulated and
then reproduced in laboratory (Fig. 2) on a test bench
composed of a DCCT, a vacuum chamber of the LHC
type and a coaxial antenna connected to a pulse current
generator.

06 Beam Charge and Current Monitors

Figure 2: Plot showing a positive saturation of the 2010
AC loop with a given filling pattern simulated on the test
bench.
The simulation of different filling patterns by a pulse of
current injected into the antenna lead to a positive (Fig. 2)
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During the 2010 run the LHC continuously improved
its performance. In particular the bunch charge and
number of bunches were significantly increased, which
revealed certain limitations of the LHC beam current
transformers. The DC current transformers (DCCT), used
to measure the circulating beam current, exhibited
saturation related to bunch intensity, the number of
batches in the machine and their spacing. Two major
issues were also discovered on the fast beam current
transformers (FBCT) used to measure the individual
bunch charges: discrepancies in the measured intensities
when compared to the DCCTs measurements and a bunch
length dependence on the measured intensity. Further
analysis showed that both problems are linked to the
beam position dependence of the signal acquired from the
toroids used in the FBCTs. This paper presents the
observed issues, discusses possible solutions and reports
on the results from modification made for the 2011 run.
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or negative saturation of the AC loop according to the
pulse duration. This reproduces well the observed over
and under estimations of the current measurement seen
with beam.

These problems affect negatively the DCCT-FBCT
cross-calibration as it has to be assumed that the amount
of unbunched beam and the ghost/satellite populations is
negligible during the cross-calibration.

Issues on FBCTs
The beam diagnostics team has used the 2010 LHC run
to diagnose the issues related to the FBCT [4] calibration
procedure, and correlation of the FBCT and DCCT
measurements. It was found, that an independent
calibration of the FBCTs results in a difference of several
per-cent of the estimated intensity with respect to the
DCCT measurement. Further measurement analysis
revealed that this behaviour is caused by following
effects:
x FBCT measurements are position dependent; this
position dependency is in addition frequency
dependent. Recent findings show, that a >1%/mm
position dependence (Fig. 3) is caused by the
measurement toroid itself. Such large value is far
from the specification given by the toroid
manufacturer (0.2%/mm).
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Figure 4: FBCT readings decrease with bunch length
during the ramp while DCCT behaves correctly.

IMPROVEMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS
IN 2011
DCCTs

Figure 3: FBCT readings vary during controlled orbit
bumps at the location of the FBCTs and DCCTs.
x A bunch length dependence at the 1% level has been
observed (Fig. 4). The origin of this effect is under
investigation. One of the possible causes could be
related to the position dependence.
Another important remark for the functionality of the
FBCTs is that the LHC experiments care about the bunch
population in the nominal 2.5 ns RF bucket. The FBCTs
however were not designed to provide such measurement
[3], and thus they provide this information only with
limited accuracy, mainly due to limited measurement
bandwidth and used integration method. The integration
over 25 ns does not allow to distinguish neither between
the charges in the main bunch and in any satellite or ghost
bunches, nor an unbunched beam, which is only seen by
the DCCTs.
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In order to eliminate the sensitivity to filling pattern,
the following modifications have been made during the
2010/11 end of year technical stop:
x The RF bypass efficiency has been increased
(damping resistors suppressed, higher value of
capacitor) to limit any frequency components above
11 kHz, seen by the monitors
x The electronics has been modified (new operational
amplifiers, new gain partition) to prevent saturation
in the AC feedback loop
x The diagnostic capability from the surface building
has been improved

Figure 5: Tests performed in the laboratory for different
filling patterns. Green numbers means successfully
tested, i.e. no issues observed. Red numbers means still to
be tested as the current set-up is not powerful enough to
simulate such patterns.
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CONCLUSIONS
After the discovery of different issues in 2010 the
effects have been diagnosed, simulated and then
reproduced in laboratory. Solutions to improve the
DCCTs were found and implemented at the beginning of
2011; they have proved to be effective with the beams
observed so far. Investigations on the field of the FBCT
measurements are on-going and the new ICTs are
supposed to be installed during the long LHC technical
shut-down in 2011-2012.
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Investigations lead towards a split-core design. The
development is however time-consuming due to
difficulties related to procurement of the nanocrystalline
material.
The current situation implies that the quality of the
FBCT measurements relies on a cross-calibration with the
DCCTs to optimize the precision during the Van de Meer
scans. Our aim is to construct an ICT measuring with an
absolute accuracy of ±1 % of the nominal LHC beam
(1.7×1011 charges per bunch).
In order to fulfil further requests of the experiments to
provide an intensity measurement with a 2.5 ns temporal
resolution the CERN BI section is now commissioning
two new instruments: the Longitudinal Density Monitor
and the Wall Current Monitor.

delta

Figure 6: BCTs reading during a scrubbing run (highest
number of bunches injected so far)
A further RF bypass improvement is being studied; it is
required for the 25 ns bunch spacing operation with the
ultimate number of charges per bunch (see lower rows in
Fig. 5).
In addition, a new 24 bit ADC acquisition board is
under development to cover the entire dynamic range
avoiding range selection and to improve the resolution for
the high intensity beams in 2012.

FBCT
The situation with the FBCTs is less favourable as the
main error source is the toroid itself. Several ideas are
currently under investigation to overcome the beam
position dependency issue. Their efficiency is still to be
determined. At the moment it seems that the best
alternative to suppress the effect is the conversion of the
LHC FBCTs into Integrating Current Transformers (ICT)
[5]. There was already one such ICT constructed in the
laboratory using one spare FBCT housing and an original
FBCT toroid. Although this prototype seems to improve
drastically the FBCT behaviour, its mechanical
construction does not yet permit to install it easily on the
LHC vacuum chamber without breaking the vacuum.
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The tests in laboratory have been repeated with these
modifications and found efficient in eliminating filling
pattern dependence for all the patterns that can currently
be simulated. Figure 5 shows a summary of these tests,
simulating the beam (average current over one batch)
which covers the beams expected in 2011/12.
During the scrubbing run in April 2011 1020 nominal
bunches were injected per beam (batches of 72 bunches
spaced by 50 ns, 1.2×1011 charges per bunch on average,
368 mA average current per batch). Very good agreement
(difference smaller than ±0.5 %) between the two DCCTs
and one FBCT, previously cross-calibrated with the
DCCT, confirmed the results obtained in laboratory
(Fig. 6). With these conditions the voltage swing within
the AC loop did not exceed 30% of the available
dynamic, which leaves a comfortable margin for the
operation with the beams expected in 2011/12.
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Abstract
The FAIR (Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research)
accelerator complex includes the Collector Ring CR, i.e.
a dedicated storage ring for secondary particles, rare isotopes and antiprotons. The CR features three different
modes of operation: pre-cooling of antiprotons at 3 GeV,
pre-cooling of rare isotope beams at 740 MeV/u and an
isochronous mode for mass measurements. For beam optimizations in all three modes a sensitive Schottky setup
is required to monitor very low beam intensities down to
single particles. In this paper the conceptual design of a
longitudinal Schottky sensor based on a pillbox cavity with
adjustable coupling and frequency tuning is presented. The
basic measurement principles are depicted and a possible
realization is discussed with emphasis on the special requirements of the CR operational modes. Full-wave simulations of the proposed sensor cavity allow for further optimizations.

parameters representing the desired information as well as
cavity parameters and the realization of the sensor itself.
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The Collector Ring (CR) is a dedicated storage ring,
its architecture is governed by the stochastic precooling of
secondary particles, rare isotopes or antiprotons. The CR is
a high acceptance ring with an aperture of 40 cm × 20 cm
that has to fulﬁll three tasks: stochastic precooling of antiprotons from the antiproton target at a ﬁxed kinetic energy of 3 GeV, to be delivered to the RESR storage ring,
stochastic precooling of secondary rare isotope beams from
the fragment separator (SuperFRS) at a ﬁxed kinetic energy
of 740 MeV/u, to be delivered to the RESR storage ring
and mass measurements of short-lived secondary rare isotope beams from the SuperFRS in the isochronous mode
[1]. Our motivation is to support the optimization of antiproton production and beam injection especially for lowest particle intensities. To achieve the required sensitivity,
a resonant sensor structure is chosen. For an optimum performance it is important to adapt to the different modes of
operation. The idea is to use a tunable cavity operating at
the monopole mode (TM010 ) with adjustable coupling. In
Fig. 1 a detailed overview of important parameters and dependencies for the evaluation of the possible performance
of such a sensor system is given. Key points are the ring
parameters, deﬁning geometrical restrictions and beam parameters, the beam itself with the Schottky noise, the signal
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Figure 1: Mindmap showing the important parameters for
the design process and their attribution.

SCHOTTKY NOISE SPECTRUM
Schottky noise is caused by the fact that the beam current
is given by the sum of discrete charge carriers with potentially inhomogeneous distribution and energies. This leads
to ﬂuctuations around a mean value. Beam parameters like
momentum spread, revolution frequency, tune and chromaticity can be measured with Schottky sensors. Schottky
noise is investigated in the frequency domain and is proportional to the squared charge of a single particle. As shown
in [2] and in more detail in [3], Schottky noise is distributed
to harmonic bands in frequency domain. Each band contains the same information, so in principle any of the bands
at harmonic h times revolution frequency f0 could be used
for Schottky analysis. The width of the h-th harmonic is
h times the width of the base band, while the amplitude is
decreasing with 1/f . At a certain frequency, adjacent bands
will overlap. This characteristic frequency depends on the
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Δfh = hfr ·

Δf
.
f

(1)

The momentum spread and therefore the frequency spread
are Gaussian shaped and different deﬁnitions for the width
are used. The amplitude relative to the maximum of a
Gaussian distribution at ±2σ is 13.5% and 1.11% at ±3σ,
respectively, while in the following the 6σ deﬁnition is used
for the calculations of the band overlap. The harmonic
number h at which the bands start to overlap can then be
calculated with
h6σ =

1
3·

Δp2σ
p

·η

(2)

.

As shown in Table 1, for the CR the 2σ values for the momentum acceptance are ±3% for antiprotons, ±1.5% for
rare isotopes and ±0.5% for the isochronous mode, while
the frequency slip factor η = −0.011 for antiprotons and
η = 0.186 for rare isotopes.
Table 1: Schottky Noise Parameters
Case

Δp/p

Antiprotons
Rare Isotopes

±3%
±1.5%

η

h

h · fr

-0.011
0.186

1010
119.47

1384 MHz
139 MHz

SIGNAL PARAMETERS
To determine an operating frequency for the sensor system, the goal of the system is deﬁned as a maximized signal to noise ratio over a sufﬁcient bandwidth. This leads to
the parameters center frequency fc , bandwidth BW , and
signal to noise ratio SNR. The Schottky band overlap determines an upper limit for the measurement frequency.
Moreover, within a resonant structure oscillating ﬁelds will
remain after the particle has passed the sensor, possibly
leading to interference between successive bunch passings.
To support bunch-by-bunch diagnostics this setup is not
convenient while it will be useful for detecting single particles over many turns. However, turn-by-turn measurements
with a single bunch are possible if the signal is decreasing
to an acceptable level within the time span of one turn. This
decay time has to be chosen according to the desired application. The revolution time T0 and the respective relative
bandwidth (6σ) are given in Table 2 for the two cases.

CAVITY PARAMETERS
Important inﬂuencing factors for the design of the cavity
sensor are the coupling between beam and cavity, i.e. the
excitation of the cavity modes as well as the coupling to
the measurement devices, i.e. the selective extraction of an

Table 2: Signal Parameters
Case
Antiprotons
Rare Isotopes

fc

BW

T0

h · 1.37 MHz
h · 1.17 MHz

0.099%
0.837%

730 ns
855 ns

appropriate mode. In summary this can be described with
the parameters quality factor Q, the shunt impedance R,
the transit time factor T T , and the resonance frequency ω0 .
The quality factor determines the resonator time constant
τ = 2Q/ω0 and the bandwidth Δf3dB as depicted in (3).
Q=

fr
2π · avr. energy stored
and Q =
,
energy dissipated /cycle
Δf3dB

(3)

The quality factor determines the resonator time constant
τ = 2Q/ω0 and the bandwidth Δf3dB . With the values according to Table 2 the maximum Q with regard to
the bandwidth is given by Qmax = 1010 for antiprotons
and Qmax = 119 for rare isotopes. One has to differentiate between the unloaded and loaded Q. The loaded
Q takes the energy coupled out for the measurements into
account and is limited by the demanded bandwidth. The
unloaded Q should be as high as possible as long as the
desired Qloaded can still be achieved by the coupling to
the measurement devices. The ﬁeld deposited by a single
particle inside the cavity will decay proportional to
tω0

t

e− 2Q = e− τ .

(4)

For turn-by-turn measurements and a requirement of a decay of ﬁelds to 1% after T0 this will limit the Q to
Qloaded, max =

T0 ωr
,
2 ln(100)

(5)

resulting in values of Q = 68 for antiprotons and Q = 76
for rare isotopes. The energy inside the cavity will reach a
certain mean value, because the actual energy loss depends
on the overall energy inside. For an empty cavity at t = 0
and a δ-pulse shaped deposition of energy of a single particle passing the cavity, the energy at time t is given by
Wcavity (t) =

N


Ws · u(t − nT0 ) · e−

(t−nT0 )ω0
Q

,

(6)

n=1

with the Heaviside function u(t) and Ws the energy deposited by a single particle. Using (6) the average energy
is around 0.75 · Ws at Q = 1000 and around 3.5 · Ws at
Q = 5000.
The shunt impedance should be as high as possible, to
couple as much energy as possible into the cavity. The
shunt impedance can be deﬁned using the instantaneous
peak voltage that would act on a particle with inﬁnite velocity. In this case, the shunt impedance is a property of the
cavity itself, independent of any beam characteristics. For
physical particles with ﬁnite velocities the transit time factor has to be taken into account leading to different optimal
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spread in the revolution frequency Δfr /fr which is given
by the frequency slip factor η times the momentum distribution Δp/p. The width of the harmonic h is given by
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solutions for the cavity geometry. For this choice the different level of Schottky noise for varying particle charges
is important. For each mode of operation an unique setting of the cavity parameters will lead to an optimum performance. Therefore the idea to have a tunable coupling
and frequency tuning is investigated. Varying the coupling,
and thereby varying Qloaded , the bandwidth can be adjusted.
Frequency tuning is important to adapt to the mode of operation and compensate fabrication tolerances and temperature changes.
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REALIZATION
The realization includes the choice of features, materials, geometry, and dimensions. The proposed tunability
of frequency and coupling will be done mechanically by
a movable perturber and a turnable coupling loop. The realization of movable parts within the vacuum is complex
and expensive. For a frequency of 130 MHz the radius of
a pillbox cavity would be around 0.88 m. Introducing a
ceramic vacuum shielding with a high permittivity  will
reduce the size of the cavity and allow the operation of the
movable mechanical parts under non-vacuum conditions.
In additional, the ceramic window must be shielded to prevent contact with the beam. Following this restriction and
minimizing the effect of the ﬁeld concentration within the
ceramic on the shunt impedance are major goals of the integration of the vacuum window. The range of the coupling
out of the cavity, the number of coupling loops required,
and their inﬂuence on the ﬁeld pattern are important design
parameters. The range of the needed frequency tuning is
limited to f0 /2 = 0.685 MHz, allowing a tuning to a harmonic.

Prototype Design

A prototype cavity featuring a simple pillbox design with
an added angular nose is used for ﬁrst estimations on the
suitability of the concept. The design according to Fig. 2
results in an unloaded Qunloaded = 18930 and a loaded quality factor approximated by Qloaded = 150. For a pillbox
cavity (copper, radius = 60 cm, length = 12 cm) with a
stainless steel beampipe of 20 cm radius the unloaded quality factor changed from around 23880 to around 22000 by
adding an alumina (tan δ = 0.0004 and r = 9.4) window
of 1 cm thickness, values much higher than needed due to
the signal parameters. The decrease in quality factor due
to the dielectric losses will not be a problem, according to
simulations with CST Microwave Studio [4]. A frequency
shift of around 1 MHz can be achieved by moving the two
perturbers 5 cm into the cavity as shown in Fig. 2.

EIGENVALUE CALCULATION
The distribution of the electromagnetic ﬁeld strength E
as well as the magnetic ﬂux density B inside the proposed resonator can be obtained with high accuracy with
the help of appropriate eigenvalue calculation in frequency
domain. Because the intended observation is ultimately
related to the determination of the ﬁeld strength of the
associated mode pattern the coupling of the loop to the
ﬁeld has to be considered properly during the evaluation.
Within the simulation process this can be achieved either on a real-valued eigenvalue calculation and subsequent
post-processing steps or using a complex-valued approach
where the extraction of the ﬁelds is consistently taken into
account by suitable absorbing boundary conditions. The
solution of the source-free Maxwell’s equations in frequency domain naturally results in a complex-valued expression if locally absorbing boundary conditions are applied. The Silver-Müller relation for the port regions

ω

=0
(7)
n×curlE + j n×(n× E) 
c0

r ∈ ∂ΩPort
is used to model the extraction of the ﬁelds in a plane perpendicular to the applied straight coaxial line. This description allows to model an ideal port without reﬂections
if all excited higher order modes are damped sufﬁciently
and only the fundamental TEM mode remains on the line.
These kind of eigenvalue calculations are then recursively
used to optimize the proposed resonating sensor system.
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Figure 2: Prototype design of a tunable sensor cavity modeled in CST Microwave Studio. Two perturbers are included at the left and right, as well as a coupling loop with
coaxial feedthrough on top.
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COMBINED APPROACH USING CLOSED-ORBIT AND MULTITURN
DATA FOR MODEL-INDEPENDENT AND FAST BEAM OPTICS
DETERMINATION IN STORAGE RINGS
Bernard Riemann∗ , Patrick Grete, Holger Huck, Andre Nowaczyk, Thomas Weis,
DELTA, TU Dortmund University, Dortmund, Germany

Multiturn-capable Beam Position Monitors (BPMs) have
been used successfully for characterization of storage ring
beam optics. While their use eases determination of optical
parameters (e.g. β function and phase) by observation of
non ring-periodic beam centroid oscillation, the installation
of multiturn electronics in all storage ring BPMs causes a
high monetary eﬀort.
The presented method aims at combining multiturn and
closed-orbit measurement methods in a cost-eﬀective way.
This is done using a single drift section in the ring, being
equipped with two multiturn BPMs at its ends. Measuring the centroid motion in the full transverse phase space,
one can completely determine all local beam optics parameters inside the drift space. Then, four additional dipole
correctors inside this drift are used to create closed-orbit
perturbations along the ring. Because of the known drift
optics, it is then possible to extract all data that would be
available if all storage ring BPMs were multiturn-capable,
by using only closed-orbit BPM data of the mentioned four
perturbations (incl. betatron coupling).
This fast and model-independent approach may be increased in accuracy by two kinds of feedback system.

THEORY
The perturbations of a closed orbit under influence of a
dipole perturbation are dependent on the Twiss parameters
that describe betatron oscillations along the ring. If no further information is obtainable, phase and amplitude of the
oscillation can not be distinguished in the closed orbit data.
By using additional multiturn information from two longitudinal positions in the ring and two dipole correctors between them, this degree of freedom can be removed and
β, φ parameters can be obtained along all other BPM positions (which are not multiturn capable) in the ring. Thus
the method presented here consists of three steps:
• Determination of the optical functions within a drift
section via multiturn BPMs [1],
• application of small closed-orbit perturbations using
two correctors inside the forementioned drift section
and
• calculation of optics parameters at all BPM positions,
using the response to the closed-orbit perturbations,
and known optics of the drift section.
∗

bernard.riemann@tu-dortmund.de

Measure Drift Space Lattice Parameters
Using Multiturn Data
If the transfer matrix between two multiturn BPM positions is known (and invertible), the full Poincaré section of
the beam centroids motion can be obtained. After a short
transverse kick, the beam centroid follows the betatron oscillation trajectory (neglecting damping) and thus betatron
functions and phases can be derived. Although this technique is demonstrated in the x-s (machine) plane with uncoupled betatron motion for simplicity, it is possible to include vertical motion and betatron coupling [1].
The transverse phase space coordinates (x, x )T of the
undamped beam centroid at BPM j after a short transverse
kick and n turns around the ring can be written as [3]
 
 √

β
x
= Υx α √
−/ β
x n j

0
√
−1/ β

 
j


cos[φ j + μ x n]
sin[φ j + μ x n]

(1)

with the horizontal Courant-Snyder invariant Υ x , betatron
phase φ, horizontal betatron phase advance per turn μ x =
2πQ x and Twiss parameters α, β. Since these sequences
have sinusoidal form, each sequence xn j , xn j can be described using only one phasor


Υx
iφ j

[α j − i] eiφ j . (2)
X j = Υx β j e , X j = −
βj
In a drift space of length l with BPMs j = 1, 2 at its ends,
the intercept theorem relates the phasors to each other via
X1 = X2 =

X2 − X1
.
l

(3)


Since X1/2
can be obtained from experimental data in a
drift space, it is possible to determine the ring-global invariant Υ x because it equals the area spanned up by the phasors
X1 , X1 in the complex plane (see Fig. 1). With known Υ x ,
one can determine β j and φ j using the absolute value and
complex angle of X j at all multiturn BPMs. The Twiss parameter α can also be obtained inside the drift section and
is proportional to the slope of β(s).
By further calculations [2], β and φ functions inside the
drift space can be expressed completely using measurable
values from its edges and are thus known (β(s) is a parabola
inside the drift).
This method also works when decoherence phenomena
are considered, because of its calculations in frequency domain [2].
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Im

X1 = −



Υx
β1

and φ can be calculated at the positions of all BPMs in the
ring. For unknown dipole kick strengths θk of the corrector
electromagnets, one can scale the perturbation values using
the multiturn drift measurement results.

[α1 − i] eiφ1
Υx

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
X1 =

√

Υx β1 eiφ1

φ1

Re

0

Figure 1: Multiturn phasors X1 , X1 span up an area in the
Gauss plane that equals the Courant-Snyder invariant Υ x .

Application of Closed-orbit Perturbations
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A closed-orbit perturbation x at the position of BPM j
by an additional corrector k kick θk is described by [5]

x jk = C Q β j βk̃ cos(φ j − φk̃ ) θk with φ j > φk̃ .
(4)
We propose a setup using two dipole correctors inside
a drift section. Since the Twiss parameters at the corrector positions, including βk̃ and φk̃ , are known from multiturn data, the closed-orbit perturbations only depend on
the unknown optical functions β j and φ j at the position of
the BPMs j where the perturbation is measured. The additional factor C Q relates to the betatron tune and is assumed
constant during the measurement.

Calculating Twiss Parameters
Thus, a system of two equations (4) for each BPM j with
the two unknowns β j and φ j can be derived. This system is
solvable with two exceptions that can be avoided in practice. The first exception is linear dependence of both corrector perturbations, equivalent to a diﬀerence in betatron
phase Δφ12˜ = nπ for n ∈ Z between both correctors. The
second exception is the same condition for the multiturn
BPM positions. A new variable

⎞
⎛
⎟⎟⎟
⎜⎜⎜
x
β
1
1
j1
2̃
⎟⎟⎟
−
u j = arctan ⎜⎜⎝⎜
tan Δφ12˜
sin Δφ12˜
β1̃ x j2 ⎠
(5)
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎨π for x j2 < 0
.
+⎪
⎪
⎩0 for x j2 > 0

The Dortmund Electron Accelerator (Delta) shown in
Fig. 2 is a synchrotron light source at TU Dortmund University, comprising a 70 MeV linac, a full-energy synchrotron and a 1.5 GeV electron storage ring of 115.2 m
length. Three insertion devices and 54 BPMs are installed
in the storage ring, of which 44 BPMs work with analog electronics ( f s = 10 Hz) [6]. 10 BPMs are multiturncapable ( f s = 2.6 MHz) [7]. Up to now, BPM 39-41 are not
capable of correct multiturn measurements.
For obtaining the results presented here, the insertion
space (l = 5.137 m) between BPM 14 and BPM 15 is used
as diagnostic section. The undulator between these BPMs
was turned oﬀ, but exhibits small correction coils that were
not in use before. We applied [8] a sinusoidal current with
a frequency < 0.2 Hz and an amplitude Icorr = 3 A subsequently on the first and the last correction coil of the
undulator and recorded all BPM readings. For the multiturn measurements, we utilized a diagonal “slotted-pipe”
[9] kicker.

RESULTS
Exemplary results of the combined method are shown
in Figure 3. The theoretical β-function (red) and phase
(green) from a lattice model, corresponding values from 7
multiturn BPMs (black crosses) and results from the combined method (blue circles) are shown. In the diagnostic
section at s ≈ 30m, one can determine β x and φ x continuously (indigo line).
The combined method results show good agreement with
the multiturn method results which were derived solely
from multiturn BPMs (also model-independent) and are acceptable in comparison with the lattice model.
insertion device
conventional BPM
multiturn BPM
14

13

15

16

U250

is introduced. Using this variable, one obtains
βj =

x2j2
β2̃C Q2 θ2

(1 + tan2 u j )

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎨u j + φ2̃ + μ x /2 for φ j > φ2̃ ,
φj = ⎪
⎪
⎩u j + φ2̃ − μ x /2 for φ j < φ2̃ .

(6)
SAW

(7)

as solution of the equation system.
Because it is possible to measure closed-orbit perturbations using conventional low-frequency BPM systems, β
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41
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40

39 BPM

42

Figure 2: Sketch of the Dortmund Electron Accelerator.
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turn data analysis, since all combined method results can
be converted to full multiturn data at all BPMs [2].
Possible error sources are imperfect beam position measurements, e.g. by pincushion distortion, and timing diﬀerence errors of the two used multiturn BPMs. Timing errors
are common to multiturn measurements, but are reduced by
the comparably low synchronization issues.
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A bunch-by-bunch feedback system (Bbb) [10] is about
to be installed at the Delta storage ring. It enables to drive
transverse modes by an arbitrary excitation kicker signal.
This system may be used to obtain multiturn data, thus
replacing the short pulses of the installed kicker system.
Since the oscillation is driven, no decoherence damping
should occur, enabling data retrieval from ≈ 6 · 104 turns
[7] of oscillation information, thus multiplying present resolution of the combined method by ≈ 30.
A fast closed-orbit feedback (Fof) [4] is also planned
for Delta, allowing application of closed-orbit perturbations with higher frequencies ( f s = 300 Hz), thus increasing signal-to-noise level of closed orbit measurements.
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from BPM14. Middle: Fourier transform of multiturn data,
frequency axis normalized to circulation frequency. The
maximum component (tune: 0.16) is taken as phasor for
multiturn calculations. Bottom: Results for horizontal βfunction and phase for diﬀerent beam currents Ibeam .

Comparison to Other Diagnostic Methods
One of the presented methods advantages is a fast measurement procedure which is slower than in multiturn, but
faster than in closed-orbit methods. Since only two multiturn BPMs have to be synchronized, also less synchronization issues are occuring. The combined method is modelindependent, an advantage to fitting procedures like LOCO.
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ADVANCEMENTS IN THE BASE-BAND-TUNE AND CHROMATICITY
INSTRUMENTATION AND DIAGNOSTICS SYSTEMS DURING LHC’S
FIRST YEAR OF OPERATION
R. J. Steinhagen, M. Gasior, S. Jackson, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
The Base-Band-Tune (BBQ) system is an integral part of
day-to-day LHC operation, driving tune and chromaticity
diagnostics and feedbacks. This contribution summarises
the system’s overall performance and documents the various improvements of the analogue front-end circuitry, digital post-processing and integration, necessary in response
to issues arising during high-intensity physics operation
since its first introduction in 2005.

Cross-calibrations against the LHC BPMs indicated that
the BBQ can provide a turn-by-turn resolution of better
than 30 nm, more than 50 times the sensitivity of any other
LHC systems (ADT: 1 μm, BPM: 50 μm[10, 8, 9]). It is
also seen that there are ever-present residual tune oscillations with amplitudes in the order of 100 nm to a few
micro-metres on the beam, as shown in Figure 2.
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INTRODUCTION
The lack of synchrotron radiation damping to maintain
emittance combined with tight collimator settings at the
LHC impose significant constraints on the maximum allowed beam excursions for Q and Q’ measurements to below a few μm. In response, the highly sensitive BBQ system was developed, and is further exploited by a set of
Fourier- (FFT) and Phase-Locked-Loop (PLL) based diagnostics systems [1, 2, 3, 4].
Schematically illustrated in Figure 1, the BBQ is – to
first order – an AC-coupled peak-detection circuit, demodulating the transverse beam oscillations signals of a pickup from the longitudinal carrier signal, whose bandwidth
in the LHC can extend up to a few GHz [1].
V

V

t

t

t

t

t

to acquisition

Figure 1: Schematic BBQ block diagram.

PERFORMANCE WITH BEAM
The initial tune diagnostics design assumed that there
would not be sufficient residual tune signatures on the beam
and thus hence periodic driving of the beam (e.g. using a
’kick’, ’white noise’, ’chirp’ or ’PLL’) was envisaged [3].
The BBQ’s nm-level sensitivity was also thought to be sufficient to operate below the oscillation levels that would be
detected and suppressed by the transverse damper (ADT).
This seemed to be confirmed with beam during the initial prototyping at RHIC, CERN-SPS, Tevatron and initial
LHC commissioning.
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(a) Beam 1 Spectra

(b) Beam 2 Spectra

Figure 2: BBQ spectra with ADT feedback being ’off’
(blue) and active with high-gain settings (red). Detected
horizontal and vertical tunes are indicated with Diamonds.
These “luxurious” signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios allowed
passive tune monitoring, tracking and feedbacks, proving
to be sufficiently reliable for controlling tune variations
during almost every LHC ramp and squeeze [4].
The competing ADT function of suppressing the very
same beam oscillations required to measured the tune is
compensated by the higher BBQ sensitivity. However, the
higher sensitivity is nullified by the ADT pick-up noise that
in high-gain operation is propagated onto the beam and
which raises the effective noise floor, as visible in Figure
2. The LHC is not yet limited by instabilities, and the ADT
is thus operated with reduced gains whenever precise Q/Q’
diagnostics or Tune-FB are required.
While a passive detection of the tune benefits from these
μm-level oscillations, they are incoherent ’noise’ from a
PLL diagnostics point of view which requires excitation
above this ’noise’ to recover the same performance as using residual oscillations only. The corresponding required
absolute amplitudes of about 10-100 μm are in conflict with
collimator requirements (<200 μm) and shown to cause
small but measurable beam losses in the machine. Thus,
driving the beam to such amplitudes seemed to be inefficient and less robust compared to the performance achieved
with a passive-only system.
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BBQ DATA POST-PROCESSING
The change of paradigm of using residual beam oscillations implied changes to improve the reliability of the Q
and Q fitter algorithm, specifically, adjustments to reject
multiple non-tune related spectral peaks that cannot unambiguously be eliminated. Initial attempts using standard
comb filters yielded unsatisfactory results due to notable
changes of the synchrotron tune Qs , and higher mainsharmonics in response to global load changes. A demanding tune spectra is shown in Figure 3, where longitudinal
bunch phase and shape instabilities add a ’forest’ of interference lines to the otherwise fairly clean BBQ spectrum.

Tune Fitter
A more robust, multi-stage, median-filter based algorithm has been deployed, taking advantage of the fact that
the natural tune resonance width is typically larger (≈
10−3 frev ) than those of mains harmonic (< 10−4 frev ) and
longitudinal Qs interferences. The digital post-processing
performed surprisingly well and soon became the base-line
mode of operation for tune the feedback. The main steps of
this algorithm consists of (Figure 3):
1. calculate the raw-spectra Sraw (f ) based on the n-turn
BBQ oscillations data[3],
2. compute (averaged) magnitude spectra |Sraw (f )|,
3. apply a nmed -wide median-filter → |Smed (f )|,
4. apply a ±nlp -wide sliding average-filter → |Slp (f )|,
5. find highest peak Qest. in |Slp (f )| within the given
boundaries Qest. ∈ [fmin , fmax ],
6. find highest peak Qraw in |Sraw (f )| around the previous Qest. · n2 ± nmed /2 estimate,
7. refine the binning-limited Qraw estimate by fitting the
tune resonance to a Gaussian distribution [5].
8. derive the coupling and unperturbed tunes [6].
The averaging described in step 2 is optional and only
executed when a fast tune time response is not required.
The parameter nmed and nlp are chosen to be larger than
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the width of the mains and Qs harmonics but smaller
than the tune resonance itself. Step 3 removes the artifacts created by the median-filter (plateaus) and step 5 is
needed since the true tune peak and estimates of the coupling parameter |C − | are often distorted by the medianand low-pass filter, especially in cases of asymmetric synchrotron side-bands. The fitter ranges in step 5 are typically
only roughly adjusted to reject the larger Qs forest around
0.1frev and to distinguish between QH and QV .
This algorithm usually works quite well for the vast majority of spectra observed during regular operation, and
once setup requires little or no adjustments, even for demanding cases such as that shown in Figure 3. The remaining known limitations of the algorithm are due to fairly special cases related to vanishing tune oscillation signals, seen
so far only for very low intensity proton beams and too
large ADT gains discussed above, and small but undesired
jumps of the tune estimate between the actual tune and its
synchrotron sidebands in case of larger chromaticities.
The lower limit on the revolution line and its synchrotron
side-band width is essentially given by the beam momentum spread, which can be easily accounted for by adjusting
nmed appropriately. However, the widths of the tune synchrotron side-bands are typically slightly larger than their
longitudinal counter parts since they are affected by the
same non-linear effects as the tune resonance itself. In
addition, these tune synchrotron side-bands may become
even larger than the main tune peak that may for higher
chromaticities.

Chromaticity Fitter
The standard chromaticity (Q ) demodulation algorithm
required minor modifications, mainly related to intercepting non-physical outlier of the tune estimate. The algorithm could be kept very simple since the RF modulation
is generated by the same controller that also performs the
chromaticity detection and feedback. Detailed results are
described in [7, 2, 4].

(a) LHC BBQ spectra

(b) Zoom around betatron tune

Figure 3: Raw (|Sraw (f )|, blue), intermediate median- (|Smed (f )|, red) and low-pass filtered magnitude spectra (|Slp (f )|,
green) as used in the revised tune fitter algorithm.
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SECOND-ORDER BBQ EFFECTS
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The driving sources of the discussed tune signals remain
unknown but appear independent of the stored bunch intensity, energy, collimator settings and chromaticity. On the
turn-by-turn scale, visualised in Figure 4, these oscillations
do not appear to be long coherent wave-trains which can be
correlated with a single excitation source but seem to consist of small bursts of instabilities that start and stop on the
time scale of tens to a few hundreds of turns. Two noteworthy effects have been observed which led to improving
a better understanding of the BBQ’s second order effects:

Figure 4: BBQ Wavelet spectrum. The burst-type character
of the tune oscillations at Qy = 0.31 is visible.

Peak-Detection
While operating with only a few bunches, it was seen
that the BBQ spectrum contained tune peaks for colliding
as well as non-colliding bunches, indicating that the BBQ
is not a perfect peak detector but measures the average tune
of all bunches. This effect becomes less prominent once
operating with a large number of bunches.
This can be explained by the fact that the storage capacitor charging time cannot be neglected for the very short
LHC bunch length of about 0.25 ns r.m.s. compared to the
revolution period of 89 μs. Assuming a very simple linear model of the BBQ detector, modelling the diode as an
ideal switch (neglecting the forward voltage which is much
smaller than the input and output voltages of ≈ 100 V) with
a series resistance r, storage capacitor C and discharge resistor R, the steady-state detector output voltage V0 can be
calculated from the charge balance equation
V0 − VI
V0
!
· n · τ = ΔQout =
· Trev
(1)
ΔQin =
r
R
with Trev being the revolution period, τ the length of the
rectangular bunch approximation, VI the detector input
voltage and n the number of bunches. Solving the equation for the normalised output voltage V0 /VI one gets:

−1
r Trev 1
V0
·
= 1+ ·
(2)
VI
R
τ
n
The steady-state detector voltage depends on the time
and resistance ratios of charging and discharging and approaches the true peak voltage with increasing number of
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bunches n. As the intensity spread between bunches is finite (LHC: < ±10%), the detector can be considered a true
peak-detector, once 1 − V0 /VI is smaller than relative peak
voltage difference of the largest to second largest bunch.
For the real diode detector, the series resistance depends increases strongly for small VI − V0 , causing an ever slower
increase of the output voltage than given in Eq. 2.

Intra-Bunch Oscillations
The ADT relies on average bunch position measurements and in high-gain operation typically suppresses coherent bunch oscillations down to the um-level. Nevertheless, operating with a large number of bunches, narrow
bandwidth tune signals similar to those with the ADT being
’off’ often remain visible on top of the damped tune spectra. In addition, earlier BBQ modifications deploying lowpass filters to remove dependencies on bunch shape oscillations that typically are more pronounced for GHz-range
frequencies showed to have in some cases smaller tune S/N
ratios than their full bandwidth counterparts. The observed
remaining tune oscillations are thus indicative that the BBQ
is also sensitive to intra-bunch head-tail oscillations that
cannot be damped by the ADT.

CONCLUSIONS
The BBQ system facilitated a fast and reliable LHC
commissioning, and with its nm-level sensitivity and everpresent um-level tune allowed passive tune monitoring. In
response, a multi-stage tracker algorithm has been implemented, efficiently suppressing non-tune related components in the beam spectrum. Second order effects such
as the BBQ measuring the average tune for a low number
of bunches and becoming increasingly sensitive to intrabunch head-tail oscillations for a larger number of bunches
could be traced back to finite BBQ charging time constants.
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FAST ORBIT STABILIZATION SYSTEM FOR TANDEM APPLE-II
UNDULATORS AT THE KEK-PF
Takashi Obina#, Kentaro Harada and Ryota Takai,
KEK Accelerator Laboratory, 1-1 Oho, Tsukuba 305-0801, Japan
Abstract
A rapid polarization switching source has been
developed in the KEK Photon Factory 2.5-GeV electron
storage ring. The source consists of two APPLE-II type
undulators and five fast kicker magnets. This paper
reports on the progress of fast orbit stabilization system
which consists of digital signal processing box and
corrector magnets.
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Figure 2: Shape of angler bump.
2.1mrad and 2.4 mrad, respectively. K4 and K5 are
operated with similar manner except for the phase of the
kick signal. Note that a fixed kick angle of 0.3 mrad is
required for K3 which locates between two undulators.
Typical operating frequency is selected to 10 Hz.
It is important to adjust the angle and position of SR
axis of two EPUs. For the other beam lines, it is strictly
required to minimize the leakage of bump orbit to the
outside of the bump. The initial target of the leakage is
1/10 of the beam size, namely 30 μm in horizontal and 3
μm in vertical in typical beam lines.
Kick Angle
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(M)
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(M)
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Figure 1: Tandem APPLE-II type undulators installed in
the long straight section. Two pink-color magnets at the
right side are the kicker magnets.
The kicker magnet creates triangle-shape bump as
shown in Fig. 2. With the bump shape of (D), only the
downstream undulator (ID2) is used for users. In case of
(U), light from upstream undulator (ID1) is used, and two
light is mixed in case of (M). Polarization switching is
realized by selecting the SR polarization of ID1 and ID2
to left-handed and right-handed, respectively. In our case,
angular bump of 0.3 mrad is demanded to separate the SR
from two undulators.
Figure 3 shows the time-variation in kick angle of each
magnet. The kick angle of K1 and K2 changes in time
with sinusoidal shape with the maximum value of
___________________________________________
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Figure 3: Time variation of kick angle. K3 produces
constant kick angle of 0.3 mrad.

BEAM POSITION MONITORS
There are 80 beam position monitor heads in the PF. 65
BPMs are connected to the narrow-band switching
detection circuit [3], and 10 BPMs are measured with
Libera Brilliance [4]. The other BPMs are used for beam
diagnostics such as tune measurement, bunch-by-bunch
feedback, etc. Most BPM can only be used for very slow
switching of the bump orbit because the typical COD
reading speed is about 2 Hz. We installed fifteen 4channel coaxial switches in front of the narrow-band
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INTRODUCTION
APPLE-II type elliptically polarizing undulator (EPU)
is a very popular source of polarized synchrotron
radiation [1]. Fast helicity switching together with lock-in
technique is a promising method to measure weak signals
like linear or circular dichroism of the materials [2]. In the
KEK-PF, we have developed a fast polarization switching
system which consists of two EPUs and five kicker
magnets. The first APPLE-II type undulator was installed
at the long-straight section in March 2008, and the second
one was installed in the summer of 2010. Figure 1 shows
the photo of the tandem undulators and kicker magnets.
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circuitry. The switched signal is concentrated to one
location at middle of the storage ring utility space, and fed
to a Libera.
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KICKER CONTROL SYSTEM
Five kicker magnets with separate power supplies are
appropriate to adjust amplitude and phase independently.
As a signal source of the power supplies, we have
evaluated several products, such as DAC based signal
generators [5], FPGA-based digital synthesis modules and
function generators from several companies. Finally, we
selected the arbitrary function generator of Tektronix
AFG3022 because of its high phase resolution of 0.01
degree and the excellent phase continuity when we
change the frequency or phase. This feature is quite
important for the tuning process. Sudden jump in phase is
not avoidable in other products.
The lower part of Fig. 4 shows a signal generation part.
Every AFG is synchronized with 10 MHz reference clock
and external start trigger. We introduced a six channel
voltage-controlled attenuator which can control the six
output voltage with one DC control voltage. The
attenuator is used to start and stop of the kicker excitation.
We have developed a new method to determine the
kicker parameters. The detail is reported in Ref [6]. The
orbit distortion can be resolved to amplitude and phase
errors which correspond to sine and cosine component of
the bump excitation signal. Before the correction, the
maximum horizontal orbit distortion was about 150 μm,
which was successfully reduced below 10 μm with the
adjustment of amplitude and phase of four kicker magnets.

FEEDFORWARD CORRECTION
The skew quadrupole field of the EPU produces the
orbit distortion in vertical direction which cannot be
suppressed by the tuning of kicker magnets. To suppress
these errors, eight fast corrector magnets (4 for horizontal,
4 for vertical direction) are installed. They are labelled as
“FST” in Fig. 4.
A commercial all-in-one digital signal processing box,
named ‘iBIS’ from MTT Corporation [7], is adopted as a
feedforward controller. It equips sufficient number of
input/output channels and a real-time controller SH-4A.
Main features are listed in Table. 1.
Table 1: Specification of Digital Signal Processing Box
Item

Specification

Communication
Controller

Intel® ATOM™ N270 1.6GHz
(Linux Kernel 2.6)

Realtime Controller

SH-4A 600MHz

Analog Input

16 channel, 16bit, 10V, 2us conversion

Analog Output

8 channel, 16bit, 10V

Misc In/Out

TTL DI/DO 16 channel, Counter, etc

Size

350(W)x250(D)x49(H) mm

Figure 5 shows the block diagram of the iBIS box. In
most applications, user’s program does not need to access
FPGA block. The company supplied I/O development
library of SH-4A to use A/D, D/A, DI, DO, Counter, etc.
Software development of the real-time part is realized by
KPIT GNUSH tools which are freely available from
website [8]. Linux and Windows are supported for the
development plathome. The MTT Corporation supplied a
host library to access SH-4A memory space from remote
host through Intel® ATOM™ processor. We only need to
write the program of host and realtime application, so the
rapid application development is possible for A/D and
D/A application.
Two input signal which corresponds to sine and cosine
part of kicker bump signal are generated by AFG and
(a)

Trig, Ref, etc

AFG6

10MHz Ref Clock

480

SH-4A
600MHz

Host Computer
(Linux or Windows)

Communication
Controller

PCI Bus

Trig

Figure 4: Block diagram of kicker magnet control
system. The upper figure shows components in the
storage ring. QM is quadrupole magnet, K1-K4 is kicker
magnet to produce bump orbit, ID161 and ID162 are
undulators, PM is narrow-band position monitor, FPM is
fast position monitor, HV1,2 and DV22, 23 are corrector
magnets used for DC orbit correction. The lower part is
the control signal part. AFG is the arbitrary function
generator, iBIS is digital signal processing box.

(b)

Host Application
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Gigabit Ethernet
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Host Library
Gigabit Ethernet

iBIS
Realtime
Controller

SH Bus

Communication Firmware

Realtime Application

FPGA
data
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adCtrl
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daPut
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Figure 5: Block diagram of iBIS digital signal prosessor
box. (a) shows the hardware block diagram and (b) is the
software functional block.
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The switching speed for SR user is 10 Hz, while the
higher switching speed is desirable for better S/N ratio in
user’s experiments. We increased the switching frequency
up to 115 Hz. Figure 7 shows the amplitude of 115 Hz
component with and without the feedforward correction
measured at the BPM outside the bump. Only six BPM
are used in the measurement, and the feedforward
parameter is not optimized yet. The amplitude of vertical
residual motion is about 9 μm. We think the motion will
be improved with the optimization of parameters.
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SUMMARY AND FUTURE PLAN
The feedforward orbit stabilization system suppressed
the unwanted orbit motion below 1/10 of beam size. The
tuning method to stabilize the orbit is developed to
determine the optimum kicker and steering magnet
parameters. We are developing hardware and software to
automate the parameter tuning procedure. Fast photon
monitors at the outside of the kicker bump will be used to
measure the orbit stability more than 100 Hz range.
For digital signal processing part, we plan to install
EPICS inside the box. It can be a kind of turn-key I/O box.
After the final tuning of the kicker bump and feedforward magnets, we plan to provide the switching system
during the normal user run from autumn run in 2011.
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Figure 7: Amplitude of 115 Hz component of the BPM
located at the outside of kicker bump.
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Figure 6: Results of feedforward compensation using
digital signal processing box. Starting point of orbit path
length is selected to the symmetry point of lattice. The
circumference of PF-Ring is about 187 m.
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feedforward is obvious in the vertical direction. The
amplitude of residual 10 Hz motion achieves below 3 μm
in both directions as shown in Fig. 6(d).

Amplitude [μm]

Beam Position [μm]

digitized by ADC as shown in Fig. 4. The eight steering
magnets are controlled depending on the user-supplied
coefficients. We can adjust these coefficients from host
computer while the program is running. The signal
processing clock is selected to be 20 kHz for now. The
speed is fast enough to control 10Hz orbit motion.
Figure 6 shows results of feedforward compensation
while the kicker is excited in 10 Hz. Fig. 6 (a) shows an
example of time-domain signal. This BPM#143 is located
at 84.4 m in orbit path length. The amplitude of 10 Hz
component is successfully suppressed from 8.9 μm to
0.47 μm. Some noise is apparent in Fig. 6(a), and the
frequency of this orbit fluctuation was same as mains
frequency of 50 Hz. We investigated the source of the
mains noise, and determined it is excited from the AFG.
The noise level of the function generator is very low,
however the kicker magnet is strong to introduce the
residual orbit motion. The isolation amplifiers and notchfilters are ready to install and we expect to reduce the
residual noise in the next experiment. Fig. 6(b) and (c)
shows the amplitude of 10 Hz component of the orbit
distortion with and without feedforward compensation.
Total 21 BPMs are plotted in this figure. As mentioned in
the previous section, horizontal orbit is already well
suppressed by the tuning of kicker magnets. The effect of
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THE BUNCH BY BUNCH FEEDBACK SYSTEM IN J-PARC MAIN RING
Y. Kurimoto, M. Tobiyama, Y. Chin, T. Obina, T. Toyama, KEK, Tsukuba, Ibaraki, Japan
Y. Shobuda, JAEA, Tokai, Ibaraki, Japan.
Abstract
We report the current status of the transverse bunch by
bunch feedback system for the J-PARC Main Ring. The JPARC Main Ring is the synchrotron accelerating protons
from 3 GeV to 30 GeV. It is normally operating at the
intensity of 145 kW. The bunch by bunch feedback
system have been developed and used for the normal
operation of J-PARC Main Ring. The system aims to
reduce the coherent transverse oscillation due to the
instabilities and injection errors. It consists of a beam
position monitor, a stripline kicker and a signal processing
electronics. We’ve observed the injection error leading to
the internal bunch oscillation and succeeded in damping
such kind of oscillations and reducing the beam loss
significantly.

the several test experiments, the system is used to the
normal accelerator operation and contributes to the
achievement of the current beam intensity.

BUNCH BY BUNCH FEEDBACK SYSTEM
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INTRODUCTION
J-PARC has three main accelerators, which are LINAC,
RCS (Rapid Cycle Synchrotron) and Main Ring (MR).
MR is the final section of these accelerators. The proton
beam is accelerated from 3 GeV to 30 GeV and extracted
for the particle and nuclear experiments. The most
important feature of J-PARC is the high intensity proton
beam. The number of protons per single bunch (Nppb) in
MR is about 1013. Considering the number of bunches (8)
and repetition period (3 second), the intensity of the
proton beam is about 145 kW.
In such a high intensity beam, the impedance of the
injection or extraction kickers and beam pipes (resistive
wall) causes beam instabilities. In fact, we already
observed the transverse instability with zero chromaticity
(0) even at Nppb=1012. If the instability happens, more
than half protons in the beam are lost so that we could not
increase the intensity. As the easiest solution, we damp
the transverse oscillation with negative chromaticity (5.8). However, the care with negative chromaticity is not
enough as we increase the intensity up to Nppb=1013. In
fact, there are two issues which should be taken care to
achieve Nppb=1013. The first one is the injection error. Due
to the residual field in the injection kickers, transverse
coherent oscillation occurs at the injection. At Nppb=1013,
the injection beam loss exceeds the collimator limit (400
W) even if we damp the oscillation with the negative
chromaticity. The other is the beam loss at the beginning
of the acceleration. Although the reason of this beam loss
is not yet investigated, it is clear that this beam loss
happens only with large negative chromaticity and no
coherent oscillation is observed at this time. Therefore,
we need different damping method of the transverse
oscillation other than the negative chromaticity at the
beginning of the acceleration.
The bunch by bunch feedback system in MR provides
additional damping of the transverse oscillations. After
482

Figure 1: The schematic view of the MR transverse bunch
by bunch feedback system.
As shown in Figure 1, the transverse bunch by bunch
feedback system consists of three components: beam
position monitors, feedback kickers and signal processing
electronics. The diagonal cut electrodes are used as the
beam position monitors [1]. For the feedback kickers, we
use stripline exciters with the length and the transverse
shunt impedance of 1.4 m and 29 k, respectively. For
the signal processing parts, we use LLRF4 boards [2] [3].
It consists of four 14-bit ADC with maximum sampling
speed of 125 MSPS, a Spartan3 FPGA, two 14 bit DAC
up to 260 MSPS and a USB interface to communicate
with external system. The firmware including EPICS
interface and the system integration was made by Dimtel
Inc. [4]. The 64th harmonic of the RF frequency (1.7 × 64
= 108.8 MHz) are used as the signal processing clock.
The firmware calculates the transverse bunch by bunch
position by making difference of the peaks of the two
BPM waveforms (LR or UD) and extracts the betatron
oscillation using the 8 tap FIR filter. The signal calculated
in such ways is sent to the feedback kickers through the
power amplifiers (500 W, 10 kHz-255 MHz). It is noted
that whole protons in single bunch are kicked in same
direction with same amount since only one feedback
value is calculated for a bunch

DAMPING OF THE INJECTION ERROR
As we mentioned, there is the transverse coherent
oscillation due to the residual field in the injection kickers.
The bunch by bunch feedback system reduces such
oscillation significantly and results in smaller beam loss
at the injection. Without the feedback system, the
injection beam loss exceeds the collimator limit (400 W)
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Figure 2: Time dependence of the horizontal oscillation amplitude within 10 ms from the injection for each frequency
component obtained by the stripline monitor (-5.8, 130 kW). The dot lines show the case without the feedback and
the solid line show the case with the feedback.
while the loss is less than 200 W with the feedback
system at the intensity of 145 kW.
To measure the coherent oscillation, we use a thin and
short stripline monitor with the length of 18 cm [1].
Figure 2 shows the time dependence of the horizontal
oscillation amplitude within 10 ms from the injection for
each frequency component obtained by the stripline
monitor. The dot lines show the case without the
feedback and the solid lines show the case with the
feedback. The effect of the feedback system is apparently
observed especially in the low frequency region (0-20
MHz). The effect in high frequency region (~40 MHz) is
less. This can be understood by considering that the
system kicks the bunch in same direction with same
amount but 40 MHz corresponds to the oscillation within
the bunch since the bunch length at the injection is about
100 ns (10 MHz). Despite of the less effect at the high
frequency region, total damping of the oscillation is
significantly faster by using the feedback system.

INTERNAL BUNCH OSCILLATION
As we mentioned, there is high frequency component,
which indicates the internal bunch oscillation. To measure
the internal bunch position, we also use the stripline
monitor.
Figure 3 shows the transverse position
depending on the longitudinal position in single bunch.
The interval between each plot is 100 turns (1 turn is
corresponding to about 5 microseconds) and the shapes of
10 continuous turns are superposed in each plot. The
number of turns shown in the plots is counted from the
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injection. The data is taken in the normal operation (5.8 at the injection, feedback on, 145 kW). The
frequency becomes higher and the oscillation is localized
at the rear part of the bunch as time goes on. At the
current intensity, the contribution to the beam loss from
such higher frequency oscillation is not a fatal. However,
it could be a fatal at the higher intensity. Therefore, we
consider the upgrade of the feedback system with larger
band width to damp the internal bunch oscillation.

INSTABILITY AT ACCELLERATION
At the beginning of acceleration, we need to increase
the chromatic correction otherwise the beam loss is not
acceptable. The chromaticity pattern that we use is shown
in Figure 4. The beam loss with large negative
chromaticity is not yet investigated. It may be caused by
the resonance due to the tune spread since the ripple of Q
and B-field of MR magnets is still quite large (10-3-10-4 at
the 3 GeV). Although we can reduce such beam loss with
chromatic correction, the larger instability due to
transverse oscillation appears as we correct the
chromaticity. Figure 5 shows the horizontal difference
signal of the stripline monitor using the chromaticity
pattern shown in Figure 4 without the feedback. The first
four spikes correspond to the injection error (two bunches
are injected to MR four times). After these spikes, the
growth of the oscillation amplitude is observed. As shown
in Figure 6, the beam loss coinciding with this oscillation
is not acceptable for normal operation. However, if we
turn on the feedback, we can damp such
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Figure 3: Transverse position depending on the longitudinal position in single bunch. The interval between each plot is
100 turns (1 turn is corresponding to about 5 microseconds) and the shapes of 10 continuous turns are superposed in
each plot (-5.8, feedback on, 145 kW).
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oscillation before it causes significant beam loss (Figure
7). The study of the frequency and growth rate of such
instability occurring at the acceleration should be done in
the near future.

Figure 4: Chromaticity pattern.

system plays significant roles in achieving current
intensity by reducing both injection and acceleration
beam loss due to the transverse coherent oscillation. For
the injection loss, we plan to replace the injection kickers
with new ones which have less residual field so that the
oscillation amplitude at the injection will be smaller.
Therefore, the instability at the acceleration could be the
biggest obstacle to higher intensity. For the instability at
the acceleration, further measurement of the frequency
and growth rate must be done to fix the requirement for
the upgrade of the feedback system.

Figure 5: The horizontal differential signal of the stripline
monitor without the feedback. The horizontal axis shows
time from the injection and full scale is 500 ms.

Figure 7: The beam intensity measured by the DCCT
monitor with the feedback. The horizontal axis shows
time from the injection.
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VIBRATION AND BEAM MOTION DIAGNOSTICS IN TLS

Abstract
High beam stability is essential in a modern
synchrotron light source due to small emittance. Beam
motion caused by various factors should be remedy by
various approaches to achieve high beam stability.
Vibration will deteriorate beam stability and need
considered as a part of beam diagnostic. An integrated
environment for beam orbit and vibration monitoring
systems were set up for various studies. Implementation
details and some beam observation will be presented in
this report.

INTRODUCTION
Taiwan Light Source (TLS) is an operating synchrotron
light source since 1993. The same site will host another 3
GeV synchrotron light source: Taiwan Photon Source
(TPS); which has been under construction since 2010.
The excavating and pile-sinking at some specific time
window in the civil construction works caused large
ground motion suddenly, furthermore deteriorated the
stability of TLS beamline intensity (ΔIo/Io) from 0.1%
to 10% or more. Besides, the stability of intensity
between beamlines is not always consistency, either. In
contrast with the inconsistency intensity between
beamlines, the spectrum of electron beam is concordant
while normal operation and large vibration occurred. The
difference between girders might be one of reasons we
suspected. To figure out these inconsistent results, the
vibration diagnostic system is necessary to build and
planned to be integrated with current diagnostic system.
In this report, the vibration diagnostic system will be
presented as correlation with electron orbit, photon beam
and vibration.

was chosen. This device can connect to voltage signals or
ICP accelerometers at any places around the storage ring
or experimental floor with only Ethernet connection. The
LXI trigger bus cabling is inconvenient for a highly
distributed system, an UDP trigger packet to start or to
stop the data acquisitions provide a mechanism for
synchronization among multiple DT8837s. It cannot
synchronize the ADC clocks between different DT8837s
is the drawback of this scheme. To test the synchronism
of the approach, two DT8837s are connected to a 10 Hz
2V square wave signal. The typical measurement signals
are shown in Fig. 1 (a), the time variation (delay) of the
square wave edge between two signals captured by
different units can be used to estimate the phase different.
The delay is differed for one sampling period maximum
(2.5 ms for 400 Hz sampling). This time difference will
drift slowly (unit dependent, ~ 30 sec for 400 Hz
sampling) which is caused by the beating of the ADC
clocks difference amount inputs. Higher sampling
frequency can reduce this situation. Difference of both
acquired data from two units for difference sampling
frequency with the same square wave input shown the
UTP trigger package will be not contributed sensible
delay problem for the sampling frequency up to 10 kHz.
The phase difference (time difference) for analysis
frequency up to 100 Hz, 400 Hz is still acceptable.

(a)

DATA ACQUISITION FOR VIBRATION
AND BEAM MOTION
Vibration has become an important factor which should
be considered for beam diagnostic in recent years. An
integrated vibration and beam motion monitoring system
will be very helpful for on-line monitoring and help to
identify sources and reasons. To implement a vibration
monitoring system which is compatible with the
accelerator system, the vibration data acquisition
hardware should comply with the PC/Linux environment
which is the standard platform of the TLS control system.
Most of the commercial available measurement systems
are working on some PC/Windows or proprietary
environment only. Measurement of a large volume of
sensors distributed a large geographical area with long
cabling is not desirable, either. Therefore, a small channel
count per unit with a suitable connectivity mechanism is
high desirable. Finally, 4 channel, LXI-C comply DT8837
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(b)
Figure 1: (a) The test result of DT8837 data acquisition
modules and time variation with 400 Hz sampling rate.
(b) The test result of DT8837 data acquisition modules
with different sampling rate.
EPICS IOC is used to control DT8837 and convert
data unit of the received data. To observe and analyse the
vibration trend, the system supports two operation modes:
one is real-time mode which updates and archived the
waveform continuously and the other is on demand by
manual or triggered by events.
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There are two nodes to capture the beam orbit data
from the 10 kHz data stream of the BPM system (Ethernet
grouping of the BPM Libera Brilliance units) are also
available for orbit motion analysis.
In Fig. 2, all data such as electron beam, photon beam
and vibration are synchronized by a software trigger in
100 msec. 10 Hz data from ILC could be acquired in realtime and archived, the fast transient motion could be also
observed in adjustable higher time resolution and
sampling rate up to 10 kHz.
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Figure 3: (a) BL 10 Io, x-axis vibration and electron
BPM: R2BPM4Y. (b) BL 11 Io, x-axis vibration and
electron BPM: R2BPM1Y.

The Vibration Caused by Pile-Sinking While
TPS is Under Construction
In Fig. 4, it shows enormous photon intensity (Io)
variation due to the large vibration occurred when
excavating or pile-sinking works in proceed at some
occasion.
BL10 Status
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Figure 2: The data acquisition system for vibration
diagnostic with other subsystem.
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To clarify the relationship between vibration and beam
stability, two strategies have been considered: the status
of normal operation and TPS is under construction. For
experiment, photon BPM between BL 10 and BL 11 are
chosen and the monitoring electron BPMs are R2BPM4
and R2BPM1.
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The status of beam stability at normal operation is
showing in Fig. 3. The stability of beamline intensity (Δ
Io/Io) is below 0.1%, and the stability of electron beam is
also within 0.5 um below 50 Hz. In comparison with the
BL10 and BL11, the spectrum of electron beam from
R2BPM4Y and R2BPM1Y are quiet similar. However,
the amplitude of vibration and photon intensity Io of
BL10 and BL11 are not. It seems the mechanical structure
of BL11 (0.006 mg) is more stable than BL10 (0.06 mg).
Thus it can be seen that the vibration characteristics of
two beamlines are not always consistent.
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Figure 4: (a) Time series data of BL 10 Io, X, Y and Zaxis vibration and electron BPM R2BPM4Y. (b) Time
series data of BL 11 Io and X Y and Z-axis vibration and
electron BPM R2BPM1Y during pile-sinking process of
the TPS civil construction.
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The spikes of vibration occurred simultaneously and
the correlation coefficient is relative high at the time
shifting interval from 0.4 to -0.4 sec in Fig. 5.
Furthermore, the amplitude of three-axis and photon
intensity Io of BL11 is also smaller than BL10. According
to the above reasons, it can be inferred that vibration
source caused by the same source but the spectrum
inconsistency is due to the different natural frequency of
different supports structure and chambers of different
beamline.
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Figure 6: (a) Time series data of BL 10 Io, ΔIo/Io and xaxis vibration. (b) Time series data of BL 11 Io, ΔIo/Io
and x-axis vibration when ground vibration occurring.

SUMMARY

Figure 5: (a) BL10 and BL11 x-axis normalized vibration.
(b) The correlation between BL10 and BL 11.

ΔIo/Io Change Study
In comparison with the stabilityΔIo/Io of BL10 and
BL11, one of them became worse sometime, the other
remained normal. But, both of the electron beam orbit are
steady. In Fig. 6(a), the stability of BL11 is better than
BL10. So, it is inferred there is a local vibration event
nearby the BL10. In other words, indicator ΔIo/Io is not
a reasonable parameter to determine the relationship
between electron beam and photon beam. Besides, the
deflection of photon beam is not the mainly resulted from
electron beam even if the instability caused by global
vibration but the local vibration contributed more. In fact,
the electron beam is more stable than photon beam when
large vibration occurs.

08 Feedbacks and Beam Stability

In this report, we show the data acquisition of
accelerometers and clarify some contradictive events
among electron beam, photon beam and vibration while
TLS is operating. For instance, the inconsistency ofΔ
Io/Io between beamlines was possible resulted from local
grounding vibration. In addition, the characteristic
between different beamlines girders are quiet differed.
The firmness of storage ring girder is better than
beamlines and electron beam which is more immune from
vibration than photon beam.
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Abstract
SOLEIL beam orbit stability is being significantly
improved. A first effort was set on long term stability for
specific beamlines (new 160 m long Nanoscopium and
Hard X-rays beamlines). BPM and XBPM steel supports
will be replaced for reducing their sensitiveness to
temperature drift. Thermal expansion of INVAR and
fused silica stands has been measured. INVAR has been
selected for the new BPM supports. A second effort
aimed at improving the orbit stability of beamlines based
on bending magnets. We plan to use their first XBPM in
the global orbit feedback loops (slow and fast). For that
purpose new XBPM electronics called Libera photons
will be used. SOLEIL, having contributed to the
development, tested extensively the first series. A third
effort focused on noise source location. An application
developed in-house has identified local orbit perturbation
sources introducing spurious spectrum lines at 46, 50 and
54 Hz on the orbit. They originate from fans rotating
close to ceramics chambers of kickers, FCT and shaker.
Their suppression decreases the vertical integrated noise
down to 300 nm RMS in the 0.1-500Hz frequency range.

around 10µm in the vertical plane. A 4µm beam
movement due to a temperature drift is outside the 1µm
beam orbit stability specification at those locations (one
tenth of the beam size). In order to reduce this
temperature dependence, it has been decided to design
new BPM supports for those straight sections.
Position
Temperature

Figure 1: Dependence of a BPM vertical position
measurement (blue) with nearby air temperature (pink).

Tests of Low Thermal Expansion Materials
The study focused on two materials known for their
good temperature stability: INVAR36 and fused silica.
A test bench has been set up in order to measure their
respective coefficient of thermal expansion (Fig. 2).

INVAR

INTRODUCTION
Beam orbit stability is a key parameter for synchrotron
light source performances. In this paper we describe the
latest developments that have been conducted at SOLEIL
in order to improve beam orbit stability: new INVAR
BPM stands, location and suppression of perturbation
created by fans cooling ceramic vacuum chambers and
integration of bending magnet XBPM data in orbit
feedback loops.

HIGH STABILITY STANDS FOR BPMS
AND XBPMS
BPM Supports Status
Straight section BPMs are presently supported by
stands 1200mm high, made of steel and stainless steel.
Their coefficients of thermal expansion are respectively
12ppm/K and 17ppm/K. With air temperature in the
tunnel regulated at 21°C ±0.1°C, BPM support heights
can drift by about 4µm. As orbit feedback systems are
based on BPM measurements, a movement of the BPM
block will induce a movement of the vertical beam
position. The effect of a temperature drift on position
measurements is shown on Fig. 1.
For Hard X-ray beamlines and for the new 160 m long
beamline Nanoscopium, beam size at source point is

FUSED SILICA
Figure 2: INVAR
measurement bench.

and

fused

Silica

expansion

At first, an INVAR column is heated up to 30 °C.
Accordingly to its thermal expansion coefficient, the top
plate goes up with temperature. Two other columns made
of fused silica are kept at ambient temperature and hold
capacitive sensors PI D-510 [1]. Those no-contact sensors
can measure their distance from a metallic target with a
resolution better than 100nm. A total of 36 thermocouples
survey and control column temperatures.
The thermal expansion coefficient can be calculated by
measuring the INVAR top-plate displacement, (Fig. 3).

* nicolas.hubert@synchrotron-soleil.fr
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6 µm

INVAR
column
T (°C)
Si columns
T (°C)

5 C°

A dedicated diagnostic tool has been developed and
tested. To verify its efficiency, a 230Hz excitation was
applied to the shaker. For both sets of correctors available
at SOLEIL (slow and fast [3]), the tool targeted the
corrector closest to the shaker as the most efficient to
damp the perturbation (Fig. 4).

Position sensor 1

Shaker perturbation
at 230 Hz in H plane

Position sensor 2

Figure 3: Temperature and proximity
measurements for the INVAR column heating.

sensor

In a second phase, INVAR and fused silica columns are
swapped in order to measure the silica thermal expansion
coefficient. Experimental results from measurements are
very close to the theoretical ones (Table 1). Both
materials are stable enough for new BPM stands.
Although fused silica has a better thermal stability, its
mechanical integration is more complex than INVAR. For
this reason, INVAR has been chosen. Additional
measurements have been done in order to measure if the
magnetic properties of INVAR close to the beam (at BPM
place) could affect machine performances. No visible
effects have been detected. New INVAR BPM stands will
be installed in August 2011.
Table 1: INVAR 36 and Fused Silica Thermal Expansion
Coefficients
Thermal
expansion INVAR 36
Fused silica
coefficient (20-30 °C)
Theoretical value
1.2 ppm/K
0.6 ppm/K
Experimental value
1.2 ppm/K
0.5 ppm/K

Most efficient
correctors
Figure 4: Diagnostic tool for noise source localization. A
deliberate excitation at 230 Hz is located.
Once the diagnostic tool has been validated, the method
was applied to unknown noise sources. The method
showed the presence of a 50 Hz noise source in the
injection section. After some investigations in this area,
we found out that the perturbation was created by the
cooling fans of the kicker ceramic vacuum chambers;
almost all 50 Hz perturbation disappeared when stopping
the fans from kickers and also a part of 46 Hz spectrum
lines.
In the same way, we could show the other spectrum
lines at 46, 54 and 108Hz were due to the cooling fans of
the shaker and FCT ceramic chambers (Fig. 5).
Kickers

NOISE SOURCE IDENTIFICATION
From the beginning of SOLEIL operation, all beam
orbit spectrum measurements showed characteristic lines
at 46, 50 (mains), 54, and 108 Hz. Their origin has
recently been found: several fans cooling down ceramic
vacuum chambers. Localization method, technical
solutions for suppressing the noise and resulting stability
figures are given in this section.

Location Method
Noise sources can be located from beam orbit spectrum
measurements. For each BPM, position data at are
synchronously recorded at 10 kHz; then amplitude and
phase components of beam orbit spectrum are calculated.
By extracting a single frequency from those
measurements, a pseudo AC orbit can be reconstructed
[2]. Then, by looking at the location of the most efficient
corrector that corrects this pseudo orbit, the noise source
responsible of that frequency can be located.

08 Feedbacks and Beam Stability

FCT

Shaker +
Kickers

Horizontal

Kickers
Shaker +
Kickers

FCT

Vertical

Figure 5: Beam orbit power spectral density
measurements (averaged over all BPMs) when fans are
switched ON (blue curves) and OFF (red curves).

Technical Solutions
Perturbations created by fans are due to the rotating
magnetic field of the motor. Measurements showed a 120
mT magnetic field against fan structure radiating in all
directions. The simplest solution was to move away all
fans from the ceramic chambers. Preliminary tests have
been carried out with temporary and tunable fan supports
(Fig. 6). The final fan supports have been designed
shortly after the identification of the proper fan location.
Installation is taking place in May 2011.
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electronics already installed at SOLEIL: Beam current
dependence (1-600 µA range on blades corresponding to
10-500 mA stored in machine) is below 1 µm and
resolution below 200 nm (Table 2).

A
F
T
E
R

Table 2: Libera-Photon Resolution Measurement in
Laboratory (Electronic Noise Only)
RESOLUTION

Figure 6: Kicker K2 fan at initial position (left) and with
adjustable support (right).

Beam Orbit Stability Improvements
Beam orbit stability has been significantly improved by
suppressing the ceramic cooling fan perturbations. The
integrated noise spectrum (averaged over all BPMs) from
0.1 Hz to 500Hz has been divided by a factor of 2 in both
planes. The resulting integrated noise (0.1-500Hz) in the
horizontal plane is below 750 µm RMS and in the vertical
plane is now down to 280nm RMS (see Fig. 7).
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Horizontal

Vertical

Noise (µm rms)

SA
(10 Hz)

FA
(10 kHz)

< 0.006

< 0.160

The main advantages of Libera Photons are their
interfaces, synchronization mechanism and data sampling
rates, which are the same as that of Libera Electrons.
They can easily be integrated into an already existing
dedicated network equiped with Libera Electrons. Fast
Acquisition (FA) data at 10 kHz sampling rate will be
used for Fast Orbit Feedback application whereas Slow
Acquisition (SA) data at 10Hz sampling rate will be used
for the Slow Orbit Feedback system.
An issue arose during the development: the processing
delay of FA data. This latency time has to be the same for
both Libera Photons and Libera Electrons in order to be
used in the same feedback loop. At first, Photon data were
delayed by 280µs with respect to Electrons data. After
replacing the ADC, the delay was reduced to 80 µs. Then
the filtering path had to be modified in order to reduce it
to an acceptable value (20µs).
We intend to include bending magnet XBPM data in the
feedback loops this year.

CONCLUSION
Figure 7: Integrated PSD (averaged over all BPMs) on the
0.1-500 Hz range. With fans switched OFF (red curves)
vertical integrated noise is below 300 nm.

INTEGRATION OF BENDING
MAGNET XBPM DATA IN ORBIT
FEEDBACK LOOPS
Project
In order to improve vertical photon beam stability for
bending magnet beamlines, we plan to include their
XBPMs into the orbit feedback loops in the next months.
This implies new developments for the XBPM electronics
for synchronizing XBPM and BPM data. As we already
use Libera Electron modules as BPM electronics, we
decided to use the new Libera Photon modules on
bending magnet frontends.

Libera Photon Electronics
Libera-Photon is a new electronics designed and
manufactured by Instrumentation Technologies with the
contribution of Synchrotron SOLEIL [4]. Since January
2010 extensive tests have been carried out. The overall
performance is comparable to the existing analog
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Beam orbit stability is a figure of merit for synchrotron
performance. SOLEIL beam stability has been
significantly improved by suppressing perturbations
induced by the ceramic vacuum vessel cooling fans.
Integrated noise on 0.1-500 Hz range is now less than 300
nm in the vertical plane. Moreover new INVAR BPM
supports have been designed and will be installed at the
source point of the most sensitive beamlines. In the near
future, bending magnets photon beam stability should be
further improved by integrating their XBPM data in the
global orbit feedback loops.
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PRELIMINARY TUNE FEEDBACK STUDY
IN THE TAIWAN LIGHT SOURCE
C. H. Kuo, P. C. Chiu, K. H. Hu, J. Chen, K. T. Hsu, NSRRC, Hsinchu 30076, Taiwan, R.O.C.

INTRODUCTION
A modern accelerator generally are designed to
tolerance the fluctuations in tune, coupling and
chromaticity and many factor. However, for a modern
low emittance synchrotron light source, due to strong
focus design, its optics are sensitivity to various factors.
The main requirements are coming from the user side,
where a tight control over coupling and beam tilt is
important, especially in the view of the tendency towards
small gap insertion devices. Perturbation sources are user
configurable insertion devices and other beam lines,
which create fluctuations in the beam optics, which need
to be corrected locally. The document describes a
measurement strategy and discusses new challenges
requiring dynamic stabilization systems [2, 3].
The big impact is coming from high field, small gap
insertion devices as wiggler, superconducting undulators
and in-vacuum devices, where as the perturbation
described above are relatively minor for the operation.
These are typically adjustable by the user, so that a static
correction of the nonlinear optics introduced by these
devices is difficulty [4]. These user adjustments are
performed in standard operation, so these action need to
be transparent for the global ring optics as well as for
other insertion devices and users.

08 Feedbacks and Beam Stability

To keep the tune constant for a synchrotron light source
is an important issue.

TUNE MEASUREMENT
There are several approaches to measure the working
points for a synchrotron light source during user service.
Tune might change due to insertion devices operation,
beam injection and beam current change.
Spectrum analyzer is the most traditional methods. But
it might be unreliable if beam is stable enough. It is hard
to delivery stable tune reading. Another method is to
shake the beam by white (or pink) noise, the excitation
level should allow the betatron peaks above noise floor 10
or more dB and measure the betatron sideband by the
spectrum analyzer. Real-time spectrum analyzer can have
fast update but it cannot be quickly readout.
Adopt turn-by-turn beam position acquired by the BPM
electronics and perform the Fourier analysis or
sophisticated extraction algorithm (extrapolate FFT or
NAFF) is another methods. Beam excitation might still
need. Tune measurement is by the residual kick of the
injection pulse magnets in top-up operation. However, it
happens in the time scale of several ten seconds and not
always available.
Parasitic tune measurement accompany with the bunchby-bunch feedback is also promising. User transparency
is the most advantage of this approach. There are two
possibilities to measure tune supported by the feedback
system. The first method is use the notches happened in
the turn-by-turn averaged bunch spectrum as shown in
Fig. 1, these notched are derivate from the noise
suppression natural of the negative feedback loop.
15

10
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fy
0

0

200

400
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800
F re q u e n c y (k H z )

fx
1000
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Figure 1: Tune measurement by the notches occurred in
the bunch averaged spectrum due to negative feedback
natural of the transverse feedback loop in the iGp of
Dimtel.
Another method is performed peak identification of the
Fourier analysis of the bunch data of a single excited
bunch without disturbing the positional stability of the
beam. Figure 2 shows the rms value of bunch without and
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Tune is in important parameters play crucial roles to
performance of a synchrotron light source. Tune change
might caused by beam current dependent and operation of
insertion devices in user operation. Top-up injection is a
standard operation mode of many synchrotron facilities to
keep constant heat load of vacuum chamber and beamline
optics which is essential to achieve high beam stability.
Keep working points are also important to achieve high
beam stability. User controllable insertion devices will
disturbed the optics of storage ring mainly on orbit and
tune. The traditional feed-forward control is to correct
orbit change and tune shift that isn’t enough when
difference type insertion devices are operated with
various conditions [1]. The global orbit feedback solve
global orbit problem. The tune feedback feed-forward is
most common to compensate the tune change during
insertion devices operation. However, it still hard to keep
tune unchanged. Tune feedback was proposed and tested
to prevent tune change during insertion devices operation.
The tune measurement parasitic to the operation of the
transverse bunch-by-bunch feedback system and
preliminary tune feedback loop test are summarized in
this report.

Amplitude (a.u.)

Abstract
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with excitation in the bunch ID 20. It is easy to identify
the tune from the Fourier analysis of the turn-by-turn data
in the bunch ID 20 excitation which is shown a clean
betatron oscillation peak. Excellent signal to noise ratio
can achieve by using this method. Sine only a single
bunch is excited, beam blow up is negligible, it is also a
user transparency.
Bunch oscillation amplitude (rms)

Amplitude (a.u.)
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without excitation
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Control rules are applied to the different tune to achieve
a smoothly control of the power supplies.

1
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0

Quadrupole trims are adopted for the test without
disturbed the routine operation, which the global tune
feed-forward setting was applied. Transfer matrix is
between current change of quadrupole trim coils and tune
which are performed by measurement as following
relationship:
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Figure 4 is the vertical tune vale during elliptical
polarized undualtor EPU56 gap change with and without
tune feedback. Tune variation can be keep almost
constant. Figure 5 is the vertical tune vale during
undualtor U90 gap change with and without tune
feedback. Tune variation can be keep almost constant.
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PRELININARY TUNE FEEDBACK TEST
The functionality of the tune feedback experiment is
shown in Fig. 3. Tune feedback experiments have been
done. The tune value comes from the transverse feedback
system directly with 2.5 x 10-4 resolution with 1 Hz
update rate. The measured tune value (Qx, Qy) is subtracted
form desired tune value (QxREF, QyREF) obtain tune error (Qx,
Qy). PI control rule is applied to multiply the tune error
and the inverse of the tune transfer matrix to get the
correction current setting value. The result will state to the
quadrupole trim coils.
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Figure 4: Vertical tune status corresponding to undulator
EPU56 gap without (blue curve) and with (red curve) tune
feedback.
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Figure 3: Functional block diagram of the tune feedback
experiment.
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450

Figure 2: Tune measurement by single bunch excitation
and Fourier analysis of its small bunch oscillation.
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Figure 5: Vertical tune status corresponding to undulator
U9 gap without (blue curve) and with (red curve) tune
feedback.
Tune fedback was tested at user beamtime. Undulator
gap can be changed during user serviuce, it will affect the
tune in both planes. The undulator U90 have a global
feed-forward tune compensation. However, it can only
reduce the tune variation to about a few parts of 10-3 level.
While the other undulators ; U50 and EPU56; are vnot
implemented tune compensation scheme. Figure 6 shown
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Figure 6: Tune change in one day period during user
service. Tune values are varying when gap change of
undulators even tune feed-forward compensation are
applies.

CONCLUSION
This reports summary the efforts for the transverse tune
measurement based upon transverse bunch-by-bunch
feedback system, and performed preliminary tune
feedback experiments. The tune is corrected by the
quadrupole trim coils. Test results shown that the tune
feedback can control tune to the about 2 x 10-4 level.
Work out a faster tune measurement scheme and
operation version of tune feedback is in the proceeding.
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undulator gap change during a typical user beam time for
one day with only U90 feed-forward tune compensation is
activated. Horizontal tune and vertical tune change
mainly due to EPU56 gap change. When tune feedback
loop closed, the tune can keep constant as shown in Fig. 7.
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Abstract
In order to fulfill the demands of a high brilliance
synchrotron light source like PETRA III different
feedback systems are required. The high brilliance is
accomplished by high beam current of 100 mA and very
small transverse emittances. The current in PETRA is
limited by coupled bunch instabilities to rather low values
and powerful longitudinal and transverse feedback
systems are necessary to achieve the design current. A
careful design of the feedback is required in order to
avoid any kind of beam quality degradation such as beam
blow up due to noise. Additional requirements on signal
processing are: very high dynamic range, adaptive signal
adjustment, very high sensitivity to beam oscillations,
high resolution and very high bandwidth. This
contribution will describe the most important components
and their properties. Results of the feedback operation
will be presented and discussed. The design current of
100mA has been achieved without the indication of
emittance growth and the feedback has been operated
reliably during the last user period.

PRINCIPLE SYSTEM LAYOUT
The principle functionality of multibunch feedback
systems hasn’t changed since the first digital processing
system came into operation at PETRA in the late 80th [1].
In order to damp coupled bunch instabilities, transverse
and longitudinal oscillations of each bunch have to be
detected, shifted by 90 degree in Phase and feed back to
the according bunches. To meet the requirements of
modern synchrotron light sources serious improvements
in respect of signal processing quality and stability are
essential. PETRA is sectioned into octants, and the beam
instrumentation electronics is located in eight buildings
around the 2.4 km circumference. The instrumentation
buildings are referred to as the cardinal points and they
are about 300m far apart from each other. The
accelerating RF transmitters and the central machine
timing system is located in the south, the transverse
feedback system is arranged in south-east and the
longitudinal feedback system is installed in the east
building. A basic requirement for the flawless function of
MBFB components that are working together is a set of
noiseless machine synchronous reference frequencies.
Long term phase stability can only be provided by a PLL
source oscillator that must be tracked to the locally
detected beam phase. Phase changes caused by RF
phasing or by temperature drifts of any components must
be compensated to less than 10ps. The required resolution
for transverse beam oscillations is in the sub micron
range. This sensitivity can only be achieved by
compensating for beam position offsets at the MBFB
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beam position monitors. Saturation detection and
attenuation control of the cascaded amplifier stages inside
the beam oscillation detector is a necessary feature to
assure robust operation of the system over a wide range of
bunch currents.

DESCRIPTION OF THE MAIN
FEEDBACK COMPONENTS
The Beam Oscillation Detector
The minimum bunch spacing in PETRA III is 8ns,
therefore the double sideband spectral components
covering multibunch oscillations are periodically repeated
with 125MHz. The spectral information of betatron beam
oscillations is appearing as AM sidebands around the
machines revolution lines. The principle functionality of
the beam oscillation detector is the direct-to-baseband
conversion of these AM sidebands. The LO frequency
used for down conversion was chosen to be 500MHz.
(fRF) It is provided by an external module, that is
described in the next chapter. As the detectors block
diagram in Fig. 1 points, before down conversion, the
input signal passes two amplifier and attenuator stages.

Figure 1: Diagram of a transverse detector channel.
The first amplifier has very low noise characteristics. Its
output level is controlled to be about 20% below 1dB
compression. The second amplifier matches the output of
the first stage to the down converters RF input level. The
attenuator in front of it is normally not varied, but it can
be adjusted to less attenuation in order to detect beam
oscillations at very low machine currents. The down
converter consists of a double balanced high level mixer.
In order to allow a compensation for the unwanted
revolution harmonics that are produced by a non centred
beam at the BPM, the mixers IF output must be capable to
operate down to DC. As a consequence of this, the final
amplifiers must achieve a linear transfer characteristic
from about 100MHz down to DC. The beam oscillation
detector device contains three sections for the transverse
and the longitudinal plane. The phase detection part has
only one amplifier attenuator stage in the RF input path,
since the input signal is much higher than for the
transverse detectors. The required sensitivity to phase
oscillations is gained after down conversion to the base
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The Carrier Frequency Generator PLL
The basic fundament for different devices such like
modulators, synchronous detectors, digital signal
processing and sampling devices that are jointly operating
at a certain location, is the central generation of all needed
reference frequencies. Synchronous references must have
a fixed and defined phase relation to each other. The
quality of beam oscillation detection depends on the
provided reference frequencies used by the detectors
down conversion. But also the ADC and DAC clock
frequencies should be of pure quality and always phase
locked to the devices working together. The central unit
that generates these references is a voltage controlled
crystal oscillator that is part of a phase locked loop. The
crystal has been ordered to match the PETRA RF
frequency that is 499.6655 MHz. Its phase noise is about
-140 dBc at 1kHz. The adjustable frequency range of
about 20 kHz is small and its span should only allow for
the maximum RF frequency changes that may occur
during machine studies. The machines timing system
delivers a 125 MHz reference, but this cannot directly be
used because of improper phase drifts related to the
locally detected bunch signals. In addition, due to the long
transmission distance from the central distribution system,
the noise behaviour is not adequate for the MBFB
operation. A phase shifter at the 125MHz reference input
is used to adjust the whole system to the detected bunch
phase. The PLL closed loop cut-off frequency has been
chosen to be about 100 Hz. It must be high enough to
ensure the proper tracking to phase changes during
machine operation procedures like RF phasing or
chromaticity measurements.

The Beam Position Monitors
A high sensitivity as well as best impedance matching
to avoid signal reflections can be achieved with strip line
monitors. The maxima of magnitude response exists at
c
(1)
f c  2n  1
4l
Since the detectors input frequency range is 500±62.5
MHz, the BPM consists of l = 15cm long strip lines that
are embedded into an elliptical chamber profile. Each
direction of the MBFB system has its own strip line
monitor that is installed at high β positions in the ring.

The Transverse Beam Offset Compensation
Bridge
To preserve the monitor strip lines from being
irradiated by the synchrotron light they are not aligned in
the transverse plane. Also they are not orthogonal because
of the elliptical BPM profile. In order to monitor for
transverse oscillations the sum of opposite lying strip
lines must be subtracted. But if the beam is not exactly
centred to the BPM this difference will not be zero. A
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constant beam offset produces spectral components at
multiple of the bunch revolution frequency that may arise
to very high magnitudes in respect of the oscillation
signal. These offsets are limiting the dynamic range and
they are leading to saturation within the detector device. A
180 degree hybrid produces the difference signal which is
sampled by the ADC. The beam position offsets are being
compensated by controlling two pin diode attenuators
forming a balanced bridge.

The Digital Signal Processing Unit
This device consists of a single printed circuit board
that covers all digital signal processing including AD and
DA conversion. Three of these boards are required for the
longitudinal and transverse directions. Each board is
equipped with three 16 bit / 130MS/s ADCs and two 16
bit 160MS/s I-Q DACs. Additional lower bandwidth
ADCs and DACs are used for external offset and phase
controlling and for auxiliary input / output purpose. To be
insensitive against mains failures, the current
configuration settings are always stored in EEPROM. A
standard USB interface is used to be connected to the
server PC. Digital signal processing is executed by an
ALTERA Stratix II FPGA. Fine adjustments of the ADC
and the DAC clock timing can be accomplished during
signal observation. The internal “multi bunch offset
compensation” is an optional feature that can be enabled
in the case of inhomogeneous machine fillings. Individual
bunch signal offsets due to beam loading for instance,
may be eliminated here. A similar feature is the “multi
bunch band pass” that is optional as well. By enabling
this, a configurable band pass is inserted for each bunch.
This leads to an enhanced isolation of different tune
signals that may occur due to coupling effects. Since each
bunch can be described as a harmonic oscillator, the
MBFB system works by increasing the damping term,
implied by the additional DFB in the general equation of
motion:
(2)
xt   2 D  DFB  x t    2 x t   0
Thus the sampled beam oscillation of each bunch must be
shifted by π/2 before feeding back to itself. Actually the
phase must be adjustable because the signal processing
path does not have the same phase advance as the bunch
that travels around the machine and the kickers are not at
the same location as the BPM. In order to adjust the
processed signal delay to be the same as the bunch
travelling time from the monitor to the kicker devices, a
configurable FIFO storage has been inserted. The phase
shifter consists of a five tap FIR filter. Additional FIFO
storage is arranged in between the filter taps to store the
position data of all bunches per revolution. Different
phase settings can be performed by loading an adequate
set of filter coefficients, which are kept ready to allow for
one degree step adjustments. Because beam excitation
with dedicated stimulus signals is of particular
importance, the capability of a “multi bunch beam
excitation generator” has been appended to the system.
The stimulus can be added to the systems output while the
MBFB is on or off. This is how the damping performance
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band. The beam oscillation detector was decided to be an
in house development, because the specifications of a
commercially available device did not suit our needs.
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of the MBFB can be tested. The generators signal
properties are: selectable single bunch or multi bunch,
burst or continuous sine wave, noise, and selectable
coupled mode. The frequency range is 0 to 62.5 MHz
with a 1 Hz resolution. A further and very helpful feature
is the implementation of a “signal scoping buffer”
Hereby, the current input data stream is continuously
stored in a ring buffer. External triggers provided by the
machine protection system for instance, can stop the
acquisition. The buffers readout provides useful
information for troubleshooting by correlating it with
other recorded events.

c 2011 by the respective authors — cc Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 (CC BY 3.0)
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Transverse and Longitudinal Power Amplifiers
In order to be prepared for intended higher operation
band widths, the transverse feedback amplifiers have been
specified to operate up to 250 MHz. The eight solid state
amplifiers have performed excellently right from the
beginning. Additional passive diplexer networks have
been inserted at the amplifiers outputs for protection
reasons. The cavity driving solid state amplifiers used at
the longitudinal MBFB must be protected against
backward propagating beam components that are outcoupled by the cavities. Circulators and passive filters are
mandatory. Two different types of amplifiers have been
purchased. After some redesigns and repair, the
amplifiers now seem to do their job [4].

THE MBFB SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
Figure 2 shows the single bunch input spectra of the
three MBFB systems being in operation. PETRA was
filled with 240 equally spaced bunches giving a total
beam current of 100 mA. The left scale indicates the
ADCs full range reference as 0 dB. The frequency range
is for Q = 0 to 0.5 (up to 65 kHz). The notches at the tune
frequencies appear due to the negative feedback of the
systems noise that is transferred over the beam. Therefore
the damping due to the MBFB system can be evaluated
by regarding the broad band widths of these notches.
Since they are associated with the second order beam
transfer functions that have a decay time of
1
(3)

2 f 3dB
the transverse beam oscillation decay times have been
adjusted to be less than 100µs.

The Transverse MBFB Kickers
The beam excitation devices are made of two strip line
kickers for the horizontal and the vertical directions. A
kicker consists of two 1m long strip lines that are
connected to a feed through at each end. Therefore the
strip lines can be driven separately by power amplifiers.
Due to the influence of synchrotron radiation water
cooling is necessary to prevent the conductors from
heating up too much. The kickers have an elliptical
profile of 40 x 80 mm, strip line impedance is 50 Ohms
and the deflection angle is 1µrad.

The Longitudinal MBFB Kickers
Eight single cell feedback cavities are installed to damp
the coupled bunch longitudinal phase oscillations. The
cavity has been adopted from the SLS and DAFNE
feedback cavity designs [2]. Its centre frequency has been
tuned to 1375 MHz. The cavity has eight ports and its
bandwidth may be varied by terminating or shorting some
ports according to the requirements. At start-up the
bandwidth has been chosen to match for less than -1dB at
the edges of the needed 125 MHz DSB range. But
operating experience showed an unacceptable heating at
the four shorted feedthroughs of the cavities when
PETRA was operated with 40 bunches and with single
bunch currents above 2mA. The solution was found in
terminating all feed throughs, thus doubling the band with
of the feedback cavities and accepting a loss of kick
performance by a factor of 1/ sqrt(2) [3]. Computation of
wakefields and impedances for the cavity can be found in
[4].
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Figure 2: ADC single bunch spectra while MBFB system
is in operation.
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The aim of CERN large hadron collider (LHC) is to collide protons and heavy ions with centre of mass energies up
to 14 zTeV. In order to monitor and optimize the collision
rates special detectors have been developed and installed
around the four luminous interaction regions.
Due to the different conditions at the high luminosity experiments (ATLAS and CMS) and the low luminosity experiments (ALICE and LHC-b) two very different types of
monitors are used: a fast ionisation chamber (BRAN-A)
and a Cd-Te solid state detector (BRAN-B) respectively.
Moreover, in order to cope with the low collision rates foreseen for the initial run, a third type of monitor, based on a
simple scintillating pad, was installed in parallel with the
BRAN-A (BRAN-P).
This contribution illustrates the results obtained during
the 2010 run with an outlook for 2011 and beyond.

INTRODUCTION
The ultimate aim of LHC is producing collisions inside
the four experimental detectors: ATLAS, CMS, ALICE
and LHC-b. This will allow the further understanding of
the nature of matter and of the forces holding it together.
Looking more in detail there are differences in the way
this should be done. ATLAS and CMS proſt from the
highest collision rate possible, while ALICE and LHC-b
require the collision rate to be set and controlled at optimal
levels. For ALICE the radiation damage sustained by the
sub-detectors in case of long terms p-p luminosities above
1030 cm−2 s−1 is dangerous. For LHC-b the upper limit is
deſned by the requirement of not having more than one p-p
interaction during the same bunch crossing. This limits the
bunch luminosity to 1.8 × 1029 cm−2 s−1 and thus the maximum luminosity to 5 × 1032 cm−2 s−1 for 2808 bunches.
The luminosity, and thus the collision rate, of an accelerator depend on the parameters of the beams according to
the well known Eq. 1
L

=

Nb1 Nb2 frev kb

·
2 + σ 2 )(σ 2 + σ 2 )
2π (σx1
x2
y1
y2


2
(ȳ1 − ȳ2 )2
(x̄1 − x̄2 )
(1)
exp −
2 + σ 2 ) − 2(σ 2 + σ 2 )
2(σx1
x2
y1
y2

where Nb1 , Nb2 represent the number of particles per
bunch, frev is the revolution frequency, kb is the number
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of colliding bunches, σx1 , σy1 , σx2 , σy2 are the transverse
beam sizes and x̄1 , ȳ1 , x̄2 , ȳ2 are the transverse beam positions. Although there are monitors for the measurement of
the various beam parameters entering in Eq. 1, it is difſcult
to extrapolate certain values to the interaction point, where
no instrument can be installed, with sufſcient accuracy, in
particular the beam sizes and positions. It is for this reason
that it is important to have collision monitors providing a
relative measurement of the luminosity independently of
the knowledge of the beam parameters.

DETECTORS
As already mentioned, there are three different types of
collision rate detectors installed in LHC in order to cope
with the full range of parameters. All these detectors are
used to sample the rate of showers generated by neutral particles created in the collisions and emerging at very small
angles (ϑ < 300 μrad). The ƀuctuations of the shower intensity are very broad. Several Monte-Carlo simulations
have been performed over the years with the FLUKA code
[1][2][3] in order to quantify this pulse height spectrum.
All detectors are capable of separating pulses coming
from different bunch crossing and have a readout system
operating at the bunching frequency of 40 MHz providing
thus the bunch-by-bunch luminosity in addition to the average luminosity.

BRAN-A
This detector has been developed by Berkeley lab [4] and
consists of a fast ionization chamber composed of 4 square
quadrants in order to measure the centre of gravity of the
impinging neutral ƀux in the transverse plane (x-y) allowing the calculation of the crossing angle at the IP. In order to
achieve the bunch-by-bunch acquisition the chambers volume is rather small leading to very small signals.
A dedicated fast and very low noise pre-ampliſer followed by a shaper has been developed [5]. The digital acquisition is accomplished by the DAB card developed at
CERN, but with a dedicated ſrmware developed at Berkeley. The acquisition system can work both in counting
mode, for low luminosity, and in pulse height mode, for
high luminosity and high multiplicity (can be > 20).
The 4 ionization chambers are installed inside the neutral
absorbers TAN, which protect the following superconducting elements of the machine from the neutral ƀux.
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BRAN-B
This detector is based on Cadmium Telluride sensors
and is the result of several years of collaboration between
CERN and CEA-LETI in Grenoble [6]. The detectors consist of an aluminum housing containing 10 polycrystalline
CdTe disks of 17 mm diameter and 300 μm thickness distributed on two rows.
The CdTe disks are polarized at up to 300 V. The relatively large signals are directly fed to linear preampliſers
and ſnally acquired by a custom CERN-made counting
VME board. Each CdTe disk is acquired separately in order to allow the calculation of the center of gravity of the
shower.
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BRAN-P
In order to provide a mean for tuning the collision rates
for the ſrst beams in LHC, where the fast ionization chambers were difſcult to use, simple plastic scintillators have
been produced and installed. The signals coming from the
PMTs are directly fed to a modiſed version of the counting
board developed for the BRAN-B. For luminosities of 1032
the lifetime of these detectors is expected to be a few days.
For this reason the detectors have been removed at the
end of the 2010 run when degradation was already visible.

LHC OPERATION
During 2010 the main aim was to commission the LHC
at 3.5 TeV per beam and proceed as fast as possible towards
the high luminosity it was designed for. Nevertheless, several periods were dedicated to luminosity production in order to allow the four experiments to record events and start
the search for new physics.
The maximum luminosity in 2010 was about 1032 . In
2011 the goal is to rapidly ramp up the luminosity up to
1033 at 3.5 TeV and then dedicate the remaining time to
luminosity production. At the time of writing the maximum luminosity is already very close to 1033 and the stable
physics period is about to start.
At this luminosity the pile-up of events in a bunch crossing is already considerable (about 10). A typical physics ſll
lasts between 10 and 20 hours during which the luminosity
drops by about a factor 2.

RESULTS
All BRAN detectors have been in operation since the
very ſrst collisions in LHC. However at 450 GeV and with
only small charge bunches the BRAN-A detectors were not
usable.
As already mentioned the BRAN detectors are designed
to provide only relative measurements and have no ambition to compete with the experiments. Their reliability and
simplicity of use make them, however, very useful for setting up and optimizing the collisions, operation that is performed several times during a physics ſll. Figure 1 show
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the evolution of the luminosity during a ſll as measured by
the BRAN detectors around IP5 and the CMS experiment.
Figure 2 shows the instantaneous bunch-by-bunch luminosity measured by the BRAN-B and the LHC-b experiment.
From the ſgures it is possible to observe several facts.
First of all, the luminosity is tracked rather well by the
BRAN detectors although some devices like the BRAN-ALeft at CMS show large non linearities. In the mentioned
case the reason is the large pile-up coupled to the fact that
a large counting threshold is used for that device due to a
larger than normal noise level coming from some unidentiſed external source.
Pile-up should in general exhibit a saturation-like effect,
but in this case, where the probability of detecting a collision during a bunch crossing is small due to the large
threshold, the pileup has the effect of increasing this probability and thus the detector efſciency is increased for higher
luminosities.
The usual, saturation-like, pile-up effect is observed for
the more sensitive BRAN-B detectors although several actions have been taken to reduce the counting rate.
Although pile-up can be in principle compensated for,
the ever changing complex bunching pattern complicates
the correction algorithm and since linearity is not vital for
this detector it has not been implemented yet.
The BRAN detectors have been successfully used also
during the lead ions run at the end of 2010 where the luminosity is very small compared to protons, but the amplitude
of the signals are much larger.

BRAN-A
The BRAN-A detectors required a bit longer tune-in
time as the luminosity was too low for most of 2010.
Nevertheless, they were ready for the 2011 run when the
BRAN-P were removed. The overall performance of these
detectors is good and they can now be operated both in
counting or pulse-height mode.
Looking at Fig.1 it is possible to observe both results.
The blue curve refers to the BRAN-A detector installed on
the right of IP5 and is operated in pulse-height mode. This
mode of operation is insensitive to the pile-up and therefore follows the luminosity much better. In this case the remaining error is due to non linearities of the analog signal
processing, in particular the droop, which is not perfectly
corrected and will require a little more tuning (visible especially in the bunch-by-bunch data).
The acquisition system of the BRAN-A detectors is
rather complicated and contains a large number of tuning
parameters both in the analog section and in the digital signal processing. The ſne tuning is still under way as it is
a rather time consuming process. All BRAN-A detectors
will soon be used in pulse-height as this mode is more precise although a bit more noisy.
As mentioned the BRAN-A are composed of four independent quadrants allowing the calculation of the center
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Figure 2: Instantaneous bunch by bunch luminosity readings for IP8.
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Figure 1: Luminosity readings during a ſll. The curves
from the CMS experiment and the two BRAN-A detectors
around IP5 are normalized at the end of the ſll. The quirks
on the blue curve at the beginning of the ſll are due to
detector tuning. The BRAN-A-Right is operated in pulseheight mode, while the BRAN-A-Left is operated in counting mode
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Thanks to their simplicity the BRAN-B detectors were
commissioned very rapidly even before the ſrst collisions
using beam loss signals. The detectors are composed of ten
CdTe disks disposed on two rows. The idea was to use the
ten signals to reconstruct the proſle of the shower and extract the center of gravity for crossing-angle measurement.
Unfortunately, it has turned out that the calibration done
on each CdTe disk during production is not reliable. This
effect has two implications. Firstly the crossing angle measurement can not be done and secondly the luminosity measurement is very sensitive to the shower position. This
problem is particularly important at IP8 since the LHCb detector contains magnetic ſelds that are periodically
switched modifying the crossing angle. The result is that
the absolute calibration from one ſll to the next is not reliable. Nevertheless, the crossing angle inside a given ſll
remains constant so that the relative measurement is still
reliable.
Figure 2 shows the bunch-by-bunch luminosity measurement done by the LHC-b experiment and one BRAN-B detector at IP8. This shows the time resolution capability of
the BRAN-B. The scatter of the points visible in Fig.3 is
mainly due to statistical error (only 10 s integration time).
The pile-up problem is not present in the BRAN-B devices around ALICE as the luminosity there is kept on
purpose low (around 1030 Hz/cm2 ) and is small at LHC-b,
where the luminosity is leveled at around few 1032 Hz/cm2 .
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Figure 3: Scatter plot of bunch by bunch luminosity readings for IP8.
tectors have been commissioned during the 2010 run and 8
(4 BRAN-A and 4 BRAN-B) are presently routinely used
in setting up the beams. The remaining 4 (BRAN-P) have
been removed due to the expected radiation damage.
All detectors have been demonstrated to be reliable and
track the variations of the luminosity sufſciently well (few
percent deviations) to be used for tuning the machine.
Some functionalities, like the crossing angle measurement,
have not been commissioned yet and work is ongoing.
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Abstract
An electrical substitution raadiometer undeer developmentt
a the Canadiaan Light Sourrce (CLS) has been used too
at
c
calibrate
a ph
hotodiode (AX
XUV100) from
m Internationall
R
Radiation
Deteectors Inc. withhin an energy range
r
of 8 keV
V
t 30 keV. These measuurements weree made usingg
to
m
monochromatic
c X-rays on tthe Biomedicall Imaging andd
T
Therapy
bend magnet beam
mline and thee Hard X-Rayy
M
Microanalysis
beamline at tthe CLS. The results weree
t
then
compared
d with silicon aabsorption calcculations usingg
d
data
from the NIST mass aabsorption coefficient tables..
G
Good
agreemeent has been found betweeen the diodee
c
calibration
ob
btained from the radiomeeter and thee
t
theoretical
calcculation of the diode responsee.
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INTRODUCTION
Electrical Su
ubstitution Radiiometers (ESR
R) are used as a
rradiometric staandard for radiiation measureement at manyy
n
national
standaards institutes aaround the worrld [1][2][3][4]..
C
Considering
ESR is a well-eestablished meethod of powerr
m
measurement,
the CLS iss developing an electricall
s
substitution
rad
diometer to caalibrate detectoors used withinn
t
the
facility an
nd for use duuring the com
mmissioning off
b
beamlines.
In this paper we will overviiew the design, development,,
and initial measurementss
p
performance
characteristics
c
t
taken
with thee radiometer. Much of the design
d
processs
w focused on
was
n the developm
ment of the radiiation absorber,,
p
particularly
th
hermal and X
X-ray interactions. A heatt
t
transfer
modell was developeed in MATLAB
B, and is usedd
a the basis for
as
f new absorrber design. To determinee
s
secondary
pow
wer losses, X-rray particle intteractions weree
m
modelled
using
g a Monte-Carllo particle physsics simulationn
p
package
named FLUKA [5]. After the raadiometer wass
c
constructed,
th
hermal tests w
were conductedd to determinee
t measuremeent sensitivity and time response. Thesee
the
were then followed with monochromatic
m
measurements
m
c
p
power
measu
urements takken at the Hard X-rayy
m
microanalysis
beamline (HX
XMA) [6], ass well as thee
B
Biomedical
Im
maging and Theerapy bend maagnet beamlinee
(
(BMIT-BM)
[7
7].

RADIOMET
R
TER DESIG
GN
The design process
p
of the radiometer consisted of fivee
s
stages:
cryosttat design, teemperature coontrol system
m
d
design,
thermaal modelling, aalignment systeem design, andd
M
Monte-Carlo
particle simulatiion.

____________________________
_________________
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Cryostat Design
The rad
diometer was built by thee Janis Reseearch
Company onto their Model 8CND
DT liquid helium
cryostat. The cryostat has a samplee chamber wiith a
beryllium window, and a liquid nitrogeen cooled baffle, as
seen in Fig
gure 1. A secondary snout located further inn the
radiometerr is connected
d to the liquuid helium coooled
portion of the cryostaat, and has a small piecee of
d Mylar covering the openning to shieldd the
aluminized
absorber from
f
infrared. The radiationn absorber useed is
suspended with wires in
i the centre of the radiom
meter
sample chamber, and is composed of ggold plated coopper
foil rolled
d into a cone, as seen in Fiigure 2. A seccond
identical sample
s
chambeer, without thee cryostat was also
supplied by Janis, and is used to house the detector thhat is
diometer.
calibrated against the rad

Figure 1: Diagram of the Absorberr chamber off the
radiometerr used at Canad
dian Light Sourrce. (Not to scaale)

Figure 2: Radiation
R
absorber with tempperature sensorr and
heating ressistor.

Temperature Controll System
The radio
ometer operatees under the priinciple of electtrical
substitution. Using a PID controller, a constant absoorber
temperaturre can be maintained
m
by adjusting poower
applied to
o a heating reesistor attachedd to the radiaation
absorber. By measuring the differencee in power betw
ween
the beam off and beam on state, the amount of poower
provided by
b the radiation
n source can bee determined. The
temperaturre control system used foor the radiom
meter
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cconsists of th
hree major ccomponents: resistor
r
powerr
d
dissipation
measurement,
m
DC current source, andd
t
temperature
meeasurement, shhown in Figure 3.
To measure the power dissipation of the heating
h
resistor,,
l
low
noise, high
h precision eleectronics are necessary.
n
Thee
c
current
and vo
oltage measureed across the heating
h
resistorr
a taken with Keithley 20000 Multimeters, and a Keithleyy
are
6
6220
DC Currrent Source is used to suupply current..
T
Temperature
measurements
m
on the absorbber were madee
u
using
a Cernox
C
CX-11050 temperrature sensorr
m
manufactured
by Lakeshore Cryotronics, and measuredd
o a Lakeshoree 211 Temperatture Monitor.
on
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Monte-C
Carlo Simulattion
A final part
p in the dessign process off the absorber was
several Mo
onte-Carlo partticle simulationns conducted using
u
the FLUK
KA particle interaction ssoftware packkage.
FLUKA can transport photons as low
w as 100 eV att the
time of writing, howeveer for the simuulations used; only
photons ab
bove 1 keV werre considered, as many propeerties
of lower energy phottons are not handled witthout
considerab
ble code custo
omization. Thee simulations were
w
conducted to optimizee the materiaals and absoorber
geometry for X-ray abssorption betweeen 8 keV andd 30
ddition to any beam misaliggnment, with beam
b
keV, in ad
offsets up to 5 mm.
100.0%

Figure 3: Tem
F
mperature conttrol system useed to maintainn
c
constant
tempeerature on the rradiometer absoorber.

Absorption

99.5%
99.0%
On Axis

98.5%

1 mm
2 mm

A thermal model was created in MATLAB too
a
approximate
th
he behaviour of an absorbeer. Importantt
c
characteristics
for the absorbeer were its respponse time andd
t
thermal
sensitivity. This needed to be in baalance with thee
o
overall
mass off the absorber, as X-ray absorrption is highlyy
d
dependent
on material
m
thickness.
The thermal model takes into considerration multiplee
h
heat
sources. Blackbody IR emitted by the room
m
t
temperature
beryllium winddow, heat disssipated by thee
t
temperature
sensor, and thhe radiation source to bee
m
measured.
Heeat is carried away from thhe absorber inn
m
multiple
ways:: The heat is conducted viaa 12, 0.14 mm
m
d
diameter
Phosp
phor-Bronze w
wires and a 0.115 mm copperr
w
wire.
These wiires are heat sinnked against a metal frame inn
w
which
the ab
bsorber residess. Energy is also lost viaa
r
radiative
proccesses since tthe absorber will be at a
t
temperature
hiigher than the surrounding environment.
e
A
s
steady
state is ultimately reaached betweenn the gains andd
l
losses,
which is
i simulated inn MATLAB annd compared too
o
observed
temperature changee shown in Figuure 4.
10
Temperature (K)

4 mm
5 mm

97.5%
6

10

14
18
22
Photon Energy (kkeV)

26

30

s
of aabsorption deppendFigure 5: Monte-Carlo simulation
ence on beeam misalignm
ment. The beam used is a Gausssian
shape with
h a FWHM of 0.75
0 mm in botth X and Y.

Alignmen
nt System
Since th
he radiometer is a mobile syystem and willl be
used at multiple
m
beamlines, the radioometer requireed a
system off alignment. As shown inn the Monte-C
Carlo
simulation
ns (Figure 5), beam misalignnment may redduce
absorption
n to 98%. A dismountable alignment system
designed similarly to a Michelson IInterferometer was
built. Thee alignment system is mountted to the fram
me of
the radiom
meter, and is aligned
a
to the absorber, withh an
anti-reflecttion window su
ubstituting the beryllium winddow,
during a prrior cool-down
n session.

RAD
DIOMETER
R MEASUR
REMENTS

11
MATLAB Simu
ulation

9

Observed

8
7
6
5
4
0

20

40

660
80
100
Time (seconds)

120

140

Figure 4: Comparison
F
C
off MATLAB simulation
s
andd
o
observed
absorrber temperaturre change.
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3 mm

98.0%

Measurements to caalibrate the photodiode were
w
conducted for energies of
o 8 and 10 kkeV at the HX
XMA
beamline, while measurrements for 155 to 30 keV were
w
made at th
he BMIT-BM beamline.
b
Shoown in Table 1 are
the relativ
ve uncertaintiees for the meeasurements taaken,
determined
d for the correspondingg photon ennergy
measuremeents. The align
nment uncertaiinty is based onn the
results of the FLUKA Monte-Carlo simulation, ass the
percentagee of absorption varies based oon the alignmennt of
the beam. The alignm
ment uncertaintty considers worst
w
case alignm
ment error of up to 5 mm. The photocurrrent
uncertainty
y due to noise is clearly the largest contribbutor
across all the measurem
ments, exceptt for the 15 keV
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measurements. The systematic uncertainty of the
photocurrent measurement is estimated to be less than
100 ppm. The radiometer power uncertainty is determined
from obtaining a large sample of power measurements
while the radiometer absorber temperature was placed at a
specific set point. The systematic uncertainty of the
power measurement is estimated to be less than 100 ppm,
and considered negligible.

Photon
Energy
(keV)

Alignment
Uncertainty

Photodiode
Current
Uncertainty

Radiometer
Power
Uncertainty

Total
Relative
Uncertainty

8
10
15
18
20
22
24
26
28
30

0.2610
0.3677
1.1213
0.8299
0.7177
0.6610
0.6524
0.6741
0.2686
0.4367

3.5080
3.5080
1.0659
1.0292
3.1418
1.5250
2.0228
2.6453
3.8409
7.3094

0.2661
0.0759
0.2661
0.2425
0.3656
0.2425
0.2425
0.2425
0.2543
0.2661

3.5277
3.5280
1.5698
1.3442
3.2434
1.6797
2.1392
2.7406
3.8587
7.3272

Calibrated Photodiode

0.1

Theoretical 52 μm

Responsivity (A/W)

c 2011 by the respective authors — cc Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 (CC BY 3.0)
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Table 1: Relative Uncertainty in AXUV100 Diode
Response (A/W) Measurement × 100

Theoretical 44.5 μm

0.01

0.001
0

10

20
Energy (keV)

30

40

Figure 6: Responsivity of the AXUV100 photodiode as
determined by the Radiometer and compared to photon
absorption models for 44.5 and 52 μm of silicon.
In Figure 6, the responsivity of the AXUV100
photodiode is plotted against the theoretical responsivity
as determined by photon absorption of 44.5 and 52 μm of
silicon.
These thicknesses were chosen as they
encompass all of the data points. Considering the
AXUV100 photodiode is not bare silicon, but is attached
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to a Steatite package using a metal based epoxy, the
responsivity will not strictly follow the silicon absorption
model, particularly at higher energies, as the metal based
epoxy will create fluorescence photons. The silicon
thickness is also variable between regions, and could
introduce considerable variation between measurements if
the diode was repositioned.

CONCLUSIONS
Comparing the theoretical responsivity of an
AXUV100 photodiode and the CLS developed electrical
substitution radiometer derived responsivity show good
agreement with the theoretical responsivity of silicon over
an energy range of 8 keV and 30 keV. Steps will be taken
to reduce photocurrent, alignment, and power
measurement uncertainty in future measurements.
Results from a calibration of the same diode to be
conducted at Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt
using the SYRES II radiometer will aide in validating any
future results.
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PHOTOINJECTOR BASED MeV ELECTRON MICROSCOPY

Abstract
A time-resolved MeV electron microscopy based on a
photocathode rf electron gun is being developed in Osaka
University to reveal the hidden dynamics of intricate
molecular and atomic processes in materials. A new
structure rf gun has been developed to generates a highbrightness femtosecond-bunch electron beam. The
microscopy has been used successfully for the single-shot
MeV electron diffraction measurement and the timeresolved measurement. The transverse emittance, bunch
length and energy spread were diagnosed as the functions
of the laser injection phase, the laser pulse width and the
bunch charge. The growths of the emittance, bunch length
and energy spread due to the rf and the space charge
effects in the rf gun were investigated.

INTRODUCTION
Research into ultrafast dynamic processes of
chemical/physical reaction have been largely investigated
using femtosecond laser pump-probe, or femtosecond
laser pump and short-pulsed X-ray radiation probe, or
ultrashort-bunch electron beam pump and femtosecond
laser probe techniques [1-3]. Many hidden dynamics of
intricate atomic processes or ultrafast chemical/physical
reactions have been revealed in material science, physics,
chemistry and biology. Recently, a technique of ultrafast
electron diffraction (UED) has been developed for the
study of the dynamics of ultrafast processes in material
systems [4,5].
While the techniques are the powerful tools for sensing
the dynamic and spectrum of atomic/molecular spacing in
the sampled volume, there are many scientific
investigations that benefit from real-space imaging, e.g. in
nanometre space or range. A method of ultrafast electron
microscopy (UEM) has been developed for monitoring
the imaging of the specimen with time-resolved. The
imaging affords a more direct interpretation of the defect
structure than does diffraction. Currently, the UEM with
the nanosecond time resolution has been achieved in
conventional TEM through the use of photo-activated
electron source driven by a nanosecond laser [6]. To
obtain a high time resolution, a stroboscopic imaging of
periodically driven processes [7] was preformed. In this
configuration, a time resolution of 200 ps was achieved
for processes up to 100 MHz, which called the singleelectron-pulse method. These techniques were applied to
ultrasonically driven disruption of crystals and magnetoelastic effects and magnetic-field-induced oscillations of
the domain magnetization of domain walls and of their
substructures. However, there is no resolution to obtain a
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femtosecond-temporal and nanometer/sub-nanometerspatial resolution in UEM, because of the electron bunch
length and bunch charge due to the space-charge effect.
In order to reduce the space charge limitation, a MeV
photocathode rf electron gun based relativistic energy
based UED was firstly considered in 2006[8]. In the
photocathode rf guns, the electrons emitted from the
photocathode surface are accelerated rapidly with a strong
rf electric field (~100 MV/m or more) to reach relativistic
speeds within a few millimeters. The increases in the
pulse duration, emittance and energy spread due to the
space charge effect are thus reduced to the minimum. A rf
gun based ultrashort electron beam at the energy of 1~3
MeV, the emittance of 0.1 mm-mrad, the bunch length of
100 fs and the electron charge of ~1 pC is approached in
Osaka University [9]. From 2006, several groups have
developed and demonstrated new MeV UED systems
using the photocathode rf guns [10-12]. The single-shot
measurement has been also succeeded. The studies
indicate and suggest that the photocathode rf gun is useful
for the UED technique to achieve a high time resolution
of the pump-probe measurement. Recently, a
femtosecond time-resolved MeV electron microscopy
using the rf gun has been proposed in Osaka University to
study the atomic dynamics of phase transitions in solids.
Here, we report the developments of a near-relativistic
femtosecond electron rf gun and the design of a MeV
UEM system using the photocathode rf gun. The results
of beam diagnostics of femtosecond electrons in the rf
gun and the demonstrations of MeV electron diffraction
and imaging measurements are presented.

TIME-RESOLVED MEV ELECTRON
MICROSCOPY
The system of time-resolved MeV electron microscopy
using the rf gun in Osaka University is shown in Fig.1. A
photocathode rf gun driven by a femtosecond laser is used
to generate a low-emittance, low-energy-spread
femtosecond electron beam. The beam is passed through a
solenoid magnet, and then guided to an alpha magnet with
a energy filter to select a required energy spread beam.
After the alpha magnet, two condense lenses, an
objective lens, an intermediate lens, a projector lens and
an imaging system are used to the MeV imaging
measurement. The characteristics of the electron beam
generated from the rf gun can be determined in the singleshot UEM using an efficient 1000 x 1000 pixel chargecouple device (CCD) camera with 25 m pixels:
(1) According to the Rose criterion (~100 electrons/
pixel), the number of electrons in the bunch can
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be considered to N~108 for the imaging and
N~106 for the diffraction.
(2) The normalized emittance of the electron beam
generated from the rf gun is required to less than
0.14 mm-mrad for obtaining a focal spot size of
10 m on the specimen.
(3) The energy spread should be of order of 10-4 to
reduce the effects of spherical and chromatic
aberrations in the electron optics.
(4) The final requirement is low dark current from
the rf gun.
In order to achieve these requirements, a new 1.6-cell
S-band rf gun has been developed under the KEK/Osaka
University collaboration with many improvements: (1) a
spherical shape cavity was used in both the half and full
cells; (2) the conventional laser injection ports in the half
cell were removed to reduce field asymmetries; (2) a new
turner system was designed to adjust precisely the electric
field balance in the half and full cells; and (3) a new
insertion function of the photocathode was installed to
reduce the field emission. The asymmetry on the rf field
is reduced to be minimum in geometry. The emittance
growth due to the field-asymmetry is expected to be
improved. The dark current from the rf gun is also
expected to be reduced. The rf gun is driven by a
femtosecond Ti:Sapphire laser. The pulse energy of the
ultraviolet (UV) light is 40 J in the maximum. The pulse
width of the UV light is 200 fs in FWHM. The
femtosecond UV light is injected on the cathode surface
at an incident angle of approximately 2o along the
direction of the electron beam using a vacuum mirror
placed downstream of the gun. To achieve a small focal
spot size of the electron beam on the specimen, the backinjection method and a transmission cathode is also
approached in UEM system. The copper photocathode is
considered.

As the experiences, there is no problem to generate the
required electron number using the new rf gun. The dark
current can be reduced down to <0.1 pC per pulse with
the above improvements in the new rf gun. However, at
the level of <1 mm-mrad in the rf gun, the emittance can
be affected by a number of small contributions like field
asymmetries or the thermal emittance of the electrons at
the cathode, especially for the thermal emittance. To
reduce the thermal emittance, we used a small laser spot
size on the cathode.

BEAM DIAGNOSITICS OF
FEMTOSECOND ELECTRON BEAM IN
RF GUN
In the electron bunch charge measurement, a current
transformer (CT) was used. It located at the gun exit and
was calibrated with a picoammeter. In the emittance
measurement, transverse emittance was measured with a
standard quadrupole scan technique, in which the beam
size on a 100-μm-thick YAG screen was varied by the
quadrupole magnetic field. The electron beam profile on
the screen was acquired by a charge-coupled device
(CCD) camera with a background subtraction and 3×3
median filter processes, which reduced sharp noises with
a beam profile shape maintained. The emittance was
calculated by fitting the square of the beam size as a
function of the inverse of the quadrupole focal length.
In order to measure the bunch length and the
longitudinal beam dynamics of the MeV electron beam
produced from the rf gun, we installed a booster linac at
the downstream of the rf gun and a 45o-bending magnet at
the downstream of the linac. Finally, the bunch length at
the gun exit was measured by a linac phase-scan
technique [13], where correlated rms energy spread of the
electron bunch was measured. A YAG screen was set at

Figure 1: Time-resolved MeV electron microscopy system using the rf gun in Osaka University.
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CONCLUSION
A time-resolved MeV electron microscopy based on a
photocathode rf electron gun has been approached in
Osaka University to study the dynamics of photoninduced structure change and electronic/atomic processes
in materials. A new structure rf electron gun was
developed and expected to generate a 100-fs short-bunch
MeV electron beam with the emittance of 0.1 mm-mrad
and the energy spread of <10-4. The transverse emittance,
bunch length and energy spread were diagnosed as the
functions of the laser injection phase, the laser pulse
width and the bunch charge. The growths of the emittance,
bunch length and energy spread due to the rf effect and
the space charge effect in the rf gun were investigated.
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Figure 2: The transverse emittance (a) and thermal
emittance (b) as a function of bunch charge and laser
spot radius on the copper cathode.

Figure 3: The longitudinal emittance and bunch length
as a function of bunch charge.
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0.7m downstream of the 45o-bending magnet. The
electron beam profile on the screen was acquired by a
CCD camera. The linac can give small/large energy
modulation to short/long electron bunches. Thus, the
bunch length and the longitudinal emittance of the
electron beam from the rf gun can be obtained by leastsquares fitting of the relationship between the correlated
energy spread squared and the accelerating phase in the
linac.
First, the normalized transverse emittance was
investigated as a function of the bunch charge, as shown
in Fig. 2(a). The laser spot radius on the cathode was 0.25
mm. The pulse width of the UV light is 200 fs in FWHM.
The magnetic field of the solenoid was a constant of 1.75
kG. The gun phase was 30o. It was found that the spacecharge-induced increase of the transverse emittance is
0.067 mm-mrad/pC. The thermal emittance, which is the
emittance at zero charge, is thus obtained to 0.16 mmmrad for the copper cathode with the laser spot radius of
0.25mm. The thermal emittance increases linearly with
the laser spot radius with a rate of 0.73 mm-mrad/1mm.
Figure 2(b) gives the experimental results. In the case of
the bunch charge of <2 pC, the emittance is dominated by
the thermal emittance. The data indicates that a low
thermal emittance of 0.1 mm-mrad can be obtained with
the laser spot radius of less than 100 m.
Figure 3 gives the obtained longitudinal emittance and
the bunch length as a function of the bunch charge. At the
bunch charge of <15 pC, the rms bunch length and the
longitudinal emittance increase linearly with the bunch
charge. The space-charge-induced growth was 27.4 fs/pC
for the bunch length and 0.22 deg-keV/pC for the
longitudinal emittance. Both the bunch length of 200 fs
and the longitudinal emittance of 1.1 deg-keV at zero
charge are due to the effect of the injection laser pulse
width. The bunch length is determined by the injection
UV laser pulse width. The energy spread can be
calculated to 2 x 10-3. Anyway, it is possible to reduce the
energy spread to 10-4 through the injection electron optics
of TEM with a condense beam aperture. The use of a
short-pulse UV laser (i.e. <100 fs) is also essential to
achieve a low-energy-spread electron beam with the
bunch length of the order of 100 fs.
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RF REFERENCE DISTRIBUTION AND TIMING SYSTEM FOR THE
TAIWAN PHOTON SOURCE
C. Y. Wu, Jenny Chen, K. H. Hu, Y. S. Cheng, P. C. Chiu, Y. T. Chang, C. Y. Liao,
C. H. Kuo, K. T. Hsu,
NSRRC, Hsinchu 30076, Taiwan
Abstract
Taiwan Photon Source (TPS) is a low-emittance 3-GeV
synchrotron light source with circumference of 518.4 m
which is being under construction at National
Synchrotron Radiation Research Center (NSRRC)
campus. A novel fiber based on 500 MHz RF reference
distribution system will be employed. Timing system for
the TPS will be an event based system. It is based on 6U
CompactPCI form factor event generator and receivers.
Prototype of the RF distribution and event system are on
progress. The preliminary test results of the prototype will
be summarized in this report.

control system and machine monitoring system. Any
failures of a link will be identified instantaneously for
immediate spare unit replace and affect machine
availability as less as possible.
Tx Unit
Phase
Comparator 1

PIN Photodiode
D1
Wavelength Control
(PI Regulator)
5 nm laser wavelength tuning

Phase
Comparator 1
Phase Shifter
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Phase
Comparator 2

Cavity Filter
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Output

PIN Photodiode
D2

Figure 1: Simple block diagram of the Libera Sync for
500 MHz operation.

Figure 2: Photograph of Libera Sync transmitter and
receiver pairs.

RF REFERENCE DISTRIBUTION
The RF reference will adopt newly developed fiber
based RF CW transfer system. This is commercial
available Libera Sync which assures clock signal
distribution with femtosecond jitter and fiber drift
compensation. It is suitable for FEL and synchrotron light
source machines. The principle of the Libera Sync is
shown in Fig. 1. Group delay of the RF signal in the clock
distribution system is stabilized by the wavelength tuning
and the chromatic dispersion of the optical fiber in the
forward and the backward direction. The wavelength
tuning is operated by means of control temperature of the
DFB laser with integrated InP Mach-Zehnder
interferometer modulator. The first arrival Libera Sync
has been tested as shown in Fig. 2. The distribution of the
RF reference for the TPS project is shown in Fig. 3. The
prototype is under testing. The only concern is the
lifetime of DFB laser, since it adopts telecom grade
products, more than 10 years mean time between failures
will not cause problem for the light sources operation.
Health conditions of fiber links are also monitored by the

PIN Photodiode
D3

Peltier Heater/Cooler
DFB Laser
InP MZM
1550 nm
EOM

499.654 MHz
Master
Oscillator

INTRODUCTION
The TPS is the latest generation synchrotron light
source. To take advantage of various development in the
last decade, the transfer of continue wave (CW) RF
reference and timing will be based on optical technology
[1-3]. RF reference would need distributed to RF systems
of linear accelerator (linac), booster synchrotron, the
storage ring and diagnostic stations with phase stabilize,
low additive phase noise and could counteract the effects
of ambient temperature change. It was decided to adopt
fiber based distribution solution which is commercial
available to avoid bulky coaxial cable installation. Event
based timing system is applied for TPS due to its high
performance and flexibility which has been already
verified in many advanced light sources [4].

Rx Unit

100 ~ 300 m
G652.D fiber

Master Clock
Timing
System

Distribution

~ 35 m

Transmitter Transmitter Transmitter Transmitter
Transmitter
Fiber Links
with
~ 250 m
~ 150 m
~ 125 m
~ 100 m
Temperature G.652D
Feedback SM Fiber
@ 1550 nm

Receiver

15 dBm
Linac
LLRF

Booster
Synchrotron
LLRF

Receiver

Receiver

15 dBm

15 dBm

SRF LLRF #1

Receiver

Receiver

15 dBm

15 dBm

SRF LLRF #3

BBF

SRF LLRF #2

Figure 3: RF reference distribution scheme for the TPS.

TIMING SYSTEM
The TPS timing system is an event based system. A
central event generator (EVG) generates events from an
internal sequencer and external sources [5]. These events
are distributed over optic fiber links to multiple event
receivers (EVRs) [6]. The EVRs, which are located in the
control system interface layer, decode the events referred
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to as hardware triggers or software interrupts. Hardware
triggers are connected directly to the equipment using
copper or optic fiber connections when a better timing
resolution is required. For the linac, the decoded events
are further encoded by a gun transmitter and sent over a
fiber link to the gun high voltage platform. The external
event sources include PPS signal which is locked to GPS,
a mains 60 Hz trigger, post-mortem trigger after beam
loss and machine protection system trip. The event clock
is derived from the 499.654 MHz master oscillator so that
it is locked to change in the RF frequency. The structure
is shown in Fig. 4. The master oscillator can be used an
external reference from a GPS disciplined Rubidium 10
MHz clock. Fig. 5 shows TPS timing modules include
EVG, EVR, EVRTG and linac gun trigger receiver.

NTP server

PPS

TPS Control Network

PPS
499.654 MHz

RF Distribution

1 MHz

UTC
Second
Event
Generator

0x71

0x70

DBUS4

DBUS5

Trigger
Events
Beam loss
MPS trip

EVG
0x44
0x45

The cPCI-EVR-300 recovers the event clock signal
from the event stream and splits the event frame into the
8-bit event code and the 8-bit distributed data bus. The
decoded events are mapped through RAM on to: trigger
twelve pulse generators with programmable delay and
width (32-bit prescaler from the event clock, 32-bit delay
and 32-bit width) or set/reset twelve pulse generators.
The cPCI-EVR-300 provides 3 programmable 16bit
prescaler from the event clock. The processed events
can produce hardware outputs or software interrupts and
are time-stamped with a resolution of 8 ns. The twelve

CPU
EVR

Triggers/Clocks
Output

cPCI module.

Event Receiver with Linac Gun Driver
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TPS
Timing
Network

RF
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cPCI
EPICS IOC

CPU
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Triggers, Triggers/Clocks
Interlock
Output
Input

Figure 4: Block diagram of the TPS event system.

The cPCI-EVRTG-300 has two SFP ports that can
generate modulated optical signals that can be decoded by
the GUN-RC-203 for linac gun driver trigger. The two
SFP ports share an external inhibit signal. To allow SFP
ports output pulses, the inhibit signal has to be pulled low.
The GUN-RC-203 consists of two channels to provide
single-bunch and multi-bunch injection respectively by
driving separate gun triggers. It is realized as a cPCIEVRTG-300 in the Linac timing crate and a GUN-RC203 placed on the gun HV platform. The fine
programmable delay is also available and allowed to
adjust the triggering position with a resolution of 10 ps
over a range of 10 ns. The GUN-TX-203 mode has been
designed to operate output pulse delayed by 1/4, 2/4 and
3/4 event clock period (~2, 4, 6 ns).

Distribution

Figure 5: TPS timing modules.

Event Generator
The cPCI-EVG-300 generates event frames consisting
of an 8-bit event code and an 8-bit distributed data bus, at
a rate of 125 MEvents/sec. Events can originate from
several sources including: eight external trigger events, a
sequence RAM, software events and events received from
an upstream event generator. Events from different
sources have different priorities which are resolved in a
priority encoder. A block of RAM is used to store a
sequence of events. In cPCI-EVG-300 the input RF clock
(499.654 MHz) is divided by 4 to generate the event clock
for the TPS timing system. Therefore, the resolution of
timing event is 8 ns. The 8-bit distributed data bus signals
are sampled simultaneously at the event clock rate and
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The timing distribution network delivers the event
stream using OM3 multi-mode fiber. The network is
structured as a three-level multi-star topology using 29
fan-out concentrator modules these operate as a one in eight out fan-out. EVG to multiple EVRs is arranged by
using fibers of equal lengths, 410 m Ʋ 0.2 m.

EVENT GENERATION
The TPS storage ring has 864 buckets with revolution
frequency of 578.303 kHz, and the booster 828 buckets
and a revolution frequency of 603.445 kHz. The
coincidence of the SR and booster revolution determines
a frequency for the coincidence clock of 25.14 kHz, based
on the common factors of the two frequencies. The event
clock is used for counting through the EVG sequence
RAM, which provide 8 ns resolution. The coincidence
clock synchronizes the machine repetition rate which is
derivate from AC mains frequency and used to reset the
start of the sequence, thereby locking the cycles of all
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distributed to the event receivers. The cPCI-EVG-300 is
realized as a 6 U CompactPCI (cPCI) module.

front panel outputs can be mapped to any output such
as each pulse generator output, prescaler and
distributed bus bit. The cPCI-EVR-300 is realized as 6U
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accelerators. Event entries are placed in the sequence
RAM to generate the necessary sequence of triggers to
accelerate the electrons through the linac and booster into
the SR. Additional events provide trigger of the TPS
diagnostics, gating signals for beamline in top-up
operation, and beam loss post-mortem.

installed prototype system of the decoded event with TTL
output respect to the RF clock is around 20 ps for the
cPCI-EVR-300 as shown in Fig. 8 (a). The jitter of the
beam relative to the RF source is less than 10 ps for the
cPCI-EVRTG-300 with GUN-RC-203 module as shown
in Fig. 8(b).

SOFTWARE
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The timing system integrates into the TPS EPICS
control environment. The EVG configuration pages
define the options of cPCI-EVG-300. These include
configuration of the EVG operating mode, selection of RF
and AC divider, definition of multiplexed counter,
optional transmission of software events, enable of event
trigger inputs and specify event code and timestamp into
the sequence RAMs. The EVR configuration pages
configure the options for the cPCI-EVR-300, such as
pulse delay, width and polarity, front panel output
assignments and distributed bus enable and event
decoding mapping RAMs. Applications to control the
timing system are built with the usual EPICS tools for
databases and EDM for user interface. The EVG/EVR
configuration GUI is shown in Fig. 6.

(a)

(b)
Figure 8: (a) Jitter of the cPCI-EVR-300 TTL output
relative to the RF clock and (b) Jitter of the beam relative
to the RF clock. The beam is triggered by combination of
the cPCI-EVRTG-300 and GUN-RC-203 trigger module.
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Figure 7: Prototype of timing summary control page.

CURRENT STATUS
The first lot of EVG/EVR modules was received in
December 2010. Setup of the test system has been started
from February 2011. Configuration tools for the
EVG/EVRs were implemented. Timing for the linac RF
trigger and e-gun trigger are ready for operation which is
required for the commissioning of the TPS 150 MeV linac
started from April, 2011. Prototype of timing summary
control page is shown in Fig. 7. The timing jitter of the
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FUZZY LOGIC CONTROL OF A PARTICLE ACCELERATOR

Abstract
The ion beams produced in a particle accelerator have
to be characterized and monitored using parameters
specific to the instruments involved and information from
practical (hands-on) operation of these instruments and of
the accelerator as a whole. The control is critical
considering the multitude of equipment and tasks
involved. It is a nonlinear, non-standard process that is
difficult to model. This paper presents the progress made
in implementing fuzzy logic theory and controls in the
operation of the 1.7 MV Tandem particle accelerator at
the Michigan Ion Beam Laboratory.

INTRODUCTION
Since its inception in the 1960’s [1], Fuzzy Logic (FL)
has evolved from a pure theoretical science to a widely
accepted theory. It was followed [2 - 4] by work on
Fuzzy Logic Controls (FLC) that signalled the beginning
of the design and implementation of many new products.
Some of these applications based on FLC are already
around us, in automatic train controls [5], nuclear reactor
controls [6] and many others [7-8]. What makes these
controllers stand apart from other controllers is the fact
that they are very appealing when the systems are
unusually complex, when the information needed to run
the systems is not precise and when the input variables
can have more than one value or maybe a range of valid
values that work for a given situation. The goal of this
paper is to present a specific application of FLC in the
control of the 1.7 MV Tandem particle accelerator. This
instrument is located in the Michigan Ion Beam
Laboratory (MIBL) at the University of Michigan in Ann
Arbor Michigan (Figure 1). As seen from Figure 1, aside
from the accelerator, the lab includes also a 400 kV NEC
ion implanter.

Figure 1: Michigan Ion Beam Laboratory.
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The particle accelerator consists of thousands of parts
and components, many power supplies and a large
number of auxiliary equipment. Ensuring a centralized
monitoring and control centre is not an easy task. In
practice, there are a few important issues that have to be
accounted for when upgrades or changes are considered
in the way the components interconnect:
1. The operator of the system has to be constantly aware
of all of the parameters, as problems at the end station
could be caused by any of the many indicators and control
units that are more or less likely to influence a certain
outcome in the experimental setup.
2. As with all the instruments, in time, some of the
components become obsolete. When an upgrade is
planned, the first components that will have to be
replaced are the ones that are hard to find or are about to
become obsolete
3. It is hard to anticipate future needs, so designing an
upgrade that “boxes in” a certain component by not
allowing future changes or developments is something
that needs to be avoided at any cost. The present work
provides a possible approach to controlling as many parts
of the accelerator as possible through the use of fuzzy
logic (FL) on a Labview platform in MIBL.

FUZZY LOGIC AND FUZZY LOGIC
CONTROLLERS
FLC may not be as widespread used in industrial
controllers as the Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID)
controllers are, but the purpose and range of use is
slightly different. FL is basically a variation of the set
theory (ST) [1]. In ST a variable is either in a set or
outside of it (Boolean way of thinking); in FL there is a
certain probability associated with the membership of a
variable to a set. FL is much closer to human thinking
and natural language than the traditional logical systems
are. In programming a FLC, actual sentences are being
used, and in this way, the inexact and very approximate
nature of the world around us can be more realistically
captured. The basic steps of implementing FL are (figure
2): (a) receive the input values: measurements are taken
of all relevant variables, and eventually A/D conversion
occurs; (b) fuzzification: the measurements are converted
into fuzzy sets to express their uncertainty; (c) applying
the rules: fuzzified measurements are used by the
inference engine (set of rules) to evaluate the control
decisions and (d) defuzzification or generating an output:
the outcome is converted into crisp (precise) values best
representative of the fuzzy set, and a D/A conversion
occurs in this step. There is nothing “fuzzy” about the
values at the output of a FLC: they are firm, précised and
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fixed values that are sent to the instruments that are being
controlled.
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Figure 2: FLC process.
There are many good books and articles written on the
subject [9-11] and it is not the purpose of the current
paper to discuss in detail the FL concept. We only
concentrated on a specific application of FL, more
precisely the use of this concept to simulate human
control in operating and setting the right operating
conditions for a particle accelerator to generate a focused
ion beam at the low energy end. In short, the FLC will
take the input, match it with linguistic variables and
determine the conversion to an appropriate output.
Labview can apply one of three accepted defuzzification
methods: a) Center of Gravity (CoG), b) Center-ofMaximum (CoM) and c) Mean-of-Maximum (MoM).
These methods are explained in detail in literature [9-11].
Each of these methods may give a slightly different
output, and is a safe practice to try them all if possible, for
a given system. All the parameters can be modified and
adjusted according to the outcome.

THE HARDWARE AND THE SOFTWARE
The hardware that needs to be interfaced consists
mainly of power supplies with remote interfaces
(Glassman, Lambda and Sorensen), turbo pump
monitoring devices and the experimental unit devices.
Most of these instruments can be controlled with a 0-10V,
0-5V, 0–100 mV or 4-20 mA signals. The status or set
values of the interlocks or other parameters can be
determined or set by digital modules. The values returned
from the instruments and needed in the control loops
come also in a variety of forms, either as analog or digital
signals. The computer interface consists of a computer
that communicates with the instruments either through a
PCI card, USB ports or through RS232 ports and a
network of devices (Ioplexer by DuTech) that can
accommodate a mixture of up to 16 analog or digital input
and output modules. The software of choice is Labview
(National Instruments) due to the fact that most of the
computers in the laboratory control the instrumentation
through this code.
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The system intended to be controlled is very large. It
consists of a few major blocks: (1) the source; (2) the
tandem controls; (3) low energy (LE) beam focus; (4)
high energy (HE) beam focus, (5) the end (experimental)
station and (6) auxiliary systems. Ideally we would like
the FLC to be able to interface and control/communicate
with all the modules. However, such an endeavour is too
complicated at this point and very large computing power
would be needed, which it is not available at MIBL at this
time. However, smaller steps would be feasible to
implement and then link at a later time.
FLC models represent the human operator more closely
than other controllers, maybe not the complete expert but
certainly a novice one. A good working FLC that could
be implemented in the beam focusing process could save
a lot of time and could correct easily small fluctuation in
the input variables. The power supplies (PS) that need
to be controlled and tuned considering the current reading
in the LE Faraday cup, are: the LE magnet (LEM),
Gridded Lens (GL) and Y-Steerer (YS). To focus the
beam at the HE end, in addition to setting the above
power supplies and monitoring the current reading from
the HE Faraday cup, we have to consider the Quadrupole
PS (Qx and Qy), Injector Steerer PS (Sx and Sy), HE
Magnet PS (HEM) and Tube Lens PS (TL). In the first
step we concentrated on generating the set of rules needed
to focus the beam at the LE end. For the FL concepts
introduced above, an example will be given for one of the
power supplies: The Y-Steerer (YS), whose values vary
from -1kV to + 1kV. For now, we assume that the beam
focusing depends only on this one variable. The
operating values for the YS are known empirically for a
given energy and particle to be around a certain value,
let’s say 100 V and a current reading in the LE Faraday
cup of about 100 µA (FC = 100) . Then a fuzzy set
defined for the YS input could be {Far Lower, Mid
Lower, Slightly Under, Close Enough Under, Close
Enough Above, Slightly Over, Mid Over, Far Over}. As
we work on a Labview platform, we are limited to a
maximum of 9 variables but other processors might allow
a larger number of variables. Next we have to define the
range of these variables or a step, and in this case, 5 V
(something in this range would be fine). If this value
doesn’t work it can be adjusted accordingly with the
outcome. Then, the set of rules for the actions on this
power supply have to be defined in accordance with the
expected setting and the target current value that is the
value received from the LE Faraday cup. If we take into
account two power supplies (YS and GL), then the set of
rules would significantly increase in complexity, but be
still manageable. These rules can actually be drafted if a
log of the beam condition and the decisions of multiple
operators is being kept and evaluated.
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RESULTS

SUMMARY

Newer versions of Labview Control Toolkit have
available a “Fuzzy System Designer” that makes the
project easy to initiate. In our case we first designed the
systems with one input and one output, then we moved to
two and finally to three inputs and three outputs that
would be controlled independently in response to the
reading from the LE FC. The hard part was to decide on
the set of rules that basically define the FLC that would
take the inputs, fuzzify them, determine their
membership, defuzzify them and determine a response or
more according to the defuzzification method. Screen
shots from this process are displayed in figure 3 (a,b and
c). Using this approach we were able to simulate a
human operator, probably at the level of novice. Once the
operating values were determined, the hardest part was to
actively respond to small fluctuation without overreacting. The programing was very intense and a lot of
feedback and adjustments were needed. In order to
design a more complicated FLC the idea of a simpler FLC
can be used and built upon by adding additional variables.
Every new function must be tested by itself and in
conjunction with the others. It may be well worth the
time invested to write code that would actually simulate
the power supplies’ responses and see where the
responses from the FLC take the output.

Controlling the output of individual power supplies to
generate a steady beam current in the Faraday cup could
be accomplished with FLC on a Labview platform.
Allowing the FLC to first control one power supply, then
two power supplies and ultimately three to achieve this
task can be accomplished using a relatively complicated
set of rules. With the experience gained from this level of
control, it is actually feasible to move to the next level
and try to accomplish the control of beam current in the
high energy FC ultimately on the experimental stage. In
general the fuzzy rules are derived from the human
operator experience (sometimes multiple operators). The
rules may be subject to personal choices, so it makes
sense to check them all for redundancy and to minimize
the possibility of contradictory actions.
Although the
FLC might offer an approximate correct solution and/or
value for an output or multiple outputs, it is also possible
that there will be a long “oscillating” time around this
value. Practice and experience are be important factors in
modifying input values to minimize this effect and to
adjust membership functions to produce a reliable FLC.

Figure 3b: Defining the rules.
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Figure 3c: Testing the rules.
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Figure 3a: Defining all variables.
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A MICRO-CHANNEL PLATE BASED RFA ELECTRON CLOUD MONITOR
FOR THE ISIS PROTON SYNCHROTRON
A. Pertica and S. J. Payne,
ISIS Diagnostics Section, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory,
Chilton, Didcot, Oxfordshire, OX11 0QX, UK
Electron clouds produced inside a particle accelerator
vacuum chamber by the passage of the beam can
compromise the operation of the accelerator. The build up
of electron clouds can produce strong transverse and
longitudinal beam instabilities which, in turn, can lead to
high levels of beam loss often requiring the accelerator to
be run below its design specification. To study the
phenomena of electron clouds at the ISIS Proton
Synchrotron, a Micro-Channel Plate (MCP) based
electron cloud detector has been developed. The detector
is based on the Retarding Field Analyser (RFA) design
and consists of a retarding grid, which provides energy
analysis of the electron signal, and a MCP assembly
placed in front of the collector plate. In this paper, we
describe the lab based experiment used to test our detector
using a low energy electron gun. Results from our MCP
based detector installed in the ISIS accelerator ring are
discussed and compared to a RFA detector, installed at
the same location, which has no MCP fitted.

In an attempt to complement the theoretical study of the
phenomena of electron clouds, at the ISIS Proton
Synchrotron, two Retarding Field Analyser (RFA) based
detectors were designed and installed into the 800MeV
accelerator ring [7]. However, results from these two RFA
detectors showed no evidence of electron cloud activity.
At the time this lack of electron cloud signal was
considered to be due to the low level of the electron cloud
signal combined with the high level of beam induced
noise picked up by the RFA detectors themselves.
In order to overcome these two challenges, a MicroChannel Plate (MCP) based electron cloud detector was
developed. The detector is of a standard RFA design,
consisting of a negative potential retarding grid, which is
used to provide energy analysis of the electron signal, and
a MCP assembly placed in front of a graphite collector
plate. The MCP assembly provides a current gain over the
range 300 to 25K, thereby increasing the signal to noise
ratio and dynamic range of the electron cloud
measurements.

INTRODUCTION

PRE-INSTALLATION TESTS
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Abstract

ISIS is the UK’s spallation neutron (and muon) source
located at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in
Oxfordshire. Operation centres on a 50Hz proton
synchrotron which accelerates ~3E13 ppp (protons per
pulse) from the Linac output energy of 70Mev to an
extraction energy of 800MeV. There has never been any
evidence of beam instabilities that have been directly
associated with the production of electron clouds. Based
on the proposed ISIS mega-watt upgrade plans [1] a
decision was made to design and build detectors that
could look for signs of electron cloud build-up and beam
instabilities.
Electrons clouds are formed from electrons that are
liberated though interactions of the particle beam with the
residual gas, and from interactions of the beam with the
vacuum chamber walls [2]. If the electron cloud density
becomes large enough, this will lead to a strong transverse
mode coupling between the proton beam and the
electrons, in turn leading to beam instability and beam
emittance growth and beam loss [3] [4].
Theoretical studies of the electron cloud phenomena
based on the present ISIS accelerator and different ISIS
upgrades [5] have been conducted. Although as stated
ISIS has never knowingly suffered from electron cloud
beam instabilities, these studies have indicated that for an
upgraded ISIS, with higher beam intensities, that electron
clouds could become a problem and directly affect the
performance of the ISIS accelerator[6].
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Detector Assembly
The new ISIS Electron Cloud Monitor detector
assembly is shown in Fig. 1. The schematic diagram of
the laboratory set up used to characterise the RFA
detector, MCP and amplifier prior to installation is shown
in Fig 2.

Figure 1: Details of the ISIS Electron Cloud Monitor. On
the right hand side, the detector is shown with the mu
metal shield in position.
At the front of the detector shown in Fig. 1 there is a
40mm diameter grounded grid (1) with a transmission
efficiency of 20%. This grid acts as a substitute for the
pipe wall so as to not interfere with the multipacting
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Figure 2: A schematic diagram of the detector
characterization setup.

Amplifier
The amplifier used is a custom design d.c. coupled
trans-impedance amplifier with a gain of 5 Kohms and a
bandwidth of 20 MHz. The input impedance is 100 ohms
and the output impedance 50 ohms. Because of the input
a.c. coupling capacitor (Fig. 2), the whole system has a
band- pass response with cut-off frequencies of 330 KHz
and 20 MHz.

Electron Gun and Diagnostics Used to Test the
RFA Detector
The electron cloud detector is installed inside the test
vacuum tank with an electron gun located opposite to it to
provide a customised electron beam for the laboratory
tests detailed below. The gun is an EFG-7F-6017 model
from Kimball Physics [9], capable of providing variable
d.c. beam or a pulsed beam. The gun is fitted with a
retractable faraday cup which is used to measure the total
output charge. Focusing of the electron beam was made
with the help of a retractable phosphor screen.

The first test carried out provides the transfer function
of the whole system (detector and amplifier) for three sets
of MCP bias current values. This allows a good input
dynamic range within the MCP linear region, ranging
from 50pA up to 500nA. The obtained results are shown
in Fig. 3.

Figures 3 and 4: Left: Full system (detector and amplifier)
transfer functions corresponding to three different MCP
gains. Right: Graph showing the amplifier output signal
versus retarding grid potential for five different electron
energies at a constant beam current.
In the second test a graph has been produced for the
MCP gain versus different values of bias current. This
data can be used to optimise the dynamic range of the
MCP when looking for electron cloud signals in the ISIS
accelerator ring.
The third laboratory test provides the curves for the
amplifier output signal against the retarding grid potential
at different electron gun beam energies. The data shows
the stopping efficiency of the grid at different electron
energy levels. The current output of the electron gun was
fixed at 4.9nA (Fig. 4).

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Location
The electron cloud monitor is positioned on the inside
of the accelerator ring looking along the horizontal plane
of the beam (Fig. 5). At the same location there are the
two original RFA type detectors without MCP assemblies.
One of these RFA’s is located on the opposite side to the
MCP version, therefore again looking along the horizontal
plane of the beam. The second non-MCP RFA detector is
situated on top of the beam pipe looking down onto the
beam path.

Laboratory Tests Results
To obtain precise values of the electron cloud intensity
in the ISIS accelerator, the RFA detector, MCP and
amplifier had to first be characterised by laboratory based
measurements. This was achieved using a purpose built
vacuum chamber and electron gun as a signal source. All
tests were done using a pulsed electron beam.
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Figure 5: Detail of the installed detectors at the ISIS
straight 5 location.
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process, while at the same time allowing through a
sample of electrons from the cloud [8]. Next, there is a
40mm diameter retarding grid (2) with a transmission
efficiency of 85% connected to a negative power supply
whose voltage output can be adjusted remotely for
measurements of the energy spectrum of the incoming
electrons. The MCP assembly (3) is located between the
retarding grid and the collector plate (4). The front plate
of the MCP is grounded to the body of the detector and
the back plate is connected to a positive bias supply. The
collector assembly consists of a 55 mm diameter graphite
disk sandwiched inside a copper frame. Graphite was
chosen as the collector material due to its low secondary
emission coefficient. The whole detector is surrounded by
a low mu metal shield grounded to reduce the
electromagnetic interference.
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The synchronisation of the data acquisition with the
proton bunches is achieved by using the output signal of a
position sum monitor located 10m downstream of the
electron cloud detector.

the strip line monitor and correlate them with the electron
cloud signal [10].

Electron Cloud Measurements
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in the collection of the data presented here. Thanks must
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installation work required, the technical support with the
ISIS timing/database system and help and support with
the LabView programming.
We would like to offer special acknowledgement to
Giulia Bellodi for her theoretical work on ISIS electron
cloud build-up.

As previously mentioned, the two non-MCP RFA units
were installed and tested with different amplifiers, but no
electron data could be obtained from the signal, due to the
large amount of beam induced noise picked up by the
detectors. With the new version of the detector, the
measurements signal to noise ratio has been greatly
improved, due to the extra gain provided by the MCP for
the electron signal and the smaller beam induced noise
signal, because of the reduced gain of the amplifier.
Figures 6 and 7 show the output signal of the amplifier
with and without retarding grid voltage applied. The
electron cloud signal is now clearly visible and can be
neutralised by applying a potential to the retarding grid.
The MCP gain selected for these captures is 7.5K and a
potential of 200V at the retarding grid.
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Figures 6 and 7: MCP version detector signals. The
screenshot on the top was taken with 200V applied to the
retarding grid and the one on the bottom without any
potential applied. The black trace is the beam position
monitor sum signal and the purple one is the electron
cloud signal with a vertical scale of 10mV/div.

SUMMARY
The results obtained with the MCP based electron cloud
detector have marked a successful transition between the
simulation work that was originally carried out on
electrons clouds at ISIS and the experimental work
reported here. The electron cloud monitor promises to be
a valuable piece of diagnostics to be used for present and
future upgrade programs for ISIS. Possible improvements
to the detector system are:
x D.c. amplifier for build up effect measurements.
x Built in calibration system (e.g. electron gun).
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It is intended that this electron cloud detector will
eventually be used in conjunction with a strip line monitor
and fast feed-back system which is currently under
development. Once all these systems are operative, it
would then be possible to observe beam instabilities with
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POLARIMETRY OF 0.1 - 130 MeV ELECTRON BEAMS
AT THE S-DALINAC∗

Abstract
Polarimetry is a key field of interest if an experimental program with polarized electron and photon beams
is planned. The new photo injector recently installed at
the superconducting 130 MeV Darmstadt electron linac SDALINAC provides polarized electrons from a GaAs cathode for nuclear structure studies at low momentum transfers. The degree of polarization needs to be measured at
different positions close to the experimental sites and at
different energies ranging from 100 keV up to 130 MeV.
A 100 keV Mott polarimeter had been set up and commissioned at a test stand of the polarized source prior to
implementation, while a 5-10 MeV Mott polarimeter is
currently under construction and simulations for a 50-130
MeV Møller polarimeter are going on. Compton transmission polarimeters are foreseen to monitor polarization during experiments.

S-DALINAC
The recirculating superconducting electron linear accelerator S-DALINAC [1] is able to produce electron beams
at beam energies from 2.5 MeV up to typically 80-90 MeV,
with a design value of 130 MeV. Nuclear structure physics,
nuclear astrophysics and fundamental studies on the structure of the nucleus and few-body systems are carried out at
the S-DALINAC. The experimental program and the continuous upgrade of the accelerator are the research topics
within a collaborative research center of excellence established by the German Research Foundation (DFG) about
eight years ago. An overview over the facility is shown in
Fig. 1.
Behind the superconducting injector linac, 3-10 MeV
electrons with currents of up to 60 µA are delivered for
experiments. The bremsstrahlung setup [3] is used for photon scattering (see, e.g. Ref. [2]), photo-activation (e.g.
Ref. [4]), and recently also photofission [6].
The main linac may be passed thrice so that a maximum
energy of 130 MeV is possible. Two electron spectrometers – a high-resolution energy-loss system [7] and a largeacceptance QClam spectrometer – are available. At the former mainly form-factor measurements are carried out [8],
∗ Work supported by DFG through SFB 634 and by the state of Hesse
through the Helmholtz International Center for FAIR in the framework of
the LOEWE program.
† eckardt@ikp.tu-darmstadt.de
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the latter is used for coincidence experiments [9] or singlearm scattering at 180◦ , recently performed on very light
nuclei [10]. Two setups provide photons behind the main
linac: (i) a bremsstrahlung site for about 50 – 100 MeV
electron beams [11] which is prepared for an experiment
on the proton polarizability and (ii) a high-resolution photon tagger [12] for photodisintegration and photon scattering studies between 5 MeV and 20 MeV.
The addition of a laser-driven strained-layer superlattice
GaAs electron source along the lines of Ref. [13] enhances
the experimental capabilities by providing polarized electrons and photons in the entrance channel for novel nuclear structure studies at very low momentum transfers.
An overview over the first experiments to be performed is
given in Ref. [14].

TESTSTAND PERFORMANCE
An offline test stand of the source of polarized electrons for the S-DALINAC [15] has been used to investigate all components and the functionality of the overall
system prior to installation. Beams with intensities of up
to 50 µA, cathode lifetimes of about 100 hours, and small
normalized emittances of about 0.15 mm mrad have been
achieved. Furthermore, the pulsed operation of the source
was demonstrated as well as the operation of the Wien filter for spin rotation. A maximum degree of polarization
of about 86(3)% was detetermined using a 100 keV Mott
polarimeter (see below).

PHOTO INJECTOR
The teststand has been decommissioned and the implementation of the new source at the S-DALINAC between
the unpolarized thermionic source (see Fig. 1) and the injector linac has been completed in 2010.
Injecting the electron beam from the new source required
a new chopper-prebuncher system which has been set up
and tested. A two-cell capture cavity [16, 17] has been
re-installed at the S-DALINAC injector to account for the
lower (100 keV) injection energy of the polarized electrons
with respect to the unpolarized source (250 keV). Tuning
of the polarized beam up to the superconducting part of the
accelerator was completed successfully.
At the S-DALINAC, two laser systems are available
driving the source: a diode laser system (as used at the teststand) and a Ti:Sapphire laser. While the diode laser system
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Figure 1: Layout of the S-DALINAC. The 100-keV polarized source seen in the inset on the lower left is installed between
the 250-keV thermionic source and the superconducting injector linac. The laser beam is transported through an optical
fiber (diode laser) or an actively stabilized laser beam transport line (Ti:Sapphire laser). The positions of the various
polarimeters are as follows: 1. 100 keV Mott polarimeter; 2. 5-10 MeV Mott polarimeter; 3. 50-130 MeV Møller
polarimeter; 4. Compton transmission polarimeters.
will provide laser light for the 3-GHz continuous-wave operation of the S-DALINAC (≤ 1 ps), the Ti:Sapphire laser
is aimed at short laser pulses with repetition frequencies
of 75 MHz. The laser beams are transported about 40 m
using an optical fibre in case of the diode laser and an
evacuated transfer line for the intense Ti:Sapphire beam.
Various components have been developed, such as a spectrometer for laser diagnostics, an autocorrelator for laser
pulse length measurements, a Stokes polarimeter monitoring the degree of polarization, and an active stabilization of
the laser-beam pointing and centering.

POLARIMETERS
For quantitative analysis of future experiments, the degree of polarization needs to be measured at different positions close to the experimental sites and at different energies ranging from 100 keV up to 130 MeV.

100 keV Mott Polarimeter
A 100-keV Mott polarimeter is installed in front of the
injector linac. This device was already used at the test
stand beam line. It is described in an earlier publication [18]. This device allows one to study the performance
of the source, and it is foreseen to serve experiments, e.g.
studying polarization correlations in bremsstrahlung production [19].
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5-10 MeV Mott Polarimeter
A 5-10 MeV Mott polarimeter is being set up behind the
injector to determine the beam polarization after acceleration to the MeV range. Partly due to the limited space,
a fixed scattering angle of 165◦ was chosen. This is relatively close to the optimal angles between 173◦ and 176,5◦
for the maximal values of the analyzing strength. This Mott
polarimeter will provide an absolute determination of the
electron beam polarization with an accuracy of a few per
cent.

50-130 MeV Møller Polarimeter
A 50-130 MeV Møller Polarimeter has been designed
for determining absolute polarization in the 50-130 MeV
energy region. It will be installed in the extraction section. The longitudinally polarized beam hits a 20 µm VACOFLUX foil magnetized by the field of two Helmholtz
coils (Fig. 2). To accomodate the large scattering angles associated with the energy range which is rather low if compared to similar existing devices, a large-acceptance compact magnet set up has been developed to momentum analyze the scattered Møller electrons and separate them from
the beam. Research and development work is going on
for the integration of the Møller spectrometer in the beam
line. Further investigations on the Møller-electron trajectories are being carried out in order to finalize the detector
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design of the system in due course. Plastic scintillator arrays are foreseen to detect the recoiling and scattered electrons in coincidence. Further information can be found in
Ref. [18]. We aim at an accuracy of a few per cent in the
absolute degree of polarization.

Compton Transmission Polarimeter
For monitoring the degree of polarization during the experiment without beam interruption or destruction, Compton transmission polarimeters are foreseen, measuring relative polarization with respect to the Møller or the Mott polarimeters, respectively. A prototype of the Compton transmission polarimeter to be used at the 10 MeV injector linac
experimental site has been set up consisting of two CsI(Tl)
detectors. An electromagnet with VACOFLUX core serves
as scatterer of circularly polarized photons. The device was
successfully tested at the injector of the MAMI accelerator [20] in Mainz at 3.5 MeV electron energy. First results
on this system are described elsewhere [21]. The Compton polarimeter will be installed at the bremsstrahlung site
at the S-DALINAC during the commissioning of the polarized source in summer. Adapted designs are foreseen
for the site at the tagger system NEPTUN and behind the
QClam spectrometer. We refer the reader also to a similar
polarimeter that has been developed for the A4 experimental setup at Mainz [22].
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Figure 2: Schematic layout of the Møller polarimeter. The magnetic field of the two Helmholtz coils polarizes a Vacoflux
foil. Scattered electrons are separated by a collimator and bent out of the beam path by a dipole magnet. On the right, the
energy dependence of the scattering angle for Møller electrons and multiple scattered electrons is shown.
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Abstract
The cooling effect in MICE (Muon Ionisation Cooling
Experiment) will be studied with both positive and
negative muons, reversing the electrical input to the
magnets by physically swapping over the power leads.
Ensuring the actual operating polarity of the beamline is
correctly recorded is a manual step and at risk of error or
omission. We have deployed a simple system for
monitoring the operating polarity of the two bending
magnets by placing in each dipole bore a Honeywell
LOHET-II Hall-effect sensor that operates past saturation
at nominal field strengths, and thus return one of two
well-defined voltages corresponding to the two possible
polarities of the magnet. The environment in the
experimental hall is monitored by an AKCP securityProbe
5E system integrated into our EPICS-based controls and
monitoring system. We read out the beamline polarity
sensors using a voltmeter module, and translate the output
voltage into a polarity (or alarm) state within EPICS
whence it can be accessed by the operators and stored in
the output datastream. Initial tests of the LOHET-II
sensors indicate they will still be able to indicate beamline
polarity after radiation doses of 900 Gy (Co60).

INTRODUCTION
MICE (the Muon Ionisation Cooling Experiment [1],
[2]) is a technology demonstrator of the ionisation cooling
of muon beams for muon collider or neutrino factory
applications. Muons created by pion decay are transported
from the ISIS synchrotron to the cooling channel along a
short beamline that includes two bending magnets.
The cooling effect needs to be studied with both
positive and negative muons, and we therefore wish to
change between the magnetic polarities of the beamline
magnets. At present, this must be done by inverting the
polarity of the electrical input to the magnets and is
accomplished by physically disconnecting and swapping
over the power supply cables. Ensuring that the actual
operating polarity of the beamline is correctly recorded in
the output datastream is at present a manual step and thus
at risk of error or omission.
We have deployed a simple system known as
POMPOMs (Pair Of MICE Polarity Orientation
Monitors) for monitoring and recording the operating
polarity of the two bending magnets (and by inference the
other beamline elements), by placing in the dipole bores a
pair of Hall-effect sensors that are operating past
saturation at nominal field strengths, and thus return one
___________________________________________
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of two well-defined voltages corresponding to the two
possible polarities of the magnet.
In this paper we will briefly describe the sensor
characteristics and radiation tolerance, and the readout
system.

SENSORS
Behaviour
We are using the low-drift variant (SS94A1E) of the
LOHET-II range from Honeywell Inc. [3]. These are
designed for use as analogue position sensors and have a
linear response in the ±50 mT range, with the output
clamped to a fixed voltage at higher fields. By locating
the sensors within the beamline magnets such that the
local field will be over 100 mT under normal running
conditions, we expect to see only four discrete output
voltages:
 high output (positive field)
 mid-range (magnet off)
 low output (negative field)
 zero (supply fault)
The input supply is 12 V to allow for any voltage drop
in the cables, and to provide plenty of dynamic range for
distinguishing the different output states.
We have checked the sensor response over the ±500 mT
range using a 4” electromagnet (Newport Instruments
Type A) and Hirst GM04 gaussmeter [4]. Figure 1 shows
the response of two sensors, labelled #1 and #2. It can be
seen that the devices have a linear response in the
nominal working range and hold precisely to a fixed value
at higher fields save in the transitions, which show a
slight overshoot for positive fields and a more roundedoff response for negative fields. Figure 1 also shows the
outputs of the sensors once installed in the dipoles –
known as D1 and D2 – of the MICE beamline: the
response is consistent right out to ±1.7 T (the slight
increase in output voltage is likely to be due to the supply
voltage being marginally higher – about 0.1 V).

Location
Although the original intention was to deploy only one
sensor on D2, concerns about a single point of failure
have led us to install two, with the second on the other
dipole as an extra check against having the bending
magnets set to deflect particles in opposite directions.
For now the sensors have been mounted on plastic
“wands” projecting into the corner of the magnet bore
(Figure 2), with the sensor aligned such that it sees a
positive magnetic field when the dipole is steering
positively-charged particles along the MICE beamline,
09 Others
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and a negative field when negatively-charged particles are
desired.
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level of the lower (negative field) clamping voltage which
then recovers somewhat within a month.
The most recent data were taken just a few hours after
irradiation to a cumulative dose of 900 Gy, and the output
could be seen to be still drifting as the device recovered,
hence the variability in those results.
Since the role of the POMPOM is merely to indicate
the polarity, the damage caused by the 900 Gy unpowered
exposure is tolerable as the output range indicating a
negative field can simply be broadened to span the 1 to
3 V range without introducing any ambiguity.
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Figure 1: Sensor response in lab tests and in beamline.
The error bars are smaller than the symbols at this scale.
This method of installation has the advantage that the
probes can still be removed without any permanent
damage or modification to the magnet, but it does leave
the sensor exposed to the beam, and also D1 (and thus
sensor #1) is located inside the ISIS vault and so also
exposed to extra radiation from the synchrotron and
MICE target operation.

The environment in the experimental hall is monitored
using a modular AKCP securityProbe 5E system [5],
which is based on selecting from a variety of plug-in
"dongles" that sense air temperature, water leaks, etc. and
which has already been integrated into the MICE
EPICS-based controls and monitoring framework. We
thus read out each polarity sensor using an AKCP digital
voltmeter dongle added to our existing environment
monitoring system, and translate the sensor output voltage
into a polarity state (or alarm state) within EPICS [6]
whence it can be accessed by the operators and inserted
into the MICE output datastream.
Figure 4 shows the EPICS stripchart of the POMPOM
output during a test exercise in March 2011. Initially both
dipoles are powered, set up for a “negative” beamline,
and both outputs give the corresponding value (1 V). The
magnets are then turned off whilst the electrician changes
over the supply leads; once turned on both sensors
indicate that the MICE beamline is set for work with
positively-charged particles.
The translation from an output voltage to polarity is
done within EPICS, resulting in a process variable
directly indicating the magnet state.

CONCLUSIONS

Figure 2: POMPOM #2 installed in D2. The sensor PCB
itself is the white chip to the right of the final cable-tie.

Radiation Tolerance
A preliminary study of the radiation tolerance of the
LOHET-II sensors is in progress to assess possible
damage to the sensors.
A spare sensor (#3) has been exposed (unpowered) on
several occasions to a dose of 300 Gy of gamma rays
from a 60Co source, and the response measured as before.
As can be seen in Figure 3, there is a slight change to the
slope in the designed operating range and to the high
clamping voltage, but a significant change to the form and
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We have deployed a system for monitoring the polarity
of the MICE beamline based on low-cost COTS sensors
read out by an existing monitoring system, minimising
development effort. The Honeywell LOHET-II sensors
provide a stable well-defined output well beyond their
nominal operating range that can readily be mapped to
magnet status.
Very recently we have become able to irradiate sensors
whilst they are powered just as they are in the MICE
beamline. An undamaged sensor (#5) showed no obvious
change in response after a dose of 300 Gy. We plan to
extend this test, and compare with sensor #1, which has
been exposed to the environment within the synchrotron
for 6 months now.
The change in response of the sensor to a negative field
provides a crude measure of device damage due to
irradiation.
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Figure 3: Effect of successive 300 Gy irradiations (60Co) on sensor #3. Intervals between exposure and measurement
are given in days, where relevant. The immediate effects of the second dose (to 600 Gy) abate within a few weeks, but
the remaining damage lasts for months. The final (900 Gy) results were taken just a few hours after the irradiation; the
scatter is from the real changes in device response with time as it recovers.
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Figure 1: Sketch of a simple tomographic method. Red
shows an 2D object F (x, y) to probe. Several proſles
I(r, θ) are acquired varying the parameter θ. If the correct transformation is applied (here: rotation matrix) the
2D distribution F may be reconstructed.

INTRODUCTION
Image reconstruction methods can be beneſcially to diagnose ion beams and some early work has been carried out
at Los Alamos [1, 2] can be found. Different mathematical
approaches may be employed, for this paper only maximum entropy, closely related to Bayesian probability the∗ christoph.gabor@stfc.ac.uk
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Figure 2: Particle distribution, typical for the FETS
ion source downstream the post–acceleration, shown in
pseudo–colours as an intensity map. As a unique feature,
I(x) has two maxima according to the intensity peaks, I(y)
shows some halo. From the multi–particle distribution are
extracted all proſles.

ory (scientiſc inference), is considered [3]. The main advantage is no need of a high number of “input data points”
and excellent dealing with noisy or otherwise incomplete
data.
Nevertheless this technique is not often utilized in beam
instrumentation but more recently, there is growing interest at laboratories like DESY [4], SNS/ PSI and RAL. It
is worth to consider that image reconstruction is independent of the way how beam data are acquired, i.e. it could
be used in combination with (existing) wire scanners [5] or
applied to non–destructive diagnostics [6]. In either way,
it means to supply data in (N − 1) dimensions to achieve
N D (phase)–space information.
Additional information are needed in the from of knowledge how to transform the existing data onto the missing
distribution. This is usually a 2 × 2 matrix (see Fig.1) and
the reconstruction may take place either in phase space or
real space, the former usually called emittance reconstruction and the latter tomography. The terminology borrowed
from Bayesian calculus describes the tomographic process
as
.
Posterior Probability ∝ Prior Probability × Likelihood



   


Reconstructed distribution

Unconditional probability

input, proſles
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n profiles I(r,q) + linear back-projection

x-axis: +/-10mm

800
600
400
200
0

High Intensity Proton Accelerators like SNS, PSI or future machines like ESS or Isis upgrade cannot tolerate
high losses due to activation. Standard beam diagnostics
may not provide enough information about potential loss
sources like beam ſlamentation or halo. Moreover, the
application of interceptive methods like slits or pepperpot
can be seriously discouraged by either high power deposition or explicit requirements for non-destructive methods
like on-line diagnostics near superconducting cavities. Reconstruction of the beam distribution with a tomography
method based on Maximum Entropy could help to overcome those problems and is easily to integrate in already
existing facilities because the algorithm does not depend on
the experimental proſle measurement technique. Furthermore beam tomography can be employed on both spatial
and phase-space reconstruction. The paper compares results from two different software packages from PSI (Maximum Entropy Tomography MENT) with the code used at
RAL (MemSys5).
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Figure 3: Shown are all 6 proſles used for the MENT computation. The blue graphs represent the input distribution, the
red dots are the calculated data points. Especially 0◦ and 120◦ represent correct the two peaks of the original distribution.

Figure 4: MemSys5 posterior distribution with 6 proſles as
input. The prior spreads over the 10×10 mm space homogeneously hence there are left–over areas which are separated from the actual distribution and should not considered
in further data mining.

Maximizing the entropy (Maxent principle) and considering all other constraints (Input proſles but also knowledge
of previous iterations) leads eventually to the reconstruction. Maxent helps to interpolate missing information (e.g.
limited number of proſles) but not falsify the distribution
by incorrect noise.
This paper compares two different software codes used
at PSI (MENT) and RAL (MemSys5), both have demonstrated their use in emittance reconstruction under different
preconditions: MENT bases on the Los Alamos code [1]
and was improved by W. Joho and U. Rohrer [5]. Recently
time has been put in to reemployed MENT to the existing
PSI beamline [7] and to improve the output (graphics) “capabilities” [8]. MemSys5 used in emittance reconstruction
was ſrst published in [9] with the intention to be used at
the front end test stand (FETS) beamline [10] for photo–
detachment emittance measurements. In co-operation with
D.S. Sivia MemSys51 was adopted to the demands of emittance reconstruction.

APPLIED METHOD
So far, both codes were used to reconstruct emittance in
phase space but not tomography in real space. The math is
1 see
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also http://www.maxent.co.uk

the same but you may have different characteristic patterns
which could effect the outcome. The underlying principle is to use a know input distribution (Fig.2) as a starting point to extract proſles as well as reference to compare
the simulations. It was thought that 6 proſles at angles
θ = 0, 30, 60, 90, 120, 150◦ is a reasonable number and
the coverage should be in favor of the tomography.
A problem which needs to be considered arises due to
different ſle formats and generation/ transformation between multi–particle distributions and intensity maps with
isolines (contour map). To minimize this effect the number
of particles was kept sensible high, i.e. > 30,000 in order to
avoid unnecessarily quantization errors. Another issue occurs if the proſles are generated by spreading all particles
to a given bin array due to the ſnite number of particles and
may lead to Poisson noise. Contrariwise this procedure is
similar to beam instrumentation when e.g. the wire collects
a ſnite number of particles measuring a certain charge. The
bin–arrays to acquire the are different, MemSys5 has no
limitations but usually 100 bins produce reasonable results.
In contrast, MENT needs a ſxed abscissa and is limited to
51 bins. The most broad proſle deſnes the x–axis, all other
proſles subsequently cover less bins.
The quantitative study of the results relies on the moments of a distribution f (x1 , . . . , xk ). Any distribution can
be characterized by a number of features (such as mean,
variance, skewness . . . ), and the moments xni  of a function describe the nature of its distribution and more general
you may note


n
xi  = . . . xni · f dx1 . . . dxk .
Most important information for particle distributions
contain the 1st and 2nd momentum whereas higher order
momentums refer to the central momentum (xi − xi )n .
The use of the momentum is usually employed to the rms–
emittance as it was introduced by Sacherer [11] describing
an area F = π · εrms and one may follow a similar route to
deſne an “rms–area” xyrms in [π mm2 ]

2
xyrms = x2  y 2  − xy .
The MemSys5 output is shown in Fig. 4, the shown circle
identiſes what is considered as beam distribution. The reason is the initial ƀat and homogeneous prior and if no information available this remains constant. The MENT result
is presented in Fig. 3 comparing the input proſles and the
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noise or which experimental constraints could lead to more
appropriate prior distribution.
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simulated ones. One of the key features of the input distribution, namely the two maxima is also represented by the
proſles.
The rms–area is given in Fig. 5 where input and MemSys5 have a similar characteristic but MENT shows some
different behaviour. The curve indicates a more smooth
density variation. At ſrst sight, this might be a contradiction to the good agreement between input proſles and
tomography: x and y dimensions are correct as well as
the two intensity maxima. One possibility to falsify the
xyrms might be the proſles, they are more course than the
MemSys5 ones (Fig. 6). On the other hand, a MemSys5 test
with the same proſles used for MENT show at least a similar good agreement with the input distribution but the result
is far more sensitive to Poisson noise and certainly plays
a more important role due to fewer data points available
(the likelihood is more sparse populated). Another reason
to explain the differences between MemSys5 and MENT
is that the latter assumes another prior qualiſed more for
Gaussian–like posterior probability.

SUMMARY & OUTLOOK
PSI and RAL began to work together on the ſeld of
image reconstruction. The paper presents ſrst results of
a comparative study to judge differences in the software.
Both MENT and MemSys5 have demonstrated their potential on emittance reconstruction so the study concentrated
on tomography. The input distribution was compared with
the simulations by the momentums of the distributions. The
codes show difſculties to represent correct the halo of original F (x, y). Since MENT is more optimized for high
energy beam parameters (smooth variation of the particle
density and Gaussian shapped beam) difſculties occur to
reƀect all the features of the input distribution. The design
idea of MemSys5 follows a more general strategy assuming a ƀat prior distribution. This results in areas need to cut
away manually to calculate the correct beam distribution.
It is hoped that the two laboratories intensify their cooperation to clarify remaining questions like inƀuence of the
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Figure 6: The proſles used by MENT are more course than
for MemSys5, in fact there is no limit how ſne the bin–size
can be. Usually 100 data points are enough.
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Figure 5: Comparison of the rms–area as described in the
text of input and calculated distributions. The graphs show
what lies outside a certain intensity level, e.g. the input has
at y = 80 only 20% of xyrms –area bigger that 52 πmm2 .
Such a presentation is sometimes called halo–plot.
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Abstract
In order to produce high intensity exotic beams in the
existing experimental rooms of the GANIL facility, the
SPIRAL2 project is under development and under
construction at GANIL.
The first phase of the SPIRAL2 project consists to
build a new accelerator composed of two sources, an ion
source and a proton/neutron source, a RFQ and a
superconducting Linac. The linac is designed to
accelerate 5 mA deuterons up to 40 MeV and 1 mA heavy
ions up to 14.5 MeV/u. A new electronic device has been
developed at GANIL to measure phase and amplitude of
pick-up signals and calculate the beam energy. The
principle consists of directly digitizing the pick-up pulses
by under-sampling. The Phase and amplitude of different
harmonics are then calculated with a FPGA by an I/Q
method before the beam energy calculation.
This paper gives results of the pick-up tests in
laboratory and the comparisons with simulations.
The tests in laboratory and on the GANIL accelerator
of an electronic prototype are shown and presented.

TEST BENCH CARACTERIZATION
The measures have been made on three phase probes,
which will be used for the energy measurement at the
RFQ exit of the SPIRAL2 accelerator [1]. Measurements
were done as well in frequency domain as in time domain
test bench in laboratory (Fig. 1) at the SPIRAL2
frequency (88,05MHz).

SIMULATION
The simulation results were obtained with CST Studio
Suite. The geometrical model (Fig. 2) and mesh used for
the frequency domain and time domain simulations is the
same. All metallic parts of the simulated pickup were
assumed to be made of perfect conductors (PEC) and all
other boundaries are PEC.
Ceramic
plot

Pickup

Inner
cylinder
Figure 2: Model of the pickup in CST.

Frequency Domain Studies
For the simulation in the frequency domain, tetrahedral
mesh was chosen. A Vector Network Analyser is used to
measure S11, S22 and S21 at the pickup ports. The
transmission S21 simulation and measurements are
reported in Fig. 3.
Microwave Studio simulations and RF bench
measurements of the scattering parameter S21 for the
probes are similar for frequency up to 1 GHz.

Figure 1: Test bench for the probe characterization.

The Model Design
The test bench is a transmission line with a
characteristic impedance of 50 ohms. All ports are
terminated with a 50 Ohm load, which absorbs the
incident power. The input signal is applied on the coaxial
line. The output signal is read on the pickup equipped
with a SMA connector.
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Figure 3: Comparison of Microwave Studio simulations
(Red) and RF bench measurements (blue).

Time Domain Studies
For the time domain simulation, the pulse form from
the bench generator was used as stimuli (Fig. 4). The
pulse was recorded and injected as a bunch source
through the TOF pick-up to perform analysis.
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Figure 5: Accuracy in function of the signal level.

Laboratory Results
The simulations on CST show results very close to
measurement signals.
The S parameters are similar except in high frequency.
This difference can be due to the simplified mechanical
drawing of the probes used in CST. Connectors and
coaxial cables can produce insert losses and mismatches,
but the difference is too small to be integrated in the
simulation parameter.
The injection of the temporal stimulus used for the
measure, have also close similarities with simulation.
The CST software allows modifying the mechanical
forms to see the incidence on every parameter and also
optimizing the sensors before or after realization. CST is a
successful tool to understand the electric functioning of
an electromagnetic diagnostic.

PHASE ELECTRONIC
INSTRUMENTATION
A new electronic instrumentation has been developed at
GANIL to measure the beam phase of each pickup. The
choice was done to digitalize directly pulses from
pickups. The main reason of this choice is the possibility
to calculate the phase of the harmonic 1 and 2 of the
signals with the same electronic.

Electronic Description
The FPGA board prototype is composed of analog to
digital converters AD9246 Analog Devices (14 bits), a
FPGA Spartan3 Xilinx, a PLL synthesiser ADF4360-9, a
serial interface with a touch screen.
The Phase and amplitude of different harmonics are
calculated with a FPGA by an I/Q method [2].

Phase Measurements in Laboratory
On a wide dynamic (60dB), FPGA phasemeter allows
measuring precisely sinusoidal signal phase (+/-0.1°) on
the three inputs (Fig. 5).

03 Longitudinal Diagnostics and Synchronization

The board prototype is based on a development board
called NanoBoard from ALTIUM. The NanoBoard is
used as a complete test bed for FPGA-based embedded
system design. Its flexibility and tight integration with the
Altium Designer software improve our ability to design,
implement and debug an entire FPGA-based system
design. We conceived a peripheral ADC board (Fig. 6),
which digitizes the inputs signals and generates the
sampling frequency. The line adaptation was verified and
the sampling clock jitter was minimized by using the
Altium Software.
ADC board

FPGA

Figure 6: The NanoBoard from ALTIUM with the
peripheral ADC Board.

Beam Energy Measurement at GANIL
A FPGA phasemeter prototype has been installed on
the GANIL accelerator, measuring the time of flight with
two pick-ups. The principle consists to compare two
energy measurements with two different methods. The
first method, which uses the spectrometer, gives an
energy reference value. The second method consists to
calculate the beam energy from the phase difference. The
goal is to compare results, validate the phase
measurement and measure the accuracy.
For the second method, two capacitive probes are used
along the GANIL beam line at a known distance.
The FPGA phasemeter measure the phase difference
between the pickup signals (Fig. 7). We use the same type
of system of measurement for both probes.
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Figure 4: Measure of the derivative pulse signal on the
probe: the results of simulation (red), the measure on
oscilloscope (blue).
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To define the measurement accuracy, we need to
qualify the phase difference between both channels. The
connection cables must be mated.
To calibrate the channel, we also have to know the
length of the cables of tests. All these measures have been
done with a vector network analyzer.
A test signal can be send to calibrate each channel in
phase.
Beam
Pickup1

Relay
(Test/Measure)

Pickup2

L#50m
G1=20dB

G1=20dB

L#50m

L#50m
Fr

G2=40dB

G2=40dB

Figure 8: Beam Energy measurement on a carbon beam at
GANIL. The difference with the spectrometer measure is
under 3ppm (without correction).

CONCLUSIONS
FPGA Phasemeter
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Figure 7: Block diagram of the phase measure at GANIL.

Beam Energy Results
An offset compensation is necessary to reach the
accuracy of the measures. The offset is set when the beam
is stopped with a faraday cup situated upstream on the
GANIL accelerator.
By taking into account the difference of phase between
both ways of measure (difference of probe capacities, gap
of phase amplifiers and cables), we obtain close measures
of energy up to 2°/°° (Fig. 8).
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The CST software is a useful tool for the 3D EM
simulation and optimizing devices.
The tests in laboratory and with the beam confirm that
the chosen method with a direct digitalization and a
digital signal processing give good results. The
comparison between the energy measurements with the
spectrometer and the probe phase measurement shows a
difference up to 2°/°° in energy and 1° in phase. New
ADC boards and communication boards are under
fabrication to get definitive electronic devices.
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DIAGNOSTICS OF RF BREAKDOWNS IN HIGH-GRADIENT
ACCELERATING STRUCTURES
A. Palaia∗ , Uppsala University, Sweden
V. Dolgashev, J. Lewandowski, S. Weathersby, SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, CA, USA
Abstract

Table 1: Main Parameters of the T18 Structure

Within the framework of the research on high-gradient
accelerating structures for future linear colliders, diagnostics of radio-frequency (RF) breakdowns is of great importance to support the understanding of the vacuum breakdown process. Measurements of RF and electron and ion
currents emitted during and after a breakdown can be used
to calculate the properties of any objects responsible for
such power reflection and charge emission. Possible breakdown models, breakdown localization and a time-scale of
the process are here discussed and compared to dedicated
measurements. First results are presented.

Frequency
Cells
Filling time
ain / aout
vg(input) / vg(output)
Phase advance/cell
Unloaded gradient

11.424 GHz
18 + input cell + output cell
36 ns
4.06/2.66 mm
2.61/1.02 % of c
120 ◦
55.5 MW → 100 MV/ m

The research on high-gradient accelerating structures is
a key aspect for the development of TeV-scale linear lepton colliders. The Compact Linear Collider (CLIC) is one
of these projects, an electron-positron collider relying on
a two-beam acceleration scheme based on 12 GHz room
temperature accelerating structures to accelerate beams up
to 3 TeV. The demand to reach such energies within a
reasonable length requires an accelerating gradient of 100
MV/ m. One of the key issues of structures providing such
gradient is represented by vacuum breakdowns. Such processes would perturb the beam during normal machine operations, therefore their rate must be kept low. High power
test facilities and dedicated measurements are therefore
needed to achieve a proper structure conditioning and to
better understand breakdowns’ microscopic dynamics.
We report here about breakdown experiments carried on
at the Accelerator Structure Test Area (ASTA) at SLAC,
with a T18 travelling wave structure [1] under test in a
resonant ring [2] (its main parameters are summarized in
Table 1). Although the microscopic development of breakdowns is not well understood, a strong field reflection and
charge emission during such processes can be clearly measured. We built diagnostics at ASTA to measure such signals and we present here our first attempt to analyse the
data.

THE RESONANT RING AT ASTA
A schematic of the resonant ring at ASTA is shown in
Fig. 1. It allows high power structure testing in a twoarm wave guide loop meant to recirculate the field such that
it constructively interferes with itself increasing the power
level in the structure at every turn. It is fed with a 11.4 GHz
∗ andrea.palaia@physics.uu.se
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Figure 1: Sketch of the experimental set-up (not to scale).
field E0 , measured in a Peak Power Meter (PPM) with a
sampling time of 10 ns (on the right of Fig 1). It is a 200
ns long pulse providing 70 MW in the first half and half
such power in the second half. Such field is picked up by
a directional coupler and measured before being split and
sent to the two ring-arms through hybrids. It is then measured again by the upper directional coupler in one of the
two arms on the left of Fig. 1, before it enters the structure.
We refer to it as the forward field Ef . The lower arm is
also equipped with a directional coupler which is used to
measure any field Er reflected from the structure in case of
breakdowns. The forward and reflected field measurement
points can be considered symmetric and at the same distance from the structure. The field picked up by directional
couplers is down-mixed with a local oscillator signal to 200
MHz and sampled at a rate of 2 Gs/s. A typical breakdown
event is shown in Fig. 2.
For the sake of simplicity the whole system can be
thought of two parts: the first going from where E0 is measured to where Ef is measured; the second part consisting
of a complete ring-arm round trip, including wave guides
and the accelerating structure. The travelling time t1 of
the first part is about 14 ns and the round trip time t2 is
48 ns. Field attenuation and phase shift can be expressed
in each one of these two sections by the complex numbers
c1 = ei(φ+iα) and c2 = ei(ψ+iη) , where α and η define
ohmic losses and φ and ψ define phase shifts. The field Ef
measured at time t is
Ef (t) = c1 E0 (t − t1 ) + c2 Ef (t − t2 )

(1)
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ξ(t) = arg E˜r (t) = Δωt − (ψ − θ)
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Hence the phase difference δ between forward and reflected
field is
δ = χ(t) − ξ(t) = arg
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=φ−ψ

(9)

The phase difference distribution of a sample of 107 breakdown events is shown in Fig. 3. All events accumulate
in three distinct populations separated by a distance of
about 120 ◦, suggesting that breakdowns are localized on
the irises of each cell of the 2π/3 structure.

−50

−150

(8)

1000

10

Figure 2: Typical RF (field envelope) and current measurements from a breakdown event.
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where
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⎛
Ef (0)
E0 (−t1 )
⎜ .. ⎟
⎜
..
Ef = ⎝ . ⎠ , A = ⎝
.
Ef (t)
E0 (t − t1 )

⎞
Ef (−t2 )
⎟
..
⎠ (3)
.
Ef (t − t2 )

The errors Δβi on the coefficients are
2
Δβi2 = σ 2 (AT A)−1
ii = σ Cii

(4)

where Cii is the covariance matrix and σ is the error on the
field measurement.

RF BREAKDOWN LOCALIZATION
A breakdown in the structure causes the field to be reflected backwards. The reflected field keeps therefore the
memory of the breakdown location as the difference of its
phase with the phase of the forward field. Given the complex fields Ef (t) = Ef ei[ωt+φ] and Er (t) = Er ei[ωt+ψ]
- numerically derived from the real measured signals by
means of a Hilbert transform - we down-mix them with another signal of angular frequency ω + Δω (Δω  ω) and
phase θ to obtain the slow-varying signals
E˜f (t) = Ef e−i[Δωt−(φ−θ)]

(5)

E˜r (t) = Er e−i[Δωt−(ψ−θ)]

(6)

where we remove the fast oscillating field at the sum frequency by passing the mixing product through a single pole
IIR filter with a cutoff frequency of 500 MHz. Their instantaneous phases are
χ(t) = arg E˜f (t) = Δωt − (φ − θ)
(7)
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Figure 3: Phase difference between forward and reflected
field in presence of breakdowns. The three distinct populations separated by about 120 ◦ suggest that breakdowns
happen on the irises of each cell.
To calculate uniquely the location of each breakdown in
the structure we use the time information given by the instant tr10 at which the reflected field appears (calculated
at 10% of the maximum) and the instant tf 90 at which the
forward field shows missing power (calculated at 90% of
the maximum). The time tb from when the field is reflected
until it is measured is
tb =

1
(tr10 − tf 90 + t2 )
2

(10)

The distribution of breakdowns along the structure is
shown in Fig. 4. The combined time and phase information from 107 breakdown events are summarised in Fig. 5,
number of breakdowns
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The latter is an over-determined system of t equations in
the unknown c1 and c2 which can be solved by a pseudoinverse in the following way:
 
c1
(2)
= β = (AT A)−1 AT Ef
c2

12
10
8
6
4
2
0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 18 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

cell number

Figure 4: Distribution of breakdowns along the structure:
number of breakdowns per cell.
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where each blue dot represents a breakdown and the red
crosses represent each cell together with the correspondent
filling time in the 2π/3 structure.

ωp2
,
ω2

ωp =

N q2
m0

(14)

where ωp is the plasma frequency, N is the charge density
per cubic centimetre, e is the electric charge, m is the mass
of the charged particles (electrons), ω the frequency of the
incident wave and 0 the vacuum electric permittivity. The
estimated peak value of the charge density N for a sample
of 107 breakdown events is shown is Fig. 6. The average
density of charges N = 5 · 1015 electrons per cubic centimetre is in agreement with the one estimated in previous
experiments [3].

40

tb [ns]

that the RF reflection is caused by a plasma grown in the
structure during the breakdown. We also assume a noncollisional and quasi-neutral plasma. Its permittivity is
r (ω) = 1 −
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CHARACTERIZATION OF RF
BREAKDOWNS
When a breakdown happens the field Ef propagates in
the structure for a distance l until it is (partially) reflected
backwards. A time tb after it is reflected we measure
Er (t) = Γ̃Ef (t − tb )

(11)

where Γ̃ = eγ Γ is a complex factor taking into account
twice the attenuation γ of the field over the distance l, and
the complex reflection coefficient Γ. The fraction of the
field which is not reflected will still be recirculating in the
ring but the missing field will show at time t as follows:
Ef (t) = c1 E0 (t − t1 ) + c2 Ef (t − t2 ) +
− ecγ2 Er (t − t2 + 2tb )

(12)

The RF reflection from the breakdown can be thought
as the reflection due to a mismatched load of normalized
impedance zL in a microwave circuit. We consider here
Eq. 11 and the reflection coefficient Γ̃ which keeps the
memory of the breakdown location and its dissipative effect plus the ohmic losses along the line, as we are not able
to disentangle the two contributions. Assuming that the
object responsible for the reflection is characterized by the
complex permittivity r and by a unitary magnetic permeability,
√
1 − Γ̃
(13)
zL = r =
1 + Γ̃
The last equation suggests that we can test different breakdown scenarios comparing their permittivity with the reflection coefficient Γ̃. We explore here the possibility
09 Others

Figure 6: Distribution of the estimated plasma density
which would cause the measured RF reflection.
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Figure 5: Calculated breakdown position (blue dots) with
respect to the position of the irises in the structure (red
crosses).
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Abstract
The quality of beam instrumentation is very important
in the experiments on accelerator driven systems (ADS)
aiming to investigate spatial and energy distribution of
neutrons inside and outside the subcritical setups
comprising spallation neutron sources irradiated by
relativistic beams. An important source of systematic
uncertainties of the experimental data is the inaccuracy of
determination of the beam parameters such as total
intensity of the extracted beam, beam position at the
target, fraction of the beam hitting the target and beam
shape.
This paper reviews the experimental techniques and
measurement tools for deuteron beam monitoring used
within the “Energy plus Transmutation” collaboration in
the ADS experiments at the accelerator complex of
Nuclotron (JINR, Russia):
● activation technique using Al monitors for
measurement of the total intensity of the extracted
beam;
● solid nuclear track detectors method and activation
technique using segmented activation Cu foils for
determination of beam profile and position at the
target.

INTRODUCTION
High-current, high-energy accelerators or cyclotrons
are used to produce neutrons from heavy elements by
spallation in ADS designed and investigated in order to
implement safe electronuclear technology for energy
generation
and
long-lived
radioactive
waste
transmutation.
A large scale research program for ADS study was
initiated by the Laboratory of High Energy Physics
(LHEP) within the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research
(JINR) in Dubna, Russia, and a large international
collaboration named “Energy plus Trasmutation” (“E+T”)
was established carrying out the experiments using
relativistic beams of Nuclotron accelerator complex of
LHEP. Within the “E+T” collaboration a number of target
systems of different geometries and composition were
developed and irradiated with relativistic protons and
deuterons.
“E+T” collaboration focuses on transmutation
investigation using transmutation samples and study of
spatial and momentum distributions of neutrons inside
and outside the targets using threshold detectors,
activation samples and solid state nuclear track detectors
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(SSNTD). For all mentioned measurements the
development of well controlled and precise irradiation
conditions are a crucial point.
This paper presents the main experimental techniques
used within the “E+T” collaboration in the experiments
with deuteron beams in order to determine beam position
on the targets, beam shape and total intensity of the
extracted beam.

BEAM PROFILE AND POSITION
INVESTIGATION
The form of spatial and momentum distribution of
neutrons in the experimental setups is affected by the
uncertainties of beam position and shape determination.
The beam center position and beam profile (intensity
distributions along the X- and Y-axis) during the
irradiation are obtained independently from solid state
nuclear track detectors and from a set of segmented
activation Cu foils.

Beam Profile and Position Determination with
SSNTD
SSNTD-sensors consist of two parts: of the heavy metal
that interacts with deuterons via nuclear fission
(irradiator) and of the material in which fission fragments
leave tracks (track detector). Natural lead (NatPb) is used
in our experiments as an irradiator, the detector materials
are artificial mica (Fluorophlogopite) or lavsan. The
procedure for SSNTD-sensors calibration is described in
[1].
Sensors of NatPb foils of dimensions 0.7×0.7×0.007 cm,
in contact with two track detector sheets are placed in
front of the setup in contact with the target, along the Xand Y-axis, as shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: SSNTD-sensors positions at the front of the
E+T setup.
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After the exposure the detectors are etched in HF or
NaOH, depending on the detector type. The duration of
the etching time is decided on the basis of the track
population in a given sample, in order to minimize the
overlapping of the track openings. To obtain an accurate
measure of the track densities the tedious method of
manual track counting was chosen. We count tracks in
many photomicrographs produced for each detector using
an optical microscope. The distributions of the track
density along the X- and Y-axis are used to obtain the
beam intensity distribution on the target.
The secondary particles born in the target and the
blanket also induce NatPb fission. The radial distributions
of NatPb fission-rates (normalized values) induced by
primary deuterons and back scattered neutrons in E+T
setup are shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Radial distributions of NatPb normalized fission
rates induced by primary deuterons and secondary
neutrons in E+T setup.
Calculation was made using FLUKA Monte-Carlo
code. It is obvious that the beam shape is completely
determined by NatPb(d,f) reaction.
We determine the beam profile using the assumption
that it has a Gaussian shape. It should be noted that this
approximation is good for the central part of the beam,
but not for its tails.

Beam Profile and Position Determination with
Activation Foils
The activation foils of standard laboratory purity copper
(Cu) of 0.007 cm thickness are used. The copper was
chosen, because in interaction with deuterons a lot of
radioactive isotopes are produced, but none of them is
produced by neutrons.
For each irradiation one Cu foil of 8×8 cm is placed
directly in front of the target faced to the beam. This foil
is after the irradiation cut into 16 pieces of 2×2 cm size as
shown in Fig. 3a and every piece is measured separately.
Since no experimental cross-sections are known for
interaction of relativistic deuteron and copper, only
relative comparison between the yields of produced
isotopes in different foils can be made.
Coaxial high purity Germanium (HPGe) detector is
used for gamma-spectrum measurements. Yields of the
isotopes in each foil are normalized to the most active one
and the distribution of the weighted averages of the yields
is obtained (see Fig. 3).
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The gamma-lines of the following isotopes are
observed: 58Co, 56Co, 48Cr, 52Mn, 48Sc, 44mSc, 57Ni, 48V,
47
Sc, 55Co, 48Cr, 43K, and 44Sc. Totally 19 lines are used
for the evaluation. No one of these isotopes is visible in
all foils and with similar activities; this leads to the
presumption that all isotopes we use are produced by the
deuterons from the beam and not by back-scattered
neutrons from the target.
After the pre-evaluation the most active foils are
selected for further evaluation. They are cut onto smaller
pieces of 1×1 cm as shown in Fig. 3b and each of them is
measured once again. The same procedure as in previous
case allows to obtain precise distribution of the beam
intensity on the target. The coordinates of the most active
foil after all the stages of evaluation indicate the position
of the beam centre on the target.
In order to check the beam direction inside the target
one more copper foil can be placed behind the target.

BEAM FLUENCE MEASUREMENT
An important source of systematic uncertainties of the
experimental data is the inaccuracy of the extracted beam
total intensity definition (the beam fluence). The beam
fluence is obtained using big activation monitors (Al and
Cu foils) placed for the whole irradiation run at the
position of a few meters upstream the target in order to
avoid activation from backscattered particles. The
distance was chosen on the basis of MCNPX calculations
[2].
The accuracy of the beam fluence determination
depends mainly on the accuracy of (d,X) reactions crosssection value.
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Figure 3: Weighted average (left) over relative yields of
19 gamma-lines in the whole Cu beam monitor (a), of 11
gamma-lines in the double cut part of Cu beam monitor
(b) and scheme of monitor position on the target (right).
Circle is a target projection, square is a Cu foil.
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In the “E+T” experiments using proton beams a
sustainable procedure for beam fluence monitoring has
been developed [3]. Published data on 27Al(p,3pn)24Na
reaction cross-sections were analyzed, evaluated and
fitted with the appropriate function shown in Fig. 4, in
order to find a well defined cross-section value with a
small uncertainty for every relevant proton energy in the
range of 0.5 GeV ≤ Ep ≤ 7 GeV.

Figure 4: Excitation function for the monitor reaction
Al(p,3pn)24Na. The central line is the fitted function, the
two outer lines indicate ±σ uncertainty range.
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27

For determination of the deuteron beam fluence from
the induced 24Na activity the cross-section for the
27
Al(d,3p2n)24Na reaction for the used deuteron kinetic
energy has to be defined. This cross-section, however, is
known only for deuterons of kinetic energy 2.33 GeV as
15.25 ±1.50 mb [4].
Deuteron cross-sections for the other energies are
deduced from the known cross-sections for protoninduced reactions. The excitation functions for the
inelastic reaction cross-section of protons and deuterons
on 27Al are shown in Fig. 5, yielding to a constant ratio
between the inelastic cross-sections at any energy.

Figure 5: Inelastic excitation functions for proton and
deuteron induced reactions on 27Al.
It is therefore assumed that cross-sections for the
individual reaction channels leading from 27Al to 24Na in
proton and deuteron induced reactions will also run
parallel. With this assumption the cross-sections for the
deuteron-induced reaction (σd) for any deuteron kinetic
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energy Ed can be calculated as σd,Ed = σd,2.33 · (σp,Ed /
σp,2.33).
After the irradiation the monitor foils are measured
with HPGe detectors. The measured isotope is 24Na
(T1/2=15.02 h), the activity is determined using gammalines of the energies 1368.6 keV (line intensity is 100 %)
and 2754.1 keV (line intensity is 99.9%).
The measured activities at the end of irradiation are
corrected for decay during the irradiation according to the
known beam-burst profile, for decay between the end of
irradiation and start of measurement and for decay during
the measurement. The detailed description of all
spectroscopic corrections applied for the calculation of
24
Na yield is given in [5].
The minimum uncertainty of deuteron fluence
measurement using activation foils is 10% due to the
uncertainties in cross-section determination as well as to
the corrections that have to be applied for the gamma
spectrum analysis.

CONCLUSIONS
The experimental systematic uncertainties in the ADS
experiments at the Nuclotron depend strongly on the
accuracy of the beam parameters determination. The
beam fluence uncertainty affects the accuracy of the
absolute values of the experimental data. The accuracy of
beam position determination affects also tendencies in
spatial distributions of neutrons inside the targets. The
overall systematic uncertainties of the experimental data
due to the inaccuracy of determination of deuteron beam
parameters are >10%.
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FAST AND CRITICAL DETECTION DEVICES PLANNED FOR THE
MACHINE PROTECTION SYSTEM AT THE FACILITY FOR RARE
ISOTOPE BEAMS *
G. Kiupel, S. Assadi, T. Brown, P. Chu, J. Crisp, S. Peng, M. Stettler, Y. Zhang,
FRIB - MSU, East Lansing, MI 48824, U.S.A.
The Facility for Rare Isotope Beams (FRIB) at
Michigan State University (MSU) will use a 400 kW,
heavy-ion cw linac to produce rare isotopes in support of
a rich program of fundamental research. In the event of
operational failures, the Machine Protection System
(MPS) shuts off the beam within microseconds to control
beam losses that may damage accelerator components.
The operational mode is distributed to all fast and critical
devices that have multiple hardware checkpoints and
comparators. A relational database provides the
framework for the development of the MPS management
application. In this paper, we present the FRIB MPS
architecture, plans and implementation.

INTRODUCTION
MSU was chosen to design and establish FRIB as a
DOE Office of Science National User Facility in support
of the mission of the Office of Nuclear Physics. The FRIB
preliminary engineering design for the heavy-ion linac is
well underway. The linac consists of a room temperature
front-end system producing beams of approximately
0.3MeV per nucleon. Three additional superconducting
linac segments produce beams of >200 MeV/u with a
beam power of up to 400 kW. In the event of operational
failures, the beam must be shut off promptly to control the
beam losses that may damage accelerator components.
FRIB has adopted the residual beam loss activation limit
at 30 cm to be equivalent to 1W/m of uncontrolled
operating beam losses to allow for hands-on maintenance.

MPS CONFIGURATION
MPS Requirements and Concept
The MPS must be a fast, reliable and robust system
with the ability to turn off the beam within 35 to 45 s
(depending on fault location). The MPS has digital inputs
from only the fast and/or critical devices. All other fault
signals from devices that are not fast and/or critical are
handled by the Beam Permit System.
This means that all MPS related devices must have
information about the present mode of the machine, and
they must interpret their status based on machine mode as
well as their local inputs (smart devices). These smart
devices provide a signal of OK or NOT OK (NOK) to the
MPS. In the case of a NOK signal, the MPS turns off the

beam by simultaneously commanding a 180° phase shift
from the RFQ, activation of an electrostatic deflector, and
by 100% duty cycle from the chopper. Furthermore, the
MPS may slowly turn off the high voltage power supply
to the ECR depending on the specific fault condition and
machine mode. All devices must have the ability to lock
their data buffers for post mortem analysis.
The initial status and all updates to inputs or outputs
must be logged with timestamps. The MPS time must be
synchronized with the Timing System and the MPS log is
stored to a database.
The MPS must be flexible enough to accommodate
commissioning, operations and future machine upgrades.

MPS Response Time
The MPS response time requirement is defined to be a
maximum of 35 s for faults occurring in linac segment 2,
and 45 s for faults occurring in all other segments of the
linac and the beam delivery system. This time includes
15s for the diagnostic device to detect and inform about
the failure, 10 or 20 s for the MPS to process the
information and distribute the event to mitigation devices,
and 2 s to execute the mitigation action (i.e., abort the
beam). An additional 8 s is provided to account for
beam in the pipe.
The MPS processing time for each device does not
increase with expansion of the system. However, as more
MPS nodes are added, it may become necessary to extend
the network with another layer of MPS switches. This
adds another device with its processing time in the path
between the detected fault and the mitigation output.
Hence a powerful FPGA is needed to perform fast signal
processing.
The MPS system uses a digital fiber optic network.
The fiber propagation delay time depends on the length of
the fiber cable (about 5 s per 1 km). To minimize cable
lengths, the MPS device location and network is carefully
planned while also employing an effective protocol for
data transmission. The time for a signal to pass from the
input to the MPS device’s internal logic (or vice versa for
outputs) is negligible for a low number of I/O interfaces
but may become significantly longer for a very large
number of I/O interfaces per device thus requiring
optimization of the number of I/O interfaces.

___________________________________________
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MPS and Timing System
The Timing System (TS) is a dedicated hardware
system that provides precise trigger information to
diagnostics and enables data correlation. It also
communicates with the MPS by checking on its
“heartbeat” for an added layer of reliability. The timing
system can broadcast globally useful events and data (e.g.
mode switching and asynchronous events such as MPS
beam abort). Since the MPS has a bi-directional optical
communications interface to the TS, time stamps with a
resolution of 100 ns can be achieved.

MPS and Control System
The FRIB Control System (CS) is EPICS-based [1].
The MPS has an interface to the CS to communicate
information about its health, operational status and status
of its interfaces, including all nodes and switches.

System Architecture
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The two basic components of the MPS system are the
MPS master and the MPS nodes. They are connected
using a bidirectional optical switch in a tree topology
network. Other topologies are also being considered. The
MPS master serves as the entry point for integration with

the CS and TS. It is also the central point of the MPS
network.
The MPS master receives messages from all MPS
nodes and is notified about detected faults on local
devices. The protection logic is realized by fast and
reliable FPGA processors with real-time communications
interfaces. The MPS has a direct optical interface to the
TS from which it can receive time synchronization and
mode change messages. The TS can issue a mode change
in run-time, which dynamically changes the behavior of
the system using well defined response matrices.
The MPS master can perform mitigation actions based
on fault messages by driving mitigation outputs or
broadcasting messages for local mitigation actions. The
MPS Master can also distribute response matrix
configurations from the CS and timing information from
the TS to other MPS devices through the MPS optical
network. The CPU within the MPS Master has a built-in
EPICS I/O controller that provides integration with the
CS. Through this interface, response matrix
configurations can be loaded into the MPS when the beam
is off. When the beam is on, the CS can monitor MPS
operation and device interfaces via status variables.

Figure 1: FRIB MPS System Architecture.
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MPS Management Application (Software)
The MPS can be configured and monitored through the
MPS management application. It consists of a standalone
application or service within the CS.
The MPS
management application interfaces with a relational
database (RDB) that serves as a global resource for the
control system.
The RDB provides three primary
functions to the MPS:
1) manages configuration
information, 2) stores machine mode masks required for
operation, and 3) stores alerts, failures and device data
buffers. All MPS inputs and outputs are associated with
EPICS process variables. In addition, MPS node
configuration parameters are mapped to process variables
and stored in the database.

FAST AND CRITICAL DEVICES
Beam Loss Monitors (BLMs) and phase detectors are
categorized as fast devices, while beam position monitors
(BPMs), profile monitors (PMs) and other devices are
categorized as critical devices. BLMs are the first to
detect a serious problem with the beam. They ensure that
the uncontrolled operating beam loss does not exceed 1
W/m. As smart devices, they evaluate their measurement
based on their location and provide a binary signal
(OK/NOK) to the MPS Master.
Each superconducting RF cavity is equipped with a
phase detector that is connected to the low-level RF
(LLRF) system. The LLRF then provides a signal to the
MPS, indicating whether or not the phase is locked.
BPMs and PMs are considered to be critical devices
because they provide essential information for post
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mortem analysis. They may trigger mitigation action
under certain circumstances, but are typically too slow as
faster devices such as BLMs will have already triggered
mitigation action in the case of machine failure. Other
inputs to the MPS are status signals from other critical
systems such as the Personnel Protection System (PPS),
Beam Permit System (BPS), cryogenic systems, magnets,
etc.

MITIGATION DEVICES
The mitigation devices primarily consist of an
electrostatic deflector that could be backed up by the
chopper, the radio frequency quadrupole (RFQ) and the
ECR. The location of the electrostatic deflector is chosen
to minimize the residual beam deposition into the driver
linac after the abort is pulled [2]. The chopper is located
in the low energy section of the front end of the machine.
When mitigation action is triggered, the MPS commands
100% chopping thus directing the beam to the Faraday
cup (FC) within 2 s. The FC provides a feedback signal
to the MPS for verification that the beam is diverted from
the beam line.
The RFQ is also located at the front end of the machine
and facilitates the transition from the low to the medium
energy section. For mitigation action, the MPS commands
a 180° phase shift, which results in the elimination of
particles being accelerated. This may take up to 20 s. In
addition, the MPS can turn off the ECR high voltage
within milliseconds, thus preventing injection of charged
particles.

CONCLUSIONS
The MPS for FRIB will meet the project requirements
and adequately protect the machine. Critical system
parameters, inputs, outputs, interfaces and integration
with other systems have been defined within the scope of
the preliminary engineering design.
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Similar to the MPS Master, MPS Node logic is
implemented using FPGAs. The FPGA logic monitors the
state of connected devices through pluggable input cards
that can support different electrical interfaces. The input
signals are conditioned internally where glitch rejection
and similar functions can be performed. The MPS Node
can also carry out local mitigation actions.
The FPGA processor also logs changes of inputs and
outputs along with timestamps for post-mortem analysis.
Logs from all MPS Nodes are time synchronized through
events from MPS Master, which receives its timing
information from the TS. When a mitigation action is
performed, the logging is stopped and the internal logs are
sent to the MPS Master through the MPS network.
The bidirectional MPS switch connects the MPS Nodes
to one optical interface on the MPS Master. Messages
from the MPS Nodes are received and buffered in the
switch. A multiplexer takes out messages from the buffers
according to priority and sends them to the MPS Master
through a single upstream interface. The data transfer can
be done in real-time, completely deterministically and
with low jitter (about one tenth of the timestamp
resolution). Time synchronization events are downstream
messages from the master to nodes, that are broadcast
without buffering and therefore delay and jitter are even
smaller.
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The TAC (Turkish Accelerator Center) IR FEL facility
which is named as Turkish Accelerator and Radiation
Laboratory at Ankara, TARLA will be based on a 15-40
MeV electron linac accompanying two different
undulators with 2.5 cm and 9 cm periods in order to
obtain IR FEL ranging between 2-250 microns. The
electron linac will consist of two sequenced modules,
each housing two 9-cell superconducting TESLA cavities
for cw operation. It is planned that the TARLA facility
will be will be completed in 2013 at Golbasi campus of
Ankara University. This facility will give an opportunity
to the scientists and industry to use FEL in research and
development in Turkey and our region. In this study, the
main structure of the facility and planned electron beam
diagnostics system is given in detail.

INTRODUCTION
It is generally accepted that to obtain high quality FEL,
the electron beam should have high peak current, short
bunches (depending on wavelength), minimum energy
spread and low emittance, so on. Furthermore, in order to
serve wide range of experimental needs of users, the time
structure of electron should have both continuous wave
and pulsed mode. In addition, the system should have
minimum setup time, maximum beam time and stable
parameters.
The TARLA [1],[2] aims to obtain FEL between 2.5250 ȝm using electron beam in the range of 15-40 MeV
and two undulators with 25 and 90 mm period lengths.
The electron source is chosen to be a high average current
thermionic DC gun running at up to 250 keV, which is in
manufacturing phase at the moment. The injector system
will be completely based on normal conducting
technology with two bunchers that operate 260 MHz and
1.3 GHz, respectively. The injector will be sufficient to
establish well-defined beam before electron enters the

first superconducting accelerator (SC) module. The main
acceleration structures will consist of two ELBE modules
that each houses two TESLA 9-cell SC structures. These
modules are designed to operate at 1mA electron beam
current but they are capable of operating at 1.6mA
continuous wave operation (CW) that we plan to achieve
in the further upgrade. The main parameters of TARLA
electron beam are given in Table 1. General layout of
TARLA is showed in Fig. 1.
Table 1: TARLA Expected Beam Parameters
Parameters

Current

Upgrade

Energy [MeV]

15-40

15-40

Bunch Charge [pC]

80

120

Average Beam Current [mA]

1.0

1.6

Micro Bunch Rep. Rate [MHz]

13-26

13-26

Macro Pulse Duration [Ps]

10 to CW

10 to CW

Macro Pulse Rep. Rate [Hz]

1 to CW

1 to CW

Bunch Length [ps]

0.5-8

0.6-8

Nor. RMS trans. Emit. [mm mrad]

<12

<15

Nor. RMS Long. Emit. [keV.ps]

<40

<50

DIAGNOSTIC REQUIRMENTS
In the installation and running process of the FEL, high
quality electron beam is needed. Therefore the beam
properties and parameters such as beam charge, beam
position and beam losses should be viewed and measured
along the beam line. Also some parameters such as beam
profile, emittance, longitudinal bunch length, energy and
energy spread should be determined in the installation and
maintenance of FEL.

Figure 1: General layout of TARLA.
____________________________________________
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Figure 2: Layout of the injector of TARLA.
For short bunch electron accelerator, mostly button
BPM or stripline type beam position monitors are used.
Button types monitors are consist of metal plates and their
frequency range is 100 MHz < facc < 3 GHz and also
mechanical realization is very simple. However, the
signal of the button type BPM would not be strong
enough for the bunch charge of electron beam of TARLA.
Therefore stripline monitor will be more appropriate.

Beam Profile Monitors
To measure the beam profile scintillating viewers and
Optical Transition Radiation (OTR) monitors can be used.
OTR is the better way to monitoring the beam. The
disadvantage of OTR is low efficiency at low energy. So,
OTR monitors is appropriate at high energies (40 MeV)
Therefore in the injector scintillating screens will be used.
For this purpose, special types of material have been
developed and they are usually referred as phosphors. A
typical material is widely used in accelerators is
aluminum oxide (alumina) doped with chromium
(Chromox Al2O3:Cr) and monocrystals YAG [3]. The
chromox has very good light emission yield and cheap.
Therefore it is appropriate to use as phosphorus material
in scintillating screen.

Bunch Charge Measurement
In the injector of TARLA the bunch charge will be
measured with two different method; Faraday Cup and
beam Current transformer. Faraday cup is the easiest way
to measure the beam current. But it is destructive for the
beam and it is placed at the end of the accelerator. It is
made of a conductive material. The beam current can be
measured directly by an ammeter (for D.C. current) or
oscilloscope (for pulsed beam). 1 cm of cupper is enough
for the electrons below 1 MeV. The current transformers
that are convenient for TARLA-IR FEL can be found in
the market [4]. A fast current transformer (FCT) has
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enough bandwidth for the high minipulse repetition rate.
The current can be measured by ICT (Integrating current
transformer) and the longitudinal beam profile can be
viewed by FCT.

Emittance Measurement
Since the beam emittance is the measure of the beam
size and beam divergence, it cannot be measured directly.
So, different method is needed to measure emittance. At
high energy (40 MeV) quadrupole scan method is
appropriate. For low energy beam, space charge is
dominated; therefore the emittance must be measured by
multi-slit or pepper pot techniques in the injector [5].

Beam Loss Monitor
Long ionization chambers using a single coaxial cable
is sufficient for one-shot accelerators or transport lines.
The long chamber has to be split into short parts which
are read out individually [6].

Energy and Energy Spread Measurements
Spectrometers determine the particle momentum by
determining the deflection in a bending magnet. The
deflection angle is proportional with the integral of
magnetic field along the bending magnet and inversely
proportional with the particle momentum: Very good
precision is needed at the entrance and at the exit of the
analyzing magnet. And also magnetic field must be very
well determined. The energy spread can be determined
with a bending magnet and an OTR viewer. When a beam
deflected in bending magnet, high-energy particles
deflection is more than the deflection of the low energy
particles. Therefore, the size of the beam on the screen is
proportional with the energy spread and it can be
calculated.

Bunch Length Measurement
The longitudinal electron bunch length can be
measured with two different methods. The first is to use
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the RF cavity operating in the TM110 mode (kicker cavity)
at the end of the injector line. It has been used in many
laboratories for low energy beams. Second method is
Martin Puplett Interferometer (MPI) [7]. The MPI is a
modified Michelson interferometer, where the beams are
linearly polarized at specific orientations.
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CONCLUSION
Diagnostic layout of the injector of TARLA is showed
in Fig. 2. At the exit of the gun a current transformer will
be used to measure the beam current. This device will be
used also for preliminary test for the gun which is under
manufacturing. The bunch charge will be measured
several point of the beam line with faraday cup and
current transformers. Beam profile is viewed by using the
chromox and YAG:Ce screens at five point on the injector
line. After the first linac the beam can be viewed by OTR
monitors.
The energy spread will be measured by using the
bending magnet and beam viewer in injector. A
spectrometer can be used also to measure energy after the
first and second linac. Multi-slit method will be used to
measure the emittance after the third solenoid with a mask
and beam viewer. Quadrupole scan method is appropriate
after the second linac to measure the emittance. The
beam diagnostic devices along the beam line are given in
Table 2.
Table 2: Beam Diagnostic Devices of TARLA
Devices

Lovation

Number

BPM

All beam line

15

Scintillation Screen

Injector

5

OTR Screen

All beam line

16

Faraday Cup

Injector

1

FCT-ICT

Exit of the gun

1

ICT

All beam lline

6

Spectrometer

Exit of linac 1

1
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SUMMARY OF COTR EFFECTS
S. Wesch∗ , B. Schmidt, DESY, Hamburg, Germany

Coherent Transition Radiation in the visible regime
(COTR) has become a serious issue for FEL-Linacs disturbing the measurement of beam profiles by OTR screens
up to a level where this diagnostics becomes totally impossible. In this paper we summarize the measured COTR
eﬀects from LCLS, FLASH and other machines and the investigations done so far into the dependence of the eﬀect
on beam and machine parameters. The status of the theoretical background and understanding of its origin will be
discussed as well as proposals and experiences with possible remedies.

INTRODUCTION
The observation of Optical Transition Radiation (OTR)
from metallic screens is a wide spread and attractive
method for transverse beam profile measurements at linear accelerators. OTR monitors are technologically rather
simple; besides the screen a commercial CCD camera with
appropriate optics is required. Up to very high γ, the spatial
resolution is not limited by the radiation process itself but
by diﬀraction in the optical system and the resolution of the
camera [1]. OTR monitors have become common devices
for single shot transverse beam profiling, for emittance
measurements and beam matching. They typically use visible or (very) near infrared radiation for which a large variety of silicon based CCD cameras is available and the
metallic OTR screen shows perfect reflectivity. The method
however relies on the fact that transition radiation at these
wavelengths is emitted incoherently by individual bunch
particles with random phase correlations. Only in this case,
the intensity distribution reflects the (longitudinally integrated) charge distribution in the transverse plane. As soon
as a noteworthy fraction of the observed OTR is radiated
coherently from the entire bunch or parts of it, the measured profiles are completely dominated by interference effects and thus useless for beam profiling. Coherent Optical
Transition Radiation (COTR) is emitted if either the overall bunch length is comparable to a few visible wavelengths
(σt ≈ 1 fs) or if there are longitudinal microstructures inside the bunch on the same length scale. Since the ratio of
coherent to incoherent intensity scales with the number of
particles in the bunch N times |F L |2 , the longitudinal form
factor squared, even small micro-modulations can create
dramatic eﬀects and completely compromise OTR monitoring. Significant coherent radiation in the visible regime
has first been observed at the bright, low emittance electron beams for FELs and has become as serious issue for
∗
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the applicability of OTR monitors at such machines. In
this paper, we will summarize the experimental observations made at various facilities, briefly outline the basis of
the present theoretical understanding of the underlying microbunching process and finally present a few new concepts
how to circumvent the diagnostic problems.

UNEXPECTED PHYSICS AT LCLS
COTR at visible wavelengths has first been observed
from the density modulated beam of a SASE-FEL operating at 530 nm [2] and is used as a diagnostic tool for the
ultra-short electron bunches emerging from laser-plasma
acceleration [3]. In both cases, the microstructures are
intended eﬀects and the resulting coherent radiation gives
valuable information about those. The main subject of this
paper are the uncontrolled and unwanted COTR phenomena as first observed and investigated at the LCLS [4, 5].
At LCLS, the electron bunch from the photo-injector enL0 QB
Gun

L1X
L1S

DL1
135 MeV

OTR Screen

BC1 L2L2-linac BC2
250 MeV
4.3 GeV

L3L3-linac

BSY
14 GeV

Figure 1: Schematic layout of the LCLS linac
ter the main linac at about 135 MeV through an achromatic bend DL1 (“dogleg”) and is further compressed by
two bunch compressors (BC1 and BC2) at 250 MeV and
4.3 GeV (Fig. 1). During beam emittance studies downstream of BC1, clear indications for COTR were observed
not only for extreme compressions, where very sharp temporal spikes in the charge profile could be expected, but
also for uncompressed bunches of 2.4 ps rms length. The
intensity of the coherent light turned out to be extremely
sensitive to the setting of the quadrupole (QB) between the
two DL1 dipoles, reaching its maximum value for QB making a DL1 a perfect linear achromat (Fig. 2). For uncompressed bunches with typically σt = 50 fs and q = 250 pC,
the COTR intensity exceeded the incoherent value by about
a factor of 4 while for compressed bunches a factor of more
than 100 was observed. Further downstream after BC2, the
enhancement factor reached 5 orders of magnitude.
OTR images observed under these conditions (Fig. 3)
are characterized by pronounced intensity and shape fluctuations from shot-to-shot quite often locally saturating
the imaging system. In consequence, any OTR based
beam profile and emittance measurements downstream
DL1 turned out to be impossible.
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into account as well as the three dimensional form factor
for the radiation process. In this way, the striking dependence of the COTR intensity on the chicane optics shown
in Fig. 2 could be fully explained [8].

Gaussian fit
Data
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y = A exp((x − B) /C /2) + D
A = 3.67e+05+−3.92e+04
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COTR EFFECTS AT FLASH
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Figure 2: Integrated CTR intensity observed at LCLS after
DL1 as function of QB quadrupole strength [5].
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Figure 3: Single shot OTR images observed at LCLS
downstream BC1 (courtesy H. Loos).

MICROBUNCHING INSTABILITY
For bunches much longer than optical wavelengths, the
presence of coherent radiation in the visible region is a consequence of collective eﬀects leading to a normally undesired generation and amplification of microstructures inside
the bunch which is discussed in literature as microbunching instability. The beam of a high gain free electron
laser linac is especially prone to create such eﬀects since
it combines high charge density with magnetic bunch compressors which act as eﬀective amplifiers and wavelengths
shifters for the micro-structures. The basic mechanisms
can be described in a simple one dimensional model [6].
An initial energy modulation in front of a magnetic bunch
compressor is transformed into a longitudinal density modulation due to the non-vanishing R56 . The resulting depth of
the density modulation critically depends on R56 and the intrinsic (local) energy spread σγ /γ. In the one dimensional
model with no energy chirp, the most eﬀective transformation takes place for a wavelength λ = 2π R56 σγ /γ. Modulations with shorter wavelengths are rapidly washed out.
The source of the initial energy modulation can be manifold. It could be a primordial modulation generated in the
electron source or be created upstream of the chicane by the
longitudinal space charge impedance. If the bunches are
very strongly compressed in the chicanes, Coherent Synchrotron Radiation (CSR) acts as an additional source for
further amplification of the microbunching [7]. For a quantitative understanding of the observed COTR intensity, the
transverse structure (emittance) of the beam and the influence of dispersion (R16 ) and R51 and R52 have to be taken
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Bunch preparation and compression in the linac of the
free electron laser FLASH has much in common with the
situation at LCLS. As shown in Fig. 4, electron bunches are
produces by a photo injector and compressed in two subsequent magnetic chicanes at about 150 MeV and 500 MeV.
After the final acceleration to at maximum 1.2 GeV, a
achromatic lateral displacement (“dogleg”) is used for energy collimation. Before 2010, FLASH used a so called
“roll-over” compression scheme where the curvature of the
longitudinal phase space before compression led to a sharp
leading current spike followed by a long tail. Since 2010,
the longitudinal phase space can be linearized using an
additional 3rd harmonic (3.9 GHz) super conducting resonator (ACC39) leading to a much more homogeneous and
extended current distribution in the compressed bunches.
A variety of OTR based diagnostics is used at FLASH,
not only transverse profiling and emittance measurements.
The most important longitudinal diagnostics is a transverse
deflecting RF structure (TDS) which is used to measure
the longitudinal current profile with high resolution and, in
conjunction with a dispersive magnet, to image the longitudinal phase space. Before 2010, the TDS was located right
in front of the energy collimator, at present it is installed
directly in front of the FEL undulators at the very end of
the linac.

Figure 4: Outline of the FLASH linac
Prior to the installation and use of ACC39, no serious deterioration of the OTR diagnostics by coherence eﬀects was
observed. To investigate this in more detail, we measured
the spectral distribution of the CTR light in the visible and
NIR region from a port at the location of the TDS screen in
front of the “dogleg” chicane. Measurements where done
for bunches in normal FEL operation conditions which was
by then non-linearized compression in both magnetic chicanes, and for “uncompressed” bunches passing the magnetic chicanes wit no linear energy chirp gained in ACC1
(on-crest operation). For normal FEL operation (Fig. 5a),
the intensity and spectral distribution in the visible region
was in fact in good agreement with purely incoherent radiation. Above about 1 µm, an excess of coherent emission
could be observed reaching about a factor of 80 at 1.6 µm.
It can not be excluded, that this excess is due to the sharp
leading current spike and thus no indication for additional
microbunching eﬀects. For uncompressed bunches the sit-
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uation was diﬀerent. These bunches should not have sharp
structures from the compression process, nevertheless excessive coherent radiation down to the visible region was
observed. The intensity of the radiation could be dramatically increased by reducing the R56 of the magnetic chicanes. For the smallest R56 which could be used, coherent
radiation extended down to the UV cut-oﬀ of the spectrometer optics.
Figure 6: Images of a TDS streaked electron bunch at
FLASH. While a) seems to be free from COTR eﬀects, b)
is COTR dominated. Between a) and b) the phase of the
accelerating module ACC1 in front of the first compressor
chicane was changed by 0.5 deg.
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Figure 5: CTR spectra in the VIS and NIR regime observed
at FLASH in front of the energy collimator. a) normal FEL
operation (non-linear compression), b) - d) on-crest operation of ACC1 with diﬀerent strengths of the compressor
chicanes [9].
For two of the machine settings, we were able to complete the spectra by measurements using a grating bases
FIR spectrometer which showed that the CTR from microbunched on-crest bunches peaks at about 10 µm [10].
The COTR situation at FLASH changed after the installation of ACC39 and the simultaneous upstream shift of
the TDS and its screens behind the energy collimating chicane. The TDS transforms the longitudinal profile into the
vertical by applying a time dependent streak voltage. The
resulting distribution can be imaged either directly, thus
mapping the longitudinal density as function of the horizontal coordinate or after passing a dipole magnet with a
bending angle of 10 deg, mapping the longitudinal density
vs. energy deviation (longitudinal phase space). It turned
out, that under normal machine operation conditions, the
straight screen cannot be used due to very severe COTR
eﬀects which critically depend on the detailed setting of
the phases of ACC1 and ACC39 defining the energy chirp
in front of the first bunch compressor [11]. Fig. 6 shows
images of streaked bunches without dispersion applied for
two slightly diﬀerent phases of ACC1. While in one case
imaging seems to be undisturbed, the second case shows all
the COTR typical symptoms: excessive intensity saturating
the camera, extreme shot to shot fluctuations and structure
dominated by interference eﬀects.
Imaging the phase space after the dispersive section on
the other hand shows no indications for COTR eﬀects;
Fig. 7 shows a typical phase space image for a highly compressed bunch. It is free from COTR eﬀects but clearly reveals a microstructure along the bunch with a typical mod-
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Figure 7: Longitudinal phase space of a compressed electron bunch at FLASH imaged using the transverse deflecting structure (TDS) and a dispersive dipole. The bunch
exhibits substructure in energy and longitudinal coordinate
at a scale of 20 fs but produces no COTR eﬀects.
The reason for the obvious strong suppression of COTR
eﬀects after the dipole bend is the strong R51 and R52 which
very eﬃciently wipes out the optical wavelength structures
of the bunch.
To further investigate the situation and especially the role
of the collimator chicane, we measured the CTR spectra in
the VIS and NIR regime (Fig. 8) for three compression settings (Fig. 9). All bunch shapes show a similar spectral
distributions, all of them leaking into the range of CCD
cameras. The intensity depends dramatically on the details
of the phase space distribution. A simple simulation including the linear optics of the“dogleg” and a realistic normalized emittance of 1 mm mrad explains the cut-oﬀ of around
λ = 600 nm but leaves many details to be investigated.
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Despite the fact the all facilities use similar beam parameters like emittance and energy spread, photo injector produced bunches seem to be more prone to develop microbunching instabilities than those from thermionic guns.
The situation at APS is especially interesting and pointing
in this direction since the same accelerator has been operated with both types of sources.
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Figure 8: CTR spectra in the VIS and NIR regime observed at FLASH for three diﬀerent compression modes:
a) on-crest, b) moderate compression, c) partially overcompressed. The longitudinal phase space distribution of these
settings is shown in Fig. 9.

Figure 9: The longitudinal phase space for the three compression settings used for Fig. 8.

COTR AT OTHER FACILITIES
COTR eﬀects impeding beam diagnostics has been reported from various facilities meanwhile though not very
many details have been published. One decisive detail
seems to be nature of the electron source, all positive reports on COTR have been made at machines using laser
driven photo-injectors. Besides LCLS and FLASH, three
other facilities report positively about the observation of
COTR:

ALTERNATIVE CONCEPTS AND OTR
RESCUE PLANS
If screen based beam profile monitors fail due to COTR
eﬀects, wire scanners can be used to measure the transverse profile of the beam. At LCLS, all transverse monitoring and emittance measurements between DL1 and dump
are now based on wire scanners. Nevertheless, the striking
simplicity and single shot capability of the imaging technique makes it interesting to think about alternative concepts and ideas to avoid the COTR problems. One obvious
idea is to adapt the machine optics such, that microbunching instabilities are avoided. Unfortunately, the parameter space optimized for FEL operation more or less coincides with optimal microbunching conditions. Nevertheless, choosing for instance the compression sequence properly, minimizing LSC and CSR eﬀects, could help to mitigate the problem or shift it into a harmless wavelength
regime. One very powerful method is the use of a laser
heater to artificially increase the uncorrelated energy spread
of the beam [16, 17]. At LCLS, such a device has been installed and is used routinely. During normal operation, the
energy spread is increased from few keV to 20 keV [18]. At
this level, the gain length for FEL operation is optimized
and COTR is suppressed considerably (Fig. 10). But nevertheless it is not suppressed to a level, where OTR diagnostics would be possible, it still overrides the incoherent
radiation by at least a factor 5.

• APS (Argonne) [12] attributed to microbunching.
• NLCTA (SLAC) [13] attributed to microbunching
• FERMI (Elettra) [14] potentially due to a very short
current spike
The situation found at facilities using thermionic guns is
diﬀerent, no clear indications for COTR from microbunching have been observed so far:
• APS (Argonne) [12] no microbunching when
thermionic gun is used
• SCSS (SPring8) [15] no indication for COTR during
operation
• SACLA (SPring8) [15] COTR seen during commissioning, but probably due to short spike
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Figure 10: COTR intensity as function of laser heater
power at LCLS. The phase space for no heating (a) and
normal operation heating (b) are shown in the inset.
Besides changing the beam properties, several ideas have
been developed to improve on the imaging diagnostics side
to solve the problem. One possibility would be to do the
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CONCLUSIONS
COTR has become as serious issue during the past years
for the image based diagnostics at high brightness electron
linacs for FELs. In many cases, it makes the use of standard
OTR screens impossible. Investigations into the spectral
content of the radiation have shown that coherent radiation
in the visible regime is just the short wavelength tail of an
extremely broadband spectrum caused by a self amplifying
microbunching eﬀect in these machines. From the existing
experience, thermionic guns seem to be less prone to support microbunching instabilities than photo emission based
sources. Due to the extreme level of the COTR intensity,
remedies and circumventions are tough and alternative concepts for transverse beam profiling have to be found. Several promising concepts are presently under study.
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imaging at much shorter wavelengths since with typical
energy spreads and emittance, the COTR falls oﬀ very
rapidly beyond the visible regime. Proposals for UV or
even EUV (20 nm) TR monitors [19, 20] have been made
and are under investigation now. Another interesting idea
is to use scintillating screens instead of transition radiation.
Scintillation is a ionization based secondary light emission
process of statistic nature and thus completely insensitive
to the longitudinal structure of the bunch. Under normal
conditions, scintillating screens are inferior in resolution
to transition radiation but optimized screen geometry and
material [21] promises room for improvements. An actual
overview on the field of scintillators for beam diagnostics
is given at this conference [22]. It should be mentioned,
that CTR is not restricted to metallic screens but as well
produced at the vacuum-crystal boundary of the scintillating screen. Coherent emission is not restricted to transition
radiation but enhances similarly optical synchrotron radiation from bending magnets and quadrupoles. Care has to
be taken concerning the imaging geometry to prevent all
potentially very intense radiation, COTR and COSR, from
reaching the imaging system. Besides to assure this by an
appropriate geometry, it can as well be separated out in
time. CTR and CSR are instantaneous processes happening
at the time scale of the bunch duration. Scintillation on the
other side is based on excited atoms, the emission process
is delayed by typically several hundred nanoseconds. Using a fast gated camera, it could be demonstrated [23], that
the surface COTR from a scintillating screen could be completely blocked and an undisturbed bunch image observed
even under severe COTR conditions (Fig. 11).
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS OF BACKWARD TRANSITION
RADIATION FROM FLAT TARGET IN EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET
REGION∗
L.G. Sukhikh† , G. Kube, DESY, Hamburg, Germany,
Yu.A. Popov, A.P. Potylitsyn, Tomsk Polytechnic University, Tomsk, Russia,
D. Krambrich, W. Lauth, Institut für Kernphysik, Johannes Gutenberg University, Mainz, Germany
Abstract
This report summarizes the results of an experiment dedicated to the observation of backward transition radiation in
the EUV spectral region that was generated by an 855 MeV
electron beam at a single layer molybdenum target. It was
shown that the radiation measured in the EUV region was
more intense than theoretically predicted. As a result the
EUV radiation yield seems to be sufficient for standard
beam profile diagnostic applications.
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INTRODUCTION
Transverse profile diagnostics in modern electron linear accelerators as FELs or injector linacs is mainly based
on optical transition radiation (OTR) as standard technique
which is observed in backward direction when a charged
particle beam crosses the boundary between two media
with different dielectric properties. Advantages of OTR are
the radiation generation directly at the screen boundary in
an instantaneous emission process, a linear response, and
the rather high light output emitted in a small lobe with an
opening angle defined by the beam energy. However, there
is a physical limitation that makes the method ineffective
for modern beam diagnostics.
The experience from modern linac based light sources
showed that OTR diagnostics might fail even for high energetic electron beams because of coherence effects in the
OTR emission process. A cause of this coherent emission
is the Microbunching Instability, i.e. some unstable micro
structures in the electron bunch that compromise the use
of OTR monitors as reliable diagnostic and may as well
interfere with the FEL process in a malfeasant way. Coherent OTR (COTR) was observed e.g. at the Linac Coherent
Light Source LCLS in Stanford (USA) [1] and at the free–
electron laser FLASH at DESY in Hamburg (Germany) [2].
As consequence, for the new 4th generation light sources
as the European X–FEL which is currently under construction in Hamburg [3] new reliable tools for transverse beam
profile measurements are required.
In a previous paper [4] it was proposed to use backward transition radiation (BTR) in the Extreme Ultraviolet
(EUV) region (h̄ω  90 eV) as possible tool for transverse
bunch profile diagnostics. In this paper we report about the
∗ This
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of innovation Russia” under the contracts No. Π1143 (27.08.2009) and
No. Π790 (24.05.2010).
† leonid.sukhikh@desy.de
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first observation of BTR in the EUV region. The angular
distribution of the radiation was measured in different geometries and compared for the optical and the EUV region.

THEORETICAL MODEL
Theoretical estimations were performed using a simple
method of describing transition radiation following Ref. [5]
as generated at an ideally reflecting molybdenum target.
The real target properties were taken into account using
Fresnel reflection coefficients. Because of the high reflectivity of molybdenum in the photon energy range of
30 . . . 100 eV for grazing angles α ≤ 30◦ , the experiment
was performed under these angles. The molybdenum permittivity in the photon energy range of 1 . . . 30 eV was
taken from Ref. [7], in the range of 30 . . . 150 eV from
Ref. [8]. More detailed explanations of the theoretical calculations for this experiment can be found in Ref. [6]. The
results of these calculations together with experimental results are presented in the following.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experiment was carried out at the 855 MeV electron
beam of the Mainz Microtron MAMI (Institute of Nuclear
Physics, University of Mainz, Germany). Fig. 1 shows the
scheme of the experimental setup. The electron beam with
average beam current of 52 nA was used in macropulse operation, i.e. with a pulse duration of 0.8 sec and 3 sec spacing. The BTR target was mounted onto a goniometric stage
together with wire scanners for transverse beam size diagnostics.
The BTR target was made of a 50 nm thin molybdenum

Figure 1:
Experimental Figure 2: Transmission coscheme.
The y–axis is efficients of the filters and
perpendicular to the draw- CCD quantum efficiency.
ing plane and points to the
reader.
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Table 1: Beam Sizes at the Target Location as Measured
with the Wire Scanner
No.
Vert. FWHM, μm
Horiz. FWHM, μm
64.3
542
247

533
365
6111

layer (surface roughness better than 0.5 nm), evaporated
onto a 0.5 mm thick silicon substrate (dimension 40 mm
× 10 mm). During the course of the experiment, it was
oriented under two different grazing angles: α = 28.07◦ ,
θD = 2α = 56.14◦ (so-called “forward” geometry) and
α = 67.5◦ , θD = 2α = 135◦ (so-called “backward” geometry).
The experiment was carried out using different beam
sizes by changing the focusing lengths of upstream
quadrupoles. Beam sizes were determined based on wire
scanner measurements, the corresponding sizes (FWHM)
are listed in Table 1. The resulting transition radiation angular distributions were recorded with a scientific grade
CCD camera (ANDOR DO434-BN-932) with 1024 ×
1024 pixels and a pixel size of to 13 × 13μm2 . Special
feature of this CCD camera was the comparable high sensitivity in the photon energy range of 1 eV up to 10 keV. The
distance from the target to the camera amounted 1010 mm.
A filter set mounted onto a movable holder was installed
between target and camera. An optical bandpass filter (λ =
400 nm) was used to select visible light, and a 1.3 μm thick
aluminum foil (consisting of two 0.65 μm thick layers) to
discriminate against visible light contributions. Filter and
CCD characteristics are shown in Fig. 2.
Further details of the experimental setup are given in
Ref. [6].

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
All results presented in this section were calculated resp.
normalized for a total number of Ne = 1010 electrons
(usual bunch population of modern accelerators). In addition, they are presented in the unit CCD counts per pixel,
pix
. This quantity was obtained according to
i.e. Nph

d2 W
pix
ECCD (h̄ω)Ti (h̄ω) (1)
Nph = Ne dΩh̄dω
h̄dωdΩ
with ECCD (h̄ω) the CCD quantum efficiency and Ti (h̄ω)
the transmission function of the i-th filter. The solid angle dΩ is defined by the pixel size and the target-detector
distance. The following values are compared for the theoretical and experimental distributions: distance between
maxima, number of CCD counts, and distribution asymmetry. The latter is obtained according to:
Il − Ir
(2)
A=
Il + Ir
with Il and Ir the intensities of the left and right distribution maxima, respectively.
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Figure 3: The spatial distribution of backward transition
radiation obtained with the 400 nm bandpass filter.
One necessary prerequisite for beam diagnostic applications is that the radiation source should provide sufficient
intensity. Therefore the intensity of transition radiation in
the EUV and in the optical spectral region was compared.
In a first step OTR passing the 400 nm-bandpass filter was
measured. Fig. 3 shows an example of a recorded backward OTR distribution, using beam configuration No. 1 for
a grazing angle α = 67.5 deg.
Fig. 3 indicates that the obtained distribution is not symmetrical and posses some interference fringes. Probable
reason for such asymmetry is that synchrotron radiation
generated in upstream quadrupole magnets contributes to
the measured intensity distribution. In order to investigate
this effect more in detail, the measurements were repeated
for different beam sizes and target inclination angles. The
characteristics of the images obtained with the 400 nm filter
are listed in Tab. 2.
It is striking that the distance between the maxima for
the recorded distributions is larger than 2γ −1 in most
cases. One possible explanation could be an influence of
the pre-wave zone effect [9]. However, the reason is not
yet confirmed and has to be investigated more in detail.

Table 2: Characteristics of Optical Transition Radiation for
Different Beam Shapes Obtained with the 400 nm Filter
Beam α, deg Dist. between Asym.,
Total
%
maxima, γ −1
x: 3.1
x: 1.8
28.07
y: 2.2
y: 33
1.24·106
No.1
x: 2.6
x: 0.7
67.5
y: 2.3
y: 36.5 1.44·106
x: 1.9
x: 0.2
28.07
y: 2.4
y: 14
1·106
No.2
x: 2.1
x: 11
67.5
y: 2.3
y: 12
1·106
x: 2.7
x: 5.7
No.3
67.5
y: 2.2
y: 1.6 0.95·106
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for beam No. 2. The measured intensity is even larger than
the theoretical one if we assume that our target has reflection coefficients equal to one in the whole energy range. In
this case the calculated total number of CCD counts would
amount 1.75 · 106 and would not depend on the grazing
angle α.

CONCLUSION

c 2011 by the respective authors — cc Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 (CC BY 3.0)
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Figure 4: BTR angular distribution obtained with the Al
filter at α = 28.07◦.
Table 3: Characteristics of EUV Transition Radiation for
Different Beam Sizes and the Al Filter
Beam α, deg Dist. between Asym.,
Total
%
maxima, γ −1
x: 2.3
x: 8.3
28.07
y: 2.2
y: 5
3.57 · 106
No.1
x: 1.7
x: 1.3
67.5
y: 2.1
y: 3.3 0.45 · 106
x: 1.7
x: 1.9
28.07
y: 2.2
y: 5.9 2.44 · 106
No.2
x: 1.4
x: 0.7
67.5
y: 2.5
y: 0.1 0.38 · 106
x: 2.1
x: 2.9
No.3
67.5
y: 2.1
y: 1.5 0.40 · 106
Comparing the expected intensities, the total number of
CCD counts theoretically calculated in the angular range
−4.56γ −1 ≤ θx , θy ≤ 4.56γ −1 is equal to 3.98 × 106 for
α = 28.07 deg and 4.1 × 106 for α = 67.5 deg.
Fig. 4 shows an example of an experimentally obtained
BTR angular distribution for the grazing angle α = 28.07◦
with the Al filter, using beam configuration No. 1.
It is obvious that the measured angular distribution in the
EUV region is much closer to the theoretical one with respect to the shape. The results of the image analysis analogous to Tab. 2 are listed in Tab. 3. As can be seen the
angular distributions in the EUV spectral region are more
symmetrical than the ones in the optical spectral region.
This may be explained by a stronger suppression of synchrotron radiation from the upstream magnets at these high
photon energies.
The total number of CCD counts simulated theoretically in the angular range −4.56γ −1 ≤ θx ≤ 4.56γ −1 ,
−4.56γ −1 ≤ θy ≤ 4.56γ −1 is equal to 0.58 × 106 for
α = 28.07◦ and 6 × 104 for α = 67.5◦ . From theory
the intensity should be six times smaller than the one measured experimentally for beam No. 1 (comparing the total
number of CCD counts), and a factor of 4.2 times smaller
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It is important to point out that the properties of the measured BTR in the EUV region were observed reproducibly.
The intensity of the measured radiation in this spectral region was higher than predicted from the model used, and
therefore an application as basis for transverse beam profile diagnostics seems to be realistic in modern accelerators. The yield of EUV radiation obtained for a grazing
angle of α = 28.07◦ together with a 1.3 μm thick Al filter
was larger than the one obtained in the optical spectral region with the 400 nm bandpass filter by a factor of approx.
2.5. The results obtained for the molybdenum target at a
grazing angle α = 28.07◦ with 1.3 μm thick Al filter allow
to give an estimate for the EUV BTR yield of 3.5 × 10−4
photons/electron. The radiation measured in this spectral
region is more symmetrical than in the optical spectral region, probably due to stronger suppression of parasitic synchrotron radiation. This may be an additional advantage for
a diagnostics based on EUV transition radiation. As next
step it planned to install a multilayer focusing mirror that
render it possible to obtain beam profiles using EUV radiation, and to investigate the possibility of transverse profile
measurements via imaging of the particle beam.
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DETAILED EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION OF AN
IONIZATION PROFILE MONITOR
Jan Egberts, Philippe Abbon, Fabien Jeanneau, Jacques Marroncle, Jean-Philippe Mols,
Thomas Papaevangelou, CEA, Gif-sur-Yvette, France
Frank Becker, Peter Forck, Beata Walasek-Höhne, GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

In the frame of the International Fusion Material Irradiation Facility (IFMIF), a prototype for a non-interceptive
transverse beam proſle monitor based on residual gas ionization (IPM) has been built and characterized in detail.
We present results of test measurements performed at GSI
Darmstadt with pulsed Ca10+ , Xe21+ , and U28+ beams of
up to 1.6 mA at 5 MeV/u and at CEA Saclay with 80 keV
protons in a cw beam of up to 10 mA. The effects of N2 , and
different rare gases in the pressure range from 4·10−7 mbar
to 5·10−4 mbar have been investigated. The signal was read
out by different electronic cards, based on linear and logarithmic ampliſers as well as on charge integration. Furthermore the extraction voltage of the IPM ſeld-box was varied
between 0.5 and 5 kV. Beam proſles were investigated with
respect to signal intensity and proſle shape and were compared to a SEM-grid (Secondary Electron EMission) and
a BIF-monitor (Beam Induced Fluorescence). Proſles of
all monitors match nicely for the residual gases with differences in beam width well below 5 %. Additional tests
on the characteristics of the IPM have been performed and
will be presented as well.

INTRODUCTION
The International Fusion Material Irradiation Facility
(IFMIF) accelerator will serve as intense neutron source by
accelerating two 125 mA continuous wave (cw) deuteron
beams up to 40 MeV and having them collide with a liquid
lithium target. In the resulting nuclear reactions, neutrons
are created. The IFMIF-EVEDA (Engineering Validation
Engineering Design Activities) will be a prototype of similar beam characteristics, but limited to a single 125 mA cw
deuterium beam of 9 MeV [1].
A major challenge resulting from such beam conditions
is the very high beam current at rather low energies that
makes non-interceptive diagnostics mandatory and requires
a very compact accelerator design leaving only little room
for beam diagnostics. An additional challenge is the increased radiation level due to the lithium target / the beam
dump which makes high demands on the instrumentation
in terms of radiation tolerance.
The development and experimental characterization of a
prototype for an Ionization Proſle Monitor (IPM) for the
IFMIF- and the IFMIF-EVEDA – accelerator, already described by Marroncle et al. [2], was performed at CEA
Saclay, France, and GSI, Germany, and will be presented
in this contribution.
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When the accelerator beam passes through the residual gas, it will partially ionize the residual gas present in
the beam pipe. By applying an electric ſeld, one can extract the ionization products and thereby derive the beam
proſle. For this technique, it is of utmost importance to
have the ionization current keep its proſle during the drift
to the read-out plate. This requires the extraction ſeld to
be highly uniform. In addition, a magnetic guidance ſeld
is commonly applied to conſne electrons along their drift
pass to counteract space-charge effects from the beam, for
instance. Due to a lack of space however, we had to abstain
from a magnetic ſeld guidance for the IFMIF-EVEDA
IPM and will therefore collect only ions and no electrons.

IPM DESIGN
The ions will be collected on 32 strips with 1.25 mm
pitch, thereby covering an active region of 40 mm. The
electric ſeld is applied by a ſeld box with six degraders
on each side, a high-voltage plate on the bottom, and the
read-out strip on top. In front of the strips, a slit of variable aperture is mounted to restrict the ion collection to the
IPM center. The read-out strips are set on ground potential
to achieve an improved data acquisition. Such an asymmetric voltage alignment raises challenges for the ſeld box
design.
The IPM ſeld box was therefore carefully optimized according to simulations of the electric extraction ſeld performed by Lorentz-E [3]. Correction electrodes in form of
wires have been mounted outside of the ſeld box and voltages were adjusted. The resulting potentials in the central
plane of the ſeld box are given in Fig. 1. Taking the horizontal electric ſeld component in this plane as a measure,
the electric ſeld was found to be uniform within 3 %.

Figure 1: Electric potential in the central plane of the IPM
ſeld box.
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TEST AT GSI
The IPM prototype has been tested at GSI, Germany,
during two campaigns in May and November 2010. It was
mounted at the X2 branch which is designated for diagnostics development and is equipped with beam proſle monitors for comparison measurements as well as a gas inlet
system which allows for an easy adjustment of the IPM
output signal. The IPM was mounted on a stepper motor to
move it stepwise perpendicular to the beam. During the test
measurements three different beam types have been available, Ca10+ , Xe21+ , and U28+ of up to 1.6 mA at 5 MeV/u.

Extraction Field Effect
To reduce effects like space charge that result in proſle distortions, the extraction voltage is commonly chosen to be as high as possible. We have taken proſles of
a 1 mA Xe21+ beam at various extraction voltages in different residual gases to estimate this effect. The standard
deviation of the beam is plotted versus the extraction voltage in Fig. 3 for the four noble gases neon, argon, krypton,
and xenon.
Profile Width versus Extraction Field
6

During the test, three conceptually different electronic
cards have been available, based on linear transimpedance
ampliſers, logarithmic ampliſers, and charge integration.
The linear and the logarithmic card give multiplexed proſles every 2 μs. The integration time of the charge integrating card can be chosen between 18 μs and 350 ms. For
the ſnal IPM, probably integrating electronics will be used
since they allow for an easy gain adjustment by varying the
integration time and since high read-out frequencies will
not be required.

Electric Field Uniformity
During the IPM design, we payed much attention to the
electric ſeld uniformity within the IPM ſeld box. We have
therefore tested the electric ſeld uniformity by driving the
IPM in 2 mm steps through the beam and plotting the proſle center versus the IPM displacement. For a perfect ſeld
uniformity, a linear correlation with unitary slope is to be
expected. The resulting plot is given in Fig. 2.
IPM Linearity
Profile Center [mm]
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Figure 2: Test of the electric ſeld uniformity.
The slope of the linear ſt is in good agreement with the
unitary slope expected. One can conclude that the electric
ſeld appears to be highly uniform as it was expected from
simulations.
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Figure 3: Measured IPM proſle width versus extraction
ſeld in different residual gases.
During the measurement, the beam properties seem to
have changed, so that the N2 proſles are much broader than
for the other gases. This effect was observed by the IPM as
well as by the BIF.
For all gases, the proſle width shrinks rapidly at low extraction ſelds. At higher ſelds, it approaches a constant
value asymptotically. This effect can be interpreted as proſle distortions due to initial ion velocities and beam - ion
interaction. Since the ions as well as the beam are positively charged, these effects result in a proſle broadening.
For higher extraction ſelds strengths, the extraction ſeld
dominates any distortion effect and since the electric ſeld
is considered uniform, this constant can be identiſed as the
correct beam width.
It is remarkable that the effect is far stronger for N2 than
for the noble gases. For N2 , the proſle width shrinks by
20 %. This difference could be explained by the molecular state of the N2 molecule in contrast to the atomic noble gases. N2 molecules can break during the ionization
process, resulting in charged N ions with increased kinetic
energy. Additional tests with molecular residual gases are
required to investigate this effect.
With increased extraction ſelds, the signal output of the
IPM rises linearly, which cannot be explained by an increased ionization current as is does not not depend on the
electric ſeld. We suppose this to be due to an emission
of secondary electrons on the level of the read-out strips
during ion collection. The electrons are accelerated by the
extraction ſeld away from the strips which results in a net
increase of the collected charge.
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Proſle Comparison
The position resolution of the IPM outside the proſle
center might differ signiſcantly due to effects that lead to
proſle broadening without resulting in a proſle shift, examples are space charge effects or initial ion velocities. The
IPM proſles have therefore been compared with proſles
acquired from a Secondary Electron EMission (SEM) grid
and a Beam Induced Fluorescence (BIF) monitor, both provided by GSI.
For the proſle comparison, a BIF monitor and the IPM
have been used to take proſles in the same plane. During
the measurement, the gas inlet system was used to vary the
residual gas type and pressure. In the ſeld box, as the highest applicable extraction voltage of 5000 V was applied,
which corresponds to a mean electric ſeld of 833 V/cm.
As an example, proſles acquired by the IPM and the BIF
of a 1 mA Xe21+ beam in 10−5 mbar nitrogen residual gas
are presented in Fig. 4.
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Figure 4: IPM and BIF proſle comparison with a 1 mA
Xe21+ beam.
Both proſles match nicely. The standard deviation of
the proſles in the beam region from -5 mm to +15 mm has
been calculated to be 4.72 mm for the IPM and 4.73 mm
for the BIF. The deviation between IPM and BIF for other
residual gases is commonly below 100 μm.

TEST AT IPHI
The source of the Injecteur de Protons à Haute Intensité
(IPHI) is capable of delivering a pulsed or continuous proton beam of up to 100 mA at an energy of 95 keV. IPHI is
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thus capable of delivering a proton beam of similar characteristics as IFMIF in terms of current and duty cycle.
However, the high ionization cross section resulting form
the low beam energy and the lack of any beam collimation
generate harsh conditions for the IPM since the ſeld box is
constantly irradiated by secondary particles.
Nonetheless, the IPM has been successfully tested for
continuous high intensity beams and was capable to handle beams up to 10 mA cw current. For higher currents,
the power supply started tripping due to an increased current consumption. We assume that secondary electrons created by the beam are attracted by the high voltage plate and
thereby signiſcantly increase the current load of the power
supply.
This effect will be greatly reduced for the high-energetic
and well-collimated beam of IFMIF and IFMIF-EVEDA.
In addition, it is foreseen to increase the IPM aperture to
the diameter of the beam pipe such that the beam pipe will
act as a shielding for the IPM.

CONCLUSION
During the tests performed at GSI, the IPM was characterized in detail. We have found the electric extraction ſeld
to be highly uniform. By varying the extraction voltage,
we have shown that at given beam conditions the electric
ſeld is strong enough to dominate the extraction process
and that distortions from space charge and the like are minimal.
The IPM has been compared with a BIF monitor and a
SEM-grid. Proſles of the different monitors match nicely.
The spatial resolution of IPM is conclusively determined to
be below 100 μm.
AT IPHI, we proved that the IPM can operate under high
current cw beam condition. Due to the increased level of
background at the IPHI source for higher beam currents,
tests have been limited to 10 mA.
The ſnal IPM has been designed based on the ſndings at
GSI and IPHI and will be manufactured and tested at CEA
Saclay in 2011.
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To test this hypothesis, we calculated the integral signal for different extraction voltages and residual gases, and
determined the secondary electron emission yield required
for such a signal ampliſcation. The determined yields are
higher than values commonly given in literature probably
due to target treatments like etching and sputtering which
was not performed for the IPM strips. The electron emission yields normalized on a mean value, however, are in
good agreement with literature values for the all noble
gases.
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corresponds to the integrration for 20
circulating buunches;
 Gated or Pulssed mode: eacch acquisition corresponds
to the integraation over all the time wind
dows (gates)
programmed iin 20ms.
Wh
hen the cameraa is in Pulsed mode, the miinimum gate
um gate repettition rate is
length
h is 25 ns annd the maximu
ossible to meassure a single
200 Hz.
H This meanns that it is po
mpled every 55 turns.
LHC bunch for a siingle turn, sam
The SR power ggenerated by protons and the system
efficiency are suchh that there arre no intensity
y limitations
for prroton beams: a single pilott (~5y109 prottons) gives a
when meeasured on a
signaal well above background even
e
um of about 30 lead ion
singlee turn (89 uss). A minimu
for 20 ms (DC
bunch
hes (~ 3y109 Pb82 ions) averaged
a
light at injection
modee) are necessaary to have enough
e
n frequency in
energ
gy. This is duee to the shift in
nto the infrared off the undulatoor light generatted by ions.
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BSRTS Measurements
The BSRT
TS systems caalibration is do
one at first with
w a
calibration taarget installed
d in the BSR
R telescope at
a an
optical distannce equal to the distance between the BSR
detector andd the centre of the undulator. This allows
measurementt of the optical
o
system
m magnificaation,
presently sett at about 0.3. The abso
olute and relaative
calibration can then be
b studied with
w
beam-b
based
measurementts aiming at comparing
c
thee BSRTS with
h the
Wire Scannerr (WS) monito
ors. These mo
onitors can be used
only below a maximum beam
b
intensity
y (of the ordeer of
few 1013 prottons) above which
w
wire dam
mages or quen
nches
of the downsstream magneets can occur.. The BSRTS
S-WS
cross-calibrattion yields BSRTS co
orrection facctors
intended to compensate for aberration
n, diffraction and
t moment, the
t best correcction
depth of fieldd errors. At the
is believed too be in quadrrature on the measured BS
SRTS
beam size. A
An example of
o WS-BSRTS
S cross-calibraation
is shown in Fig. 2, wherre the two mo
onitors have been
nce of 24 nom
minal
used to meassure the horizzontal emittan
bunches (~1..1y1011 p/buncch) at 450 GeV
G
in one off the
LHC rings (B
Beam 2).
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Simillar results havve been achieeved for Beam
m 2 vertical
and for
f Beam 1 aand Beam 2 at
a 450 and 35
500 GeV. A
detailled analysis iss in progress to
t understand the absolute
valuees of the calibbration factorrs that allow the BSRTS
system
ms to match tthe WS measu
urements at th
he two beam
energ
gies.
Fig. 3 shows an eexample of bu
unch per buncch emittance
measu
ured by the BSRTS during an LHC physiics fill at 3.5
TeV. The measureement revealeed systematicc differences
amon
ng bunches thhat were correelated to different settings
in thee 4 PS Boosterr rings.

BSRTF
Thee BSRTF sysstems consist of a Redlak
ke HG-100K
camera [4] whose sensor is coup
pled via opticaal fibers to a
e
with
h a GM200-3
Photeek MCP125 [55] intensifier equipped
gate module.
m
The maximum accquisition rate of 100 kHz
with a minimum ggate size of 3 ns allows a bunch-perbunch
h turn-per-turrn mode. Pressently the sysstems are in
the co
ommissioningg phase, in thee first place to
o investigate
wheth
her the purp
rpose- made optical fibeer coupling
provides enough inntensification.

Figure 2: B
Bunch per bunch horizontal normallized
(
emittance ass measured by
b BSRTS (average
overr 15
nd WS (8 con
acquisitions pper bunch) an
nsecutive scan
ns) in
one of the LH
HC rings.

Thee simulation code SRW [6] has beeen used to
simullate the expeected light att the AGM and
a
BSRTS
detectors, taking into accountt the detecto
ors’ spectral
respo
onse. This has been done for protons and ions as
The comparison
functiion of the L
LHC beam energy.
e
betweeen the simuulations and measurementts with the
3
AGM
M for beam ennergies between 450 and 3500
GeV is
show
wn in Fig. 4. In particular, the AGM
M measured
intenssity per charrge for both protons and Pb ions is
comp
pared to the exxpected visiblee photons per charge.

h emittance ass measured by
Figure 3: Buunch per bunch
y the
on-uniformity among bun
BSRTS, shoowing the no
nches
inherited from
m different setttings in the PS booster ring
gs.

The measuurement was performed du
uring a dediccated
machine devvelopment peeriod, in wh
hich the firstt 12
bunches weree injected witth normalized
d emittances İx,y<2
mm mrad annd the last 12
1 with İx,y>2
2 mm mrad. The
(varying
BSRTS meaasured beam sizes
s
g from 0.8 to
o 1.2
d in quadratu
mm) have bbeen corrected
ure for the same
s
he correction, WS and BSRT
factor 0.65 mm. After th
B
unch emittance at the 1% level.
agree on the bunch per bu
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on intensity per
p primary
Figurre 4: Synchrootron radiatio
nes) and meassured by the
charg
ge as simulateed (dashed lin
of beam energy,
AGM
M detector (soolid lines) as function
f
for bo
oth protons annd Pb ions.
Thee simulation eevidences the shift to higherr energies of
the un
ndulator peakk from protonss to ions, welll reproduced
o evident that at the LHC
by th
he measuremeents. It is also
of dettectable light
injecttion energy (4450 GeV) the amount
a
f ions.
emitteed by protons is a factor 104 higher than for
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LONGIT
TUDINAL DENSITY
Y MONITOR
The LDM monitors aree designed to monitor the LHC
L
beam longittudinal distriibution. Thee system’s large
l
dynamic raange and high
h
time resolution allow
a
characterisatiion of the maiin bunches len
ngth as well as
a the
presence andd extent of th
he satellite an
nd ghost buncches.
Satellites cann develop due to capture/spllitting errors in
n the
injectors (e.gg. the SPS 20
00 MHz RF can give sateellite
bunches sepaarated by 5 ns)) whereas gho
osts can arise from
capture/splittting errors in
n the LHC (tthe 400 MHzz RF
system can prroduce ghostss separated by 2.5 ns).
The LDM is based on avallanche photod
diodes (APD) from
id-Quantiquee [7] and Micro Photon Dev
vices [8] conneected
to a Time Diigital Converteer (TDC) from
m Agilent [9]. The
detector can resolve singlee photons with
h a time resolu
ution
T
also has a resolution of
o 50
of the order oof 50 ps, the TDC
ps. The APD
D presents a short
s
dead-tim
me used to qu
uench
the avalanchhe (tens of ns)
n and theree is also a small
s
probability (~
~3%) that at th
he end of this dead-time trap
pped
electrons or hholes will trig
gger a new avaalanche produ
ucing
an after-pulsee. These effeccts, together with
w the dark count
c
rate, althouggh small, aree corrected with
w
a statisstical
algorithm. T
The probabilitty of a photton triggering
g an
avalanche per bunch-crossing must be maintained
m
below a
certain levell (60-70%) otherwise
o
thee error on these
t
corrections bbecomes too laarge. This hass an impact on
n the
maximum coounting rate an
nd thus on th
he integration time
required for aacquiring a prrofile with suffficient resolu
ution.
me required deepends on wh
In fact the inntegration tim
hat is
m is just to measure the core
being observved; if the aim
mainly the bun
parameters oof a bunch (m
nch length) a few
seconds are ssufficient; on the other hand
d if the populaation
of ghosts andd satellites has to be measu
ured an integraation
of several m
minutes may be required. Th
he dynamic range
r
observed in 2010 was of
o the order of 105 with
h an
integration tim
me of 500 s.

such information. T
This particularr measuremen
nt triggered a
camp
paign optimizaation in the LH
HC and in the injectors.

Figurre 6: LDM m
measurement with
w sufficientt integration
time to
t clearly idenntify satellite and
a ghost bunches.

CONCLU
USIONS AN
ND OUTLO
OOK
Thee LHC BSRT
TS systems allo
ow monitoring
g the bunchper-bunch emittancces by gating a single buncch at a time,
at a maximum
m
freequency of 1 Hz. To reducce statistical
errorss it is normallly required to gate on each bunch from
2 to 5 seconds. Thee absolute caliibration is for the moment
based
d on cross-caalibration with
h respect to WS.
W During
synch
hronized meassurements, applying a correection factor
to thee BSRTS, the difference between the two
o monitors is
at thee 1% level. T
This was achieved during a dedicated
beam
m study periodd, during which experts tun
ned the WS
and BSRTS
B
to theiir optimal settiings. More stu
udies are onon factors and
going
g to understandd the correctio
d to bring the
gs during operration.
BSRT
TS always to ooptimal setting
ng commission
Thee BSRTF sysstems are bein
ned and aim
nitoring.
at sin
ngle turn – singgle bunch mon
Thee LDM deteectors are stilll in the com
mmissioning
prove the LHC operation,
phasee, but already served to imp
being
g the only device able to chaaracterize the longitudinal
beam
m distribution w
with a resoluttion of the ord
der of 50 ps
and a wide beam inntensity range.
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S
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nts used in Fig. 2.
performing the WS
S measuremen

NCES
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Figure 5: Exxample of an LDM measurrement beforee and
after the correction for the dead-time and
d after-pulse.

Measuremeents
t dead-timee and
An example of the effeectiveness of the
gorithm is sh
after-pulse ccorrection alg
hown in Fig
g. 5.
h effects would
w
Without corrrection, both
definitiively
ment accuracy. Fig. 6 shows the
compromise the measurem
result of a measurementt that allowed evidencing
g the
presence of both satellite and ghost bunches. Att the
moment the LDM is the only monito
or able to retrrieve
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SCINTILLATING SCREEN APPLICATIONS IN BEAM DIAGNOSTICS
B. Walasek-Höhne#, GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
G. Kube, DESY, Hamburg, Germany
Abstract

INTRODUCTION
Inorganic scintillators are widely used for the detection
of ionizing radiation. In the past decades significant
progress in the discovery of many new scintillator
materials and description of the basic physical processes
has been made. Reviewing many beam diagnostic
applications [2] among the most important properties of a
good scintillator are:
• high efficiency in energy conversion into light
• emission spectra matched to the spectral response of
the photon detector (e. g. CCD camera)
• high dynamic range and good linearity between the
incident particle flux and the light output
• no absorption of emitted light inside the bulk material
• fast decay time for observations of time dependent
beam size variations and reduction of saturation effects
• good mechanical and thermal properties
• high radiation hardness to prevent damages
Scintillating screens are a direct intercepting method to
observe transverse beam profiles. Profile measurements
are important for controlling the spatial distribution of the
particle beam, as well as the matching of different
sections of the accelerator. In the simplest case
(Figure 1), a plate of the scintillating material is inserted
into the beam, typically under an angle of 450. The screen
is observed with a camera system through a viewport,
located perpendicular with respect to the beam axis.
___________________________________________
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Figure 1: Scheme of intercepting scintillator screen setup.

SCINTILLATION MECHANISMS
The relaxation of electronic excitations involves
complex mechanisms which can be described using a
scheme of the electronic band structure of the crystalline
scintillator. It includes a core band with top energy Ec, the
valence band with top energy Ev=0, and the conduction
band with bottom energy Eg separated by the band gap.
As proposed by Vasil'ev [3], the general time-dependent
scheme of scintillation can be described in five main
stages as presented in Figure 2. The first stage starts with
the production of primary excitations (deep core holes
and hot electrons) by interaction of ionizing particles with
the material. In a very short time (10-16–10-14 s) a large
number of secondary electronic excitations is produced by
inelastic electron–electron (e–e) scattering and Auger
processes with creation of electrons in the conduction
band and holes in core and valance bands. This
multiplication is stopped when the energy of electrons
and holes becomes lower than the threshold of e–e
scattering and Auger relaxation, all electrons in the
conduction band have an energy smaller than 2Eg and all
holes occupy the valance band (if there is no core band
above the threshold for the Auger process).
The second stage deals with the thermalization of
electrons and holes with the production of e.g. phonons.
At the end of this stage, all electrons are at the bottom of
the conduction band and all holes are at the top of the
valence band. In the third stage localization of the
excitations through their interaction with stable defects
and material impurities can take place. It may occur
together with formation of self-trapped excitons (trapping
due to lattice relaxation, not attributed to crystalline
defects or impurities) and holes in the crystal lattice, the
capture of electrons and holes by traps, etc. As a result,
these centers have localized states in the band gap. The
two last steps are related with migration of relaxed
excitations
and
radiative
or/and
nonradiative
recombination of localized excitations (fourth stage).
553
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Scintillating screens are frequently used to detect
ionizing particles and are of the great importance for
transverse beam profile monitoring at nearly all particle
accelerators. The monitor principle relies on the fact that
a charged particle crossing the screen material will
deposit a part of its energy which is converted into visible
light. The resulting photon emission leads to a direct
image of the two-dimensional beam distribution and can
be measured with standard optical techniques. Simplicity
and low cost make this kind of monitor very attractive. In
the last years scintillating screen monitors were mainly
deployed in hadron and low energy electron machines
where the intensity of optical transition radiation (OTR) is
rather low. The recent experience from modern LINACbased light sources shows that even for high energy
electron beams standard OTR diagnostics might fail due
to coherent effects, thus making the use of scintillators
again very attractive. In this paper, a general introduction
to the scintillation mechanism in inorganic media will be
given. Practical demands and limitations, as well as a
brief overview on actual applications at hadron and
electron accelerators will be discussed as summary of the
"Scintillating Screen Applications in Beam Diagnostics"
workshop, recently held in Darmstadt [1].
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Figure 2: General scheme of relaxation of electronic excitations in an insulating material. It includes five main stages
with time scale in abscissa and energy in ordinate [5].
The localization of excitations is sometimes
accompanied by a displacement of atoms (defect creation,
photo-stimulated desorption) [4]. The fifth stage describes
the luminescence of emitting centers excited by the final
electronic excitations (correlated electron-hole pairs,
excitons, separated electrons, holes, etc.) through
sequential capture of charge carriers or various energy
transfer processes (luminescence final stage) [4].
In many cases, strong luminescence is obtained by
crystals containing rare-earth ions, e.g. Cr based or doped
components. The relaxation of electronic excitations
involves the 4f band located in the band gap. During the
first stage of relaxation, excitation of the rare-earth ions
can be obtained through electron impact. The probability
of such excitations is significant only when the electron
has a kinetic energy below the threshold of e–e scattering
and above the threshold of e–rare-earth scattering. So,
excited rare-earth centers can be obtained very early. An
additional channel of excitation of rare-earth ions is
possible after the thermalization stage through sequential
capture of holes and electrons by rare-earth ions. The last
stage involves radiative combination of luminescent
centers of rare-earth centers [5].
Other interesting cases are cross luminescent crystals.
Cross luminescence is due to radiative electronic
transitions from the valence band to the uppermost core
band, providing Auger relaxation of the uppermost core
band hole is strictly forbidden. This situation occurs when
the energy difference between the uppermost core level
and the valence band is smaller than the band gap. The
archetype of cross-luminescent crystals is BaF2 with
5p Ba as an outermost core band which is less than 2Eg
below the bottom of the conduction band. Such crystals
give rise to very short sub-nanosecond luminescence
decays, which can be of interest for special applications.
554

Unfortunately, the light yield is usually relatively weak
because only a small number of excitations created in the
crystal contribute to cross luminescence [5].
Intraband luminescence is related to radiative
transitions between the allowed states either inside the
conduction band or in the valence band. The intraband
luminescence spectrum is limited by the process of
multiplication of electronic excitations, the threshold of
which is determined by the value of the ratio energy gap
Eg to width of the valance band ΔEv. As consequence of a
high probability of nonradiative transitions between the
levels inside the band, the duration of the intraband
luminescence is about 1 ps, the spectrum extends over the
whole transparency region, and its intensity strongly
depends on the width of the band where intraband
radiative transitions take place [6]. Fast intraband
luminescence is observed e.g. in CsI and MgO. Light
output spectrum and decay time are temperature
independent (between 7 and 400 K) and not affected by
crystal impurities, doping with Na+ and Tl+ [7].

SCINTILLATION EFFICIENCY
The scintillation efficiency η can be expressed as the
product of three terms:

η = βSQ

with β the conversion efficiency for creating electron–
hole pairs or excitons, S the transfer efficiency, and Q the
radiative efficiency of luminescence centers. Because the
energy deposited by a photon or particle Eγ is usually
much larger than the band gap Eg of the material, the
number of electron–hole pairs and resulting scintillation
photons may be very large, thus yielding huge quantum
efficiencies. However, the performance of scintillators is
less impressive.
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Material

Photons/MeV

Wavelength
(nm)

Efficiency
(%)

Intrinsic
2000

315

0.8

CsI:Tl

65000

540

13.7

LSO:Ce

25000

420

7.4

8200

480

2.1

CsI
Activated

Self activated

Bi4Ge3O12

At room temperature, activated components show
highest efficiencies as listed in Table 1. For highly
efficient scintillators like CsI:Tl (13.7%), the scintillation
photon energy is approximately Eg/2, therefore S and Q
must be close to unity to achieve the measured efficiency.
The efficiency of self activated materials is generally
low because Q is reduced due to thermal quenching at
room temperature as it is the case for Bi4Ge3O12 (BGO).
The luminescence thermal quenching phenomenon is
always related to electron-phonon interactions and nonradiative processes [4]. The light yield of the materials
can be increased by operating at lower temperature, but
usually at the expense of an increased decay time [8].
Sometimes applications require scintillators with high
light output at temperatures higher than room
temperatures. Suitable candidates for these applications
might be MgO, LuAlO3 or the new inorganic scintillator
Lu2Si2O7: Ce3+ [4].

SCREENS AT HADRON MACHINES
The response of scintillating materials depends on
many beam parameters such as energy, intensity, ion
species and time structure. Therefore, scintillating
materials have to be tailored with respect to specific
application demands required at large, universal
accelerator facilities. Many investigations described in
this paper were performed for particle fluxes much higher
than for typical scintillator applications in medical
imaging or high energy physics.
Scintillators are ideal to reveal complex structures of
the beam (Figure 3, left), but at low energies the
05 Transverse Profiles

deposition of energy and charge in the intercepting
material leads to heating problems, electrical charging,
and may destroy the screen. Studies at an ion source
showed that materials like KBr, quartz glass and BaF2
have a similar decay rate of the light yield (Figure 3,
right), and that the generated light increases linearly with
the particle current [9, 10].

Figure 3: Beam spot behind ion source [9] and light yield
versus irradiation time [10].
The studies on sensitivity limits of scintillating screens
for beam profile monitoring in the low energy (below 1
MeV/u) and low intensity (<<109 pps) regime showed
that CsI:Tl and Tb glass-based fibre optic plate are
sensitive for keV proton beams [11]. As reported in [12],
the observed beam profiles change during irradiation,
which is a crucial issue for precise measurements. A
similar behaviour was observed for several inorganic
scintillating materials, during irradiation with high current
ion beams at energies below 11.4 MeV/u [13].
Measured properties such as light yield and spot size of
the imaged beam profile show a strong dependency on the
scintillating material, and change significantly with the
screen temperature. The light yield of AlN, ZrO2:Mg and
the quartz glass Herasil® drops significantly with the
integrated particle number, but increases slightly for
Al2O3 [13].

Figure 4: Light yield and beam width versus accumulated
ion dose. Beam parameters: Ar10+, 3.3·1010 particles per
pulse (ppp) at 11.4 MeV/u and 0.2 ms pulse length [13].
Different materials show different beam readings. For
some materials like ZrO2 doped with Al or Y, the width
differs by a factor of two during irradiation (Figure 4).
Such behaviour can significantly limit the usability of the
monitor. Herasil® shows the smallest beam width,
whereas AlN the biggest one [13].
The investigated material properties were also
influenced by the temperature as reported in [13, 15].
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For a scintillation photon of energy Es, this efficiency is
given by:
⎞ ⎛
⎞
⎛
⎞ ⎛E
⎞ ⎛
η ⎜ E s E ⎟ ~ ⎜ γ αE ⎟SQ⎜ E s E ⎟ = ⎜ E s αE ⎟SQ
γ ⎠
g ⎠
γ ⎠
g ⎠
⎝
⎝
⎝
⎝
with the assumption that an energy of α·Eg is required to
create an electron–hole pair. The factor α can range from
about 2 to 7, typical values are 2-3. For materials having
transfer and luminescence efficiencies S and Q near unity
and a scintillation photon energy approaching the one of
the band gap, the energy efficiency should be ~25-30%,
which is about the same what has been obtained for the
best phosphor materials [8].
Table 1: Room Temperature Efficiencies of Common
Inorganic Scintillators [8]
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Visible target modifications were observed after
irradiation for most materials, but these modifications do
not necessarily imply a lower light yield [13-16].
In addition, spectroscopic studies performed at
inorganic scintillators show that damages, generated
during intense ion irradiation, can lead to significant
changes in the emitted light spectrum. The most
prominent change occurs for Herasil® (Figure 5).

with YAG:Ce screens and OTR shows good agreement
down to 60 μm rms [19].

Figure 7: Comparison of 200 pC electron beam profiles
measured with YAG:Ce and OTR as function of the
focusing quadruple current [19].
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Figure 5: Luminescence spectra of quartz glass Herasil®
obtained for the 1st (black), 50th (red) and 100th (green)
macro pulse [14].
Detailed studies at GSI for high energy heavy ion
beams showed that the light yield of different materials
differs by several orders of magnitude and rises almost
linearly over a large intensity range (Figure 6). Purpose
built scintillators like YAG:Ce and CsI:Tl showed
different readings of the imaged beam width compared to
P43, ceramic materials, or glasses [17].
Major change of the beam width reading was observed
for a Y doped ZrO2 sample. Similar to the results in [13]
also here Herasil® shows the smallest imaged beam width,
whereas YAG:Ce shows a broader one.

Studies of different scintillating materials in view of
high resolution profile monitoring for high energy and
high brilliance electron beams were performed with a
micro-focused 855 MeV electron beam [20]. Measured
sizes (Figure 8) indicate that LYSO seems to be a suited
scintillator material for electron beam profile diagnostics,
while the measured beam sizes from the BGO scintillator
were slightly larger. It is interesting to note that profiles
from the YAG scintillators were significantly larger;
similar to the behaviour observed at hadron machines
[17]. These results were recently confirmed in a new
experiment which is partly described in [21].

Figure 8: Vertical beam size as function of beam current.
The wire scanner measurement was performed only at
a beam current of 31 nA [20].

Figure 6: Light yield and beam width as function of beam
intensity. Beam parameters: Uranium ions at 300 MeV/u
and 300 ms pulse length [17].

SCREENS AT ELECTRON MACHINES
Due to coherent effects in the emission of optical
transition radiation (OTR) [18] which may compromise
the use of OTR monitors for reliable diagnostics,
alternative schemes like the use of luminescent screens
are under consideration for modern LINAC-based light
sources. Comparison of beam sizes (Figure 7) measured
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For a micro focused 3.8 nA electron beam, profiles
measured with the BGO scintillator were studied as
function of the screen rotation angle, thus changing the
condition for internal total reflection in the crystal. As can
be seen in Figure 9 the measured horizontal beam size
exhibits a clear minimum which appears for the
orientation when the scintillator surface is tilted away
from the CCD surface.
Calculations with ZEMAX® reproduce the general
trend in the measured beam sizes quite well. The
remaining discrepancy between simulation and
measurement seems to be caused by the simplified
description of the scintillating light propagation inside the
crystal as emission of a line source under pure ray-optical
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conditions at the central wavelength of the emission
spectrum [20].
Further optical ray-tracing simulations show that the
four factors: screen observation angle, scintillator
material, scintillating screen thickness, and focal plane
can influence the beam profile resolution.
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workshop on "Scintillating Screen Applications in Beam
Diagnostics" held in February 2011 in Darmstadt. In
particular we would like to thank P. Forck, E. Guetlich,
K. Hoehne, P. Lecoq, A. Peters, A. Reiter, M. Schwickert,
C. Trautmann, and K. Wittenburg.

Figure 9: Beam sizes as function of the crystal rotation
angle together with the simulation taking into account the
internal total reflection [20].
Simulations for different observation angles (900, 450
and 22.50) show that placing a detector under 450 with
respect to the beam axis offers the best resolution. The
refractive index of the scintillating materials can also
weakly influence the resolution. The best resolution was
achieved for BGO crystal with the biggest refractive
index among the three analysed materials (BGO, LuYAP
and YAG). Finally, thinner scintillating screens showed
better resolution than thicker and the optimum screen tilt
angle is not affected by the thickness of the material. The
results of this analysis are summarized in [21].
Moreover, the scintillating screen method was proposed
and applied to minimize the influence of COTR emission
by using a fast gated CCD camera and exploiting the fact
that OTR is emitted instantaneously while scintillation
light is emitted with a certain decay time [21].

CONCLUSION
The present paper reviews scintillation mechanisms in
inorganic media in general case and for three special
cases: crystals containing rare-earth, cross luminescence,
and intraband luminescence materials.
Recently, there has been significant progress in studies
of scintillating screen applications in beam diagnostics.
Several detailed investigations on light yield, imaging
properties, and spectral response of inorganic scintillators
under irradiation with ionizing particles have been
performed and showed promising results. It has been
demonstrated that the influence of the observation
geometry, the scintillating material and scintillator
thickness can play an important role in view of high
resolution measurements with micro-focused beams.
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EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCE OF VARIOUS
FLUORESCENT SCREENS APPLIED FOR RELATIVISTIC
ELECTRON/POSITRON BEAM IMAGING
O.I. Meshkov#, V.V. Smaluk, D.P. Sukhanov,
BINP, Novosibirsk, Russia and Novosibirsk State University, Russia
E.N. Galashov, NIIC, Novosibirsk, Russia
V. Dorokhov, A.N. Zhuravlev, V.A. Kiselev, BINP, Novosibirsk, Russia

Fluorescent screens are widely used for single-pass
measurements of transverse beam profile at most of
accelerator facilities. Great number of materials is now
used for manufacture of fluorescent screens. The linearity,
sensitivity and spatial resolution of the diagnostics depend
on the choice of screen substance. We made an attempt to
compare a linearity and relative light yield for few types
of the fluorescent materials applied for screen
manufacturing. A CCD-camera and photomultiplier tube
record the light flux and 2D profile of the
electron/positron beam image on the screen. Experiments
were carried out with the electron/positron beam energy
of 350 MeV and the beam charge of 0.1 – 100 pC.

phosphors and crystals, which could be applied for the
screens. At this stage of the experiments we were not
interested in spatial resolution of the screens.
The measurements were done at the electron and
positron beam extracted from synchrobetatron B-4M [3].
Beam energy was E=354 MeV, and duration – of about 5
nsec. The beam was extracted from B-4M through
separation foil into atmosphere, passed through the
examined fluorescent screen and was absorbed in Faraday
cap The distance between the foil and the cup was about
30 cm. The light, emitted by the screen, was distributed
by the semi-transparent mirror between the
photomultiplier tube (S20 photocathode) and the triggered
CCD camera (Fig. 1) equipped with SONY IAX84AL
matrix.
1

INTRODUCTION
This paper was motivated by necessity to create a
diagnostic system for the booster of NSLS-II SR source
(Brookhaven, USA). Booster diagnostics [1] contains 6
fluorescent screens, which are used to close the first beam
turn and to monitor the transversal dimensions and
position of a beam during injection and extraction. We
have chosen YAG:Ce as a material for the screens
because it was used previously for the same diagnostics at
NSLS [2].
tested fluorescent screen

lead collimator

Sensitivity, a. u.
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Figure 2: Spectral response of PMT (1, blue) and CCD
camera (2, red). Arrows indicate wavelength of
luminescence maximum of the studied materials.
Figure 2 represents spectral sensitivity of these devices.
The beam diameter was cut down to 4 mm by lead
collimator. Typical beam image from the CCD camera is
presented in Fig. 3.

to scope

Figure 1: Experimental setup.
The thickness of the screens has been chosen to be 0.1
mm to improve spatial resolution of the diagnostics. As
the light yield of the fluorescent screen is propotional to
the thickness, we decided to measure this value directly,
and, besides it, to compare YAG:Ce with other types of
____________________________________________

0

4 mm

Figure 3: Typical beam image registered with CCD
camera. Light intensity is represented by the colored scale
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EXPERIMENTS

Light yield, ph/1010/cm2

We have tested 5 types of phosphor screens (Table 1).
The screens were covered with phosphor using the same
technique: precipitation of powder mixed with acetone
solution of silicate glue. 1-mm aluminium plates were
used as a substrate. Grain size of the phosphors was about
2-3 ȝm.
Table 1: Phosphors, Studied in the Experiments

1: ZnS
2: Gd2O2S:Tb
3: (ZnS, CdS):Ag
4: Y2O2S:Tb
5: Gd2O2S:Eu

Timing
(10%), mks
1250
750
1250
1000
250

Thickness of the phosphor layer was about 0.2 mm.
The measurements were carried out with two specimens
of each type of phosphors and the results were the same
for both samples within the accuracy of the
measurements. The decay curves of the phosphors are
presented in Fig. 4
0

I, a.u.

0.4

5
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1, 3

0.8

4
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0
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Figure 5: Light yield of the phosphors vs beam charge
(ɋɋD data). See Table 1 for key.
The best sensitivity to the influence of electron beam
was demonstrated by the (ZnS, CdS):Ag screen (Fig. 5).
It relates as to CCD as to PMT data. The light yield of all
the phosphors was linear up to the beam density about
2
2  1010 e /cm . We used data of PMT and CCD at low
beam intensity for control of linearity and dynamic range
of both devices. During increasing of beam current we
decreased the light for CCD camera by neutral filters.

Study of the Light Yield of the Crystals
We have also measured the light yield of the crystals
listed in Table 2. The BGO, ZWO (ZnW04), CWO
(CdWO4) crystals were grown in Nikolayev Institute of
inorganic chemistry (Novosibirsk, Russia) [3].
Table 2: Crystals, Studied in the Experiments
Crystal
1: Al2O3:Cr
2: BGO
3: CdWO4
4: ZnW04
5: YAG:Ce

Refr.
index
1.57
(589 nm)
2.15
2.25
2.1-2.2
1.82

Hydroscopic
No

Mech.
properties
Excellent

No
No
No
No

Good
Satisfactory
Satisfactory
Excellent

Only data obtained from the CCD camera are presented
in Fig. 6, because short timing of crystals did not allow
distinguishing the true light registered by PMT from the
bremsstrahlung influencing the signals. The presented
data of light yield are normalized to 0.2 mm thickness of
Al2O3:Cr crystal. Comparison of light yield of most bright
phosphors and 3 crystals against the density of a beam
charge is presented in Fig. 7. Apparently, this dependence
for all samples is linear up to the density of 3 nC/cm2 .

Figure 4: Temporal response of the phosphors under
influence of electron beam.
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Study of the light Yield of the Phosphors

1

0

Absolute calibration of the CCD camera was done
using a laser diode with a 532-nm wavelength. The laser
power of 30 r 3 mW was determined with a calorimeter.
For calibration the light power was decreased by a set of
certified neutral filters. The resulting light power
measured by CCD was (7r3) PW. It corresponds to the
total flux of (9r4)109 photons. These data were used to
estimate light yield of the screens, but only transparency
of the mirror was taken into account. The reduction of
light by the lens and solid angle of light collection were
not included into consideration. The latter was less than
the angle of total internal reflection in crystals, aperture
ratio of the lens was about 1:17.
All the following values of light yield normalized to the
absolute calibration data and relates to photons with the
wavelength of 532 nm

Light output
colour
Green
Green
Green
Blue
Red

3

15

Absolute Calibration of the Diagnostics

Phosphor
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At least, light yield of YAG:Ce and (ZnS, CdS):Ag
screens was measured under electron beam extracted from
VEPP-3 accelerator [4]. Beam energy was E = 1852 MeV
and number of particles in bunch varied between 7109
and 1.21011. These data are presented in Fig. 9.

1.5

Light yield, ph/1010/cm2
5

3

1.0

2
4

0

ne/109/cm2
0

5

10

20

Figure 6: Light yield of the crystals vs beam charge. See
Table 2 for key.

Ee=354 MeV

Light yield, ph/1010/cm2

9

ne/10 /cm
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15

0

(ZnS, CdS):Ag

BGO, YAG:Ce

0

36

72

2

108

Figure 9: Light yield of (ZnS, CdS):Ag phosphor and
YAG:Ce crystals under influence of electron beam with
different energies.

CONCLUSION
5

CWO
ne/109/cm2

0
0

5

10

15

Figure 7: Comparison of the phosphors and crystals light
yield.

Light Yield of Phosphor Under Positron Impact
We have also measured the light yield of the most
sensitive phosphor (ZnS, CdS):Ag under the influence of
positron beam (Fig. 8). Expectedly, no difference within
the accuracy of the experiment was found.
0.6

Light yield, ph/1010/cm2

0.4

e-
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The comparison of light yield for 5 kinds of phosphors
and 5 kinds of crystals under influence of electron beam
were done. The light yield of all tested materials was
linear up to the beam density about 1011 e-/cm2. No signs
of saturation of light yield were found.
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Figure 8: Comparison of light yield of phosphor under
electron and positron impact.
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SINGLE-SHOT RESOLUTION OF X-RAY MONITOR USING CODED
APERTURE IMAGING
J.W. Flanagan, M. Arinaga, H. Fukuma, H. Ikeda, T. Mitsuhashi, KEK, Tsukuba, Ibaraki, Japan
J.S. Alexander, M.A. Palmer, D.P. Peterson, N. Rider, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, U.S.A.
G. Varner, University of Hawaii, Honolulu, HI, U.S.A.
We report on tests of an x-ray beam size monitor based
on coded aperture imaging [1]. This technique uses a
mask pattern to modulate incoming photons, with the
resulting image being deconvolved through the mask and
detector responses, including the effects of diffraction and
attenuation materials in the path, over the spectral and
angular distribution of the synchrotron radiation
generated by the beam. We have tested mask patterns
called URA masks[2], which have relatively flat spatial
frequency response, and an open aperture of 50% for
high-flux throughput, enabling single-shot (bunch-bybunch, turn-by-turn) measurements without the need for
heat-sensitive mirrors. Bunch size measurements of ~10
micron bunches with single-shot (statistics-dominated)
resolutions of ~2.5 microns have been demonstrated at
CesrTA, and single-shot measurements with similar or
better resolution of beams in the ~5 micron range are
being aimed for at the ATF2. A beam-size monitor based
on these principles is also being designed for the
SuperKEKB low-emittance rings. We present estimated
single-shot resolutions, along with a comparison to
single-shot resolution measurements made at CesrTA.

INTRODUCTION
We are developing beam size diagnostics based on
coded aperture imaging for low-emittance beams, such as
the SuperKEKB Low Emittance Ring (LER) and High
Emittance Ring (HER), CesrTA and the ATF2; Table 1
shows x-ray source parameters for each machine. For this
purpose, we use x-ray monitors based on coded aperture
imaging. For the mask pattern, we use URA masks,
which feature resolutions on the order of, or a bit better
than, simple pinholes, with a wide aperture, broad-band
(non-monochromatic) response and relatively flat spatial
frequency response for wide dynamic range in beam sizes.
Table 1: X-ray Source Parameters
Parameter

CesrTA
(lowenergy)

y (pm-rad) (min)

<20

~30

~10

y (m) (min.)

~10

~4

~10

Beam Energy (GeV)

2.085

1.3

4/7

Bending radius (m)

31.65

4.3

31.74 / 106

Critical Energy (keV)

0.63

1.1

4.4 / 7.1
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ATF2

SuperKEKB

LER / HER

As has been described previously[3], the expected
image at the detector plane from a point source is
calculated from the  and  components of the complex
wavefront amplitude A of the component of
synchrotron radiation (SR) for each wavelength in the
source spectrum[4]. Each component is propagated
through a model of the beamline, taking account of the
attenuation and phase shifts due to the various materials
and path lengths along the way, with a Kirchhoff integral
over the surface of the mask [5]:

A , Detector  

iA , Source



t  y m  i  r1  r2   cos 1  cos  2
e


r
r
2

1 2
mask
2




dy m


where t(ym) is the complex transmission of the mask
element at position ym. Intensities of each wavelength
and polarization component are summed at location on
the detector. We consider here only vertical beam size
measurement, where the detector is considered to be a
vertical linear array of pixels.
The source beam is considered to be a vertical
distribution of point sources. The above formulation can
also be applied to sources with non-zero angular
dispersion and longitudinal extent, for a more accurate
simulation of emittance and source-depth effects.
However, for the machines under consideration here these
effects are estimated to be negligibly small, so for
computational speed we restrict ourselves to 1dimensional vertical distributions.

ESTIMATES OF STATISTICS-LIMITED
SINGLE-SHOT RESOLUTIONS
At low intensities, the resolution of the system is
limited by statistical fluctuations in the number of
detected photons. To estimate the resolution of the
system as a function of beam size, simulated images are
calculated for Gaussian beams of various sizes. The
simulated detector images for different-sized beams are
then compared pair-wise against each other, with one
image in a pair representing a measured image for a
known beam size, and the other image representing a
proposed model. The differences between the two images
in signal heights for each detector channel are used to
evaluate the2 per degree of freedom for this “fit” [6]:
N
[ s i  s i ] 2
2
1

,


N  n  1 i 1  i2
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where N is the number of detector channels (pixels), n is
the number of fit parameters, which in this case is one,
normalization. For a 32-pixel detector, the number of
degrees of freedom, ν (N-n-1) is then taken to be 30. The
residual weighting function σi for channel i is taken to be
proportional to the square root of the signal height in that
channel, si:

 i  si .
The signal height in each channel is set to the number
of expected number of photons detected in that channel
for a given bunch intensity. More explicitly, the average
number of photons per pixel, np, at the detector is
calculated, and the simulated image normalized so that
the average signal height is equal to np. Finally, the value
of 2/ that corresponds to a confidence interval of 68%
is chosen to represent the 1- confidence interval.

Figure 2: Calculated statistical 1- resolution contours for
CA at CesrTA for 200 photons/pixel (0.56 mA/bunch).
Measured size spreads at 0.5 mA/bunch are overlaid.
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Comparison with Data at CesrTA
At CesrTA, x-ray optics chips have been installed in the
CHESS D Line (to view positron beams) and in the
CHESS C Line (for viewing electron beams).[7] The
chips installed for 2.085 GeV study operation (the “low
energy” chips) contain both a URA mask coded aperture
(CA) and a Fresnel zone plate. The chip consists of ~0.5
m thick gold masking material on a 2.5 m silicon
substrate. (Another set of chips designed for high-power
operation are also installed, but are not discussed here.)
The URA mask pattern is a 31-element pattern with 10
m, as shown in Figure 1. The detector is a 32-channel
InGaAs linear array with 50 m pixel pitch, made by
Fermionics.

Figure 1: 31-element CA with 10 m element size. Left:
pattern. Right: SEM image from Applied Nanotools.
(Adjacent elements of the same type (mask or hole)
merge; there are fewer distinct regions than “elements.”)
Figure 2 shows the estimated resolution contours for
the CA for an average signal height of 200 photon counts
per pixel, which corresponds to 0.56 mA/bunch. Overlaid
on that is the spread of measured beam sizes using the CA,
taken during electron-cloud studies at CesrTA. The bunch
size varies along the bunch train due to emittance blow-up
caused by the cloud, with each point representing the
measured size of one bunch in the train, and the error bars
representing the spread of single-turn sizes for that bunch
over the course of 4096 turns. Size measurements were
done by matching measured single-shot images against a
range of simulated images for different sizes and positions
[8]; this is similar to way the resolution plots are
calculated, with the addition of a bunch offset. Figure 3
shows the measured single-shot spreads for a range of
fitted beam sizes at a bunch current of 0.5 mA/bunch.

562

Figure 3: Calculated statistical 1- resolution contours for
CA at CesrTA for 200 photons/pixel (0.56 mA/bunch).
Measured size spreads at 1 mA/bunch are overlaid.
The calculated statistical size spreads are between the
measured spreads for 0.5 and 1.0 mA, which is expected
as noise fluctuations in the detector and readout system
are not included in the calculation. The shape of the
estimated confidence contours and the measured spreads
agree reasonably well.
The measured single-shot
resolution in the 10-15 m range is ~2.5 m.

Resolution Estimates at ATF2
An x-ray beam line has been constructed in the ATF2
extraction line, with the goal of testing coded aperture
measurements with beam sizes down to ~4-5 m.

Figure 4: Calculated 1- statistical resolution contours for
31-element CA with 10 m elements at the ATF2.
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The minimum beam size possible at the x-ray monitor
source point is expected to be below ~4 m [9]. For the
ATF2, we will use a 64-channel Fermionics detector.
Figure 4 shows the resolution contours for a coded
aperture mask of the same type as used at CesrTA, for 1
nc bunches. As can be seen in Figure 4, statistical
resolutions of ~1 m can be expected for minimum beam
sizes around 4 m. Studies to measure and demonstrate
this resolution are planned starting in the fall of 2011.

WEOB03

constructed, and data taking is anticipated in Autumn
2011. SuperKEKB commissioning is planned in 2014.
Further topics to be pursued are absolute calibration
checks at CesrTA, reconstruction methods for best
recovering full profile and position information, and
development of detector and read-out systems for
SuperKEKB, with improved photon detection efficiency
at the higher energy photons that will be generated there.

Resolution Estimates at SuperKEKB

Figure 6: Calculated 1- statistical resolution contours for
coded aperture mask at the SuperKEKB HER.

Figure 7: Calculated 1- statistical resolution contours for
coded aperture mask at the SuperKEKB LER.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Figure 5: 59-element CA pattern for use at SuperKEKB.
Figures 6 and 7 show the expected resolution contours
for the LER and HER at full bunch currents. As can be
seen, with the current detector, statistical resolutions of ~2
m can be expected for beam sizes of ~10 m. A future
detector with improved detection efficiency would have
immproved statistical resolution, such that the dominant
limit would be determined by detector and readout noise.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE PLANS
Estimates of the size-dependent statistical resolution of
a coded aperture mask have been compared with data.
The measured confidence intervals are, as expected, a bit
larger than would be explained purely by photon statistics,
but the spreads seem to be in reasonable agreement with
the calculated resolutions as a function of beam size. The
same estimation procedure has been applied to the ATF2
and SuperKEKB.
The ATF2 beamline has been
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The SuperKEKB Low Energy Ring (LER) and High
Energy Ring (HER) will have high total beam currents,
3.6 and 2.6 A respectively, necessitating the use of a mask
with much thicker substrate, such as the high-power
masks being tested at CesrTA. The diagnostic beamlines
will have total path lengths of around 40 m.[10] They
will also have much higher critical energies than CesrTA
or the ATF2, meaning that the energy of the photon
spectral peak incident on the detector will be much higher.
Due to the thinness of the present detector being used at
CesrTA and the ATF2 (3.5 m InGaAs), the photon
detection efficiency is low, and much of the incident flux
is lost. For this reason, other types of detector are being
considered, which would have higher detection
efficiencies at high photon energies. For planning
purposes, a set of contours assuming the use of the
currently used Fermionics detector, in red, and a set of
contours assuming a 10 times higher detection efficiency,
in green, are calculated, assuming the use of the 59element, 10 m element-size CA mask pattern shown in
Figure 5. The mask consists of 10 m gold pattern on a
625 m silicon substrate. (Other materials are also under
study.)
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BEAM CHARGE MEASUREMENTS
David Belohrad, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract

Repetition rate

The measurement of beam charge is fundamental to all
particle accelerators. There exist many methods to achieve
this, which can broadly be classified into two categories:
intercepting measurements, which are destructive for the
beam and result in absorption of a significant amount of energy and non-intercepting measurements using electric or
magnetic field coupling. In both categories one can find instruments that process the beam signals with high dynamic
range, both in amplitude and time. The aim of this article
is to present the current state of beam charge measurement
technologies. Various measurement methods will be described with their uses, advantages, and the achievable resolution and accuracy will be discussed. The technological
problems related to their fabrication will also be addressed.
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INTRODUCTION
Eﬀective control of an accelerator requires numerous
types of diagnostic tools. The tools providing an information about the beam parameters are called beam diagnostics. They include many measurement techniques which
could be grouped into two major branches:
• Intercepting measurements, which are destructive for
the beam, or they result in absorption of a significant
amount of its energy. These include e.g. wire scanners, Secondary Emission (SEM) grids, Optical Transition Radiation (OTR), scintillator, and a few techniques of beam charge measurements such as Faraday
cup measurement.
• Non-intercepting measurements, which use electric or
magnetic field coupling of beam to the measuring instrument. These include e.g. beam position monitors,
synchrotron light monitors, beam loss monitors, luminosity and tune measurements, and capacitive or inductive beam charge monitors (either AC or DC).
Beam charge measurement (also called beam intensity
measurement) is a process whose result is an information
about a number of particle beam’s charges. The directly
measured quantity is often beam current, the number of
charges is a calculated value. An integral of the measured
beam current over a specific region of interest (ROI) results
in a beam charge. Number of charges in such a region is
expressed as the beam charge divided by the elementary
charge.
The term ROI is dependent of the context in which the
measurement is applied: e.g. for the LINACs, the ROI
would be the batch length and the intensity measurement
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Figure 1: CERN LINAC II: RR=900 ms, BL=200 µs typ.
would result in an equivalent DC current of the particle
batch generated (Fig. 1). Diﬀerent situation would be in
the case of free electron-laser (FEL) or hadron machines,
where the major interest is in measurement of a single
bunch charge, and hence the ROI would be equal to few
sigmas, providing that bunch spacing is suﬃcient.
The beam intensity measurement is used to define the intensity loss at injection, acceleration and extraction. Slow
charge loss measurement provides information about lifetime of the circulating beam, and it can be used to protect the machine or humans against machine malfunctions.
Number of charges enters also the luminosity equation.
Most critical demands for the beam charge measurements are related to the measurement accuracy and dynamic range. High accuracy and high bandwidth of the
measurement is required to measure individual bunches.
Precision and speed are needed to calculate the beam lifetime. Currents ranging from several kilo-amperes in induction LINACs to some nano-amperes, as e.g. in CERN’s
anti-proton decelerator, are measured. The bandwidth of
the measurement device is determined by the properties of
the measured current. The bunch spacing mainly aﬀects
the high-frequency (HF) cut-oﬀ, while the revolution period defines low-frequency (LF) cut-oﬀ requirements. E.g.
the CLIC Test Facility 3 (CTF3) requires bandwidth greater
than 7 GHz [1] should the bunch structure be measured.

CHARGE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
A crucial part of the beam charge measurement system is the device which couples to the beam and provides the signal approximating the beam current. The
most used DC intercepting devices are the Faraday cups.
The non-intercepting AC devices – electrostatic pickups,
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Figure 2: Distribution of the mirror charge and flux lines

Figure 3: Principle of operation of the Faraday cup

Wall Current Monitors (WCMs) and Fast Beam Current
Transformers (FBCTs) – can measure the charge by integration of the beam current or the wall image current
coupled inductively or capacitively to the measurement
device. Non-intercepting DC devices such as DC current transformers (DCCTs), superconducting quantum interference devices (SQUIDs), and cryogenic current comparators (CCCs), provide charge information based on a
magnetic feedback established with the beam. Magnetoresistive (MR) sensors, widely used in clamp-on high current meters, can provide low-precision DC beam measurements.

THE FARADAY CUP

Beam Signal Interception
In order to understand how the beam signal can be intercepted a concept of Wall Image Current (WIC) must
be introduced: Any moving charged particle creates an
electro-magnetic field. Should the particle move at relativistic speed inside the vacuum chamber, its electric field
contracts in the direction of motion. An image charge of
opposite sign is induced at the inner diameter of the vacuum chamber (Fig. 2). It is dragged as the particle moves,
creating the Wall Image Current (WIC), and eﬀectively
cancelling the electric field outside of the conducting vacuum chamber. The magnetic part of the particle’s field gets
strongly attenuated when the flux lines pass through a nonmagnetic conductor. The attenuation factor is specified in
terms of skin-depth lengths for a particular frequency. Each
such length corresponds to an attenuation of ≈8.7 dB [2].
Due to this high-resolution measurement devices can only
be installed either in the vacuum chamber, or outside of
the vacuum chamber, if an alternate path for the WIC is
provided. The device then can couple directly to the electromagnetic (EM) field produced by the beam.
The following paragraphs discuss the devices used to intercept the beam. Only a single candidate from the intercepting measurements is presented: the Faraday cup. All
other intercepting methods are rarely used for the beam
charge measurements. Discussion then continues in the
field of the non-intercepting AC and DC measurement devices.
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The principle of operation of the Faraday cup is shown in
Fig 3. In order to measure the beam charge a cup made of
a conductive material is inserted into the beam path. When
the beam hits the cup, all the collected charge is discharged
by the current-to-voltage converter. The detected signal is
processed by an integrator to estimate the beam charge.
Faraday cups provide DC measurements and serve as an
absolute calibration standard, which can be used to crosscalibrate other measurement equipment. They are usually used for low current measurements due to the cup
heat-load: high beam current measurements require actively cooled cups, which considerably increases the design complexity. Important issue is the emission of the secondary charged particles during the impact. This increases
the measurement accuracy uncertainty and must be suppressed. One of the methods to do so is to increase the cup
length [3], so all the secondary charges are collected back
to the cup. Other possibilities are to use either a high voltage (HV) guard ring acting as an electrostatic shielding, or
a dipole magnet forcing the charges to spin not letting them
to escape from the cup [4]. Should the fast beam structure
be observed with high time resolution the signal transmission bandwidth must be extended to GHz range. Standard
coaxial-type connection of the cup to the transmission line
provides up to hundreds of MHz bandwidth. Bandwidth up
to tens of GHz is obtained using Fast Faraday Cups [5].
Carefully designed devices can provide measurements in
pA range with resolution of 2 fA [6].

NON-INTERCEPTING MEASUREMENTS
AC Measurements
The non-intercepting devices measure the charge by integration of the beam/wall image current. The beam signal
is EM coupled or conducted to the measurement device.
Capacitive coupling is mostly used by electrostatic pickups sensitive to the charge density. To obtain a measurable
signal, the pick-ups use a conductive electrode inserted into
the vacuum chamber (Fig. 4). The electrode is isolated and
it is subjected to a charge deposit caused by moving parti-
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cles. The voltage diﬀerence between the electrode and the
vacuum chamber creates a current flowing through a load
resistor R.
The resistor R and the capacitor C define the device’s LF
cut-oﬀ. The value of capacitor is given by the sum of the
electrode and external capacitances. Due to the LF cut-oﬀ
the measured signal does not contain a DC component and
the signal exhibits a “droop”, resulting in a displacement
of the signal’s base line. Hence a proper base-line restoration (BLR) may be required. The signal processing is common to all non-intercepting AC measurements as well as to
Faraday cups, and is discussed further.
Splitting the cylinder electrode into four orthogonal electrodes an electrostatic Beam Position Monitor (BPM) is
created. BPMs can be used to provide an intensity-suitable
measurable signal by summing the signal of the four electrodes, which suppresses the signal first-order position dependence. Third and fifth order position dependence can
be eliminated by appropriate mathematical treatment.
To provide a high-bandwidth charge measurement a Wall
Current Monitor (WCM) can be used (Fig. 5). The bandwidth of the device often exceeds 5 GHz [1] while maintaining its LF cut-oﬀ bellow hundreds of kHz. The WCM
conducts the WIC and acts as a current divider providing
separate paths for HF and LF WIC components. The HF
current passes through a load resistor connected in series
with the vacuum chamber. To install the resistor the vacuum chamber must be split, and separated by an isolating
gap. A low-impedance bypass installed over the gap then
provides an impedance-controlled environment. The device’s LF cut-oﬀ is proportional to the impedance ratio of
the HF and LF paths. Within the measurement bandwidth
the WCMs oﬀer an exceptional sensitivity (e.g. comparison of 1 Ω loaded WCM’s noise to FBCT’s toroid magnetic noise) at the expense of higher LF cut-oﬀ. It is believed that the beam position dependence of WCMs is more
favourable when compared to toroid measurements due
to the distribution of the load resistance homogeneously
around the ceramics. The WCM intensity measurement
is used e.g. in Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC)
at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) [7].
Measurements of a beam signal down to a Hz range are
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mainly a domain of the FBCTs which oﬀer a bandwidth of
few Hz up to a GHz. In contrast to all previously discussed
measurement methods, they can be absolutely calibrated.
The principle of the measurement using an FBCT is
shown in Fig. 6. A toroidal transformer is used to measure the beam current. As in case of the WCM the WIC
is diverted using a ceramics insulator to an external low
impedance Radio Frequency (RF) connection. The LF
cut-oﬀ of the FBCT is given by the winding inductance.
The HF cut-oﬀ is limited by a capacitive coupling between
the turns, stray and eddy currents, the energy loss in the
core material and the loss of permeability with the frequency. Modern materials such as amorphous cobalt-based
alloys achieve cut-oﬀ frequencies up to 2 GHz.
The primary winding of the FBCT is formed by the
beam. Often two secondary windings are installed: a calibration turn used to inject a known current into the transformer, and a measurement winding connected to an acquisition system and providing the measurement signal.
The FBCT droop eﬀect can be well controlled in the
transfer lines, where the repetition rate of the measurement is small compared to the FBCT LF cut-oﬀ time constant. To measure high duty cycle circulating beams, usage
of BLR techniques is essential in order to perform the measurement. Selection of proper BLR method depends much
on the characteristics of the beam.
The FBCT works in two operational modes depending of
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whether the coeﬃcients λ1,2 (Fig. 7) are complex or real. In
the first case the capacitor C provides a charge storage, discharged once the beam passes the FBCT aperture. The amplitude of the resonant capacitor discharge is proportional
to the number of charges measured [8]. In the latter case
the FBCT acts as an ordinary impulse transformer, providing a signal proportional to the beam current.
Currently achievable measurement resolution for hadron
machines is approximately 2–3 pC RMS. This is not suﬃcient for electron machines as very short pulses of few tens
of pC must be measured. Recent studies show that a careful
design of the electronics front-end can lead to a significant
reduction of the RMS noise and hence in the laboratory
conditions a resolution of ≈0.01 pC is achievable [9]. Such
resolution is however deteriorated by EM interference once
the device is installed in the machine.
Recent discoveries on the field of the FBCT technology
reveal also important issues related to transversal beam position dependency of the measured signal [10].
Electronics processing chain and calibration: The beam
signal acquired by the AC devices must be further processed to get the charge information. The usual signal
path consists of an amplifier/attenuator section, followed
by an Analog to Digital Converter (ADC), BLR and integrator. The latter two processings are performed numerically, which enables usage of advanced signal processing
methods such as deconvolution of the measured signal to
improve the LF cut-oﬀ. BLR is based on the knowledge of
the beam signal properties (e.g. injection scenario), or on
usage of sample-and-hold/peak detectors to recover the DC
signal component. Integration can be performed as a standard sum of the sampled signal, or if required it may use
interpolation to increase the calculus precision. In cases
where the ADC performance is not satisfactory, an analogue integration may be used. Analogue integrator design
requires more attention, as additional eﬀects, like input oﬀsets, integrator non-linearity, bandwidth and slew-rate limitations, must be considered. Usage of analogue integrators
usually results in much lower bandwidth requirements put
on the ADC chain.
For proper operation the intensity measurement system
must be calibrated. Calibration is a process of matching
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a reference signal measurement to the reference value. If
the reference value is not known, it must be measured with
better precision than provided by the measurement system
being calibrated. A properly calibrated system provides
compensation for systematic errors caused by fabrication
processes and tolerances of components. From the above
described methods only FBCTs can be directly calibrated.
All other methods can calibrate the electronics processing
chain, however they do not oﬀer a possibility of calibrating the measurement track completely, and hence rely on
indirect calibration by using either Faraday cups, FBCTs
or DCCTs. Two basic types of calibration are used: a
pulsed current source, or direct charge calibration. While
the first one is using a true current source, which is able to
precisely generate pulses of specific amplitude (few mA to
A) and width (ns to µs), the second method uses capacitor as a charge storage. The fully charged capacitor is discharged into the calibration winding of the FBCT. Typical
absolute accuracy of both calibration methods lies somewhere between 1 to 5 % of the measurement full scale (FS).

DC Measurements
A device used to measure an intensity of a circulating
beam down to DC is the DC current transformer (DCCT).
The principle of operation is shown in Fig. 8. The measurement device uses a “magnetic modulator” to obtain a signal
proportional to the DC current of the beam. Magnetic modulation is done by superposition of the magnetic flux generated by a signal generator (through a winding) with the one
generated by the beam signal. The windings configuration
is such that the current generates in both cores a flux of
opposite direction. A common sensing winding provides
an output signal. Assuming perfectly matched cores the
second harmonic in the output signal cancels due to symmetric excitation by modulation current (Fig. 9 middle). A
beam passing through the aperture of the cores creates an
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Figure 9: 2nd harmonic production in the DCCT
additional flux. This unbalances the excitation hence even
harmonics appear in the output signal, particularly the second harmonic. The second harmonics of the output signal
synchronously demodulated to base-band provides a driving signal for a current generator. The generator acts to
suppress the flux generated by the beam current. The amplitude of the needed current corresponds to the beam current [11]. An additional AC transformer extends the bandwidth up to ≈50 kHz. This results in faster response of the
measuring device to current changes.
The choice of the modulation frequency depends of the
used toroid’s material and is usually in the range of few
hundreds Hz to few kHz. The modulator must provide
enough power to drive the cores into saturation. Its frequency spectrum purity is important to avoid superposition
and aliasing of the generator’s spectra with the measured
signal. The reaction time of the feedback loop is usually
some tens of microseconds.
The DCCTs provide the full-scale DC beam current
measurements in any range from 10 mA to 100 A with resolution down to 1 µA, and dynamic range exceeding 100 dB.
Currently, the limit on the measurement precision is imposed by the Barkhausen noise related to the size of the
toroid material’s magnetic domains, and drifts in the electronics and calibration source used. Typically achieved accuracy is ±500 ppm plus resolution, limited by the absolute
accuracy of the calibration standard.
The DCCTs suﬀer from a long-term zero drift,
mainly caused by the electronics temperature dependence
(≈5 µA/K). The measurement errors can also be caused
by stray fields of surrounding magnets intercepted by the
device. The DCCT fabrication involves many technological issues, mostly related to the magnetic material procurement and matching of the B-H curves of the used
toroids. Typically used materials have to have high permeability and must be annealed to achieve low coercive
fields (Hc ≈ 1 Am−1 ). Suitable types are e.g. Vitrovac
6025 and Metglas 2705M. These are also used to fabricate
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the FBCTs.
DCCTs are calibrated by injecting a known DC current
into the DCCT’s calibration turn encompassing all three
toroids. Commercially available DC current sources as
Keithley 224 or Yokogawa GS200 are used. They typically provide an accuracy better than (±0.05 % of setting +
≈5 µA).
A summary of DCCT technology can be found e.g.
in [12], performance limitations are discussed in [13]
and [14].
Recent developments on the field of magnetic sensors permit their usage in DC beam current measurements. The measurement devices use either SQUIDs
or MR sensors. The SQUIDs can measure extremely weak
magnetic
√ fields (tens of fT) with very low noise floor
(3 fT Hz). They require temperature controlled environment: low-temperature SQUIDs below 10 K, whereas
high-temperature SQUIDs only 70 K [15]. The lowtemperature SQUIDs are used in cryogenic current comparators (CCCs). Further information can be obtained in
reference [16].
DC current measurements can be provided as well
by MR sensors, widely used in on-clip current meters.
Nowadays MR sensors’ commercial availability makes
them attractive for the accelerator technology industry. A
study for the GSI-FAIR project has been made of their suitability for the beam current measurements [17].
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SQUID by ann external maagnetic field generated
from
m the
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At GSI Darmstaadt an LTS SQ
QUID based CCC
C
detector
system
m has demonnstrated excelllent capabilitiies for absonsity of the extracted
e
lute measurements
m
s of the inten
ion
beam
m from the synchrotron. The maximum cu
urrent resolup
tion achieved
a
withh this apparattus was 250 pA/Hz
[7].
Based
d on these proomising results new efforts were started
in cooperation witth GSI Darmsstadt and MPII Heidelberg
to deevelop an impproved CCC for the upco
oming FAIR
(Facillity for Antiprroton and Ion Research) pro
oject [8], and
for th
he CSR (Cryoggenic Storage Ring) [9], resspectively.
ding accelerattor facilities.
FA
AIR will be onne of the lead
onsist of two fast-ramped
In itss final stage F
FAIR will co
superrconducting syynchrotrons SIS
S 100 - SIS
S 300, three
nd associated experiments
storag
ge rings for ion storage an
(CR, RESR, NESR
R), a dedicateed antiproton storage ring
(HES
SR), and the ssuperconducting fragment separator SFRS for the produuction of rare isotope beam
ms. A unique
featurre of the mainn FAIR acceleerator (SIS100
0) will be the
intensity primary ion
generration of highh brightness, high
h
beam
ms, e.g. 3u1011 ions/spill off 238U28+. Low
w intensities
will alsso have to be
(<109 ions/spill) off rare isotope beams
b
transp
ported by the high-energy transport beaam lines [8],
wheree installation oof the CCCs iss foreseen.
Th
he CSR was deeveloped as a novel concep
pt for a storage riing operating below 10 K with
w only elecctrostatic ion
d focusing. Th
opticaal devices forr bending and
hese electromparison to maagnetic storstatic devices will allow in com
ht to rather heeavy ions or
age rings
r
experimeents from ligh
moleccules up to oorganic moleecules or even
n biological
samples. The energgy of the ionss will be variaable between
20 to 300 keV per ccharge state.
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DARK CURRENT MEASUREMENTS
(DESY-CCC)
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The dark current, due to emission of electrons in high
gradient fields, is an unwanted particle source. Two issues
are of main concern:
x Additional thermal load
x Propagating dark current
Previous studies showed that the second case seems to be
the more critical one. It limits the acceptable dark current
on the beam pipe "exit" of a TESLA 9-cell cavity to approximately 50 nA.
To demonstrate the function of the CCC and to characterize its current sensitivity test measurements were successfully done at the cryogenic laboratory of Jena University. As signal source a programmable current generator
was used to simulate the expected dark electron beam
pulses. The solid line in Fig. 4 shows a plot of the beam
simulation signal and the dotted line represents the
SQUID response of the CCC. The phase shift between
both pulses is caused by the measurement bandwidth of
the whole system.

0
500

Tim e [μs]

Figure 4: Beam simulation signal (solid line) and output
signal of the SQUID based CCC (dotted line).
The spectral flux noise density of the whole system in
the white noise region was measured in our laboratory
and a level of 8×10-5 )0/Hz was observed. This value
corresponds to a noise limited current resolution of the
CCC of 13pA/Hz which is much better than required.
In the final test phase the system was installed in the
HoBiCat test stand at BESSY, combined with a 9-cell
cavity. As a result of additional noise contributions due to
the core material of the pick-up coil, mechanical vibrations of the test facility and external disturbing magnetic
fields the current resolution was decreased and a resolution of about 1 nA/Hz was achieved [10].
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CONCLUSIONS
A SQUID-based CCC is the most sensitive device
available for non-destructive low current beam measurements in a wide frequency range from DC to several kHz.
To achieve a high resolution, shielding and noise isolation
must be highly sophisticated. The properties of the ferromagnetic core material set the fundamental limits for
noise reduction. According to our investigations nanocrystalline Nanoperm alloys provide significant advantages for the CCC due to their high permeability and
low noise level at liquid helium temperatures. This material allows us to reduce the overall noise by about 40 % in
the frequency range from 1 Hz to 2 kHz. Compared to
[11], a current sensitivity of 11×10-12 A/Hz against
40×10-12 A/Hz at 100 Hz could be achieved.
At the Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research (FAIR),
presently in the planning phase at GSI, a set of beam
diagnostic instruments is foreseen to detect the large variety of ion beams ranging from less than 104 antiprotons
up to high intensity of 5 × 1011 uranium ions.
On-going developments are discussed for nonintercepting devices, such as the cryogenic current comparator, purpose-built for the detection of lowest beam
intensities not only at FAIR but also for the Cryogenic
Storage Ring at the MPI Heidelberg.
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A continuous monitoring of the beam currents in the
accelerator beam lines requires a non-intercepting measurement method. This method must operate at a wide
frequency range in order to sense currents of bunched and
continuous beams, from several kHz down to DC. An
improved CCC optimally fulfils these requirements for
the FAIR and the CSR beam parameters.
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Abstract

with the sensitivity S = πf

The dark current monitor designed for the European
XFEL consists of a resonator, operating with the RF frequency of the accelerator. Prototypes have been produced
and successfully tested at the PITZ and FLASH facilities.
Since the small charge of the dark current is present in every RF bucket it induces and superimposes a field up to
a measurable level. This monitor offers the possibility to
measure even small dark currents. In addition to dark current levels down to 40 nA, the monitor allows for charge
measurements with sub pC resolution and linear response
up to a few nC. The ratio of amplitudes of higher order
monopole modes is a function of the bunch length. Measurements at PITZ show the same trend of bunch length
compared with a destructive streak camera. Therefore this
monitor is also able to measure bunch length in a nondestructive manner. The resonator has been successfully
tested at FLASH and the PITZ facility.

Z
Qext

 
R
Q

, where q is

the beam charge, Z = 50 Ω is the line impedance,
Qext = 252 ± 4 is the resonator external quality factor
and (R/Q) = 42.3 Ω is the simulated normalized shunt
impedance. All values (except for (R/Q)) are determined
by laboratory measurements and in agreement with the design values (the resonator is produced with high precision
without tuners). Using equation (2) the beam charge can

INTRODUCTION
Dark current is produced by field emission in the accelerator. It generates a radiation background in the tunnel
which damages electronics and activates components. In
order to decrease the dark current at the European XFEL
different methods including kickers and collimators are
planned [1]. To control the dark current level it is necessary to measure and optimize the efficiency of dark current
reduction, for which non-destructive monitors are required.
Here a new device is described which provides measurements of the dark current, the bunch charge and also bunch
length on the ps scale.

SETUP
The device consists of a resonator made from stainless
steel with the frequency of the first monopole mode at
1.3 GHz and a bandwidth of 6.7 MHz. Two antennae are
used for coupling-out the signals, see Fig. 1 and [2]. The
voltage of a monopole mode after a beam passage is given
by
t

U = U0 sin (ωt)e− τ ,

(1)

with ω = 2πf , the resonance frequency f = 1299.3 ±
0.1 MHz, the decay time τ = QL /(πf ) and QL = 193 ± 5
the resonator loaded quality factor. The amplitude is given
by
(2)
U0 = qS,
∗ dirk.lipka@desy.de
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Figure 1: Dark current Monitor at the photo injector test
facility.
be calculated by measuring the amplitude. The quality factor of the resonator is designed such that single bunches
at the European XFEL with a minimum beam spacing of
222 ns can still be resolved. The signal from each of the
two antennae is processed by electronics which consists of
circulator, band-pass filter, limiter, down conversion to an
intermediate frequency, logarithmic detector and offset and
gain control. Due to the logarithmic detector the signal processing range is 70 dB.

MEASUREMENT RESULTS
A prototype of the dark current monitor (DaMon) has
been installed at the photo injector test facility at DESY
Zeuthen (PITZ). The calibration is done by using the laboratory measurements of the resonator and the response
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DaMon Charge / pC

function of the electronics and the attenuation of the cables.
The DaMon measurement of the beam charge is compared
to those taken with a Faraday Cup (FC), see Fig. 2. A good

DaMon dark current / μ A
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Figure 2: Beam charge taken with the DaMon as a function
of results with a Faraday Cup (FC). Error bars are standard
deviations of several measurements.
agreement between the DaMon and FC results is visible,
the FC shows 2 % lower charges which could be caused by
charge loss in the cup. Therefore the laboratory calibration
is confirmed with the beam measurement. The noise from
the FC readings are larger than that of the DaMon because
of a better resolution of the DaMon. The signal from the
DaMon is still attenuated by 20 dB, therefore lower charge
readings and resolutions down to fC level are possible.
The dark current I = q/T is produced and transfered in the linac with the accelerator frequency of 1/T =
f = 1.3 GHz. Each RF bucket contains a dark current
bunch carrying a too low charge q to be detected by a single
measurement U0 = qS. But due to the resonant response
of the monitor, dark current bunches add fields in the DaMon up to a measurable level, because the decay time is
long compared to the dark current spacing T . The resulting envelope amplitude UDaMon is a function of the dark
current level as well as the decay time of the signal, determined by the QL of the DaMon resonator. Therefore, the
dark current can be calculated by

f 
1 − e−π/QL .
I = UDaMon
S

10-1

200

220

240

260

280

(3)

300
320
Solenoid current / A

Figure 4: Dark current taken with the DaMon as a function
of the injector solenoid current.
The measurements of bunch charge and dark current
have been repeated at FLASH. Here the charge measurements are in agreement with the toroids. At FLASH the
dark current could not be compared with the FC results because the distance between the devices is too large. The observation limit of the dark current at FLASH is determined
to be 40 nA.
Taking into account the beam form factor F the equation
(2) has to be modified to
U0i = qSi F (ωi , σ)

The DaMon results are compared to those taken with a
FC, see Fig. 3. Here the same calibration is used as in the
beam charge measurement. The FC results are a factor of
about 2.5 higher than the DaMon results, because the FC is
1.56 m nearer to the injector. It was verified that the dark
current is reduced by a factor of 2 at a second FC 0.98 m
before the DaMon. The remaining difference of dark current is lost due to the aperture of the beamline.
In Fig. 4 the dark current is shown as a function of the
injector solenoid current which focus the transverse beam
size. The FC could not resolve these low dark current values therefore no comparison was possible. But one can see
that dark currents down to 52 nA can be resolved.
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1

(4)

for different monopole modes i and the bunch length σ.
A Gaussian form factor can be expressed as F (ωi , σ) =
2 2
e−ωi σ /2 which tends to unity for a bunch length below
1 ps. Taking the ratio of 2 or more monopole mode amplitudes only the bunch length and the resonator properties remain. Especially the ratio of modes with the largest
frequency difference end up with the best resolution. Using this method with the DaMon bunch lengths of 1 ps or
longer can be detected; this length is expected after the RF
gun and before the bunch compression in a SASE machine.
In Fig. 5 the spectrum of the DaMon with beam is visible. The first three monopole modes have the frequencies
of 1.299, 3.236 and 5.074 GHz, in between are dipole and
quadrupole modes. The third monopole mode is strongly
attenuated due to the 25 m long cable between the DaMon
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Figure 3: Dark current taken with the DaMon as a function
of results with the Faraday Cup.
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Figure 5: Beam spectrum of the DaMon.
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σ / ps

and the spectrum analyzer, but the higher frequency amplitude provides a better bunch length resolution.
The amplitude of the monopole modes has been measured as a function of the injector phase, see Fig. 6. The
highest beam energy is reached at phases of zero. For the
measurement the spectrum analyzer takes several pulses for
each mode. A Gaussian form factor is used. From Fig. 6
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Figure 7: Bunch length measured using Aerogel and a
streak camera as a function of injector phase including simulation results. The Aerogel position is 4 m downstream of
the DaMon.
the beam charge can be measured with fC resolution. Both
beam properties are processed in a prototype electronics
and show good agreement with comparable methods. The
resolutions are better compared to the values taken with a
FC. In addition higher order monopole modes are used to
detect the bunch length above 1 ps, which is confirmed by a
streak camera method. A dedicated electronics is in development to detect the amplitude of the higher order modes
to provide a better resolution of the bunch length measurement.
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Figure 6: Bunch length measured using the first and third
monopole mode from the DaMon signal as a function of
injector phase including simulation results.
one can see that the bunch length decreases with increasing
phase. This is confirmed by another method using Aerogel as radiator and a streak camera, see Fig. 7. Both show
agreement with ASTRA simulations [3] at phases above
zero. The variation of the bunch length measurement with
the streak camera method is smaller. This could be due to
the limited resolution of the spectrum analyzer. At negative phases the simulations do not agree with the measurements taken with DaMon and streak camera; maybe simulation parameters could be better optimized. The streak
camera measurements show a better agreement to the simulations at negative phases, here the Aerogel is positioned
4 m downstream compared to the DaMon position.
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SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
A resonator is used to measure non-destructively the
dark current down to a lower limit of 40 nA. In addition,
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BEAM INDUCED FLUORESCENCE MONITORS
F. Becker∗ , GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

Non-intersecting diagnostic devices in hadron accelerators offer continuous online monitoring capability. They
also avoid the problem of potential thermal damage in
high-current applications. Taking advantage of the residual gas as active material, the Beam Induced Fluorescence
(BIF) monitor exploits gas fluorescence in the visible range
for transversal profile measurements. Depending on beam
parameters and vacuum-constraints, BIF monitors can be
operated at base-pressure or in dedicated local pressure
bumps up to the mbar range. Nowadays, BIF monitors are
investigated in many accelerator laboratories for hadron energies from about 100 keV up to several 100 GeV. This paper gives an introduction to the measurement principle and
typical operating conditions. It summarizes recent investigations, e.g. on different working gases, and it compares
various technical realizations.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE METHOD
Systematic investigation of the fluorescence mechanism
in gases was matter of particular interest already during the first half of the twentieth century and pursued
by atomic physics researchers [1, 2]. Experiments were
closely connected to the development of spectrographs,
light sources for absorption spectroscopy and dedicated excitation drivers like spark discharge, electron guns or ion
sources. A 200 keV proton beam as excitation driver was
used to measure optical spectra and to determine absolute
electron capture and loss cross-sections in a 3·10−2 mbar
nitrogen atmosphere [3]. Beside the main cross section results and spectral data, the influence of secondary electrons
on the observed optical transitions and their appearance as
a beam halo was discussed.
The first beam induced fluorescence monitors as dedicated systems for beam diagnostics have been realized at
the LEBT-section of the PSI cyclotron facility for 60 to
870 keV ions [4, 5] and at the 6.7 MeV low energy demonstration accelerator (LEDA) in Los Alamos [6, 7]. At PSI,
the monitor was realized with a stepper controlled, tilting
PMT slit detector and was operated at ≤ 10−6 mbar base
pressure. At LANL, transverse beam profiles were successfully obtained from projections of fluorescence images in
≤ 10−5 mbar nitrogen gas with an intensified video camera. Additionally, the monitor was equipped with a pulsed
leak valve. Within the last two decades, fundamental investigations were carried out [8, 9, 10, 11] and BIF monitors have been successfully commissioned in synchrotrons
[12, 13, 14] and linear accelerators or transport sections
∗ Frank.Becker@gsi.de
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Figure 1: Fluorescence image of a 12 mA, 100 μs Ar+ beam crossing a supersonic nitrogen gas jet in the UNILAC
gas stripper. Projections along (transverse beam profile)
and across the beam path are given in arbitrary intensity
units and millimeter length. Due to the stripping of Ar in
the gas jet, the signal increases along the beam direction.
Table 1: Collection of BIF-monitors realized at different
laboratories. If monitors are used as standard operating tool
the lab is marked with (∗ ). Corresponding references, type
of accelerator (L = linac, S = synchrotron, LEBT/HEBT
transport sections) and specialties are referred likewise.
Lab.
Ref.
Acc.
Specialty
∗
PSI
[4, 5]
LEBT
Reliable design
LANL
[6, 7]
HEBT
Pulsed valve
IPN
[9, 15]
L
Doppler spectr.
CERN
[8, 12]
S
Highest energy
GSI∗
[10, 29, 26] L, HEBT Spctr. var. ions
COSY∗
[13, 32]
S
PMT-array
BNL∗
[14]
S
H gas jet
CIEMAT
[20]
L
Rad. tolerant
IAP
[28]
L
Tomography
[5, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. Meeting the increasing demands for
online diagnostics in upcoming accelerators, many innovative enhancements of the BIF method are currently beeing
developed [20, 14, 21]. A collection of BIF-monitors realized at different laboratories is given in Table 1. In the following, a systematic overview is presented and references
are listed according to specific aspects of the method.

MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLE
BIF monitors rely, like Ionization Profile Monitors
(IPMs), on the interaction of beam ions with any working gas, residual or specifically introduced. The differen-
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tial energy loss of beam ions is the driver for ionization
and excitation of the working gas and the beam itself [15].
This paper focuses on the fluorescence of different working gases, due to its universal area of application for almost
any kind of ion beams. As long as we might assume the locations of exciting beam ions and the emitting gas atoms or
molecules to be nearly identical, fluorescence light can be
used to image the beam particle distribution. A sensitive,
spatially resolving photo detection system is used for fluorescence imaging, e.g. intensified cameras or PMT-arrays.
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ESTIMATION OF SIGNAL STRENGTH
The sensitivity is either determined by the number of detected ionized gas atoms or electrons (IPM), or the number
of detected beam induced fluorescence photons (BIF). In
the following, we consider both monitors to be intensified
in a way that they are operated in a particle counting mode.
Cross sections for gas ionization by proton beams [22] and
generation of fluorescence photons [8, 12] have been experimentally determined. It was shown that cross sections
scale with the differential energy loss for particle energies
from 100 keV to 450 GeV.
In this representation, cross-sections contain beam parameters like particle energy E and effective charge q̄. In
low gas densities and for large impact parameters the effective charge q̄ = Zprojectile − n̄e , with n̄e the number
of remaining electrons. For any particle beam the number
of detected ions Yionize or fluorescence photons Yphoton
is determined by the number of beam ions NIon per integration time, the gas density ρ, the length of the observed
beam gas interaction volume Δs, the probability for single
event detection PDetector and the corresponding cross sections σionize or σphoton , see Equations (1) & (2). They can
be scaled for heavy ion beams according to Equation (3).
Yionize

= NIon ρ Δs PDet. σion. (E, q̄)

(1)

Yphoton

= NIon ρ Δs PDet. σphot. (E, q̄) Ω

(2)


σion./phot. ∝

dE
dx


⇒

σion./phot. ∝ q̄ 2

(3)

The average energy W ionize which is required to produce an electron-ion-pair in gas only depends on the gas
species, neither on the ion species nor the ion energy and
is in the order of 30 eV ( 34.8 eV for N2 ) [23]. In BetheBloch formula’s energy-range of validity, W ionize is rather
constant. Therefore Yionize and accordingly σionize scale
with the differential energy loss [24]. Further it was shown
that W ionize is sensitive to trace amounts of various gascontaminants. For projectile velocities at particle energies
E ≤ 100 keV/u the value of W ionize increases [25].
Very similar to gas-ionization, the fluorescence process
requires an average energy W photon to produce an optical
photon, according to Equation (4).
σionize (E, q̄)
(4)
W photon = W ionize ·
σphoton (E, q̄)
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Figure 2: Schematic drawing of the BIF optical layout.
W photon was experimentally determined to be several keV
in nitrogen [3, 8]. In residual nitrogen gas, the energy
converted into fluorescence photons is rather constant and
about 1% of the differential energy loss, within a spectral
range from 400 to 700 nm [11]. It is also sensitive to the gas
species and impurities, see [26]. However, for given gas
and beam settings, cross sections σ, and number of beam
ions N per integration time are preset parameters.

PHOTO DETECTION SYSTEM
According to Equation (2), the detection system can be
optimized regarding the geometrical parameters Δs, the
solid angle Ω and the probability for photon detection
PDetector (λ), including losses in the optical components.

Optical Layout
The optical system images the fluorescence object onto
the sensor with the required scaling factor. Another boundary condition is the optical depth of field Δd, that should
cover not less than the beam diameter, see Fig. 2. Equations (5) and (6) give the deviations g − d− and d+ − g
with respect to the object distance g, the focal length f , the
f-number κ and the diameter of the allowed blurring circle
z, that is typically in the order of the pixel size. For a given
geometry and z, the depth of field increases with increasing f-numbers. Nevertheless, the solid angle Ω scales like
∝ κ−2 , with an associated signal loss.
g − d− =

g(g − f )
g(g − f )
; d+ − g =
dh + (g − f )
dh − (g − f )
f2
with dh =
+f
κz

(5)
(6)

The spectral transmission of the lenses and optical components can be optimized as well and should cover the
spectral lines of interest. Spherical aberrations of purchased lenses are typically well specified and minor issues. However, chromatic aberrations are critical for UVenhanced quartz lenses. Perspective aberrations and the
relative spread in contributing solid angle increase with increasing beam diameters. For g = 200 mm, f = 16 mm,
κ = 1.4 and a Gaussian beam of σx · σy = 30x30 mm2 ,
the relative error in measured beam width Δσ/σ = 12,2 %.
Quasi-parallel projections as realized in telecentric lenses
overcome this issue at the expense of light intensity.
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Optical Detector
The detector system determines spectral acceptance and
detection probability PDetector (λ) due to its characteristic
quantum efficiency QE(λ). Depending on the amount of
photons per integration time at the detector, different realizations are possible. In Table 2 a collection of common
detection systems is presented.
Scientific CCD or CMOS cameras have QEs from 30 to
90 % and require about 5 to 100 photons per pixel for a detectable signal above the noise floor. Figure 1 shows a fluorescence image of a 1,4 MeV/u, 12 mA, 100 μs Ar+ -beam
in an inhomogeneous supersonic nitrogen gas jet, recorded
with a standard VGA CCD camera.
For decreasing Yphoton the noise contribution has to be
reduced by cooling or by connecting an image intensifier
to a standard camera [10]. The system can be operated in
a photon counting mode, that even single photons are detected upon the inherent noise. Figure 3 shows single fluorescence photons of a 4.7 MeV/u, 1 mA, 500 μs Xe21+ beam in 5·10−6 mbar N2 gas, recorded with a chevron
ICCD. Photon counting capability and adequate QE in the
observed spectral range is recommended for all BIF applications to reduce integration time and required gas load.
Compared to PMTs or solid state amplifiers, systems
with MCP-based image intensifiers have inferior QE, due
to MCP open area ratios of about 50 %. In addition to the
investigated systems, silicon photo multipliers (SiPM) with
a performant multichannel ADC seem to be a promising
alternative [31]. Most BIF monitors are realized with area
or line scan detectors, recording transverse x/y-projections.
Some groups work on reconstruction of 2-D beam distributions by tomography techniques [27, 28].
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CHOICE OF WORKING GAS
Pressure and working gas species determine ρ and
σphoton . Therefore, they have a crucial impact on the photon yield Yphoton , see Equation (2). According to the specifications for installations in a specific vacuum system, the
monitor must be either operated at base pressure, or it is allowed to introduce a dedicated working gas. At base pressure the residual gas is a composition of many species and
usually H2 dominated in UHV-systems and N2 dominated
in clean HV-systems with p ≥ 10−9 mbar. In the following,
dedicated working gases will be discussed.

Displacement Error and Fluorescence Lifetime
Fluorescence imaging is an indirect method and measurement errors due to displacement of gas atoms have to
be taken into account. The displacement is determined
by thermal motion, momentum transfer, dissociation of
molecules and acceleration of charged gas ions in the electrical field of the ion beam [8, 29]. Highest accuracy can
be achieved, using heavy gas species with short fluorescence lifetimes. Fluorescence halos due to excitation by
secondary electrons can be avoided by spectral selection,
because relevant cross sections drop for ionized gases, e.g.
+
N+
2 , Xe [18].

Imgaging Spectroscopy and Light Yield
With an imaging spectrograph, coupled to a trialkali
ICCD (300-800 nm) beam profile data was assigned to optical transitions [26]. Inert gases (He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe) have
been chosen due to their atomic occurrence (no dissociation
dynamics) and short fluorescence lifetimes ≤ 10 ns. N2 gas as dominating species in clean HV -installations was
chosen as a reference. After normalization, all investigated
gases but He show identical beam profiles and suitable optical transitions. Normalized with respect to the gas pressure
and the differential energy loss, the integral nitrogen signal was about four times higher than the signal observed in
rare gases, for different investigated ion species and charge
states. In principle, fluorescence spectra of specific gases
did not change with the ion species (p, S6+ , Ni9+ , Ta24+ ,
U28+ ) [26].

Gas Dosing Systems
Beside operation with a gas mixture at base pressure
[5], a regulated leak valve provides slow controlled pressure bumps along a constantly pumped beam line and defines the parameters of a dedicated working gas [19]. Remote controlled types with motorized needle and pressure
controlled feedback system provide constant gas pressures.
For transport sections with low duty cycle or sporadic monitoring, a pulsed valve is an alternative. Triggered solenoid
and piezoelectric valves provide down to ms gas puffs
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Table 2: Collection of common detection systems, sorted
by pixel arrangement. Known advantages and disadvantages are listed, as well as corresponding references where
the system has been realized, with further information.
AREA SCAN
Device
QE %
Pros
Cons
ICCD
5-20
+ ns-gating
- low QE
[6, 9, 10]
+ low noise
- rad. sensit.
ICID
5-20
+ ns-gating
- low QE
[20]
+ dynamics
- resolution
+ rad. tolerant - noise
EMCCD
40-90 + high QE
- slow gating
[29]
+ high resol.
- rad. sensit.
LINE SCAN
PMT-array 10-40 + fast resp.
- ADC issue
[30, 20]
+ low noise
- low resol.
Array of
40-90 + high QE
- ADC issue
SiPMs
+ fast resp.
- noise
SINGLE PIXEL
PMT [4, 8] 10-90 + robust
- mechanics
or SiPM
+ low noise
- step motor
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Radiation due to beam losses or decay of produced particles is another limiting factor. We found that beam induced
radiation background is detected with different intensified
camera systems [29]. This contribution increases with the
ion energy and reduces the actual dynamic range of the intensified camera system. Therefore, effective shielding and
radiation hard components should be foreseen [20].

CONCLUSION
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Figure 3: 8-bit VGA fluorescence image (upper) with
a selected region of interest (yellow circle). The lower
part show the analyzed image with with detected local
grayscale-maxima. The ’Maxima’-algorithm of the image
processing tool ’ImageJ’ assigns an index to each spot (yellow crosses). Result is 603 counts within the ROI.
[7, 32] and allow BIF operation even in synchrotron vacuum conditions. Low duty-cycles and lower mean pressures allow for higher peak pressures and increased fluorescence count rates. Directed gas jets as depicted in Fig. 1
combine gas densities of up to 10−3 mbar equivalent pressure with low gas contamination of the vacuum system.
[14, 21]. Some installations exploit the beam induced gas
desorption and fluorescence [17].

THE LIMITING FACTORS
Compared to IPMs, BIF monitors have to cope with
about a factor of thousand lower cross sections σphoton , depending on the database [8, 12]. Additionally, the required
depth of field limits the F-number to κ ≥ κ(Δd), with typical solid angles Ω ≤ 10−3 . All this reduces the Photon
yield Yphoton . If the monitor has to be operated at low gas
pressures with a small number of ions per integration time
and ion energies near the ionization minimum, even high
QE sensors with photon counting capability will run into
shot noise issues. The 603 detected events from Figure 3
are sufficient to determine beam profiles of a Gaussian distribution. For less than ≈ 30 counts, the χ2 -method fails.
Binning of detector pixels improves statistical fluctuations
at the cost of spatial resolution. Non-Gaussian density distributions require a larger number of detected photons. In
general, the error σμ and σσ in statistical moments μ and σ
scale with the number of counts n = Yphoton , see Eq. (7).
1
σμ ∝ √
n
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∧

1
σσ ∝ √
2n

(7)

BIF monitors have undergone noteworthy development
in many technical aspects but especially in the optical readout systems with on-board ADC and user-friendly interfaces. They became standard diagnostics in a still growing number of accelerator labs. In comparison to other
profile monitors, like SEM-grids, wire scanners or IPMs,
profiles recorded with BIF monitors are in excellent agreement [4, 9, 16, 33]. Although technical challenges have to
be taken up, BIF monitors are operated at minimal ionization energy with single photon counting and pulsed valves,
in radiation harsh environment with appropriate shielding
and even in synchrotron vacuum conditions with the help
of gas jets.
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Abstract
The LHC started up with beam in November 2009, and
within less then on year its luminosity reached 2 × 1032
cm−2 s−1 at 3.5 TeV in October 2010. A few weeks later,
in November 2010, lead ion collisions were established
within little over two days. The fast progress and successes
of the LHC commissioning and early operation would not
have been possible without the excellent performance of
its beam instrumentation. All essential instruments worked
from the first day or were commissioned in a very short
time, providing rapid diagnostics for the beam parameters.
Tune and orbit feedbacks that rely on high quality measurements were used early on to achieve smooth operation with
minimal beam losses. This presentation will address the
performance of the LHC beam instrumentation, in particular the very large beam position and beam loss monitoring systems, both composed of many thousand channels.
Present limitations and future improvements will also be
discussed.

LHC COMMISSIONING
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [1] saw in 2010 the
first full year of operation at 3.5 TeV per beam, after the
incident of September 2008 that required a major consolidation program in the tunnel and after a short engineering run at 1.18 TeV at the end of 2009 [2]. The choice
of operating at half the design beam energy of 7 TeV per
beam was taken to minimize the risk associated to superconducting splice burn-out. A design problem of the main
circuit splices was indeed revealed by the massive monitoring campaign that followed the 2008 incident. A full
consolidation program to overcome this energy limitation
requires a long shutdown to fix all the super-conducting
slices which is foreseen in 2013-2014.
After a safe operation at 3.5 TeV in 2010, the LHC roadmap for the next few years has been discussed at the LHC
Performance Workshop held in January 2011 [3]. The two
main outcomes are that (1) the operating energy will be
maintained at 3.5 TeV in 2011 and that (2) the machine run
will be extended into 2012. The goal of this two-year long
running period is to maximize the LHC physics outcome by
either discovering or ruling out the existence of the Higgs
boson.
A schematic view of the 26.7 km-long LHC ring is given
in Fig. 1 [1]. The LHC lattice has 8 arcs and 8 long straight
sections (LSSs). Thanks to a two-in-one magnet design, the
counter-rotating proton beams circulate in separated vacuum chambers and cross each other only in the experimental interaction regions (IRs): IR1 (that houses the experi-
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Figure 1: Illustrative layout of the 26.7 km-long LHC rings,
featuring 8 arcs and 8 long straight sections (LSSs). Each
LSS is surrounded by 2 dispersion suppressors (DSs) [1].
ments ATLAS and LHCf), IR2 (ALICE), IR5 (CMS and
TOTEM) and IR8 (LHCb). The other straight sections are
dedicated to the radio-frequency system (IR4), the beam
dumping system (IR6) and the momentum (IR3) and betatron (IR7) collimation systems. The injections of the clockwise beam 1 and anti-clockwise beam 2 take place in IR2
and IR8, respectively.
Figure 2 illustrates the peak luminosity progression that
characterized the 2010 run and the early part of the 2011
run. Three diﬀerent running periods can be identified:
(1) Initial commissioning and luminosity run with reduced intensity (blue shaded area);
(2) operation with up to 48 bunches of intensity above the
nominal value of 1.15×1011 p (red shaded area);
(3) operation with bunch-train injections at 150 ns spacing in 2010, up to a total of 368 bunches, for luminosity performance ramp-up; operation with bunch-train
injections at 75 ns and then 50 ns spacing in 2011, up
to a total of 768 bunches (status mid-May 2011, green
shaded area).
The main LHC design parameters, the 2011 achievements and the forecast for 2011 are given in Table 1. To
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Table 1: LHC Parameters for Proton Operation, the Second
Column Indicates the Present Achievements in 2011
Parameter
Value
Design 2011 2011
target
Beam energy [TeV]
7.0
3.5
3.5
Peak luminosity [1032 cm−2 s−1 ]
100
8.5
10–15
Stored energy [MJ]
362
55
≈100
Bunch intensity [1010p]
11.5
12
12–14
Number of bunches
2808
768
1400
Bunch spacing [ns]
25
50
50-75
Norm. transv. emittance [µm]
3.5
2.8
2.5
β∗ in IR1/IR5 [m]
0.55
1.5
1.5
β∗ in IR2 [m]
10.0
10.0
10.0
β∗ in IR8 [m]
10.0
3.0
3.0

Figure 2: Record luminosity as a function of time in 2010
and 2011.
minimize the electron-cloud eﬀects measured in 2010 [3] a
scrubbing run took place in the first half of April 2011, after which operation started with high intensity beams based
on 50 ns bunch spacing. Figure 3 illustrates the luminosity
progression in 2011. On April 21 st 2011 the LHC luminosity exceeded for the first time the TEVATRON luminosity
record. Only two weeks later the LHC luminosity exceed
the TEVATRON record by more than a factor two. The
present integrated luminosity in 2011 is 0.25 fb−1 , well on
the way to a total of a few fb−1 .

LHC BEAM INSTRUMENTATION
In this document the focus is set on the performance
with high intensity proton beams which is the main physics
program of the LHC. But the LHC also has an extensive
(≈1 month/year) ion program, for the moment with Lead
(Pb) beams. A very successful Pb-Pb run took place in December 2010. The switch over from proton to ion collisions
was done in 4 days and perfectly working instrumentation
played an important role in this fast turn-over of the LHC.
Another Pb-Pb run will take place in November 2011, followed by a first test of mixed p-Pb operation.
The performance of the LHC instrumentation is typically
equivalent between protons and ions, except for resolution
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eﬀects due to lower intensity. Some instruments (for example Schottky monitor) actually performed better with
ions than with protons. The typical ion bunch charge is
of 2 − 7 × 109 to be compared to proton bunch charges in
the range of 2 × 109 to 1.5 × 1011 .

BEAM POSITION SYSTEM
The LHC Beam Postion Monitor system [4] consists of
1070 dual plane button and coupler position monitors, and
provides 2140 beam position readings. The orbit acquisitions are auto-triggered and the system availability is excellent. There are typically only around 2% monitors with
problems.
On the oﬃcial start up day of the LHC in September
2008, all of CERN (and many more people from the outside) followed live the threading of the beams around the
rings. This took about 1 hour for each beam, and the completed first turn of beam 2 is shown in Fig. 4. The threading
was extremely successful thanks to the quasi prefect performance of the BPM system on that first day. The number of
channel that were found to have problems at commissioning (horizontal-vertical inversion, sign) was at the level of
few percent.
Rather unusual for a proton ring, an orbit feedback
(OFB) was foreseen from the start, based on 25 Hz orbit
acquisitions to ensure that the high intensity proton beams
would remain well centered in the over 100 collimators.
For a machine with super-conducting magnets a 1 Hz bandwidth is suﬃcient. The OFB is based on central processing of all BPM data with with data transfer from and to
the front end computers by UDP packets over Gb Ether-
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Figure 3: Peak luminosity as a function of week in 2011
recorded by the LHC experiments. Courtesy of M. FerroLuzzi.
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Figure 4: The very first turn of LHC beam 2 after successful threading in September 2010. The beam is injected on
the right side of the image.
net. The OFB was put into operation in April 2010 and
performed very reliably since then, after minor running-in
issues had been solved. The rms orbit stability in ramp and
squeeze is at the level of 0.1 mm or better which is adequate
for the present operating conditions [5].
To boost the luminosity by a reduction of β∗ , aperture considerations become more and more critical, and
the orbit reproducibility becomes essential to ensure that
the super-conducting magnet aperture is adequately protected. The margins between collimators and apertures
are presently at the level of 2 mm, and the margins will
go down in the future. Crate temperature driven systematic errors (≈ 50 µm/deg) have quickly been identified as a
considerable issue for the reproducibility of the orbit, with
shifts of up to 0.5 mm over a time span of a few hours.
The problem is now under control with regular calibrations
and online temperature correction of the raw position data.
The remaining residual errors are at the level of 0.1 mm.
A long term solution with temperature controlled racks is
being evaluated [4]. Besides the crate temperatures, filling
pattern eﬀects of ≈ 0.2 mm have been identified. Those
eﬀects are controlled by appropriate calibrations that emulates the filling pattern of the machine.
The BPM system also provides bunch-by-bunch and
turn-by-turn acquisitions of to 100’000 (turns × bunches)
per BPM and per plane. So far only 4000 turns are used
due to data readout and concentration problems. In combination with an AC-dipole excitation, multi-turn acquisitions were used to measure and successfully correct the
beta-beating. Figure 5 shows the beta-beating with respect
to the nominal model in collisions at 3.5 TeV before and
after correction.

BEAM LOSS MONITORING SYSTEM
Almost 4000 ionization chambers protect the LHC
against beam induced damage and in particular the LHC
super-conducting magnets against beam induced quenches.
The system has been designed with very high safety standard (SIL3) and is an essential component of the LHC Machine Protection System [6]. The system is protecting the
magnets against loss on time scale ranging from 40 µs (corresponding to ≈ 1/2 LHC turn) to 80 seconds.
The LHC BLM system dumps the beams as soon as
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Figure 5: Example of beta-beating measurements for
beam 1 using multi-turn acquisitions before and after correction at 3.5 TeV.

Figure 6: Loss rates along the LHC ring during stable collisions. In this example a short (millisecond duration) loss
is visible on the right, probably due to dust particles.

a SINGLE monitor exceeds its interlock threshold. This
rather aggressive policy did not cause unnecessary down
time so far, and provided excellent and highly redundant
protection. A large fraction of the BLMs are installed
on super-conducting magnets with dump thresholds set to
30% of the estimated quench level loss. In 2010 the quench
thresholds were probed by experiments and by actual loss
events. From this experience the thresholds were increased
by a factor 5 for losses on the millisecond time scale and
reduced by a factor 2 for losses on the second time scale
with respect to the initial estimates [3, 5].
Figure 6 shows the typical losses during stable high intensity collisions. The losses are contained within the
highly eﬃcient collimation system and near the experiments.
One of the remaining issues of the BLM system is
the saturation of the loss signal (electronics) for very fast
events (injection) or very high losses at collimators. This
issue is being addressed with smaller ionization chambers
and signal filters.
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Figure 7: Real-time trims applied by the QFB during a
ramp and a squeeze phase.
Figure 8: Synchrotron light from Pb ions at 3.5 TeV.

TUNE AND CHROMATICITY

A real-time tune feedback (QFB) is used for ramp and
squeeze, based on the FFT acquisitions at 2.5 Hz. This is
an essential tool, although it is possible to operate without
QFB if corrections are fed forward properly. Compatibility
issues between QFB and transverse feedback have been a
recurrent problem, leading to poor signal quality for tune
tracking. Compatibility with the TFB is also the reason
why a PLL is not used for tune tracking. Too aggressive
corrections by the QFB lead to trips of the tune trim circuits as the Quench Protection System erroneously interprets very fast trims (in fact the resulting voltage spikes)
as quenches. In general QFB trims are minimized by feedforward of the corrections. An example of QFB trims during a ramp and a squeeze are shown in Fig. 7.
The chromaticity is measured using classical RF frequency modulation with a range of d p/p = ±(2 − 4) × 10−4.
It is measured at every injection with pilot beams or moderate intensity beams to verify the feed-forward corrections
that are applied with 2011 for the dynamic field decay of
the super-conducting dipole magnets (variation of ≈ 20
units of Q over 1 hour on the injection plateau) [5]. Continuous measurements in the ramp are performed ’on demand’
with low intensity. Corrections are then fed forward and are
suﬃciently stable. Ramp measurement with high intensity
beam have never been tested.
A Schottky monitor provides tune, chromaticity, momentum spread data independently of the BBQ tune system [7]. It can be gated to provide bunch-by-bunch tunes
which is of great interest for the study of instabilities and
beam-beam eﬀects. Strong and long lasting coherent longitudinal oscillations make measurements diﬃcult with high
intensity proton beams; long waiting times (≈ 30 minutes)
are needed after the ramp before signals of suﬃcient quality can be observed. On the other hand the performance is
good with low intensity ion beams.
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PROFILE MONITORS
Wire-scanners have long been the workhorse for emittance measurements for LHC operations, but their range is
limited to low intensity due to risk of damage (injection) or
quench (3.5 TeV). Wire scans can presently only be made
at start of filling and for machine experiments with moderate intensities. Nevertheless wire scanners remain the reference devices for absolute emittance measurements [5].
A the LHC beam operation crews have the unique privilege to be able to observe proton and ion beams in real-time
using synchrotron light [8]: beam instabilities and kicks
can be observed by eye on TV screens, see Fig. 8. The light
source is a super-conducting undulator from injection to 1.2
TeV, a dipole fringe field above 1 TeV. For the moment this
instrument is mostly used for relative measurements like
emittance growth and bunch by bunch emittance, as the absolute calibration is not yet suﬃciently accurate.

BEAM INTENSITY
In a machine with such high intensities, collective instabilities and beam-beam eﬀects, bunch by bunch intensity is
clearly essential to assess the losses for diﬀerent bunches
in the trains. The bunch-by-bunch BCT provides intensity
information for each 25 ns bunch slot, while a DC BCT
(DCCT) provides precision absolute intensity information.
The absolute calibration of DCCTs to below 1% and crosscalibration to the fast BCTs is of great interest to the experiments for the absolute luminosity determination. In 2010
this was hampered by a dependence of the DCCT on filling
pattern and bunch length, and a beam position dependence
of the fast BCTs. The DCCT issue was solved in 2011, the
absolute calibration is now below 1% [9].
A longitudinal profile monitor based on photon counting (same light source as the synchrotron light monitor) is
starting to provide high resolution data of the longitudinal
structure of the beams. This instrument is still under construction, but it is extremely promising to understand RF
issues in the injectors and at capture that lead to the creation of ghost bunches [9].
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Tune diagnostics is based on a high sensitivity BBQ
(Base-Band Q) system operated in continuous FFT spectrum mode at 2.5 Hz. This system is working well, except
for occasional issues with the LHC transverse feedback
system that sometimes ’kills’ all coherent motion, hiding
the tune peak. Under normal conditions the tune resolution
is at the level of 10−4 , adequate for normal operation.

Proceedings of DIPAC2011, Hamburg, Germany

LUMINOSITY
The LHC machine has its own luminosity monitors (ionization chambers and CdTe detectors) but in regular operation they are only used as backup [10]. Shift crews are
relying on the luminosity data from the experiments for
daily operation, in particular for the luminosity optimization at the start of every period with stable colliding beams.
Corrections of up to one beam sigma at the IP have to be
applied every time the beams are brought into collisions.
An eﬀort to provide an absolute calibration of the luminosity at the level of a few percent is under way using Van
de Meer scans. This requires an excellent accuracy of the
BCTs, see the previous section [9].

OTHER INSTRUMENTS
There are more instrumentation installed at the LHC that
cannot be covered here:
• Beam screens (OTR) for matching and beam dump
diagnostics,
• Bunch length measurements,

c 2011 by the respective authors — cc Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 (CC BY 3.0)
Copyright ○

• Gas ionization profile monitors,
• Head-tail monitors,
• Diamond detectors for bunch-by-bunch losses,
• Specialized instrumentation for machine protection.

POST-MORTEM FUNCTIONALITY
All essential instruments (BPMs, BLMs, BCTs, tune)
provide post-mortem data in the form of circular buﬀers
that are frozen when the beam dump is triggered. This data
is collected and archived for every beam dump, it covers
typically the last seconds of the beam before the dump with
turn resolution. This functionality is essential to diagnose
dumps from beam instabilities, kicker mis-fires, fast beam
losses etc. Fig. 9 for example shows the beam loss monitor
signal with a resolution of 40 µs that led to a beam dump
from a fast loss, probably due to a dust particle, as recorded
by the BLM system post-mortem.

CONCLUSION
The beam commissioning and first two years of LHC
beam operation have been very successful, with a rapid increase of the luminosity and the stored energy of the beams.
This progress would not have been possible without the
overall excellent performance of the LHC beam instrumentation. Various issues have been identified and solved during the commissioning (BPM and BCT systematics, BLM
thresholds, software issues etc), keeping up with the increased requirements of the machine.
In the near future improvements are expected on profile
monitor absolute calibrations, Schottky monitors, longitudinal density monitors. With the LHC now running trains
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Figure 9: Time evolution of a fast beam loss that triggered
a beam dump (from the beam loss) from . One bin corresponds to a 40 µs time interval.
of nearly 1000 bunches, the challenge of extracting and
exploiting bunch-by-bunch information is also being addressed.
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